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gMDBURYT
WITH EH

NO COMPLICATED COGS,

CAMS, OR ELABORATE
MECHANISM.

SIMPLICITY WITH
EFFICIENCY!

DJRABILITY WITH
SPEED.

THE SHUTTLE MOTION
13 PERFECTION.

ALL WEARING PARTS
ADJUSTABLE, AND ARE
MAOE OF THE FINEST

TfiMPERED STEEL.

No. 2.-step Pjed. £7.

No. 2.-Wlieel Peed Maohioe
Price £7 lOs. (^

..lions

..'crpool,

.J mese awards
> ...lUally receiving that
which we still more highly value,

the most flattering Testimonials
from our customers, speaking in the
warmest terms of praise concerning
ihe superiority of the Machines we
have had the pleasure of supplying.

—o

—

The Rotary is made in two sizes,

and nilh either

WHEEL or

STEP FEEDS,
to suit the taste of customers. They
will now execute the best work on
leather with the same ease as on
cloth or fustian.

BRADBURY'S BASSINETTES.
By the large increase in this branch of our business we are again enabled to make considerable reductions in

our prices, and we wish to assure our patrons that these reductions are genuine. We have not lowered the prices
ana lowered the quality of the goods as well, but we have preserved the same high standard of quality by \vhich
our Bassinettes have become so well known to the trade.

In our Illustrated List for this season will be found several New Designs in Wood Bodies- Our cabinet
department being replete with the most recent machinery, we are able to manufacture Bassinettes of this class in
a more handsome, substantial, and a better-finished manner than any other maker. They are all made of
thoroughly-seasoned timber, have the best fittings, rubber tyre bicycle wheels, springs, oil caps, &c., are well
upholstered, and nchly ornamented in various beautiful designs.

BRADBURY'S No. 8. BRADBURY

Rich ru-stn: ho.iy. walnut bar-^. nphoKt.-n^a in Crockett s leather, motinlcd on
slccl >hacklc springs, 24111. wheels, (Ittci with adjustahli: back rc-t, china
handle, three joose cushion's. >traps, brass Jointed hood, well cover, oil caps,
&;. Mad e with either dark body and light ribs, or light body and dark ribs.

Kjcgant circular wood body, walnut French poHiihed, upholstered in bes

woollen carriage cloth, mounted on steel shacklr- Nprings, 34 in. wheels, llttcd

with china handle, well cover, thiee loose cushions, str.ips, and brass jointed

^ oodi oil caps, \c. A richly oniamcutcd» well Qni&hed and durable carriage.

UNEQUALLED FOR QUALITY AND FINISH.
Price Lists to be obtained at our Depots or from the Manufactory.

BRADBURY & CO., Limited, Wellingtoii Works, OLDHAM.
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THE WORLD

M^ MACHINES
zed upon by Imitators.

irii..

ion 01 u^.

tive Talent ^ . -.

able. They make the

Double Thread Lock-

stitch, and have all

the Improvements
known to the sewing
machine art.

i

They have the Auto-

matic Equalized Ten-

sions, Open End Cyl-

inder Shuttle, Oscil-

lating Shuttle Carrier,

Double Direct Acting

Feed, Straight Self-

Setting Needle, and

Loose Balance Wheel

whereby the Bobbin

can be wound with-

out running the ma-
chine.

ThTr ARE MARVELS of INVENTIVE TALENT and CONSTRUCTIVE INGENUITY

They Surpass all other Sew-

ing Machines in the varied

combinations that consti-

tute a Perfect iV(achine>

Buy the Genuine "NEW
HOME NEW NA-

TIONAL." Do not be de-

ceived. Buy from our au-

thorized agent.

"The Mew Home Sewing Hflaelilne Go.^
EXPORT OFFiCE; 28 UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK.

^-YOU CAX BUY THE GENUINE "NEW HOBIE" SEWING BIACHINES OF.

41 chifi»eivham: ter-r-ace, HARiiOTr R,OA.r>3 yv.
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TO YENUOP
AN INVALUAt

THE u

GAS-HEA.
NO FLUE Hx:.^

NO SMOKE. NO SMELL. NO Dla. »,

NO DANGER.

No. 5. No. 2. No. 1. No. 3. No. 10.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST, TERMS, AND PARTICULARS OF

S. CLARK & CO., Patentees and Makers,
SYPHON WORKS:

PARK STREET, ISLINGTON, LONDON, N.

KOCH'S NEW CIRCULAR ELASTIC MACHINE.
THE BEST BOOT REI>AIRING IVTACHINE.

Manufactured by the

Bielefeld Sewing Machine Manufacturing Co,
H. KOCH & CO.

No Shuttle ^^
Carrier.

No Go^s,

e

if*.

\

The length of arm of the above luachiii.' is IG in, ; ihe hetitl is the smallest hitherto produced, being smaller than

a sixpenny piece, thus enabliug repiiirs of the smallest shoes to be done. The stitcli is bi-autiful and uuiforiu, feeding on or from

the cylinder in any direction ; this is a great advantiige not possessed by any other Elastic machine of older construction. The

Bhuttledoes not wear out as it lies immovably in the cylinder ; this is also a great feature, aa other Elastic machines are subject

to great wear and te.\r of shuttles, shuttle drivers and cogs, causing frequent repairs.

SOLE "wholesale AGENT—

C.L0HMANN,22, Jewin Street. London. E.G.,
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TO VENUOP
AN INVALUAL

THE u

GAS-HEA.
NO FLUE Ri^^

NO SMOKE. NO SMELL. NO Dlrvx w

NO DANGER.

,.^..^f^-

Tii

No. 5. No. 10.:.'o. li. No. 1. No. 3.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST, TERMS, AND PARTICULARS OF

S. CLARK & CO., Patentees and Makers,
SYPHON WORKS:

PARK STREET, ISLINGTON. LONDON, N,

KOCH'S NEW CIRCULAR ELASTIC MACHINE.
THE BEST BOOT REI>AIRING IVIACHINE.

Manufactured by the

Bielefeld Sewing' Machine Manufacturing' Co,
H. KOCH & CO.

V,

3

No Shuttle 5 -^

Carrier, a
No Cogs.

The length of arm of the above luachiuv i^s \(> iu. ; ihe head is the smallest hitherto produced, being smaller than

a sixpenny piece, thus enabling repairs of the smallest shoes to be done. The stitch is beautiful ant uniform, feedinj,' on or from

the cylinder in any direction ; this is a great advant:ige not possessed by any other Elastic machine of older construction. The

shuttle does not wear out as it lies immovably in the cylinder ; this is also a great feature, aa other Elastic macbiues are subject

to great wear and tear of shuttle.s, .shuttle drivers and cogs, causing frequent repairs.

SOLE "wholesale AGENT—

C.LOHMANN,22, Jewin Street. London. E.G.,
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SACK,

SAIL.
TARPAULIN,

FAMILY
(TREADLE)

JWORTON
(HAND)

MACHINES

, HE

Limited.
HERS,

,LASGOW,
; ,

Pall Mall, MANCHESTER.

STEEL

WRINGER,,

Gathering

Machines.

No:2.

IWanufacturing

Machines

FOUR

VARIETIES
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W. FOSTE

Manufacturers _ -descrip-

tion of Perambulator Fittings,

Hood Joints, Handles in Brass,
China, and Wood Brass Handle

Rods, &.C. Toy Fittings.

G. H. WELLS,
MANUFACTURER,

151 & 153,

BISJK0P ST. S0I3TJ1,

BIRMINGHAM.

BasnineLtes from 18a. ESTABLISHED 186 2.

AGENTS WANTED
In every trade for the sale of our Rubber
Stamps, cheapest and best in the world

;

^ood income may be realised ; whole or spare

time. Catalogue and Revised List Free.

RUBBER STAMP MAKERS,

23 & 24, IVY LANE LONDON, E.G.

AD. RIES & CO.,
45, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C.,

Manufacturers and Importers of

SWISS WATCHES.
Ladies' and Gent's sizes in GOLD, SILVER, and METAL,

IMPORTERS OF IMITATION MARBLE CLOCKS.

WOODEN AND NICKEL CLOCKS AT ALL PRICES.

Sole Agents for Gieat Britain and the Oolonies of

JUNKER &RUH'8 well-known Sewing Machines.

WHEN WRITING FOR LISTS, SEND BUSINESS CARD.

THE JOHNSTON SET OF ATTACHMENTS

HAS been impro\xd iiy making ilicni ail htaNier and iUongcr, and tiy gu-mg lium a superior nickel-plafed

finish. The Ruffler has a detachable under Blade and a separate Shirring Plate to go into the machine
in place of the Shuttle Race Cover. The Tuckniarker has a slot in the bed plate to adapt it to the use either with
a long or short presser foot. It has a steel blade under the wheel to inake a sharper crease, and two screw on
independently adjust either the marker or gauge. All placed in a velvet-lined bo.x made by the Johnstrn RvifHer

Company expressly for their set. They are now prepared to furnish them for all the different kinds of sewing

machines.

T/iesc Sc/s can bcbad irnin nuv of the dificvciit Sewiiis; Maclvne Compaiiu-s, r-r Iroiii rhe

JOHNSTON RUFFLER COMPANY
OTTUMWA, IOWA, U.S.A.

KB.—These attachments are sold serarately as well as in sets, and can he furnished to fi'. everv standard

make cf Sewing ^fachine•
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THE

.aKUFAGTURING CO.

Having removed to

MUCH LARGER PREMISES,

THEIR ADDRESS IS NOW

STA
WORKS,

GOODINGE ROAD,

YORK ROAD, N.

PRICE LIST FOR NEW SEASON

READY SHORTLY.
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SINGERS New Vibrating Sliu
(HAND OB TREADLE)

Are the BEST HOUSEHOLD SEWING .MACHINES ever ofFer.

Theyhave the SIMPLEST SHUTTLE, SHORTEST NEEDLE. BEST
MOS T PERFECT TENSION, AEE NOISELESS, and MAKE THE P.

EASY TO BUY. EASY TO LEARN. ' EASY TO WORK.
FOR CASH 10 PEE CENT DISCOUNT. Or on Hire with Option of Purchase.

LIBERAL ALLOWANCE FOE OLD MACHINES.
CATJ TION.— Beware of Imitations, and to avoid deception see that the Company's Trade Name " SINGER " ia upon the Arm of the

Brachine.

THE SINGER MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
(Formarly I. fit. SINGSft & CO.).

Management for the United Kingdom: 39, FOSTER LANE, LONDON, E.G.

And 4i97 Branches throughout Great Britain and Ireland.

Sewing Macliine Gazelle Olhce, 2S, Paternoster Row, London, E.G.

RATE.— ^d. per Word ; Minimum, 6d.

TO MANUFACTURERS OF SEWING MACHINES.'
(ENGLLSH OR AMERICAN).

A BELGIAN, 10 years in the trade, active, good
^^ director, having a splendid connection and experienced staff" of

canvassers, wishes to introduce or represent Manufacturer. References

exceptional, guarantee. Write to initials. " V. O. M.,"
17, Bruxelles Centre, Belgique.

XXTANTED, Manufacturers of Sewing Machine
" * Fittings, Needles, Shuttles, Loopers, &c., to send lowest cash

prices to the Premier Sewing Machine Company,
16, Stirling Street, Redfern,

Sydney, N.S.W.

\XrANTED, Illustrated Price Lists of Bedsteads,
" Furniture, Watches, and other Household Goods ; also best.

Cash, trade terms. Dealer, lo, Conduit Street, Chelmsford.

TVrEEDLES for Singer Medium and Family, 2s. pei
-^"^ gross, 3d. extra for postage. S. COX & CO., Manufacturers,
Alcester.

T^OVELTIES,—Advertiser, dealing in domestic
-^* machinery, and an expert with the sewing machine, having a

fine shop in one of the best parts of Manchester, is open to take up the

sale of novelties and useful appliances for the home.— "Novelties,"
care of the Sewing Machine Gazette, 2S, Paternoster Row, E.C.

COMMISSION offered to Traveller calling on iron-
mongers, sewing-iTiachine dealers, and others. Please state

ground covered and what line to " Special," Sewing Machine Gazette

Office.

npRAVELLER working West of England in Sewing
^ Machines and Oils is open for commission to work with same.

—

" Push," Sewing Machine Gazette Office.

^IXTANTED, Illustrated Price Lists of Household
* "' Hardware, Clocks, Watches, Carpets, Linoleum, &c., with

best cash trade terms.—A. H. Thirlby, Measham, Atherstone.

rpHE MANAGER of a Pram., Cycle, Sewing Machine,
-*• Musical Instrument and Furnishing Stores, SEEKS A
CHANGE ; Department or Combined ; competent buyer.—Address,
"Watchmaker," Serving Machine Gazette.

CLERK (Female), ThoroughlyExperienced.WANTED
for Sewing Machine Trade.—Apply " Clerk," Sewing Machine

Gazette Office.

MANUFACTURER'S TRAVELLER wishes to
REPRESENT FIRMS for Perambulators and Mangles, &c —

Address, '' Pioneer," Office of this Journal.

nrO PERAMBULATOR MANUFACTURERS.-
-* Advertiser is at liberty to take on SOLE AGENCY for same,
London and the South of England, having a large connection, an-i a

good trade ensured to a reliable firm. Has showrooms in City of
London. lIiL;hc-it reference^.—" Perambidator," office of this paper.

®1)£ iiournal of ^Domrntic ^ppUaurcs.
JAN. 1st, 1890/

Hire-Purchase System.
Tools nv TuADt:,

QN the 20th December, in the High Court of Ju.slice, Queen's
y Bench Division, before the Lord Chief Justice and Mr. Justice

Malhew, the case of the Singer Manufacturing Comjiany ;.

lohnson was decided. It will be remembered that in the Sep-

tember Gazelle there appeared a report of proceedings in the

Wigan County Court, before Judge Ffoulkes, when a decision totally

at variance with what seem.s just and fair was given against the Singer
Manufacturing Company. That company forthwith entered an appeal,
and the following is a verbatim report of the same.

Mr. Hextall, instructed by Mr. G. D. 'Wansbrough, appeared for

the plaintiff', and Mr. Bankes for the defendant.
Mr. Hextall : My Lord, this is the plaintiff's appeal from a judg-

ment of nonsuit given against him by the County Court Judge on the
action, the particulars of which are somewhat lengthy, but the gist

of which was that it was an action for an illegal distress. What
happened before the County Court Judge was this : no evidence was
gone into at all ; the plaintiffs solicitor opened his case, and, as I see
from the copy of shorthand notes which were taken, and which I do
not know whether I shall have my friend's leave to use or not

—

Mr. Bankes : Yes.

Mr. Hextall: A considerable amount of discussion took place
between the plaintiff's solicitor and the County Court Judge, the
defendant's solicitor taking little or apparently no part in the matter
at all. What the County Court Judge did was this : There seems
to have been some misapprehension at the moment as to what the

course should be. The case was adjourned, and the County Court
Judge gave leave to appeal, the plaint being for a sum under ;f20.
Afterwards it was represented to the County Court Judge that there

was an irregularity, and he gave judgement of nonsuit, so that the

matter might be disposed of.

Lord Coleridge : Are you for the appellant ?

yU. Hextall : Yes.

Mr. Bankes : Here is the note :

—

" Mr. Wansbrough opens plaintiff's case, and submits that the sew-

ing machine was used by the wife as .servant of the plaintiff (her

husband), and that the trade done by the wife in sewing with the

machine is really the trade of the plaintiff, her husband, and if so, the

machine was an implement of his trade within section 147 of the

County Court Act, iSSS (51 and 52 Vic, chapter 43), and if in use is

exempt from distress under the Law of Distress Amendment Act, and
also at common law. I am of opinion on the face of the particulars,

as well as upon the facts as opened, there is nothing to show that the

trade carried on by the wife in sewing with the machine is the trade of

the husband, and therefore the machine, if in use when the distress was

levied, was not an implement of trade of the plaintiff {the husband)

within the meaning of the above !Acts, or at common law, but I offer

to amend the particulars so as to show that the machine was an imple-

ment of trade of the plaintiff (the husband), but it is admitted that the

amendment could not be supported by any facts other than those

opened for plaintiff, namely, that the wife worked the machine, that

she did so for the plaintiff as his servant in the trade done with it,

that plaintiff hired the machine, and that the wife devoted her earnings

towards the maintenance of the household and family. I therefore

give judgment of nonsuit."

Mr. Hextall : I submit on the notes of the County Court Judge it is

clear beyond argument.

Lord Coleridge : He seems to have found that she was a seamstress

working for herself.

Mr. Hextall : I submit not, my Lord, that she was working for her

husband.
Lord Coleridge : What she earnt was applied to the general house-

hold purposes.

Mr. Hextall : \'es. The husband was a gas stoker by trade.

Lord Coleridge ; Then he did not make shirts.

Mr. Hextall : He did not, my Lord, but he was thi hirer ; the ma-

chine w.is in the husband's hands under the usual hiring agreement

with the Singer Manufacturing Company. The agreement was not

between the wife and the company, but between the husband and the

company The Judge fin Is that the ;>laintilT hired the machine, and

the wife devoted her earnings towards the maintenance of the household

and family.

Lord Coleridge : This was an .iction by tlie husband.

Mr. I lextall : An action by the husband against the l.-indlord and the

landlord's bailiff. I submit lo your Lordship that two independent

points arise. In the first place, if it is to be taken upon the County Court

Judge's notes, th.at the machine w.is in in use, then I apprehend it as

too clear for argument that the m.achine was absolutely privileged,

quite apart from the question of tool or implement ol trade at all,

a.ssuming it is not found that the machine was in use at the time the

execution w.as levied. Then I submit this w,is a tool or implement of

the husbanil's trade.

Lord Coleridge : That you have more difliculty about.

Mr. Hextall; That is not so conclusive at the present moment, I

suppose ?
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llicy arc cacli carryint;

; is a Bcamslrcss. You
ind.

les a seamstress, and slie

. seamstress for his benefit

.or with the machine to cnalilc

.,cr ti,. diat comes within the description

of his implements oi'

Mr. llcxtall : Yes, I submu that is so.

Lord Coleridge. Why .slioulii it not, Mr. Bankes?

Mr. H.mkes : That is not what occurred at the trial, and that is not

tho fact. Your Lordship will please- allow me to refer to the particulars,

first of all, to show the way in which the plaintiff put his case. These

are the particulars in the statement of claim, and they begin in this

way :
—" The plaintilT, Thomas Churchward, w.is a weekly tenant of

the defendant, John Johnson, of a cottage, i, Johnson's Place, Wood
Street, Chapel Lane, Wigan, which was used for the purpose of business

and as a residence. On the 4lh June, 1889, the plaintiff, Thomas
Churchward, w.as in arrcar with his rent to the sum of ^l us. 8d. or

thereabouts, and on the same il.ay the defendant, John Johnson, by his

bailiff, Samuel Maddork, distrained on a sewing machine, the property

of the Singer Manufacturing Company, of which ,thc said Thomas
Churchward was bailee for hire, under an agreement duly signed. The
wife of the said Thomas Churchward either wholly or in part obtained

a living by the use of the said sewing machine, and consequently it was

a tool of trade, and privileged according to the statute." I'hen he goes

on to say at the time the distress was levied the machine was in actual

use. Then he says the plaintiff had suffered damage by rea.son ot his

wife being deprived of means of livelihood, and then he claims a return

of the machine, or in the alternative its value, £8 los.

Mr. Justice Mathew : Suppose, Mr. Bankes, the husband had been

disabled by illness, and he provided his wife with a sewing machine to

enable her to earn something, and- she does so, to maintain him and

herself; do you say the section does not protect it ?

Mr. Bankes : I say the business was the business of the wife.

Lord Coleridge : The County Court Judge says so.

Mr. Bankes : Allow me to refer to this. There is one portion of this

note which is obviously a mistake.

Lord Coleridge : He says :
" But it is admitted that the amendment

could not be supported by any facts other than those opened for the

plaintiff, namely, that the wife worked the machine; that she did so for

the plaintiff, as his servant, in the trade done with it ; that the plaintiff

hired the machine, and that the wife devoted her earnings towards the

maintenance of the household and family.

"

Mr. Bankes : I think there must be a mistake in the note, and that

is the reason I took the objection. I think it will have to go back,

subject to what your Lordships think. I can show, with reference to

that statement of the learned judge there, I think, that the word "not"
is left out, because, if you read from the beginning of that passage, he
says :

" I am of opinion that on the face of the particulars, as well as

upon the facts as opened, there is nothing to show that the trade

carried on by the wife in sewing with the machine is the trade of the

husband." Now may I refer to the shorthand note ?

Lord Coleridge : Trade of the husband.

Mr. Justice Mathew : He was a gas stoker.

Lord Coleridge : Not an implement of trade of the plaintiff.

Mr. Bankes : There is a shorthand note, and, I think, that shows
this clearly, that the solicitor who appeared for the plaintiff' opened the

case in this way. He referred to the words of the section, and he
said:—"Wearing apparel and bedding of a person and his family are

protected, and, therefore, the tools and implements of his trade and his

family's trade were protected."

Lord Coleridge: He may have put it wrong— I do not say he did,

but the substance is, surely, if a man buys or hires, it signifies not
an implement, and tells his wife—" Now you use that implement for

me, and I will take any earnings that you make "—is he not carrying

on a trade with his wife?

Mr. Bankes : I think he is, and the County Court Judge offered the

plaintiff to amend so as to raise that point. His view was: "No, I

cannot raise that ; I admit the earnings of this woman were her own

—

her separate property under the Act."

Mr. Justice Mathew : No ; a poor woman may have to support the
family.

Lord Coleridge : It is not for her own support, but for the support
of the family.

Mr. Bankes : I think injustice to the County Court Judge I should
like to call your Lordships' attention to what occurred, because I am
certain if this point had been put to the County Court Judge his view,
as expressed in what he states in the shorthand notes, is in accordance
with your Lordships', but he understood the solicitor to say that those
were not the facts. The case is opened in this way : The solicitor

says: "The wife of the plaintiff, either wholly or in part, obtained
living by the use of the sewing machine, and consequently it was a tool
of trade, and privileged according to the statute. Then the Judge
says :

" What is the language of the statute you are proceeding upon ?"
Mr. Wansbrough : "The Law of Distress Amendment Act." His
Honour: "That refers to the County Court Act."—Mr. Wans-
brough: "It does."—His Honour: "What is the language
of that Act ?" Then the Act is read. Then the Judge
says:

—"How is this machine an implement cf his trade?"—Mr.
Wansbrough : "You see the words first of all e.xcept the wearing apparel
and bedding ofsuch person or his family, and the tools and implements
of his trade, that is to say, of himself and his family."—His Honour

:

" Oh, dear no; it is clear the language is different. It must bean imple-
ment of his trade. Your particulars set it out that it is an implement of
her trade."—Mr. ^Vansbrough : "Suppose you hold that is so ; at law a
man and his wife are, to all intents and purposes, one."—His Honour

:

" You cannot argue that in a matter of this kind. You must go by the
language of the statute."—Mr. Wansbrough :

" This is what Ilwas "oing
to say. If you take it that they are one at law, a man can carry on
more businesses than one. A man has a right to carry on twenty busi-

H' ,- .. Thi, man is in the employ of some gas works ; he earns there
:ii...iii /I a week, his wife could earn quite ^l a week by the machine,
and al ii;ether they are one business as in name, just the same as one
firm A man, I contend, would have a perfect r.ght to carry on twenty
different businesses. There is no bar, no law to bar a man from engaging
in any number of businesses. This is the plaintiff's business. He hires

a machine. He takes the machine for niswife, who is, to all intents

and purposes, his lervant. Could it be contended that, supposing he
had twenty servants all engaged in the .sewing machine and tailoring

business, he should have no other position, say as manager of the gas

works ? I contend he is the manager, and his wife is his servant. The
wife's powers in pledging the credit of her husband are only those of a

.servant. It has been so laiddown."— His Honour :
" Not so—agent."

Then there is some discussion. The learned Judge says :
—" If you like

to amend, I will amend." He says, "Unless the particulars arc

amended I do not think your point can avail you, because under the

present law the earnings of the wife are her own."
Mr. Justice M.ithew : Surely not, if she is carrying on business on the

understanding that earnings would belong to the family.

.Mr. Bankes: Then the Judge goes on :
—" Unless you show that this

business was the business of her husband, that he is conducting the

tailoring or sewing business, or something of that kind, and thit his

wife worked for him in that particular trade. Quite true a man may
carry on one hundred trades, but he must be the trader, and unless it

is shown by the particulars that he carried on some particular trade,

and that his wife was his servant, I am afraid your point cannot avail

you, because now the earnings of the wife are her own, and therefore

I cannot infer from the fact of she being the wife, and being under the
old law one with her husband, that what she earned washer husband's.

On the contrary, the Act of Parliament makes it hers "

Mr. Justice Mathew : Would the husband be liable for the materiak
which she bought in order to enable her to make those shirts?

Mr. Bankes : It is all a question of fact whether it was the husband's
or hers.

Mr. Justice Mathew : I want to test it.

Mr. Bankes : The solicitor says :
—" Suppose I show that this money

was spent by her for the benefit of her husband and his household,
would that be sufficient to show that it was his tool of trade ?

" His Honour : No.
" Mr. Wansbrough : May I go further to show that he hired the

sewing machine, and that he was baUee of the sewing machine, that
his wife is his agent to carry on business, which he permitted ?

" His Honour : I don't think that will make any difference, beciuse
he hired the machine to carry on a business of her own. "That will
perhaps raise another point, but under the County Court a bailiff cannot
seize any but the man s own goods, and it is a question whether goods
of hers are seizable at all. The landlord has power to seize certain
goods, and there are things which are protected. The County Court
Act empowers the baili ft' to seize under the execution the goods of the
debtor, and of no one else. If these are to be the class of goods which
are exempt, I should say they are exempt on the ground that they are
not the tenant's goods.

" Mr. Wansbrough : It is an excessive distress. I have anum'oer of
these cases for certai n clients—the Singer Manufacturing Company.
These actions are brought to protect poor people who hire machines,
and who will be deprived of the means of their existence by landlords
taking things which they know are not the property of the poor tenant.

May I ask you for such powers of amendment of the summons as will

meet the justice of t'ne case ?

" His Honour : You can amend your summons in any way you think
proper, but it must be amended to show that th: trade of the plain'iff

was the trade in which this sewing machine was used. It must be his

trade ; it must not be anything his wife does, although she may choose
to devote her earnings to keep the household."

Lord Coleridge : With great respect, that is a mist ike. It is no
anything the wife does. As my learned brother says, if by agreement
between the husband and wife it is agreed—" I will be a gas stoker,

and I will get you a Singer machine, and you shall make shirts and so
on, and we will live together, and our earnings shall go together"—it

is as much one's as the other's.

Mr. Bankes : Then the solicitor says :— " That would be impossible
forme to do "—that is, to amend in the way in which the learned

Judge says, to show that this was the wife's business. Then he goes
on—" I can amend this plaint with your permission in favour of the
ultimate owners." It seems to me that the solicitor and the learned

Judge were at cross purposes really, and that the point in issue has
never been determined at all. I should submit, subject to a point I

will mention to your Lordship in a moment, that really the right way is

to send it back to the County Court Judge, because the solicitor

assented to w'hat the County Court Judge said in this sense

Mr. Justice Mathew : The learned Judge demanded too much.
Mr. Bankes : Possibly that maybe so, but still the question has nerer

been ascertained as to what the relationship of there parties the one to

the other was.

Mr. Justice Mathew : That is all a question of fact.

Mr. Bankes : There has been no evidence given at all.

Lord Coleridge : It is taken to be true.

Mr. Bankes : The defendant was no party to what too't place

be' ween the learned County Court Judge and the plaintiff.

Mr. Jusdce Mathew : He was there to speak to anything if neces-

sary. How is all this done?
Mr. Bankes : It is not very easy to prevent it, as your Lordship

knows.
Lord Coleridge ; And I am very glad it is not. Of course there is

no such thing as natural justice in law, but it always has seemed to me,
and I shall go to my grave wdth the feeling, that natural justice is

against making A pay the debt of B. I know it is not so in England,
but that is another matter.

Mr. Justice Mathew : What do you suggest is wanting ?

Mr. Bankes : What is wanting is an investigation of the real

position that this woman occupied.

Mr. Justice Mathew : You are told what it is '^a very commonplace
and everyday position.

Mr. Bankes : With submission, no, because the particulars state one
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thing, and then when the solicitor finds that that does not suit

him
Lord Coleridge : Do you not suppose, Mr, Bankes, that this is the

commonest thing possible in a manufacturing town ? Where did this

come from ?

Mr. Bankes : Wigan.
Lord Coleridge : Do you not suppose that there are hundreds of

such cases there ?

Mr. Bankes : I should think there were. There may be one
hundred cases where a man provides all the material, and the woman
in her spare time works it up for the benefit of the household—that

would be one case—but there may he cases where the man and the

woman are not on good terms, and she buys the material for herself,

and jealously keeps all her earnings from her husband, so that he may
not drink them.

Lord Coleridge : That is not this case.

Mr Bankes : I cannot say that.

Lord Coleridge : She devotes her e.arnings for the maintenance of

the household and family. No doubt there were children.

Mr. Bankes : Yes, no doubt. I say it would be a hardship on the

defendants, my clients.

Lord Coleridge : Do not talk of hardship. If I had any valuable

property seized to pay a debt I did not owe, I know where I should

think the hardship lies—not on the man who takes it, but on the man
who loses it.

Mr. Bankes : But if the law allows me

—

—
Lord Coleridge : There may be a law— you said " hardship."

Mr. Bankes : I think it is hard. to mulct a man in damages ifhe does

what the law says he may do. I am bound to say I think the solicitor

and the County Court Judge were at cross purposes, and when the

Judge was told by the solicitor that he could not amend his particulars,

so that he could not show it was the husband's business, then the

Judge says, " I must give judgment against you." I ask your Lord-

ships here not to give judgment for the plaintiff. I do not know at all

what has become of this machine, or whether we ^ire 'n a position to

give it back, or whether damages are asked. Your Lordships see the

whole thing is open on that point. I only ask your Lordships to

allow the whole thing to be gone into.

Mr. Justice Mathew : Do you know what has become of this sewing

machine?
Mr. Hextall : So far as I know it is in the hands of the defendants,

the landlord and the bailiff. This is an action of damages.

Mr. Justice Mathew : What evidence is there of v.alue ?

Mr. Hextall : I was going to mention that. The only thing the

Judge has not done is, not to lind the damages. Unquestionably that

was slipped. There should have been a finding as to damages, but so

far as my client is concerned, we are fully prepared to leave it to your

Lordships' to say what the judgment should be for. I say not a word
about the amount of damages. We have come here to fight the prin-

ciple of the thing.

(Their Lordships consulted.)

Lord Coleridge : My learned brother and I agree that we should

enter judgment for the amount claimed, to be reduced to nominal
damages on the return of the article.

Mr. Hextall : If your Lordship pleases.

Mr. Bankes : I submit your Lordships have no power to enter judg-

ment for any an ount. There is no evidence before you at all as to what
the value is, and your Lordships now are really trying a matter sitting

in banco wi'.hout evidence, which really ought to be tried by the County
Court Judge.

Lord Coleridge : You can easily get it reduced to nominal damages
on the return of that machine.

Mr. Bankes : Still your Lordships are fixing the amount of damage
without evidence. Your Lordships are saying that the judgment should

be entered for the amount.

Lord Coleridge : You will not give back the article ?

Mr. Bankes : There is no evidence before your Lordships to say that

is a proper amount.
Lord Coleridge : It is claimed, and you allowed all this to take

place. But that is not practically the difticulty.

Mr. Bankes : I am perfectly willing to go down to the County Court

Judge or any tribunal your Lordships think fit, to have the facts

investigated. It is not to be assumed that the tribunal below will not

properly investigate the facts.

Mr. lustice Mathew : You can apply to us in case you cannot return

and desire to have an inquiry as to the exact amount of damages. You
see, we have the same power as th'.- Ccutt of Appeal have in dealing

with cases of this sort. It would be wrong to send the case back to

have the damages assessed by the County Court Judge, if we can get it

decided here. You ought to be able to agree between yourselves.

Mr. Hextall : The particulars in the County Court were made up
£i los. (or value of the machine, and the item of ;^6 los. for damages.

I am perfectly willing to forego the item of £6 los.

Mr. Bankes: If your Lordship thinks there is nothing in my
suggestion, and it is noj reasonable that the thing should go down again,

then I submit my friend is in this dilemma ; If he takes the value of

this machine at /'S los., for the purpose of asking your Lordships to

deal with the case in this way,_he is not within the exception, because,

prima facie, this sewing machine is distrainable upon unless he comes
within the exception.

Lord Coleridge : Then give him ^5 for the machine and ^3 los.

for damages, to be reduced to a shilling.

Mr. Bankes : That is not the question. Either the value of the

machine is /S los., or it is not.

Lord Coleridge : The whole matter is small. Where the justice lies

is plain, where the law lies is also plain, from the finding of the County
Court Judge. If you will not consent to what is reasonable, you
drive us to do something which may pinch you more hardly than if you
were reasonable.

Mr. Bankes : My Lord, I submit under the circumstances of this

case, it being obvious, as I submit, from the shorthand notes, looked at

as a whole, that really the County Court Judge and this solicitor, who
argued for the plaintiff

Lord Coleridge : Xo. We see how it is p..ainly, Mr. Bankes. The
finding that he p>it there upon the particulars is plain.

Mr. Bankes : I have certain instructions, and if I thought the matter
was not really open to argximent, and there was nothing to decide, I
would not ask your Lordships to send it back again for a mere empty
form.

Mr. Justice Mathew : Mr. Bankes, what is the point?
Mr. Bankes : My instructions are these : First of all, the machine

was not in use at all, that the woman was not in the house or near the
house, and had not been near the house for some hours, and had not
been using the machine at all that day.

Lord Coleridge : That day !

Mr. Bankes : It means that the machine was not in actual use with
regard to the point they took.

Lord Coleridge : Has it ever been held that you must go on using
the thing night and day ?

Mr. Bankes: It must be actually used.

Mr. Justice M.athew: That means reasonably used—not in use
morning, noon, and night.

Mr. Bankes : It must be in use at the time it is seized.

Lord Coleridge : Then it can be seized at night?
Mr. Bankes : Of course, prima facie, you cannot get into a house at

night.

Lord Coleridge : Really that is too far.

Mr. Bankes : Your Lordship asked what my instructions are, and I

am telling you. Then I say this is not used for the husband in any
way, except that his wife did use it, and buy the materials for it, and
spent the money partly, as the Judge says, upon the household and
family.

Lord Coleridge :
" Devoted her earnings ?

"

Mr. Bankes: Yes, from the machine. I submit that that does not
bring it within the husband's trade. I have said all I can say to your
Lordships.

Lord Coleridge : We have given a strong opinion already upon that.
Mr. Bankes : I cannot say anything more than that I ask your

Lordships to send it back to he tried on these facts. I submit to your
Lordships you have no jurisdiction here to assess the damages, and if

they are assessed at the amount in the particulars, which are the only
particulars, it takes the case out of the statute.

Mr. Justice Mathew : WTiat do you say to £t, ?

Mr. Banks : I say your Lordship have no more jurisdiction to give
;^5 than ;^ioo.

Mr. Justice Mathew : The Act of Parliament indicates what the
extent of the protection is—^'5.

Mr. Bankes : If your Lordships, in order to bring this man within
the protection, assesses goods at a value which they will not bear, in
order to give him a protection which the Act of Parliament says has
not entitled to. Supposing a man had a clock worth ;^ 1,000 in his
house, and your Lordships thought the justice of the case would be
met by /5, and you call it ./'S in order to bring it within the
statute

Lord Coleridge : Supposing it was ,/"5 when it was new.
Mr. Bankes : I do not know whether it was new or old.

Mr. Hextall : The hiring agreement was in 1887 and the distress in
1889.

Lord Coleridge : Two years.

Judgment.
Lord Coleridge : I think myself, upon the statement of the County

Court Judge, supported by the particulars, that this case was
abundantly clear, both in fact and law. That is the footing upon
which I give my judgment. It was not the wife's trade in any real
sense. The wife carried it on with her own hands, no doubt, but the
County Court Judge has found the article was hired by the husband
for the use of the wife, that the wife used it, and devoted her earnings
to the sustentation of the household and the family. I supp^se there
must be hundreds of cases in which, in order to assist a poor house-
hold, the wife rightly undertakes to carry on something, not for herself,
and put the earnings into her own pocket, but to contribute what she
can contribute to the general sustentation of the family and the home.
Under those circumstances there is no inconsistency in the g.is stoker
being in ihat sense a carrier on of a trado. He carries it on by the
hands of his wife. In that trade his implement is used. That
makes it right that judgment should go against the defendants.
Mr. Bankes says we do not know—possibly, we do not— exactly all

the circumstances ; but we do know that we cannot be wrong. I
should say we have offered to Mr. Bankes the whole damages claimed
in the declaration, to be reduced to Is. or a nominal sum if ihc goods
arc returned. Mr. Bankes is not instructed to assent to that ; he docs
not choose to assent to that, and all we can do in order to do justice is

to give judgment for the plaintiff for ft, and all the costs, here and
below.

Mr. Justice Mathew : I am of the same opinion.

The Art of Darning.

^j|pHE French art of makiiifj invisible darns in cloth is

i^^ almost unknown in England; The following
directions are supplied by a French lady :—Use the finest
possible needle, and thread it with a hair instead of silk.

Pare the edges of the rent with a razor, overcast them,
and place exactly together. Then slip in the needle, and
darn backwards and forwards with slightly slanting
stitches. The needle and stitches must be quite lost in
the thickness of the cloth. Always put in the needle
exactly where it came out, and do not draw too tigliily.

The darn being finished, by the article on a bare table,

cover with a damp cloth, and iron. The sharpest eye
will fail to detect a rent which is carefully darned in this
manner.
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The Perambulator Makers'
Association.

N Ihu 171I1 December nl the liritlgc House Hotel, London, there

^ was lic-lil a nifctinR of makers of chil'Tcn's and invalids' carriages.

Amonc those present wer. Messrs. D. Davis (S. Davis & Co.), Paiker

(Parker Bros.), J.
\Vllile (J. Wilde & Spfis), L. L'lIoUier, II. V. Lloyd

(Lloyd \; Co.), C. L. Vdung, W. I. ArmitaRc, C. Iiiickin(;ham, A.

Keinhi.ld, A. Hewitt, 11. C. AsUwith, II. \\. TwiRKS, (J. Wells, W.J.
Harris, A. Allen (Halesowen I'erandjulator Company, Limited), &c.

Mr. D. Davis was unanimously voted to the chair, and at once called

upon Mr. Allen, who had been acting as .secretary, to read the minutes

of former meetings, so th.at those present could know what had led to

the meeting being called.

These minutes detailed the holding of several meetings at Birming-

ham ; the opening of communications with the London makers through

the agency of Mr. W. J. Harris ; the subsequent meeting of the

London makers ; the visit of Mr. Harris to Birmingham to confer with

the makers in the Midlands ; a meeting of the Committee of the Bir-

mingham Association with a committee of the London trade, and the

decision to hold the meeting then assembled.

After the reading of the minutes the secretary read numerous letters

which had been received from various makers regretting their inability

to attend, and a lew of which pointed out the difficulties in the way of

the .association.

The Chairman sugtjcsted that before discussing the proposed rules

they should enrol as members those present.

Mr. Wilde concurred in this proposal. They all had the same
object in view, and the details could be discussed afterwards.

After a short discussion, it was proposed by Mr. H. V.Lloyd,
seconded by Mr. L. L'HoUier, and carried unanimously, that the

assoc'ation be at once formed.

The secretary, being requested to read a list of firms favourable to

the association, gave the names of the principal makers in the country

to the number of some forty-five.

On tlie suggestion of Mr. Twiggs the ru'.es were next read out by the

secretary one at a time, and after discussion, and in seme cases slight

amendment, were passed, and as approved are given at foot.

Mr. Twiggs proposed as president Mr. L. L'Hollier, who, he said,

had done a large amount of hard work in forming the association.

Mr. D. Davis seconded.

Mr. Wilde supported the proposition, and said that Mr. L'Hollier

had bestowed on the scheme much labour. It depended upon them-
selves whether it was a success or not.

The proposition was carried unanimously.
Mr. Harris proposed, Mr. Lloyd seconded, and it was carried

unanimously, that Mr. Twiggs be vice-president.

Mr. Wilde, after paying a warm compliment to Mr. D. Davis for the

manner he had discharged his duties as chairman, proposed that gentle-

man as a second vice-president. Mr. Wells seconded, and the

proposition was carried unanimously.
On the proposition of Mr. Wilde Mr. Harris, of Birmingham, w^s

elected treasurer.

Mr. Twiggs said that the secretary was an important officer, and in

his experience of secretaries he had never come across a more com-
petent and suitable man for the post than Mr. Allen.

Mr. Harris, in supporting the proposition, endorsed the remarks of

Mr. Twiggs. The way Mr. Allen had done the work ofa secretary was
beyond all praise.

The proposition was carried unanimously.
Mr. Allen said that he felt highly gratified at the kind remarks made

about him. He would be pleased to do what he could for the associa-
tion. With regard to what the chairman and others had said as to

salary, he did not think the expenses would be very heavy the first

year. They would mostly be for railway and stationery.

The Committee was then formed, and on the proposal of Mr. Twiggs
its constitution is based upon the relative importance of the various
districts in which children's c^rriages are made.
LONDON (4)—Messrs. Parker, W.J. Harris, H. V. Lloyd, and

Spurge.
BIRMINGHAM (3)-Messrs. Wilde, Wells, and Humphreys.
MANCHESTER (2)—Mr. John Harrop and Messrs. Brassington

and Cooke.
GLASGOW (i)—Mr. J. Dove.
HULL (I)—Mr. H. C". Askwith.
NOTTINGHAM (i)—Mr.P. Blee.

BANBURY (i)-Mr. Rae.
BRISTOL (i)-Mr. Thomas Masters.
Mr. Wilde proposed, and it was agreed, that the secretary's salary

for the first year be ;^io, to commence from the 1st of January, 1S90,
and in .addition he to be allowed railway expenses connected with the
association's business, together with those railway expenses already
incurred. It was also agreed that Mr. W'. J. Harris be allowed from
the general fund the expenses he has already incurred in connection
with the London meetings.

Before leaving it was decided to hold the first quarterly meeting at
Birmingham on the first Monday in February.

RULES.
1. That the Association shall be called " The Amalgamated Associa-

tion of Perambulator and Carriage Manufacturers," and may be
composed of Perambulator, Bassinette Carriage, and Invalid Carriage
Manufacturers, carrying on business in the United Kingdom, and in
the cnse of Companies the said Companies shall be represented by their
Managers or Secretaries.

2. That the obj eels of the Association shall be :—
(o) To bring about among the Manufacturers, by means of

Jlcetmgs irt the various manufacturing centres, a better under-
standing and knowledge of each other, with a view to concerted
action for the benefit of the trade generally.

(d) To obtain, as far as possible, uniform action on the part of
Members in regard to Cash Discount, Length of Credit, and
Regulation of Packages.

(') To obtain and circu'ate information, and to discuss proposal

on mailers of importance to the Members ol the Association.

3. That the Association shall be managed by a President, two Vice-

Presidents, TreaBurcr, Secretary, and a Committee of not less than

nine Members, five of whom shall form a quorum. After the first year

the ex- President shall be an rx-officio .Member of the Committee. The
I'revident, Vicc-Prcsideni, Treasurer, and Secretary shall be elected

annually. Three Members of the Committee shall retire annually in

rotation, and shall be eligible for reelection.

4. That the several officers shall assume their duties immediately

after the Meeting at wlrch they have been elected, and shall hold

meetings to make arrangements for the carrying out of the objects of

the Aseociation. The duties of the several officers shall be as

follows :

—

(a) The President and Treasurer shall be ex-officio Members of all

Committees, and shall preside at all meetings at which he is

present, and in his absence a Vicf-Presidcnt sha'ltake the chair,

and in the absence of the President and both Vice-Presidents the

Ccimmittce shall appoint one of their number to act as

Chairman.
{/i) The Treasurer shall keep in safe custody the fiinds of the

Association, and shall make all necessary payments.

(() The Secretary shall receive .ill moneys, and shall hand the

same to the Treasurer within one month of the receipt of same,

lie shall take minutes of the proceedings of the Association, and

shall perform all other di;ties appertaining to his office, and the

remuneration for his services shall be fixed at the Annual
Meeting,

((/) Two Auditors shall be elected at each Annual General Meet-

ing, who shall examine the Accounts and Statements produced

by the Treasurer and Secretary.

{e) At each Annual General Meeting the Committee shall present

a report on the condition of the .Association, together with a

Statement of the Accounts, a copy ef which shab be forwarded

to each Member of the Association seven days before each

Annual Meeting.

(/) The Committee for the time being shall, when 1 ecessary,

appoint a Board of Arbitration, who shall have power to arrange

all details in connection with the arbitrating upon any dispute

that may be brought before them.

5. That every applicant for membership shall signify the same in

writing to the Secretary, who shall furnish the candid-nte with a form

as shown in Schedule A appended to these Rules, in which the name,
address, and qualifications of the candidate must be distinctly specified ;

he must also be proposed and seconded by two Members of the Associa-

tion. The form must be signed by the candidate, and forwarded to the

Secretary. (This Rule will not apply to persons joining the Association

before December 31st, 1889.) The names of all candidates for member-
ship approved by the Committee shall be presented at the Quarterly

Meeting, and a majority of two- thirds of the Members present and
entitled to vote shall be necessary to secure election. No notice shall

be taken in the minutes of any proposal for membership rejected by the

Quarterly Meeting.
6. The Committee may refuse to receive the subscription of any

member who shall, in their opinion, have been guilty of conduct such

as shall have rendered him unfit to belong to the Associa'ion, and shall

submit the matter to the next General Meeting, also giving notice to

the person in question, who shall have a right to be heard, and, if two-
thirds of the Jlembers present so determine, his name shall be erased

from the Roll of the Association, and he shall cease henceforth to have
any advantage, right, or privilege in the Association.

7. That the Annual Subscription shall be One Guinea, payable in

advance, and that the first day of January, April, July, and October
shall be quarter days from which the subscription may run, each
member's subscription being considered as payable on the quarter day
immediately preceding his enrolment as a member. The subscription

shall entitle to membership ; to attend General and Special Meetings ;

to any information circulated by the Association on important topics
;

to the right to submit to the Committee any dispute between the

Member and his workpeople, and to propose subjects affecting the

interests of the trade for discussion and conference.

8. Members in arrear for one year's subscription shall not be entitled to

vote. Members in arrears for two years' subscription shall be con-

sidered to have ceased their connection with the Association, and their

names or the firms' names erased from the Roll. A List of Members
who shall have allowed their subscriptions to fall into arrear shall be
printed in the Annual Report.

9. That Quarterly Meetings of the Association shall be held on the
first Monday in February, May, and August in each year, in difTerent

centres to be fixed by the Committee. The notice of such meetings,
giving date, time, place, and business, shall be sent to each Member
at least seven days before the Meeting.

10. That the Annual Meeting of the Association shall be held in

London during the month of November in each year, at which Meeting
the Officers and Committee for the ensuing year shall be elected.

11. That any five members of the Committee may request the
Secretary to summon a meeting of the Committee. Upon a requisition

in wri'ing, signed by at least ten Jlembers and left with the Secretary,

the Committee shall convene a Special Meeting of the Members of the
Association within fourteen days of the receipt of the requisition,

such requisition to state cle.arly the object or objects of the Meeting.
12. The Committee shall meet on the first Monday in October in

each year, in Birmingham, to make the necessary preparations for hold-
ing the Annual Meeting.

13. That all the Jlembers of the Association shall feel themselves
honourably bound to support the Officers and Committee as far as
possible.

14. That each Member of the Association .shall be furnished annually
by the Secretary with a list of the names and business addresses of the
Members.

15. That all information communicated to Members of the Associa-
tion shall be considered strictly private and confidential.

16. That any Member wishing to retire from the Association may do
so by giving notice in writing to the Secretar)-.
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17. That no motion for altering or adding to any of the Kales of the

Association shall be entertained except at the Annual Meeting, and
such motion shall be sent to the Secretary at least seven days prior to

the Quarterly Meetings.

Dinner to Messrs. Robins & Co.'s
Employes.

s N the I2th December Messrs. Robins & Co., of Clapham Junction,

7 gave their annual dinner to theii employes at Anderston's Hotel,

Fleet .Street, E.C About forty sat down at the table, including

Messrs. Robins, .Stone, and Perry, the partners in the firm, and several

visitors, among whom were Messrs. Teale, Cox, and Alexander.

After ample justice had been done to an excellent dinner, Mr.
Robins, who officiated as Chairman, gave "The Queen."
Mr. G. E. Teale then rose, and proposed the toast of the evening,

" The firm of Robins & Co.," which he said he had done the previous

year, and repeated with great pleasure. In the course of a humorous
speech the senior partner of the Bishop's Cluster Company said that

formerly he had compared Messrs. Robins & Co. to a nest of little

robins picking up crumbs, and they appear to have picked up a good
many. He was pleased to see so many old faces, showing the existence

of a good spirit between master and man. \\i proposed the health of

the firm CDlleclively and individually. The partners could be likened

to the brain or head, and those before him to the body. When the

brain and the body are in health all nuist go well. He would refer to

the partners of the firm, Messrs. Robins, Stone, and Perry, individually.

He had known Mr. Robins ten years as a sound, intelligent business

man. As to his body they could all see how well it filled the chair.

May his shadow never grow less. Mr. Stone is intelligent and active.

If you want to get '.he best of him you must get up very early. His
body is healthy, and he hoped it would remain so. Last year Mr.
Perry, the other partner, contemplated matrimony. He has now taken

that step, and says he would not now be a bachelor for anything. If

so, he (.Mr. Teale) could not say anything to make him happier. If he

might express a wish, which would please him, it would be, may the

cigarette crop never grow less, and may all teetotalers go to heaven.

Mr. Teale concluded an excellent speech by calling upon those

present to drink to the health of Robins & Co., which was responded

to with musical honours.

Mr. Stone, on being called upon to reply, said that he was extremely
obliged for the manner the toast had been received, and delighted to

see so many beaming faces present. He believed that no other sewing
machine firm cculd produce such a happy, intelligent body of men.
They were iniependent men, and with their firm there was never seen

half a dozen of them running after a trap and delivering goods whole-
sale. They never employed such a rag-tag as would do this. They
were intelligent, honest, upright men. They were prosperous because

look who they have to look after them. The firm studied their

interests by day, and even went so far as to dream about them by night.

He was very pleased to see some present who had been wilh them five

years. They knew full well that if they had a better place to go to the

firm would advise them to (,'0. Some have gone and come back
again, and said that '.hey could not find a better place. Of course

there are lilt'e rubs. They must remember when these t.ake place

that sometimes the east wind blows, and people feci out of order. In

concluding a speech in thorough good taste, Mr. Stone said that he
was pleased with what they had done the past twelve months, and
looked for even better results next year.

In reply to the toast of " The Agents," several gentlemen returned

thanks.

Mr. Green said that he had been with the fir n five years or more.
He was pleased to be prtsent and see so man/ faces, which shows
that they had masters to be proud of, and that the masters are proud
of the men.

Mr. Hamlin said that he had been with the firm some little lime,

and did not think anybody could belter them, an<l thought that others

could say the same. As long as the firm lasts he hopes to continue

with them.
Mr. Deer said that he had only been with the firm a short time, and

had always found them straightforward.

Mr. Clidord, who had been with the firm over two year.=', spoke in a

similar strain. He is satisfied, and hopes they are. If he was kicked

out of one door he should try and get in by another.

Mr. Robins proposed "The Collect' rs." There was only one
present, .and he had been the best and most successful in the trade. He
hcd been wilh them five years, and not a single complaint had been
received from the customers as to the way he had done his duty. He
coupled wilh the toast "The Inspectors."

Mr. Rake briefly returned thanks, followed by Mr. Walsh. The
latter gentlemai. said that he had been three years inspecting, and if

the agents found there was a little friction at times they must |)ut it

down to his liver. He had been out twenty-one years, and during

the time he had been wilh Robins & Co. he had worked more comfort-

ably than ever before.

Ml. Perry proposed " The Visitors," which he said gave him great

pleasure. Among these were Messrs. Teale and Cox, old friends, who
had a deal to do wilh supplying Ihe machines. He would also include

Mr. Alexander and Mr. Sewell.

Mr. Cox's reply was more than usually interesting, combining
amusement with instruction. He treated his .auditors to a learned

disquisition u]ion the origin and meaning of toasts, and after a really

capital afler-dinner speech made way fur the Editor of the Se-cin;^'

Macliine Gazette to return thanks for some kind remarks which had
been made about him ; whereat he blushed and still blushelh.

The evening's programme was enlivened by music and recitations.

Songs were sung by .Messrs. I'erry, Bull, Teale, Cox, Attwell, Teague,
K. Freestone, Shand, Green, Slinchcombe, and H. Freestone. To
Mr. Alexander was due in no small measure the success of the singing,

he acting as accompanist to a most varied selection of songs. As both

bands of the clock pointed upwards the proceedings were brought to

a close, and we must say, that although we have attended scores of
similar gatherings, we have never been present at one which was more
successful or enjoyable. Messrs. Robins & Co. are certainly to be
congratulated on the fine show their agents made at the dinner-table,

and we think the agents are to be congratulated ujjon possessing

employers of the stamp of Messrs. Robins, Stone, & Perry, who clearly

are men that can be social .as well as commercial. The latter does not
progress any the worse for a little of the former.

Meeting of Mangle Dealers.

IN our last issue we announced a meeting of London mangle dealers,

which was held yesterday at the Manchester Hotel, E.C.
Among those present were Messrs. Harris, Davis, Snow, Luckett,
Twelvetrees, Collier, Reinholi, Head, Young, Hiscoke, Ivey, Daniel,
& Griffiths.

A number of dealers expressed by letter their approval of the
objects of the meeting, but regretted their inability to attend. Alto-
gelher it was thoroughly representative of the trade.

The meeting had been convened by Mr. R. J. Johns, the London
representative of the Cherry Tree Company, acting on behalf of a
number of the trade, and he was unanimously voted to the chair,

which since his visit to the " Coniinong" he well fills.

In a few introductory remarks the Chairman explained why he had
invited the dealers to the meeting, the sole object being to discuss
the question of uniform retail prices, so as to try and stop the
"cutting" which prevails, and then resumed his seat quite uncon-
scious of the impending storm. A single glance at the composition
of the meeting is sufficient to account for what followed.
Take a number of men dealing in an article which has been raised in

price 20 per cent, in two months, said rise being in their opinion unjust,
and its probable consequences destructive of their trade, confine them
in a room with the repiesentalive of one of the largest makers of said
article, and you have explosive elements which no chairman could sup-
press. Mangle Makers' Unions, like corporations, have " no bodies to
be kicked." Mr. Johns, one of their representatives, as the London
trade well know, has a body (particularly since his a'bresaid visit to

the " Coniinong "),. and massive though it proportions, few men
could have stood, without flinching, the galling fire which in the
absence of anyone else was directed at him. But there was " nary a
flinch " with Johns. He had the good sanse to know that he person-
ally was not attacked, and for the good nature and admirable discre-

tion he displayed whilst in a trying position, was subsequently treated
to apologies, thanks, and

But do not let us anticipate.

Mr. Horace Snow is nothing if not vigorous, and he set the fashion
by expressing wonderment that those connected wi'h the sewing
machine interest should have been called to established a uniform
price list. He was not aware of any special reforms which could be
expected from them. It was the ironmongers, drapers, and furniture

brokers who do not sell mangles for the purpose of gelling a
profit who should have been asked to charge a fair rate, and not the
easy terms trade, which is not guilty of culling prices. Almost next
door to one of his depots a 20 in. mangle is displayed on the pave-
ment ticketed 34s. 6d., and he mentioned other instances of firms

selling in his neighbourhood .it a profit of a shilling or two only per
machme. Who supplies these people to sell at 20 per cent, to 25 per
cent, under the regular trade? The makers on the Isl October mised
their prices 3s., and on the 22nd of the following month a further

increase of 3s. was announced, not, be it said, on the washer or large

sizes only, but the same advance is made all round, including the

cheapest machine. He (Mr. Snow) was quite certain the makers
were doing them a dirty turn. He had never lowered his prices, and
does not mean to. The makers appear to be very strange business

men. They keep their stocks of iron so low that the prices of theii

goods are affected by the slightest change in the metal market. It i9

the drapers and ironmongers who ruin the business by selling at a

profit which is impossible to the regular machine trade.

Mr. Henry Luckett, silting next to Mr. Snow, readily imbibed his

spirit, and started off by expressing his complete approval of his

neighbour's remarks as to the unfair competition they experienced

from ironmongers, drapers, and brokers The regular dealers were
apt to look upon the ring as other than friends. As to culling pricef|

he could say that the dealers in the north, such as the Highbury, North
London, Atlas, and Finsbury Park Machine Companies, never "cut."
But let the meeting come to a practical conclusion.

.Mr. D. Davis (S. Davis & Co.), on rising, .asked that they should all

be practical. He attended the meeting with the idea that it was
all a farce. He differed from Mr. Snow by contending that they -i'ere

the right people to call together. Mr. Luckett had said that what they

ought to do was to attack the Ring. He said to dealers, don't attack

them, but protect yourselves. Let them open a factory at Keighley

and supply themselves. (Cheers.) He w.as prepared to put down money
for this purpose, and get others to do the same. (Cheers.) They need

not break the ring, but sell at the same prices, and at the end of each

year divide the profits among themselves. If he (Mr. Davis) were in

the ring, he should get all the benefit he could out of it. Lei each

one pledge his word only to buy his own made goods. At the first rise

in prices this year he advanced his rates 2s. 6d., followed by another

2s. 6d., which is only 5s., but the increased cost is 6s.

Mr. W. J. Harris expressed himself as very agreeably surprised at

Mr. Davis's remarks. lie thought that he w.as one of the ring. No
doubt he could give them a lot of information as to the cost of

making mangles. He (Mr. Harris) w.as (juilc in agreement with Mr.

Snow. His firm has had to get new pnce lists printed owing to the

late rise, which is very unsatisfactory.

Mr. Davis : I think our .account for mangle? for the past month was

£yji. If we formed a Company among ourselves we could get plenty

of men to work for us. Get a hundred dealers to join and we need not
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break llio riiij;, Imt work willi il. WV- ^ll:\ll only rL'qulrc some- two or

Ihfee tliousiiri'l pounds, wliich need not all hi; c.dlod up at uncc.

Mr. W. Ivcy commenced a very spirited speech by payinjj a compli-

ment to the Clierry Tree Company and its genial representative, such

beinK the piiKilist s hand-shake preliminary to a Ujjht. Me addressed

himself mostly to the easy lernn trade which advertises low prices. He
did not mind fair competition, but objected to advertisements of prices

at which the advertiser never intended to sell. Let them all be business

men and try and do away with dishonesty. He .admitted that the

drapers «nd ironnion|;ers do them a lot of injury, but there is this

diflerence between them and some in the easy terms trade—you know
what you have to fight.

Mr. K. J. Johns said that he had been placed in a very awkward
position, and he certainly looked it. His action in calling the meeting

was entirely apart from his connection with the makers. Several

dealers had said to him, " You know the people. Why don't you

c.iU a meeting?" As regards drapers, ironmongers, and stores, his firm

had particularly requested him not to seek business with them. Then
as to the makers, he believed that they did not work hand to mouth,

as some supposed. If the dealers would only give them contracts for,

say, six months' supply, they would give the makers a better chance. As
an instance of theililKcuhy of the maker.s, he might mention an incident,

for which he could vouch. A certain firm, prior to the reduction in

188S, gave him an order which had only been partly ccecuted when
the reduction was announced. They thereupon asked him to let th^m

have the advantage of the reduction in the case of the machines not yet

delivered. The Cherry Tree Company conceded this. The same firm

had a contract running when the recent increase was announced, and

expected to receive delivery at the old prices. The dealers must not

expect advantages both ways. It had been put to him that the union

of makers is of adv.intage to the dealers, as they get goods of better

quality, lie (Mr. Johns) then gave a few details as to the rise in the

price of iron. (See December Gazelle.)

Mr. Luckett ; You will be able to tell us to-day of a decrease.

Mr. Johns : When iron decreases mangles will fall.

Mr. Davies : Only if the ring allow it. Each member selling under

its scheduled prices is liable to a fine of ^^50 per mangle.

Mr. Head said that he had come there to get information as to who
" cuts " the prices. He did not think it was altogether the easy teims

trade. Let us see how many will fall in with Mr. Davis's suggestion.

He would make one. Mr. Ivey said that he w<is selling a mangle at

39s. 6d. on easy terms. This is too cheap. He (Mr. Head) had never

sold one mider 45s. If they agreed not to sell for cash under 35s. or

37s. 6d., let them stick to it and get the union to support them.

Mr. C. L. Young said that he at first thought their object was a

fallacy. He has had a lot of mangles on hand. If the present price

continues he will give up the trade, unless they adopted Mr. Davis's

suggestion. Their opposition is both in and out side the trade. A firm

belonging to the Ring came to him for orders which they would execute

far below the Ring price if he would agree to let the machines be

invoiced at the proper rates, and take the difference from them in

gold. It is all very well to say fix the prices, but when a person sees

a mangle advertised at 295. 6d., he will not pay him 35s. The great

opponents of their tr.ade are the drapers and ironmongers.

Mr. W. J. Harris liked Mr. Davis's remarks because of their prac-

tical character. As regards a combination of the whole London trade,

he hoped that if this were not possible the South London dealers

would combine. His prices were for an 18 in. mangle, which he used

as a call-biid, 35s. ; 20 in., with brass cap, 60s. ; without, 55s. ;

24 in., with brass cap, 75s. ; and 30 in. 95s. He did not think these

were too high, considering that more bad debts are made on mangles
than anything else. He felt sure they could all get these prices.

Mr. Luckett said that the prices in the north of London were about
the same. They in the north, he thought, would gladly combine.

I\Ir. Ivey said that as it was generally recognised that the drapers

and ironmongers were the chief offenders in price cutting, it

would be well if every dealer sent in a list of such firms in his district

to the secretary of an association of the trade, and for a request to be
sent to the makers that they should only supply these people if they

ordered a certain number at the time, so as to make them dealers,

instead of jobbers as at present. He had men to fight who sent

canvassers into his district and quoted unprofitable rates.

Mr. Davis said that he would relieve the chairman. They had
nothing practical before them. He suggested that prices be regulated

by a sub- committee, elected by the meeting, and then be submitted to

the Ring, and the Ring be asked to support them.

Mr. Harper Twelvelrees would like to second this proposal with a

liltlc alteration. He was certain that if they came together they could

benefit each other. There is no reason why this should not be. They
only see each other occasionally, or not at all, and when they do meet
they are surprised to find that they are such good friends. There are

some stores with whom he does business which used to cut prices, but
he gave them notice that it must cease and they have stopped it.

The following resolution was then proposed by Mr. Davis, seconded
by Mr. Harper Twelvetrees, and carried unanimously :

—

"That an association be agreed of the London machine dealers for

the purpose of regulating prices of washing machines and mangles, and
to protect the interests of the trade generally."

It was then proposed that a sub-committee be appointed as follows :

—Messrs. Snow, Luckett, Harper Twelvetrees, Davis, Harris, and
Young.

This committee will hold its first meeting on Thursday next, the

I2th inst., at 2.30, at the oftices of the Sewi/ig Mac/'iine Candle, and
Mr. Harris has consented to act as hon. secretary pro tern.

Before leaving one or two gentlemen remembered that a chairman
had been appointed at the beginning of the meeting, although his

existence had long since been forgotten. At the early stages of the

proceedings he had tried to steer the vessel to the desired haven, but
had given it up as a bad job, and let her drift. After many buft'etings

she had arrived at last at the very destination desired, and the thanks
of the meeting were more especially due to Mr. Johns for allowing
free disscussion. The convener of the meeting, who at first seemed
likely to have his object frustrated, was therefore successful in his

scheme, and was awarded a hearty vote of thanks.

We might a Id a few remarks to the foregoing report. We believe

thoroughly in the objects of the London dealers. It has been the

.sewing machine dealers which, at least in London, have ilevclopcd

the mangle trade to its present enonnous |)roportions. The iron-

mongers, dr.a])ers and brokers rarely seek orders for these goods,

and with few exceptions their sales are insignificai.t compared to those

of the regular trade. But it is the display of a machine at a shilling or

two only above cost price which gives the public a false idea of the

trade. All the dealers ask is a gross profit of some 50 per cent., which

all who are acquainted with the easy payment trade and the trouble

inseparable from mangles will readily admit is little enough. It is a
fair profit, and every trader is entitled to a fair profit ",

even mangle
dealers.

Let the makers look the facts straight in the face. In Yorkshire

and Lancashire a mangle is considered almost a necessity, but not so

in London. To sell a mangle in the south of England it is necessary

to explain its advantages and induce custom. If the prices arc too

high, no trade can be done.

We quite recognise the fact that the enormous rise in iron is not

the fault of the makers. If prices are to rule as high in the future as

they are to-day, let the makers to .some extent consult the interests of

the regular dealers and not sell a single machine to any Tom, Dick,

or Harry to ticket at a shilling profit. The dealers ask nothing that

is unfair or unreasonable. Let the makers meet them in a similar

spirit.

As showing the state of the metal market we might mention the

fact that a well-known mangle maker, on asking terms for the

supply of Yorkshire iron during the next six months was to-day

quoted 73s. 6d. I II The same iron last January was freely offered

at 34s.

We find on inquiry in metal circles that the outlook for all kinds

of metal goods is unprecedented in magnitude. \Ve are told right and
left that the present price is either to be maintained or increased. W'e
can scarcely credit it ; but, if correct, the mangle makers may have a

further increase to report at an early date.

Meeting of the Perambulator
Trade.

TOURING the past fortnight several meeting; of perambulator

Jy makers have been held in Birmingham and London, with the

view of forming an association for the protection of the trade.

^Ve are requested to announce the holding of a general meeting of
the trade on December 17th, at 2 p.m., at the Bridge House Hotel,

London Bridge, S.E. Makers are expected to attend from all parts of

the kingdom. Subjects of great importance to the trade will then be
brought forward, and the co-operation of all the makers is desired.

Mr. W. J. Harris, of 219, Old Kent Road, London, S.E., is acting as

the honorary secretary, and will, no doubt, in the meantime, be pleased

to receive suggestions for the improvement of the trade.

[The foregoing reports of the mangle dealers' and perambulator
makers' meetings were published in a Special Edition dated the 5th

December.]

The Star Manufacturing
Factory.

Co.'s New

WUHE Star Manufacturing Co., have made another change in their

Jl, factory address. Originally established in Fakenham Street, N.,

they soon outgrew the capacity of their factory, necessitating additional

premises which they engaged in Brewery Road, N. An ever-increasing

trade has now rendered another move desirable, and this has recently

been effected.

The new factory showrooms and offices of the Star Company are

located close to the Cattle Market, Goodinge Road, London, N. They
are entered by one of two large gateways, which leads into a spacious

yard so arranged that vans loading or unloading can pass in at one

gate and ont at the other. The cftices are substantially and

conveniently built, and consist of two rooms, one f-ir the clerks, and

the other for Mr. Henry Nash, the Company's energetic manager.

The factory premises consist of three cistinct blocks and a number

of sheds and outhouses extensive though they are, it is not possible

to make the bodies of the carriages on the spot, nor to erect a smithy.

Both these departments will still be carried on at the Star Company's

first address in Fakenham Street, where they have every facility for

these classes of work.
^

Emerging from the office we first enter the hood maker s department,

then the hood storeroom. The latter, it might be mentioned, has a

storage capacity equal to 30,000 hoods, and by means of a lift, com-

municates with the hood fitting department. Near by is the fittings

storeroom, where are kept trimmings, screws, irons, and the innumer-

able other small parts incidental to perambulator manufacture.

Before entering the main block of buildings, we notice a large

furnace at the side of a three storied building. This we discover is

used for heating air which is circulated^around the bodies in order to

season the wood and render them more durable. So extensive is this

wood seasoning department, that some thousands of bodies can

be thoroughly dried at one and the same time.

Leaving this useful section we enter the finishing shop. This is

on the ground f.oor and of very large dimensions. Here the bodies

receive their finishing touches, and are mounted on wheels. Close by

is a department devoted the fine lining of to the wheels. A short flight

of steps and we are on the first floor, where we discover a number of

men stopping the bodies of carriages with lead, preparatory tc painting.

There are other rooms on this and the floor above in which painting

and varnishing is carried on. A room has been specially fitted up and

arranged for the latter purpose.
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A good varnish can only be effected if the temperature is favourable

to the process. In order to counteract our changeable climate the

Star Company have erected heating appliances which they can regulate

and thus keep their varnish room always at about the same
temperature.

We observed very clearly the superiority of the carriages varnished

under these conditions. After a glance at the upholsterers' department,

and the lift with a capacity of nine bodies communicating with the

three floors, we again emerge into the open.

The ground l^oor of the next block is so extensive that as many as

20,000 sets of wheels can be stored away until required. Hero were

to be found a number of men engaged in coating the wheels witli lead.

Although the wheel makers always lead the wheels before sending them
out, the Star Company invariably give them a second coat.

The first floor of this building is occupied by the women trimmer^,

and another room is devoted to the mounting of bodies.

All the buildings comprising the factory are fitted with hot water

pipes supplied from a huge copper in one of the outhou;^-. This
ensures two advantages, the comfort of the workpeople ar>:l the

superiority of the work executed.

Lastly we visited the showrooms, situated close to the oflices. Her
will be kept specimens of all the carriages and carts made by the Star

Company ; close by are store and packing rooms for ."inished carriages.

This finishes our inspection, and we must say that a more perfect

perambulator factory it would be impossible to erect. It is a model
of what such a building should be. Wherever lifts could be used with

advantage they have been erected and no expense spared in supplying

each department with the very latest and best appliances to enable the

workpeople to produce all kinds of carriages under the best possible

conditions.

Jottings.

No little stir was created in the trade by the decision

of Judge Ffoulkes at Wigan, last August—that a sewing
machine used by a woman as a tool of trade could be

seized for rent due by her husband, although it was
exempt from seizure should it be the tool of trade of the

man. Such a decision could certainly not be allowed to

stand. We were, therefore, very pleased to hear that the

Singer Company intended to appeal to a superior court,

The case was heard during the past month, and resulted

in the reversal of the Coutity Court Judge's decision. We
congratulate the Singer Company on their victory, due, in

no sinall measure, to the admirable manner in which their

solicitor, Mr. G. Wansbrough, had got up the case. This
adds one more to the long list of legal triumphs of Mr.
Wansbrough, and establishes a precedent of great value,

not only to the Singer Company, but the whole trade.

The Howe Machine Company appear to be making
headway " all along the line." Their energetic dis-

trict manager, Mr. H. M. Scott, finds business so good
in both sewing machines and cycles that he has been
compelled to open a sub-office for his company at 30,

Jarvey Street, Bathgate, Edinburgh. During the past

month Mr. Scott visited the north of Scotland, and
secured a number of substantial orders for machines and
cycles.

• •

Mr. Robert Gray, the head-office representative of the

Howe Machine Company, also reports business in

machines and cycles as being very good. He has recently

been working the north of England, having pre\-iously

travelled through a large part of Scotland in the interests

of his company.
' * *

Mr. C. W. Davis, the energetic managing director of

the Williams Manufacturing Company, was recently

presented with an illuminated address by the employes of

the company at Montreal and Plattsburg, on the occasion

of his forty-second anniversary. Among the signatures

we notice that of our old friend, W. P. O'Brien, who
visits this country occasionally in the interest of the

Williams machine.

The Weed Sewing Machine Company, of Haitford,

U.S.A., have increased their cajjital from 240,000 dols.

to 300,000.
*

•

A correspondent writes :— It may interest you to know
that Messrs. Bradbury & Co. have closed their York

depot, and will, no doubt, in the future, work the city

from one of their numerous branches in the county.
« *

*

In our last issue there appeared a report of a very
interesting hire case which came before the Elgin County
Court. In it two Scotch legal terms were used which we
hear a number of our readers do not understand. For the
benefit of these we might state that assoilzie is to acquit

a person of a crime ; avizandum is to take time to consider

judgment.

Air. Albert Rendell,;of Kirkgate, Bradford, seems to go
ahead at a very rapid rate with his toy department. This
Christmas his display of carriages and rocking-horses was
particularly fine, and one of the largest in Yorkshire.

» *
*

Mr. Oliver Upfield, draper, &c., North Street, Gosport,
has this Christmas devoted more attention to a show of

mail carts and perambulators than formerly.
* *

*

Mr. H. Slade, who manages, among other departments,
the perambulator department of Messrs, Edwin Jones &
Co.'s immense store in Southampton, arranged a par-

ticularly good display of toy carriages for the Christmas
holidays.

• *
*

Among the many trade organisations which have been
formed the past few months a union for women engaged
in trades employing sewing machines is one of the latest.

*

Messrs. Footman, Pretty, & Nicolson, of Ipswich,

ahvays make their well-known Waterloo House especially

attractive during the Christmas week. Their display of

sewing and washing machines, toy and children's

carriages, mail carts, &c.| this year was unusually large

and comprehensive.

«

The North British Machine Company, the well-known
sewing machine and cycle factors and manufacturers, of

19, Carlton Place, Glasgow, have entered on a nine years'

lease of large premises situated corner of Victoria Road
and Allison Street, Crossbill, for the purpose of more
fully carrying on their cycle business. The floor space

at their disposal will consist of 7,000 feet, so that there

will be ample room for holding large stocks. Only the

cycle trade, manufacturing, hiring, repairing, and stabling

will be conducted at the new branch, the wholesale

sewing machine trade, as usual, being attented to at 19,

Carlton Place.
• #

The staff of the Bradbury Company's Bristol branch
recently met at the Castle Coffee Tavern, Bristol, and,

under the presidency of Mr. T. Webb, the manager, took

part in a meat tea, followed by an entertainment. There
were present, in addition to the Bristol staff, representa-

tives of the company from the surrounding districts,

including Mr. J. Loveday, from Stroud. Speeches were

made by Messrs. Loveday, Gates, Wood, Clements, Chap-
lin, &c., the burden of which was complimentary to the

Bradbury Company and its machines. The past year's

business was considered highly satisfactory, and future

prospects all that could be desired.

*
Jones' Sewing Machine Company have just booked a

good line for their manufacturing machine of Hardman
& Co., NanLwich.

• *

During the past month Jones' Sewing Machine Com-
pany had a small fire at their Manchester depot. It

occurred on the second floor, and the damage done was
very slight.

The Singer Manufacturing Company have changed
their Folkestone address to 42, Tontine Street.

« •

Mr. George Parkes, agent for Varley & Wolfenden
and other makes of sewing machines, has removed from
Forester Terrace, Newhall Street, Willenhall, to 26,

Lichfield Street, in the same town.

•
A large number of branch offices and depots in the

provinces were rendered unsually attractive during the

Christmas festivities. Among the reports we have received
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the Singer Company's CardilT branch is specially pronii.

nent. The Wcntent Mail writes as follows :

—

The window of the Sinucr ManufactuririR Company in St. John's

Square is one of ihc prcllicsl sij;hts ever seen in Caidili', and through-

out the whole of Kriday the footpath in front of the eslnlilidiment

was Mocked hy eaj^er sightseers. It seems as if the company, having

experienced the best year they have ever had in South Wales, have

pone in for yivinK bacU to the public a bonus in the shape of a free

entertainment. Tlie whole of the shop window is very arlislically

decked with flowers and evergreens. In the centre a fountain plays,

while in the pond beneath imitation water-fowl swim. Two members
of Messrs. Singer's Cardiff staff, attired as Ethiops, work Singer's

machines before an admiring crowd, while inters|iersed are most
amusing models — some smoking in the most natural manner, while the

antics of a poor butcher and his pig promote perpetual mirth.

* #

Mr. E. Le Fevre has now taken over the sewing

machine and domestic machinery business of Wood & Co.

at 30, Victoria Road, Siirbilon,

A fire occurred on the evening of the 19th December
at Messrs. Jones' sewing machine depot, No. i, City

Road, E.C The window had just been decorated with

cotton-wool to give it a Christmas appearance, when a

spark falling from a taper the wool blazed up, and in an

instant everything combustible in the window was
ablaze. Several assistants being at hand they were fortu-

nately able to smother it, and, with a prompt supply of

water, thus prevented what at one moment threatened to

be a big fire.

•

Owing to the great increase of their business in the

north of Ireland Messrs. Bradbury & Co. have been com-
pelled to remove their Ballymena branch to more central

and larger premises at 8, Bryan Street. We hope that

Mr. J. McDevitt, the manager, will experience an even

better year in 1890 than its predecessor, which, we believe,

is the best or record for that branch

.

*

The Piper 0' Dundee inserted in its number for

December 4th, a portrait of Mr. Robert Templeton, the

manager of the Bradbury Company's Dundee branch,

and makes complimentary remarks of that gentleman

and his company's manufactures. The article concludes

as follows :

—

'• The Bradbury machines, I am told, have become very popular in

Dundee and district, and I can well believe it. Mr. Templeton told

me in confidence that with the New Year the Bradbury Company are

to introduce a new machine with improvements which will astonish

the sewing machine world. If sewing machines are to be improved in

this way I should think the time is not far distant when the sewing
machine will be as requisite in every home as gas or water. Mr.
Temoleton is to be congratulated upon the position which Bradbury's

Dundee branch has attained to under his guidance. May he and the

Bradbury machines continue to do just sew sew."

*

During the past few weeks there has been held at

Brighton a trades' exhibition. Sewing machines are

shown by Mr. E. G. Benford, of Castle Square, who has

on his stand a very fine collection of the "White." In
another part of the building he shows a number of per-

ambulators and mail-carts. Mr. C. Thompson, of

Newington Butts, London, has a fine display of peram-
bulators and carts, and the Scientific Dress-Cutting
Association have on their stand a number of Vertical Feed
machines, both hand and treadle.

•

Our New York contemporary, the Sewing Machine
Times, has been '• sizing us up," and in a lengthy article

tells the world what it thinks of us. It does not omit to

call attention to some defects, but administers more
praise than blame, and really the impression that the
article leaves on our mind is quite pleasing. We did
not know that we were half so meritorious. We thank
Mr. Bell for placing us in the balances, and when oppor-
tunity offers wewill submit the Times to similar treatment.

• •
m

The influenza is no respecter of persons. It has laid

hold of Mr. Gustav Weinhagen, formerly representino-

the Bielefelder Naehmaschinen Fab''ik,and now travellincr

for the White Company on the Continent. We hope to

hear of his speedy recovery.
» #

Messrs, J. F. Allen & Co. have given up their Ealing

machine depot, anrl have opened a branch at 31, Church
Street, High Street, Kensington, S.W.

One of the oldest firms of sewing machine makers,
Messrs. Pitt Bros., formerly of Livcrsedge, and more
recently of Cleckhcaton, have sold ofT their stock and
plant, and retired from the trade.

«

In the course of some four or five weeks Messrs. N.
Robins & Co. will open a sewing machine depot at 486,
Kingsland Road, N.

•

We are pleased to see that the Rudge Cycle Company,
Limited, continue to do good bu.-iness. They have just

declared a dividend of 10 per cent. This year their net

profits were £ki,ooo, or rather more than 20 per cent, in

excess of last year's returns.

Mr. R. J. Johns, having been appointed general manager
for the Branston Two-Reel Sewing Machine Company,
Limited, has now removed from his offices. Imperial

Buildings, Ludgate Circus, E.C, to 59, Holborn Viaduct,

E.G., where he will run his usual business on the same
premises as that of the Branston Two-Reel Sewing
Machine Company, and will carry on his private business

as usual. Mr. Johns has taken on Mr. H. Garland,

formerly proprietor of the London Oil Company, as his

assistant.

The Past Year's Trade in the North

of Ireland.

^^IR,—The year just closed has been a splendid one
X^ for the sewing machine trade in the north of
Ireland.

The manufacturing of shirts, collars and cuffs, pina-
fores and aprons, handkerchiefs, &c., has been largely on
the increase, consequently, a greater number of sewing
machines have been bought than, perhaps, in any previous
year.

The Wheeler & Wilson Company enjoy the confidence
of nearly all the large houses, and have taken the lion's

share of the good things going ; whilst the Singer
Company have also got some good orders. The Bradbury
Company do a nice retail business, which is well looked
after by Mr. Willox. The Howe Company get orders for

their machines amongst shoemakers, &c.

The White Company have appointed Mr. W. G. Hanna
their agent in Belfast. This gentleman also sells washing
and wringing machines, gas engines, and other novelties,

and is well known in the city.

The Wheeler & Wilson Company have secured the
contract for fitting up shafting, benches, cutting knives,

&c., for sixty machines for May, Heaney, & Co., pinafore

and apron manufacturers, the machines having been
previously supplied ; also a bench of twenty No. 12's, for

collar and cuff work, from the Fountain Street Shirt and
Collar Company ; and have, in addition, secured Messrs.
James Black & Co.'s order for hemstitching machines.
The shafting, benches, &c., had previously been erected
by another large sewing machine companv, who had a
new hemstitch machine to offer, but, as it did not come
up to expectations, the order passed to the Wheeler &
Wilson Company-, whose machine is now becoming very
popular for this class of work.

Perhaps at no period in the history of Ireland has
agrarian outrage been at so low an ebb, consequently,
prosperity steps in. May this state of things continue,
and may factories of industry increase in the same ratio

in 1S90 as in 1889, then Ireland will indeed be happjr

and contented, and may still claim the title of " First
flower of the earth, first gem of the sea.''

Wishing you, 'Six. Editor, a happy new year,

I am.
Yours truly,

HIBERNICO-SCOTIA.
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MURDOCH & CO.'S
Musical Instruments

SUITABLE FOR THE

g 3Mj ijit*.^ _ii :i^*aiiri^^.^

PIANOS.
TWENTY-FIVE GUINEA PIANO. iron frame, trichord, celeste action, Italian

walnut case, trusses, sconces, high finished.

THIRTY-SIX GUINEA PIANOS. iron frame, check repeater action, trichord
thi'oughoufc, Italian walnnt case, trusses on plinthe, sconces, splendid value

ORGANS.
TEN GUINEA REAL AMERICAN ORGAN, <vithout » ihai i,, the United

Kingdom for volume and quality of tone, strength and finish. Solid
walmit case, five octaves, knee swell,

FIFTEEN GUINEA ENGLISH ORGAN. Eight stops, Solid walnut, panelled back,

handsome case, eight stops, one set bass and treble reeds, 8 feet pitch, one
set of Bourdon sub-bass reeds 16 feet pitch, treble coupler, vox humana.

SIXTEEN GUINEA REAL AMERICAN ORGAN. seven stops, manufactured

by Farrand & Votey, Detroit. Handsome panelled case in solid walnut,
bass and treble reeds of 8 feet pitch, bass and treble coupler doubling the
power of the instrument, and vox humana fan. Simple action, not
easily thrown out of order. Easily repaired. Splendid tone.

TWENTY GUINEA REAL AMERICAN ORGAN. Eleven stops, manufactured

by the Farrand & Votey Organ Co., Detroit. Beautiful panelled case of

solid walnut, five octaves diapason reeds of IG feet pitch, five octaves
principal reeds of 16 feet pitch, with bass and treble coupler which
doubles the power of the instrument, vox humana, etc. Splendid value.

TWENTY-FOUR GUINEA REAL AMERICAN ORGAN. Fourteen stops,

^Manufactured by the E. P. Carpenter Organ Co., Brattleboro', Artistic

case in solid walnut, over six feet high. All latest improvements, Aero-

dj-namic indicator, etc. Five octaves, one set of five octave diapason

reeds, 8 feet pitch, one set of 3.", octaves principal reeds 4 feet pitch, one

set of 1-.', octaves Bourdon sub-bass reeds, vox humana, etc., etc

HARMONIUMS.
SEVEN GUINEA ENGLISH HARMONIUM. Made witi, all the ea.eM fmish,

tone and quality of the French make with the strength of the English.

Highly finished throughout. Large reeds, Italian walnut case, five octaves.

'^ Great Variety of Pianos, Organs and Harmoniums, but the above are

specially recommended.

We are prepared to take contracts for MANGLES of special manu-
facture, and also to supply the FINEST SEWING MACHINES in the market
at low prices.

JOHN G. MURDOCH & CO., Ltd.,
91 & 93, FARRINGDON RD., LONDON, E.G.
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BISHOP'S CLUSTER CO., LIMITED,
J47, ALDERSGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.

The Tone is

Beautifully

Soft and Pleasant

and not Harsli,

Indestructible

TIN

Music Sheets,

Til© IVIelyphone.

A Large Stock

always c^

on Hand,

A VERy URGE STOCK

OF

MUSIC SHEETS

ALWAYS ON HAND.

ANY TUNE SENT BY

RETURN POST.

Tlie ^i^iston.

BELL AMERICAN ORGANS,
AS SUPPLIED

TO ROYALTY AND THE ELITE OF EUROPE.
Every Instrument fitted with our Patent Mouse-Proof Pedals,

AND GUARANTEED FOR SIX YEARS.
CATALOGUES SENT FREE ON APPLICATION, AND INSPECTION INVITED.

"W. BELL w*. ^ -,

58, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.C.

Telephone No. 5667. Telegrams, " Grovod, London."

GROVER & WOOD,
AMERICAN ORGAN AND HARMONIDM MANDFACTDRERS,

LONDON, S.E,
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MANUFACTURERS & IMPORTERS,
NOTE THE ADDRESS—
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89 & 91, Piccadilly, Manchester

109, Broad Street, Pendleton.

174, Manchester Street, Oldham.

DEPOTS-
IS, Z^ra^e (SZ/'ee/, Rochdale.

32, Z.o^ye/' Hillgate, Stockport.

Market Place, Hyde.
PUBNITURE.—Drawing and Dining Room Suites, Sideboards, Chifiioners, Book Cases, Polished and Painted Dressers, Mahogany

ditto, Hair-seated and Leather Easy Chairs, Sofai and Couches, Rocking Chairs, Nursing Chairs, Square and Pembroke Tables,
Dining, Oval, Draught, Loo, and Gipsy Tables, Bedroom Suites, Dressing Tables, Commodes, i;c. Our large Illustrated Catalogues
sent for six days for your inspection (iSS pages) ;f desired.

MIRRORS AND OVERMANTELS.— Black and Gold Overmantels, Rosewood, Mahogany, Walnut, Oak dittos, Gilt Mirrots
all sizes ; Inlaid Wood Frames, all descriptions ;

Small Looking Glasses, Swing Glasses, all patterns ; Ilind Glasses, &c.
CROCKERY.—Tea and Dinner Services, Five o'clock Tea Sets, Chamber Services, Trinket Sets, Vases, Figures, all sizes and prices,

(nice assortment, hand-painted), Cruets of all kiuds, Cream Jugs and Sujar Basins, Shades, &c. ; specialty in China figures.

BASSINETTES, from 12s. 6d. to 10 guineas (best Show Room in Manchester) ; Bath Chairs from 503. to 40 guineas ; Invalid Chairs
of all kin('s ; Children's Mail Carts, strong and durable ; Go Chairs, Cradles, Rocking Horses, Tricycles, Tricycle Horses, Doll
Carriagei (splendid designs). Special Illustrated Catalogue sent on approval, if desired.

IRONMONGERY.—Brass Fenders, Fire Brasses, Iron and Steel Fenders, ditto Fire Irons, Top Bars, Dust Pans, Boiling Pans, Brass,

Iron, and Steel Stands, all patterns and sizes ; Fire Shovels, &c. ; Thief and Fire-proof Safes, Patent Safety Cash Drawers (with

Alarm Bell attached).

BEDSTEADS AND BEDDING. -Brass Bedsteads, beautiful design;, pearl-mounted; Half Testers, Iron Bedsleado, brass rails,

very cheap ; Children's Cots, all sizes and prices ; Hospital Bedsteads ; Beddin.' of every size and description, best and clean Flocks
only used ; Feather Beds, Good Straw Mattresses, all kinds; Hair, Upholstered, and Spring Mattresses, very cheap ; Cot -Mattresses,

Ticking and Flocks sold separate.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.—Pianos, .\merican Organs, Harmoniums, Accordions, Melodious, Musical Boxes (all sizes), Drums
and Bells ; also Automatic Boxes, Musical Albums, best instruments only kept in stock.

FANCY GOODS.—Fruit Baskets, Newspaper Racks, Room Tidies, H.and Painted Stick and Umbrella Stands, Inkstands, Writing
Tables (great variety). Desks and W'ork Boxes, all sizes and designs, Opera, Field, and Marine Glasses, Parcel Straps, Money Boxes,

Fancy Fire Grate Ornaments, Albums of every description, Photo Frames of all descriptions, Handkerchief and Glove Boxes, Jewel
Cases, &c.

JEWELLERY.— Ladies' and Gent's Gold and Silver Watches, Hunters, Keyless, &c. Waltham and English Levers (specialties),

Swiss Watches, Slop Watches, Chronographs, Ladies' and Gents' Gold and Silver Alberts, Chains, &c. (all patterns), G jld and
Silver Bracelets, Brooches, Ear Rings, Necklets, Studs, Sleeve Links, Breast Pins, Brilliant and Diamond Pins, Scarf Ixing, Engage-
ment, Wedding, Diamond, and Signet Rings, Keepers, &c.

CLOCKS.—Marble and Bronze Clocks, Bronzes, Mala Horses (all sizes), Gilt Sets (great variety). Gilt Clocks, very cheap : Regulators

(time or strike) ; Ansonias Office Clocks, School Clocks, Cuckoo and Bugle Clocks, Timepieces, all designs and sizes. Alarms,

Strike on Gong, &c Excelle.it Show, Special feature :—Every Clock is carefully examinel by practical men on the premises before

sending out.

LEATHER GOODS.—Gladstone Bags, all kinds and prices. Travelling Trunks (Saratoga, &c.). Dress Baskets, various sizes, Gent '.^

Hand Bags, Sample Bags, Cricket and Football Bags, Ladies' Satchels of every description, School Bags, Portmanteais
Blocked 'i'in Trunks, assorted designs and sizes, BDUiiet B)xei, and all sorts and size^ of Ltdics' and Gentlemen's Purses.

PUBLISHING.—Large Family Bibles, illustrated, with family register and photograph spaces ; also in Welsh, German, French, and
other languages ; Standard Works by all ihi greatest Authors, complete sets, including Cassell's " History of England," Shakes-

nearc's .and Dickens' Works ; Encyclop;udia, Life and Time; of Queen Victoria, (jiadslone, Bcaconslield, and others ; Household
Guides, Popular Libraries, Plan and Floral .Minims (specialties).

PICTURES. " Village Wedding " (plain and coloured), " (^uatre Bras," and " Roll Call," by Miss Thompson; " Slag at Bay,"
" Doubtful Crumbs," Hunting, Fishing, and Coaching Scenes; Engravings, all kinds ;

" Meeting of Wellington and Blucher,"

Liberal Cabinet, House of Commons, Portraits of Gladstone, Beaconsficld, Bright, Chamberlain, Salisbury, Churchill, and others !

Oil Paintings, all sizes and prices, framed ami unframcd ; Picture Framing, Carving, and (iihliug; high-cl.iss work a >p:cially
j

Mount Cutting, &c. .Mi)uMings, Mounts, and Glass sold in large or small quantities ; Opals fr.\med and unframcd.

CARPETS AUD LINOLEUMS.—Brussells, Tapestry, Kidderminster, Squares (Printed Tay), Felt Carpets, Exminster,

Grosvenor, Belgravia Rugs, Cloth, Cocoanut Matting, Mats of every description. Floor Cloth and Linoleums in every quality, Table

Covers, iStc. ^^^_^^^^^^^.^.^^_^-^^^^^—

—

<;"nvuVERS may rest assured that in piirt.hasincr niy Good: they arc bii)-ing a Good Genuine Arlitlo, at liuly

•ii© 25 per cent, cheaper than any other house.

Your Inspection of the GOODS and PRICES will quite convince you "t this I'a.t.

WHOLESALE WAREHOUSIi,
55, TIB STREET, MANCHESTER.

P.S.—A visit to my Warehouse, where you will find Assistants willing to show vou throuRli with lie

greatest freedom, whether you purchase or not.
----»•- „,,^,., .,^.. ^».SPECIAL SHOW NOV. ON,

\oX%'^^
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LEON L'HOLLIER,
The Renowned Perambulator Maker,

4, 5, 6, 7, & 8^ B^TH FA3SA.GE^
BIRMINGHAM,

Has now the most important Perambulator Works in tk Kingdom.

L'HOLLIER'S PATENT.

L'HOLLIER'S PATENT.

L'HOLLIER'S PATENT.

L'HOLLIER'S PATENT.

Write for his Illustrated List containing 180 different

distinct Designs.

ALSO LIST OF INVALID CARRIAGES, MAIL CARTS, TOY GOODS, ENGLISH and

FOREIGN BASKETS, and WICKER, CANE and RUSH FURNITURE.
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GENUINE AMERICAN
LAMB KNITTING MACHINE.

The most reliable and moat easy ruiinin;i Stocking and
Q love Knitter In the Market.

SWISS KNITTER.
EUROPEAN KNITTER.
CHEMNITZ KNITTER.

For all kinds of Garments, with apeclal

automatic attachments.

BIERNATZKI & CO.,
44, MANSFIELD ROAD, NOTTINGHAM.

NEW
HARRISON
KNITS
Btocklngi
ribbed or
plalu.

KNITS
Cloves,every
(IfKriptioa
of Clot I? I NO
iu WOOL,
SILK. Of
COTTOK 1q

10 fancy
pattern* nil

ID po Q ooe
knachLue,

Great CHALLENGE
CONTE=tT at Liverpool. IBi^S.HU'hest

Piitlnctlou GOLD 11a silver

Medals won liv Uio ' New Hurrlaoii

Alio won tiio HiBher.t aud OnlyAwm I

at KJinburtjh. 18S6. List 2<1. j. r

po(t WM. HARItrSON. Patente.;.

128. PortUod St.. MANCHESTER;
Brmnch—67, Oifurd SL, Lomdom.

KNITTER
/V£K£fl DEFEAUU.

27 .iei.'W.£LE,X)S.

stamped

.^Warranty

Cfo S^toing itarlntt^ (Ba^ttU.
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Principles and Practice of the l.?cw
of Hire and Conditional Sale.*

By H. E. Tudor, Esq., Solicitor,

Author oj " A Dejcnce of the Hire S)'stem.'^

(Continued from our December Number)

CHAPTER XXXI.
Verbal Sale by Owner to Purchaser—Purchaser

Lets on Hire System same Goods to Original
Owner in Writing. Is this a Bill of Sale ?

^•T is most irrportant to remember the difference
Bj|g( between written and verbal contracts in the point
now under consideration. The Bills of Sals Acts strike

at writings, and not at verbal arrangements independent
of writings. A striking illustration is afforded us in

the following case of how the Bills of Sale Acts have been
avoided by means of a verbal sale :—In Redhead v. West-
wood, 59 L. T. R., page 293, the question as to a verbal
sale arose. The facts of the case are sufficiently shown, to

follow the observations of the learned Judge, in the judg-
ment. This case was tried in the Chancery Division in

July, 1888, and in giving judgment Air. Justice Kay
said :

— " In this case I understand the facts to be these.

In June, 1886, Walter Redhead applied to the defendant.
Joseph Westwood, to lend him ^"100, but to this the
latter at first objected. Redhead then suggested that

Westwood should purchase the furniture in his

(Redhead's) house under a hiring agreement. To this

Westwood, after some hesitation, assented, and eventually
an agreement in writing was entered into on the iith
June, 1886, by which it was agreed that Westwood should
let the furnituretu Redhead until the lOth July then ne.xt

;

that Redhead would, without any demand, pay to West-
wood ' the rent of _^"ioofor the use of the said furniture
during the said term in manner following—that
is to say, £1 (interest) on the signing thereof,

^50 on or before the 25th June then ne.xt, and
^'50 on or before the loth July then ne.xt ;

' and
that on breach by Redhead of any of the stipulations, it

should be lawful for Westwood to take possession of the
furniture, or remo\-e and sell the same. On the signing
of this agreement, Westwood handed Redhead a cheque

• All Rights Kiservtd,

for j^ioo, payable 10 his order, but no receipt was given.

Redhead failed to pay either of the instalments of £^0,
and died on the 5th July, 1886. On the 15th July,
tS86, Westwood took possession of the furniture, and
removed a portion of it. The proceeds, amounting to

^"44 19s., were paid into Court by Westwood in this

action. The action was brought by Redhead's widow
and administratri.^ to obtain a declarat-ion that the
agreement of the nth June was void, and for repayment
of the ;^44 19s., the ground of the action being that the
agreement was in the nature of a security for the
payment of money, and was a bill of sale within the
Bills of Sale Acts, 1878 and 1882

; and that, as it had
not been registered under those Acts, and was not in the
form required by them, it was void. The ground, there-

fore, for coming to the Court to have this agreement set

aside was that it was a bill of sale
; but, in my opinion,

it is not a bill of sale. As Cotton, L.J., said, in the North
Central Waggon Company v. Manchester, Sheffield, and
Lincolnshire Railway Company (56 L. T. Rep., N.S.

755 ; 35 Ch. Div. 191, 200) :
' Of course the hiring and

letting agreement cannot in itself be a bill of sale.'

Clearly, therefore, the Bills of Sale Acts only set aside a

bill of sale ;
they do not avoid any transaction which is

valid without a bill of sale. Where there is a transaction

which is in itself valid without a bill of sale, and then a docu-
ment amounting to a bill of sale is given afterwards, it has
been decided again and again that, though the bill of
sale may be invalid, that circumstance does not affect

the transaction itself. Now, what is the transaction

here ? There is an agreement which, no doubt, was
intended to evade the Bills of Sale Acts and the require-

ments of those Acts as to registration. Redhead agreed
to sell to Westwood certain furniture. Then a cheque
for^^ioo was given by Westwood, drawn to the order of

Redhead, who signed his name on the back of it, but no
receipt was given. The sale and purchase was carried

out simply by the payment of the money, and no docu-
ment whatever relating to a sale or purchase was given ;

so that there was no bill of sale whatever relating to a

sale or purchase. If there had been any document
amounting to a bill of sale, the Bills of Sale Acts would
have set it aside. I think that the parties are to be
congratulated on their ingenuity. The parties intended
the transaction to be one of the loan of money, and a

security for that loan was given in a form so as completely

to evade the Bills of Sale Acts. In the case of the North
Central Wagon Company v. Manchester, Sheffield, and
Lincolnshire Railway Company, there was no document
which amounted to an assurance or sale and purchase

;

but there was, as here, a hiring agreement, which the
learned judges said could not by itself be treated as a bill

of sale, there being no other document connected with it

as in Cochrane v. Matthews (39 L. T. Rep,, N.S. 334 N.
10, Ch. Div. 80, N.), and e.\ parte Odell re Walden,
39 L. T. Rep., N. S. 33, 10, Ch. Div. 76. Accordingly
the Court held that there was no bill of sale, and that

the transaction of sale and purchase was complete with-

out any assurance of any kind. Here the transaction

was complete without any assurance ; thei^e was no
document so connected with it as to make it a bill of sale.

Therefore I am bound by the North Central Wagon
Company's case to hold that the parties here have
succeeded in evading the Bills of Sale Acts, and that the
agreement in question was a valid agreement for hire.

Accordingly the action must be dismissed, uith costs,

and the ^'44 10s. in Court must be paid out, with interest

thereon, to the defendant.''

Mr. Reed, in his valuable book on "The Bills of Sale
Acts," 7th ed-, 1-46, when commenting on the above cafe,

says :
—" But an absolute bill of sale and hiring agree-

ment, if really forming separate and distinct transactions,

do not come within the .A.cts, and the result will be the
same if the transaction can be supported apart from the
document." The learned author expresses the principle

decided in the above case very concisely, but one or two
expressions let fall by the learned Judge in his judgment
need a little further elucidation.

Notes on Redhead V. Westwood.

(I). The learned judge points out th t the whole tran-

saction was one of loan and secuiity, and that the evident

object of the parties was to avoid the Bills of Sale Acts.
He admits that the parties have been perfectly successful,

and have legally evaded the Bills of Sale Acts.
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Now il will l)c rcnu-iiiixTi.ll tlml in our i.ist (:li.i[Jlcr wc
considcrci! llic case ol lloo|)cr v. Kcr, 76 L.TJ., p. 307,
and wc ciuotcd BrclL's, M.K., judgment in wliicli lie

slalfd lliat ihc Court could sec that the parties liad

allcnipted to c\'ade tlie Bills of Sale Acts, " but the Court
could see it, and see tiirougli it, as the Court below had
done," and lie held with the rest of the Court that as

the hiring agreement was not registered it was void as

being in substance a bill of sale. Yet in Redhead v.

Weslwood we have a learned Judge holding that

the Court could see that the transaction was a

loan, yet the Bills of Sale Acts did not apply

!

How are these two cases reconcileable? Our answer
to that question is, that both cases are quite con-

sistent with each other, although the remarks of the

learned .Master of the Rolls, now Lord Esher, are rather

misleading, not to lawyers, but to laymen, because he
would lead many people to understand that when a

hiring, and other transactions mi.\ed up, really amounted
to a loan, the Court would see through it and set it

aside unless registered as a bill of sale.

Now this is perfectly true with reference to written

documents, and verbal transactions mixed up with the

written documents, ?'.t'., dependent on each other. But
his remarks ha\e no reference to contracts which are quite

independent of written documents as, e.g., in the case of

Redhead v. Westwood where we have two distinct trans-

iiCtions, viz. : (i) Absolute sale, (2) hire and conditional

sale. But in Hooper v. Ker there was one only, viz.,

inventory, receipt, and hiring agreement, allforming one

transaction, there being no title independent of the

documents whereby to claim the goods. Then it may
be asked, why is not the written hiring agreement as

effectual as a verbal one ? Our answer is that the Bills of

Sale Acts strike documents and not verbal agreements,

and the hiring agreement being in this case part of one
transaction falls under the Bills of Sale Acts. Therefore

the key to the question will be found in the definition of a

bill of sale as given in chapter xxvi- of these articles.

Therefore we think it is clear that the above decisions do
not encroach on each other in the slightest degree.

(2) The next point in Mr. Justice Kay's judgment to

be noticed is, that he points out the most important fact

that no receipt was given for the £100 on the purchase
of the goods by Westwood. Why does he lay such stress

on that fact ? If reference be made to chapter xxvi.,

relating to the definition of a bill of sale, under that head
will be found included :

" Inventories of goods with
receipt thereto attached, or receipts for piircliase-moneys

oj goods^^ &c., and the Act points out that they are to be
void imless registered

; but here there was no receipt
;

hence registration was not necessary.

(3) TheJudge points out that the sale was effected simply

by payment of the money. Hence it was an independent
transaction. Unlike Hooper v. Ker, he states that had
there been any document the Court would have set it aside.

Ofcourse it would, but there was no document.

(4) The Judge admits the successful evasion of the Bills

of Sale Acts, and congratulates the parties on their

ingenuity. It is said that the best way to understand an
Act of Parliament is to read the Act itself. This maxim.

tlion;

ofbil

li ii'.l Miy ' "ii^oling, certainly applies to definitions

.of sale, and we advise hire dealers to carefully read
over the definition clause in chapter xxvi. the more times
tile l)etter. It is plain that the parties in Redhead v. West-
wood, or their solicitors, had kept well in mind the wording
of this definition.

We cannot dismiss the consideration of this case with-
out expressing a hope that before long it will be impossibU
to drive a coach and four through the Bills of Sale Acts in

so fine a style as did the parlies in this case. We have not
one word to say either against them or against their con-
duct, but we have just cause of complaint against a
law purporting to " hit " all transactions relating to
advances of money on goods which admits of evasion in so
sini])le a method as the above.

If a transaction be one of loan and security, whether
verbal or written, it should, so long as bills of sale are
legal, be made void unless registered. The hire system,
pure and simple, has nothing to do with " loans " and
" securities "

;
such transactions are bills of sale. It is

the fact that there is this weak point in the hire system
that has given rise to the delusion that a hire agreement
is only another term for a bill of sale. Of course our
readers who have carefully considered the real difference
that exists between the two forms of agreement will
not be misled by such statements

; but that will not
alter the fact that many people do think, and will
continue to think, no matter how falsely, that hire
agreements are bills of sale, and that the only difference
between them is, that bills of sale, so called, have to be
registered, yet hire agreements, falsely so called, are
exempted from registration; such, with the exception
named, is certainly not our view of the hire system. The
difference between a hire agreement and a bill of sale is

as great as the difference between black and white.

{To be LOntinued.)

Fire.—Mr. Robert Parker, called by the local press the
"Bassinette King," received at his showrooms— 16, 17
and 1 7 A. Prospect Place, Hastings—a visit from the fir,

fiend on the 6th of December. The conflagration broke
out at 3 a.m., and shortly afterwards fire engines arrived
and were set to work to extinguish the flames. The
premises consisted of two storeys above the ground floor,

and these were completely gutted, one hundred best
bassinettes and thirty-nine sewing machines beinf de-
stroyed. Mr. Parker was insured in the Caledonian
Company for _^ 1,700, and it was found that the loss sus-
tained amounted to ;^50o, which sum the company paid
within five days of the outbreak.

Mr. Parker writes, '

' I have secured workshops near,
and am again in full swing with the manufacture of
bassinettes, and within one month will again have one of
the finest shows of bassinettes on the south coast." He
further says that he is going to open a shoe shop in
Hastmgs. We wish him every success in his new
venture.

NOVELTY HOUSEHOLD & SUPERIOR WRINGERS.

^^^

Try the Bailey Wringers, and you will buy no
others.

ABSOLUTELY TRUSTWORTHY.

Do not think we make only one pattern. We
make all the best patterns and sizes, and sell a
reliable article at a reasonable price.

If you want a Machine to sell on Easy Terms
take "our advice and buy the HOUSEHOLD
WRINGER. It costs a little more than a
common article, but you can get full price for
it, and it will do you good.

BAILEY WRINGING MACHINE COMPANY, 26, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.
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Correspondence.

*.^* This column is at the service of all classes ofreadersfor

the discussion of trade matters. IVe need not say that the

insertion of a letter from a correspondent does not necessarily

imply that we endorse the views expressed. The responsibility

rests entirely with the person signing the letter. As an

independent Journal we offer facilities to all parties to

ventilate their grievances or express their I'iews on the condi-

tion that the tight of reply be allo^ucd anyone who feels

himself aggrieved or C07isiders an explanation necessary.

APPRECIATION OF THE " GAZETTE."
To the Editor of the Sewing Machine Gazette.

^'EAR MR. EDITOR,—Please do not throw this

jggg into the waste basket, as your natural modesty
will prompt. I feel sure that the whole of the trade

would like you to accept their grateful thanks for the
" Si-'EciAL Extra Sitpplements '' you invariably give,

when any important report would lose value and interest

by being delayed until your ne.xt issue. You do this at

considerable trouble and expense, but we never find any
addition made at the end of the year, even for the bare

printing and postage, when we receive the demand for

your modest subscription. Not every trade journal would
be so liberal, and we appreciate your spirit and enterprise.

On a former occasion, when a few members of the trade

offered to defray the expense of a special supplement
which it was felt should not fall on your shoulders, you
ridiculed the idea. But you are a wise man ; it was a

good investment.

Now, sir, if I may be rash enough to bully an editor,

I dare you to destroy this effusion, but claim for it a

prominent place in 3-our next issue, in order to express
our gratitude and thanks

; and to demonstrate that it is

hona-fidc the writer will not take refuge in a nom de
guerre., but subscribes himself,

Your faithful servant,

HENRY LUCKETT.
The Finsbury Park Machine Company,

December 9th, 1889.

[ We have every desire to please Mr. Lucketl, and therefore insert
his letter, although it is breaking one of our rules, which is, never to
trouble one reader with co mpliments which another has been good
enough to pay us. During the past year we have received many com-
mendatory letters from Mr. Luckett and scores of others, but not a
single one of them has been consigne.l to our waste paper basket as
might be supposed fiom the foregoing. We value too highly such
communications to treat them wiih such scant courtesy, although we
in most cases have neither published them in the Gazelle nor acknow-
ledged them in other ways. Mr. J. Hinds, of Redfern, Sydney, who has
been in the trade over twenty-five years, and writes us that he finds in
the Gazette " much to interest and instruct," will kindly note this,

We always strive to give our readers full value for their subscriptions,
and to know that we succeed is information of almost pleasing and
acceptable nature. Those subscribers who from time to time
express their appreciation of our efforts will please not misunderstand
our action in not insetting their communications in our columns, nor
acknowledging ihe sam-; through the posl. Our e.^planalion for the
former is that we think it in bad taste, and as to the laiter we wish to
keep down our prst.al expenses as much as possible. The burden of
all our letters from subscribers is not praise ; frequently it is blame for

the non-delivery of the Gazette. Only the past month we have received
a letter from a London subscriber couched in the most indignant terms
beciuse he has not received his Gazette regularly, and a similar
communication reaches us from Melbourne. We should just like our
correspondents to study our system of despatching papers, and they
would see that the non-delivery of copies does not rest with us. Our
system ensures the placing in the post of a copy for every subscriber.

If it does not reach him it is not out fault, an! when requested we
are only too pleased to despatch a second copy. It is really very
foolish for the before-mentioned subscriber to insinuate that we
intentionally omit to send him his copy. We not ask for praise or
commendation, but we do ask that we should not be blamed for the
miscarriage or non-delivery of copies.

—

Ed. S.I/.G.

GOLD
MEDAL,

a )) PARIS,

1889.

'THE principles involved in the "Vertical Feed" are different from those of any other

Machine. It stands alone, and is not brought in competition with under-feed Machines.

One under-feed Machine has no particular advantage over another, in a general way ; hence

there is little profit in selling them on account of cut prices, which you are forced to meet

The " Vertical Feed" has an established price all over the country that affords a remunera-

tive profit; this price has not been sacrificed and is readily maintained, because the Machine

is in every respect superior to the under-feed class, doing more perfectly a larger range of

work than all others combined. Dealers, consult your interest. Take the " Vertical Feed ;

"

it has no competitor in range and quality of work. Its retail prices are not cut in four

quarters, and you are protected in territory. Its merits alone enable you to secure more

than yom* proportion of the trade, and at the same time obtain better retail prices than it

is possible to get for any other Machine in the world, thus building up a lasting and profit-

uble business. We are now building a new manufactory at Dayton, Ohio, with a capacity

of 400 Machines per day. This step was made necessary by our largely increasing business.

If you have not already obtained it, secure the control of the." Vertical Feed'' in your

territory NOW.

THE

'^rertlcal Feed Sewing Machiine Co.|
24. Aldersgate Street London. E.G.
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Repairing the Grover & Baker
Machine.

cR. W. FUNK writes in the U.S.S.M. News:—
For two months past I have received many

communications asking for information in rcpjard to the

("rover & IJ^ker sewinf( niaciiine. Some ask me to go
into details—how to time, what parts need replacing, &c.

;

so I have concluded to give the original article, which
will answer the questions asked by some of the readers of

the iVeivs since the article was published, and I think

this will cover the ground.

From everyday experience in sewing-machine repairing,

I find that all old machines to be put in first-class order

should be taken down and cleaned before attempting any
repairs, bushing or adjusting. When a sewing machine
is taken apart and cleaned you will see at a glance what
is needed, and the parts can be handled so much better

than when they are covered with grease and gum. Why
is it that some repairers fail to give satisfaction on the

old, Avorn sewing machine ? The answer is this: they
look, they try this and that, move one of the parts, experi-

ment for hours trying everything, in the end leaving the

machine in the same condition as it was when brought to

them. The point of difficulty is simply this—they do not
fully comprehend its principles, and they e.xpect by trying

this and that something they do may accidentally hit just

the thing and right the cause of the trouble. In such

cases, I repeat, take down the machine, clean it, take up
the lost motion, and put the machine together properly,

and you will find it will do the work as it should be

done.

Of course, it is not expected of the repairer to take

down all machines for slight repairs.

The wearing parts of the Grover & Baker are few, and
easily taken up.

The trunnel, spiral driver, bolster, nippers, and hunter

generally give way after ten or more years. If the spiral

driver is much worn, take the temper out, close it in a

vice, and rhen dress out to suit the spiral post. The next

most important part is the bolster, when worn to one side,

causing the circular needle to work irregularly. It is

best to put in a new bolster, but if you have none on
hand put it in a lathe, turn it down to a centre, fitting it

to the upper of the post.

The burr which forms on the spiral post should be
dressed off with emery cloth. The next point is the
iii[)|)ers. The nippers and the spiral spring do the same
oflice as the take-up in other sewing machines. It is

important for them to open and close freely and at the
right time. The nippers are arranged so as to give a
tigiit and slack thread at proper times.

Set the curved needle by the gauge, the circular needle
by the curved. If the hunter is much worn make a new
one out of a soft piece of cast iron.

The object of the nippers and guide in the Grover &
Baker is to hold the loop until the circular needle has
passed into the loop. The guide should open the nipper
springs about the thickness of No. 8 cotton. The guide
post should lean a little and be far enough in to guide the
thread in behind the lip on the nipper. In adjusting the
arm use a No. 3 needle.

First set the needle with the gauge, then turn the
wheel slowly, see that the eye of the curved needle meets
the eye of the circular when the arm is making its
upward movement, the circular needle to be raised or
lowered to suit the curved.
The nippers must close just as the circular needle

moves on its way to catch the loop.

In setting the arm of the Grover & Baker use a No. 3
needle

;
have the needle to almost strike the circular

needle. Set the curved needle first and regulate the
circular needle by it, as to position, up and down.

The Stanley Show.

^^HE Stanley Show of cycles, which will be held at the
S^ Crystal Palace from the 24th of January to the ist
February, promises to be unusually successful. The
secretary informs us that every inch of space has been
allotted, and more would be taken if it was to spare.

THE "BRANSTON »

¥¥fo-^^eel Bewlfifl ^ae^lfie €0.5
LIMITED.

PATENTEES AND MAKERS OF

THE OEY TWO-REEL SEWING MACHINE
Making a perfect lock-stitch direct from two ordinary reels of cotton

without a shuttle or take up. Rotary movement throughout

Simple, Light running, and Noiseless, and with fewer parts than any

'other Lock-stitch Machine.

Address—

9 1 HQlb©3r^ Tladnat, tomdo^ E«© «
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The Hemstitch Machine.

(Continued from our December Kiimber.)

i^JgAVING found by experience, and as already stated,

3^31 that the Thomas machine was easily guided and
gave excellent results, but having the drawbacks of not
being suited for high speed, it, of course, followed that

there was still something more to be done to make a

commercial success of this business, and with a view to

this end I instituted a series of experiments, which, proving
successful, resulted in further patents in 1870 and 1871.

During the interval from 1866 to 1870 the Avork was
carried on, however, and I may here say that all the
prejudices attending the introduction of new methods of

doing work was found in their most aggravated forms, and
had to be overcome at very great expense, so much so

that I would gladly have given up the idea of persevering

with it, being doubtful, indeed, whether it could be made
to pay in face of workers being hard to get and ill to

satisfy with wages, and the fact that merchants were
influenced against the work by manufacturers who had
not the means of supplying machine work, and conse-

quently not in a position to fill orders so promptly. Jt

was their interest to keep up the prejudice as long as

possible, and decry the machine work, and to such extent

were these tactics successful that I got tired of the whole
affair, and asked my employer, James Malcolm, Esq., to

cancel my agreement, which was for five years, as I felt

that the business was not paying, and my own salary w-as

a considerable tax on the produce. Mr. Malcolm, however,
refused to do anything in the matter until he w-ould con-

sult with his partner, Mr. John A. Pentland, who was
then in America but daily expected home. On his first

visit to the factory after his arrival I again mentioned the

mattei , being very anxious to give the whole thing up
;

he, however, persuaded me to persevere as he was going

to London on business, and promised that we would
consult and consider the whole matter immediately on his

return. Alas ! and the recollection is a painful one ; he

never did return ; he was striken with fever, and died in

the house of a friend in London. This, as a matter of
course, left the entire control in Mr. Malcolm's own hands,
and, although w^orking on had every appearance of loss,

still, with the spirit of enterprise and perseverance for

which he is justly famed, he decided to go on, and after-

experience proved that he was wise in doing so.

For a few years, at the time I am now writing about,
no one seemed to take any interest in the machine hem-
stitch, except to run it down, but the Avork we turned out
was of such a superior quality that through time the
prejudice against it gave way in a great measure, and as it

was by this time fully established, and the advantages it

gave the firm I was working for in turning out their orders
at shorter notice than could be done by manufacturers
who were depending on hand work only, soon made itself

felt. It was found that even at greater cost there were
many things in its favour, such as an order could be taken
and fulfilled on shorter notice and with a certainty that
could not be done by hand work, and, further, by machine
it was only necessary to make the proper quantity of
goods on order, whereas by hand extra quantities had to
be put in hands with a view to getting approximately the
quantity to fill the orders taken, the balance of these
goods coming in late, and goods damaged, also the cost of
getting the goods put out over the country and collecting
them again, with agency, commissions, &c., often making
a much larger percentage of loss than the extra cost of
machining.
But it may be asked. Why was it more expensive to do

the work by machine than by hand ? I will ask the
reader to bear in mind that I have before stated that
hand-hemstitching was a pastime job and poorly paid

—

done by parties after the ordinary day's work at some
other employment. Compare this with the cost of
machinery, power, and factory premises ; then bear in
mind that regular wages must be earned in a factory, or
workers won't be got

;
also workers, having to be trained

at considerable expense, and after training having the
matter in their own hands and making the most of it, it

will be easily understood that the work could not be

Mimmmn mp^ra^ M@mMWii
The Cross ofthe Legion ofHonour has just been conferred on our President

FOLLOWING THE

HIGHEST AWARD TO mH\m ilACHINES

GAINED BY US
AT THE

PARIS EXHIBITION

:

"-[m GRAND PRIZE.

Aix A^ent lATa^nted. in Every Xo^wn.

ENQUIRIES INVITED.
The best Sewing Macliincs for Fainily Use, ])re8sinfxking, Tailoring, ]3ootmaking, <Scc., &c.,

and Special Macliinos for various luanufafturin.Lr ]»m-poses.

WHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO.,
21, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, EC
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THE

CO-OPERATIVE TRADING CO.,
34 & 35, Newgate Street, LONDON.

H ERMANN LOOG, Manager.

As SoLK Whoi.esalh Agents for

SEIDEL & NAUMANN'S wci k,™
SINGER MACHINES; fitted free of charge with their ircw

DARNER & EMBROIDERER, we areanxious to arrange for

OvJL.t. oUrrL-Y in any town or district.

NOTE,—The latest novelty to make our treadle stands as complete and perrect as our Machines is our

PATENT FOOT REST.
Simple, useful, comfortable, ornamental. No Sewing Machine complete without it. No other house can supply

Also Sole Licensees for '^- ^^'"''^s ''o'" Illustrated Lists.

23J in. X 16J in. x 13 in.

WILL PLAT ANY TUNE.

THE VICTORIA is the only Automatic Musical Instrument which

does not disclose by its appearance the stereotype hand organ.

A Fancy Cabinet tastefully executed in black and gold; it is a

autiful piece of furniture, fit to go anywhere.

Its music, soft and pleasant, is equalled by none, and can by means

of a swell be made loud enough to fill the largest

Mission Hall, Drawing Room, or Ball Room.

Its Price is lower than any 48 reed instrument in the market.

Eetail £5 5s, Trade discount on application.

BASSINETTE PERAMBULATORS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND STYLE IN

.^"##
Wicker, >^

mrire, y^
<^v

'^t°£*

Over

Thirty

Years' repu-

tation for high-

class finish and
style, durability and

reliableness.

Our Patent Two Handled Perambnlator,

No i806i

The best of Materials used,

£ind First-class Work

manship Employed.

CHILDREN'S CARS.
33:

THE
"GEM."

We are making a great variety o£ strong and elegant designs in these goods.

The demand for our goods still increases. During the year 1889 we turned out a much

larger number of Perambulators than ever before. Book orders early.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE READY EARLY IN THE YEAR.
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turned out by machine as ciieaply as iiandwork. But by
this time the advantages already mentioned were sufficient

to overcome all drawbacks, and leave it a matter of neces-

sity that all the manufacturers should, by some means or

other, get the benefits. This necessity has naturally led

to the full development of machine hemstitching as an

industry.

J. B. ROBERTSON.
[To be continitcd.)

As a Canvasser Sees It.

By JAMSIE, in the U.S.S.M. Neivs.

FRIEND of mine, who has been in the sewing

machine business for lo ! these many years, met
me a few days ago by accident, or chance, I forget which,

and, of course, like all sewing machine men do when they

get together, we got to talking about the business. Now,
dear reader, if you ever saw a sewing machine man who
had nothing to suggest towards the betterment of the

business you have seen a curiosity, and as my friend is no

curiosity, in this line at least, he had several suggestions

to make, some of which are so peculiar in their mode of

reasoning that 1 give them to you without comment and

in his own words.

After comparing notes on the subject of managers—

a

subject, by the way, which he seemed full of, for they have

changed managers over at his office no less than four

times within the past year—he remarked that managers
were sometimes very queer. Some are easily satisfied,

and if a man works hard and makes pretty fair sales they

are satisfied, and there are others who are never satisfied,

no matter what you do. The}' want to make some
improvement in the management of the office that will

recommend them to those above them in authority, so

that they can clinch their hold on the position, and if by
some clever stroke of economy they can save a little for

the company, they want that amount, or a good propor-

tion of it, added to their yearly salary.

You ought to hear the arguments one of them will

put forth when trying to show the canvasser how his

plan of management will presently work his financial

salvation if he will only adopt it. Suppose it is a case

wherein the manager advocates the advancement of the

prices of machines because the company has added some
slight improvement that is in reality only an
experiment as yet, and w'hich the people do not

understand. The canvasser may have all the

confidence in the world in the superiority of

the new machine, and still have some doubts in

regard to whether he can sell ic at the advanced price.

He makes known the state of his mind to the manager,
together with his reasons for believing in the mainte-

nance of the old price. The manager begins by informing
him, with what is intended for a crushing effect, that

canvassers are not allowed to fix the prices of machines,

that is the business of the manager, and, further, that no
canvasser will be allowed to work for the company who
does not keep up the prices. The canvasser, when he
entered, had some idea, maybe, of arguing the matter

with His Highness, but after this ingenious and threaten-

ing declaration he gets mi.Ked up, and his good argu-

ments are lost in the sea of conjecture. He wonders
whether he had better terminate the interview by turn.

ing in his receipt book, miscellaneous assortment of leases

and advertising cards, and go look for another job ; but
then the vision of good cash customers coming to the
office inquiring for him after he has gone to work some-
where else arises before him, and he concludes to bear
with his tyrant a little while longer. The manager
knows what is going on in the canvasser's mind, because
he has heard of it all beforehand, and, in fact, if the
canvasser should tender his resignation he would find the
manager loaded with the same arguments that act most
potently in keeping him in subjection, so that the bluff

about not allowing the canvassers to cut prices having
been given and passed, the manager passes on to show
the canvasser how the change of the advance in price is

intended to benefit him. The advance in price will give
him so much more commission on each sale, and as all

the other salesmen have agreed to make no sale unless at

the new price, and " people must have our machine you
know," it will be a comparatively easy matter to get it.

Ah, there's the rub. If all the other salesmen who sell

the same make of machine would sustain the regular
price what an easy matter it would be, but they won't.

They will do just what they have been in the habit of
doing heretofore, make a cut of five dollars or so, and
stand it out of their commission. The company realises

as much profit on such a sale as though it were made at

the full price. It is the salesman who sustains the loss.

Now that the price is advanced the salesman will be in a

worse fi.x than ever, unless he can work some scheme by
which to sell machines and still get a living out of it.

Some of our managers make a show of refusing to

allow their salesmen to sell machines at a discount, even
though he pays it himself, because, the}' say, it hurts the
office trade. Right here is where the whole matter
hinges. They expect their canvassers to drum up trade, to

advertise their machines and the location of the office,

and then to advance the prices as well. Just how many
people will doubt the canvasser when he tells theni of the
advance in prices and will come to the office to inquire

whether he is really telling the truth is unknown, but,

depend upon it, there will be quite a goodly proportion of

these people who will buy machines direct from the office,

upon which sales the canvasser will get no commission.
This will tend to increase the office trade, the point aimed
at, unless the canvassers adopt some means of holding
their trade, as I am told some of them do at the present

time. A short time ago ? certain canvasser of this kind
gotan order for a machine through the office from a party

whom he had been working for some time before. The
customer was particular to state that he preferred buying
from this canvasser rather than from the office, and so

strange did this seem that an investigation was set on
foot by the manager, which resulted in the discovery that

the canvasser had offered the machine five dollars below
the office price- When the canvasser came in he was
taken to task by the manager, who demanded to know
what right he had to cut the price. In reply he argued
that it had been done in a similar case, only a few days

before, by one of the salaried salesmen. " Well, we
must stop this cutting somewhere,'' said the manager,
''and we might as well stop it right now. You can't

sell the machine at that price, and you may tell your
customer that unless he agrees to pay the full price he
can't have the machine.''

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO BUYERS.
LLOYD d CO.'S List of New Designs in Baby Carriages and Maii Carts

will be issued in January, 1890, and will contain a splendid variety.

The Best House in the trade for Fittings, Wheels, Tyres, Hoods,
Canopies, Rugs, &c.

L]L.O"YnD 6c~ 00„
BORO', LONDON, S.E.

P.S.--TRADE CARdIfOR LIST & TERMS.
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r.iit why don't you >U<\i it on your -alaiid miii ;

"

asked tlic canvasser." " He is gcltiiiR paid wliclhcr lie

sells or not, and is the one who should set a good

example; I get nothinR if I don't make the sale, while

he would be paid if he lost it."

But the manager was inexorable. The customer must

pay the full price or get no machine. I imagine the

predicament of the canvasser, who had been industriously

working up the sale for several weeks past, and who
supposed that a customer of his ought to be allowed to

buy a machine for the same price as his neighbour who
had dealt more directly with the office. It looked to

him like a case of freeze-out, and, after considerable

redection, he hit upon a scheme that worked like a charm.

He called again on the customer, and, after explaining the

situation to him, he proposed to give him the dilTerence

in cash, which the customer should pay back with the

purchase money on receipt of the machine, in the

presence of witnesses, with the understanding that he

should declare himself willing to pay the full price. It

was done, the machine was delivered, and the sale made,

but, in this instance, at the commissioned man's expense.

The salesman afterwards remarked in my hearing, " I

knew that th^ old fellow was bent on buying a machine

anyway, even if he paid the full amount for it, and if I

refused to sell to him he would have bought from the

office, and I should have got nothing. As it is, I got

about lo per cent, for making the sale, but, as the old

saying has it, ' half a loaf is better than no bread.'
"

Another proposition which is supposed to be a benefit

to the canvasser is that of allowing them only 20 per

cent, of each payment instead of fifty, as is now the

custom. Should the plan go into effect the result would

be that many of the machines which have been

repossessed with the canvassers' commission all paid

would be taken back, under this plan, at his expense.

"The Handy" Sewing Machine.

KI MONG the numerous patents taken out the past few

^-^ years for machines to sell at a low price " The
Handy " deserves front rank. We have tried it on several

kinds of material, and have found it produce a really

first-class lock-stitch. The bobbin is of the usual capacity.

From the illustration given herewith the shape of the
machine can be well understood. It is room}' under the
arm, stands firmly on the table, is durable, and well
made.

Each machine is sent out in a neat, japanned, tin box,
together with screw driver, oil can, &c. The makers,
Messrs. Harpur & ]\Iason, of 72 and 74, Lozells Road,
Birmingham, have gone to considerable outlay in erecting
plant, and, having patented their invention in all

countries, expect to do a considerable business in same.
Already a large number of these machines have been
shipped abroad.

Foot Re.st for Sewing Machines.

')2N our last issue ive stated that the Co-operative

'ds Trading Company, of 34 and 35, Newgate Street,

London, E.C., sole wholesale agents for Seidel &

Naumann's sewing machine, had on show two useful

inventions, viz., a darner and embroiderer and a foot rest

for a machine stand. We then promised further details.

From the accompanying wood-cuts a very good idea

can be formed of the foot rest. It is absolutely without

any springs or wearing parts, and with the slightest toucli

can be caused to descend, and thus act as a platform for

the foot, or fall back out of the way as required. Its

simplicity and usefulness is beyond question, but, further,

it is undoubtedly ornamental, as must be readily admitted

by any one wlio inspects a row of machines with and
without the foot rest. The cost of thi; appliance is very

trifling, only a shilling or two to the trade.

We must defer until next month the illustration of

Seidel & Naumann's darner and embroiderer, owing to

the non-arrival of the wood-cut.
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Christmas Attractions at London
Machine Show-rooms.

^[5Y,URING the past few years several of the leading

j|g| London sewing machine depots have given their

lady assistants carte blanche to decorate the windows at

Christmas, and considerable taste is often shown in the

arrangement of evergreens, flowers, wool, &c. Last year

Messrs. Jones' City Road depot undoubtedly ranked first

in decorative effectiveness, and probably would again

this year have made a better show had not a fire occurred

a few days before Christmas and destroyed an amount of

cotton wool and other materials. In spite of this, No.

I, City Road, was very attractively decorated. Messrs.

Bradbury's Newgate Street depot also looked extra gay.

Passing to the other depots, we find that the Singer

Company are the only firm who have made any appre-

ciable alteration in their showrooms, and they have

introduced such novel features that we really must

chronicle them in detail.

In years gone by it has often been lamented that the

special trade which we have the honour of repre-

senting lacks variety in display, and is so awfully serious

in its usefulness, that fancy or taste are not of the family

party. Happily, times have changed and are changing,

and there has recently come to the fore a good fairy to

prove that sewing machines are not only useful, but also

ornamental—that they are no longer used through sheer

necessity, but also as an employment for artistic skill.

Anyone who has any doubt about this may profitably

spend some time in viewing the windows of the Singer

Manufacturing Company, at 147, Cheapside, E.C., where,

we confess, may be seen samples of work which we have

never seen excelled. The windows—with much credit to

the young lady employes—are most invitingly arranged,

and as a proof that the invitation has not been in vain,

we have it on good authority that nine cash sales were
effected on the first day of Christmas week. The Bengal
tiger reposing on the massive mirror, surrounded by
elaborately-embroidered phish curtains, is an imposing
sight. At the West End branch, 274, Oxford Street

—

and, we believe, at several others, had we time to visit

them—of the same company r^ay also be seen splendid

specimens of work done on Singer's sewing machines,

especially for window decoration, and to show what a

sewing machine really can execute. At the Oxford
Street branch is a most novel and complete arrangement,
and a similar plan is in process of completion at four

other centres, as follows :

—

In the window is placed the famed Drop-well Cabinet
Machine, and by means of motive power, to illustrate to

buyers the object of this machine and the construction of

the cabinet, the machine is made to gradually ascend from
its iair. Directly it rises to the level of the table the
machine commences to '' sing the song of the shirt," or,

rather, to illustrate how things have changed since poor
Hood wrote those lines. After a brief interval the sing-

ing ceases, and the machine (the appearance of which is

so cheery as to convey "a happy Christmas and a pros-

perous new year," and, to secure both, '" come in and buy
me,") gradually disappears, and the folding lid covers the
aperture through which the machine has said good-bye.
After a short repose the folding lid, which forms an
extension table when opened, most obligingly unfolds

itself, and the machine again comes to light, and demon-
strates to the public the watchword of the company
which manufactures it :

" Ever and always ready."

Fire at Messrs- Bradbury's Works.

FIRE occurred at Messrs. Bradbury & Co's Sewing
Machine Works, Wellington Street, Oldham, on

the 10th of December, but was fortunately subdued before

it assumed serious proportions. About a quarter to seven
o'clock, p.m., smoke was observed to be issuing from what
is known as the drying room, and a messenger was
promptly sent to the Fire Station with the information.

The brigade turned out with two steamers and were
quickly at work, the manual from Town Field, and the

tender from W'erneth following s.ion after. The drying
rof)m is over the boiler house, and the building is detached
from the main portion of the works, but in close

proximity. A large quantity of wood was stored in the
room, and the manner in which it was packed gave the
firemen a great deal of trouble. The planks are laid one
above the other, about four inches apart, and on the top

are placed heavy weights, to keep the wood from warping.

The fire originated in the middle of the stack of wood,
and dense volumes of smoke poured out of the windows
into the yard. When the firemen arrived the yard was
so darkened with smoke that torches had to be used in

order that the men might see their way about. Three
branches were got to work from the engines, and seven

from the mains, and the fire was confined to the drying
room, although it appeared at one time that it would
spread to the adjoining buildings. The firemen had to

play on the flames through the windows, but it was
almost impossible to get the water to the desired point,

owing to the boards being so closely packed. After half

an hour's hard work the brigade had subdued the flames

to such an e.xtent that the men were able to enter the
room and remove a portion of the wood, and by eleven

o'clock the fire had been totally extinguished. It is

stated that over 10,000 superficial square feet of walnut-
wood were stored in the room, and a large portion of this

was destroyed, so that the damages will be heavy. The
origin of the outbreak is not definitely known, but it is

stated that preparations had been made for removing the

wood, and the windows having been opened, it is

supposed that a spark from the furnaces had ignited the

timber. Several of the firemen suffered from the effects

of the smoke, amidst which they had to labour nearly the
whole of the time.

Extension of the Bradbury Factory.

i.^iOR some time past extensive alterations have been

<r'i in progress at the Bradbury Co.'s factory at
Oldham, and to celebrate their completion the directors

of the companv invited the foremen and heads of
different departments to dinner, which was pro\'ided at

the Freemasons' Hall, Oldham, when about fift)' persons,
including the directors of the company and the architect

and contractors, for the extension partook of a sub-
stantial repast. After dinner Alderman Hall, the
chairman of the board of directors, presided. He was
supported by his fellow directors, Messrs. Harrop, Clegg,

Jas. Taylor, and T. Whitehead ; Councillor Banks, the
architect, and Messrs. B. Buckley, Whittaker, Rose,
Blum, and other contractors, with Mr. Cunliffe, the
general manager, Mr. Walmsley, the secretary, and Mr.
Wrigiey, the manager of the works. The Chairman
expressed his satisfaction at the manner in which the
extension had been completed, and of his entire satisfac-

tion with the present position and the future prospects
of the company. During his connection with the com-
pany it had had its ups and downs, the same as plenty of
other limited companies in Oldham, but he hadn't a
doubt that they had sailed into smooth waters at last.

In his opinion, the company had never since its forma-
tion occupied such a sound financial position as it did
to-day. They had been so busy during the past eighteen
months that the board had to carry out the extension
just completed, or else refuse business on the ground that
they could not execute orders quick enough. He im-
pressed on the foremen the necessity for them to con-
tinue their application and pay the closest attention to
the minute details of their work. However efiicient

the directors of a company were, they had to rely in a

great measure upon the assiduous attention of their

managers and foremen. If the foremen were at all lax
in carrying out the directions given to tliem by the
management, then the welfare of the company sulTered.

But if the foremen would continue to put all their
energy into the work, insist U|)on the very best work
being done, and reject any of an inferior description, he
had no doubt the success of the company would con-
tinue, and in due course a still furtlier extension of
premises would become necessary. When the usual
loyal and patriotic toasts had been drunk, the Vice-chair-
man (Mr. W'hiteheatl) moved the toast of the evening
' Briilbury vfc Company. Limited." The success of
Bradbury & Co. meant their success, and could only be
maintained by getting in front of all competitors, and
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keeping Iherc. 1 hey liad plciUy of competitors treading
on their heels, and they must keep constantly moving
or some ol them would be ahead of ihem in the race, and
their business dimmish in consequence. As the Chair-
man had told thorn, they had met with a fair measure
of success m the past, and judging by the trade tiiey
were now doing, the prospects of the future bore a still
more rosy hue Mr. Ilarrop, in reply, said since his con-
nection with the board he liad seen many changes. He
was the only director left on the board as it was originally
formed. I-our out of the eight then appointed had gone
over to the great majority. Since its formation into a
limited company the business of the concern had increased
more than fourfold, and was still increasing. Their
manufactures had become well known in every town and
village of the United Kingdom, and had been sold in
all parts of the civilised world. Mr. Taylor gave a brief
history of the growth of the company from occupying a
small building at Khodcs Bank to the completion of the
present e.xtension of the Wellington Works. Mr. Rose
moved the toast, " Success to the E.Ktension," which was
responded to by Messrs. Cunliffb and Wrigley Messrs
Shaw and Tattersall responded on behalf of the foremen
and employes.

_

During the evening several songs were
sung by the pianist (Mr. A. Taylor), Messrs. A. Thorp,
Robinson, Stansfield, Simpson, Lumley, Haslam, and
others, and a cordial vote of thanks to the Chairman
brought the proceedings to a close.

The following list has been compiled expressly for this Journal by
Messrs. G. F. Redfern & Co., Patent Aoents, 4, South Street,
Finsbury, E.C.

APPLIC«TIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.
17,923. G. B. Woodhouse, for improvements in or connected with

perambulators, go-carts, and other like vehicles.

18,000. A. Cotton, for improvements in hinges for the hoods of
perambulators, bassinettes, and the like vehicles.

18,226. J. Mohs, for an improvement in sewing machines.
18,246. J. H. Parsons, for a self-threading sewing machine

needle.

18.311. G. Cordier, for improvements in embroidering machinery.
18,316. J. R. Tozeland, for improved automatic brake for peram-

bulators, bath chairs, and other vehicles.

18,413- J- V- Johnson, a communication from the Wilcox & Gibbs
Sewmg Machine Company, of United .States, for improvements in
lock-stitch machines.

18,482. R. Jackson, for improvements in the seaming or joininn-
together of knitted fabrics and in apparatus therefor.

"

18,514. J. E. Adams and G. W. Patterson, for imDrovements in
treadle motion.

18,527. S. Davis, F. Moore, J. T. Coltman, and J. Shelton, for
improvements relating to the manufacture of hose and other knitted
articles, and to machiner}' or apparatus therefor.

18,598. C. J. Miles and W. Spiers, for improvements in or relalin<T

to knitting machines.
'^

i8.934- J- S. Prentice, for improvements in working movements of
adjustable baby chairs.

19,009. J. D. Morley and R. W. Scott, for improvements in process
and machinery for forming borders or trimmings upon fabrics.

19,122. C. D. Morley, for a rotating combined work and feed plate

of cylindrical form for sewing machines.

19,159. L. L. ilollicr, for improvements in the under frames or

supports of bas<.ineltc.s or perambulators.

19,192. W. Stott, for improvements in the shuttle carriers of sewing
machines.

19,247. J. Hewitt, for improvements in apparatus for trimming or

Welling in connection with sewing machines for hosiery, manufacturing

and other purposes.

19,392. L. T. Darnault, for an improved sewing machine.

19,448. II. II. Lake, a communication from C. Luraschi, of Italy,

for improvements in sewing machines.

19,513. \V. Powell, for a combined bassinette and mail cart, or

wheeled vehicle.

'9iS'7- J- T. I'enney, for an improved perambucot, which by
means of one jiart sliding within the other is equally well adapted for

one or two children.

• 9>529- W. Ilalchman, for improvements in go-carts.

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED.
Postage id. each extra.

15,906. 6Vw:V;' inachiuc for corsils. P. .A. Darracy, of La Pre,

St. Gervais, France.—Dated Nov. 3rd, 1888. Price ild.

Relates to mr.chinery for producing the fan like arrangement of

THE "HANDY"
PATENT

LOCK-STITCH SEWING MACHINE.
SIMPLE, DURABLE, AND CHEAP.

COMPLETE
In Japanned Tin

Box.

Perfectly Keliable and Suitable for all ordinary purposes.

HARPUR & MASON,
MANUFACTURERS,

72, LOZELLS ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

J. R ALLEN & CO.,
MAKERS OF

High-class Bassinettes and Invalid Carriages, Go -Carts and Trollies.

EXCELLENT WORKIVIANSHIP & MATERIALS AT MODERATE PRICES.

\^Qrks and Head Ofpce—CUlSWlCK BROADWAY, W.
Chief Depot—31, CHURCH ST., KENSINGTON HIGH ST., W.

PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN TO REPAIRS-
HOODS RECOVERED AND RETURNED SAME D.A.Y. AN ENTIRE RENOVATION COMPLETED IN THREE DAYS.

ILLUSTEATED PRICE LIST ON APPLICATION.
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stitches for securing the ends of the whalebones or " stays, and the

invention consists essentially in an arrangement of mechanism for

displacing the head of the machine for producing the longitudinal

stitches, and the corset in a transverse direction either to the right or

left in such a manner that the needle descends at suitable places to

produce the peculiar fan-like arrangement of sti'ches instead of dis-

placing the corset only in both directions.

18,828. Binder fot se-wing maclnnes. W. H. F. Brewerlon & H.

C. Kemp.both of Bristol.—Dated Dec. 24th, 1S88. Price 6d.

It consists of a small plate provided with means for readily attaching

the same to the cloth plate of the sewing machine. A number of vertical

pins are fitted to the binder plate between which the binding material

is threaded in a zig-zag fashion to impart tension thereto. The binder

plate is also fitted with a wire guide, bent to a suitable shape so as to

lead the binding material to the guide.

923. Boot seuing viachiius. W. li. Dorm.an, of Newport Road,

Stafford.—Dated January iSth, 1889. Price 8d.

This invention" is especially applicable to thot kind of sewing

machine employed for stitching the sole to the welt, the object being

to facilitate the stitching of the soles of boots without the last having to

be withdrawn.

The looper is of such a form, and with a pipe at such an angle, that

it will travel round close to the needle wliile the thread is being laid

into the barb, after which the looper moves out of the way until the

ne.st stitch. The spring action of the table movement is also improved

so as to render the pressure on light or heavy soles when the table is

unlocked as nearly equal as possible.

8,461. Spring- motors for scuiiig and ether iiiaehincs. A. W.
Pearce, L. H. Johnson, both of Greenwood, South Carolina, U.S.A.

—Dated May 21st, 1889. Price Sd.

The improved spring motor consists of a casing, spring-actuated

gearing therein, one of the gear-shafts projected at each side of the

casing being provided at one end with a disc having arms adapted to

detachably connect the motor with the driving-wheel of the machine

to be driven, a ratchet wheel at its opposite end, and an adjustable

pawl for engaging the same.

11,710. Sewing tnachines. C. L. Reynolds and H. W. Reynolds,

both of Landport,"and E. C. Bean, of Buckland, Portsmouth.—Dated

July 23rd, i88g. Price 6d.

Refers to novel arrangements of adjuncts to sewing machines, to

enable a piping cord to be sewn into a strip of material ; the invention

is proposed to be used with a double needle.

12,924. Children's mail earts. M.J. Redgate, of Sheffield.—Dated
August i6th, 1SS9. Price 6d.

In order to enable any person to propel the cart without stooping,

the seat being at the same time kept in a horizontal position, the shafts

are so arranged that they can be adjusted at any angle, and this is

effected by means of a quadrant, either fixed or movable with thumb
screws, or other suitable appliances.

15,400. Children's cars or carts. F. C. E. Cowban, of 84, Alden-
ham Street, Somers Town, London.—Dated October i, 1SS9. Price 6d.

The body or I'rr.me of the cart is made of wrought iron or steel, the

seats, steps, and divisions being made of wood as hitherto. The shafts

are made detachable and can thus be removed when required for

convenience of packing and transit.

16,077. Sewing tnachines. W. Cunlitfe, C. Shaw, and B. Thomas.
—Dated October '12th, l8Sj. Price Is. id.

Relates to certain improvements in rotary shuttle sewing machines,
which cannot be properly described without the aid of drawings.

16,252. Sewins; machines. J. Tiipp, of 64, East nth Street, New-
York, U.S.A.—liated October 15th, 18S9. Price Sd.

Relates to mechanism for driving rotary oscillating shuttles, and
particularly that class of .shuttle driving mechanism that carries the

shuttle without the aid of a race or other similar peripheral parts, the

object of this invention being to obviate the soiling of the thread due
to the presence of the oil necessary to make the shuttle run freely

when in a race, and the friction ami clogging of the race and wear of
the parts due to the gummed oil collecting dirt, &c. The shuttle is so

supported as to hive no looseness or irregularity of motion, and is held
against any tendency to have motion along the axis of the shuttle shaft,

or laterally away from the same.

UNITED STATES PATENTS.
Issued a.\d D.'VTed Novemher 12™, 1889.

414,914. A. L. G. .Mayo, Great Falls, Mont., hemming attachment
for sewing machines.

414,999. T. R. Ros'iter, Knowle, Bristol, County of Somerset,
Enghind, sewing machines.

415,000. T. K. Robjitcr, London, England, cording attachment for

sewing machines.

415035. J. C. Goodwin, Philadelphia, Pa., hemming attachment
for sewing machines.

415,064. E. P. Richardson, Lawrence, Mass , sole sewing machine,

I Issued and Dated November 26T11, 1889.

415,778. H. E. TIarbaugh and G. W. MIdgley, Rockford, III.,

machine for sewing knit fabrics.

415,814. J. E. A. Giljbs, Steele's Tavern, Va., sewlrg machine
take-up.

4'S.9S'- ^ Steward, Bridgeport, Conn., tension mechanism for

sewing machines.

Issued and Dated Dece.mber 3RD, 1889.

416,182 J. A. Osterhout, Troy, N.Y., guage for button-hole sewing
machines.

416,215. B. Drinkwater, Richmond, County of Surrey, Englaml,
corder for sewing machines.

416,233. G. R. Peare, Lynn, Mass., tension device for sewing
machines.

416,446. T. II. Craig, Providence, R.I., feeding mechanism for

sewing machines.

416,474. J. L. Lowe, Durham, N.C., bag .«cwing machine.

416,571. 1>. II. Coles, Brooklyn, N.V. , sewing machine.

The Development of the Sewing
Machine.

By E. Warp.

{Continued from our December Number.)

NO\'ELTY in sewing machinery was introduced by
Mr. Thtimas William Gilbert, and patented by him

on September io;h, 1S53.

The idea was to facilitate the operation of sewing sails,

carpets, and other hea.-y goods, whose size and weight
rendered their manipulation in the ordinary manner both
awkward and cumbersome ; and to obviate this difficulty

the inventor reversed the usual order of things, and
instead of moving the work upon the machine it remained
stationary, and the machine was traversed along the work.

To accomplish this the machine was mounted upon a

frame of sufficient length to allow for the requisite

traverse, and along this frame the machine was moved at

each stitch by a step by step motion derived from a ratchet.

When two 01 more parallel rows of stitching were
required the work was more expeditiously accomplished

by arranging the necessary number of machines to move
and work together, or two or more needles and shuttles

could be used in one machine, and in some cases two
needles were used Avith one shuttle, the effect of which
was to produce a ladder-like stitch upon the under side of

the fabric, and the rows of sewing were, upon the return

motion of the machine, flattened by means of rollers

affi.xed for that purpose.

The traversing machine, which Mr. Gilbert was the

first to put into a practical form, is still used for the

purpose of uniting carpets and other heavy goods, the
inevitable modifications on the ideas of the original

inventor having meanwhile, of course, taken place.

To those who hold certain opinions with respect to the

equality of the sexes, or are iinpressed with the desirability

of the movement whose object is to forward the rights of

woman, it will no doubt be interesting to lea-'n that on
September 14th, 1853, the names of two ladies appeared
in the records of the patent office as joint inventrices, to

coin a word, of a sewing machine.
France was the proud country of their birth, and John

Henry Johnson the lucky man to whom their ideas were
cominunicated in this country, but the author never
having unfortunately been privileged by seeing the
machine, the reader must be content with such details as

can be gathered from a mere description of the invention

of these ladies, whose names were respectively Adrienne
Elizabeth Figuier and Euphrasie Cherault.

According to the description then, the invention con-

sisted in placing a number of hooked needles side by side

in a sliding carrier at such distances apart as are equal to

the length of the stitches to be made. The needles are

passed through the fabric, and while in this position are

supplied with one thread common to all the needles, this

thread being laid by means of suitable thread guides or

carriers in the hook of each needle.

The needles are now withdrawn, carrying with them
the thread with which they have been supplied, and which
is thus formed into a series of loops on the oppDsite side

of the fabric, and through these loops a second thread is

carried, which acts as a filling thread, after which the
row of loops are drawn tight, and an amount of sewing
completed equal in Icngtii to the row of needles employed

;

a second length is then commenced and finished in a

similar manner, each successive row of sewing being
completed by a double stroke of the needle slide.

With all due respect to the feminine portion of tlie

community, it seems strange that women, who of all

people might be supposed to understand best the require-

ments of the seamstress, should have conceived a machine
in which no provision was made to alter the size of the
stitch, or to enable the operator to sew round curves, &c.
However, the ladies seem to have had some misgivings
as to the success of their invention, for the patent was
never carried beyond the stage of provisional protection.

About this period, 1853, the sewing machine was slowly

but surely asserting itself in tlie manufacture of heavy
clothing, the makers of these goods having a great desire

to employ the machine upon their productions
; the

workmen, on the contrary, helil opposite opinions, and in

many cases stood out against its introduction, ostensibly
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for the following reasons :—That the eye of the needle

chafed the thread, so that no durability was left in it,

and that consequently the seams sewn by the machine

wnuld f,'ive wav; also that the under thread was not

inilled into the' face of the fabric, and that the sewing

would not be sufTieieiilly elastic.

There was a certain amount of truth in these objections,

the trouble being chiefly caused by the bad quality of the

silks and linen threads which were beinf,' sujjplicd to users

of the sewing machine, the threads being lumpy and

uneven, while the silks, being hand spun, were open to

the same objection, besides being knotted at intervals, and

in some cases, in the endeavour to produce a cheap

article, were so overweighted with dye as to be quite

un>uilable for use in the machine, and these things com-

bined to enhance the dilTiculties with which the machine

had to contend, limiting its operations both in speed and

quality, and casting upon it blame that more properly

belonged lo other quarters. These troubles are now,

however, things of the past, and the improvements in

spinning machinery which have produced the excellent

quality of sewings, 'both silk and thread, that are now

obtainable have increased the speed of machines to an

extent which would have been formerly considered utterly

impossible.

As showing the ignorance with regard to_ the sewing

machine which existed among those whose interest one

would suppose would have prompted them to gain some

knowledge of it the following is given : The author had

in charge about this time a number of machines which

were being driven by steam at the rate of 900 stitches per

minute ;
this speed was unprecedented, and many manu-

facture! s came to see them operated so quickly, amongst

others a Mr. Thomas B , a Staffordshire shoemaker,

who adjusted his glasses, and took his seat at a safe distance

from the steam-driven machine, which was started, kept

running while the shuttle thread lasted, and then stopped.

Mr. B expresses no surprise at the rapidity of the

operation, but delivers himself thus :
" Yes, yes

;
very

good indeed ;
it's an excellent contrivar.ce for putting the

holes in the leather, but I should like to know how you

are going to put in the stitches," and the operation

actually had to be repeated before he could believe that

what he had seen was really sewing produced by the

machine.
{To be continued)

Machine Knitting as a Home
Industry.

^Jiy^E acknowledge receipt of a large amount of infor-

W/W mation from makers of knitting machines to

assist us in an exhaustive article on the subject of

" Machine Knitting as a Home Industry" which we are

compiling, and will give in our next issue.

We are especially indebted to Messrs. Shepherd,

Rothwell, & Hough, the well-known makers of the
" Eclipse " sewing machines. This firm have supplied us

with information which we know must have taken them
much time to compile ;

they have also supplied our

editorial pedal extremities with hose knitted on their

machines, the quality of which we have proved to be

excellent.

Messrs. Biernatzki & Co., of Nottingham, send us full

particulars of their "Lamb" knitter. This firm, as

ranking among the pioneers of the trade, will render us

great assistance with their exhaustive particulars. We
thank Mr. Gustav H. Neumann for the trouble he has

taken in this matter.

Mr. John Foster, of Preston, could not very well be left

out of our calculations. He sends us a few particulars

and promises more. Send them along, Mr, Foster. What
we want to do is to prove that there is a good living to be
made by means of the knitting machine. Any informa-
tion to this end will be most welcome.

Messrs. C. De Negri & Co., of Stamford Street, also

send us some particulars of their knitting machines, but
they scarcely " fill the bill."

Lastly, Mr. William Hainworth, of 72, Aldersgate
Street, sends us some particulars, but we refer him to the
emarks wc have addressed to Mr. Foster.

GOAT SKIN RUGS FOR BASSINETTES, &c.,

From 188. per dozen.

Send 21b. for .-iBBorlod doiicn, three different Bizes.

•WHOLESALE ONLY.

HANDEL WHEATLEY, EYESHAM-

E. WARD & CO.,
Cycle Engineers,

Are prepared to build Cycles for Gentlemen to any design and
weight required.

ENAMELLING IN VARIOUS COLOURS^
ri:pairs for the trade.

Wheels Made, Frames Brazed, Hardening, Screwcutting.

Balls, Bells, Lamps, Saddles, Sundries, at manufacturers'

prices.

9, WELLS ST., OXFORD ST., W.

ESTABLISHED I860.

BEST MATERIALS ONLY USED.

ADDRESSES OF REPAIRERS TO THE TRADE.

LONDON, N.

JAMES TURNER,
SEWING MACHINE AND CYCLE REPAIRER TO THE TRADE.

All kinds of Domestic Machinery repaired in a workmanlike
manner, and with dispatch. Men sent to any part.

26, ST. ANN'S ROAD, STAMFORD HILL,

LONDON, N.

MANCHESTER, H U L M E.

W. WILLIAMS,
SEMTING- MACHINE HEPAIEER TO THE THADE.

Many years' experience in repairing all kinds of Machines.

193, GREAT JACKSON ST., HULME,
MANCHESTER

PATENTS,
DESIGNS AND TRADE MARKS.

SiiiiiiO OUKIS,

226, Hlgli Holborn,

London, W.C,

TeL Address

:

APPLICANT,
London.

attends to all business relating to

PATENTS, DESIGNS,
AND

TRADE MARKS.
BERNHARD DUKES personally ATTENDS

in any part of the United Kingdom to

TAKE INSTRUCTIONS AND
INSPECT MODELS, &c

Pieaue mention this Paper wnen applying.
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Shepherd, Rothwell, & Hough,
OLDHAM SEWING MACHINE WORKS,

MANUFACTURERS & PATENTEES of FIRST-CLASS

JWBDIM and PMILT WCJimBS,

Mm and TRBJIDLE MCJimES,

JI, B, & C ™BBL & STBP feed lael^ine

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED

I

CATALOGUES OF THE

I

GOLD
0:30
w o ri
E- X ^

LONDON INVENTIONS, 1885.

^g" Most durable and best

finished Machine in the Market.

All Wearing Parts specially

hardened.

SILENT COUNTER,
— Registers up to 450 rounds. —

REVe RSIBLE

Diamond Cams.

MEDALS
2 w

m Ti >

H
LI VERPOOL & EDINBURGlT 1886.

The most Perfect Machine in existence

for SPEED and QUALITY of WORK.

HAVE NO MACHINE
UNLKSs IT i;i:.\i;s

THIS TRADE MARK.

^.^q^MANUFACTURERS
SHOULD SEND I'OR

CATALOGUE AND SEE
THE MACHINE

Before making further

PURCHASES.
-*-

This niachinu will produce
more and belter kniitinR than
any other. We challenge
and dcfvconipetilio'i.

Ety^ag ItilTTiit iMMIHSS.
SHEPHERD, ROTHWELL, & HOUGH,

OLDHAM, ESTABLISHED 1872,
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Grimme, Natalis & Co.,
BRUNSWICK, GERMANY.

Representative-CHAS. BRADBURY,
65, GUILFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C.

THE TTJ^rrX01<TJ^Xj-

REGISTERED TRADE MARK.

NEl»r JVCACHINE.
With perfectly Noiseless Link Motion Cylinder Shuttle Self-setting

Needle, Loose Wheel and Automatic Bobbin Winder and other Improve'
ments. The most powerful Hand or Treadle Lock-stitch Machine in the

Market. Shipping Orders executed on the Shortest Notice. Largest
Stock in England. All kinds of Sewing Machine Stands, Parts, dc„ for

CASH only. Price List on Application. Kindly Mention this Paper.

ESTABLISHED 1872.

NATIONIL SEWNG MACHINE COMPANY,
FETiER LANE, LONDON, E.G.
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VARLEY & WOLFENDEN,
KEIGHLEY, ENGLAND,

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

CYCLOPS IMPROVED HIGH-ARM

Lock-Stitcli Sewing Machines

FOB

Domestic & Maniifacturtng Purposes,

To WORK either by HAND or FOOT.

These Machines are made fro/n the Best Materials and cannot be

surpassed for excellency offinish and durability.

Shipping Orders executed od the shortest notice.

rj°E0286

Tlie*llTLll^BEOSTEllD*Co.

EVERY SEWING MACHINE DEALER
SHOULD SELL BEDSTEADS.

Many DO NOT because of the ROOM they
take up. BEDSTEADS can now be sold by
Sewing Machine Dealers from DRAWINGS
and delivered to THEIE CUSTOMERS'
ADDRESS the NEXT DAY.
Write or wire TO-DAY for Book of STOCK

PATTERNS. ALL patterns in this book are
ACTUALLY IN STOCK, papered ready to

leave SAME DAY aa wired for. Finish and
value guaranteed.
N.B.—EVERY Bedstead FITTED UP

WHEN FINISHED before leaving the WARE-
HOUSE.

A Large Stock of these Patterns is kept at

120, 122, CURTAIN RD., E C.
For London Trade only.

-* Firat Orders ahoukl be accompanied by Keferences or
RemittaDce.

(( VICTOR" WRINGER is a Machine we can con-
fidently recomnK-nd. It (ixes with ease on to a round or
square tub, and the clamp is so arranged that no matter at
what angle the side of the tub may be the Wringer, when
fi.xed, stands straight up.

TRADE PRICES.
12 in. 14 in. IS in. ( All with Best White Solid
13/3 14/6 16/- ) Rubber Rollers.

Cog Wheels, Sd. extra each Machine.

The A.M.Co. are the largest manufacturers of Rubber Roller Wringer
in Europe. Makers of the " Acme." "President," " Nonp.ircil," and
" Victor " Wringers : also Knife Cleaners anil Ice Cream Freererj.

THE ACME MAGVINE CO.,
Henrietta Street, GLASGOW.
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HENRY VORLEY'S
Pure White '

'Scentless & Stainless
"
Lubricating Oil.

For Sewing and Knitting Machines, Physical and Surgical Instruments, Guns, Clocks, Lathes, &c.. &c.

BEWARE OP IMITATIONS.

fHIS very beautiful oil is incapable of thickening in use or of gumming the bearings, being an " absolutely

neutral " substance, unafTected by the weather or age. It may now be obtained in bottles at all respectable

Sewing Machine and Bicycle Depots, and Wholesale at

23, SHAFTESBURY ROAD, HO t^NSEY RI SE, LONDON, N.

Lower Qualities of the White Oil may now be had. Also Fine Lamp for
Bicycles, and American Golden, in Casks direct from the Docks, or

packed in Cans, Drums, or Bottles Suitable to the Trade.

p

BIELEFELDER

NaehmasclilnenFaMk
Saalfeld on Saale, (GERMANY),

>[ANUFACTURE

SINGERA&B MACHINE S
(For Hand ur Treadle),

SAXQNIA MACHINES
,

WHITE MACHINES .

These splendid Machines are always
to the front.

The lightest running Shuttle Machines out.

iLi.rsTRATED Prite LisT on application to

R.J, JOHNS & CO.,
IMPERIAL BUILDINGS,

Mgate Circns, London, E.C.

TO INVENTORS.

General Patent Office. Established 1830.

G. F. REDFERN & CO.
4, SOUTH STREET, FINSBURY,

LONDON
PROVISIONAL PROTECTION for 9 months under the

new Act, £2 3s. ; to complete the Patent for 4 years,

£7 ys. French Patent, including first year's tax, £8

;

Belgian Patent, ^4; Imperial German Patent, ^10 10s.:

United States F'atent, including all expenses for the whole
term, :fi7 los. Circular of information as to the mode of
proceeding in applying for Letters Patent, cost of European
Patents generally, and also of Colonial Patents, forwarded

upon application. Trade Marks and Designs registered in

England and Abroad. [Telephone No. i6g.

Registered Telegraphic Address:—"INVENTION, London."

HIRE AGREEMENT
FORMS.

Dealers in Domestic Appliances

should only use those compiled

specially for this Journal.

Px*ice 6d. pex* dozen.

W u ikkA\

O
i Mi

ko fc.l|is ^Qur&aL



&§PFAFF
I The most reliable Family and Tailoring

Machines; are unequalled by any Machine
for their quality^ exquisite workmanship and

appearance.

All the Impor-

tant parts ex-

posed to

friction are

forged of tine

best quality

steel.

Perfectly

Noiseless

Motion,

and numerous

other

Improvements.

The Pfaff " B " Perfect Sewing Machine.

iNUFAiiTUREo Bv G. M. PFAFF, Kaiserslautern, GERMANY.
Telegraphic Addrees ; M. PFAFP.

QUOTATIONS AND TERMS ON APPLICATION.

THE BEST RUBBER WRINGERS
NOW IN THE MARKET

ARE THOSE MADE BY ^^^m

[The Chp.rry Tree Maclline %lo.

'«

CREATION,

AND PRICES ARE

AS LOW AS ANY OTflER

MAKE.

STRONG FRAMES.

BEST RUBBER.

METAL BEARINGS.

TURNED AND FITTED.

ONCE TRIED

"The Express.-, ALWAYS USED.

REPRESENTATIVE FOR LONDON AND THE SOUTH—
R. J. JOHNS, IMPERIAL BUILDINGS, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON. £.C.

(
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OiMiNG SUCCEEDS LlkE SUCCESS
Large and Increasing Sales of the

KONie^JTARY JljUTTLE MACHINE,2,500 Lock Stitches per IVIinvite. ""
Special Points Claimed by the

Konii Rotary Machine.

EXAMINE IT.

It is scll-threaJing throughout except the

Needle.

It has the shortest NceJIc used in any

Lock Stitch Machine.

The Needle is self- setting.

If the Machine starts Iiackwards no

harm is done, the thread remains un-

broken.

Two operators on the Ktinig Rotary

can do the same amount of sewing that

three can accomplish on any other

Machine.

Specially adapted for the

Manufacturing of

STAYS & UNDERCLOTHING

The lightest running and most

noiseless machine on the market.

The Bobbin is 50 per cent

larger than any other Family

Machine in the world, holds 100

yards No. 80 Cotton.

Machines fitted for steam

poucr.

WHOLESALE AGENT FOR GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND,

THOS. POTTER,
47, DUNLACE ROAD, CLAPTON, LONDON, E.,

Where all communications should be addressed.

Also Manufacturers of Singer System Hand and Treadle Machines.

THE

HOWE MANUFACTURES
CHEWING MACHINES & CYCLES)

VyJllUl Auniii/iJi' i"u ^^

AND

Honourable Mention
AT THE

iiSAL liSa

THE

HOWEMME CO., BRIDGETOM, GLASGOW."

\ rubUshed by SEWELL & Co., St. Paul's Buildings Paternoster Row, E.G., to which address

all communications should be sent. - >^



THE "VERTICAL FEED" SEWING MACHINE, gold medal, paris, i

1^- THE JOURNAL OF

|>0MESTic Appliances
^

M^^ft^R^

$EWiNCi.WAsHiNQ «31EBS>^&KHiTTiHq,MAcHiNES
CHildkeiMsCarkiaqes,

aNd allkiHdsof
domestic appliances

Vol. XYIII., No. 234. FEBRUARY 1st, 1890. Monthly, Price M
Post Free. 3s. 6d. per annum

ANOTHER GRAND SUCCESS

I SEWING
Ahead of all for Hich Speed &Licht Runninc

.

m
BEST MACHINE in the WORLD

FOR AGENTS AND SHIPPERS to HANDLE.

Makes THE Prettiest Stitch

Affords a greater margin of profit to Dealers

than can be obtained from any other Machine

in the Market.

Factory: GUIDE BRIDGE, near MANCHESTER

THE LARGEST FACTORY IN ENGLAND
EXCLUSIVELY MANUFACTURING

FIRST-GtjASS SEWING MACHINES. ^

SIMMONS&C"*^
Registered

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST.

TANNER ST., LONDON, S E.

•J
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THTJE

WHITE ^E
48- Holborn Viaduct, London, E,C«

MANUFACTORY

:

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U.S.A.

LOCK-STITCH MACHINES
OF VARIOUS PATTERNS FOR

FAMILIES, DRESS & MANTLE MAKERS, SHIRT MAKERS, CORSET MAKERS,
and Manufacturers.

The most quiet running Shuttle Machines in

the World.

GUARANTEED FOR FIVE YEARS.
THE

"WHITE »

STILL RETAINS THE LEAD.

DAILY SALES EXCEED
1,000 MACHINES.

r

GOLD MEDAL,

Paris Exhibition, 1889,
AKD

Highest Award
AT

ALL EXHIBITIONS.
»»««»«**

All the best Dealers

Sell the

WHITE MACHINES.

Samples of Workand Price Lists

FREE ON APPLICATION.

THE

WMte Rotary Siiuttle

MACHINE,
Large, Strong, and Rapid.

Specially constructed for

TAILORS.

New Style "PEERLESS," MACHINES FOE HAND OR
On Wood Base and Cover. TREADLE, or both Combined.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.
4§ J H^lfeorn IPiadlmot, lr@ndl@n. ^,C«
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JOHN WILDE & SONS,
EXCELSIOR WORKS

BISSELL STREET
J

ESTABLISHED 1856.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Perambulators, Bassinettes, Invalid Carriages, Mail
Carts, and Rocking Horses

FOR HOME, EXPORT, & COLONIAL MARKETS.
The largest Manufact urers of Perambulators in the Midland Cruntics.
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BIESOLT & LOCKE,
MEISSEN (SAXONY),

(ESTABLISHED 1809)

-.1 ifc-lt/^k THE "CINDERELLA."

Perfected Automatic Hand and Treadle Sewing
Machines for Domestic and Trade use. 12 patented
improvements. Working parts finest tempered
steel. Undoubtedly the best Machine in the market.
Silent, uniform, rapid, easy movement.

(Q

^pecxamtj-SACK MACHINES-
Wholesale Agents:

S. BETTMANN & CO.,
GO IL. I> E N T^ILNE, r^ O N^ JD O M^, E. C.

AGENTS WANTED.
BI HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

E. WARDFCO. S
Compound Arm and Platform Domestic Lock-

stitch Sliuttle

SEWING MACHINES
Is a FAMILY HAND SEWING MACHINE worked with a
straight needle and shuttle, making the LOCK STITCH both
sides alike. Combining both the Arm—so essential to many of
the wants of family sewing, such as putting in sleeves, sewing
round the arms of dresses, and such work so difficult to be done
with any other hand machitie, and the Platform for plain
sewing, quilting, &c. The plate which constitutes the platform
is part of the base ; when required it is raised to its place by a
simple mechanical contri\-ance, and there secured by a projection
which passes into a hole in the arm. The Machine is self-

threading throughout with self-threading Shuttle.
Encouraged by the unparalleled success which has attended

this Machine, and the satisfactorj- manner in which it is spoken
of by all who have tried it, the PATEN TEE HAS MADE
FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS secured by new Patents, and
trusts that it will now be found the Must Pertect, Simple,
and Saleable Machine in the Market.

Platform Up.
(Ne.xt Month the Platform will be shown down.)

Patentee and Sole Manufacturers :

£:. isrARi> & CO.,
9, WELLS STREET, OXFORD STREET,

LONDON, W.
Telephone No. 4667. Ttlegrams, " Grovod, London.*'

GROYER & WOOD,
AMERICAN ORGAN AND HARMONIUM

MANUFACTURERS,
62, GLENGALL ROAD, OLD KENT ROAD,

LONDON, S.E.

First-CUi.is'Qiialily. Low Prices. Lakst Improvements.

i^WRITE FOB NEW ILLUSTRATED LIST.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIEKBECK BASK.—Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.—Three per
cent. Interest allowed on Deposits, repayable on demand.

Two per cent. Interest on Current Accounts calculated on the minimum
monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
The Bank undertakes for its Customers free of charge, the custody of Deeds,

Writings.and otlierSecuritiesand Valuables,the collection of Bills of Exchange,
Dividends, and Coupons ; and the purchase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and
Annuities. Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued.

The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars, post free, on application.
FBANCI8 BAVBNSCEOFT, Manager.

The Blrkbeck Building Society's Annual Receipts exceed Five Milllont,

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOE XWO GUINEAS PEE MONTH, with
immediate Possession and no Kent to pay. Apply at the Office of the

BiRKBbCK BriLDisG tiociETY, 29, Southampton Builnings, Chancery lane.

HOW TO PUECHA8E A PLOT OF LAND FOE FITE SHLLLlNGS PBE
MONTH, with immediate possession, either for Building or Gatdening

purposes. Apply at the Office of the BiBKBtCK Frebhold Lucd Socixti-, ai
above.
Ihe Blrkbeck Almanack, with full particulars, on application.

FBANOIB EAVE\8CE0FT, Manager.
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gRADBURY'S gOTARY
g
HUTTLE |ACHIM

WITH EITHER WHEEL OR STEP FEED.
NO COMPLICATED COGS.

CAMS, OR ELABORATE
MECHANISM.

SIMPLICITY WITH
EFFICIENCY

!

DURABILITY WITH
SPEED.

THE SHUTTLE MOTION
IS PERFECTION.

ALL WEARING PARTS
ADJUSTABLE, AND ARE
MADE OF THE FINEST
TEMPERED STEEL.

No. 2.—Step Peed, £7.

No. 2.—Wheel Feed Maohioe
Price £7 10a. 1^

BEADBDRY & CC, Limited,
patented the Rotary Machine in

1S79-S0, and the success which it

has attained in such a comparatively

short period is unequalled in the

history of the Sewing Machine
trade. It has been awarded the

Highest Honours at every Exhil.i-

lion at which it has been shown, 12

Prize Medals, and 6 Certificates of

Merit, including the Grand Gold
Medals at Paris, 1879; Adelaide
1S81; Perth (Australia), 1S81;

Huddersfield, 1883; the Inventions

Exhibition, 1S85 ; and at Liverpool,

1SS6. In addition to these awards
we are continually receiving that

which we still more highly value,

the most flattering Testimonials

from our customers, speaking in the

warmest terms of praise concerning

the superiority of the Machines we
have had the pleasure of supplying.

—o

—

The Rotary is made in two sizes,

and with either

WHEEL or

STEP FEEDS,
to suit the taste of customers. They
will now execute the best work on
leather with the same ease as on
cloth or fustian.

BRADBURY'S BASSINETTES-
By the large increase in this branch of our business we are again enabled to make considerable reductions in

our prices, and we wish to assure our patrons that these reductions are genuine. We have not lowered the prices
and lowered the quality of the goods as well, but we have preserved the same high standard of quality by which
our Bassinettes have become so well known to the trade.

In our Illustrated List for this season will be found several New Designs in Wood BndieS- Our cabinet
department being replete with the most recent machinery, we are able to manufacture Bassinettes of this class in

a more handsome, substantial, and a better-finished manner than any other maker. They are all made of
thoroughly-seasoned timber, have the best fittings, rubber tyre bicycle wheels, springs, oil caps, &c., are well
upholstered, and richly ornamented in various beautiful designs.

BRADBURY'S No. 8.
BRADBURY'S N o. 15-

Rich rustic body, walnut bais, \iphoktered in Crockett s leather, mounted on
steel shackle springs;, ;^ in. wheels, tUtcd with adjustable back rest, china
handle, three loose cushions, sir.ip.'i, brass jointed hood, well cover, oil caps,

&c. Made with either dark body and light rib.-i, or light body and dark ribs.

Elegant circular wood bo<ly. walnut FreocU poli^od, uphoUtered in bcs

woollen carriage cloth, mounted on steel shackle springs, 34 in. wheels, Ittcd

with china handle* well cover, ihice loose cushions, sirap-i, and bras* jomtcd

ood, oil caps, Ac. A richly ornamented, well finished and durable carnage.

UNEQUALLED FOR QUALITY AND FINISH.
Price Lists to be obtained at our Depots or from the Manufactory.

BRADBURY & CO., Limited, Wellington Works. OLDHAM.
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THE BEST SEWIITG MACHIITES IIT THE WORLD
the: c:>iiioiKr-£i.x*-

NEW HOME AND NEW NATIONAL SEWING MACHINES
Are Perfect in Every Respect and cannot be Improved upon by Imitators.

Tlie NK^v Homk and
New National Sew-

ing Machines are con-

structed on the most

approved mechanical

principles, under the

immediate supervis-

ion of the Best Inven-

tive Talent Obtain-

able. They make the

Double Thread Lock-

stitch, and have all

the Improvements
known to the sewing

machine art.

They have the Auto-

matic Equalized Ten-

sions, Open End Cyl-

inder Shuttle, Oscil-

lating Shuttle Carrier,

Double Direct Acting

Feed, Straight Self-

Setting Needle, and

Loose Balance Wheel

whereby the Bobbin

can be wound with-

out running the ma-
chine.

THEY ARE MARVELS of INVENTIVE TALENT and CONSTRUCTIVE INGENUITY

They Surpass all other Sew-

ing Machines in the varied

combinations that consti-

tute a Perfect Machine.

T
H
E

Buy the Genuine "NEW
HOME and "NEW NA-

TIONAL." Do not be de-

ceived. Buy from our au-

thorized agent.

T
H

l^~"We invite parties

\rho wish to handle

strictly First Class Sew-

ing Machines in terri-

tory not occupied to cor-

respond with us.

Dealers are fully pro-

tected in the territory

assigned them.

c
E
N
U
I

N
E

The New Home Serving IVIaeliine Go.,
EXPORT OFFICE: 28 UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK.

i^-YOU CA5r BUY THE GENUINE "NEW HOME" SEWING BIACHTNES OF^gJ

41 CJHIPJPEIVH^M: TETM^ACE, HAR,R,0W ItOAII), "W.
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WILLIAM MORRIS,
,|l'v/ 24, FREEMAN STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

OLDEST ESTABLISHED HOUSE FOR PERAMBULATORS IN THE MIDLANDS.
IflTrite or call for Price X^ist.

KOCH'S NEW CIRCULAR ELASTIC MACHINE.
THE BEST BOOT REI>AIRINrG IVLACHINE.

Manufactured by the

Bielefeld Sewing Machine Manufacturing" Co,
H. KOCH & CO.

Uil'huttle I

Carrier,
No Cogs,

The Icngtli of arm of the above machiue is IC in. ; vhe head is the smallest hitlieito piotUiced, being smaller than

a sixpenny piece, thus enabling repairs of the smallest shoes to be done. The stitcli is beautiful and uniform, feeding on or from

the cylinder in any direction ; this is a great advantage not possessed by any other Elastic machine of older construction. The
shuttledoes not wear out aa it lies immovably in the cylinder ; this is also a great feature, as other Elastic machines are subject

to great wear and tear of shuttles, shuttle drivers and cogs, causing frequent repairs.

SOLE WHOLESALE^AGENT—

C. LOHMANN, 22, Jewin Street, London. E.G.
2aii.2 an..
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KIMBALL & MORTON, Limited.
(ESTABLISHED 1867), ^

SEWING MACHINE MANUFACTURERS,
^iLTL, enmc^^^

m

Branches—52, Reform St., DUNDEE, and Ha, Norfolk St., Pall Mall," MANCHESTER.
THE

Family i^OH^A.i«
s-pEEL

WRINGER.
14 inch X IJ inch

15 inch X 2 inch.

16 inch X 2 inch.

THE
"""^

'' MEDIUM."

TARPAULIN,
AND

Belt Machines.

FAMILY
(TEEADLE)

AND

MORTON
(HAND)

MACHINES.

Gathering

Machines.

No 2.

Manufacturing

Machines

FOUR

VARIETIES
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W. FOSTER & CO.,
4^»Bim^i

Manufacturers of every Descrip-
tion of Perambulator Fittings,

Hood Joints, Handles in Brass,

China, and Wood. Brass Handle
Rods, &,c. Toy Fittings.

G. H. WELLS,
MANUFACTURER,

151 & 153,

BISJIOP ST. S0DTJ1,

BIRMINGHAM.

Baaflinettes from 18a. ESTABLISHED 186 2.

AGENTS WANTED
In every trade for the sale of our Rubber
Stamps, cheapest and best in the world

;

good income may be realised ; whole or spare

time. Catalogue and Revised List Free.

RUBBER STAMP MAKERS,

23 & 24, IVY LANE, LONDON, E.G.

ARTHUR J. AUSTIN,
(Successor to JOSIAH AUSTIN/,

Wanufacturer of all kinds of Galvanized and Japanned
Wrought Iron Hollowware Buckets, Bnths, Tea Kettles. Slop
Pails, Water Pots, Boiler Fillers, Coal Scoops and Hods.
Wheelbarrows, Sack Trucks, Sea-Side Buckets and Spades,
Ash Fans, Dust Preventers, Ladles, Shovels, &c., &c.

WILLIAM STREET, DERITEND, BIRMINGHAM.
PLEASE .MEXTIOX THIS PAPEH WUEX WRITIX ,

THE JOHNSTON SET OF ATTACHMENTS

00

HAS been improved by making them all heavier and stronger, and by giving them a superior nickel-plated
finish. Tlie Rufller has a detachable under Blade and a separate Shirring Plate to go into the machine

in place of the Shuttle Race Cover. The Tuckmarker has a slot in the bed plate to adapt it to the use either with
a long or short presser foot. It has a steel blade under the wheel to make a sharper crease, and two screws on
independently adjust either the marker or gauge. All placed in a velvet-lined bo.\ made by the Johnston Rufller
Company expressly for their set. They are now prepared to furnish them for all the diflerent kinds of sewing
machines.

Tltese Sets can be had from any of the dijeroit Sewing Machine Companies^ or pom the

JOHNSTON RUFFLER COMPANY
OTTUMWA, IOWA, U.S.A.

NB—These attachments are sold separately as well as in sets, and can be furnished to fit every standard

make of Sewing Machine-
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THE

"STAR" MANUFACTURING CO,

Having removed to

MUCH LARGER PREMISES,

THEIR ADDRESS IS NOW

STA
WORKS, ' k^zii X.

GOODINGE ROAD,

YORK ROAD, N.

PRICE LIST FOR NEW SEASON

READY SHORTLY.
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SINGER'S New Vibrating Shuttle Machines
HA ND OR TREADLE)

Are the BEST HOUSEHOLD SEWING MACHINES ever offered to the Public.

Theyhavethe SIMPLEST SHUTTLE, SHORTEST NEEDLE, BEST STITCH ADJUSTMENT,
MOST PERFECT TENSION, AKE NOISELESS, and MAKE THE PRETTIEST STITCH.

EASY TO BUY.
"^

EASY TO LEARN. EASY TO WORK.
FOR CASH 10 PER CENT DISCOUNT. Or on Hire with Option of Purchase.

LIBERAL ALLOWANCE FOE OLD MACHINES.
CAD TION.- Beware of Imitations, and to avoid deception see that the Company's Trade Name " SINGER " is upon the Arm of the

Machine.

THE SINGER MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
(pormerly I, M. SINGSa & CO.).

Management for the United Kingdom: 39, FOSTER LANE, LONDON, E.G.

And 497 Branches throughout Great Britain and Ireland.

Seiuing Machine Gazette Office, 28, Paternoster Row, London, B.C.

RATE.— ^d. per Word ; Minimum, 6d.

TO MANUFACTURERS OF SEWING MACHINES.

(ENGLISH OR AMERICAN).

A BELGIAN, 10 years in the trade, active, good
''^ director, having a splendid connection and e.xperienced staff of

canvassers, wishes to introduce or represent Manufacturer. References

exceptional, guarantee. Write to initials. "V. O. M.,"
17, Bruxelles Centre, Belgique.

XTITANTED, Manufacturers of Sewing Machine
' " Fittings, Needles, Shuttles, Loopers, &c., to send lowest cash

prices to the Premier Sewing Machine Company,
16, Stirling Street, Redfern,

Sydney, N.S.W.

'\XrANTED, Illustrated Price Lists of Bedsteads,
* * Furniture, Watches, and other Household Goods ; also best.

Cash, trade terms. Dealer, 10, Conduit Street, Chelmsford.

"lyrEEDLES for Singer Medium and Family, 2s. pei
-^ gross, 3d. extra for postage. S. COX & CO., Manufacturers,
Alcester.

TVrOVELTIES,—Advertiser, dealing in domestic
machinery, and an expert with the sewing machine, having a

tine shop in one of the best part.^ of Manchester, is open to take up the
sale of novelties and useful appliances for the home.— ''Novelties,"
care of the Sewing Machine Gazette, 2S, Paternoster Row, E.C.

/COMMISSION offered to Traveller calling on iron-
'—

^ mongers, sewing-machine dealers, and others. Ple.ise state

ground covered and what line to " .Special," Sewing Machine Gazette

Office.

npRAVELLER working West of England in Sewing
-^ Machines and Oils is open for commission to work with same.

—

'! Push," Sewing Machine Gazelle Office.

^IXTANTED, Illustrated Price Lists of Household
" " H.ardware, Clocks, Watches, Carpets, Linoleum, &c., with

best cash trade terms.—A. H. Thirlby, Me.ashara, Atherstone.

npHE MANAGER of a Pram., Cycle, Sewing Machine,
Musical Instrument and Furnishing Stores, SEEKS A

CHANGE ; Department or Combined ; competent buyer.—Address,
" Watchmaker," Serving Machine Gazette.

A MANUFACTURER'S TRAVELLER wishes to^^ REPRESENT FIR.MS for Perambulators and Mangles, &c —
Address, " Pioneer," Office o( this Journal.

'T'O PERAMBULATOR MANUFACTURERS.-
-*- Advertiser is at liLierty to take on SOLE AGENCY for same,
London and the South of England, having a large connection, and a
godil trade ensured to a reliable firm. Has showrooms in City of
Lundon. Highest references.—" Perambulator," office of this paper.

--pRAVELLER WANTED, for the Knitting Machine
-* business, must have a thorough knowledge of flat machines,
preference given to applicants who have a good connection Apply,
staling ground covered and salary required, to W. SELLERS lic

SONS, Keighley.

lyrANAGER WANTED for Sewing Machine Depot,
'-'^ must have a thorough knowledge of the trade, and filled

similar capacity. Security required.—Apjily, staling experience, and
copies of testimoni.als (which will not be returned), also terms required
t ) W. SELLERS & SONS, Sewing and Knitting Machine Manu-
facturers, Keighley.

V/TTANTED, ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS of
Domestic Machinery and Appliances, Perambulators and

1-iltings, Oils for Machinery, Watche.-;, Clocks, Bedsteads, Furniture,
Linoleum, Waterproof Goods, Musical Instruments, and other goods
suitable to the Hire-Purchase Trade. All Lists must be accompanied
by best trade terms. H. J. IZZARD, Baldock, Herts.

jYI'R. F. J. COATE, late Manager for the Jones'
Sewing Machine Co., Limited (Camden Town Branch), is

open for an appointment. Address— 10, Burton Crescent, Tavistock
Square, London, W.C.

TV/TECHANICAL ENGINEER, experienced in the
management of a Sewing Machine Manufactory and all the

business connected with same, is desirous of an engagement. Address _

" Mechanical Engineer," Gazette Office, 28, Paternoster Row, E.C.

"VXTANTED, Straps for Bassinettes. Will any Friend
give me the address ol the above Manufacturer, also Hoods.

Cheap House. Parker, Prospect Place, Hastings.

"VXrANTED, an intelligent young man for repairing
* Sewing Machines, all kinds, in Bristol, with three or four

year's experience. Address: " Mechanic," " Sewing Machine Gazette"
Office.

The Hire Purchase System.
A.NOTHER Tool of Trade Actio.n Victorious.

At the City of London Court, on the 17th inst., before Mr. Com-
missioner Kerr, the Jones Sewing Machine Company, (Limited),

I, City Road, and 99, Walworth Road, S.E., brought an action

against Mr. John Minks, of Brixton R.ail\vay Station, and Mr. J.
Susman, auctioneer, Atlantic Road, Brixton, to recover £^ lOs., the

value of a sewing machine unlawfully seized by them under an exe-

cution. Mr. T. Noden w.as the plaintiffs solicitor, and Mr. Fehler
appeared for the defendants. Mr. Fehler said the machine was taken,

under a distress for rent. Mr. Noden, on the other hand, said it

could not be lawfully taken, .as it was a tool of trade, and w.as conse-

quently specially privileged under the recent Act of Parliament. Mrs.
Pearson was called, and she said slie hired a machine of the plaintiff,

which with her furniture and goods generally was distrained upon for

rent by the defendants. Her husband was out cf work, and she did

work privately to support her family. Mr. Fehler said he knew the

defendant Hinks was bound to leave goods of the value of £,'^. The
learned Commissioner said as the sewing machine was there to earn

the people's bread, the defendant certainly could not take it. The
manager of the plaintiff company said the value of the machine was

£^ los. Mr. Fehler submitted that the distress was legal. The
m.achinc was only privileged under the 147th section of the County
Court Act. His client obeyed the statute by leaving bedding and
wearing apparel to the value of £^, and the only other thing they

could take was the sewing machine. The furniture itself did not

realise sufficient to pay the rent. He called an auctioneer, who said

the value of the machine was £1 105.—to sell by auction. His

Honour said he should llnd for the plaintiff for the full amount,

Cl I OS.

A Question oi- Account,

On the ISth January, at the City of London Court, before Mr.
Commissioner Kerr, the While Sewing Machine Company, of

48, Holborn Viaduct, sued Mr. Richard Parks, 69, Gr.ay's Inn-road, to

recover £11 i8s., the balance due for hire of sewing machines. Mr.
Solomon appeared for the plaintiffs, and Mr. Abinger for the defendant

The defendant, it seemed, had had three machines of the plaintiH

company, One they had forcibly taken from him, and he now had the

other two. He had made certain payments, which they apportioned

to lioth machines. The ilefendant said the money was to be devoted to

the machines in the order in which he had them. There was a question

of account involved.

The learned Commissioner said as a rule the most incompetent tri-

bunal to try a question of account was a jury. Any individual juryman

would do it better than the whole of them together. He regretted that

instead of paying for the machines the defendant w.-is going to Law and

spending money in the worst possible manner. The defendant had

taken a receipt for the money he had paid without showing which
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iscliinc il w.i> paiil fur. Tlie plainlifT company was eiUillc'l, aocor.l-

.1^ to llio rule of llic law, Id apply tli« paymunts of any dt-bt in hand.

Mr, Abinger said he relied on a collalcral agreeniont thai each

machine was to be paid for in accordance with the order.

The jury, however, after hearing the evidence, found lor the plaintiff

company, for whom judgment was entered.

Ai.LF.Giii) Assault at a Seizurk.

ySpT the IJIoomslniry County Court, last week, his honour Judge
"**" liacon heard the singular case of Ellesden v. Oetzmann, in which

the plaintilV sued for damages for assault in connection with the re-

mov.al of a piano from the plaintilT's house through default of payment

on the hire system.—The plaintilT, an elderly gentleman, resiiling at

Glenview Road, Lewisham, said that on December 3rd, 1SS8, he bought

a piano from Messrs. Oetzmann on the hire system, the price to be

2^50 8s. He m.ade certain payments of /( 8s, per month, and on July

3rd paid £i, making £'6 4s in all. In consequence of what he heanl,

he kept the chain on the door, but on September 17th defendants' men
came and demanded to see the piano. Mrs. Kllesden told them they

could see it through the window. The men then went to the window,

opened it, got into the drawing- ;oom, seized the piano, and a desperate

struggle ensued in the apartment, Mr. Ellesden and Mrs. Ellesden and

their workman (who was in the garden, and came to help) being much
knocked about. Plaintiff alleged that one of his teeth was knocked

out in the struggle, also that several boxes of sweets and confectionery

were trampled upon and spoiled.—For the defence, Mr. Oetzmann
said that as the plaintiff did not keep up his payments he hired a man
named Jones, a piano inquiry agent, to go and get the piano, but told

him to do nothing that was illegal.—Jones was called, and admitted

that he had been concerned in several seizures ofthe kind. He worked
for the trade, and seized about 300 pianos a year.— One of Jones's

assistants said he opened the window a bit, and when he saw Mr.

Octzmann's piano he " went for it." (Laughter.) Mrs. Ellesden

rushed in and sat on the piano, Mr. Ellesden seized it by the legs, the

piano fell over, all fell in a heap, and the scramble for the musical

nstrument occupied the course of a full hour, at one time one side

being victorious in carrying the piano out, and at another the other

side conveying it back to the drawing-room.— His Honour said there

was no doubt an assault had been made, and the defendant was liable.

He found for the plaintiff for £2 2s., and awarded the defendant £s
on a counter-claim, being the amount of instalments due upon the

piano aforesaid.

Selling a Hired Bicycle.
At the Epworth Police Court, on the 26th of December, Robert

Moore, 26, labourer, Belton, was charged by Messrs. Parkin and
Sons, sewing machine and cycle dealers, of Doncaster, with, on or

about October 6th last, fraudulently converting to his own use a

bicycle, of which he was the bailee, and thereby feloniously stealing

the same.—Mr. Edward Parkin, Doncaster, said in June, 18S8, he

let out on the hire system to prisoner a 50-inch bicycle, value £t.
Prisoner gave as part payment an old machine, value ^l 15s., leaving

£'i 5s. balance. By an agreement then made, prisoner was to pay
off this balance by instalments ot los. a month. Instead of doing so,

he had only paid altogether 35s. by such instalments ; the last payment
being 5s. in December last, so that he was now indebted £'i los. In

most cases of failing to pay in this way, he sued the defaulters in the

County Cou-t, but he found upon inquiry that the prisoner had fraudu-

lently disposed of the machine. He identified the machine as his

property, though the name of the maker had been obliterated.—John
Barratt, farmer, Mosswood, Belton, said that he bought a bicycle of

the prisoner in May last for ^5 S^- The bicycle now produced was
the one.—Committed for trial at the next Lincoln Assizes, bail being
allowed, himself in ,f20, and two sureties oi £10 each.

At the Quarter Sessions, held at Lincoln, last month, the above case

was taken. Mr. Starger prosecuted, and Mr. Cracroft defended.

—

The allegation on behalf of the prosecution was that the prisoner pur-

chased a bicycle from Messrs. Parkin and Sons under a hire and
purchase agreement. The price of the machine was £'J, but £1 15s.

was allowed for an old machine, leaving a balance of £^ 5s., which
was to be paid in monthly instalments of los. Under the agreement,
the bicycle was to remain the property of the prosecutors until all the
instalments were paid. He paid £1 los., and then, without com-
municating with the prosecutors, he sold the machine, left the
neighbourhood, went to another part of the country, and lived under
an assumed name.—For the defence, Jlr. Cracroft contended there

was no intention to defraud, and that the prisoner always meant to

pay for the machine.—The jury returned a verdict of " Not guilty,"

and the prisoner was discharged.

Illegal Distress of a Sewing Machi.N'e.
At the Cardiff County Court, on Wednesday, January Sth, 1S90,

before his Honour, Judge Owen, the case of John Newman against W.
Gill (an Auctioneer of this town) and L. Harris (a certified person
authorised to distrain under the provisions of the Law of Distress
Amendment Act, 1SS8) was heard. The claim was for jf 10 2s. 6d.,
for damages for illegally distraining a Sewing Machine the property of
the plaintiff, and for the return of a hire book.
Mr. H. Reginald Wansbrough, of Bristol, appeared for the plaintiff,

and Mr. Payne appeared for the defendants. Upon the case being
called on, his Honour asked what illegality the plaintiff complained
of. Mr. Wansbrough stated that he complained of a seizure of the
goods of a person who was not the tenant.

Judge : Is that the illegality of which you complain?
Mr. Wansbrough : Only one.

Judge : That is quite sufficient.

Mr. Wansbrough : The other is that the defendants followed goods
within the thirty days allowed by laiv, but after the expiration of the
tenancy.

Judge : Where is the warrant?
Mr. Payne produced same, which was dated the I2th September,

1889, by which Harris was authorised to distrain.

Judge ; Willi do you say, Mr. Paynci'

Mr. Payne : Newman lived with his father-in-law, and we folio.vcl

the goods within 30 days ; they were found on ihe plaintiff's premises

and we distrained upon them there, and the wife of the plaintiff

asisented to the machine being taken.

Judge : .She had no power to do that.

Mr. Payne : We have since delivered up the machine to the Singer

Manufacturing Company, who were the owners.

Judge : If the plaintiff was a lodger he ought to have given notice of

his claim under the Lodger's Goods Protection Act.
Mr. Wansbrough : He was not the defendant's lodger, Davies, the

plaintift's falher-in-law, rented apartments in the plaintifTs house, at

20, Wells Street, when the distress was made. The distress wjs for

rent due from Davies, in respect of 79, Edward Street.

Judge ; That would be illegal, would it not ?

Mr. Payne : We followed within 30 days.

Judge : You cannot follow goods in that way, unless they are fraudu-

lently removed. You must prove that, if you follow them ii that

way.
Mr. Payne ; I submit that they were so removed. The plaintiff

should give notice to the landlord, before he cleared out of the house.

Judge : Just look at the Statute.

Mr. Wansbrough : But in any event they could not follow our good<.

Judge : You are quite right there, if the plaintiff was a lodger the

defendants could not follow them. It is a mere question of da^najei,

is it not—what has been done ?

Mr. Wansbrough : The machine has been returned to the owners.

The plaintiff has paid £^ 2s. 6d. on account of the machine.

Judge : How can you claim more than that?

Mr. Wansbrough ; As consequential damage, the plaintiff's wife wa;
a Dressmaker.
Judge : She could have got another machine, you claim ;^io 2s. 6d.

Mr. Wansbrough : £^ 2s. 6d. we have paid and ;^s.damages. The
plaintiff's wife could easily earn lOs. per week.

Judge : Then you claim IDs. damages for the hire book.
Mr. Wansbrough : We are entitled to it.

Mr. Payne : Here it is—you claim £•] 7s. for the machine.
Mr. Wansbrough : Not in this action—That is the actual Value of

the machine.
Mr. Payne here at the suggestion of the Judge returned the book.
Mr. Wansbrough ; The amount of damages are in your Honour's

hands, but I submit that if a person, who is a wrong-doer, takes goods
of another then the damages surtained should be allowed. The
plaintiff's wife has been unable to earn any money since, and the

plaintiff has therefore suffered damage. The defendants entered upon
the plaintiff''s goods, seized this machine for what they said were co^ts

of the distress, and this they had no right to do.

Judge : I have already said it is an illegal distress.

Mr. Wansbrough : And I propose to prove the damage by calling

the plaintiffs wife.

The plaintiff's wife was then called, and stated that she was a

dressmaker and earned at least los. a week, and that it was a great

loss to her the machine being taken away ; and she denied in cross-

examination having given her consent to the machine being taken
away.

Mr. Payne said that the defendants would both say that the plain-

tiff's wife consented to the machine being given up.

The Judge in giving judgment said : It is clear that this is an
illegal distress, and the plaintiff is entitled to £^ 2s. 5d., the amount
that he has paid on the sewing machine—his wife might have g .t

another machine Irora other people in the Town, but she did not do
so. I give a verdict for £6 in all, and allosv costs of Solicitor, and of

one witness.

Pledging a Hired Machine.

At the recent Suffolk Quarter Sessions, held at Ipswich, Harriet
Mary Stiff, a young woman who was bailed on committal, was charged
with stealing a sewing machine, value £ii 4s., at Lowestoft, the pro-

perty of Messrs. Bradbury and Company, Limited.—Mr. Haldecstein
prosecuted—The facts of the case were exceedingly simple. On the
17th of April last, the prisoner hired a sewing machine of ^Ir. George
Mobbs, agent at Lowestoft for the prosecutors. She was to pay 6s. a
rronth, under tho usual form of agreement until the machine became
her own property, but she paid 4s. 6d. down, and then went and
pawned the machine for £1, producing a forged receipt showing that

it was her own property. 'The prisoner said that Mr. Mobbs had
bothered her about taking a sewing machine, and she had always told

him she could not afford to pay for one. She hoped the Jury would
be merciful, as she had four little children at home. Inspector Booty,
of Lowestoft, said the woman was in a very destitute state, and could
not have come to the Court that day if he had not paid her fare. The
Chairman, in summing up, said the case might have been brought
before the Magistrates, under the Act relating to illegal pawning and
dealt with summarily. That had not been done, and the law provided
that where an offender could have been prosecuted or proceeded
against under the Pawnbrokers' Act that person should not be indicted.

Moreover, the witnesses had told the Court most distinctly that if they
could have got the money for the machine they would not have prose-
cuted the prisoner. The law was very jealous, however, of anyone
putting it in motion for what he might call ci\al purposes, and he used
the fact for the purpose of asking the Jury whether the prosecutors in

the first instance regarded the prisoner's act as a larceny or not. If it

were a larceny, it was their duty to prosecute, whether they got the
machine or the money back or not. The Jury must also be satisfied

that the woman had actually parted with the machine, and had never
had any intention of getting it back. The Jury found the prisoner not
guilty of stealing, but of illegally pawning the machine, with a strong
recommendation to mercy, because the prisoner seemed to have been
driven to it by destitution. The foreman added that the Jury thought
the agents dealing in these machines ought not to force them on poor
people. The Chairman said this was equivalent to a verdict of not
guilty, and he discharged the prisoner with a cautiou to avoid such a
risk in future.
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Farewell Dinner to Mr. John Bayne.

T Ancell's rooms, Glasgow, on the evening of December 30th last,

J, Mr. John Bayne, the Wheeler & Wilson Co.'s Glasgow mechani-
cal expert, was entertained at dinner by a large number of gentlemen,
including several of the manufacturers of the city, as well as his fellow

employes of the company, on the occasion of his leaving Scotland, he
having been promoted to the management of the Wheeler & Wilson
Co.'s Manchester depot.

Among the manufacturers and representatives present to do honour
to Mr. Bayne, and assist in making the presentation of an elegant

marble and bronze dining-room clock and ornaments, together with a
framed illuminated address, as well as a silver salver for Mrs. Bayne,
were—Messrs. Johnson & M'Leod, James Alexander & Co., Torraine
& Co., J. K. Mills & Co., Mr. M'lver, Mr. N. H. Walton, J. Millar

& Sen, M. Mennemy & Co , Messrs. Wm. Parker, J. Marshall, A.
Proudfoot, C. Logan, L. Jamieson, J. M'Murray, J. Coltman, Wm.
Hogg, Alexander Hay, {Scollish Lealher Trader), Jas. Alexander,
Jas. Threshie, John Meldrum, Wm. Thomson, and others. Altogether
over 4.0 sat down to an excellent dinner, and what with toasts, songs,

&c., a very pleasant evening was spent.

The chair was taken by Mr. J. D. Dickson, the manager of the
Wheeler & Wilson Co.'s Scotch business, who seemed quite in his

element, and did not allow the evening's programme to flag, whilst he
was ably supported by Mr. N. H. Walton (of Jas. Miller & Son) as

coupler.

After the usual loyal toasts.

The Chairman, in rising to propose the toast of the evening, said,

Mr. Coupler and gentlemen, the toast I have risen to propose will not
be received in a mechanical spirit. I know it will be received with
true enthusiasm, with an enthusiasm expressed really from the very
heart, for I am sure, gentlemen, you will, one and all, agree with me
in feeling that Mr. John Bayne deserves all the honours, all the good-
will, and all the enthusiasm as ever followed a toast. (Great cheering.)

Unlike many gentlemen I am proud to see amongst us to-night, my
acquaintance with Mr. Bayne is but short—indeed, I am only
beginning to find out his worth and good qualities— but I have seen
sufficient of him to know him as a just, upright, and straightforward

man of business, hiving at all times his very soul in his work, and
although never forgetting the interests of the Wheeler & Wilson Co

,

he has been ever willing and ready and anxious to give to those who
have honoured the company with any portion of business, benefits and
advantages not always to be met with from men in his position.

(Hear, hear.) This, Mr. Croupier, is not from any selfish motive on
his part, but from his real kindness of heart. (Cheers.) I have had
the pleasure of knowing Mr. Bayne for only about sixteen months, but
from the lirst, when I came here a stranger, as manager, till now, I

have only known him as a true, a warm-hearted, sympathising
friend— (cheers)—as one ever kind and ever ready to put out a helping
hand, as one who, if he cannot do a man any good, he will never do
him any harm, even by a word. (Cheers.) I need not, therefore,

express to you, gentlemen, nor to Mr. Bayne himself, how much I

regret losing him as a co-worker in our business, for, gentlemen, in

losing him I am for a long time losing my right hand, and it will take
me all my tiaie to write my i's with my left, let alone " dot " them.
(Cheers.) To counteract my regret at his loss, however, I have a feel-

ing of great pleasure in knowing that the company are recognising his

faithful services of thirteen years' duration by promoting him to

the management of one of the most, if not the most, important branch
depots in England—(cheers)—and I do not fear but that as manager he
will be as successful as he has been here as traveller and mechanical
expert. (Hear, hear.) .Mr. Bayne, you have not only my good wishes,

but the good wishes of your other fellow-workers, but when you look
around you and see so many faces, so many gentlemen unconnected
with our office who are present to do you honour, you must feel you
have the good wishes of those gentlemen also, which will no doubt
carry you into England and yout new home with a light and cheerful

heart, and stimulate you to enter into your new position with a

determination to excel. It only remains for me to perform the most
pleasing part of my duty. On behalf of those present, as well as a few
other friends who have been unable to be here to-night, I have to ask
you, as an expression of our esteem and regard, to accept this clock

and ornaments and framed address. May the hand of time never fail

to point the way for you to take the right step and do the right thing

at the right hour. (Cheers.) I have also pleasure in asking you to

receive for Mrs. Bayne this little salver, just to show, although absent
from this meeting, she is, at any rate, in our minds. (Prolonged
cheering.)

Mr. Bayne, who was visibly affected, replied, thanking the Chairman
for the kind and fl.atlering terms in which he had spoken of him.and said

he felt very keenly the kindness of all the gentlemen present for the

hearty reception they had given him. In fact, his heart was too full to

express his thanks as he would like. Vou have really surprised me to

night beyond everything. Wlien I w.as told that a few friends were
going to meet me to-night to have a smoke together and drink my
health, I did not expect to see so many gentlemen, and this crowd of

faces quite surprises me, for I did not think I had so many friends ; and
when 1 look on this very handsome clock and side ornaments— well, I

am fairly dumbfounded. I feel your kindness very much, and I am
only sorry I cannot find words to express my feelings, and I will only

thank you again for this very handsome present, and this illuminated
adilress, and assure you I will fjrever prize them. (Cheers.) I must
also before sitting down thank you from my heart for your thinking

also of my wife, whose heart, I know, will be as full as mine to-night.

(Cheers.)

The Chairman next proposed " The Manufacturers," and said it

was very pleasing to him to see so many gentlemen with them to-

night in the position of proi)rietor3 and heads of large factories in the

city, for although their presence was no doubt due to their appreciation

of Mr. Bayne, yet he for one felt highly honoured as it was to them
they, as servants of theWhecler & Wilson Co. , were dependent for their

success in business, and they were dependent upon them in more ways
than one.

Mr. Neil M. Walton replied in a pithy and humorous speech, in which
he said—I am very much pleased to respond to the toast of " The
Manufacturers," but, gentlemen, I am not going to take up your time
with a long speech. We have met this evening to do honour to our
esteemed fiiend Mr. Bayne. There are many manufactures in which
sewitig machines aie used in this great city—the Second City of the
Empire—^and I am glad to see such an array of gentlemen present, who
represen) such manufactures as boots, shirts, collars and cuffs, socks,
handkerchiefs, and though last not least, " gentlemen's jewel cases,"
or, as it is better understood, stays and corsets. In this last branch I

am deeply interested, as you are aware, and in our trade we have to
cater for all sorts and sizes ; we have to make for some large and some
small, and some corpulent, or, as the French put it, rather inclined to
en ban point. (Applause.) Since the reign of our most gracious
Queen many improvements have been made. I think the first sewing
machine used in making corsets was about 40 years ago. The manu-
facturers are indebted to sewing machines for their improvements in

trade, and at the same time sewing machines have come as a boon to

the manufacturers and the civilised world. (Applause.) It gives me
great pleasure to think you on behalf of the manufacturers.

.Mr. Hay, in a very able and interesting speech, proposed the
"Sewing M.achine Interest." When the sewing machine was first

introduced many were the bitter railings against it, for the pliers of the
needle looked upon it, as their death-knell ; but now it gave more
people employment than before, and the sewing machine was certainly

healthier labour for the poor seamstress than the old mode. Con-
cluding, Mr. Hay said, " The pen is mightier than the sword," were
the words of an old philosopher ; but I say, and I defy contradiction,

that the sewing machine is mightier than the mitrailleuse. Yout
swords and your guns bring grief and sorrow to wives and daughters,

but to every household the sewing machine brings bread, and joy, and
comfort. (Loud cheers.)

The Chairman repUed, thanking Mr. Hay for coupling his name
with the toast. He said—I will not bore you with any lengthy remarks
on the importance of the sewing machine industry. There is no donbt
the sewing machine is an important factor, as Mr. Hay has iadicatei,

in the givmg employment to thousands of people, as well as being the

means of giving ns cheap shirts, boots, stays, umbrellas, and clothing

of all kinds. Large fortunes have been made, too, by sewing machine
men, and it may be interesting to some to know that Ellas Howe, the

original inventor of the sewing machine, derived the priLcely fortune

of ;^loo,ooo a year from it, for, at any rate, a considerable number of

years ; and from their mechanical improvements and inventive genius

the now celebrated Wheeler & WiUon are reputed to have divided
for many years ;^203,ooo; while Mr. Singer left at his decease an
amount counting millions. Bat, gentlemen, sewing machine makers
do not make so much out of their wares now-a-days. Vou see thiy

have to consider the users so much more, and the prices are lower
;

and not only that, but they are forever changing and adding tools and
mechanical devices and appliances in their factories, at very great cost

or adapting the sewing machine to the various wants and
requirements of the manufacturers—so much so that I am afraid the

users now have the biggest pull. I have now been prominently
connected with the trade for over 20 years, and have seen great

changes in the sewing machine in that time. The Wheeler & Wilson
Co., which I have the honour to represent, is one of the oldest

companies in the field, and if years ago they were a little slow to raov.:

with the times, it is not so now, for not only do they keep up to the

standard of perfection in producing their No. 2 Curved Neidle
Machine, but the company has now in the market speedy, light

runnint;, straight needle machines for nearly every class of^ work ; and
no firm is more alive and more sensible of the importance of studying

the wants of the manufacturers, and none more determined to continue

to do so, thin the Wheeler & Wdson Co. But, gentlemen, I must
not blow our o vn trumpet too hard. I hn^e now a lieutenant in .Mr.

M'Gregor, who can do a little in that way, and no doubt he will be

trying" it on with you by and bye. Gentlemen, I again thank you for

coupling my name with this toast.

Mr. James Alexander next proposed "Mr. Biyne's Successor, Mr.

J. M'Gregor," and spoke n( him in high praise, as a thorough

mechanical man and practical engineer, for hi had had some
knowledge of his abilities, and he could speak of him as a man who
took great pride in his work, and he had no doubt he would soon be

able to fill Mr. Bayne's shoes.

.Mr. M'Gregor replied, and Mr. Johnson having proposed " The
Ladies," it was responded to in an able manner by Mr. J. IC. Mills.

Soiree of Messrs. Askwith's
Employes.

V('\'gJESSRS. Askwith, the enterprising firm of Cabinet Makeis,

i!/!^ Perimbulator and Inv.alid Carriage Manufacturers, of Hull,

&c. who have a largo branch of their business in Sunder l.\nd, an-

naally provide suitable entertainments for the whole of their employees.

Thit for the Northern district took pUace on the iSlh of last month, in

the new Masonic Hall, North Bridge Street, Sunderland, and proved a

great success in every respect. There were between 70 and 80 ladies

an 1 gentlemen present, drawn from York, .Middlcsboro', Stockton,

Bl-hop Auckland, Uurham, Sliields, Newcastle, Sunderland, and other

towns, where the firm have established branches.

At the commencement of the evening a substantial repast was served,

after which dancing and games followed, interspersed with an excellent

concert. In th; smaller rooms of the building games found many

supporters ; a striking feature of the evening was the m.agniiicent

display of fruits and llowerson the side tables, and to those who love

the "fragrant weed" cigars were plentiful.

Previous to the commencement of the concert, Mr. T. R. Jones,

Northern Superin tendent of the firm, said he was extremely sony at the
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1alisciici; uf Ml. .iri.l .\rrs. A.kwllli Iroin their liallicrin,:, llie employees'

however, h.iJ the gou:! wislies <,\ Iwth. Thc-ie anmml (ialliering.s, did

an immense amount of Rood in cemcntint; good fcllowslni) and Rood

feeling am ini,' the em-iloyees themselves, without which it is dillicult

tocondnet ahuRe husinesn such as this. It also briiiRS into closer

"touch" the employer and employees, who,se interests, after all, arc

identical. ReferriiiR to the firm, Mr. Jones said it w.as stiU maliinR

enormous strides onwards ; in the Northern district alone, live new

Branches had been opened during the year, and in a few weeks the

business woul.l be further increased. With reference to ttieir producing

capabilities, their extensive Manufactory at Hull had failed to meet

the demands made upon it, and another enormous Manufactory has

bewn secured, which lias at le.ist three times the capacity of the other

well-known works. It is fitted up with all the latest improved

machinery designed for turning out in quantities highly finished goods.

The drying, paint, upholstering, furnishing and packing rouins are

o( the most modern construction, the whole combined making the

works one of the most complete in the Kingdom. It is calculated this

new venture will constantly employ zjohands.who will turn out, on an

average, 180 finished perambulators per day. The marvellous increase

of business speaks highly of the favour with which the firm's manu-

factures are received on all hands. The wholesale connection of the

firm extends to every town of importance, in England, Scotland,

Ireland, and Wales, France, Germany, Austria, Holland, and even

to distant Australia ; the firm could, he thought, claim to be the

largest manufacturers of Perambulators, Invalid Carriages, and

Children's Toys in the Kingdom.
The contributors to the entertainment were the Misses Crinson and

Cleminson, Sunderland; Miss Shipley, York ; Messrs. Mackinson

and Shaw, Newcastle ; G. Mason, Durham ; Norton and Knowles,

Sunderland ; and the M.C. was Mr. Goslin, Sunderland ; Mr. Robert

Hollingsworth, the accomplished Musician, of London and Leipsic, &c.

presided at the Piano.

Great praise is due to Miss Margaret Clementson, Hon. Sec. and

Mr. \Vm. Norton, Hon. Treasurer, for their admirable arrangements.

win (Pendleton), &c. The representatives from Rochdale, Oldham,

Hyde, Liverpool, Sheffield, lluddcrsfield, Blackburn, and other im-

portant centres in which .Mr. Ilarrop's business is cslablished, could

not attend owing to the distance, Neither could the travellers on the

road journey from such far aw.ay districts as South Wales, Newcastle-

on-Tyne, &c., for the purpose of attending.

After lea the audience joined in singing " Auld Lang Sync," and

Mr. Ilarrop delivered a short address, prefacing his remarks by wish-

ing his hearers a happy new year. It had been asked, he obser? cd,

why he had not stopped in Manchester with the manufactures which

were now carried on at Uury Street. Well, the rents, &c., in Mm-
Chester were very heavy indeed, for one thing ; and Mr. Joseph Leigh

liad, prior to the removal of the firm, been urging that other industries

besides cotton spinning and hatting should be introduced into the

town. He did not know that there was any cause for regret in coming

to Lancashire Hill. Their establishment had given to what was a

desolate spot a lively and industrious appearance. Although competi-

tion was greater now than ever, he would urge his employes to do

their duty, and they need not fear that the results of their labours

would stand comparison in the markets. He wished the salesmen, in

dealing with these articles, to call a spade a spad e, and not to over-

state the value of any of the goods. The growth of the firm's business

during the last six years was a proof that the goods were appreciated.

After a few other remarks Mr. Harrop concluded by again wishing

those present the compliments of the season. Songs, recitations,

sketches, readings, &c,, were given by Misses Corley, Woodall, and

Royle, and Messrs. Churchill, Whittingham, Egerton, Bedhall, Noonan,

Wooley, Ashton, Shore, Dudson, Williams, Greaves, Dunn, Shaw,
Fletcher, and Whiston. Dancing was commenced later in the evening

and at ten o'clock supper was partaken of. Mr. F. Collier presided

at the piano, and Messrs. Bradshaw and Bennett officiated as M.C.'s.

The proceedings terminated during the wee sma' hours of the follow-

ing day.

Embezzlement by a Singer Employe.

On Tuesday last, at the Dalston Police Court, John Price, aged 27,

respectably dressed, was charged with feloniously stealing and embezzling

moneys belonging to his employers, the Singer Manufacturing Company,
of Chiswell-street, City.

Ml. Cluer, prosecuted, and said the Prisoner, who had been a

collector in the employ of the company, was apprehended on a warrant

at his residence at Stoke Newington. By two agreements which the

Prisoner had signed respectively in June and November, 1889, the

Prisoner was to be in the exclusive employ of the Prosecutors, to act as

salesman and collect moneys, these latter to be handed in every morn-
ing and entered on cash sheets, which sums were subsequently copied
into the books. The sums which the Prisoner was charged with em-
bezzling did not appear on those sheets.

Mrs. Lama May Argent, of Church-lerraoe, Homerton, deposed to

paying the Prisoner, on the 1st of October last, a sum of £s 7s. 6d.,

which her husband owed the company. She received the receipt (pro-

duced), which Prisoner wrote in her presence.
Mrs. Ethel Woodard, of Way land-avenue, Dalston, produced a

receipt for £1 19s. she had paid the Prisoner on the 9th of December,
and said he signed the receipt in presence.

Miss Alice Hayman and Miss Kate Johnson, who had been cashiers

at the company's branch establishment at Stoke Newington, were
called to prove that they had not received the sums mentioned. There
were proper receipt books, with counterfoils ; and whilst the lesser sum
named appeared on the counterfoil but not on the pay-sheets or books,
the larger sum was receipted for on a memorandum from the company.

In consequence of a letter written to the company by the Piisoner
admitting defalcations up to ^8 Jgs., Mr. Raper, the manager, caused
the Prisoner to be apprehended ; and the latter now asked that the
matter might be treated as a debt. His £6 guarantee would pay a
goodly part of the money, and he would get the remainder this week.

Mr. Cluer said the company did not ask for a harsh sentence, but
with so many collectors in their employ, they were bound to take
action in the matter.

Prisioner pleaded for leniency, and Mr. Haden Corser in passing
sentence, said he would take into consideration the recommendation
of the Prosecutors, and the fact that the Prisoner disclosed a true state
of affairs. He (the Magistrate) had power to send the Prisoner to gaol
for six months, but he would only pass sentence of three months.

Warrant-officer Ford, who apprehended the Prisoner, told the magis-
trate that the Prisoner's family were in great destitution, and Mr.
Haden Corser directed that they be assisted out of the poor-box.

It has been no secret in the trade for some time past that Mr. John
Harrop intended to make his own perambulator wheels in future.

The local press writes as follows :

—

" A retrospective glance at the firm of Mr. John Harrop may not be
out of place. Six years ago Mr. Harrop commenced the manufacture
of bassinettes in Charter Street, Manchester, but his business increased

so quickly that enlarged premises had to be sought. Mr. Harrop
looked to Stockport. The Bury Street Mill, Lancashire Hill, was un-
occupied at the time, and was considered a very suitable block for the

carrying on of an industry which had hitherto been unknown in the

town—the making of bassinettes. Mr. Harrop acquired the property,

and the mill was soon fitted up with all the necessary machinery.
This was about three years ago, and since then various other branches
of industry have been introduced. One of these is the manufacture of

indiarubber. and another is the making of bassinette wheels. These
are two important matters, as may be inferred when it is stated that as

many as 10,000 bassinettes are, on the average, turned out of Mr.
Harrop's works. Ten thousand bassinettes means 40,000 wheels, so

that the manufacture of these on the premises must be a great saving.

Cabinet making, picture framing, &c., are other branches which have
been added to the trunk of industries which Mr. Harrop has introduced

into the town. Through that gentleman's enterprise Stockport is now
becoming known not only as the centre of a large and important
cotton and hatting trade, but also as the seat of a rapidly-growing

industry. Mr. Harrop's bassinettes go all over the world. Quite
recently, a consignment was sent to South Africa—not for the use of

the negroes, who are perhaps not sufficiently civilised yet to wheel
their offspring up and down in delicate perambulators, but for the

purpose of English inhabitants. '

'

New Electrical Invention.

Soiree of Mr. John Harrop's
Employes.

vN the evening of the 3rd January, the employes of Mr. John
_ Harrop, the well known bassinette maker, met at the Me-

chanics' Institute, Stockport, for their first annual tea party and
soiree in a room, whicti was tastefully decorated for the occasion ' by
Mr. E. Hindley. About two hundred persons were present, including
Mr. and Mrs. Harrop, Mr. Arthur Harrop, Masters John and Walter
Harrop, Mr. Alexander Gibson, who had been invited as a friend

;

and the following "heads" :—Mr. C. Campbell, manager of the mill;
Mr. Rothwell, manager of the cabinet department ; Mr. J. Shaw,
manager of the picture-framing department ; Mr. Holland, who con-
ducts the indiarubber manufacture ; William Walton, who supervises
the making of the wheels ; Mr. Seth Shore and Mr, Abraham Wood,
representing the wholesale warehouse ; about a dozen clerks ; and the
following representatives from the branch depots ;—Mr. Stafford
(Lower Hillgate), Mr. Austin (Piccadilly, Manchester), Mr. F. God-

Mn Saturday last we were invited to inspect at 31,
Soho Square, some novel and useful electrical inven-

tions, by Mr. Coad, the patentee. These comprise elec-

trical lamps for use in mines and raihvaj' trains, as well as

for domestic lighting.

Mr. Coad appears to have solved the difficulty how to

produce the electric current by a fluid battery at an
infinitesimally small cost, so that it can be used either

for lighting or mechanical purposes. The simplicity of

the invention is remarkable. All that is necessary is to

charge the battery with a solution (of secret composition)
and either light or power can be obtained from same for

twelve hours at a cost of about five farthings. The solu-

tion we might state only costs tenpence or a shilling a
gallon, and, this together with the peculiar shape and
construction of the lamps and batteries, is the essence of

the invention. Several of the electrical lamps are as

portable as oil lamps, involve no more trouble and are

quite as safe, or safer, in use.

Goad's fluid batteries were caused to drive various
mechanical appliances including one of the machines
made by the So-all Sewing Machine Compan}', of 3,

Oxford Street, W. On examining the sewing we found
it to be first-class. If Mr. Coad can run a sewing
machine at a cost of only a few farthings per day we can
promise him an immense field for his invention in this

department of trade.
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A Bit of Sewing Machine History.*

^'^a^ T the time tlie last of tlie old original patents on
sewing machines held by the famous '' Combina-

tion " was about to expire, it was known to the trade

that the "Combination" was making extraordinary

efforts to secure an extension of one of the old patents,

in order to continue its monopoly for a further term of

years. The law in reference to extensions of patents

had been changed so that it was necessary to obtain an

Act of Congress therefor, and the Committee on Patents

of the House of Representatives was the objective point

of the attacks made by the lobbyists of those seeking

extensions. An old habitue of Congress recently gave an

account of the manner in which the representative of the

"Combination" went about his work with, this com-

mittee, and its result :

" In twenty years of experience in the Congress of the

United States," said the gentleman, " I have never

known more than half a dozen instances in which I was

satisfied bribery had been used. That was during the

long and memorable contest for the reissue of many
important patents, which occurred many years ago.

The owners of all the sewing machine patents were on

hand to secure a renewal, as the seventeen years for

which the patents were to run had expired. My relations

were such that I was led to watch narrowly every move-
ment of the attorneys of the wealthy corporations which
owned the patents, as well as of the Committee on Patents,

which had charge of the bills for the renewal. Repre-

sentative, afterwards Senator, Conger, of Michigan, was

made Chairman of the Committee on Patents in the

House. He did not want the place, and asked Speaker

Blaine why it had been given him. Blaine answered

that it was because he knew how to say no.
'' No matter what may be chargeable to Blaine in

other matters, it must be said to his credit that he placed

every obstacle in the way of any unjustifiable renewal of

patents, and one of the greatest obstacles was the appoint-

ment of Conger to that chairmanship, for Conger was
known to be shrewd, conscientious, thoroughly honest,

and Blaine knew that if ever bribery might be expected

it was in this case.
'' There were several great patents at stake, chief among

which were those on sewing machines, on mowers
and reapers, and on the Tanner car brake. The last

named had fallen entirely into the hands of railroad

corporations, who paid the inventor a petty royalty.

The grand lobby, however, was in the interests of the

sewing machine men. Not only did they have the best

counsel they could procure, but they had emissaries of

all kinds on the ground, to buttonhole and dine and wine
and influence in every possible way Congressmen whose
attention they could secure. Of course the great fight

was before the committee. No matter how thorough
the work the lobbyists might do with the general body,

if the committee should make an unfavourable report,

the chances for success would be immeasurably lessened.

"The arguments in committee were almost intermin-

able. The committee was patient, the chairman always

suave and polite, but he cross-questioned in his homely
way so keenly as to put the attorneys constantly at a

disadvantage. It was plain that Conger was bent on
doing, so far as he could under the law, what he thought
was for the greatest good of the greatest number. Nearly
every claim for reissue was refused, except in the case of

poor inventors who had been forced to place their patents

at the mercy of capitalists, and who had received almost

no benefit from their inventions. In case of a reissue of

such patents, the}- reverted to the inventor, if he had not

disposed of his invention or the royalty upon it by a new
contract contingent on the renewal.

" Well, towards the close of the hearings of the com-
mittee things began to grow hot. It was evident the

agents of the corporations must make some tremendous
effort to gain their purpose or all was last. The sewing
machine men gathered themselves together for a grand
coup. Chairman Conger was called away for a day or

two on private business, and during his absence important
former actions of the committee were reconsidered and
reversed. When the chairman came back there was a

pretty row. Conger plainly hinted that the lobbyists

* The " Seivvig Machine Ad\ancc^' '>/ Chica/^j.

had got in their work, and declared that a portion of the
committee could not rescind any action of the committee
in the absence of the remainder of the committee. There
was a heated argument on that point. The members
who had been " convinced " did not readily yield their

position. Finally Conger electrified the committee by
the declaration that if the former decision of the com-
mittee were not restored, he would go upon the floor of

the House, announce his resignation, and give his reasons

in the most unmistakeable language. This had the desired

effect, and the committee took the back track.

"As a last and desperate resort the agents of the

sewing machine lobby determined to attempt to reach

the chairman himself. Accustomed to see the men fall

down before the golden calf, they fancied the great show
of virtue on the part of Conger was merely for the

purpose of striking for a high figure ; and so they laid

their heads together and decided to beard the moral lion

in his den.

"The leading attorney of the sewing machine com-
bination himself agreed to undertake the difficult captuie

of the chairman. He set about to cultivate the genial

gentleman from Michigan. He was a brilliant man, a

splendid raconteur, a perfect gentleman in his manners,

a fascinating companion in every way. His approaches

were not repulsed. Conger has a wonderful keen sense

of wit, and no man appreciates brilliancy and eloquence

more than he. He allowed, but did not seek the com-
pany of the attractive attorney. Finally the time came
to strike the blow. One evening the attorney called on

the chairman at the latter's rooms. He found him alone,

and employed his most charming powers of conversation

to put the victim in a proper frame of mind to be ruined.
" He went over all of the most specious arguments that

had been advanced in support of the reissue of the patents,

and ended by confessing that a refusal to reissue would

result in the almost bankruptcy of the great companies

interested, and that they would be willing to spend

almost any amount at the moment to accomplish their

ends.
"

' Do you mean to say that the companies would be

willing to pay a large amount in cash to have the patents

reissued ?' said Conger, timidly, and yet with a show of

expectation.
" ' That is exactly what I mean,' said the attorney.
" ' To whom would the money be paid }

' asked Conger,

with the innocence of a child.

"Well, to any one you may name—say—say—the

members of the committee, or—or—well, yourself, for

instance,' said the attorney, showing the first sign of

embarrassment.
" ' Do you mean to say that you would pay me a large

sum if I secure the reissue of the patents ? ' said Conger,

with such a countenance of perfect acquiescence that the

attorney was completely deceived and came boldly to the

point.
" ' That is exactly what I mean,' he replied.

" 'About how much?' said the chairman, in athorougii-

ly businesslike tone. ' A few hundreds ?

'

" ' A few hundreds ! Thousands ! Thousands upon
thousands ! Tens of thousands upon tens of thousands !

You may write the figures yourself.'

" ' What ! Tens of thousands ?' said Conger, sweetly
' I may write the figures myself.''

'' ' You may.''
" Quick as lightning the entire demeanour of Chairman

Conger was transformed. Before the attorney could say

a word. Conger was on his feet towering over him, his

eyes blazing with fury.

" ' At last I have made you unmask yourself, you
infernal scoundrel,' he thundered. ' I have suspected

from the beginning that you were here to bribe and

corrupt as well as to argue, and now you I'avc exposed

the full extent of your damnable villany. Do you see

that door ? Get out of it at once, and never enter it

again. Not a word—not one word more or I will call

the servants and have you kicked into the street. Get

out of this house and out of this city. If you are here

to-morrow I will expose you and have you put under

arrest. Get out, you scoundrel.'

"And you may be sure the attorney got out. He
went to his hotel, packed his bag, look the first train

home, and from that night has never been seen in the

City of Washington.
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"A reissue of all the patents mentioned was refused.

The Tanner brake would have been granted but for the

fact that the inventor !iad made a new contract with the

holders of the ]iatent whereby he would receive merely a

petty royalty, and so that was refused. The brake, the

reapers and mowers, the sewing-machines, except in the

matter of improvements, the patents on which had not

expired, became universal property and fell to about one-

third their former price.

" I had," added the gentleman, "the story of Conger's

adventure with the attorney from one of a few intimate

friends to whom the ex-Senator related it years ago.''

The Wheeler &. Wilson Company's
New Machines.

5EJTK7KHILST some makers of sewing machines are con-

>^j8|^ tent to go on year after year supplying precisely

the same article, and never giving a thought to improve-

ments, it is remarkable to observe the unbroken activity

of the Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing Company.
Here we have an instance of one of the earliest makers,

with a record of triumphs almost without a parallel in

the trade, ever on the alert to discover new principles to

apply to plain and fancy stitching. Most firms possessing

machines of such merit as this old-established company,
would be tempted to rest upon the past, but not so the

Wheeler and Wilson Company, who, figuratively speak-

ing, appear to be always sighing for fresh worlds to

conquer.

Without the fear of contradiction, we can emphatically

state that no makers of sewing machines have introduced

so many real improvements in sewing mechanism, as the

worthy company under notice.

We do not propose in the present article to review all

the novelties introduced by the company for the past few
years, as we have referred to most of them on former
occasions. What we intend to do is to refer to several

inventions which have been brought to perfection by the

Wheeler & Wilson Company only the past few months,
and are just being introduced to the trade.

It is well known that the Wheeler & Wilson No. i , or

curved needle machine, was their first production, and
their enviable reputation was mostly derived from its

success. A few years since they brought out other

machines, also on the hook principle, but of different

shape, and tried to supersede their curved needle machines
by others of more recent invention ; but they found that

the public and manufacturers insisted upon the old and
well-tried No. i, and all their efforts to supplant it have
failed. They then set themselves to work to see if any
improvements were possible in their old favourite, and
the records of the British Patent Office bear testimony to

no small measure of success.

These improvements include a new cast-ofT and needle

guard for the rotating hook, which will enable manufac-
turers to obtain a speed of about 2,000 stitches per minute,
being an increase of about one-third. This will be good
news to the underclothing, umbrella, shirt, and collar

trades, which through out America, and very largely in this

country, use curved needle machines exclusively.

A British patent has also been taken out for an im-
provement to this company's No. 12 machine, which
machine has met with remarkable success in the boot and
shoe trade. The improvement consists in the use of one
of the most ingenious devices we have ever examined.
By its aid the presser foot is caused to vibrate, no matter
Avhat be the thickness of the material or whether or not
there be seams. By very simple mechanism the vibrator

can be thrown out of gear when not required. It is

silent in use, owing to it being actuated by a cam in the

driving wheel.

Another improvement to the No. 12 is to fit it with
a seam trimming attachment, by which the material is

trimmed at the same time the seam is made, the cutters

being adjustable to suit various widths.

Last year the Wheeler & Wilson Co. introduced a twin
needle machine, which produced two rows of sewing
simultaneously. This machine, called the No. 12 B, has
been overhauled, and a decided improvement introduced.
Formerly there was a difference in the quality of the
two rows of stitches, but this is not so with the new
machine, the stitches being alike pearly in each row.

The new machine can be used for two distinct purpose
viz., for back strapping and for vamping. In the latter

case, special guides are used. The needles of this twin

needle machine are so arranged that they can be shifted

to allow of four distinct variations in the width of the

rows of sewing.
We have formerly referred to the Wheeler & Wilson

zig-zag machine. It is now made in four styles, to pro-

duce one stitch, two stitches, and three stitches in the

traverse, and fourthly, the company have a twin needle

zig-zag machine which makes one stitch in the traverse,

and the parallel rows of sewing can be produced with

different coloured threads and made to look very orna-

mental.

These zig-zag machines turn out a great variety of

fancy work, which must be seen to be fully appreciated.

It is not generally known that the shirt and collar

button-holes in use in America have differed from those

made here, our manufacturers preferring those barred at

each end. It was this difference in taste which at first

stood in the way of the Wheeler & Wilson Co.^s button-

hole machine being a success in this country. The com-

pany, however, have completely won over the shirt and

collar makers to their way of thinking that the American

button-hole is the strongest. Having removed this

prejudice, they were able to get a few machines into the

shirt factories, and now have a large number in use

throughout the United Kingdom, giving the best possible

satisfaction. The speed of thesemachines is extraordinary,

viz., from 3,500 to 4,000 button-holes per day, varying

according to the skill of the operator. This machine is

absolutely automatic in action, the cutter doing its work
entirely independent of the operator. The makers are

now introducing a special stand to enable the machine

to be worked by foot power.

Not content with the foregoing catalogue of improve-

ments, the Wheeler & Wilson Co. have two or three

more novelties almost ready for the market, and to

which, we hope to refer in the course of a month or two.

Soiree of Bradbury's Bradford
Employes.

rpplHE employes at Messrs. Bradbury & Co.'s Bradford

'U^ depot had a social gathering on New Year's Eve,

at Hartley's Dining Rooms, Ivegate, Bradford. After an

excellent knife and fork tea, which was done justice to by
all present, the room was cleared, and Mr. Fisher, the

Bradford manager, was unanimously elected chairman.

In a few introductory remarks Mr. Fisher referred in

terms of praise'to the Bradbury Rotary Shuttle Machine,

and its superiority to any other makers' machines. He
advised all present to push on, and make 1S90 more
prosperous than the past ;

at the same time they could

rest contented that they were pushing the best machine,

in the market.
Songs, recitations, dancing and games were thoroughly

indulged in by all present until the small hours of the

morning.
Mr. Jowett and Mr. Story, the managers at Wake-

field and Halifax respectively, were among those present.

A vote of thanks to the host and hostess was duly

responded to by Mr. Hartley, after which the company
dispersed.

New Companies.

THE JERRAM SEWING MACHINE SYNDICATE
LIMITED.

Registered by T. T. Hull, 22, Chancery-lane, W.C,
with a capital of ;^"4,ooo in £1 shares. Object, to

acquire certain letters patent granted October 24, 1887,

to F. O. Jerram, for improvements in sewing machines.

Registered without articles of association. (The " Jerram "

is a firm-needle sewing machine.— Editor, S.M.G.)

HENRY MILWARD AND SONS, LIMITED.
This company was registered on the i8th ult. with a

capital of Jf8o,ooo, in ;^io shares, to take over the

business of Henry Milward and Sons, of Redditch,

Washford,and elsewhere, and to trade as needle, fishhook,

and fishing tackle manufacturers, wire drawers, metal

spinners, &c.
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The Stanley Show.

^^ S we go to press, this great cycle market is being
'i^^ held at the Crystal Palace. The exhibitors are

more numerous than on any previous year, and there

appears to be no falling off in the attendance.

In our next issue we shall describe in more detail the

articles on show ; we might state, however, that the
" Safety " pattern still holds the field, there being but very

few of the " Ordinary " type on show. The " Kangaroo "

pattern is quite extinct.

One of the most striking novelties is a pneumatic tyre,

its object being to reduce vibration to a minimum.
Many inventors have been engaged at this task for some
time past ; as far as we can see, at present, the goal is as

far off as ever.

Several well-known sewing machine dealers have ex-

hibits, including Messrs. Rheinhold of Woolwich, Mr.
H. S. Roberts of Stony Stratford, and Mr. W. H. Halli-

well of Brighton and Burgess Hill.

The Howe Machine Co., represented by Mr. Robert
Grey and Mr. J. Gibbon, show a fine assortment of

bicycles and tricycles. Speaking from actual experience,

we can vouch for thequality of their machines.

The Howe Co.'s agents for London, Messrs. Buckingham
and Adams, Lim., also made a fine display of machines of

their own construction.

Among the exhibitors of whom we made special note,

is Mr. C. Lohmann of Jewin Street, E.C., with cycle

bells, and Mr. W. J. Cocks of Brentford, with some
strongly made bicycles, which we shall notice next month
in more detail, together with a new attachment for

sewing machines he has for sale.

Messrs, .S. Bettmann & Co., who are well known to our
readers as supplying Biesolt & Lockers' sewing machines,
had their famed "Triumph" bicycles and tricyles well

to the fore.

We were surprised to see at this show the most hand-
some collection of wicker cars ever exhibited in our
experience. They were designed by Mr. Jeffery of
Messrs. Minnis and Jeffery, the well-known Eastbourne
sewing machine dealers.

As previously stated, we withhold a full report of the
exhibition until our March issue, when we shall publish
our usual Perambulator Supplement, and in addition
present to our readers a Cycle Supplement.

Jottings.

,
HENRY KINLOCH has been promoted from

"iv-K^i the charge of the Bradbury Company's Hamilton
branch (which is worked under that company's Glas-
gow depot) to the management of the Bradbury Carlisle

depot, in succession to Mr. J. R. Wyllie, who has left the
company.

Mr. George Yardley, at one time partner in the firm

of Yardley & Co., perambulator makers, Cradley Heath,
Birmingham (which business was purchased by the
Halesowen Perambulator Co.), has established himself
at Reddal Hill, Old Hill, New Dudley, as a buying and
commission agent and general factor. We wish him
every success.

Messrs. F. Allpass & Co., the well-known dealers in

domestic machinerj', have removed from Northcote
Buildings, Sydenham Road North, Croydon, to 17,
Thaives Inn, Kolborn Circus, E.G.

Mr. T. Healey, Avho for a considerable period has
carried on a sewing-?nachine business in Farnworth, has
taken up the manufacture of hosiery at a mill in Bank
Street, Farnworth.

Mr. Williamson, of Liverpool, whose failure as a whole-
sale sewing machine dealer we chronicled a few months
ago, has gone to America to reside.

Mr. James Warwick, of " Warwick " machine fame,

has left the employ of the Rothwell Knitting Machine
Company.

» •
*

Mr. James Parker, the well-kr.own Clitheroe sewing-

machine dealer, has just returned from a visit to

Australia.
* •

•

Mr. S. Lockwood, who for many years has been a

sewing machine dealer at 674, Rochdale Road, Man-
chester, has gone almost entirely into the furniture

trade.
* *

Mr. George Perkins, who for many years has carried

on a sewing machine business in Piccadilly, Manchester,

will shortly remove to more commodious premises in

London Road, a short distance only from his old address.

Mr. Edward Hyde, well known as a Liverpool sewing-

machine dealer, has sold his business to his brother, and
is now a partner in Horace C. Lewis and Co., Limited,

the Liverpool photographic sundries house.

Mr. T. Morgan, who we recently reported had left the

service of Jones's Sewing Machine Co. as manager of their

Manchester depot, has entered the employ of the Roth-
well Hosiery Company as traveller.

* '<

Mr. F. J. Coate is no longer managing the Camden Town
depot of Jones's Sewing Machine Company, being suc-

ceeded by Mr. T. Taylor, who has had previous ex-

perience of this district.
'•' *

Mr. H. Giltrap, late collector at Jones's City Road
depot, has been promoted to the management of that

Company's Hammersmith branch in succession to Mr. T
Taylor.

^:: *

We hear that Messrs. I. L. Berri dge and Co. have
been able to" arrange with the Wheeler and Wilson
Manufacturing Company to act as agents for the Reece
Button-hole machine for Scotland and Manchester. The
agency will be conducted from the W. and W. Co.'s

branches at Glasgow and Manchester.

Mr. T. E. Parkin, the well-known sewing-machine dealer

of Doncaster, has been unfortunate in the selection of a

domestic servant, who for some time past carried on a

system of petty theft. She was fortunate, however, in

possessing an employer of an extremely forgiving nature,

whe begged the magistrates at the police-court to be

lenient with her. Mr. Parkin said it was a very painful

position for her to be placed in. The girl was young,

and it was the first time she had been before their

worships. She had been in prison since Thursday, and

perhaps that would be sufficient warning and sufficient

punishment for her to cause her to do better in future.

In addition her mother suffered from bronchitis, and

needed help. If the magistrates could deal summarily

with the case he would be pleased, as he did not wish to

press the charge. There was some applause in court,

which was instantly suppressed. The girl's father said

he hoped this would be a warning to her. The Mayor
said the magistrates had given full consideration to the

kind request of the prosecutor to deal as leniently as

possible with the case, and as the girl had been in prison

several days, they had come to the decision to bind her

and her father over for six months to come up for judg-

ment when called upon.
•;-. *

Mr. S. W. Johnson, formerly manager at Messrs.

Bradbury and Co.'s Rochdale depot, but latterly manager

at Mr. John Harrop's Oldham depot, has commenced
business on his own account, as Cycle and Bassinette Tyre

Cement Manufacturer, at 43, Windsor Road, Oldham,

with Works in Bow Street. Having tested this cement

ourselves we can vouch for its strength and reliability

and must say that it certainly deserves to be taken up by

the cycle and bassinette trades, being at once cheap and

effective.
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The Midland Peraiiilnihaor Company have removed
from Hampton Street to Melbourne Works, Edmund
Street, Birminf(hani.

Messrs. S. Bettmann and Co., of 4, Golden Lane, K.C.,

ha\-u opened a branch depot at 287, Upper Street,

Islington, N., for the retail of sewing-machines and
cycles.

*

Mr. Bayne, the well-known sewing-machine dealer of

Aberdeen, has our deep sympathy. On Tuesday last his

son, in it is supposed a temporary fit of insanity, committed
suicide.

Mr. H. Summerscales has retired from his partnership
with Messrs. Stansfield, Holland and Co., the Wringing
Machine Makers, of Warrington.

Several failures and assignments have occurred in the

trade the past few weeks. Mr. C. Lusty, of Bristol, has

been offering a composition to his creditors
; so, too, has

Mr. T. Moore, of Bournemouth, the well-known Sewing
Machine and Cycle dealer. Much sympathy is felt for

the latter gentleman who had invested a considerable

amount in his business.

Mr. T. Williamson, an old-established domestic
machinery dealer, of Hereford, has been adjudicated a

bankrupt
;
so, too, has F. Wood, trading as Wood & Com-

pany, Machine and Cycle Dealers, Surbiton and Battersea.

The public examination of the latter will take place on
March 7.

* *

Yet another failure in the trade must be recorded, that

of Mr, J. Priestley, the Halifax sewing machine dealer.

^ ^'

The Wheeler and Wilson Manufacturing Company
have no cause to regret the recent great conflagration in

Lynn, Mass. They have received orders for upwards of

5,000 sewing machines from the manufacturers of boots
and shoes in the American Leicester.

In the Atlantic steamer " Erin," which it is feared has
been lost at sea, the Wilson and Wheeler Company had
400 packages of sewing machines en route for London.

Mr. Isidor Nash, of Whitechapel Row, E., who is one
of the oldest engineers in the trade, has just completed
several new sewing machines, including a machine for

overseaming and button-holing of ingenious construction.

In our next issue we shall describe these new inventions.

Mr. Geo. Blakey, who was for many years on the road
in connection with the sewing machine trade, and who
may be justly described as one of the pioneers, now re-

sides at Finch Road, Handsworth, Birmingham, and
represents Mr. William Bown, of cycle fitting fame.

Mr. J. J. Gilmour, late collector for the Bradbury Com-
pany at Glasgow, has been promoted to that company's
Hamilton branch in success ion to Mr. Kinloch.

The Bradbury Company have closed their Blackburn
office, Mr. J. Winder, the manager, being transferred to

this company's Warrington depot.

On the 14th January Lady Whitehead, the ex-

Mayoress, drove up in the ex-Mayor's well - known
carriage and pair to the Singer Manufacturing Com-
pany's central offices for the London district at 17,

Chiswell Street, Finsbury, E.C., and ordered a Singer
vibrating shuttle machine, such as we described a few

months since, and which is said to be growing fast in

popular favour.
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llie Singer Company's business in Naiitwich among
the shoe and clothing factories was particularly good
during the past year. It is said that they have now in
hand three contracts in that district for oscillators
together with the necessary engines and shafting.

• *
*

Mr. N. Boatman, late manager for the Singer Com-
pany at Enfield, has opened a domestic machinery and
musical instrument depot at 51, Pcrcival Road, Enfield.
We wish him every success in that growing district.

• »
•

Mr. F. J. Howes, of Market Street, Chipping Norton,
sends us one of his trade circulars, which, as regards the
variety of his goods, is unusually catholic in character.
Starting with sewing machines, the list comprises all

kinds of time-pieces, cycles, children's carriages, &c., &c.

•
With great pleasure we added to our regular subscrip-

tion list of the past month the name of Mr. J. N. Masters,
of Hope House, Rye, Sussex. The fame of this gentleman
has spread to the uttermost parts of the world, not so
much because he does a large trade in domestic machinery
and jewellery, but because of his designs of Primrose
badges, and, latterly, his Queen's Jubilee brooch. Mr.
Masters is quite a genius in designing badges and new
jewellery generally. He is also a brother of the pen, as

he edits a monthly paper called Hope.
* *

»

" The only cycle depots in Ayrshire" are owned by one
of our latest subscribers, Mr. Hugh McQuiston, jun.,

whose addresses are Main Street, Maybole, and Carrick
Street, Ayr. In addition to dealing in all kinds of

domestic machinery and cycles, Mr. McQuiston is a
general ironmonger.

Mr. E. W. Redwood, of Bristol, in congratulating us on
the usefulness of the Gazette, says that trade in Bristol is

very good.
* *

Mr. T. Lee, of Kerridge, near Macclesfield, who opened
a domestic machinery store about a year ago, has gore
out of the trade.

* *
*

Messrs. S. C. Graves & Co., of Bath, write :
" Business

here is fairly good
;

our December sales were the

largest of any month last year."

Handbook to the Sewing Machine.

MR. H. W. LIND, the editor of Lind's Nahmaschtnen
Tccknicker has sent us a copy of his new work

on the Sewing Machine, which is published at the Poly-

technische Buckhandlung, Mohren Strasse, Berlin, at

one mark, (one shilling.)

The author set himself the task to trace the mechanical
development of ^the sewing machine from its infancy,

down to the present date. He is well-known in Ger-
many as a practical engineer, and has written very ex-

tensively on the construction of sewing machines, which
he thoroughly understands. His latest effort, as shown in

the work before us, will certainly add materially to his

reputation.

We much regret, that, at present this hand book only

exists in the German language, therefore only those of

our readers who understand that tongue can read the

same. We \vould suggest to Mr. Lind, who is an English
scholar, the desirability of translating his work into

English. Surely in England, her Colonies and America,

there are sufficient persons who take an interest in the
construction of Machines to prevent such an enterprise

ending in a financial loss.

OUR PERAMBULATOR SUPPLEMENT
The third annual issue of our " Buyers

Guide to the new season's designs in

Children's Carriages," will be published on
March 1st.
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MURDOCH & CO.'SABBEY ORGAN.
MANUFACTURED BY THE

FARRAND & YOTEY ORGAN CO., DETROIT U.S.A.

Read what Dr. BRIDGE,

the famous Organist of West-

minster Abbey, and Dr.

GILBERT, Organist of Trinity

Church, New York, say about

these Superb Instruments :—

Dr. BRIDGE—"I have pleasure

in expressing my great satisfaction

with the Organs I have seen at the

London Warehouse of Messrs. Faeraxd

k VoTEY. They appear to me to

possess, in a marked degree, beauty of

tone, and to be, in every way, valuable

and highly finished instruments."

Dr. GILBERT — "Although

one of the more recent to enter the

field, the Faerand & Votey Organ, by

a single leap, has taken a leading place

among the manufactured reed instru-

ments of the United States. In voicing,

mechanical finish, and pleasing design,

the F. k V. is everything that could

be desired.''

s^^^

THE ABBEY MODEL, Height 67 in.

Best solid black walnut case with Three-Plt Panels, hard oil finislied, hand rubbed. Furui.shod with lamj) stands, musio

cabinet and sliding fall. Panf.llbd Back easily detached for examination or repairs. Handsome and Dubabli:.

The Actioa is well constructed throughout. Ic works easily, woars well, and is easily repaired. Tha bellows are of

large size, and are fitted with powerful feeders.

The Tone is of the best organ ijuality, and the Touch light and responsive.

STYLE 60a.—One set Treble and Bass Organ Reed, 3 ft. Pitch, Divided Octave Couplers, Vox Humana Fan, Knee
Swell, Orand Organ Lever, etc.

Seven Stops.—Melodia, Dolce, Vox Humanti, D\ilciana, Diapason, Bass Coupler, Treble Coupler.

PRICE SIXTEEN GUINEAS.
STYLE 60b.—One Set Treble and Bass Organ Keod, 8 (t. pitch, One Set Treble and Bass Reeds, 4 ft. pitch, Ba«3

and Treble Octavo Couplei-s, Vox Humana Fan, Stop Fortes, Knee Swell, Grand Organ Lever, etc., etc.

Eleven Stops.—Treble ; Diapason, Dulcianu, Flute, Vox Humana, Treble Octave Coupler, Forte H. Bass : Mclodifl,

Dolce, Viola, Ba'-s Octave Coupler, and Forte T.

PRICE TWENTY GUINEAS.

SOLE IMPORTERS:
JOHN G. MURDOCH & CO. Limited.

91 & 93, FARRTNGDON RD., LONDON, E.G.
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PRAMS! PRAMS ! PRAMS!
J. F. ALLEN & Go's

ARE UNRIVALLED EOR

STYLE, FINISH AND DURABILITY.
Nos. 2, 3, •!• & 5 ill tlicir catalogue could not be lieaten for excellence at the figure, and cuetomers ordering a sample earriage

would be well repaid. Write for List.

WORKS & HEAD OFFICE: CHI8WICK BROADWAY, W.

Chief Depot: 31, CHURCH STREET, HIGH STREET, KENSINGTON, W>

PROMPT ATThNTION GIVEN TO REPAIRS. Hoods Re-Coverecl and returned same day. An Entire Renovation

in 3 days, Invalid Carriages, Go-Carts and Trollies,

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO BUYERS.
LLOYD (§ CO.'S List of New Designs in Baby Carriages and Maii Carts

is now pubiisiied and it contains a spiendid variety.

The Best House in the trade for Fittings, Wheels, Tyres, Hoods
Canopies, Rugs, &c.

BORO', LONDON, S.E.

P.S.-TRADE CARD FOR LIST & TERMS.

BELL AMERICAN ORGANS,
AS SUPPLIED

TO ROYALTY AND THE ELITE OF EUROPE.
Every Instrument fitted witfi our Patent Mouse-Proof Pedal

AND GUARANTEED FOR SIX YEARS.
CATALOGUES SENT FREE ON APPLICATION, AND INSPECTION INVITED.

"W- BELL 65 OO-^
58, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.C.

Telephone No. 4667. Telegrams, " Grovod, London."

GROYER & WOOD,
AMERICAN ORGAN AND HARMONIDM MANUFACTURERS,

LONDON, S.E.
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HARROP'S
L CARTS,

MADE SPECIALLY FOR THE "HIRE TRADE,"
"THE STEWARD," No, 170. •THE PRINCESS ALICE. ' No. 164.

Chief Office and Wholesale Warehouse—
(LARGE SMO^WROOMS),

55, TIB STREET, MANCHESTER.
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LEON L'HOLLIER,
The Renowned Perambulator Maker,

4t 5»; 6^ %% & ^3 BAXH FASSAQ®.
BIRMINGHAM,

Has now tlie most important Perambulator Works in the Kingdom.

L'HOLLIER'S PATENT.

L'HOLLIER'S PATENT.

L'HOLLIER'S PATENT.

L'HOLLIER'S PATENT.

Write for his Illustrated List containing 180 different

distinct Designs.

ALSO LIST OF INVALID CARRIAGES, MAIL CARTS, TOY GOODS, ENGLISH and

FOREIGN BASKETS, and WICKER, CANE and RUSH FUFNITORF.
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GENUINE AMERICAN
LAMB KNITTING MACHINE.

The mo3t reliable and most easy running Stocking and
Q love Knitter in the Market.

SWISS KNITTER.
EUROPEAN KNITTER.
CHEMNITZ KNITTER.

For all binds of Garmenta, with special

automatic attachments.

44.

BIERNATZKI
MANSFIELD ROAD,

& CO.,
NOTTINGHAM.

NEW
HARRISON
KNITS

Blockings
pibbeU or
plaiu.

KNITS
Olovos.every
dcBcriptloa
o( CLoiniJio
111 WOOL.
SILK, or
COTTON in
10 fancy
pattern! n\\

ID po n one
KUAchiue.

Great CHALLENGE
CONTEST at Liverpool, ]8S6.Hli;h.'

'

Distinctlou GOLD and Sllv

MedAla won by tho " New HarriiOE)

AlBO won tho Highe-t and OnlyAwarJ
»t Edinburgh. l«St5. List Id. per

post WM. HARItraON, Patpnt«e.

52a, Portland St.. MANCaESTER;
Bnuich—67, Oxford bL, Lomdos.

KNITTER
AtVEH DiFEAItO.

27 .A.VT'.A.Bias.

n
stamped

Wai-ranty

Principles and Practice of the Law
of Hire and Conditional Sale.*

By H. E. Tudor, Esq., Solicitor,

Author oj " A Dejence of the Hire System."

{Contvmed from our January Nmnber.)

CHAPTER XXXII.

Is THE Hire System Legal ? Does an Advaxce of
Money Necessarily Constitute a Bill of Sale?

^3HE case to which we are about to advert is the
(/2» rnost important decision in favour of hire agree-
ments being legal, and of their not being considered
bills of sale, and further in recognising the legality of
seizure clauses. It is a decision in the House of Lords
affirming an order of the Court of Appeal to the effect
that the documents in the case did not amount to a bill
of sale. We will give a short summary of the facts.
The Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railwav
Company Apellants, and the North Central ^\'agon
Company Respondents, 13 Appeal Cases House of Lords,
p. 554. The facts will be found set out in detail in

35 Ch. D. p. 191 and 32 Ch.|D. p. 497.
The Blacker Company had hired 100 wagons from the

Sheffield Company on the hire system. Subsequently
the hirers, z>., the Blacker Company, being in \vant of
money, requested the North Central Wagon Company
to buy the said wagons for /"r.ooo. But as the Blacker
Company were only hirers, and there remained a sum of

/2 57 unpaid, to whith the owners, the Sheffield Com-
pany, were entitled, it was agreed that the North
Central Wagon Company should pay the sum of £2-.]
to the owners to complete the hire payments on behalf
of the hirers, and should pay ^743 to the Blacker
Company for the purchase of the said wagons. On
receipt of the ^743 the Blacker Company gave to the
North Central Wagon Company (i) an invoice for the
wagons, and (2) a receipt for the ^743 and a receipt for

^25 7 from the Sheffield Company, who were the owners
of the wagons.
At the same time the North Central Wagon Com-

pany let the wagons on a written hiring and conditional
sale agreement to the Blacker Company. The effect of
the agreement was to repay the /i.ooo with 9 per cent,
in three years, to the North Central Wagon Company,
and on punctual payment of this sum by instalments the
wagons were to become the absolute property of Blacker

' All Rights Rtserved,

and Company; But Blacker and Company made default

in payment of the rent, and the North Central Wagon
Company took steps to seize the 100 wagons, in con-
formity with their leave and license clauses, and did in

fact repossess themselves of ninety-one wagons. But their

claim was resisted by the Manchester, Sheffield, and
Lincolnshire Railway Company, into whose hands the
remaining nine wagons had come, on the ground that the
documents amounted to bills of sale within the definition

of Bills of Sale Acts, 1878 and 1882, and were void
because they were not registered as bills of sale.

The North Central Wagon Company accordingly
instituted an action against the Manchester, Sheffield,

and Lincolnshire Railway Company for the return of the
said wagons. The action was tried before Vice-Chancellor
Bacon, who gave judgment in favour of the defendants,
on the ground that the agreement, receipt, and invoice
constituted a bill of sale, and were therefore void on three
grounds, (i) because they were not registered as bills of
sale, (2) because the documents were not in the form of
a bill of sale provided by the Act of 1S82, (3) that the
defendant Company had a lien on the wagons, re, a

right to detain them in respect of tolls. We need not
discuss the third point, because it does not relate to the
hire system. Then the plaintiffs, the North Central
Wagon Company, appealed against the decision of the
Vice-Chancellor, and the Court of Appeal reversed that
decision, holding that the documents did not constitute

a bill of sale. The defendants, the Manchester, Sheffield,

and Lincolnshire Railway Company, thereupon appealed
to the House of Lords, who upheld the decision of the
Court of Appeal, being unanimously of the opinion that

the documents did not amount to a bill of sale, and
therefore neither registration of the documents nor
compliance with the form given under the Bills of Sale
Act, 1882, were necessary. Amongst other allegations it

was urged that the documents amounted to a " bill of
sale given by way of security for payment of money,"
see Section 9 of the Bills of Sale Act, 1882.

Lord Herschell, in giving judgment, referring to this

point, said :
" Before considering the nature of these

documents I have to observe that the transaction between
the parties was not, in my opinion, really a loan upon
security of the wagons. It differed materially in its

incidents from such a transaction. If [c.g.^ the Blacker
Company had made default after payment of some of the
quarterly sums prescribed by the agreement of lease, and
the respondents (i.e. plaintiffs) had taken possession of the
wagons, and sold them for a sum which, with these pay-
ments, e.xceeded ^1,000 and interest, the Blacker Com-
pany would have had no claim to an account and payment
of the surplus." What this legal phraseology means is

this :—In equity, a lender of money|is only entitled to his

principal money, and interest and costs. If, after selling

the security, there happens to be surplus money, after

re-payment of principal, interest, and costs, he must refund

to the borrower all such surplus monies, i.e., in technical

language, the borrower can " claim an account and pay-
ment of the surplus.'' But the Lord Chancellor points

out that the Blacker Company would have no such claim

to an account in this case because the wagons were not

their property, and, as they were not their property, there

could not be a " security " given on them. In other

words, supposing the North Central Wagon Company
had enforced their leave and license clause, and had sold

their wagons for iz^ooo, the Blacker Company, the hirers,

would have had no right to one penny of that money,
because they were not the owners of the wagons, and, on
having made default, had ceased to ha\'e any interest or

property in those wagons. Whereas, had the wagons
been theirs, and had they simply fiicdgcd the wagons for

;^"i,ooo to tlie North Central Wagon Company, then, and

in that case, on seizure and sale by the latter company

A DEFENCE of the HIRE SYSTEM, based
on Legal and Commercial Considerations,"

by II. K. Tudor, Solicitor. Oni; Shili.lm;. The auiiior

fully discusses and criticises— i Registration. 2 Plate or

Stamp on hired goods. 3 Should hired goods become the

absolute property of the hirer on payment of half the

money. 4 Should the hire system be declared illegal.

" Sewing Machine Gazette " Office, 28, Paternoster
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for 7/2,000, lur instance, llic Jilackcr Coni[)aiiy would
ha\'c been ciUitlcd to a return of the surplus ^1,000 less

interest and costs. Therefore, says the Lord Chancellor,

in effect, a hire agreement differs "materially in its inci-

dents from such a transaction"

—

i.e., loan and security.

This opinion of the I>ord Chancellor bears out exactly

what we have ventured to affirm, both in these articles

(see, for instance, ch. 26), and in our " Defence of the
Hire System," pp. 15 and 16—viz., "That the very
elements or essentials of a bill of sale are absolutely

wanting in a hire contract.'' His Lordship states the
different objects of the Bills of Sale Act, 187S, and that of

1S82, so clearly as to deserve great attention : "It must
be borne in mind that the object of the earlier Bills of

Sale Acts was entirely different from that of 1882. The
former enactments were designed for the protection of

creditors, and to prevent their rights being affected by
recent assurances of chattels which were permitted to

remain in the ostensible possession of a person who had
parted with his property in them. The bills of sale were
therefore made void only as against creditors or their re-

presentatives. As between the parties to them they were
perfectly valid.

The purpose of the Act of 1882 was essentially distinct.

It was to prevent needy persons being entrapped into

signing complicated documents which they might often

be unable to comprehend, and so being subjected by
their creditor to the enforcement of harsh and un-
reasonable provisions. A form was accordingly provided
to which bills of sale were to conform, and the result of

non-compliance with the statute was to render the bill

of sale void, even as between the parties to it. But, this

being the object, the enactment is, as we have seen,

limited to bills of sale given "' by way of security for the

payment of money by the grantor thereof." From the

above remarks it will be seen that the Act of 1878 pro-

tects creditors, and the omitting to register a document
or documents which falls or fall under the meaning of

a bill of sale, will render them void as against creditors

but perfectly good as between the seller and purchaser.

But the Act of 1882, having for its object the protection

of the borrower, makes bills of sale given by way of

security for money void even as between the borrower and
lender, unless the form of a bill of sale given in the Act
of 1882 be adopted by the parties. In other words the

Act of 1882 makes the borrower put on a life-belt for his

own protection whether he likes it or not.

With regard to the inventory and receipt for ^^7 43 the

Lord Chancellor says: "Again, the inventory was certainly

not an inventory of goods with receipt thereto attached.

There remains the receipt. I think it would be an abuse

of language to say that this was given by way of security

for the payment of money by the grantors thereof. In
my opinion it was, and was intended to be, an acknow-
ledgment that the Blacker Company had received ;^743
and nothing more than that." Lord Fitzgerald, in con-

curring with the Lord Chancellor's judgment, lays great

stress on the fact that the North Central Wagon Company
had become the absolute owners of the wagons by
payment of the £2^-], and as absolute owners let the

wagons to the Blacker Company. This is the chief

feature in the ca^e and shows that the North Central
Wagon Company, on completion of the purchase and on
the subsequent letting on hire of the wagons to the
Blacker Company, stood in the relation of hire dealers to

hirers, precisely in the same way as any piano-dealer

who lets out a piano on the hire system stands in relation

to the piano hirer. If the former is a bill of sale, so is

the latter. We will give his words: "My lords, at the
hearing of the cause, when once it appeared that the
respondents {i.e., the North Central Wagon Company),
upon the payment of a sum of ^257 at the reques*- of

the Blacker Company to the Sheffield Company, had
acquired the rights of the Sheffield Company to the
wagons in question, I thought there was an end of the
case on the main defence. That defence, in substance,

though not in terms, alleged that the plaintiffs in this

action (the present respondents) had not that property
in the nine wagons in question which would enable them
to maintain that action. That defence utterly failed

when once that matter of fact was made clear. My lords,

I do not intend to go in any detail into the reasons,

but I concur in the motion : at the same time agreeing
with the judgment which has been delivered by the
noble and learned lord on the woolsack, that even if we
were of opinion that the subsequent documents amounted
to a bill of sale, still it would not displace the title of the
respondents : they still put forward and rest upon the
title of the Sheffield Company. But I am further of

opinion, for the reasons which have been given, that the
subsequent documents did not amount to a bill of sale,

and were not in the least degree invalid." "Subsequent
documents," "not in the least degree invalid," what does
this mean ? what documents ? The hire agreement was
one of those " subsequent documents." And so we have
the House of Lords saying that hiring agreements are
not in the least degree invalid {i.e., that this hire system
is legal.) It has been said that the legality of the hire

system as a system had never been taken up to the House
of Lords and threshed out there. This decision renders
any such remark in the future utterly inaccurate and
unwarrantable. In the face of the present judgment
nothing short of an Act of Parliament can render the
hire system illegal, since it has been fully recognised in

the case under discussion as legal by all the law lords.

Therefore it is not surprising to find Mr. Justice Kay in

Redhead v. Westwood, considered in our last chapter,
remarking that he feels bound by the decision in the
North Central Wagon case, and is obliged to follow it, in-

asmuch as Courts of inferior authority must bow to the
authority of the House of Lords. As it happened Mr.Justice
Kay's private opinion concurred in Redhead v. Westwood
with that of the law lords in the case we are now
considering, but had his private opinion been just the
opposite, he said he felt himself bound to follow the
superior court's decision. Hence it will be seen how im-
portant it was for hire dealers to have a decision on the
question of the legality of the hire system pronounced by
the highest tribunal in the land. And not only so, but
we find all the law lords concurring in the same opinion,
which also confirms the same opinion of the members of

the Court of Appeal, so that we have Lord Justices
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Cotton, Fry, and Bowen in the Courts of Appeal, and
the Lord Chancellor Herschell, Lords Watson, Fitzgerald,

and Macnaughten in the House of Lords, recognising in

the fullest possible way the hire system as being perfectly

legal, and not only so, but that even in the peculiar

circumstances of the case before them in which money
had been obtained by way of purchase money, and not
by way of " loan," even in those extreme circumstances

we see all these learned judges drawing the strongest and
clearest lines of demarcation, particularly the Lord
Chancellor, between hire agreements and bills of sale.

In these days, when people assert that there is no difference

between bills of sale and hire agreements, it is as well to

refer them to this case. Its importance is so great and
its authority stands so high that we shall offer no apology
for continuing to make extracts from the judgments
given by the above judges, and to add a few notes of

comment when such appear to be necessary to explain
legal terms, or to apply stated principles to some
practical point.

{To he continued.)

Sewing Machine Trade in Dublin.

jHE year 1889 has shown a marked improvement
in the sewing machine trade in Dublin — the

Singer Company putting forth their best efforts, which
were only equalled by the Bradbury Company, working
at high pressure to keep pace with their gigantic rival,

the Singer Company. The companies referred to may be
fairly congratulated on the net results of the year's
work, their managers and employes being fully up to the
mark in every department.

GOLD

MEDAL,

ii

25

It IS a pity that Mr. Roberts, who is a smart intelli-
gent man, is not manager of the Wheeler & Wilson
Company's depot here. No matter how capable the
Belfast manager of the VV. and W. Co. may be, he cannot
possibly manage the two depots.

During the past month (January, 1S90) trade was
dull. January is not a good month for the machine trade
in Dublin, and that, made still worse by the innuenza
epidemic, rendered it exceedingly dimcult to effect sales
or to collect accounts. It caused great suffering among
the working classes.

In a previous advice of mine, I referred to the so-called
prizes given away at the recent Paris Exhibition. My re-
marks seem to have ruffled the placid temper of " Hook and
Bobbin," who had the honour to represent the \\heeler
& Wilson Company on the occasion of their obtaining the
" Only Grand Prize." H. and B.'s defence is =0 weak,
lame, and impotent, that he is driven, by the fact of its
having been strongly tinctured with Barnumism, to rake
up the time-honoured fable of the fox and the grapes in
his defence. I must congratulate him, as the fax did get
the grapes flung to him by the stage manager of the Paris
Exhibition Pantomime for 18S9. The result is the
mockery of the scientific world, which, to a sensitive
mind, is worse than a bad attack of the worst form of the
Russian influenza. The mighty dollar is not the
almighty dollar in England, nor do Englishmen care for
shoddy honours

;
they leave them to the Vankee-doodlc

Eagles, who are ever to be found scratching among the
deb) is of commercial affairs for more dollars^

XKHOLK.

)) PARIS,

1889.
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The Development of the Sewing
Machine.

Bv E. Warp.

[Cuiiliinird from ow January Number^

'ii^'t^^- A. V. NEWTON obtained a patent on the 21st

ifjj!>^ September, 1853, for an improved method of

forming seams and ornamental slitcliinji,^ and in machinery
for effecting such operation, part of which machinery is

ajiplicablo to the forming of other seams and stitches.

Mr. Newton's invention (communicated to him from
abroad) is of too intricate a character to be clearly e,x-

plained by a mere letterpress description, without the illus-

trations accompany the specifications.

The object of the first part of this invention is to form

a scam with one thread, as in the well-known tambour
stitch, but without the objections to seams formed by

such stitches. It is well known that in the event of the

bottom looper failing to engage the loop of needle thread,

there will be what is known as a slip or miss stitch, and
from this part of the seam the work is liable to ravel out.

(This does not take place in the lock-stitch
; when the

shuttle fails to pass through the loop of needle, a long

stitch is the result, which, although unsightly, does not

render the seam unreliable.)

The first part of this invention is to overcome the

defect of such missing or slip stitch, and the needle, with
the eye near the point for the reception of the thread,

enters the cloth and carries the thread with it. The
second instrument or looper then moves forward between
the needle and the thread, and in its return motion
catches the thread and forms a loop as the needle is

drawn out, the loop being drawn back—that is, in the

direction the reverse of the progress of the seam. The
needle and thread; are then forced through the cloth.

The looper, with its previous loop on its shank, is moved
forward, and enters between the needle and thread, and
in its back movement catches the thread which lies in the

eye of the needle, and, as the needle is drawn back, forms

a secund hj'ip, \vhich is drawn through the first loop and
then liberated to complete the stitch. In this way the
seam progresses stitch by stitch. Should the thread
break, the end will be drawn through the loop and there
held by the looper, as in the case of the last stitch of the
seam. The needle can then be re-threaded, and the
operation continued as in beginning a new seam, in which
case the end of the thread is completely gripped by the
first slitcli.

Should the looper, however, in any portion of the seam,
fail to enter between the needle and the thread, and
thereby fail to make the next loop, the previous loop
still remains on the shank of the looper, and when the
looper does finally enter properly, and forms another
loop, the connection is continued, and the only conse-
quence to the seam will be one long stitch in lieu of two
or more short ones.

The main point of difference between this stitch and
the ordinary tambour stitch is, that in the latter the loop
must be drawn in the direction of the progress of the
seam, so that the needle may enter such loop to accomp-
lish the concatenation

; and should the needle fail to
enter, or the loop by some accident not be formed, the
concatenation is broken, and the thread behind the missed
stitch is liberated

; whilst on the other hand, in this new
stitch, the loop must be drawn away from the needle to
prevent the needle from entering it, and the concatenation
is produced by drawing the last formed loop through the
previous one, so that each stitch completes the concatena-
tion, and, as a consequence, the failure at any time to
catch the thread when carried through the cloth by the
needle does not break the concatenation, but simply
causes a long stitch to be taken.
The general arrangement of the machine, whereby this

stitch is produced, consists of the usual table or platform,
upon which the articles to be sewn are laid, with an
overhanging bracket carrying the vertical needle slide

and mechanism. The needle itself is slightly modified in

form. It is formed with the eye near its point, as in
other sewing machines, but just above the eye it is

crooked, for the purpose of keeping the loop well open
for the entrance therein of the looper, the thread of
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needle being extended across the crook or bow, after the

manner described in Fisher and Gibbon's specification,

previously referred to in these articles. In addition to

the crook or bow there is a feather or projecting rib on

the shank end to guide the fixing into the needle slide.

As the needle is carried down towards the end of its

downward motion, the bulge formed by the crook comes
in CD-.Uact with an adjustable surface beneath the bed

plate, which has the effect of forcing the needle sideway,

until the part below the crook is brought into contact with

a guage-plate ;
this is also conveniently placed beneath

the bed plate. The face of the adjustable surface is

grooved, so as to hold the needle steady and prevent all

lateral motion. By these means the needle, however
flexible, is, when once in its place at the end of its down-
ward motion, always brought to its proper position, and
held firmly therein during the next succeeding operation

in the formation of the stitch.

The needle having passed through the cloth and carried

with it its thread, which stretches across the crook or

bend, the point or nose of the looper enters the space

between the body of the thread and the needle at the

crook. This looper is attached to a carrier, which slides

horizontally below the table, and is actuated by a cam on

a cam shaft beneath the machine.

{To be continued.)

Machine Knitting as a Home
Industry.

*E frequently hear the complaint from sewing
machine dealers that the big companies are

rendering the selling of sewing machines a task of no small

diflSculty, employing, as the latter do, a veritable army of

canvassers, and being content with such small instal-

ments that it only pays to collect them when the

business is of large proportions.

The question is often put to us by dealers. Can you
suggest other articles which we can sell with profit ? In

reply we have often called attention to cycles, musical

instruments, perambulators and sundry domestic ap-
pliances as being profitable lines, and these, together with
small furnishing requisites, are largely kept in stock where
at one time sewing machines were the only article on
show.
For a long time past we have considered whether the

knitting machine did not deserve more attention from
sewing machine dealers than it has received in the past.
True, a number of the trade keep them in stock, but
except in a few cases, little spirit is shown in pushino-
sales.

We are quite aware in discussing this question of the
bad reputation which home machine knitting has
suffered under. It is a matter of general knowledge that
in some quarters the trade has been conducted upon
lines which are little better than a swindle. Certain
firms have induced poor girls and needy widows to invest
their little all in a knitting machine under the promise of
a substantial income which they could gain by making
hosiery and selling it to the said firms. Hundreds of females
have cause to remember with disgust the very name of the
machine owing to the trickery of the vendors of such
machines. It is an open secret that some of these firms
have done little else than take a sovereign deposit, let

the machine out upon hire terms, and then make the life

of the hirer so unbearable that in sheer desperation she
has returned the machine and forfeited all the money
paid upon it. We know for a positive fact that one firm
in particular have machines which have been in at least

half a dozen different hands, and upon which they have
made some /8 or £10 clear profit from deposits, in-

stalments and the sale of wool. Such a system of trading
is not merely"unfair, it is wicked, and if it were impossible
to dispose of knitting machines except by practising such
a system of deception (which, although not offending
against the law, of the land is an outrage on moral law)
our pen would not now be taken up to recommend the
trade but to condemn it.

We have lately been studying very closely all the pros
and cons of this question, and have come to the conclu-
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sion (r) that the knitting machine can be used profitably

as a tool of trade for the home
;

(2) that the sale of the

machine can be effected upon honest and straightforward

lines
; (3) that there is a good business to be done in

supplying the knitting machine.

At the present time hosiery is mostly made in the

neighbourhood of Leicester, where there are thousands of

girls who earn such a living as would fill many of their

sisters in other districts with envy. In hundreds of

families the girls take to the trade, as young ducks do to

water, entering it as soon as the School Board will allow.

It is a common error to suppose that a hosiery factory

must necessarily be an establishment where power is

emploj'ed to drive the machinery. E.xcepting the low
class merino socks and stockings, most of the hosiery sold

in this country is the result of manual labour. Indeed to

contrast the sewing machine with the knitting machine,
the balance of advantages is in the favour of the latter.

The reason of this is that sewing machines can be worked
so much quicker by power than by the foot, that it is found

to be more economical to make many kinds of fabrics in

steam factories. The knitting machine, on the other hand,

requires constant altering, necessitating a stoppage of the

machinery, and so small is the difference in speed between
the two forms of working that many hosiery factories

have actually given up the use of power. We find then
that the factory system largely operates to the disadvan-

tage of the sewing machine operator, but it need have no

terrors for knitting machine operators. So fully is this

recognised in Leicester, that in the surrounding villages

there are hundreds of females who make hosiery at

their own homes.
It might be thought that the factory system is advan-

tageous in the purchase of wool, but we learn from large

dealers in yarns that there is only a very trifling difference

between the cost of wool bought in small as compared
with large quantities. A large hosiery manufacturer of

many years' experience assured us recently that the

knitters in a small way of business were better off than

those who had to keep an extensive factory going.

To prove the accuracy of our first conclusion, granted

that the machine can be worked at home as rapidly as at

the factory, and that the wool can be obtained at a fair

cost, we must show that the finished article is marketable.

Now here we meet with the most difficult part of our

subject. We will suppose that the operator has purchased

the wool for a pair of socks at a cost of 2s. per lb. The
amount used has been about a quarter of a pound. It

has taken about thirty minutes to make the socks, and
they now represent an article which is sold by the retail

hosiers at about is. and 3s. Between the cost and the

selling price, there is thus a clear difference of sixpence,

enough to yield a fair profit to both maker and vendor.

In the case of factory-made goods, the wool has cost

about the same amount, viz., si.xpence. It has taken

about the same time to knit the socks. But the large

maker has a market for the goods, the home worker has

none ? Certainly he has to find a market, which means
cost, and the market is generally a wholesale one, froni

whence the retail hosier is supplied. Thus there are

three profits to be added to the socks before they are sold

over the counter, viz., that of the operator, the employer,

and the wholesale house. On the other hand, if made at

home and sold direct to the hosier, there is but one

profit.

Where does this argument lead ? Unhesitatingly in

the direction of the operator supplying the hosier direct

with the socks knit at her own home. The pair in ques-

tion have cost her sixpence for material. They will

retail at one shilling. Surely here is ample margin for a

good profit for b jth maker and retailer.

It is found that a girl of ordinary intelligence can

work a knitting machine upon stockings and socks almost

as soon as she could sew any other article of clotliing

with a machine. After a few weeks' experience she

could produce a dozen pairs of socks per day, which

number could be increased to two dozen in course of time.

The labour involved, be it remembered, is very light

—

much lighter than in working a sewing machine. But,

taking her production at one dozen pairs per day, and

presuming that she has to sell the socks, which cost her

6d., to the retailer for S),d. (a miserably low price) there

is a profit to her of 23. 6d. for her day's work. We do nut

forget that she has to go in search of her market, but

so, loo, has the sewing machine operator. Contrasting
the two kinds of employment, we see no reason whatever
why the knitter should not get employment equally as

easy as the sewer, and we are confident that the former
can make more monev for her labour than the latter.

It might be said, however, that this is too rosy a
picture—too speculati\-e. Our reply is, not only is it a
sketch of what might be done, but what is being done at

present, although to a limited extent.

This brings us to conclusion No. 2 ; knitting machines
cat b3 vended upon honest terms. But dealers must
not promise to purchase the work from the operators.

If they do let them act like men and not break the poor
girls' hearts by compelling them to buy the wool at their

store, and when the finished articles are brought in

taking off large discounts for alleged bad work, leaving

the operator nothing for her labour. It is such despic-

able tricks as this which has kept down the home knitting

industry in the pa^t and stayed the progress of what
might be developed 10 an unlimited extent.

The length of this article is so great that we must
leave until our next issue another portion of our subject

in which we shall explain the mechanism for knitting
socks, garments, etc., and state where the machines can
be obtained.

How to Adjust Sewing Machines.

The " Domestic."

I.

Bv WILLIAM FUNK.

U. S. S. M. News.

/t^ S announced in the December number of the News,
I have compiled a series of articles treating on the

adjustment of the various kinds of sewing machines,

taking each up separately. I shall give answers to ques-

tions that have been asked from time to time, besides

giving much valuable information concerning them that

has come to me since answering the questions at the ti.ne

they were put. I will begin with the " Domestic," letting

others follow in monthly succession.

Let us take the " Domestic " into the repair-shop for

the first time after it has done the work for a family or

manufacturer for years. Notwithstanding the great

popularity of the " Domestic " in the family and factory,

we find but few repairers of sewing machines who have
had any experience in re-adjusting or repairing it. It

will not be necessary to go into any details of its con-

struction, as the repairer will readily observe on examin-
ing, its great simplicity, fewness of its parts, and con-

sequent less friction or wear. New parts are seldom
needed to put this machine in good working condition,

after it has become worn enough to allow it to skip

stitches, or break the thread. In your examination of

the machine, if you find the needle-bar is loose edgewise,

slackeii the screws in the face-plate, adjust the face-plate

close to the bar, and tighten up the screws again. It is

not often you will find the heart cam, or trundle, worn
enough to prevent the machine from doing good work,

as they are all hardened parts. (In extreme cases put in

new parts.) When looseness exists in the shuttle move-
ment, true it to the proper bearing. If you find it in the

forks of the levers, tighten by closing the fork slightly,

taking care to keep the surfaces of the forks parallel.

Time the shuttle full one-eighth of an inch back of the

needle, by setting the eccentric lever.

The occasions when it does not work right are what

we are to deal with. There are a few points that admit

of adjustment. These are the shuttle carrier, the shuttle

spring and the take-up. Adjusting them, taking up the

slack motion and restoring an injured or displaced part, is

all that can be done. It is a very satisfactory machine for

the repairer. He has no occasion to experiment or to

" cut and try." Its principles and modes are easily

discerned, anil whatever you do will produce a legitimate

result.

(To be continued.)
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Advances on Hire Agreements.

3I-IE hire system of trading lias now assunicd such

immense proportions and has become so engrafted

on our commercial system that in the case of many
articles, particularly domestic machinery, cash sales form

but a small portion of a dealer's business.

Of all retailers the hire trader, in order to conduct a

business of any ina.ni\itudc, finds himself in the greatest

need of a large anioiint of ready cash. If he employs

canvassers, he frequently has to pay away in commission

so much money, that it takes \veeks],before he begins to

reap any benefit from the hirer's instalments. But no

matter what be the terms with the canvasser, or how the

order was obtained, the dealer has to pay for the goods

in, say three months. On the other hand, the hirer

takes, in many cases, three years in which to pay the

amount agreed upon. A moment's reflection must con-

vince the most sceptical that a hire trader requires a

fairly large capital to carry on a successful business.

Speaking on this subject the other day to a wholesale

firm a remark was made to us as follows :
" Of all busi-

nesses in the world requiring floating capital the hire

business must take front rank, yet persons rush into it

with a much lighter heart than in any other." Without

entirely endorsing this dictum, we must say that there

is some truth in it. Take the case of a wholesale firm

that sells to the dealer on terms of, say a three months'

bill. If the holder of the bill requires cash he is generally

able, at a small cost, to get the acceptance discounted.

The dealer, on the other hand, possesses in his hire agree-

ment form a property which may be equally as sound

and trustworthy as the acceptance he gave to the whole-

sale firm, but he cannot raise money upon it.

Up and down the country there are hundreds of

thoroughly honest and hardworking dealers who are in

a chronic state of " hardupishness," simply because they

have to pay for their goods in three months, and it takes a

year or more before they get back their cost price, let

alone any profit. All this while they have in their safes

a pile of hire agreements, representing large sums of

money which will come to them, but only in small

instalments.

The question has forced itself very frequently upon

our minds the past few months, why cannot dealers get

their bankers to advance money on hire agreements as

they are generally open to do in the case of bills of

acceptance ? Of course the two documents differ very

materially in character, but it is a well-known com-

mercial axiom that it is much better to spread

risks over a large area, than for them to be confined

within a narrow compass. Granted 'that a dealer

wisely selects his customers, a large number of hire

agreements are by no means bad securities for a

lilnited advance. We contend, then, that the dealer,

who holds such agreements signed by responsible parties,

is possessed of documents which are well worthy to be

considered as negotiable instruments.

We can quite imagine a dealer, dunned to death by

the wholesale firms for their " little account," dismissing

this question as impracticable, and we do not say that

the proposal could be universally carried out. We know,

however, of one firm who were able to convince their

bank that hire agreements were sound securities for

small advances, and we do not see why others should

not do the same. Their form of agreement was of

peculiar construction as follows :

I promise to pay , or order at their office

,
the sum of pounds shilliogs

and pence by instalments of s....d., commencing

on the iS. In case of default the b.ilance remaining to become

payable one month from the making of such default. Value received.

(TO WIT) the said have agreed to and have let

on hire to me a upon the following terms and conditions :

—

I. The hire to be for the term of at per , payable in

advance at the Chief Otflce of the Co., the first payment of

as a deposit on account of hire, to be made forthwith, but in case of

default the entire balance to become payable one month from default.

2. Not to remove or deface the name, trademark, or number now
affixed or marked on the said article, and to keep the said article in

good order, fair wear and tear excepted.

3.—In the event of the said hire being regularly paid until such pay-

ments amount to £ s. d, the said article to become the property of

the hirer, but except in the said event, the said article to continue to be

I he sole property of the said , and the liirer to have no
ri^lit to remove the !>aid article from his premises wilbout the consent
in'wiilin^ of .

4 —The said , or their duly authorised agent, to

have the right to inspect the said article at all reasonable limes, and to

examine the hire payment cards left with the hirer.

5. - If the said hire is not duly paid, the said to be at

liberty, without Ijccoming trespassers thereby, to enter the premises of

the hirer by their agents or servants, and forthwith take possession o(

the said article, and hold the same as security for the due payment of

the hire money, and without predjudice to their right to recover arrears

of hire.

6.

—

guarantee quality of all goods supplied by tliem,

but on the strict condition only that all claims are addressed to them
direct, and that they or nobody else are allowed to attend to any

repairs required.

Witness
.Address

Signature

Address

It will be seen from the above, that the agreement was
not only a hire transaction, but a promissory note. Many
persons seem to think such agreements are illegal, but
several of the most eminent counsel of the day have
given their opinions in favour of this document. The
arrangement with the bank of the firm referred to, was
an advance to the extent of one-third of the amount of

the unliquidated debt. Each week a clerk went through
their cash-book and verified the statement sent in as

to the amount collected. The system adopted was such
as entailed but little trouble to the bank, which, on satis-

fying itself that the dealer was acting fairly, charged only

a moderate rate of interest plus a small amount for

clerical labour.

We often hear much grumbling from wholesale firms

at the " long windedness " and in many cases untrust-

worthiness of hire dealers. It is obvious that such
troubles are inseparable from the hire system of trading,

unless the dealer is possessed of ample working capital.

The signs of the times seem to us to portend the efface-

ment of firms of small means, unless they solve the diffi-

culty how to give three years' credit, yet pay for their

goods on a three months' acceptance. We should be

very sorry to see the domestic machinery trade pass into

the hands of a comparatively few firms possessed of large

capital. We think it therefore behoves the smaller firms

to seriously consider whether they cannot make such
arrangements as will enable them to obtain on their

hiring agreements a sufficient advance to pay their

manufacturers for their goods. We are convinced that

the extra discount wholesale houses would allow for

prompt cash, would enable them to pay a fair rate of

interest for such accommodation.
This subject, it must be admitted, is a somewhat

delicate one, yet extremely important, and we may return

to it in a future issue. In the meantime we shall be
pleased to receive, in confidence, any suggestions or

criticisms from readers.

Annual Soiree at Wellingboro'.

N Thursday, the 19th January, the agents and
mechanics at the Singer Company's Wellingboro'

distiict, with their wives and sweethearts and a few
friends, were entertained to tea and supper by Mr. L.
Summers, the manager.
Tea and Supper was served up in good style, after

which refreshments to suit all tastes were placed on the
table.

Games and songs were then indulged in, and at the
close, the health of the manager and his wife was proposed
by Mr. Chamberlain, and seconded by Mr. Meadows.

Mr. Summers replied, stating the company had had a

large increase of business during the past year, and he
hoped that the coming year would be still more pros-
perous. He would then be pleased to invite them all again

at its close.

The company soon afterwards dispersed, having spent

a pleasant evening together.
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The Hemstitch Machine.
{(Continuedfrom ourJanuary Number^

TRAVING shown in the January number, wherein the

^ advantages lay between hem-stitching by machine
and handwork, it will be readily understood why a very
general desire should manifest itself, on the part of hand-
kerchief manufacturers, to get work done by machine

;

and so strong did this desire, or I should rather say neces.

sity, become, that prices could then be got which would
appear fabulous, compared with what competition has

now reduced them to.

Itwill probably suggest itself to many readers that surely

as this was the golden age, it was foolish not to extend the

business, and meet the wants of the trade. Such was my
opinion at the time, and I did all in my power to accom-
plish that end ; but being only a servant, it was not in

my power to do more than suggest, and as other interests

to which this business was only subservient, were consid-

ered of greater importance by my employer, my suggestion

went unheeded, or worse, ignored, and the result is that a

fortune was allowed to slip through hands
;

but to my
employer this was of little consequence, as wealth was
already abundantly his, but it was rather different in my
case, and the effects of the policy then pursued is to me
now made painfully manifest.

Up to the present I have only dealt with the matter in

so far as I was personally concerned with it as its inventor or

originator. Now I will take the efforts of others in the

same direction into notice, taking the Patent Office re-

cords as the basis to go by, and as these records are open
to all, it will be easy to correct me if I make mistakes, or

expose me if I in any way try to mislead the reader. I

consider it advisable to put it thus clearly forward, inas-

much as nearly all who have taken out patents in connec-
tion with this work have claimed to be the inventors

and as their names came before the public while I was
working as a servant, and not heard of, credence was in

many cases granted where, in reality, there was no other

merit than being able to steal the advantages of other

people's labour, both physical and mental. Of course

here are exceptions.

I have given the dates and numbers of my first two
patents, one in 1865, and one in 1866. I find that in

1867 a patent was taken out by George Baldwin Wood-
ruff, inventor and mechanical engineer for the Singer

Manufacturing Company, for a machine capable of pro-

ducing a number of fancy stitches, and the hemstitch is

shown very clearly in the drawings as one of them ; but

from some cause or other, this company has not, until

recently, made any attempt at producing a machine for

this purpose.

The next patent for machine hemstitching was taken
by Daniel Hanna, C.E. and architect, Belfast, in Septem-
ber, 1870, who, finding that by this time it had become a

public want, endeavoured to get a share of the crumbs
;

and to his credit be it said, his ideas were vazWy bonafide,
patentable improvements, and in order to fully understand
it, let me say that in my first attempts, as I have already

shown, I moved the material operated on sideways, as well
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as feeding forward and backward. In my second, I did
away with the side motion of the material, but retained the
forward and backward feed motions.

Mr. Hanna proposed to improve upon this by giving
only one feed forward for the whole series of three stitches
required to form one hemstitch, the mechanical arrange-
ments being such that the needle and shuttle made all the
other necessary movements. Experience proved, however,
that to accomplish this end the machine was altogether
too complicated, and although a limited liability company
was formed, and a factory built to work it, it only lasted
a few years, and then disappeared.

J. B. Robertson.

Oldham Sewing Machine Works.

.c'pXN New Year's Eve the employes of the Oldham
-^ Sewing Machine Works of Messrs. Shepherd,
Rothwell, and Hough, held their annual dinner at the
Swan Hotel, Oldham. After an excellent repast, Mr.
Pickard took the chair, and said that nothing tended
more to create good feeling in the workshop as such
gatherings as that. Mr. R. Cocks proposed " The Oueen
and Royal Family." jMr. Gartside gave " Success to the
Firm" in a very able manner, which was responded to by
Mr. T. Rothwell, who said that the amount of success
which they had gained reflected great credit on their
workpeople. Mr. J. Rowbottom then proposed "The
Invited Guests," to which Mr. Hatfield responded. The
remainder of the evening was spent in singing, Messrs.
Callaghan, Stainton, Beausill, Greenwood, Hague, and
others contributing to the success of the gathering.

The Vertical Feed Sewing
Machine Co.

J^l SHORTtime since we announced the removal of the
iS'Ja Vertical Feed Sewing Machine Co.'s factory from
Watertown to Dayton, owing to the large increase of
their business. The Company have sent out the follow-
ing circular letter, which speaks for itself :

—

" On and after January 13th, 1890, our address will be
Dayton, Ohio, at which city we have erected one of the
largest and most complete manufactories in this country.

" Nearly the whole world is now acquainted wdth the
Davis Sewing Machine, and recognizes the unequalled
merit and advantages of its Vertical Feed. With the
increased facilities we now possess, we expect to attain
greater excellence, and to supply the increasing demand
for our goods.

" We thank you for your patronage, and will do our
best to merit its continuance.—Truly yours,

"DAVIS SEWING MACHINE CO."
The London address of the Davis Vertical F'eed Co.

as is well known, is 24, Aldersgate Street.

GRITZNER ! GRITZNER ! !

SEWING MACHINES.
The S3win^ Machine Manufactory, late Gritzner & Co., Lim.,

having largely increased their plant, are now enabled to supply

all Dealers and Agents promptly,

LARGE STOCK ALIVAYS H:EI>T IN LONDON:
SPECIAL QUOTATIONS FOR QUANTITIES.

Wholesale Agent: GEORGE HIGGINS,
WARDROBE CHAMBERS, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.
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Inm^atk ^atrnta.

The following list has been com/'ileJ expressly for this Journal by

Messrs. G. F. Redfern (& Co., Patent A,:;ents, 4, South Street,

Finsbury, E.C.

APPLICATIONS FOa LETTERS PATENT.

liiSg.

20,205> W. Jackson, for improvements in the construction of sewing
machines.

20,308. A. J. I?oiilt, a communication from W. von Pittler, of
Germany, for improvements in sewing machines.

20,376, J. Cutlin, for improved lock-stitch sewing machine for turn
shoe work.

20,634. A. Snoeck, for improvements in shuttles.

2o,757' E. Hale, for improvements in children's carts or peram-
bulators, in part applicable to seats or chairs.

20,846. R. Haddon, a communication from F. Engle, of Germany,
for improvements in button sewing machines or attachments.

20,906. H. H. Lake, a communication from G. Amborn, jun., of
United States, for improvements in wax-thread sewing machines,

1890.

50. J. Brawn, for an improved tricycle horse or bicycle horse.

86. E. J. Hall, for improvements in and relating to needles for use

in sewing machines.

107. J. Shinn, for the picnic mail cart,

269. H. H. Lake, a communication from the Seam Machine Co.,
of United States, for improvements in sewing machines.

470. W. E. Hickling, for improvements in sewing machines for

producing ornamental work.

558. N. Wheeler, for improvements in sewing machines.

559. N. Wheeler, for improvements in sewing machines.

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED.

Postage id. each extra.

968, Sewing tnachines, H. C. Gros, of Oberursel, near Frankfort on
the Main, Germany.—Dated Jan. i8th, 1889. Price 8d.

Relates more especially to sewing machines used for boot-sole sewing
in the boot manufacturing trade, and consists in moving the shuttle in

vertical line when adjusting the machine to take in thick or thin

ork ; the shuttle in machines, as hitherto nirde, moves in the arc of a

circle the consequence being that the shuttle is not always at the same
distance from the needle.

7,681. Settling Machines, II. A. Oldershaw, of 38, High Cross
Street, Leicester.—Dated May 8th, 1889. Price 6d.

Relates to improvements in and relating to sewing machines wherein
the lateral vibration or reciprocation of the needle bar may be stopped
without having to shift the block in the grove of the quadrant or

swinging plate. By slopping the vibration of the needle-bar after

overseaming and making two or more straight stitches, the threads

left from the lace or button-hole are automatically fastened off by
making a lock stitch after the over-seaming zig-zag stitch,

16,647. Seivino^ Machines, H. R. Tracy, of New Brighton, Slater

Island, N.Y., U.S.A.—Dated Oct. 22nd, 1889. Price 8d.

The improved machine is simple, compact and efficient with com-
paratively few parts, in which both threads may be used directly from

the spool or from a ball or cop : in the improved machine the needlr

thread may continually pass immediately through, by, or beyond the

shaft, forming a comparatively small loop and engaging the lowee

thread with readiness and facility.

UNITED STATES PATENTS.
IssuEO AM) Daie]) Dec. ioth, 1889.

417,002. A. A. Cuming, Higham, Mass., and E.J. Pierce, jun.,

Woonsockct, R.I. Wax thread .sewing machine,

417,081. D. M. I'fantz, Philadelphia, Pa. Spiing motor for sew-
ing machines.

417,146. R. Chandler, Briilgeport, Conn. Sewing machine.

Issued and Dated Dec. 17T11, 1889.

4'7>333' W. and U. Paulmaun, Glastonbury, Conn. Stop motion
for sewing and looping machine.

317,692. C. W. Weiss, Brooklyn, Mass Plaiting attachment for

sewing machines.

Issued and Dated Dec. 24TH, 1889.

418,049. L. Muther, Chicago, 111. Needle clamp for sewing
machines.

418,057. W. A. Polmateer, Johnstown, N.Y. Shuttle for sewing

nachines.

418.068. T. C, Robinson, Boston, Mass, Sewing machines.

THE "HANDY"
PATENT

LOCK-STITCH SEWING MACHINE.
SIMPLE, DURABLE, AND CHEAP.

COMPLETE
Jap&nscd Tin

Box.

30/-

Perfectly Reliable and Suitible for all ordinary purposes.

HARPUR & MASON,
MANUFACTURERS,

72, LOZELIS ROAD, BIRMINGHAM,

.e-akk ka

SEWING MACHINE.
BEST ENGLISH MAKE

35/
LIBERAL TERMS TO THE TRADE.

3, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.
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Echoes from the Sister Isle.

^h USINESS in the North of Ireland started well with

*^p the New Year, several large orders being booked
in the manufacturing departments by the two Com-
panies that cater for that trade.

In Londonderry, the Singer Co. has again secured

another order for 100 of their Oscillating Shuttle

Machines, from Messrs. Till and Henderson. When
delivery of this order is completed this great firm will

have nearly one thousand of the Singer Oscillating

Shuttle Machines running in Londonderry and the sur-

rounding district. This is indeed big business.

The Singer Co. have secured the opening orders from
two new firms that have started during the month in

Belfast. Messrs. A. Morris & Co., Royal Avenue,
pinafore, underclothing, &c., and Messrs.Walker Brothers,
King Street, shirts.

The retail trade has, like the wholesale, opened out
extremely well, plenty of orders being booked. That
demon the price cutter still stalks abroad. It's strange
how some revel in the delight of cutting prices ; even
where they have not the least chance of selling, they try
to prevent their more successful brethren getting their
price, by quoting, not only their own /ow figures, but go

/ozcer still ; do anything to spoil if they cannot prevent a
sale. It will be some time yet, we are afraid, before we can
say of our trade, " They are all honourable men."

The new premises for the Singer Manufacturing Co., at

the corner of Donegal Square and Donegal Place, are

rapidly approaching completion. The position is a
splendid one, and the edifice erected is in every way worthy
of the position. There can be no manner of doubt
that when the Company get into their new premises,

they will help to greatly extend their already extensive
business.

The greatest want felt amongst the manufacturers in

the North of Ireland, and especially in Belfast, is the
scarcity of machine hands. There is work in abundance,
but it is next to impossible to get girls. To thejoutside

world this seems scarcely credible, especially when it

is known that year after year thousands upon thousands
of girls emigrate from the south and west, and presumedly
because t/icre is no employment for them. For many
years past the large houses in Londonderry have estab-

lished agencies in the different parts of Ulster for the
distribution of work among the country people, who
will not or cannot come into the town to work. This lead

has now been followed by at least one Belfast house,

the Belfast Hemstitching Co., who do not, as their name
implies, confine their business to "hemstitching," but do
a very extensive trade in the shirt collar and cuff line

both at their Belfast Factory and at Dunmurry, and now,
as indicated, have started an agency for the distribution

of work at a little village on the Northern Counties' line,

to which place the Singer Co. have forwarded a large

number of their Oscillating machines, that being the
machine that is almost exclusively used by the firm in

their shirt, collar, and cuff departments.

"ULSTER."

LLOYD & HILL,

Patentees &

Manufacturers.

Pepambulators.

HOML

Invalid Furniture

Combination

il Carts.

EXPORT.

Seco7id Award Melbottrne Exhibition, 1888,

LOWER HURST STREET,
LONDON REPRESENTATIVE— p^ v^

|i il I K I ^\ I I A li il
Wr W'. r. mGHT, 8a, CITY ROAD. D I K IVI I N VJI H A IVI
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The Retail Trade in Belfast in 1890.

7R. J. E. ROKRUCK, of llic Domestic Machinery
Warcliousc, .S, Bridf^c End, Belfast, writes :

—

With reference to the past year's trade, I may say that

1 am extremely well jjleased with results, which are highly

satisfactory. I believe I did the largest mangle and
perhaps bassinette trade in Ireland during the year, and
have now taken up the sale of ['"aniiiy Bibles, regulator

clocks, barometers, and albums, and antici])ale doing a

fair trade in these, es])ecially the books, which sell easily.

Hire cash on the whole is fair, and now that the holidays

are once more at an end, we have all of us settled down to

Work in real earnest.

GOAT SKIN RUGS FOR BASSINETTES, &c.,

From 18s. per dozen.

Send 2 la. for assorted dozen, three different sizes.

WHOLESALE ONLY.

HANDEL WHEATLEY, EYESHAJVI

ADDRESSES OF REPAIRERS TO THE TRADE,

LONDON, N.

JAMES TURNER,
SfW/iVfl MACHINE ANO CYCLE REPAIRER TO THE TRWE.

All kinds of Domestic Machinery repaired in a workmanlike
manner, and with dispatch. Men sent to any part.

26, ST. ANN'S ROAD, STAMFORD HILL,

LONDON, N.

MANCHESTER, H U L M E.

W. WILLIAMS,
SEWIETO MACHINE EEPAIKER TO THE TBADE

Many years' experience in repairing all kinds of Machines.

193, GREAT JACKSON ST., HULME,
MANCHESTER.

Trythe "TRIUMPH "Bicycle

Light Roadster, weight 28 lbs.

STRENGTH & BEAUTY.

S. BETTMAN & CO.,

4, GOLDEN LANE,
lOIJiii; LONDON, E.G.

Depot: 287, UPPER STREET, LONDON, N.

Works: ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.

E. WARD & CO.,
Cycle Engineers,

Are prepared to build Cycles for Gentlemen to any design and
weight required.

ENAMELLING IN VARIOUS COLOURS.
EEPAIES FOR THE TRADE.

Wheels Made, Frames Brazed, Hardening, Screwcuttlng.
Balls, Bells, Lamps, Saddles, Sundries, at manufacturers'

prices.

9, WELLS ST., OXFORD ST., W.

ESTABLISHED I860.

IBEST MATERIALS ONLY USED

THE HALESOWEN

PERAMBULATOR & CARRIAGE Co.

LIMITED.

HALESOWEN, NEAR BIRMINGHAM.
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Shepherd, Rothwell, & Hough,
OLDHAM SEWING MACHINE WORKS,

MANUFACTU RERS & PATENTEES of FIRST-CLASS

mmm and PMIL7 MCJIIcNES,

Mm and TRBcHDLB MCJIIJ^BS,

cH, B, & C WJIEBL & STBP feed lael^in

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES OF THE

GOLD

LONDON INVENTIONS, 1885.

li^ Most durable and best

finished Machine in the Market.

All Wearing Parts specially

hardened.

SILENT COUNTER,
— Registers up to 450 rounds.—

REVERSIBLE

Diamond Cams.

MEDALS
^ m
m -n >»

m PI
z
H

& EDINBURGH^ 1886.

The most Perfect Machine in existence
for SPEED and QUALITY of WORK.

HAVE NO MACHINE
UNLE.SS IT BEARS

THIS TRADE MARK.

MANUFACTURERS
SHOULD SliNI) FOR
CATALOGUE AND SEE

THE MACHINE
Before making further

PURCHASES.
-*-

This machine will produce
moreand betterknitting than
any other. We challenge
and defy competition.

r
^i

^ s.mrwm i^
SHEPHERD, ROTHWELL, & HOUGH,'

OLD H A M. ESTABLISHED 1872.
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Grimme, Natalis & Co.,
BRUNSWICK, GERMANY.

Representative-CHAS. BRADBURY,
65, GUILFORD STREET^ LONDON, W.C.

THE 3Sr-A.TIOIT-A.Xj_

REGISTERED TRADE MARK.

With perfectly Noiseless Link Motion Cylinder Shuttle Self-setting

Needle, Loose Wheel and Automatic Bobbin Winder and other Improve-
ments. The most powerful Hand or Treadle Locl(-stitch Machine in the
Market. Shipping Orders executed on the Shortest Notice. Largest
Stock in England. All kinds of Sewing Machine Stands, Parts, do,, for
CASH only. Price List on Application. Kindly Mention this Paper.

ESTABLISHED 1872.

NATIONAL SEWING MACHINE COMPANY,
FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.G.
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VARLEY & WOLFENDEN,
KEI6HLEY, ENGLAND,

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

CYCLOPS IMPROVED HIGH-ARM

Lock-Stitcli Sewing Machines,

FOB

Domestic &" Manujactunng Purposes,

To WORK either by HAND or FOOT.

These Machines are made from the Best Materials atid canntt be

surpassed for excellency offinish and durabilHy,

Shipping Orders executed op the shortest notice.

NO00835^teMlffii| N:E0286

The*mLliyEDSIEAD*Co.

EVERY SEWING MACHINE DEALER
SHOULD SELL BEDSTEADS.

Many DO NOT because of the ROOM they
take up. BEDSTEADS can now be sold by
Sewing Machine Dealers from DRAWINGS
and delivered to THEIR CUSTOMERS'
ADDRESS the NEXT DAY.
Write or wire TO-DAY for Book of STOCK

PATTERNS. ALL patterns in this book are
ACTUALLY IN STOCK, papered ready to

leave SAJME DAY aa wired for. Finish and
value guaranteed.
N.B.—EVERY Bedstead FITTED UP

WHEN FINISHED before leaving the WARE-
HOUSE.

A Large Stock of these Patterns is kept at

120, 122, CURTAIN RD , E C.
For London Trade only.

Flrtt Orderf oUould be accompanied by Befer«ace« or
Bamlttance.

I

VICTOR" WRINGER is a Machine we can con-
fidently recommend. It fixes with ease on to a round or
square tub, and the clamp is so arranged that no matter at
what angle the side of the tub may be the Wringer, when
fixed, stands straight up.

TRADE PRICES.
12 in. 14 in. i^ in. ( All with Best White Solid

13/3 14/6 16/- f Rubber Rollers.

Cog Wheels, Sd. extra each Machine.

The A.M.Co. are the largest manufacturers of Rubber Roller Wringer.':
in Europe. Makers of the " .\cme," " President," " Nonpareil," and
" Victor " Wringers ; also Knife Clc-incrs and Ice Cream Freezers.

THE ACME MACHINE CO.,
Henrietta Street, GLASGOW.
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••^ HENRY tORLEY'S ^'^^

Pure White '

'Scentless d Stainless
''

Lubricating Oil
For Sewing and Knitting Machines, Piiysical and Surgical Instruments, Guns, Clocks, Lathes, &c., &g

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

fHIS very beautiful oil is incapable of thickening in use or of gumming the bearings, being an " absolutely

neutral " substance, unafTectod by the \\eatlier or age. It may now be obtained in bottles at all respectable

Sewing Machine and Bicycle Depots, and Wholesale at

23, SHAFTESBURY ROAD, HOPNSEY RI SE, LONDON, N.

Lower Qualities of the White Oil may now be had. Also Fine Lamp for
Bicycles, and American Golden, in Casks direct from the Docks, or

packed in Cans, Drums, or Bottles Suitable to the Trade.

BIELEFELDER

NaehfflaschinenFaMk
Saalfeld on Saale, (GERMANY),

MANUFACTURE

SINGER A & B MACHINES
(For Hand or Trradle),

SAXQNIA MACHINES .

WHITE MACHINES .

These splendid Machines are always
to the front.

The lightest running Shuttle Machines out.

Illustrated Price List on application to

R.J, JOHNS & CO.,
IMPERIAL BUILDINGS,

Ludgate Circus, London, E.G.

TO INVENTORS.

General Patent Office. Established 1830.

G. F« REDFERN & CO.
4, SOUTH STREET, FINSBURY,

LONDON.
PROVISIONAL PROTECTION for 9 months under the

new Act, £2, 3s. ; to complete the Patent for 4 years,

£7 7$. French Patent, including first year's tax, ;^8

;

Belgian Patent, ^^4 ; Imperial German Patent, j^io 10s. ;

United States Patent, including all expenses for the whole
term, 1^17 los. Circular of information as to the mode of
proceeding in applying for Letters Patent, cost of European
Patents generally, and- also of Colonial Patents, forwarded
upon application. , Trade Marks and Designs registered in

England and Abroad.. [Telephone No. 169.

Registered Telegraphic Address :—" INVENTION, London."

HIRE AGREEMENT
FORMS.

Dealers in Domestic Appliances

should only use those compiled

specially for this Journal.

Px>ice 6d. per> dozexi.

\m 1

rs
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PFAFF iiwjit iiiiiiis
The most reliable Family and Tailoring

Machines; are unequalled by any Machine
for their quality^ exquisite workmanship and

appearance.

All the Impor-

tant parts ex-

posed to

friction are

forged of the

best quality

steel.

Perfectly

oiseless

Motion,

and numerous

other

Improvements,

The Pfaff " B " Perfect Sewing Machine.

MUNUFiicTyRED Bv G. M. PFAFF, KaisersMtera, GERMANY.
Telegraphic Address : M. PPAPF.

QUOTATIONS AND TERMS ON APPLICATION.

THE BEST RUBBER WRINGERS
NOW IN THE MARKET

^
ARE THOSE MADE BY

The Cherry Tree Machine Co.,

TBEY WILL LICK ^ STRONG FRAMES.

ALL IN

CREATION,

AND PRICES ARE

AS LOW AS ANY OTBER

MAKE.

R. J. JOHNS,

BEST RUBBER.

METAL BEARINGS.

TURNED AND FITTED.

ONCE TRIED

ALWAYS USED.
"The Express.''

REPRESENTATI VE FOR LONDON AND THE SOUTH—

IMPERIAL BUILDINGS, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, EX.
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NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE SUCCESS.
Large and Increasing Sales of the

KONie,lTARLSHUTTLE„MACHINE.2,500 Lock StitcHes per* ]VIl]:xu.te.

EXAMINE IT.

Special Points Claimed by the

Konii Rotary Machine.

It is scK-threading tiirouijliout except tlie

Needle.

It has the shortest Needle used in any

Lock Stitch Machine.

The Needle is self- setting.

If the Machine starts backwards no

harm is aone, the thread remains un-

broken.

Two operators on the Kflnig Rotary

can do the same amount of sewing that

three Can accomplish on any other

Machine.

Specially adapted for the

Hanufactnring of

STAYS & UNDERCLOTHING

The lightest running and most

noiseless machine on the market.

The Bobbin is 50 per cent

larger than any other Family

Machine in the world, holds jog

yards No. 80 Cotton.

Machines fitted for steam

pONYCr,

•WHOLESALE AGENT FOR GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND,

THOS. POTTER,
47, DUNLACE ROAD, CLAPTON, LONDON, E.,

Where all communications should be addressed.

Also Manufacturers of Singer System Hand and Treadle IVIachines.

THE

HOWE MANUFACTURES
(SEWING MACHINES & CYCLES)

WERE AWARDED THE

AND

Honourable Mention
AT THE

PMIi HilfEiiiL IMiieiTlii, 1®%
THE

HOIE MACHINE CO, BRIDGETON, GLASGOW.
Printed and Published by SEWEtL & Co., St. Paul's Buildings, Paternoster Row, E.C., to which address

he
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^M\\)^
^H^Q,0^

SEWiNQ.WAsHiNq «aiES>^&K[4iTTiNq,MAcHiNES

CHlLDKENSCARKIAqES,
AND allkiNdsof

DOMESTIC APPLIANCES.

MARCH 1st, 1890. Monthly, Price id,
Foat Tree. 3s. 6d. per annum.

Simmons & Co.'s
u ©T©III n

i

(REGISTERED)

APPLIED TO ALL WICKER,WOODEMp PAPiER'MACHE BASSINETTES.

ADVANTAGES

:

1. IN OREAT DEMAND EVERYWHERE. I 5. GUARANTEED .STEEL,
2. MAXIMUM VERTICAL ELASTICITY.

| 6. REoUIRE NO .\TTENTION, NO
3. NO SIDE SWAY. I BUCKLES.STRAPS.oRSHArKLES
4. BEAUTIFUL APPEARANXE TO flET OUT OK ORDER.

^;

Export Perambulator Works,

TANNER ST,, S.E., near London Bridge Station.
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THE

WHITE ^m c^^

48 Holborn Viaduct, London, E«C«

•X tm

THE

iiWHITE J5

STILL RETAINS THE LEAD.

DAILY SALES EXCEED
1,000 MACHINES.

MANUFACTORY

:

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U.S.A.

LOCK-STITCH MACHINES
OF VARIOUS PATTERNS FOR

FAMILIES, DRESS & MANTLE MAKERS, SHIRT MAKERS, CORSET MAKERS,
and Manufacturers.

The most quiet running Shuttle Machines in

the World.

GUARANTEED FOR FIVE YEARS.

WMte Rotary Shuttle

MACHINE,
Large, Strong, and Rapid.

GOLD MEDAL,

Paris ExMMtion, 1889,

AND

Highest Award
AT

ALL EXHIBITIONS.»•
All the best Dealers

Sell the

WHITE MACHltES.

Samples of Workand Price Lists

FREE ON APPLICATION.

Specially constructed for

TAILORS.

New Style "PEERLESS," MACHINES FOR HAND OR
n«3w oxjf" TREADLE, or both Combined.

On Wood Base and Cover.
j.ixj^a.uxiij,

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.
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JOHN WILDE & SONS,
EXCELSIOR WORKS,

BISSELL STREET,

ESTABLISHED 1856.

K
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MANUFACTURERS OF

Perambulators, Bassinettes, Invalid Carriages^ Mail
Carts, and Rocking Horses

FOK HOME, EXPORT, & COLONIAL MARKETS.
The largest Manufact urers of Perambulators in the Midland Counties
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BIESOLT & LOCKE,
MEISSEN (SAXONY),

(KSTABLISHED 1800;

^e

THE "CINDERELLA."

^Ij^dalihj—SACK

Perfected Automatic Hand and Treadle Sewing
Machines for Domestic and Trade use. 12 patented
improvements. Working parts finest tempered
steel. Undoubtedly the best Machine in the market.
Silent, uniform, rapid, easy movement.

MACHINES,
Wholesale Agents:

S. BETTMANN & CO.
5

4, GO X^ I> EN LANE, I- O N ID O N,
AGENTS WANTED.

E.C.

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

E. WARD & CO. S
Compound Arm and Platform Domestic Lock-

stitch Sliuttle

SEWING MACHINES
Is a FAMILY HAND SEWING MACHINE worked with a
straight needle and shuttle, making the LOCK STITCH both
sides alike. Combining both the Ar,m—so essential to many of
the wants of family sewing, such as putting in sleeves, seuTog
round the arms of dresses, and such work so difficult to be done
with any other hand machine, and the Platform for plain
sewing, quilting, &c. The plate which constitutes the platform
is part of the base ; when required it is raised to its place by a
simple mechanical contrivance, and there secured by a projection
which passes into a hole in the arm. The Machine is self-

threading throughout with self-threading Shuttle.
Encouraged by the unparalleled success which has attended

this Machine, and the satisfactory manner in which it is spoken
of by all who have tried it, the PATENTEE HAS MADE
FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS secured by new Patents, and
trusts that it will now be found the Most Perlect, Simple*
and Saleable Machine m the Marke'.

Patentee and Sole Jlanufactureis :

E. M^ATlJy <& CO.,
9, WELLS STREET, OXFORD STREET,

LONDON, W.
Telephone No, 4667. Tclegramf, " Grovod, London."

GROVER & WOOD,
AMERICAN ORGAN AND HARMONIUM

MANUFACTURERS,
62, GLENGALL ROAD. OLD KENT ROAD,

LONDON, S.E.

First-CJms Quality, Low Prices. Latest Improvements.

^=WBITE FOB 2^EW ILLUSTRATED LIST.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBECK BAiETK.—Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.—Three per
cent. Interest allowed on Deposits, reparable on demand.

Two per cent. Interest on Current Accounts calculated on the minimum
monthly balances, when not drawn Delow £ICO.
The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of charge, the custody of De<sd9,

Writings,and otherSecuri ties and Valaables.tht collection nf Bills of Exchange,
Dividends, and Coupons; and the purchas- and sale of Stocks, Shares, and
Annuities. Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued.
The Birkbeck Almanack, with full part'culars, post free, on application.

FKANCI8 KATEKSCROFT, Manager.

The Birkbeck Building Society's Annual Receipts exceed Five Millions.

HOWTO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR rWO GUINEAS PER MONTH, with
immediate Possession and no Rent to pay. Apply at the Ofhce of the

Birkbeck Building Societt, 29, Southampton Builoings. Chancery Lane.
HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHlLLiNGa PER

MONTH, wi:h immediate possession, either for Building or Gaidening
purposes. Apply at the Office of the Biskb-zck Freehold Laxd Socisty, as
aijove.

The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars, on application
FRANCIS RAVEN8CR0FT, Manager.
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HUTTLE MACHINE.

WITH EITHER WHEEL OR STEP FEED-NO COMPLICATED COGS,

CAMS, OR ELABORATE
MECHANISM.

SIMPLICITY WITH
EFFICIENCY!

DURABILITY WITH
SPEED.

THE SHUTTLE MOTION
15 PERFECTION.

ALL WEARING PARTS
ADJUSTABLE, AND ARE
MADE OF THE FINEST
TEMPERED STEEL.

No. 2.-Step Faed, £7.

No, 2.--Wheel Feed Machine
Price £7 lOs. ig

BEADBDRY & CO., Limited,
patented the Rotary Machine in
1S79-S0, and the success which it

has attained in such a comparatively
short period is unequalled in the
history of the Sewing Machine
trade. It has been awarded the
Highest Honours at every Exhibi-
tion at which it has been shown, 12
Prize Medals, and 6 Certificates of
Merit, including the Grand Gold
Medals at I'aris, 1879; Adelaide
iSSi; Perth (Australia), 1881;
Iluddersfield, 1883; the Inventions
Exhibition, 18S5 ; and at Liverpool,
1SS6. In addition to these awards
we are continually receiving that
which we still more highly value,
the most flattering Testimonials
from our customers, speaking in the
warmest terms of praise concerning
the superiority of the Machines we
have had the pleasure of supplying.

—o

—

The Rotary is made in two sizes,

and with either

WHEEL or

STEP FEEDS,
to suit the taste of customers. They
will now execute the best work on
leather w^ith the same ease as on
cloth or fu5tian.

BRADBURY'S BASSINETTES.
our DrLs .nH^,?-i"'''t?

'" '^" ^'^"^^ "^ °"'' business we are again enabled to make considerable reductions in

and lowPrpH rh« "r! r ""f
"'"'' °"'' P^^™"' '^^^ ^^^^^ reductions are genuine. We have not lowered the price»

our Ba "nettes hTve Kc
'^'

"°°1f f """'
'"l^^^

^^^'^ P'^^^^^^'^'i the%ame high standard of quality by .'hid,our cabsmettes have become so well known to the trade.
-1 / ^

departmW beint'retl^^'f ^V!"^'
'^^'°" ''''" ^"^ ^^^^^ '^''^'^^ New Designs in Wood Bodies. Our cabinet

rmore hand™ ^K f '"•^'l
the most recent machinery, we are able to manufacture Bassinettes of this class ia

throughlv seas^n'pd ";? r'" k'
^"^ a better-finished manner than any other maker. They are all made of

upholstered an-lrfrh' ^""^"i^-"
^''' *^",'"SS' '""'^'^^^ ty^ bicycle 'wheels, springs, oil caps, &c., are wellupnoistered, and richly ornamented in various beautiful designs.

-
t

=>
' f

,
,

BRADBURY'S No.8. BRADBURY'S No. 15-

Rich rustic body, walnut bars, upholstered in Crockett s leather, mounted on
steel shackle sprinp;, 34 in. wheels, lUted with adjustable back rest, chinahandle ihrce loose cushions, straps, brass jointed hood, well cover, oil cans
«tc. Made with either dark body and liehtril.s. or light hody and dark ribs

Elegant circular wood body, walnut French polished, upholstereti in bes'
woollen carriage cloth, mounted on steel shackle springs, 34 in. wheels, filled

with china handle, well cover, thiee loose cushions, straps, and brau joinleti
hood, oil caps, Ac. A richly ornamented, well Hnishcd and durable cairioge.

UNEQUALLED FOR QUALITY AND FINISH.
Price Lists to be o btained at our Depots or from the Manufactory.

BRADBURY & CO., LlniM, Wellington Works, OLDHAM.
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THE BEST SEWING MACHIITES IIT THE WOULD
THUS oi^ioi:iNr.A.ij

NEW HOME AND NEW NATIONAL SEWING MACHINES
Are Perfect in Every Respect and cannot be Improved upon by Imitators.

Tho New Home and
New National Sew-
ing Machines are con-

structed on the most
approved mechanical

principles, imder tho

immediate supervis-

ion of the Best Inven-

tive Talent Obtain-

able. They make the

Double Thread Lock-

stitch, and have all

the Improvements
known to the sewing
machine art.

1

They have the Auto-

matic Equalized Ten-

sions, Open End Cyl-

inder Shuttle, Oscil-

lating Shuttle Carrier,

Double Direct Acting

Feed, Straight Self-

Setting Needle, and

Loose Balance Wheel

whereby the Bobbin

can be wound with-

out running the ma-
chine.

THEY ARE MARVELS of INVENTIVE TALENT and CONSTRUCTIVE INGENUITY

They Surpass all other Sew-

ing Machines in the varied

combinations that consti-

tute a Perfect Machine.

Buy the Genuine "NEW
HOME and "NEWNA-
TIONAL." Do not be de-

ceived. Buy from our au-

thorized agent.

CSf°"We invite parties

who wish to handle

strictly First Class Sew-

ing Machines in terri-

tory not occupied to cor-

respond with us.

Dealers are fully pro-

tected in the territory

assigned them.

T
H
E

C
E
N
U
I

N
E

Nemr Home Semiring IKEaclime Go.^
EXPORT OFFICE: 28 UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK.

SS^YOU CA2i BUY THE GENUINE "NEW HOi»IE" SEWING IHACHINE& OF,^

41 C!HII»I*E]VHA]M TER,R-ACE, HAItR-OTV^ -RGATy^ ^V.
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WILLIAM MORRIS
24, FREEMAN STREET BIRMINGHAM,

OLDEST ESTABLISHED HOUSE FOR PERAMBULATORS IN THE MIDLANDS-
'Write or call for Price List.

KOCH'S NEW CIRCULAR ELASTIC MACHINE.
THE BEST BOOT REr>AIRINO IVIACHINE.

Manufactured by the

Bielefeld Sewing Machine Manufacturing Co,
H. KOCH & CO.

No Shuttle

Carrier,
No Gogs.

The length of arm of the above maehins is IG in. ; ihe lieail is the smallest hitherto produced, being smaller than
a sixpenny piece, thus enabling repairs of the smallest shoes to be done. The stitch is beautiful and uniform, feeding on »r from
tlie cylinder in any direction ; this is a great advantage not possessed by any other Elastic machine of older construction. The
shiittledoes not wear out as it lies immovably in the cylinder ; this is also a great feature, sis other Elastic machines are subject
to great wear and tear of shuttle.^, .shuttle drivers and cogs, causing frequent repairs.

sole" WHOLES ALE AGENT—

C. LOHMANN, 22, Jewin Street, London. E.C.
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KIMBALL & MORTON, Limited
(ESTABLISHED 1867), ^

SEWING MACHINE MANUFACTURERS,

®@^MWBI^]L CIRCUS, GLASGOW,
Branches^52, Reform St., DUNDEE, and 11a, Norfolk St., Pall Mall, MANCHE3TER.

4L ^c£^ ^-.. THE
Family

Hand

THE

'^ MEDIUM."

STEEL

IRINGER.
14 inch X li inch /-"

J

15 inch X 2 inch. /iihrt !l; V
16 inch X 2 inch. ^^-^ •^.(J

"^
Gathering

Mach:oes.

No 2

Manufacturing

Machines

lie

FOUR

VARIETIES
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W. FOSTER & CO.,

Manufacturers

of every De

scription of

Pe r a mbulator

Fittings, ^ @

Hood JointS)

Handles in

Brass, China,
and Wood,
Brass Handle-
Rods, Toy Fit-

tings, &,c.

G. H. WELLS,
MANUFACTURER,

151 & 153,

BISJIOP ST. SODT^I,

BIRMINGHAM.

BasHineitea from 18a, ESTABLISHED 186 2.

AGENTS WANTED
In every trade for the sale of our Rubber

Stamps, cheapest and best in the world

;

good income may be realised ; whole or spare

time. Catalogue and Revised List Free.

WOOD &> PALIVIER,
RUBBER STAMP MAKERS,

23 & 24, IVY LANE, LONDON, E.G.

ARTHUR J. AUSTIN,
(Successor to JOSIAH AUSTINJ,

Manufacturer of a'l kiuds of Galvanized and Japanned
Wrought Iron Hollowware Buckets, Baths, Tea Kettles. Slop
Pails, Water Pots. Boiler Fillers, Coal Scoops and Hods,
Wheelbarrows, Sack Trucks, Sea-Side Buckets and Spades,
Ash Pans, Dust Preventers, Ladles, Shovels, &c., &c.

WILLIAM STREET, DERITEND, BIRMINGHAM.
PLEASE MENTIOIJ THIS PAP2R W./EV W.im.Va.

THE JOHNSTON SET OF ATTACHMENTS

HAS been improved by making Uiciii all hciuicr and siruiigcr, and by giving Uicin a superior nickel-plated

finish. TheRufflor has a detachable under Blade and a separate Shirring Plate to go into the machine

in place of the Shuttle Race Cover. The Tuckmarker has a slot in the bed plate to adapt it to the use either with

a long or short presser foot. It has a steel blade under the wheel to make a sharper crease, and two screws on

independently adjust either the marker or gauge. All placed in a velvet-lined bo.\ made by the Johnston Ruffler

Company expressly for their set. They are now prepared to furnish them for all the diiTerent kinds oi sewing

machines.

T/msa &is can he had from any of the diftcrcnt Sewing Machine Ojinpanies^ or from the

JOHNSTON RUFFLER COMPANY
OTTUMWA, IOWA, U.S.A.

NB These attachments are sold separately as well as in sets, and can be furnished to fit every itaodwrd

make of Sewing Machine-
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THE

BABY CARRIAGES.
UNIQUE IDESIONS. SOUND CONSTRUCTION.

ARTISTIC, ELEGANT AND DURABLE.

The STAR Carriages

are in use throughout

the World, and in Every

Country have given the

utmost satisfaction.

DEALERS find the

Star Goods give finest re-

sults^ yield biggest Profits,

and sell at sight.

ORDERS should be

placed at once for Season's

Goods to avoid delay when

the usual rush conies.

The STAR Patent SPRING.
Tbe Most Successful Anti- Vibrator Ever Invented for the

'^'t).

New Season's Illustrated Catalogue Post Free upon Application.

STAR MANUFACTURINB COMPANY.

GOODINGE RD., YORK RD.,
LONDON, N.
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SINGER'S New Vibrating Shuttle Machines
(HAND OR TKEADLE)

Are the BEST HOUSEHOLD SEWING MACHINES ever offered to the Public.

Theyhavethe SIMPLEST SHUTTLE. SHORTEST NEEDLE, BEST STITCH ADJUSTMENT,
MOST PERFECT TENSION, ARE NOISELESS, and MAKE THE PRETTIEST STITCH.

®irmi?Utc ^ccesi$0vU&i ^axxbacxne ^abnxet Work*
EASY TO BUY. EASY TO LEARN. EASY TO WORK.

FOR CASH 10 PER CENT DISCOUNT. Or on Hire with Option of Purchase-
LIBERAL ALLOWANCE FOR OLD IMACHINES.

CAUTION.- Beware of Imitations, and to avoid deception see that the Company's Trade Name " SINGER" is upon the Arm of the
JIachlne.

THE SINGER jVl AN UFACTUR ING COMPANY.
(Formerly I. M. SINGER & CO.).

Management for the United Kingdom: 39, FOSTER LANE, LONDON, E.G.

And 497 Branches throughout Great Britain and Ireland.—^
J

.^^——^_——^.^-__^_—_^
Sewing Machine Gazette Office, 28, Paternoster Row, London, E.C.

RATE.—^d. per Word ; Minimum, 6d.

WANTED, Illustrated Price Lists of Bedsteads,
Furniture, Watches, and other Household Goods ; also best.

Cash, trade terms. Dealer, 10, Conduit Street, Chelmsford.

NOVELTIES,—Advertiser, dealing in domestic
machinery, and an expert wilh the sewing machine, having a

fine shop in one of the best parts of Manchester, is open to take up the

sale of novelties and useful appliances for the home.— "Novelties,"

care of the Serving Afachine Gazette, 28, Paternoster Row, E.C.

WANTED, ILLUSTRATED PRICE LISTS of

Domestic Machinery and Appliances, Perambulators and
Fittings, Oils for Machinery, Watches, Clocks, Bedsteads, Furniture,

Linoleum, Waterproof Goods, Musical Instruments, and other goods
suitable to the Hire-Purchase Trade. All Lists must be accompanied

by best trade terms. H. J. IZZARD, Baldock, Herts.

ECHANICAL ENGINEER, experienced in the
management of a Sewing Machine Manufactory and all the

business connected with same, is desirous of an engagement. Addres; :

,' Mechanical Engineer,'' Gazette Office, 28, Paternoster Row, E.C.

npRAVELLER AVANTED with connection amongst
-*- Bassinette dealers in London and Home Counties for sale of

well-known bassinettes. Commission only. Good terms to a suitable

man.—Apply immediately to " Progress," office of the Sewing
Machine Gazette.

npO NEEDLE MAKERS.-A French house engaged
-*" in the wholesale Sewing Machine Sundries' trade, established
1SS4, is open to accept the AGENCY for a good make of sewing
machine needles.

—
" Agency," care of the Sezving Machine Gazette.

npO BASSINETTE MANUFACTURERS. —
"* Advertiser, with good connection in North and Midland
Counties, is open to REPRESENT a first-class maker. Highest
references.—Address, " Bassinette," Sc-d.nng Macliine Gazette Office.

CETvING machine" users and MANUFAC-
*"-' TURERS. instead of going to the expense of steam power,
should try Alcock's Patent Treadle, 1,000 to 1.300 stitches per minute.
Circular post free.—JOHN ALCOCK, Cheadle, Staff.

Q~UANTITY of SEWING MACHINE PARTS from
Williamson's Stock, Liverpool. Hemmers, Shuttles, Loopers,

Crystals, Hooks, Springs, &c., .&c. Any reasonable offer accepted.
(Enclose stamped directed envelope for replies).—VERNAY, 42, St.

James Road, Liverpool.

O COX & CO., Eagle Works, Alcester, Makers of
^^' Upholsterers', Bagging, and every description of needles for hand
and machine.

with good^IXTRINGING MACHINES.—Advertiser,
" connection and first-class references, is desirous to

REPRESENT a good maker over Lancashire and the North.—HAY-
CROFT, Ashton-un-Ribble, Preston.

^yy^ANTED, to purchase SEWING MACHINE
BUSINESS. Advertiser is open to buy good sound sewing

machine business, not less than 30 miles from London. Replies will
be treated as confidential. Address " Purchaser," care of the Gazette.

The Hire-Purchase System.

Action Aoainst a Dealer for iLi.rcAL Seizure.
At the Longton County Court, before his Honour Judge Jordan,

Mr. Thomas D. Lester, dealer in domestic appli.ances, Longton, was
sued by Thomas Smith, potter of Princess Street, Shelton, to recover
the sum of /8 5s., damages sustained by the illegal seizuie and deten-
tion of the plainlitTs goods. It appeared that early last year one of
defendant's agents induced the plaintilTs wife to purchase a wringing

machine on the understanding that she paid 2s. down and the balance
by instalments of is. a week. The payments were kept up for a time,

but owing to plaintiff's wife suffering from a severe illness, they fell

into arrears. Subsequently the defendant sent his agent to plaintiffs

house, and he took the wheel and handle off the machine. Applica-
tion was afterwards made for payment of the arrears, but plaintifif

refused to pay them until the machine had been put into working
order ; the defendant therefore took the machine away. The defen-

dant was subsequently seen about the matter, and agreed to return the
machine on payment of 6s. This amount was paid by plaintiff, but
the defendant refused to deliver up the machine on account of the diffi-

culty he had had in obtaining possession. The original price of the

machine was £t, 5s., and £\ i8s. 6d. had been paid on account. The
plaintiff now claimed ;^5 as damages for loss sustained throirgh the

illegal seizure of the machine. Mr. C. F. iRobinson who appeared
on behalf of defendant, produced a hiring agreement, bearing what
was alleged to be defendant's mark. Eventually his Honour said

that in his opinion the mark on the agreement had not been made by
plaintiff at all. He considered that the defendant had acted illegally

in seizing and detaining the machine, and found for the plaintiff for

Iz iSs.

Action for Perjury against a Canvasser.
At the Stoke-on-Trent Police Court, on the 21st inst., George

Bennett, Park Street, Fenton, was charged with committing wilful

anci corrupt perjury at the Longton County Court. Mr. C. F. Robin-
son, who appeared for the prosecution, stated that in September, 18S8,

the prisoner was in the employ of Mr. Thomas D. Lister, of Longton,
and was sent with a wringing machine to a man named John Smith,
of Princess Street, Shelton. He was also given a hiring agreement,
which was filled in for Smith to sign. The defendant delivered the

machine, and returned to the shop with the agreement bearing Smith's
name and mark, and signed by defendant himself as attesting witness.

Subsequently Mr. Lester seized the machine, owing to Smith getting

into arrears, with the result that Smith had recently obtained a verdict

at the Longton County Court for damages. The defendant (Bennett)

swore that the signature was in his handwriting, but denied that the

words "John Smith " were in his liandwriting. This constituted the

alleged perjury. After the defendant had been questioned by Mr.
Day, who appeared on his behalf, the matter was ordered to be
adjourned.

Lucky for the Defendant.
On the nth February, at the Southampton County Court, Messrs.

Pike and Son, Limited, general merchants, of Richmond, claimed of

Ben. Castleman, a cowman, of Netley, the sum of £2 for hire of goods.

—Mr. Bell appeared for defendant, and as plaintiffs, who had several

c.ises entered, did not appear, he asked that his client should be
allowed costs. They sold his client a watch for three guineas, and
took in part payment, for 15s., a silver watch, which he alleged was
worth far more than the one they sold him, and then actually had the

assurance to charge defendant £2 for the hire. When he refused to

pay the plaintiffs issued a notice of a formal character, which really

looked like a process of the court. He put in a receipt which showed
that the watch actually was sold.—His Honour, having looked through

the papers, allowed defendant Js. expenses.

Paving out Executions.
In the High Court of Justice, on the nth February, the Tower

Furnishing Company were successful in an action brought by a Mr.
Brown, who applied to have a former verdict set aside on the groimd
that it w.as against the weight of evidence. The former verdict referred

to was in respect of an action tried before Baron Huddlcstone. The
Tower Company are in the habit of paying out executions and letting

the goods to the householder on a hiring agreement. H.aving done this

in the case of a Mr. Musset, of Balham, a judgment creditor named
Brown impeached the transaction, and so an interpleader issue was
raised. It was argued before Baron Huddlcstone that the transaction

was invalid, and was really an .advance on security, requiring registra-

tion as a bill of sale. Baron Huddlcstone told the jury th.it in substance

the question w sa whether the transaction was honest and hona-fide, and
w.is really what it purported 10 be, and that, if so, there would be no
objection to it, and that it was the only w.iy to protect the furniture of

a judgment debtor, and that if the transaction w.is real they should find

for the Company, which they did. Mr. Justice Denmanand Mr. Justice

Wills, in a judgment of great length, refused the application for a new
trial.

Action against a Landlord.
At the Belfast Recorder's Court, held on the I7lh Feb., his Honour,

the Recorder of Belfast, had before him an action brought by the

Wheeler and Wilson Manufacturing Company against Mr, John
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Mngec, of 16, Chichesler Stiecl, Belfast, (or recovery of /n, bcinn

the value of two sewing machines, their property, which the ilcfemlanl

had wrongfully got into his possession and converted to his own use,

hnd for loss and damage sustained by plaintiffs, by reason of defen-

dant under colour of a decree or order at his suit against one Catheiinc

Gallagher, illegally seized, carried away, and sold or disposed of two

sewing machines, the property of the plaiiitilTs. It appeared that the

defendant had distrained the two machines (or rent, though at the lime

the machines were on hire on the premises of Mrs. Gallagher. The

instalments had not been paid up, and the plainlilTs had the right to

immediate possession. It was contended f(jr the jilainliffs that the

seizure was an illegal one, the tenancy being quarterly, and llie defen-

dant's notice of demand claimed four months' rent due, and also that

the machines were articles of trade and consequently were cxempl

from distress. The goods distrained were afterwards sold, the ma-

chines being liought in for the defendant. For the defence it was

contended that no action by the Wheeler and Wilson Company could

lie, and that the distress was perfectly legal. His Honour held that

the plaintiffs had the right to recover from the defendant and that the

machines were articles of trade, and consequently were exempt from

distress, and gave a decree for /l I 17s. 6d., being the £1^ value of

the machines, less the £1 2s. 6d. instalments paid thereon, the de-

cree to be reduced to a penny if themachincs were returned, ^^r. K.

C.K. Wilson.B.L. (instructedby Mr. Mahaffy) appeared for the Whecltr

and Wilson Company, and Mr. Wm. Shean appeared for the defen-

dant.

Action to Recover Po.ssession.

At the Newnham County Court on February 5th, Mr. W. H. Fox,

of Cinderford, had an action to recover frcmi \V. H. Matthews, articles

hired from him or the sum of ^I 14s.— Hirer removed and without

permission, took away the hired goods when in considerable arrears.

—

Plaintifl" eventually traced the goods to Cwm in Monmouthshire, and

defendant allowed him after much delay to remove some of the goods,

bnt others remained, a banjo and a lamp. The Registrar, Mr. J. W.
Guise, gave judgment for the defendant on the extraordinary and

unfair ground, that plaintifT having had £n 9s. 6d. and the best part

of the goods back he must be content.

Action to Recover Possession from Landlord.
In the Clerkenwell County Court the case of Bradbury & Co., Lira,,

V. Robinson, was recently decided.—Mr. Cornish, Superintendent for

Bradbury & Co., Lini., in opening the case, stated thet on the 21st

October, 1SS9, Arthur C. Burford hired a sewing machine from

plaintiff's under an agreement produced, and made an arrangement

witli fhe defendant to use his shop with the intention of working up a

business. At the expiration of a month Burford fotnd it did not pay

him, and intimated to defendant that he must find fresh quarters, and

asked defendant if he could leave the machine there until he got an

order so that he could remove it, which was agreed to. When Burford

went for the machine defendant refused to give it up unless he paid him
five weeks rent at 3s. per week. The machine being the property of

Bradbury & Co., Lim., Burford notified Ihem of the fact, whereupon

they made application for the machine, which was refused, unless they

paid 15s. for rent claimed to be due. In consequence of this the

action was instituted to recover the machine. Burford was called and

gave corroborative evidence, and also said no arrangement was come
to in regard to rent. 'It was purely a speculative affair, which if suc-

sessful would have been of benefit to both him and defendant. Defen-

dant stated there was a positive verbal agreement as to rent.—His

Honour held that defendant was not entitled to keep possession of

machine, and decided that he must either deliver it up to plaintiffs or

pay the full value, with costs to follow the judgment.

Action for Illegally Depriving of Machine.
At the Shoreditch County Court on Tuesday last the Singer

Manufacturing Company were defendants in an action brought by a

person named Chenworth to recover the sum of ;!i^io, on the ground

that defendants had illegally deprived them of a sewing machine on

Semptember 27th, 1SS9. It transpired that the machine was hired

on July 31st, 1886, and only ;^5 12s. 6d. had been paid, leaving a

balance of £1 19s. Frequent applications had been made, both

verbal and written, for the payment of arrears, and hirer had removed

four times during the hire. The solicitor for the plaintiff pleaded

that the machine was sold to plaintiff and cot hired, relying upon the

fact that defendants had lost the hire agreement. Defendant's counsel,

however, called for the hire payment book and pointed out the terms

therein, further, several witnesses were called to prove that plaintiff

had signed the missing agreement. His Honour, Judge Prentice, held

that it was clearly a hire transaction, and gave judgment for the

defendants.

Death of Mr. F. Bell.

PE regret to record the death of Mr, Fred Bell, the editor of 'J7ie

^ United Slates Scu'ing Machine Times, of New York. He
was by birth an Englishman, and emigrated to America
when only seventeen years old. His means of livelihood chiefly

depended upon his knowledge of the dry goods business, obtained in

"the old country." This, in 1S52, the period of his arrival in New
York, was sufficient to insure speedy employment, good salesmen

being in great demand. In 1S5S he sold his first sewing machine, in

St. Louis. In 1S61 he had the Grover & Baker Columbus, O. agency,

which he held till 1S70, during which time he was sole proprietor of

Bell's Cloak House, the largest establishment of its kind in Ohio, out-

side of Cincinnati. In 1S72 he went to Georgia, in the interest of the

Howe Machine Company, and after a few months secured the Domestic
(Atlanta Branch) management. This he resigned in 1874, to tak

service with the Remington Company, which, in 1S76, withdrew all

its branch offices, and Mr. Bell, with his son, John S, S,, thereupon
formed a new establishment, known far and wide through the South
as Fred, Bell & Co,, wholesale jobbers of " Stewart," " Remington,"

"N'ictor" and " Dauntless" machines—the first house in the South
to do a strictly wholesale sewing machine business, no machines being

sold to consumers under any circumstances. It was in 1879 that

Mr. Bell first allowed his name to appear as editor, although for several

years before he h.id virtually edited one or t(\o publications. The
Souliiern liladc was the name of his Atlanta paper, and it is .said to

have been a keen one. It ran about one year as a moBlhly, when, this

appearing too slow, it was turned into a weekly—the first weekly
sewing machine paper ever published.

In 1882 -Mr. Bell went to New York and put out the first number
of 'I'he 'J'imes, which has, under his management, scored a success

gratifying to all concerned.

Hire Dealers who have not

yet notified their approval

of the objects of the

Hire Trader's Protection

Association, are requested to

communicate with Mr.

Samuel J. Sewell, 28, Pater-

noster Row, E.C., at once.

Alleged Undue Preference.

On Tuesday last, at the Court of Queen's Bench, before Baron
Huddlestone and a special jury, the case of Hermann Loog, Limited v.

George Whight and Co., commenced on the previous Friday, was
disposed of.

The plaintiffs were ostensibly the creditors of the Hermann Loog,
Limited, but the creditors were never consulted, or would certainly

not have allowed the action to be entered. The actual plaintiff was
the liquidator of Hermann Loog, Limited, and if to serve the interests

of the creditors was his only object, he is certainly a man possessed of

more zeal than discretion. But zeal for the interest of creditors of

a public company is not a ruling passion with liquidators as a class,

and we fear that this case is no exception to the rule,

^Ve hope some day to be able to lay bare the history of the winding-
up proceedings in re Hermann Loog, Limited, which we are afraid

will be such a record of wastefulness as the annals of f-^w companies
can equal. It must strike our readers as scarcely credible that the

winding up order was granted as far back as January 1SS7, and that

the liquidator has never held any communication whatever with the

creditors except informing them that their statement of claim had
been passed. During all this time expenses have been running on, and
the amount to be divided growing smaller. As if the liquidator had
not already spent enough of the creditors' money, he enters on a
frivolous action against Messrs. George ^Vhight & Co., which has cost

some ,^^400 or /^oo. An action which we are certain no creditor in

his senses would have sanctioned. An action which was bound to fail.

Common justice and fairness were on the side of the defendants.

As one of the creditors of Hermann Loog, Limited, we tell Mr.
Clark, the liquidator, that morally he is bound to pay the heavy law
costs out of his own pocket, and not take them out of the estate. It

is opposed to all that is fair and just for him to enter on litigation of

a most frivolous character without consulting the creditors, and to

charge them with the costs. If he and his friends under these circum-
stances can pocket their fees without at least a few qualms of con-
science, then the genus liquidator is even worse than he is generally
depicted, and that is black enough.
If the liquidator hasjany money at all to divide, we ask him to share

it out at once. If it is only a penny in the £ pray let us have it, as

the creditors have no confidence whatever in the way their property is

being dealt with, and are convinced that the longer the distribution is

delayed the less there will be to divide.

Although we have a full report of the proceedings in " Hermann
Loog, Limited, v George Whight cS: Co.," we will not trouble our
readers to wade through the whole, but will summarise it as much
as possible.

The cause of the action was to recover from the defendants a number
of musical instruments delivered by the managing director of the
plaintiffs' company to the defendants, on the grounds that there had
been undue preference shown to the defendants.
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Mr. F. Lockwood, Q.C , M.P., and Mr. Bernard Coleridge, .M.P.,

appeared for the plaintiffs, and Mr. Willis, Q,C., .ind Mr. Forman
appeared for the defendants.

Briefly stated, the plaintifis' case was that on the 20th and 21st of

December, 1S86, 750 Aristons were sent by Mr. Hermann Loog to some
premises at Haverstock Hill, where they were taken over by Messrs.

George Whight & Co. The delivery, it was alleged, was made late at

night, and with secrecy. It was further alleged by Mr. Lockwood that

Hermann Loog, Limited, was at this time in a hopelessly insolvent

condition, and that in spite of other creditors pressing him, he made
the transfer to the defendants. The learned counsel also referred to

the subsequent relations between Mr. Whight and Mr. Loog, tending
to show that intimacy and personal friendship existed between them,
and thought he should be able to show that at the time the transfer

was effected the dominant influence operating in the mind of Mr.
Loog was to prefer the claims of George Whight & Co. to his other

creditors. If he (the learned counsel) succeeded in doing this, the

transaction would be void, and the plaintiffs entitled to judgment in

their favour.

Mr. John Annam was the first witness called. It will be remem-
bered that this gentleman was appointed receiver on behalf of Frister

& Rossmann, the debenture holders. His evidence was inteiesting

only so far as it showed the position of affairs when he was in charge
of the business. At the date of the winding-up order he found tbc

book debts were of the nominal value of ^'40,000, owing by some
17.000 to 20,000 persons. lie estimated these debts with stock

^^6,500, to realise i'3l,954. The liabilities of the estate were between
;^5o,ooo and ;£'6o,ooo, including ^32,000 of debentures. Witness
collected the debts until the 1st December, 1887, and he estimated the

cost of the colleclions at 45 per cent.

Two carmen were then called, and gave evidence as to the delivery

of the goods to Haverstock Hill, also Miss Sutton as to the entry of

the order in the books.
Mr. Henry Crofts Longsdon, partner in Messrs. W. Summerscales

& Sons', creditors of Hermann Loog, Limited, for ^f2,090, gave evi-

dence tending to show that from August to December, 1SS6, they
were pressing for payment of their account.
The evidence for the defence, which was of a lengthy character,

showed clearly that Hermann Loog, Limited, owed the defendants the
sum of ^922, a large porti m of which was many months overdue.
Numerous letters were read which had passed between the parties, all

of which showed beyond the shadow of a doubt that the defendants
had pressed very hard for payment of their claims. These letters

extended over a period of six months. At length, on the iSlh of
December, 1SS6, the defendants decided to file a petition for the
winding up of the plaintiffs company, unless they on that very day either

paid their account or gave them .ample securitj-. A meeting took place
between the managing director of the company and the defendants, and
their accountant and the proposal was made that the defendants .should

purchase 750 Aristons at the price of 27s. each, and credit Hermann
Loog, Limited, with the same. Defendant agreed to this, and on the
completion of the delivery of the instruments, paid by cheque the
difference between the value of the Aristons and plaintiffs account.
As to the goods going to Haverstock Hill instead of defendant's

ordinary business premises at Holborn Bars, and the lale hour at

which they were removed, out of which the plaintifl''s counsel hod made
much capital, a complete answer was forthcoming. The ilefendants had
used the Haverstock Hill premises for years as a warehouse, and
produced the lease and rent liook. Then, as to the time at which the
good arrived, it was shown that this was no fault of the defendants, who
had made arrangemants for their acceptance at four o'clock in the
afternoon.

Mr. Willis, Q.C, in his closing speech held that he had proved that the
suggestion of the payuient of defendant's debt by the transfer of goods
was the result of extreme pressure, and was not a voluntary act to show
undu; preference. Therefore, he held that the plaintiffs had failed to

prove their case.

Mr. Bernard Coleridge, M.P., made a very longand grossly unfair
closing speech, in which the terms swindler and bogus figured very

I
rominently and frequently. .Several times the Judge stopped him to

ask where the evidence could be found. In most cases there was no
evidence in support of his wilil statements and false imputations.
The Judge, in addressing the jury, showed his disgust for the course

the counsel for the plaintiffs had pursued. He said that they were not
I.) be influenced by a man standing up in the court and bawling out the
t^rm "swindler." What they had to do was to examine the circum-
-tances, and see if the goods were passed for the purpose of giving one
creditor a preference over another, and if so, the transaction wns not
a proper one. If, on the other hand, the transfer was not a voluntary
."ct, but elTected for the purpose of preventing extreme measures being
taken, then they must find for the defendants. They must make some
allowance for a man who is really owed the money, and who is quite
entitled to say, " I'll' get my money.'

After two minutes' consideration, the jury returned a verdict for the
defendant. Verdict accordingly, with costs.

The Wheeler & Wilson Company's
Nottingham Trade.

,WtKADE in the Nottingham district is very good, and whether we
jj attribute it to the excellence of the Wheeler & Wilson Cos.
products, judicious management success at the Paris Exhibition, or
the enthusiasm of a most efticienl staff (we are inclined to think all

combined) certainly the results have been mo.st satisfactory. To de-
scribe it a steady progress, would not express the condition of trade, .as

business within ihe last twelve months have more than trebled pre-
ceding years.

The trade in this district is not confined to any particular manu-
facture, including as it docs Clothing, Hosiery, Boot, Pinafore and
Apron, Lace and Corset Manufacturers with a sprinkling of the Linen,
or North of Ireland trade also Down Clothing, in .all of which tho
Company have secured a large sale of their machines, with a still

increasing demand. Perhaps the most marked departure has been in
the Hosiery trade, where the new No. 9 bids fair to revolutionize the
whole trade. Hosiery Manufacturers up to the introduction of the
No. 9 machine have used almost exclusively chain stitch, but with the
No. 9 the requirements of Hosiery Manufacturers high speed, light

running and elasticity of stitch and the other difliculties attendant in
dealing with these fabrics are completely met. The No. 12 machine
thoroughly justifies all that has been said in its favour, the best proof
of its qualities is the fact that when once placed in a factorj', orders
ore always repeated. There is no machine capable of such a wide
range of work, meeting the requirements of the heaviest Boot trade
(wax thread or otherwise) giving the necessary beauty of stitch for

shirts and collars, the Zephyr fabrics of the pinafore trade and the
gossamer like fabrics of the Hosiery. We may also state in every case
where machines of other makers have been put down with ours in open
competition the orders have been placed with us, and in most cases we
have been entrusted with order for the benching and engineering
connected therewith.

A large retail trade is also done notwithstanding the requirements
of the Company that it must be a gilt-edged one. No doubt the
Company are reaping the benefit of the name they have acquired for

making high class machines.
And now to turn to a more convivial subject, the staflf of the com-

bined oflices Nottingham and Sheffield under the management of

Mr. R. A, Edwards thinking this a fitting epoch in the history of the
Company decided to give a dinner to all employes of the district at

St. Peter's Restaurant, Nottingham, when a most enjoyable and
enthusiastic evening was spent, Mr. R. A. Edwards presiding.

After the usual toast of "The Queen " the toast of the Wheeler i
Wilson Company was given and received with the greatest enthusiasm,

and speeches were made by Messrs. H. Jackson, J. A. Rowbotham,
L. E. Rowbotham, W. Elliott, D. Dalrj-, H. Elliott, W. Graham, and
others. The toast of the ladies was next given by the Chairman, who
expressed his great appreciation of the assistance rendered by them to

the business. Mr. J. T. Whate replied in a neat speech, supplemented
by Miss A. A. Davis, who thoroughly brought down the house in

replying and giving .an impromptu rhyme, entitled " Good old Wheeler
and Wilson." A'arious members contributed much to the enjoyment
of the evening by instrumental music and songs.

We are all readers down here. Mr. Editor, of the Sewing Marhine
Gazette, and must express our thanks for the great pleasure it affords

us in perusing your valuable paper, and wish you every success.

Robin Hood.

Harrop's Perambulator Factory.

A RECENT visit to Manchester gave us an opportunity of inspecting
Mr. John Harrop's show-rooms, 55, Tib Street, and his works at

Bury Street, Stockport.
The warehouse is an extensive building in the centre of the city. On

entering, the offices are observed to be to the right and left, and close
by is the telephone room, where direct communication can be held
with the works in Stockport.
The live floors of the show-rooms are filled with almost every article

required for completely furnishing a house. The walls abound with
pictures, and countless shelves are filled with albums, books, &c.
Clocks and watches are displayed in numerous varieties, and musical
instruments of all kinds are on show ; a full range of furniture can also
be inspected. We knew that Mr. Harrop had been extending his list

of goods for some time past, but were not aware that he dealt in one-
half of the articles on show at Tib Street, nearly all of which are madg
specially for an easy payment trade.

Mr. John Harrop's factory premises arc not far from .Stockport

.Station, and here are made a large number of the articles on show at

Tib Street. They are fitted with a large amount of machinery for

doing all kinds of work at the lowest possible cost. Entering first the
furniture department, we found a large stall" making chairs, tables,

couches, &c. Accompanied by the manager, we made a complete round
of the several buildings, in which we found every operation in perambu
lator manufacture performed on the premises. Not only were the
bodies constructed, painted, and upholstered on the spot, but the whole
of the metal parts, including the wheels, were made at Bury Street
Mills.

Only quite recently, as stated in the I'ebruary Gazetic, has Mr.
Harrop st.irtcd a wheel factory. This, we found, was completely fitted

with machinery to produce 40,000 wheels per .annum. Even the
rubber tyres for the wheels .are made at this factory, and beyond doubt
it is one of the most complete in the country.

Embezzlement by a Singer Col-
lector.

On the 4th February Samuel Coombe was charged at Tavistock,
before Mr. W. S. Roseverc and Mr. D. Radford, with embezzling

£^ gs. belonging to the .Singer Manufacturing Company, between
November isl and December 15th.

Mr. F. Cecil Lane, of Plymouth, who appeared for the prosecution:
said although his clients did not wish to unduly press the case they
felt it to be an imperative duty to take those proceedings as a
warning to others. There were .several charges, but he only intended
to proceed with one. The prisoner was in receipt of over 30s. a
week when he absconded.
Mr. James Ledington, the company's district agent for the West of

England, produced the agreement by which prisoner undertook to

account for all moneys he received on the Saturd,ay of each week
Ernest Harris, sub-manager of the Launceston district, including

Tavistock and neighbournood, for which the prisoner acleil as sales

man and collector, jiroduced a number of weekly accounts forwarded-
tohiin by the accused, including one dated November gih. None of
them containe<l the name of Thurza Cole, or any mention of ;^4 9s.

Thurza Cole, of Sydenham, Milton Abbott, said she purchased a
sewing machine of the prisoner on November 2nd, and ptiid him

£^ 9s., for which he gave her the receipt produced.
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Police Constable Moon deposed to apprehending the prisoner at

Portsmouth.
Mr. Lane informed the mapistrates that Miss Eva Heard, of Li'l-

(ord, paid the prisoner us. Od., and Police Constable Crispin, of

Tavistock, paid him 5s. The prisoner gave them receipts, but failed

to account for the moneys.

In reply to the chairman, Mr. Ledington said they made what

enquiries they could respecting the character of the men they took

into their employ. The prisoner was for some months under his per-

sonal supervision at Plymouth as a canvasser, and was promoted to a

coUectorship as he appeared to lie a respectable man.

The accused pleaded guilty, and was sentenced to three months'
i mprisonment with hard labour.

A Managers' Conference.

JR. Charles Orrell, the respected Manager of the Singer Companies,
Northampton District, invited the whole of the sul)-Managers in

his District, together with the Collectors .and Salesmen of Northampton,
to a sumptuous dinner served by Mr. Castello, of the Drapery,

Northampton. J. Whitie, Esq., the highly respected man.ager for the

United Kingdom, occupied the chair, and Mr, Charles Orrell the vice-

chair.

After the cloth was removed, Mr. Whitie gave an address, which was
full of sound practical advice, and also very encouraging to all present.

Mr. Whitie then had to leave to catch his train for London, and Mr.
Orrell, in proposing " Success to the Singer Manufacturing Company,"
which was heartily responded to, traced the history of the Singer

Manufacturing Company from its start to its present position, and con-

gratulated the whole of the present Company on their increase of

business for the past year, it having been the most successful in the

District.

Mr. Summers, of Wellingboro, then proposed " Prosperity to the

Northampton District," quoting a number of figures which showed a

great increase of business for the past year, and stating that he believed

the present year would be more successful than the past.

Mr. J. A. Girdler, chief clerk and cashier at the Northampton
office, then gave a short practical address on the best method of book-
keeping, making special reference to the stock-sheet, &c.

Mr. Reynolds, chief mechanic, then gave an address on the con-

struction of the various machines supplied by the Company, with some
good sound advice to those present.

After a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Otrell for entertaining them, the

Company dispersed, having spent a very pleasant and profitable

evening.

The following gentlemen were present

Mr. Whitte, Genera Manager of

London.
Mr. C. Orrell, District Manager

of Northampton.
Sub-Managers of the various

offices as follows :

—

Mr. Summers, Wellingboro.
Mr. Jones] Bedford.

Mr. Lines, Luton.
Mr. Stokes, Biggleswade,
Mr. Whitie, Rugby.
Mr. Prentice, Harford.

Mr. Evrall, Hitchin.

Northampton Office.

Mr. Girdler, Cashier.

Mr. Reynolds, Mechanic.
Mr. Mallard, Salesman and Col-

lector.

Mr. Clarke, Salesman and Col-
lector.

Mr. Harrison, Salesman and Col-
lector.

Mr. Watts, Salesman and Col-
lector.

Mr, Spriggs, Salesman and Col-

lector.

Nothmann v. Lidger-wood.

^l&^E have received a copy of the decision in the above
*^^^ action, which was tried by Dr. Monteiro de
Azevedo, at Rio. The "Sworn Public Translator and
Commercial Interpreter " has not translated the Portu-
guese into anything like good English, but we do not care
to trust ourselves to correct his faults, and therefore
reproduce his document exactly as received.

These documents examined between parts : Maximiliano Nothmann
as plaintifT and Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co. attorney in propria
causa of the Singer Manufacturing Co. as defendanc, etc. The
Plaintiff submits in the libel at folio 4 :

That he was accused by the Defendant for the payment of supposed
prejudices of (owing to) the fact that he, Plaintiff, endeavoured to en-
rich himself by the manufacture and sale of sewing machines of the
maker " Singer," so imitated as to deceive the purchasers.

That beyond this the Defendant moved for search warrants and
made seizures of sewing machines, some even foreign to the question.
That the referred to suit was judged non froccJcndo in the great

appeal by the Court of Appeals of Ouro Preto which decided that the
Defendant could not re-vindicate the exclusive proprietary in the
alleged trade-mark, and that the machines seized were not imitations
in comparing them with those of the defendant's.

That by this detractory proceeding the Defendant attacked his, the
Plaintiffs, credit, he being subjected to the annoyance of the said
searches and seizures in presence of the Custom House and of the
police, he, the Plaintiff, estimating the damages at So.ooo.ooo reis.

That by cause of the said suit he returned from Europe, where he
was for commercial advantages, through which he was forced to incur
expenses in travelling and telegraphing, with which he expended
1,000,COO rels.

That by this return from Europe, where he intended to remain for
seven years, at the head of a house destined for the purchasing of
goods necessary to the commercial establishments he possesses in this
city, he was obliged to abandon interests of such importance, and
leave the useful, comfortable and economical life that he mi^ht there
have enjoyed, the which is valued at 75,000,000 reis.

That the commissions he has paid, the transactions he could not

realise in Europe, whence he returned to the prejudice of the greater

extension of his business, demand an indemnity of 175,000,000 reis.

That the loss through the seizure of the referred to machines,

according to the statement at folio 29 amounted to 74,555iOOO f-'s.

That with lawyer and attorney he expended 12,000,000 reis., which

do not enter under the rule of costs, and should be indemnified by the

Defendant.
And he concludes by asking that the Defendant be obliged to pay

to him the sum of 417,555,000 reis., to which the above detailed items

amount, as an indemnity for prejudices, losses and damages (unrealised

profits and would-be damages) in reason of injurious tricks and acts

.againrt him, the Plaintiff.

At folio 81 the Defendant offered the exception of non-competency,

overruled at 116, and at folio 137 the exception of illegality, also

over-ruled at folio 148, then contesting the suit at folio 151, where it

pleaded.

That the facts as set forth in the libel as generative elements of

obligation are arbitrary, for they consist of voyages for pleasure and

on business, which the Plaintiff asserts he has made.

That the alleged expense with lawyer and attorney are spontaneous

voluntary acts by the Plaintiff.

That there is no obligation to indemnify the plaintiff

(a) Because all acts practised by it, the Defendant, and for the

guarantee of its rights were legal and licit and exercised before Judges

and Courts of the country.

\,b) Because there was not, during all the course of the suit laid by

it, the Defendant, either fraud or culpability.

(() Because there is not, nor has there been any act of it, the De-
fendant, against the Plaintiff beyond judicial direction.

[d) Because no advantage was derived from these acts and facts,

and there is in its favour, at all stages of the suit, a plentitude of good

faith ; whereas
[e) the Plaintifif always proceeded before, during and after the suit,

with entire bad faith, enriching himself by the losses of others, by the

violation of the rights of the Defendant in the industrial property, as

well as those to its commercial designation in the important "Singer"

sewing machine business.

(/) It, the Defendant, used its rights, it commenced no inconsiderate

suit, but based upon the laws of industrial proprietary, and on the

common law, more than once gaining the decisions of Judges and

Courts.

(g) The decision of the Court of Appeals of Ouro Preto, albeit

injudicious and unjust, does not constitute a case decided in favour of

the Plaintiff in the present suit.

That the Plaintiff since the time the first suit was commenced has

always resided in this country, and has continued to do business on a

large scale in counterfeit sewing machines, from this deriving great

profits and advantages.

That under such conditions it should be absolved from the demand

in the libel.

As Assistant, The Singer Manufacturing Co. pleads at folio 154.

That the revisory determination at folio 27 decided nothing anew,

merely causing matters to revert to the former condition, wherein the

Plaintiff is found in the criminal employment of the name of the

Assistant, for the purpose of selling as " Singer," defective machines

of German manufacture, with which the Plaintiff has conducted his

usual business.

That this determination does not forbid the suit that the A s

will bring against the PlaintilT, that he shall pay lo it losses and

damages, which he has caused to it by the trickery he employs to sell

these German machines as " Singer ;
" the more so, as it is rendering

effective its right against the PlaintilT in the Criminal Court.

That the seizure, &c. to which the libel refers were legitimate to the

Assistant, and were effected under judicial order and warrant of the

proper authority, which thus assumed the responsibility for the act.

That there are in question sewing machines to which the Plaintifif

attached a mark similar to that of the Assistant, and distinguished

them by the name of " Singer," an act now qualified as criminal ; it

being in the present suit of proper application to the Plaintiff the law :

Nemo de improbitate sua tonseqititur actionem.

That so manifest is the bad faith of the Plaintiff that adopting for

his machines words that lead to the error of supposing these to be

veritable " Singer," he has substituted these words, always in defraud-

ing the Assistant, denoting clearly that the Plaintiff has no judicial

certainty of the right he has assumed to bring the present suit.

That the Plaintiff never had, nor has he to this date, any registered

mark for sewing machines of whatsoever description.

That the suit brought should be judged non procedendo.

The Defendant, responding in contestation at folio 15S reverse, thi

suit was submitted and arguments finally closed by the litigants.

All of which being well considered, considering that indemnity is

not due where damage arises from the use made of inherent right,

Coelho da Rocha, Dir. Civ. S/34; quod fit lege pcrmittente ncte fuo

dial. L. 17, Dig. deOrd. &c.—Considering that the Defendant inlaying

against the Pfantiff the libel at folio 6, and in taking the protective

measures at folio 10 to 20 used its rights.

Considering that it is not proved that the defendant in laying the

above mentioned libel and taking the measures, proceeded fraudulently

or maliciously, when it is certain in law that ; Niillo vidilur dolo

fanr que suo Jure estitttte, beyond which
Considering that under the law the cases are explicit in which suit

for losses and damages are allowed against a plaintift" defeated in an

action, as it is determined in Art. 80S Commercial Code, in favour of

the merchant against the creditor, who with manifest injustice throws

him into bankruptcy, it is inferred therefrom the two principles, the

t7vo remissive principles of the matter, of the native law which are ;

1st the cases for indemnity by the defeated plaintiff are special ;

2nd, that for such cases bad faith by the said Plaintiff is indispensable

in acor dance with the general doctrine of law.

Considering that under such conditions, there being on the part of

the Defendant neither fraud nor malice in the legal exercise of its right

no indemnity can be demanded it, because of its suit against the

Plaintiff, to whom will pertain only the costs gained with the suit under
Art, 16 of Dir. Proc , in conformity with what is specified in criminal
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practice under similar circumstances, by Art. 307 of the Code of
Criminal Process ; because in law this right could not leally exist, if

from its exercise should arise an indemnity for whosoever suffered from
this exercise.

Considering as valid the defence of the Assistant at folio 154, because
of the reasons thereof produced.

Considering the remainder of the documents and that which is well
expounded in the pleas at folio 214.

I decide the suit not maintainable by the Plaintiff and condemn him
in the costs, absolving the Defendant and the Assistant from the
demand.

Let the annexed documents be stamped.
Through press of work, principally caused by the recent electoral

registry (Art. 239 of Decree 8,213 of August 13th, 18S1), the delivery
of this decision has been retarded.

Kio, December 19th. 1SS9. J. CHARLE.S.
I, Charles John Kunhardt, of the City of Rio de Janeiro, Public

Translator and Commercial Interpreter, duly appointed and sworn, do
hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct translation of a

document written in the Portuguese language.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and seal of office

in Rio de Janeiro, the fourteenth day of January, in the year of our
Lord One thousand eight hundred and ninety.

C. J. KUNHARDT.
Sworn Public Translator and Commercial Interpreter.

Serious Charge against Sewing
Machine Dealers.

At the East Grinstead Petty Sessions, Mr. Bedo Boys Varty and
Mr. Henry Mills, sewing machine dealers, of East Grinstead, were
summoned, at the instance of Messrs. Metzler & Co., for converting
to their own use a piano, of which they were the bailees. Both
pleaded not guilty. Mr. Wilkinson appeared for the prosecutors,

and Mr. Prince for the defendants. The latter stated, at the outset,

that the transactions took place between Messrs. Metzler and one of

the defendants, and though the partnership w'ould apply for any civil

action, yet, in a criminal case, each partner would be responsible only

for his own actions. He therefore asked that the case against each
defendant might be taken separately, as that would enable him to put
their side of the matter before the Bencli on oath.

Mr. Wilkinson said both defendants were charged with the same
oflTence, and he saw no reason for separating the evidence.

The Bench lefused Mr. Prince's application.

Mr. Wilkinson, in opening his case, detailed the circumstances

under wh'ch two American organs and an organo-piano were lent to

the defendants in October last, to show at an exhibition they were
promoting. They were lent for a veek only, and as they were not

returned on November I3lh, Messrs. Metzler wrote expressing their

surprise at not receiving them. No answer was sent to this, and on
November 25th they wrote again in a similar strain, and said they

would have to charge hire if they were not sent back within a week.
No reply was received, so they wrote again on November 29th and
December 2nd, and after the last letter the two organs were sent back.

Messrs. Metzler wrote, by mistake, acknowledging the return of all,

but on December 5th wrote again saying they had made a mistake and
requesting the immediate return of the piano, and refusing to execute

further orders until a remittance was received. Meanwhile, under

date of December 3rd, defendants wrote in reference to another

matter, but said not one word about the piano. On December 17th,

prosecutors again expressed the annoyance they were put to, and
again got no reply. On December 3Ut they wrote giving defendants

notice that they should place the matter in their solicitor's hands
unless the piano arrived in London by the end of the week. On
January 2nd the defendants wrote that they could not understand the

manner in which Messrs. Metzler were writing with regard to the

organo-piano. Of ccurse the undeistanding was that if they (defend-

ants) could sell the piano, Messrs. Metzler would be very glad for them
to do so. There was no truth in that statement. If there was, why
had not Messrs. \?.T^y and Mills raised it before ? The following day
Messrs. Metzler wrote back saying it was distinctly against their manner
of business to send goods out on sale or return. They must have the

organo-piano back, and if it was not delivered to them by the following

Tuesday they would place the matter in other hands. The instru-

ments had never been put to their account, having been lent for a few

days only. No answer was received to that, and accordingly enquiries

were made. It was ascertained that the defendants had sold the piano

to Mr. Pott, of the Railway Hotel, as long back as November 12th, a

day before the first application for its return. Vet no intimation was
ever given by defendants that they had sold it.

The following evidence was then taken :

—

Arthur Coward, salesman in the employ of Messrs. Metzler & Co.,

said Messrs. Varty & Mills were customers of the firm. On October

7th, 18S9, they called at 42, Greit Marlborough Street (the prosecutors'

place of busine.-.s), and saw witness. They said they were about to

hold an exhibition in East Grinstead, and mentioned that several other

firms were lending instruments, and would Messrs. Metzler do the

same. They expressed a wish to have two American organs and an

organo-piano. After consultation with a member of the firm, it was

agreed to lend what was required for one week. Defend.ints were to

pay carriage both ways, ami to be responsible for any dam.ige. The
instruments were sent off on the loth of October. The number of the

piano was 12.204. On the Sth an entry of the agreement was made in

the firm's instrument book. The instruments not being returned by

the specified date, a letter was written on November 13th applying for

Iheir return. Again on November 25th, 29th, December 2nd, 5th,

17th, and 31st, and January 3rd, the firm wrote. No answer w.as

received except la those of December 2nd and December 31st. The
two organs were returned on December 2nd, but the organo-piano had

never come back. On January loth witness came to East Grinstead to

make inquiries, and he found the piano at the "Railway Hotel.'' The
firm never allowed goods to go out on sale or return. The trade

price of the piano v,-:i.s£j^6.

Cross-examined : This was subject to a discount of 5 per cent, for

cash. This was a very fair price for such an instrument. He did not

Bscerl»in what Mr. Pott gave defendants for the piano. Witness saw

it, and Mr. Pott asked him a few questions about the instrument. He
said he had paid for it, and witness told him the trade price. Witness
remarked, "That's all right," on hearing that Mr. Pott had paid for

it. A bill for £ii 4s. 3d. from defendants to Metzler's fell due on
that day. That was given for goods supplied from July 24th to

September 30th. Witness had no knowledge at that time that the bill

was due, nor did he call and see the bankers about it. He subse-

quently heard the bill had been dishonoured. On October 7th an
arrangement was made that a three months' bill should be given, as

this would bring it up to a six months' credit. He knew of no instances

where goods were sent to exhibitions on sale or return. He imagined
Messrs. Varty & Mills wanted them to prove their credit. It was
distinctly understood they were not to sell them. Price lists were sent

out with the goods. The piano in question was priced at ^84. This
was subject to 25 per cent, discount.

A clerk in the employ of Messrs. Metzler was called to prove the

posting to defendants of che various letters read by Mr. Wilkinson in

his opening. The latter stated that notice was given the defendants

on Saturday to produce the originals.

Mr. Prince said it was monstrous that his clients should only be
given a day's notice to produce the letters, and asked that proof of

their being sent should be ignored on the ground that the accused had
not been given reasonable time to produce them.

This the Bench declined to do.

Mr. T. W. Pott gave evidence as to purchasing the organo-piano

from the defendants on the 12th November. It was really an exchange,

prisoners receiving an old piano worth about ;{I^I0, a horse worth

about ;£^20, and a cheque for ;^r7 los. for the instrument. Mills signed

the receipt, but both of the prisoners were present.

Mr. Prince asked the Bench whether they thought they would send
the case for trial. If they intended doing so, he would reserve his

defence.

The Chairman replied that they had decided to send the defendants

for trial at the Assizes.

On Varty being asked whether he had any statement to mike, he
said, " I am not guilty. With regard to the arrangements with Mr.
Coward, we told him distinctly at the time that we did not want them
to send the instruments for nothing. We said we would (jay the

carri.ige, and try to sell the instruments as much for them as any other

firm. As regards not sending things on sale or return, they have sent

an oboe on sale or return to us. I was only present when the receipt

w?s given to Mr. Pott. I reserve my further defence."

Mills, on being asked if he had any statement to make, said :
" I say

the same as Mr. Varty."

Bail was allowed, Mr. Rush, of the Middle Row, being bound in

the sum of £20 for each defendant.

Meeting of Creditors.
fHE pub'ic examination of Thomas Williamson, dealer in domestic

machinery, Widemarsh Street, and 28, St. Owen's Street, Here-

ford, took place on the 31st ult., at the Hereford Bankruptcy Court.

The debtor's statement of affairs showed unsecured creditors liabilities

amounting to £^07' ^'^^ ^ deficiency of ;J'27o. In answer to the

Official Receiver, the debtor stated that he took over the business in

Widemarsh Street in 1S80 on borrowed capital, but, in consequence

of the excessive valuation which he had to pay on taking over the

business he was obliged to apply to the Court in 1SS2, when he paid

a composition of 3s. 4d. in the pound. He had since continued in

business, hoping to be able to retrieve his position, but unfortunately

his hopes had not been realised. He alleged his lailure to have been

caused by bad trade losses, law costs, and interest on borrowed capital.

He expressed an opinion that, if he had had capital, he could have

built up a splendid business. Finally the examination was adjourned.

The following are the creditors :

—

Anthony C. & E., Hprtforii 35 16

Banitield T. 4 Co., Birrringham 10

Howe Bewing Machine Company, Brldgelon 25

Jones' Bewing Machine Co.. Limited. Guide Bridge... 32 10

Lloyds, Barnetts, iS Bosanquefs Bank, Hereford ... 40

Murdoch J. G. i Co., Limited. Londoa t5

Payne CJ , Manchester ^'^ ? „
Shepherd, Itothwell, H Houeh, Oldhim ... ._ 43

THOMAS MOORE, Cycle and Perambulator Dealer, Hournetnouth.

The above has executed a deed of assignment. The unsecured

liabilities are ;^l,450 us. 8d., secured creditors /^JOO. The net

assets are estimated at ^"701 13s. The following are among the

creditors :

—

£ •. d.

Davis 4 Co.. London 15 2 2
Simpson .t Pawcett, Leeds

?o 2 S
Braisiugton Si Coolie. Manchester 18

H-ilcsTWPn IVramliiilator Company, Limited 10

CHARLES LUSTV, Sewing Machine Dealer, 6, Wolselcy

Crescent, Stapleton Road, Bristol.

A receiving order has been granted in the above. The unsecured

liabilities arc given in at £l09 2s. lid. and net assets at ^38 14s gd.

BEDO VARTV &. H. Si ILLS, Household Machinery Dealers,

East Grinstead.

A deed of assignment has been registered in the above. The unse-

cured liabilities are £613 los. id., .and preference claims £S los.

The assets consist of stock ^'257 7s. 7d., estim.ated to realise Z 100 ;

book debts ;{;2I0 03. 4d., estimated to realise .rf 150 ; cash in hand £6 ;

debtors' furniture estimated to fetch /;2I. It is expected that a divi-

dend of 6s. Sd. can be paid. The following are the creditors:—
Belt Organ Company, London
Briusmead * Co., London
Bryant —. Birmingliam ... ... ... ...

Cherry Tree Mailiinc Company. Cherry Tree...

Cumniln(;8 i Smith, London
Harris 4 Co., L.inJon

MetJler & Co., London
Schappisher — , Limdou
Sheer K. .* Co., Bast Orlnstesd

Bilber li Fleming. London
Bmith Organ CoiiHUiny. London
White Sewing Machine Company, London ...

gtci'BiiD OnssiTOSa.

Davey Horace, East Grinstead

Woolgar Daniel, B«tt Grlnilead

i 9. d.
K
30
12
28
SI

48
130
72
10 n
?.^

38
50

12
12
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E. T. KOSK, .Se\S'iiit; Machine Dealer, \cirli.

The above has cxuciiud a duccl of asslt;nnicnl. The unsecured

liabililics arc t,'iven at ^847 12s, <)<]., and assets /^'loo. U is expected

that I2S. 6d. in the £ can be paid by five e(|iial payments at 3, 0, 9,

12, and IS months, the last two secured. Th-r followini; are the

creditors :

—

£ «. d.

lionjaralii H., MldUlciil)rou(th 20
(Iriiv J..Bnohiii 80 U

HnrVcip J., Miinelif.ilir 40
lIuiKruvoa J., KcilKliliy 33
.lonea'SiiwIiiK Miiclilni' Co., LImltcil.Ouldo Bridge... 19
Lloyd & Itlll, Dlriiiinnlmra 36
Mur.locli .1. tl. & Co., LlEtilted, London 24

I'littliMiii O., Dnnnlnntiin 15
IVtly 11.. York iO
l'hilil|i« ,V Sons, liirmlnKliam 47
UipU'V II.. Lucils 61
Km3i. VV., Northiillorton 28
Hose llonry.^ork 20
Smitli & I'linot, Keiglilcv 80
Stratford & Mullett. Hull 33
BiiiMnifrariUc-a &3on3. tColKliIey U9
AViii»"ii \ Wlialley, KeiHiiloy 33 U
Wliiltukir Hros.. Aocrlnnton 11
Wolf J.. York 34
York Herald Company, Yorlt 20

JOHN BRAIN, Domestic Machinery Dealer, Cock Street
Darlington.

'

A receiving order has been granted in the above. The unsecured
debts are given at ;^33l 6s. 6d., and the secured a; /"21 los. The
following are the creditors :

—

£ f d
Boddis A., Wolverlmmpton 13 ()
Callwrlght, Charles, & Sod, Birmingham 26 7 3Dunn Martin, Weat Broruwieh 112 6
Gordon B. k Co., Birminglinm ... _" 10
GrlmsbawT. & Son. Litlleborough

'"

15 12 7
HolraeB, Pearson, lV Midgley, Keighley ... 27 1 fi

HoBkin & Sewell, Hurdtsley '" 34 5 g
Howland E. & Sons, High Wycombe

j|] 25 4 s
L'HoUier Leon, Birmingham "'_^

20 19 8
Marriott H. & Co., Manchester '^\ 1113 R
Middleton jAines, Braethwick "]

18 5
Morrison & Austen, London

]^^ 29 8
White Sewing Machine Company, London ... \\\ 40 3 9

Jottings.

Our Ajinual Peramhidator Supplement is sent out with
this month's " Gazette."

# It

Mrs. Alice M. Lagrove, the twice-married and twice-
divorced daughter of Mr. Singer, the millionaire sewing-
machine inventor, has just died at her home in New
York. Twenty years ago Miss Singer was a prominent
member of Parisian society, and her marriage to Mr. W.
A. Lagrove was a social event of considerable importance.
It was a characteristic French marriage, made by the
parents, and incompatibility of temper led first to separa-
tion and then to divorce, after which Mrs. Lagrove
became a fashionable actress. Six years ago she and an
actor named Bangs were married at short notice by the
late Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, but a few months later
she instituted successful proceedings for divorce, and had
ever since been known by the name of her first husband.
She has left an only child, and a large estate, stage
costumes and jewellery, valued at /4o,ooo.

At five o'clock on the morning of the 7th of February
a serious fire broke out at the knitting factory of Messrs.
Rothwell, Limited, Bolton, where a comparatively new
industry in that district was recently established, giving
employment to hundreds of girls. The fire originated in
the engine-house, and developed such intense heat as to
heavily dainage valuable foreign machinery. The place
will be stopped some weeks. The dainage is estimated
at / 1,000.

Mr. John Edge has been transferred from the manage-
ment of the Singer Company's Burnley depot to the
position of superintendent colleci;or and sales man, attached
to the Singer Liverpool office.

Mr. William Coker, for a long time manager of Messrs.
Wright & Co.'s depot in Shoreditch, has gone into
business for himself. He has opened premises at 102,
Hackney Rpad, E., for the sale of domestic machinery,
musical instruments, jewellery, &c.

Mr. John Harrop has opened a new depot at 5, High
Street, Oldham, for the sale of bassinettes and mail carts.

Mr. Hildred, of Messrs. pSotman, Pretty, & Nicholson,
has jurt returned from a visit to the German sewing
machine factories. His firm are engaged in enlarging
their already extensive showrooms at Ipswich.

Mr. 'I". S. Tuiigue, lalcol ii.Htill ^5t^cul, Rirminghain,

lias .sold his business to Mr. Win. Potter, of 305, Broad

Street, Birmiiighain, and has retired into private lifeaftcr

an experience of the sewing machine trade second to none.

We hojie that happiness and long life may attend him,

buth of which he certainly in the past has striven to

deserve.

Mr. C. W. Vosper, sewing machine dealer, Barnstaple,

has been for some time past engaged in the invention of

an automatic machine of the put-a-penny-in-the-slot type.

His ambition is no less than to get the Post Office to

discard adhesive stamps. The objections to such a

machine on the score of base coin being used arc all

removed in an ingenious manner, which we will describe

in greater detail on some future occasion. Suffice it to

say that the penny placed in the slot causes a die to

descend and make an impression en the envelope. The
inventor is at work on a new ma'jhine, for use in large

business houses, provided with a checking apparatus.

Industries of Scotlandjnst to hand, contains an article

on Mr. W. Whittet's sewing machine depot in Dundee.

Mr. Wm. Rushby, of Eastgatc Louth, is making public

the fact that he has already sold upwards of 1000 sewing

machines. Last year's business, he writes, was better than

1 888. The people in his district earn small wages, can

pay only one shilling per week, but are very honest. His
repairs number about 100 a year, so that one way and

another Mr. Rushby finds his hands pretty fully employed.

A correspondent informs us that he has invented a new
I two-reel machine. He must not think the idea at all

new, or expect to make a fortune out of it immediately.

There are several of these machines already in the field,

and unless an inventor has something particularly good,

he had better be sparing in his expenses, for the chances

of a return are very, very remote.
# :;:

Mr. W. Wild, who only opened a sewing machine store

at St. Aldate's, Oxford, in March 1889, appears to have
progressed exceedingly well. He has already sold close

upon 100 machines, and is now talking of taking larger

premises.

Derby is "practically given up as regards the pavements
to those who owned perambulators, and the owners were
liable to conviction,'' said Alderman Longdon recently at

the Derby Police-court, The Chief Constable replied

that he had brought forward several cases but they were
dismissed. The Mayor hoped that the remarks made would
have a salutary effect.

*
On visiting Messrs. Varley & Wolfenden's factory at

Keighle}?, the past month, we found them busy erecting

plant for making mangles and washing machines. This
firm is well known for their " Cyclops" sewing machine
which has had a large sale in this country. We wish
them equal success with their mangles.

'•"'

... *

Visiting Messrs. Shepherd, Rothwell and Hough, at

their works at Oldham, the past month, we found them
speak very hopefully of trade both in sewing and knitting

machines. Their past year's trade was very satisfactory,

and the new year has opened well. We hope it will

continue so.

*
... *

A change has occurred in the partnership of Messrs.

Isaac Hampton & Co., perambulator makers, Liverpool.

Mr. Isaac Hampton continues the business.

Mr, Stone has dissolved his partnership in the firm of

Robins & Co., Claphani Junction. Messrs. Robins and
Perry continue the business as heretofore.

The appeal from the decision of Mr. Justice Kekewich
as to Wertheim's patent is expected to be heard in the
course of a few days.

Messrs. Bradbury & Co., Lim., ha\'e declared a divi-

dend for the past half-year at the rate of 7^ per cent, per
annum.
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A Canvasser charged with Fraud.

At the Tonbridge Police Court on tlie 7th February,

William Kensett was charged, on remand, with obtain-

ing in October last, by false pretences, from ]\Ir. William

James Longley, a sewing machine and other articles,

value _^2o with intent to defraud.

Mr. Burton appeared for the prosecution, and in open-

ing the case said it was a very serious one, and he should

probably have to prefer a charge of forgery.

Complainant deposed that he carried on business in

Camden-road as a dealer in miscellaneous goods. In

October last he met the defendant who purchased a

sewing machine, for which he was to pay by instalments,

and then enquired if he wanted a man. He arranged

with defendant who said he could get some good customers,

that he should take orders on commission, and he supplied

him with agreement forms. About a week after that

defendant came and said that he had a customer for a

watch. He supplied it to him and he gave the name of a

coachman in the town. He had since been to the address

and found a man of the name mentioned, who denied
giving any order. About the same time he had anothei

v/atch on order for Mary Green, a servant at the Spa.

Defendant had paid one instalment on that watch. He
had afterwards been to the Spa, and could not find that

there was any servant of that name there. The third

watch for which a pawn ticket was produced, he also

identified as one he supplied on order.

Mr. Burton said there were; a number of other articles,

but he did not propose to proceed with them all sepa-

rately, except to claim the restoration of the goods.

Witness produced an order form for the watch, which
purported to be filled up by the customer, a domestic
servant, at Rotherfield, together with an order for a

chain. No deposit was paid. The watch and chain were
worth £,2 I OS. In November he made enquiries at the

address given, but could not find anyone of that name.
He afterwards sent a letter, which was returned through
the Dead Letter Office.

The Mayor : I see on the envelope complainant calls

himself a dealer in domestic machines. Does that include

a watch ?

Mr. Burton : In these enterprising times no doubt a
watch would be called a domestic machine.
Defendant cross-e.xamined witness at some length as to

the mannei- in which he carried on his business and the
agreement he entered into with defendant, who contended
that complainant was himself an agent and had no power
to prosecute.

Mr. Simpson : Unless you show you have authority
from some one else to dispose of the watches, that will

not help you much. Complainant can prosecute as an
agent.

By Defendant : I have no private mark to identify the
watches. I did not give you goods to dispose of as best

you could as I was short of money. I supplied you with
my goods on order. I trade as a company. The watches
do not belong to a Mr. Bond. The reason I did not take
proceedings before is that you have kept making e.xcuses

about the goods. I never gave you authority to pledge
the watches. I have received money from you, but as

deposits, and not on pledges. I did not authorise you
to spend any money on getting a deed of gift for me.

Mr. Burton : There will soon be another prosecution
for infringing the Solicitors Act.

Defendant : I went to London several times for him,
and have not had my expenses.

The Mayor : If you were to pay yourself out of these

watches, what do you want these false agreements for ?

Defendant : I did it for him because he had no money,
and I pledged the watches in his name.
The Mayor : The point you want to clear up is these

agreements.
Defendant : We had the goods back from the parties,

as they did not approve them, and then they were
pledged.

Witness said he had never been able to find the parties

mentioned in the order forms, and he was never told the
goods had been returned. He did not tell defendant to

fill up the forms as he liked, or to raise money somehow
to get a deed of gift on the business. He told defendant
he could only accept good customers. He had not paid

defendant commission, because he had not paid anything.

He had not taken these proceedings because defendant
threatened proceedings against him for damage at his

house iu attempting to recover a sewing machine.

THE "BRANSTON M

PATENTEES AND MAKERS OF

THE ONLY TWO-REEL SEWING MACHINE
Making a perfect lock-stitch direct from two ordinary reels of cotton

without a shuttle or take up. Rotary movement throughout.

Simple, Light running, and Noiseless, and with fewer parts than any

other Lock-stitch Machine.

Address—

59^ HEoltoor^ Tiadnct^ «
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George William Ai^i,', ai^islauL lu Mr. Waj^ncr, dcpu.^cd

that oil October i')lh—the same date as the order form

—the watch iiroduced was pledged in tiie name of William

Kensett. The two other watches were pawned on October

i6th and 23rd.

By Defendant : Yon did not mention Loiigley's iiame.

Defendant applied for a remand to obtain a solicitor.

Correspondence,

To the Editor of the Sewing Machine Gazette.

THE GLASGOW OR UNITY SYSTEM.
\C^IR,—We may be rather late. We were also waiting

?^ for others to say more on this question before

writing you. This system is based on right, its prin-

ciples are just, and thorough wide reaching. It confers

great benefits all round, it jirotects from wrong every

one who comes within its influence, and its mighty

influence has already spread, and is still spreading. It

has already such force with it that nothing will stop it
;
it

is one of those systems which ought to succeed for the

benefit of all ; it is honourable, noble, and true, more
one knows of it better it is liked, men who know it are

ready to own they are much better than they were before

they knew it. It has taken many years of hard work
and deep thought to get it to its present form, and every

hour adds some little improvement. " The originator,"

and also many others, have been pleasantly surprised

by the rich ideas the working of this system has brought

to light. I heartily wish that more would know this

system thoroughly, it would cause such an influence

of good that the originator had little, if any, idea of

when he started it, and may not have even now, and he

has spent many years in getting it to its present form.

It is composed of many ideas, rich, selected with care.

Some of them were held by men who lived long before
" the originator," but they were found suitable for this

great system, and were fitted in one picked up here,

-nother there, compared notes with this one, complaints

_f wrong with that one, a remedy from another, frag-

ments gathered and lornicd into proper sliape, compiled
into one grand and noble " system ''—we don't say it is

faultless, it never will be ; but its faults are so few and
small that they have very little effect on the whole, and
even these are difficult to find, but when found steps

are brought for them to walk out by immediately it is

getti:ig nearer perfection all the time. It has been a

great pleasure to be guided by it for years; right thinking

men would do well to get a start under its great influence

if they desire to progress, and a ihealthy re-action of

their spirits and energies in business, and correct and
even liberal recompense and just treatment, just such

as strong and sound minded men like. Mr. Editor, we
are sending you these lines voluntarily and without
permission from any one, but purely from our own love,

of the system, thankfulness, and admiration, of the noble

qualities of its founder who could persevere against so

very many obstructions in getting this system to its

present state. We have been enabled to see very many
who have greatly benefitted by it. In many ways it

has made men out of what appeared to be worse than
fools. It has given freedom to what were like slaves

before, and how these enjoy it, the writer for one, and
it is such who are willing to help on by everything in

their power, such a system of treatment as this system
gives, it is such as these who can earnestly and faithfully

work and adapt themselves to it, my desire now is to

help others to get under its influence who are seeking a

fit object for their energies and a fair recompense for

them. One of the previous writers on this system was
not well posted on this system, especially agents used in

it, and he wrote you, I think, when he was in a very
bad humour, as if he had just received one of the severe
" punishments " for wrong doing which this system
holds for such cases, and Mr. E., I think, those who
address you ought to do so with more show of affection

for the M.C. business and a nobler spirit. Some of the

letters in recent issues of the Gazette sounded as if the
writers would like to knock somebody down. I may
write you again on " Curios on Canvassing," or "at the
Diggings," &c—Yours truly,

A LABOURER.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO BUYERS.
LLOYD d CO.'S List of New Designs in Baby Carriages and Mail Carts

is now publisfied and it contains a splendid variety.

The Best House in the trade for Fittings, Wheels, Tyres, Hoods
Canopies, Rugs, &c.

BORO', LONDON, S.E.

P.S-TRADE CA^RDFOR LIST & TERMS.

BELIi AMERICAN ORGANS,
AS SUPPLIED

TO ROYALTY AND THE ELITE OF EUROPE.
Every Instrument fitted with our Patent Mouse-Proof Pedal

AND GUARANTEED FOR SIX YEARS.
CATALOGUES SENT FREE ON APPLICATION, AND INSPECTION INVITED.

"W"- BELL
58, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.C.
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HARROPS
MADE SPECIALLY FOR THE "HIRE TRADE."

"THK STEWARD," No. 170. 'THE PRINCESS ALICE.' No. 164.

WRITE FOR

NEW LIST

1890.

' THE SUPERB,"
No. 179.

N EW DESIGNS

MAIL CARTS,

StroDgest and Most

Fashionable

IN THE MARKET.

^.V-^

Chief Office and Wholesale Warehouse—
(LARGE SHOWROOMS),

55, TIB STREET, MANCHESTER.
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LEON L'HOLLIER,
The Renowned Perambulator Maker,

4t 5r 6r 7r & 8 MM^m PASSAQE,
BIRMINGHAM,

Has now the most important Perambulator Works in tlie Kingdom.

L'HOLLIER'S PATENT.

L'HOLLIER'S PATENT.

L'HOLLIER'S PATENT.

L'HOLLIER'S PATENT.

Write for his Illustrated List containing 180 different

distinct Designs.

ALSO LIST OF INVALID CARRIAGES, MAIL CARTS, TOY GOODS, ENGLISH and

FOREIGN BASKETS, and WICKER, CANE and RUSH FURNITURE.
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GENUINE AMERICAN
LAMB KNITTING MACHINE.

The m((St reliable and most easy runDing Stx)Cking and
Glove Knitter In the Market.

44.

SWISS KNITTER.
EUROPEAN KNITTER.
CHEMNITZ KNITTER.

For all kinils of Garments, with special

automatic attacJimenta.

BIERNATZKI & CO.,
MANSFIELD ROAD, NOTTINGHAM.

Principles and Practice of the Law
of Hire and Conditional Sale.

By H. E. Tudor, Esq., Solicitor,

Author oj " A Dejence of the Hire System."

{Conttmied from our February Number.)

CHAPTER XXXIII.

Is THE Hire System Legal ? Does a Transaction,
WHICH A.MOUNTS TO A LoAN OF MoNEY NECESSARILY
CONSTITUTE A BiLL OF SaLE ?

^pHE facts of the North Central Wagon Company
tf^ V. the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire

Railway Company (13 Appeal Cases, p. 554, i^, Ch.
Div. 191

;
32 Ch. D\\\ 477) are not complicated, but

they must be thoroughly mastered in order to fully

appreciate the principles contained in it. The learned

judges say, over and over again, that there was no
question or difficulty in regard to the law on the subject,

but that everything turned on the facts. Accordingly,

we find the facts re-stated in the Lord Macnaughten's
judgment, so as to impress them on the minds of his

hearers at the time. Now, we cannot do better than
follow his lordship's good example, firstly, in regard to a

re-statement of the main facts, and secondly in giving

that statement in his Lordship's own clear language.

He states .
—" My Lords, it seems to me that this case

depends much more on matters of fact than on questions

of law. Indeed, I think there is scarcely room for any
question of law when the facts are ascertained. This

must be my apology for recurring to the evidence, which
I will do as shortly as possible. In February, 1S84, a

colliery company, called the Blacker Main Colliery

Company, were in possession of 100 wagons, which had
been let to them by the Sheffield Wagon Company,
under the usual purchase hire agreement. The property

in the wagons belonged to the Shefiield Company, and
each wagon bore a name plate designating them as

owners. The Blacker Company had paid up the greater

part of the instalments payable under the agreement
;

but at the time they were behindhand with their pay-

ments, and actually in default. They were in want nf

money, and disirous of obtaining an advance in some

shape or other.

''Apparently they applied to the Sheffield Company for

assistance, but that company was about to retire from
business, and were unable or unwilling to assist them.
Under these circumstances the secretary of the Sheffield

Company, not, perhaps, from disinterested motives, intro-

duced them to the respondents (i.e., the North Central

Wagon Company). The respondents were also a

wagon company. The objects for which they were
established included the business of buying wagons, and
of letting, selling, and supplying wagons to coal pro-

prietors. They were therefore in a position to help the

the Blacker Company if they chose to entertain their pro-

posal. If they bought the zcagons at the instance of the

Blacker Company, with an understanding that the Blacker
Company should then buy the wag'^ns from them under

a purchase hire agreement, the transaction would be one

in the ordinary course of their legitimate business, and if

the terms suited the Blacker Company, the arrangement
would give that company the accommodation they desired.

The Blacker Company wanted /i,ooo to pay off the

Sheffield Company and to put themselves in funds. The
respondents inspected the wagons and agreed to find the

• AU Rights Jiitervtd,

money, \^'ith part they paid off the claim of the Sheffield
Company, amounting in all to £2^-]. For this they drew
a cheque payable to the order of the Sheffield Company.
Then they gave the Blacker Company a cheque for

X743i making up the sum of _^i,ooo as and for the
purchase-money for the wagons. As part of the
arrangement they relet the same wagons to the Blacker
Company for three years on the usual purchase hire
agreement, at a rent payable quarterly, and calculated
to repay the _^"i,ooo with interest at the rate of 7 per
cent, per annum. Some time afterwards the name
plates of the Sheffield Company were removed and
replaced by those of the respondents." Of course
this last act was to testify to the completion of the
purchase of the wagons by the Central Wagon Company
from the Sheffield Company.

His Lordship then enumerates the three documents
which we mentioned in our last chapter, and then
continues, '' The assistance afforded by the respondents
did not prove of any lasting benefi't to the Blacker
Company. In February, 1S85, they Avere compelled to

call their creditors together. On the 19th March,
1885, two quarters' rent for the wagons being then
due, the respondents served them with formal
notice that unless the amount were paid by the
23rd March they would take possession of the wagons
and put an end to the agreement. The amount
due was not paid', and, accordingly, the respondents
proceeded to carry out their threat. They too'tc possession

of all the wagons, with the exception of nine. Those
nine were detained by the appellants (i.e., Manchester,
Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway Company) for tolls

alleged to be due to them by the Blacker Company. In
that state of things the respondents brought this action

against the appellants, claiming the nine wagons as

their absolute property." It will be observed that their

Lordships fully recognised the legality of putting into

operation the seizure clause in hire agreements in case of

default in payments, as the plaintiffs in their action

had enforced it; they had succeeded in seizing ninety-one
wagons, but the other nine the defendants claimed on
the grounds stated. His Lordship then goes on to
explain that the defendants resisted the plaintiffs' claim
on two main grounds (i) That the transaction was one of

loan and security, and that the documents were bills of

sale. (2) Lien on the wagons, under the Railways
Clauses Consolidation Act, 1S45.

His Lordship then continues :
" The first contention on

the part of the appellants [i.e., the Manchester, Sheffield,

and Lincolnshire Railway Company) is a very singular

one from every point of view. If I am right as to the
result of the evidence, it is entirely beside the question.

" If the appellants could succeed in proving that the

documents which they allege to be a bill of sale were void,

and could even sweep away the whole transaction

evidenced by those documents, they would not defeat the
title of the respondents. At the time when the
respondents came forward to assist tlu Blacker Company
the property in the wagons belonged to the Sheffield

Company. The\' said they alone were the owners. The
Blacker Company had no equity of redemption ; they
had no equitable rights whatever. At the utmost,
assuming the lease not to have been forfeited, they had a

contingent interest liable to be defeated by non-compli-
ance with the terms and conditions of the lease " (/'.c,

hiring agreement). The term equity of redemption
means that when a person borrows money and gives

security he has a right to "redeem" that security
; i.e.,

to get it back on payment of the money (together with
interests and costs) ad\'anced. Hence a person who
does not actually sell his property, but pledges it, has an
"equity of redemption.'' As ihey had not this right it

pointed to the fact that they were not owners. Another

A DEFENCE of the HIRE SYSTEM, based
on Legal and Commercial Considerations,"

by H. E. Tudor, Sulicitor. One Shillini;. 1 he- author
fully discusses and criticises— i Registration. 2 I'lale or

Stamp on hired goods. 3 Should hired goods become the

absolute property of the hirer on payment of half the

money. 4 Should the hire system be declared illegal.

"Sewlng M.xciiiNE Gazette" Office, 2.S, Paternoster

Row, London, E.C.
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determined.
directi Iruin

dents. The

point to be observed is how clearly his Lordship points

out the position of lurers in relation to hire dealers. He
states that th3 hire dealers, i.e., Shedield Company
"alone., were the owners."

His Lordship continues, " Whatever else may
be doubtful, it was clearly the intention of the

parties that that interest {i.e., hirers) should be

The ]iroperty in the wagons passed

the Sheflield Company to the respon-

cheque no doubt went through the

ha nd;of the Blacker Company. It was thought that

they might get some discount or allowance on handing
it over. But the cheque {i.e., for £2<^i) was drawn to the

order of the Sheffield Company. It was placed in the

hands of the Blacker Company for a specific purpose.

They had no power to deal with it in any way, except

by handing it to the Sheffield Company, as the money of

the respondents, appropriated to the purchase of tlie

wagons on their behalf. It follows, therefore, that if

the rest of the transaction of which that payment was
part were entirely avoided, there would be nothing to

interfere with the title of the respondents.'' What is

here meant is this, that even assuming the hire agree-

ment to have been a bill of sale, and that the receipts

fell also under that head, and all rendered of no use

because they did not comply with the Bills of Sale Act,

even then the plaintiflfs were entitled to the wagons
simply because by the payment of the money they had
become owners of the wagons, and being owners they

were entitled to their property. This is a good illustra-

tion of how it is possible and legal to make a title irrespec-

tive of any bills of sale when the facts are sufficient to

establish that independent title. See Chaps. 31 and 32,

where we pointed out this rule of law. We come now
to that part of the judgment where the learned Lord
points out the difference between hire agreements on the

one hand, and bills of sale and securities'for the payment of

money on the other.

(To be cofitinued.)

Sewing Machine Trade in Dublin.

KjaRADE during February has been very dull indeed,^ and cash very difficult to collect. In Dublin we are

now feeling the results of the " influenza epidemic," and
while it is rapidly decreasing, the already hard-pressed

working classes are now suffering the full effects of the

loss it has caused in a pecuniary way, and it has left

many a hitherto happy home in mourning and want.

I hope March may show far better results, and enable

us to forget the gloom of the past in the sunshine of the

future, and under its genial influence bring comfort to

many a hard-pressed family.

The Singer Company have recently appointed an

English gentleman (Mr. Mitchell) to take charge of their

Dublin office pro tern., Mr. Birchell being on leave of

absence for three months to recruit his health by a

voyage up the Mediterranean. Mr. Birchell is a devoted
servant of the Singer Company, and well deserving of

any kindness and consideration he may receive at their

hands. The .strain on liis energies, botli mental and
physical, during the year 1889 has been too much, and
he has well deserved the e.'ttended holiday he stood so

mucii in need of. I sincerely hope he may return in

robust health to resume his position and discharge those

duties appertaining to it with that gentlemanly bearing

and intelligent business consideration so characteristic of

him. Trade with the Singer Company has been as it

usually is during this season, and under similar circum-
stances, as I have advised.

The Bradbury Company are progressing very satis-

factorily, Mr. Leopold being of the right sort of which
a successful and hard-working manager is made, and is

at all times in the full enjoyment of the general

manager's advice and assistance, which is a certain

assurance of success. The Bradbury Company have
now established a well-deserved reputation as manu-
facturers of first-class bassinettes of elegant design,

strongly made, light running, and beautifully upholstered.

The Dublin market is now inundated with shoddy
bassinettes, which please the eye for a short time, but

after a little use they lose their bright colons, and then
the purchasers find out the worthless goods they have
bought, and heartily regret not having had a Bradbury
bassinette, and understand why they pay for jerry bassi-

nettes by such ridiculously low instalments.

Wheeler and Wilson Company. This company ap-

pears to be in an uncertain state as regards their Dublin
depot. Surely they can afford to have a resident

manager. This is a seeming parsimonious conduct of

their business here ; they take a lot of money out of

Dublin, and spend precious little. Hook and Bobbin,
who has the honour to represent the Wheeler and
Wilson Company, might see to this, and not indulge in

old fables, but see that this company do not keep Irishmen

out in the cold, NEEDLE.

The Singer Co.'s Bristol District.

The following changes have taken place at the after-

mentioned Singer branch offices in the Bristol district

:

Mr. W. C. Sharland, Manager at Bath, to be Super-
intendent of the Canvassing Department at Cheltenham
and Gloucester.

Mr. Nurding, Manager at Trowbridge, to be Super-
intendent of the Canvassing Department at Stroud and
Swindon.

Mr. Turner, a collector under the Gloucester Office, to

take the Management of Trowbridge Office.

Mr. W. Fauryer, Manager at Yeovil, to the Manage-
ment of Bath office.

Mr. Higgett, a Canvasser at Bath, to be a Collector at

Warminster in the Trowbridge Ground.

Miss A. B. Berlston, for several years Clerk at Bath,
has been transferred to Bristol Office.

NOVELTY HOUSEHOLD & SUPERIOR WRINGERS
Try the Bailey Wringers, and you will buy nO

others.

ABSOLUTELY TRUSTWORTHY.

Do not think we make only one pattern. We
make all the best patterns and sizes, and sell a

reliable article at a reasonable price.

If 3-ou want a Machine to sell on Easy Terms
take our advice and buy the HOUSEHOLD
WRINGER. It costs a little more than a

common article, but you can get full price for

it, and it will do you good.

BAILEY WRINGING MACHINE COMPANY, 26 SOUTHWARia STREET, LONDON, S.E.
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Machine Knitting as a Home
Industry.

Second Article.

5^N our last issue in dealing with the subject of machine
'OS knitting as a home industry, we endeavoured to

prove (i) that the knitting machine can be used profitably

rs a tool of trade, (2^ that the sale of the machine can be
effected upon honest and straightforward lines.

We propose in the present number to deal more
particularly with the various kinds of knitting machines.

Firstly, we will glance at the history of the knitting

machine, and we would acknowledge our indebtedness to

Mr. James Foster, the well-known inventor of Preston,

for some interesting facts in this connection, also to Mr.
W. F. Fair, of Messrs. J. L. Berridge & Co., of 78,
Finsbury Pavement, E.G.
A knitted fabric is one in which the material is formed

both in width and length from one thread by loops. It

appears to have had its origin in the fifteenth century.
Certain it is that in the beginning of the ne.xt century
knitted stockings were in use, and their production
deemed a rare accomplishment. The inventor of the
first knitting frame was the Rev. William Lee, of Calver-

ton, Notts, who used the bearded needle. The self-acting

or tumbling needle was not invented by Matthew Town-
send, of Leicester, until some thirty years ago. It was not,

however, until the patent of the Rev. J. W. Lamb, of

Rochester, U.S.A., dated May 26, 1865, that a really good
knitting machine was placed on the market. Mr. John
Foster was one of the first to use Lamb's invention, with
which he began to make knitted hose about the end of

-3

1867. The Lamb machine, as is generally known, is
called a " flat," as distinguished from a " circular

"

machme. It has been subject to numerous improvements
since first introduced. It has, from the very first, been
made by the Lamb Knitting Machine Manufacturing
Company, Chicopee Falls, Mass., and ever since 1867 has
been imported into this country by the company's sole
European agents, Messrs. Biernatzki & Co., of Hamburg,
whose representative for Great Britain is Mr. G. H.
Neumann, of 44, Mansfield Road, Nottingham.
We give an illustration of a flat machine, the " Lamb,"

also one of a circular machine, the " Griswold."

Flat machines are only made in this country b^^ one
firm, viz., Messrs. W. Sellers and Sons, of Keighley.
Circular machines are made by several firms, including
Messrs. I. L. Berridge and Co., of Leicester, and Finsbury
Pavement, London, and Messrs. Shepherd, Rothwell and
Hough of Oldham. An illustration of the last-mentioned
firm's patent machine called the " Eclipse '' can be found
on another page.

The circular machine is of more recent introduction

GOLD

MEDAL,

a )) PARIS,

1889.

'THE principles involved in the "Vertical Feed" are different from those of any other

Machine. It stands alone, and is not brought in competition with under-feed Machines

One under-feed Machine has no particular advantage over another, in a general way; hence

there is little profit in selling them on account of cut prices, which you are forced to meet

The " Vertical Feed" has an established price all over the country that affords a remunera-

tive profit ; this price has not been sacrificed and is readily maintained, because the Machine

is in every respect superior to the under-feed class, doing more perfectly a larger range of

work than all others combined. Dealers, consult your interest. Take the " Vertical Feed ;

"

it has no competitor in range and quality of work. Its retail prices are not cut in four

quarters, and you are protected in territory. Its merits alone enable you to secure more

than your proportion of the trade, and at the same time obtain better retail prices than it

is possible to get for any other Machine ia the world, thus building up a lasting and profit-

able business. AVe are now building a new manufactory at Dayton, Ohio, with a capacity

of 400 Machines per day. This step was made necessary by our largely increasing business.

If you have not already obtained it, secure the control of the " Vertical Feed" in your

territory NOW.

THE

Vertical Feed Se\sring Machine Co.,

24^ ALDERSGATE STREET LONDON, E.G.
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than tlic flat m.-iLhiiio. Thu first, circular niatliinr.s of
importance were those invented by Mr. Rickford and
Mr. Branson. They, like the " I-amb," have been subject
to nunieroiis improvements, and the name of Mr. H. J.
Griswold, of Leicester, is well known in connection with
their development.

A greater range of work can be produced with a flat

machine than with one of the circular type. The latter,

however, is more generally used for producing socks
and stockings, as they will do seamless ribbed work.
We have invited the makers of knitting machines to

send us some details of their machines, and Messrs
Shepherd, Rothwell, and Hough write us as follows :

—

".Any one commencing the knitting business should

first of all decide what class of goods they would like to

manufacture, and to decide this they must get to know
what will command the best price in their locality,

because upon the articles to be made in a great measure

depends ilic style of machine they ought to buy. For

example, if jackets, jerseys, pants, &c., arc wanted, then a

large flat bed machine with iqo to 220 needles will be

required, and it will be very easy for any one with

ordinary intelligence to understand that a machine of this

size is not suitable for producing stockings, and that any

one having such a machine could not make near the

number of stockings that could be made on a machine
specially adapted for stocking knitting, such, for instance,

as the " Eclipse Knitting Machine," manufactured solely

by Shepherd, Rothwell, & Hough, of Oldham. These

machines in various parts of the country are operated by
girls, producing 20 pairs of ladies' or gentlemen's full-

sized fashioned stockings in a day of nine working hours,

and when in competition at the Liverpool E.xhibiti_on our

operator made 5), full-fashioned ladies' stockings with 360

rounds of knitting in each, besides heel and toe, in an

hour, or a complete stocking in almost every ten minutes,

and this, we believe, is the best record for any domestic

machine. This, we believe, is the best and quickest

stocking machine in the market at the present5time, and

it is the only circular knitting machine that has been

awarded gold medals at leading Exhibitions, such as the

Inventions, London, and Liverpool, &c. The "Eclipse"

is a circular ribbing machine, and will make full-fashioned

ribbed hosiery, men's half-hose, plain or ribbed, and all

sizes of socks or stockings, from a child's to the largest-

sized men's, from silk or cashmere to the coarsest wheeling

yarns, quicker than any other machine we know of. We
know of many manufacturers who are using this machine

exclusively, and one or two particularly who have about

50 " Eclipse " machines, and their daily output averages

1,000 pairs of full-fashioned ribbed hosiery, or an average

of 20 pairs per day per machine. If this can be done in

LLOYD & HILL,

Patentees &

iflanufacturers,

Perambulators.

HOME.

nvalid Furoitere

Comliination

flail Carts.

EXPORT.

Second Aivard Melbourne Exhibition, 1888.

LOWER HURST STREET,

BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON REPRESENTATIVE—

A/r, \N. T. KNIGHT, 8a, CITY ROAD.
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the northern counties, sure!}' the girls in other counties
ought not to be left out of the race. Stockings and socks
are worn all over the country by all classes of people, from
the richest to the poorest (thanks to the aid of machinery),
consequently there are good opportunities for persons in

every town and village in the United Kingdom for

earning from i8s. to 205. per week by using one of these

machines."
(7b he (.ciitinued.)

Reduction in the Price of Mangles.

j-OST dealers are by this time aware of the reduction
of 3s. in the price of mangles, which was made

known during the past month.
Being in the neighbourhood of Keighley a fortnight

since, we interviewed several of the makers as to the
prospects of the mangle trade. We found that there
was much grumbling at the smallness of profits.

We were told by several of the leading firms that the
recent reduction was not justified by any fall in the metal
markets, but was due, for the most part, to a great falling

off in the demand for mangles, and, secondly, to the under-
selling that was prevalent. Great depression had been
experienced since the last rise which we were assured in

several quarters was compulsorj'. So high, it is said, is the
present cost of production that the trade is scarcely worth
doing.

Notices of increases ha\-e been so frequent of late that

dealers, on receiving a printed circular letter from a

maker, are apt to jump to the conclusion that it must
necessarily chronicle an advance. A London representa-

tive of a maker gives a remarkable instance of this. A
few days after the issue of the last notice he met a dealer

in the City, and asked, '' What do you think of the last

notice?" " Awful," replied the dealer. "'Awful; how
can that be ?" " Three shillings more.'' '' No, no ; three
shillings less." " W^ell, well," said the dealer, "'I just

caught sight of the words ' three shillings,' and threw
the circular on one side, regarding it as another increase."

Jones' First Dividend.

W5ONES' SEWING MACHINE COMPANY have
\J/( declared a dividend for the past six months at the
rate of 10 per cent, per annum. The sale of the business
to a company does not appear to have made much differ-
ence at the factory. On a recent visit we paid to Guide
Bridge we found that Mr. John Jones had made no altera-
tion In his habits of being early to business and working
till the close of the day. The remarkable success of his
firm in the past, he assures us, has been due to close
attention to their own affairs and intelligent hard work,
Their factory stands on the same plot of ground to-day
as it did nearly thirty years ago, only its size has been
much increased with the development of their business.

Messrs. William and John Jones, when commencing
to make sewing machines, only possessed, we believe, a
couple of hundred pounds, and to be able, within some
thirty years, to sell their business for 7*108,500 in cash,
and ;^"5o,ooo in shares, bespeaks commercial and mechani-
cal skill of no mean order. Whilst the Alessrs. William
and John Jones control respectively the factory and the
counting-house the shareholders of Jones' Sewing Machine
Company are not likely to be dissatisfied with their
dividends.

Mr. Harry Moore, the Wellington sewing machine
dealer, has invented a new sewing machine, which dis-

pences with a shuttle and race, using a bar hook, which
passes a 5* inch loop over a sphere-shaped thread case
containing from iSo to 250 yards of thread. It has
already been tried and proved to work admirably, and
patents are now being taken out in several countries.
A company is in course of formation to manufacture the
machine.
Messrs. C. Leny & Co., of Birmingham, have given up

their Bull Street premises.

The Cross oftlieLe^ionofHonour has just been conferred on our President

FOLLOWING THE

HIGHEST AWARD TO SEWING IVIACHINES

GAINED BY US
AT THE

PARIS EXHIBITION

:

"THE GRAND PRIZE.

"

TERMS T@A.QENTS,
Am. A^ent '^ZVanted in Every To-vwia.

ENQUIRIES INVITED.
The best Serving Machines for Family Use, Dressmaking, Tailoring, Bootmaking, &c., &c.,

and Special Machines for various manufacturing purposes.

WHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO.,
21, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.
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As Sole Wholesale Agents for

SEIDEL & NAUMANN'S .di known

SINGER MACH I N ES^ fitted free of charge with their rfew

DARNER & EMBROIDERER, we are anxious to arrange for

OvJL.Cl OvJirLY in any town or district.

NOTE.—The latest novelty to make our treadle stands as complete and perfect as our Machines is our

PATENT FOOT REST.
Simple, useful, comfortable, ornamental No Sewing Machine complete without it. No other house can supply

Also Sole Licensees for
,

it. Write for Illustrated Lists.

THE VICTORIA is the only Automatic Musical Instrument which

does not disclose by its appearance the stereotype hand organ.

A Fancy Cabinet tastefully executed in black and gold ; it is a

beautiful piece of furniture, fit to go anywhere.

Its music, soft and pleasant, is equalled by none, and can by mean

of a swell be made loud enough to fill the largest

Mission Hall, Drawing Room, or Ball Room.

Its Price is lower than any 48 reed instrument in the market.

Eetail £5 5s. Trade discount on application.3i in. X 16J in. x 13 in.

WILL PLAT AXr TCNB

PERAMBULATORS

Oyer

Thirty

Years' repu-

tation for high-

class finish and
style, durability and

reliableness.

CHILDREN'S CARS.

We are making a great variety of strong and elegant designs in these goods.

The demand for our goods still increases. During the year 1889 we turned out a much

larger number of Perambulators than ever before. Book orders early

OUR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE NOW READY
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The Development of the Sewing
Machine.

By E. Ward.

(
Continued from our February Number.)

The looper works in a groove in the table and at

right angles, or nearly so, to the motion of the needle.

The face of the looper next to the needle is slightly

convex in its vertical section, so as to fit the concave

portion of the crook or bend of the needle, and the side

of the groove against which it works is of corresponding

form. The point of the looper is lancet-shaped, and is

hooked or barbed. The moment the barb passes the

needle the needle begins to rise, thereby drawing the

thread into the recess of the looper, or within the barb,

and then as the looper is moved back the thread is drawn
out to form a loop. The looper then pauses for a time

whilst the needle completes its upward movement, the

thread being drawn tight by a spring in the upper part

of the machine, which draws the previous loop tight,

this being aided by the needle carrier coming into contact

with the spring and forcing it upwards by a positive move-
ment. The moment the needle has completed its upward
movement, the looper is re-started to complete its back

movement, for the purpose of drawing out the thread

and extending its loop ; and as the thread, which passes

round the looper, is held above by the tension of

thread, and also in the cloth forming the previous stitch,

this back movement draws the thread tight in the cloth,

and is equivalent to pulling on the single thread, which
forms the stitch on the face of the cloth, because the

thread on the other side yields to the downward motion

of the needle. A small lever is connected by a pin with

the body of the looper, and when the forward end of the

lever is pushed down, the looper is entirely closed, and
hasan eye instead of a recess, the end of the lever being

made to fit in a suitable recess inside the barb to leave

the lower edge smooth and even so as not to catch on the

thread. But when the end of the lever is thrown up to

the top of the recess, then the barb is open and free to

receive the thread to form a loop. When the looper is

in its back position the thread forming the loop lies in

the hollow of the looper, and extends thence diagonally

on each side to the cloth, and as the looper is drawn
back the thread forming the loop is drawn between the

inner face of the looper and a piece of cloth attached to

the side of the groove. When the loop is pushed forward

to form another loop, the previously formed loop is held

back by the friction against the piece of cloth, so that

the lever slides into the succeeding loop, and as the

looper is drawn back with the thread forming the

second loop in the forward part of the recess, the forward

end of the lever, which is then within the previous loop,

is pushed down into the barb to close the recess. This
is done so that the previously formed loop may be
liberated and drawn from the looper by its continued
back motion and the tension on the thread as the needle
continues its upward movement. It thus follows that

as the first formed loop is liberated over the one last

formed, the concatenation of the stitches is eflfected

with the previous stitch. An incline is used for opening
or closing the looper, the incline being hinged at one
end for rising when the looper makes a forward stroke,

so that the end of llie lever will pass under the incline

without being interfered with. The feed of the cloth

is derived from a presser foot, which is roughened on
its under surface, and is raised from the cloth by a

suitable cam after the needle entered the cloth, so that

the cloth may yield to the crook of the needle during
its downward motion, and to admit of changing the

position of the cloth to give the required direction of the

seam whilst the needle is in the cloth and before it

begins to rise ; thus the needle forms a centre for the

cloth to turn on, which greatly facilitates the making of

a seam in any line or curve required.

Whilst the presser foot is held up from the face of the
cloth, it is pushed back the distance of a stitch by the

action of a spring against the upper end of a lever to

which the foot is attached ; the range of feed being regu-

lated by an adjustable screw. The cam which elevates

the presser foot then permits it to be forced down on to

the cloth again by the tension of a helical spring, in

which position it remains until the needle is drawn out.

The forward feed motion is given to the presser foot so

as to push the cloth along by a pin on the periphery of

a wheel, which strikes a cranked arm in connection with
the upper part of the presser foot lever and so moves it

forward the extent of one stitch at a time. The needle

with its crook should make its upward movement whilst

the presser foot is down on the cloth, since at that time
the foot is furthest removed from the needle, and there-

fore the flexibility of the cloth and elasticity of the

needle will combine to allow of the easy passage through
the cloth of the crook or bent portion of the needle

without any positive shogging motion being imparted

to the latter.

The patentee also proposes to use a shuttle in connec-

tion with the peculiar form of needle last described.

The stitch, after all, is a one-thread chain or tambour
stitch, and is equally liable to be ripped out on one of

the thread ends becoming unfastened.

Mr. Newton describes, however, another stitch and
mode of producing a seam, composed of two interlooped

or interlocked threads. In this stitch, instead of the

alternately looping of one thread round the other, the

looper, carrying the filling thread which may be called

thread No. 2, is passed through between the needle and

T. LUCKETT,
INGE ST., BIRlVTINGMAIVr,

Manufacturer of all kinds of

yavicx' litrtcl)c

BASSINETTES k PERAMBULATOR BODIES.

INVALID BODIES, PARCEL CART BODIES.

Also Mannfactnrer 3f Tricycle Horses A Mai! Carts.

ALL KINDS OF IRON "WORK iMADE FOR INVALID

CARRIAGES, PARCEL CARTS & BASSINETTES.

SPECIALTY FOR 1890.
LUCKETT S PATENT DETACHABLE FOLDING MAIL CART.

The construction of this Cart renders it mo=t suitable for shipment. When packed each cart measures

42 in, X 25 in. X S lU.
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No. 1 tlircaii. A second loop is ihcii Imniud with No. 2

thrc.id, which loop is carried back tiirouph Ihc loop of

needle or No. 1 thread, and also throuj,'h the first formed
loop of No. 2 thread, thereby coni|)letely tyinjf the

second thread round llie first one. The thread No. 2,

doubled, is passed tlirouffh the ])rev'iously formed loop,

and is thus gri|)ped and iicld whilst the thread No. 1 is

com|)ietely embraced by tlie thread No. 2.

Tile sewinp;, when completed, presents on one side the

appearance of hand stitcliing, and on tiie otiier three

threads are siiown lying smooth and flat side by side,

and admirably adapted to ornamental embroidery. As
the three threads lie flat and smooth, the whole of them
must be worn througli at once before tlie stitch can be

ripped out. (For further details see drawings in specifi-

cation.)

To be brief, then, this invention consists in combining
with an eye-pointed needle for carrying one thread

through the cloth, a looping apparatus for carrying the

second thread within the reach of the looping apparatus,

so that the said tliread may be formed into loops on each
of the needle-threads, the looping apparatus being so

constituted as to draw the loop last formed within the

second thread through the loop of the needle-thread

and the previously formed loop of the second thread.

This feed motion somewhat differs from the one pre-

viously described, inasmuch as the needle has a lateral

motion imparted to it after it has entered the cloth in

the line of feed, in addition to its vertical action and the

needle being straight instead of crooked.

(To he contmued.)

l0m^sttc pafents.

The following list has been compiled expressly for this Journal by

Messrs. G. F. Redfern & Co., Patent Agents, 4, South Street

Finsbiiry, E.C.

APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

674. F. B. Almy, for improvement in presser feet for sewing

machines.
820. S. H. Lake, for an improvement in bobbins, shuttles, and

spools, for sewing and buttonhole machines to carry any length of

thread.

1057. W. Robertson, J. G. Orchar, W. Adie, and T. Robertson,

for improvement in overedge sewing machines.

1135. W. Fairweather, for improvements in fringing machines for

producing ornamental stitches and edging or fringing.

1454. E. C. Bean, for an improved stop motion for fanning

machines or sewing machines.

1470. G. H. Bean, for an improved brake applicable to perambu-
lators, bassinettes, and other similar vehicles.

1488. C. O. Miiller and E. M. Bach, for an improved cloth feeding

device in sewing for producing ornamental whipstitch seams.

'537- J- H. Ferrabee, for safety brakes for perambulators.

1574. J. E. Evans-Jackson, for self-acting brake for perambulators.

1701. J. H. and W. Tozer, for improvements in children's mail

carts and other light vehicles.

1749. J. W. Hunter, for improved means for facilitating the

threading of sewing machine needles.

1829. T. Roydhouse, for improvements in perambulators or similar

vehicles.

1892. N. Wheeler, for improvements in sewing machines.
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USE ONLY
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Note the Address-

S. MM. JOHNSON,
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Works . LEE STREET, OLDHAM.

THE ;'HANDY"

LOCK-STITCH 'sewing MACHINE,
SIMPLE, DURABLE, AND CHEAP.

COMPLETE
Japantxd Tin

Box.

30/-

Perfectly Reliable and Suitable for all ordinary purposes.

HARPUR & MASON,
MANUFACTURERS,

72, LOZELLS ROAD, BIRMINGHAM,

SEWING MACHINE.
BEST ENGLISH MAKE

35/-
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3, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.

TRADE.
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ABSTRACTS OF SPKCIFICATIONS PUBLISHED.
Postage id. each extra.

14,444. Darning Machines. A. Helwig, of 123, Leighton RoaO,
Kentish Town, London.—Dated Oct. Sth, 1888. Piice 8d.

Relates to improvements on a former patent of the same inventor

dated 17th June, 1S87, No. 8,765, according to which the darning is

effected with a single thread and one needle. According to the present

invention a reciprocating motion is imparted to the needle and needle-

bar by means of a lever and a connecting link or rod ; and the looper

is arranged to reciprocate vertically instead of horizontally as in the

former machine, whereby the looper mechanism is simplified.

19,352. Embroidery M'icki>:es. J. Wetter, a communication from

B. Rittmeyer & Co., of St. Gall, Switzerland.—Dated Dec. 31st,

1S88. Price 8d.

This invention has reference to that class of embroidery machines in

which the cloth frame is suspended vertically, while the needles are

arranged in one or more horizontal rows like those of a Heilmann

machine, each needle being provided with braiding mechanism and

adapted to work by engine power. The in provements relate more
particularly to the mechanism for operating the needles and to the

braiding mechanism.

360. Seivin^ Machines. J. S. Wallace, ol Belfast.—Dated Jan.

Sth, 1889. Price 8d.

According to this invention the machine is adapted for operating

either as a lock-stitch sewing machine, or as a chain-stitch sewing

machine, and the invention is advantageously applicable to sewing

machines of the kind in which the shuttle is carried and operated by

an oscillating lever arranged beneath the work plate.

1317. Se-^idng Machines. J. R. Robinson, of Bloomfield Crescent,

Headingley, near Leeds.—Dated January 24, 1S89. Price 8d.

The invention consists of a portable sewing machine, arranged in

such a manner that when in operation, in addition to sewing the fabric

the machine may either remain stationary and the feed be operated

independently, or it may travel upon the table at a speed equal to the

feed, in which case the fabric will remain stationary on the table while

the machine sews and travels on its supports ; the mechanism is

mounted on a hollow skeleton framework or tube, in which is formed

the shuttle race and around some portion of the skeleton framework is

another tube forming the roller on which the machine travels.

4,620. Boot and Shae Se-Kuino Machinery. J.Keats, a communica-
tion from S. Keats, of Toss, near Winterthur, Switzerland.—Dated
March l6th, 1S89. Price 8d.

The main object of this invention is to simplify the construction of

the looper mechanism of that class of boot and shoe sewing machines

provided with a hollow horn or post for supporting the work. The
horn is usually designed to swivel or turn on its base, its axis of

motion being in line with '.he a.\is of the needle. It is now proposed

to set up in the horn an arm to the upper e.xtiemity of which the

looper is attached. This looper arm is intended to receive the

requisite motion for laying the thread into the brrb of the hooked
needle, and for this purpose it receives a vibrating motion and a to

and fro motion, The horn is made vertical for any given distance,

then bent out rearwards and terminates with an inclined position ex

tending upwaids till it cuts the plane of the needle's vertical motion.

17.398. Sewinf iiachines, J. B. Robertson, of 1S4, Grosvenor
Street, Belfast.— Dated Nov. 2nd, 18S9. Price Sd.

Consists in an arrangement of gears, cams and levers by means of

which the advantages of different kinds of ornamental sewing are

combined with the plain sewing of the ordinary household sewing
machines.

UNITED STATES PATENTS.
Issued and Dated Jan. 7, 1S90.

418,716. C. F. Harlow, Boston, Mass. Sewing machines.

418.820. E. H. Smith, New York. Sewing machines.

418,890. G. H. Dimond and A. Steward, Bridgeport, Conn.
Sewing machines.

418.895. F. T. Leilich, Bridgeport, Cocn. Rotary shuttle sewing
machines.

418.896. F. T. Leilich, Bridgeport, Conn. Cast off for sewing
machine looptakers.

Issued and Dated Jan. 14, 1890.

419. 303- F. B. Almy, Providence, K.I. Pressed foot for sewing
machines.

419,541. W. -V. Neeby, Lynn, Mass. Looptaking apparatus for

sewing machines.

419,584. A. L. Coombs, Lynn, Mass. Two-needle sewing machine
and guide therefor.

Issued and Dated Jan. 28, i8go. '

H. H. Fefel, Philadelphia, Pa. Overseaming sewing420,191
machine.

420.333

420,449,
machines.

420,595. J, Forbes, Brooklyn, N.V. Feeding niechanisln for

sewing machines.

420,847. N. Wheeler, Bridgeport, Conn. Revolving hook for

ewini; machines.

D, H. Coles, Brooklyn, N.Y. Sewing machine.
Issued and Dated Ffb. 4, 1890.

E. Hall, Cambridge, Mass. Rotary looper for sewing

Trade in the North of Ireland.

{^ IR,—During tlie past montlt business has been

'i^ exceptionally brisk in the north of Ireland, and as

a natural consequence there has been a large demand for

sewing machines.
In the hemstitching department Messrs. James ^Black

& Co. have opened a factory at Randalstown, co. Antrim,
and another by the Saintfield Hemstitching Co., at

Saintfield, co. Down. In both cases the machines
supplied were those of the Wheeler & Wilson Company's
make. In the pinafore and apron trade the Wheeler &
Wilson Company have secured the order for fitting up by
power the factories of John Douglas and Acheson Harden,
Limited, with their No. 12, and I may add the orders were
given after keen competition with machines of another
make offered at a much lower figure. No lockstitch

machine seems able to compete with the No. 12 for speed,

durability, and beauty of stitch, and is the universal

favourite with the workers.

In the shirt and collar trade some very large orders have
been placed by the Derry houses. Welch, Margetson, &
Co. have favoured the Wheeler & Wilson Co. with a nice

line for the No. 12, specially fitted for fine collar and cufF

G. R PRICE,
MANUPACTUEER OP

PERAMBULATORS, Bassinettes, Invalid Carriages, &c.

XST & XS8, GOOCK STREET,
BIRMINGHAM.

G. R. P. haa had o\'er 20 yeara' practical expsricnoe in the minufaeture of Perimbulaots.

GRITZNER ! GRITZNERM
SEWING MACHINES

The Sdwin^ Machine Manufactory, late Gritzner & Co,, Lini,

having largely increased their plant, are now enabled to supply

all Dealers and Agents piomptly.

I^ARGE STOCK AL^WAYS KEI>T INT I^ON^DON^:
SPECIAL QUOTATIONS FOR QUANTITIES.

Wholesale Agent: GEORGE HIGGINS,
WARDROBE CHAMBERS, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.
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\vorl<, and in ailJiUdii lo liic iarj^c orJcr placed uilli ilic

Singer Company by Lillic & Henderson referred lo by
" Ulster." It may be added tliat since ist Noveinber the
extensive firm of Mclnlyre, Hogg, & Co. have not only
])laced orders with the Wheeler & Wilson Company fo r

300 of their machines but taken delivery of the entire

cjuaiitity.

I ipiite agree with your correspondent "Ulster " thai

one of the curses of ihe sewing machine trade is the price

cutter, and can with truth assert that lie has his head-
quarters in the north of Ireland. However, he has been
rather sickly of late, having found to his cost that manu-
lacturers generally, with means to pay, prefer to buy
machines of the best possible construction, knowing that

they are truly cheap in the eml.

II115ERXICO SCOTIO.

GOAT ^KIN RUGS FOR BASOTTES, &c,
From 183. per dozen.

Send 21s. for assorted dozen, three different sizes.

WHOLESALK ONLY.

HANDEL WHEATLEY, EYESHAM-

ADDRESSES OF REPAIRERS TO THE TKADE,

LONDON, N.

JAMES TURNER,
SEAING MACHINE AND CYCLE REPAIRER TO THE TRWE.

All kinds of Domestic Machinery repaired in a workmanlike
manner, and with dispatch. Men sent to any part.

26, ST. ANN'S ROAD, STAMFORD HILL
LONDON, N.

MANCHESTER, H U L M E.

W. V^^ILLIAMS,
SEWIWQ MACHINE EEPAIEEK TO THE TKAEE

Many years' experience in repairicg all kinds of Machines.

193, CHEAT JACKSON ST., HULME,
MANCH ESTER

Trythe"TRIUMPH" Bicycle

Light Roadster, weiglit 28 lbs.

STRENGTH & BEAUTY.

S. BETTMAN & CO.,

4, GOLDEN LANE,
LONDON, E.C.

Depot : 287, UPPER STREET, LOxNDON, N.

Works: ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.

E. WARD & CO.,
Cycle Engineers,

Are prepai'ed to build Cycles for Gentlemen to any design and
weight required.

ENAMELLING IN VARIOUS COLOURS.
KEPAIES FOE THE TRADE.

Wheels Made, Frames Brazed, Hardening, Screwcutting.

Balls, Bells, Lamps, Saddles, Sundries, at manufacturers'

prices.

9, WELLS ST., OXFORD ST , W.

ESTABLISHED I860.

BEST MATERIALS ONLY USED.

THE HALESOWEN
PERAMBULATOR & CARRIAGE

LIMITED.
Co.,

GENUINE MANTJEACTUBERS of every descrir-
tion of Bassinettes, Mail-carts, Invalid Carriages,
Delivery Bassinettes, etc, etc. "Special prices to large
buyer," whieh will defy competition, for price com-
bined with quality.

HALESOWEN, NEAR BIRMINGHAM.
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Shepherd, Rothwell, & Hough,
OLDHAM SEWING MACHINE WORKS,

MANUFACTURERS & PATENTEES of FIRST-CLASS

IBDIM and PMIL7 MCJil^BS,

Mm and TRBJIDLE MCJi^BS,

Jl, B, & C WJIBBL & STBP feed lael^ine

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES OF THE

^ I
^

GOLD

LOUDON IMEHTIORS, 1885.

1^ Most durable and best

finished Machine in the Market.

All Wearing Parts specially

hardened.

SILENT COUNTER,
— i\cL;i>lers up to 450 rounds. —

REVERSIBLE

Diamond Cams.

MEDALS

& EDINBURGH, 1886.

The most Perfect Machine in existence

for SPEED and QUALITY of WORK.

HAVE NO MACHINE
L'XLE.SS IT m-ARS |S9

THIS TRADE MARK. L

4

:g>MANUFACTURERS
SHOULD SKND 101;

CArALOGUE AND SEE
THE MACHINE

Before making further

PURCHASES.
~*~

This machine will produce
more and better kniitinc than
any other. We challenge
and defy competition.

SHEPHERD, ROTHWELL, & HOUGH,
O L D H A_IVI. ESTABLISHED 1872.
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Grimme, Natalis & Co.,
BRUNSWICK, GERMANY.

' -p/wmm^^K^^mMm;;:.

RepresentatiYe-CHAS. BRADBURY,
65, GUILFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C.

REGISTERED TRADE MARK.

NEV^ IVIACHINE.
With perfectly Noiseless Link Motion Cylinder Shuttle Self-setting

Needle, Loose Wheel and Automatic Bobbin Winder and other improve-

ments. The most powerful Hand or Treadle Lock-stitch Machine in the

Market. Shipping Orders executed on the Shortest Notice. Largest

Stock in England. All kinds of Sewing Machine Stands, Parts, dc, for

CASH only. Price List on Application. Kindly Mention this Paper.

ESTABLISHED 1872.

NATIONAL SEWING MACHINE COMPANY,
FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.G.
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VARLEY & WOLFENDEN,
KEIGHLEY, ENGLAND,

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

CYCLOPS IMPROVED HIGH-ARM

Lock-Stitcli Sewing Machines

FOB

Domestic &* Mannjacturing Purposes,

To WORK either by HAND or FOOT.

These Machines are made from the Best Materials and cann«t be

surpassed for excellency offinish and durability.

Shipping Orders executed op the shortest notice.

N9L833

i\i90Q835 "'--.U^Jli^n ';'i'. fl.

I

N:C0286

Tlie^llILll^e[DSTE/lD*Co,

BILSTON.
EVERY SEWING MACHINE DEALER

SHOULD SELL BEDSTEADS.
Many DO NOT because of the ROOM they

take up. BEDSTEADS can dow be sold by
Sewing Machiue Dealers from DRAWINGS
and delivered to THEIR CUSTOMERS'
ADDRESS the NEXT DAY.

Write or wire TO-DAY for Book of STOCK
PATTERNS. ALL patterns in this book are
ACTUALLY IN STOCK, papered ready to
leave SAME DAY as wired for. Finishand
value guaranteed.

X.B.-EYERY Bedstead FITTED UP
WHEN FINISHED before leaving the WARE
HOUSE.

-•1 Larqc Stock of these Patterns is l-eiH at

120, 122, CURTAIN RD, EC.
For London Trade only.

Firit Orders bIjouM be accompanied by Keffrencfs or
KemittftDce.

VICTOR" WRINGER is a Machine we can con-
tidently recommend. It fixes with ease on to a round or
square tub, and the clamp is so arranged that no matter ai
what angle the side of the tub may be the \Vringcr, when
fixed, stands straight up.

TRADE PRICES.
I- in- 14 in- 15 in.

* All with Best White Solid
13/3 i4/6 16/- \ Rubber Rollers.

Cog AVheels, 8d. extra each Machine.

The A.M.Co. are the l.irgcsl manufacturers of Rubber Roller Wrinrert
in Europe.^ Makers of the " Acme," " President," " Nonpareil," and
"Victor" Wringers ; also Knife Cleaners and Ice Cream Kreeiers.

THE ACME MACHINE CO.,
Henrietta Street, GLASGOW.
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HENRY VORLEY'S
Pure White'' Scentless & Stainless" Lubricating Oil

For Sewing and Knitting Machines, Physical and Surgical Instruments, Guns, Clocks, Lathes, &c., &c

BEWARE OP IMITATIONS.

fHIS very beautiful oil is incapable of thickening in use or of gumming the bearings, being an "absolutely

neutral " substance, unaffected by the weather or age. It may now be obtained in bottles at all respectable

Sewini; Machine and Bicycle Depots, and Wholesale at

23, SHAFTESBURY ROAD, HORNSEY RISE, LONDON, N.

Lower Qualities of the White Oil may now be had, Also Fine Lamp for

Bicycles, and American Golden, in Casks direct from the Docks, or
packed in Cans, Drums, or Bottles Suitable to the Trade.

BIELEFELDER

NaeMascWnenFabrik
Saalfeld on Saale, (GERMANY),

MANUFACTURE

SINGER A & B MACHINES
(For Hand or Trsallel,

SAXQNIA MACHINES

WHITE MACHINES .

1 htse splendid Machines are always
to the front.

The lightest running Shuttle Machines out.

Illlstrated Pr[ce List on application 10

R. J.JOHNS & CO.,

59, Holborn Yiadnct,
LONDON, F.C.

TO INVENTORS.

General Patent Office. Established 1830.

G. F. REDFERN & CO.
4, SOUTH STREET, FINSBURY,

LONDON
PROVISIONAL PROTECTION for 9 months under the

new Act, £5 3s. ; to complete the Patent for 4 years,

£y ys. French Patent, including first year's tax, ;^S ;

Belgian Patent, ^4 ; Imperial German Patent, ^10 10s. :

United States Patent, including all expenses for the whole
term, £17 los. Circular of information as to the mode of
proceeding in applying for Letters Patent, cost of European
Patents generally, and also of Colonial Patents, forwarded
upon application. Trade Marks and Designs registered in

England and Abroad. [Telephone No. 169.

Registered Telegkaphic Address :
—" INVENTION, London."

HIRE AGREEMENT
FORMS.

Dealers in Domestic Appliances

should only use those compiled

specially for this Journal.

Price 6cl. per dozen..

1
f%

® telffl
^.r

iD L r»rLi
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The most reliable Family and Tailoring

Machines; are unequalled by any Machine
for their quality^ exquisite workmanship^ and

appearance.

All the Impor-

tant parts ex-

posed to

friction are

forged of the

best quality

steel.

Perfectly

Noiseless

Motion,

and numerous

other

Improvements.

The Pfaff " B " Perfect Sewing Machine.

iiANUFACTURED BY G. M. PFAFF, Kalserslauteiii, GERMANY.
Telegraphic Address; M. PFAPP.

QUOTATIONS AND TERMS ON APPLICATION.

THE BEST RUBBER WRINGERS
NOW IN THE MARKET

ARE THOSE MADE BY

The Cherry Tree Machine Co.,

OWWMWtW "EMMM^ m^A^mMWBM
TBEY WILL LICK

ALL IN

CREATION,

AND PRICES ARE

AS LOW AS m OTHER

STRONG FRAMES.

BEST RUBBER.

METAL BEARINGS.

TURNED AND FITTED.

ONCE TRIED

MAKE. TT^ - ALWAYS USED.
"The Express ,

REPRESENTATIVE FOR LONDON AND THE SOUTH-

.. «J. «JOm^s, 59, HOLBORN VIADUCT. LONDON. EX.
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NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE SUCCESS.
Large and Increasing Sales of the

X0NI6 ROTARY SHUTTLE MACHINE.
2,500 X^ock Stitches pex* JM[i]:xvi.te.

Special Points Claimed by the

Konii Rotary Machine.

EXAMINE ]T.

It is sell-threading throughout except the

Needle.

It has the shortest Needle used in any

Lock Stitch Machine.

The Needle is self- setting.

If the Machine starts backwards no

harm is done, the thread remains un-

broken.

Two operators on the KOnig Rotary

can do the same amount of sewing that

three can accomplish on any other

Machine.

Specially adapted for the

Manufacturing of

STAYS & UNDERCLOTHING

The lightest running and most

noiseless machine on the market.

The Bobbin is 50 per cent

larger than any other Family

Machine in the world, holds lOO

yards No. 80 Cotton.

Machines fitted

power.

for steam

WHOLESALK AGENT FOR GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND,

THOS. POTTER,
47, DUNLACE ROAD, CLAPTON, LONDON, E.,

Where all communication's should be addressed.

Also Manufacturers of Singer System Hand and Treadle Machines.

THE

HOWE MANUFACTURES
(SEWING MACHINES & CYCLES)

WERE AWARDED THE

AND

Honourable Mention
AT THE

PARIS yiifiiiiL eiiieiTiii, 1®%.

THE

HOWE MACHINE CO., BRIDGETQN, GLASGOW.
Printed and Fublished by Sbwell & Co., St. Paul's Buildings, Paternoster Row, E.G., to which address

all CDinmunications should be sent.



*^
THE "VERTICAL FEED" SEWING MACHINE, gold meoal, paris, 1889,

-J
I

'«

:<

CN

THE JOURNAL OF

Domestic ^^pptmNCES.
^

SewiNq,WasHiNQ °^^^)o&K|^iTTirlq, Machines

CHildkeNsCarkiaqes
and all kinds of <

domestic appliances
Monthly, Price ^d

Post Tree, 38. ed. tier •nn>:m.

Simmons & Co/s
u©VOIP ?5

(REGISTERED.)

APPLIED TO ALL WICKER,WOOOEN,op PAPIER-MACHE BASSINETTES.

ADVANTAGES

:

1. IN GREAT HEMWI) r,VEK\\VI I r,RK. I 5. Gl'.\R.\XTr.En STEEL.
2. MAXIMUM VKKTIC.\L ELASTICITY.

| 6. REiUIKE NO ATTENTION, NO
3. NO SIOE SWAV. I DUCKLES.STRAPS.ORSIIArKLES
4. BEAUTIFUL APPEARANCE TO I -.l.T OUT OF ORDER.

Export Perambulator Works,

^ TANNER ST., S.E., near London Bridge Station.

j^
— ^
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TME

WHITE
48 Holborn Viaduct, London, E«C.

THE

"WHITE }}

STILL RETAINS THE LEAD.

DAILY SALES EXCEED

1,000 MACHINES.

MANUFACTORY

:

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U.S.A.

LOCK-STn CH MACHINES
OF VARIOUS PATTERNS FOR

FAMILIES, DRESS & MAHTLE MAKERS, SHIRT MAKERS, CORSET MAKERS,

and Manufacturerp.

The most quiet running Shuttle Machines in

the World.

GUARANTEED FOR FIVE YEARS.
THE

White Rotary SMttle

MACHINE,
Large, Strong, and Bapld.

GOLD MEDAL,

Paris Exliil)itioii, 1889,

AND

Highest Award
AT

ALL EXHIBITIONS.

All the best Dealers

Sell the

WHITE MACHINES.

Specially constructed for

TAILORS.

Wow Rf^lfl "PEERLESS" MACHINES FOR HAND OR
New Style i'iih-Ki.E.&a,

TREADLE, or both Combmed.
On Wood Base and Cover.

xxvij^i/uu,

Samples of Work and Price Lists

FREE ON APPLICATION.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.
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JOHN WILDE & SONS,
EXCELSIOR WORKS

BISSE LL STREET
,

ESTABLISHED 1856.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Perambulators, Bassinettes, Invalid Carriages^ Mail
Carts, and Rocking Horses

FOR HOME, EXPORT, & COLONIAL MARKETS.
The largest Manufacturers of Perambulators in the Midland Counties.
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BIESOLT & LOCKE,
EISSEN (SAXONY),

(ESTADHSUED 1800j

Se^sring Machine Manufacturers.
THE •'CINDERELLA."

-=g

gi^tccittliti)-SACK

Perfecled Automatic Hand and Treadle Sewing
Machines for Domestic and Trade use. 12 patented
improvements. Working parts finest tempered
steel. Undoubtedly the best Machine in the market.
Silent, uniform, rapid, easy movement.

MACHINES.
Wholesale Agents:

S. BETTMANN & CO.,
4, GOX^IDSN^ LANE, T.. O N ID O N, E. C.

AGENTS WANTED.
B^ HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

E. WARD & GO. S
Compound Arm and Platform Domestic Lock-

slitch Shuttle

SEWING MACHINES
Is a FAMILY HAND SEWING MAC HINE_ worked with a
straight needle and shuttle, making the LOCK bTITCH both
sidcsalike. Combining both the Arm—so essential to many of

the wants of family sewing, such as putting in sleeves, sewing
round the arms of dresses, and such work so difficult 10 be done
with any other hand machine, and the Platform for plain

sewing, quilting, &c. 1 he plate which consiitutes the platform
is part of the base ; when required it is raised to its place by a
simple mechanical contrivance, and there secured by a projection

which passes into a hole in the arm. The Machine is self-

threading throughout with self-threading Shuttle.

Encouraged by the unparalleled success which has attended
this Machine, and the satisfactory manner in which it is spoken
of by all who have tried it, the PATENTEE HAS MADE
FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS .secured by new Patents, and
trusts that it will now be found the Most Periect, Simple,
and Saleable Machine m the Market.

Platform V'-
(Next Month the Platform will be shown down.)

ItUphone No. 4667, Telegrams, ' Grovod, London.

GROVER & WOOD,
AMERICAN ORGAN AND HARMONIUM

MANUFACTURERS,
62, GLENGALL ROAD, OLD KENT ROAD,

LONDON, S.E.

First-Class Quality, Low Fiices. Latest Lnprovcmcnts.

W WBITB FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED LIST.

Patentee and Sole JIanufactureis :

E. ISTARD & CO.,
9, WELLS STREET, OXFORD STREET,

LONDON, W.
ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK.—S.iuthampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.—Three per

cent. Interest allowed on Deposits, repayable on demand.
Two per cent. Interest on Current Accounts calculated on the minimum

monthly baUnces, when not drawn below £100.

The bank undertakes for its Customers, free ofcharge, the ciistody of Deeds,
Writings.and otherSeourit ies and Valuables. the collection of Bills of Exchange,
Dividends, and Coupons ; and the purchase and sale of Stocks, Shares, ana
Annuities. Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued.

Tha Birkbeok Almanack, with full part'culars, post free, on application.
FBANCIS EATHNSCROFT, Manager.

The BIrkbeck Building Society's Annual Receipts exceed Five Millions.

HOW TO PURCSASE A HOUSE FOE iWO GUIXEAS PEE MONTH, with
immediate Possession and no Kent to pay. Apply at the Office of the

BiRKBECK BULLDISG SOCIETY, 29, Bouthampton Builoings. Chancery lane.

HOW 10 PL'ECHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SKILLLNGa PBB
MONTH, with immediate possession, either for Building or Gaideniug

purposes. Apply at the Office of the Bibkbeck Freehold Laxd Sociiiy, at

above.
Ihe Blrkbecli Almanack, with full particulars, on applieatlQn,

FBANCI8 RAVE.f8CK0FT, Mniugtr.
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NO COMPLICATED COGS, CAMS, OR ELABORATE

MECHANISM.

SIM PLICITY WITH EFFICIENCY.

DURABILITY WITH SPEED.

THE BEST FOR THE AGENT.

THE BEST FOR THE MERCHANT.

THE BEST FOR THE MANUFACTURER.

MOST LIBERAL TERMS TO AGENTS.

Awarded the Highest Honours at all the

Great Exhibitions.

12 GOLD MEDALS SINCE 1879.

BRADBURY'S BASSINETTES.
(^ ft i , E are now in a position lo sell some of the best and most elegantly designed Carriages ever offere.l to the public.

_
The variety is

still larger than that of previous years, and the buyers of our goods will be enabled to sell an article that cannot be equalled for

elegance of design, neatness of finish, quality, and price.

The material for this season's goods was purchased before the recent advance in prices, and we can, in consequence, give our

customers an important advantage in this respect. No advance will be made on the prices of last season, and the quotations for the New
Carriages are based on the same List.

Bradbury's No. 20- Bradbury's No. 21.

Wood body, square end-, lund-painted panel.i and flower centre

upholstered in Crockett's leath;r, nuunted on steel shackle springs, 2^ in.

rubber tyre bicycle wheels, tilted with registered pattern China handle,
well-cover, tliree loose cushions, straps, brass-jointed reversible hood, &c.
Made of well-seasoned timber, beautifully ornamented, and upholstered

in the best possible manner.

Circular wood body, beautifully painted in new colours,

hand-painted flower centre, upholstered in Crockett's leather,

mounted on steel shackle springs, 24 in. rubber tyre bicycle

wheels, fitted with registered pattern China handle, well-cover,

three loose cushions, straps, and brass-jointed reversible hood.
Maile of the best materials, and finished in first-class style.

UNEQUALLED FOR QUALITY AND FINISH.

Price Lists to be obtained at our Depots or from the Manufactory.

BRADBURY & CO., Limited, Wellington Works, OLDHAM.
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THE BEST SEWIUG MACHmES lU THE WOULD
-T-nii: c:>itioi]Nr.,a.x-

NEW HOME AND NEW NATIONAL SEWING MACHINES
Are Perfect in Ei/ery Respect and cannot be Improved upon by Imitators.

Tlie Nkw Homk and
New National Sew-
ing Machines are con-

structed on the most
approved mechanical
principles, imder the

immediate supervis-

ion of the Best Inven-

tive Talent Obtain-

able. They make the

Double Thread Lock-

stitch, and have all

the Improvements
known to the sewing-

machine art.

They liavu the Auto-

matic Equalized Ten-

sions, Open End Cyl-

inder Shuttli!, Oscil-

lating Shuttle Carrier,

Double Direct Acting

Feed, Straight Self-

Setting Needle, and

Loose Balance Wheel

whereby the Bobbin

can be wound with-

out running the ma-
chine.

THEY ARE MARVELS of INVENTIVE TALENT and CONSTRUCTIVE INGENUITY

They Surpass all other Sew-

ing Machines in the varied

combinations that consti-

tute a Perfect Machine.

HOME
TIONAC." Do not be de-

ceived. Buy from our au-

thorizecj agent.

Buy the Genuine "NEW
NEW NA-

U^^We invite parties

who wish to handle

strictly First Class Sew-

ing Machines in terri-

tory not occupied to cor-

respond with VIS.

Dealers are fully pro-

tected in the territory

assigned them.

T
H
E

G
E
N
U
I

N

Neifir Home Seisiring Macliine Co.^
EXPORT OFFICE: 28 UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK.

C^-YOU CAN BUY THE GENUINE "NEW H03IE" SEWING MACHINES OF ..^

-Ai chifpenh^m: TET^R-ACE. HAII,R,0TV" 'FLOAJD^ t^.
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WILLIAM MORRIS,
24, FREEMAN STREET. BIRMINGHAM.

OLDEST ESTABLISHED HOUSE FOR PERAMBULATORS IN THE MIDLANDS-
'W^rit© or c£ill for I*rice luist.

KOCH'S NEW CIRCULAR ELASTIC MACHINE,
\ THE BEST BOOT REF»AIRING IVTACHINE.

Manufactured by the

Bielefeld Sewing Machine Manufacturing Co.
H. KOCH & CO.

No Shuttle ^^
Carrier,

No Cogs.

Tho length of aim of tlic above raachina ia 10 in. ; ilie head is the smallest hitherto inoducetl, being smaller than

a. sixpenny piece, thus enabling repairs of the smallest shoes to be done. The stitch is beautiful and uniform, feeding on or from

the cylinder in any direition ; this is a great ailvantage not possessed by any other Elastic machine of older construction. The
shuttledoes not wear out as it lies immovably in the cylinder ; this is also a great feature, ius other Elastic machines are subject

to groat wear and tear of shuttles, shuttle drivers and cogs, causing frequent repairs.

SOLE WHOLESALE^AGENT—

C. LOHMANN, 22, Jewin Street. London. E.G.
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RIMBALL & MORTON, Limited
(ESTABLISHED 1867), ^

SEWING MACHINE MANUFACTURERS,

P0THWEI.I. emeus, GLASGOW.
Branches~52, Reform St., DUNDEE, and 11a, Norfolk St., Fall Mall, MANCHESTER.

^ *£st^ ^-^ THE
Family

TARPAULIN,

FAMILY
(TREADLE)

MORTON
HAND)

MACHINES

No 2

IWanufacturing

IWachines

FOUR

VARIETIES
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W. FOSTER & CO.

Hood Joints,

Handles in

Manufacturers

of every De

scription of

Pe r a mbulator

Fittings,

Brass, China
and Wood,
Brass Handle,

Rods, Toy Fit-

tings, 8lc.

G. H. WELLS,
MANUFACTURER,

i5i & 153,

gISiiOP ST. SODTJi,

BIRMINGHAM.

Baasinectes from 18a. ESTABLISHED 18 6 2.

AGENTS WANTED
In every trade for the sale of our Rubber

Stamps, cheapest and best in the world

;

good income may be realised ; whole or spare

time. Catalogue and Revised List Free.

RUBBER STAMP MAKERS,

23 & 24, IVY LANE, LONDON, E.G.

ARTHUR J. AUSTIN,
(Successor to JOSIAH AUSTIN;,

Wanufacturu' of all kinds of Galvanized and Japanned
Wrought Iron Hollowware Buckets, Baths, Tea Kettles, Slop
Pails, Water Pots, Boiler Fillers, Coal Scoops and Hods,
Wheelbarrows, Sack Trucks, Sea-Side Buckets and Spades,
Ash Pans, Dust Preventors, Ladies, Shovels, &c., &c.

WILLIAM STREET, DERITEND, BIRMINGHAM.
PLE.ISE ME.VnOX THIS PAPEP. W.VEX WRlTfX ;

THE JOHNSTON SET OF ATTACHMENTS

HAS been inipro\Ta Ir, makiii- i liuu all lir.u m i .mi -irmi,^, r, ami \-\ u:. i-^ ;liem a superior nickel-plated

finish. TheRufflerhasa detaciiablc under Blade and a separate Shir rinj; Plate to go into the machine

in place of the Shuttle Race Cover. The Tuckmarker has a slot in the bed plate to adapt it to the use either with

a long or short presser foot. It has a steel blade under the wheel to make a sharper crease, and two screw s on

independently adjust either the marker or gauge. All placed in a velvet-lined box made by the Johnston Ruffler

Company expressly for their set. They are now prepared to furnish them for all the different kinds oi sewing

machines.

T/icse Sets can he had from am' 0/ the different Sewing Afachtne Coin/>anies, or from the

JOHNSTON RUFFLER COMPANY
OTTUMWA, IOWA, U.S.A.

N.B—These attachments are sold separately as well as in sets, and can be furnished to fit every standard

make cf Sewing Machine-

\,\-%%^
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THE

BABY CARRIAGES
UNIQUE DESIONS. SOUND CONSTRUCTION.

ARTISTIC, ELEGANT AND DURABLE.

The STAR Carriages

are In use throughout

the World, and In Every

Country have given the

utmost satisfaction.

DEALERS find the

Star Goods give finest re-

sults^ yield biggest Profits,

and sell at sight.

ORDERS should be

placed at once for Season's

Goods to avoid delay when

the usual rush comes.

The STAR Patent SPRING.
The Most Successfnl Anti-Vibrator Ever Invented for the

'A

New Season's Illustrated Catalogue Post Free upon Application.

STAR MANUFACTURING CUMPANY.

GOODiNGE RD., YORK RD.,
IL.ONr>ON, N.
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SINGER'S New Vibrating Sliuttle Macliines
(HAND OR TREADLE)

Are the BEST HOUSEHOLD SEWING .MACHINES ever offered to the PubHc
Theyhavethe SIMPLEST SHUTTLE, SHORTEST NEEDLE, BEST STITCH ADJUSTMENT
MOST PERFECT TENSION, ARE NOISELESS, and MAKE THE PRETTIEST STITCH. '

EASY TO BUY. EASY TO LEARN. EASY TO WORK
FOR CASH 10 PER CENT DISCOUNT. Or on Hire with Option of Purchase.

LIBERAL ALLOWANCE FOE OLD MACHINE.S.
CAUTION.— Beware of Imitations, and to avoid deception see that the Company's Traie Name "SINGER" is upon the Arm of th*

Wachine.

THE SINGER MANUFACTURING COMPANY-
(Formerly I. M. SINGER & CO.).

Management for the United Kingdom : 39, FOSTER LANE, LONDON, E.G.
And 497 Branches throughout Great Britain and Ireland.

Sea/iu^ Machine Gazette Office, 28, Paternoster Row, London, E.G.

RATE.—id. per Word ; Minimum, 6d.

SEWING MACHINE MECHANIC WANTED, must
be experienced and active. State wages and particulars to

The Singer Manufacturing Company, 17, Cliiswell Street, Finsbury,

London, E.G.

TVrOVELTIES,—Advertiser,
-^^ machinery, and an expert with

dealing in domestic
the sewing machine, having a

fine shop in one of the best parts of Manchester, is open to take up the

sale of novelties and useful appliances for the home.— "Novelties,"

care of the Sewing Machine Gazette, 28, Paternoster Row, E.G.

nrO NEEDLE MAKERS.-A French house engaged
"^ in the wholesale Sewing Machine Sundries' trade, established

18S4, is open to accept the AGENCY for a good make of sewing

machine needles.—" Agency," care of the Sewing Machine Gazette.

rpO BASSINETTE MANUFACTURERS. —
"^ Advertiser, with good connection in North and Midland
Counties, is open to REPRESENT a first-class maker. Highest

references.—Address, "Bassinette," Sewing Machine Gazette Office.

SEWING MACHINE USERS and MANUFAC-
TURERS, instead of going to the expense of steam power,

should try Alcock's Patent Treadle, 1,000 to 1,300 stitches per minute.

Circular post free.—JOHN ALGOCK, Cheadle, Staff.

SCOX & CO., Eagle Works, Alcester, Makers of
" Upholsterers', Bafjging, and every description of needles for hand

and machine.

W'RINGING MACHINES.—Advertiser, with good
connection and first-class references, is desirous to

REPRESENT a good maker over Lancashire and the North.—HAY-
CROFT, Ashton-on-Ribble, Preston.

OINGER FAMILY and MEDIUM NEEDLES,
'^ 2s. 3d. per gross ; Wilcox & Gibbs, 6s. 6d. ; Upholsterers', gd.

per dozen ; Stay Needles, ^d. per doz.

S. COX & CO., Eagle Works, Alcester.

WANTED a Sewing Machine Mechanic, who
thoroughly understands Singer's Machines. Apply to the

Singer Manufacturing Co., Hanley, Staffs.

QUANTITY of Sewing Machine parts from Williamson's
5tock, Liverpool:—Double Hemmers, Is. gd. dozen; Singer

No. 2 Shuttle, 3s. 6d. dozen ; Howe and |ones C Shuttles, 4s. 6d.

dozen ; Loopers, Crystals, Hooks, &c., &c. Any reasonable otVer

accepted (enclose stamped directed envelope for replies). VERNAY,
42, St. James' Road, Liverpool.

The Hire-Purchase System.

Action" for Illec.m. Distraint.
At the West London Police Court, on the i8th ult., Mr. James

Croft, broker, Fulham Road, was summoned by Ann Baker for un-

lawfully detaining a sewing machine. A distress for rent was levied

upon the complainant's goods, and, according to her evidence, it was
withdrawn by direction of the landlord on her agreeing to Ic.ive the

house. On the following day the defendant returned and removed
the machine, against her consent, for the payment of 12s., his expenses.

Subsequently she tendered the expenses, but he refused to accept

them, and shut the door in her face. It was a hired machine, for

which she was paying by instalments.—The defendant, in answer to

the complaint, declared that he never hid possession of the machine.

It w.is impounded and taken to the landlord's agent. He told her

that if the landlord had been guilty of irregularity, she had a remedy
in the County Court.—The man who was in possession two days was
called, and said the complainant consented to the removal of the

machine for the expenses. He also stated that the distress was with-

drawn on condition that she paid the expenses of the broker,—The

defendant said he never received any notice from the landlord.—Mr.
Plowden thought the defendant had made a mistake. He ordered
the machine to be given up, or the value, on 105. being tendered.

The Charge of Perjury against a Canvasser.

At the Stoke-on-Trent Police Court on the 1st ult., George Bennett,
carman, of n. Park Street, Fenton, was again brought up on the charge
of having committed wilful and corrupt perjury at the Longton County
Court on the loth of February last, full particulars of which appeared
in our last issue. Several witnesses were now called, with a view of
showing that the signature opposite the word " witness " on the agree-
ment was in defendant's handwriting. Finally the matter was
adjourned until the 5th inst. The prisoner duly appeared at the same
Court on the 5th March, when it was decided to commit him for trial
at the Assizes.

At the Stafford Assizes on March 15th, before Mr. Justice Hawkins
George Bennett, carman, was charged with committing wilful and
corrupt perjury at the Longton County Court, before his Honour Judge
Jordan, on February loth last (see March Gazette). Mr. Boddam, on
behalf of the prosecution, stated that his client, Mr. Thomas Lester
carried on business at Longton as a domestic appliance dealer, and up
to recently he employed defendant as carman. On the 12th of September
last the defendant was sent with a blank form and a wringing machine
to a person named Joseph Smith. The defendant returned with the
agreement, which purported to be signed by Smith, and attested by the
prisoner. As the weekly payments from Smith got into arrear the
prisoner and his son were sent to seize the wringing machine under the
terms of the agreement, the result of which was tliat Lester was served
with a County Court summons by Smith, on the ground that it was an
illegal seizure. When the matter came before the Court the defendant
had left Lester's employ, but he was called to prove the signing of the
agreement. The agreement was placed in defendant's hand, and, on
being asked if the writing was his, he said it was not, and that he had
never seen it before. This constituted the present charge against
defendant. Mr. Thomas Lester, on being called, corroborated the
above statement. Mr. Charles F. Robinson, solicitor, Longton,
stated that he acted for Lester at the Longton County
Court, and when the action came on for hearing the
defendant said he had never seen the agreement in question before.
He admitted that other signatures which were shown him were in his
handwriting. Police Constable Minshall deposed that when he
arrested defendant, he said the writing on the agreement was not his,

but was very much like his handwriting. Mr. R. W. D.-iy, solicitor,

Stoke-on-Trent, stated that on January i6lh last he had a conversation
with Mr. Lester about the wringing machine, and on referring to the
County Court summons, he said he did not want Lester to fight the
case, as he had not a leg to stand on, or in other words, he had no
agreement. When the defendant was examined at the County Court,
he denied that the attesting signature on the agreement was his, and
said he did not think the words "John Smith" were in his hand-
writing. After Mr. PUimptre had addressed the jury on behalf of the
prisoner, his Lordship summed the case up, and finally the jury
returned a verdict of guilty. His Lordship, in giving judgment, said
the prisoner had been found guilty upon remarkably clear evidence.
He considered that wilful perjury was a very wicked crime, under all

circumstances, as the lives of innocent men might be sworn away, and
valuable property be held from its lawful owner. His Lordship then
sentenced prisoner to nine months' imprisonment, wi'h ha»d labour.

Illegal Distraint.

At the Ipswich County Court, recently, Anna MaiiaJane Harvey, a
widow with three children dependent upon her, demanded from George
S. Girling ^^21 for illegal distraint on her goods. Up to the end of

last year she was tenant of the house No. 46, Woodbridge Road,
Ipswich, belonging to .Mrs. William Roe ; but she got into arrears

with her rent, and it wis arranged that her father (William Dewhill)
should assume the tenancy, while plaintiff engage.l to pay off the
arrears by instalments. On the loth January the defendant (a b.iiliff

appointed under the Law of Distress Amendment Act, iSSS) went
to the house, left a man in possession during the day, and finally seized

a sewing machine at which plaintiff was working. It was asserted on
her behalf that the machine was roughly taken, with the result that

plaintiff was thrown down and somewhat seriously injured. A letter

was written to the defendant by Messrs. Birkctt A: Ridley, and on the

i6th January the machine was returned. The pkiintifFs contention

was that she got her living as a dressmaker, and that she had, there

fore, sulTeted considerable loss by the detentiyn of the machine. '

,
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The defendant's case was that the plaintiff herself offered tu t'lve ui-

the sewing machine for a week as security, until she could get the

amount of money due, that he acted under a proper warrant from the

landlady, and that the plainlilf got her living by letting lodgings, and

not by dressmaking. The evidence as to what took place between

Girling and the plaintiff was v--ry contradictory.

In the end the Judge held that the distress was unwarrantable, and

gave judgment for the plaintiff for I S guineas.

Kei-usino to GiVK Up a IIirrij Machink.

On Tuesday, March 4lh, at the Newcastle-under-Lyme County

Court before judge Jordon, Ephraim IJimmilow w.-is summoned for

refusing to either pay for or give up a sewing machine hired from

Messrs. Bradbury & Co. (Limited).—Mr. Sword, the solicitor for the

plaintiffs, stated that the defendant refused to give up the machine

unless the money paid at various times by his wife was returned to

him. The defendant alleged tliat his wife had signed the hire agree-

ment without his consent, and sought upon this ground to take ad-

vantage of the company.—Booth, the witness to the agreement, stated

that it was signed by the wife in the presence of the defendant, and

by his instructions.—The solicitor produced the agreement in ques-

tion, and also a copy of a letter sent to the defendant demanding the

machine.— After questioning the defendant, the Judge commented

upon his conduct in severe terms, remarking that the agreement was

as valid as if the defendant had signed it himself, and tliat if the

agreement had not been signed at all, the machine was the property

of the pl.iintiffs and not his, and he should either give it up or pay

jof it. Judgment was given for the plaintiffs for £?, and costs, to be

• reduced to 5s. and costs if the machine was given up in twenty-four

hours. The Judge further informed the defendant that it was for

him to send the machine to the company's depOt, and not for the

plaintiffs to fetch it.

Claim for Balance of Instalments.

At the Norwich County Court, recently, the Wheeler & Wilson

Manufacturing Company brought an action against a person

named Pask to recover £\ 14s., balance of account on the hire of a

sewing machine, and 8s. 3d. for repairs done. Mr. Poyser (instructed

by Mr. Hillen) was for plaintiffs ; and Mr. E. Reeve appeared for

defendant, who lives at Reepham. The case was part heard at the

December Court, and learned counsel said it was adjourned to procure

evidence of the sale and delivery of the machine to the defendant.

Mr. Poyser was about to call a witness to prove this point, when Mr.

Reeve said he did not dispute the deliverance of the machine.

Mr. Hillen (warmly) : What ? You did at the last Court, and it

was because of your contention that strict delivery must be proved

that the case was adjourned, his Honour ordering my cUents to pay

the costs of the day, which they did.

Mr. Reeve : I objected to the case being heard, on the ground that

proper particulars had not been filed.

This assertion raised Mr. Hillen's ire to the highest pitch of tension.

He warmly retorted that what Mr. Reeve had just stated was

incorrect. Why, if such an objection had only been raised should he

have brought the witness, who was then in the box ready to be sworn

and prove the delivery, a long distance ?

His Honour agreed that he adjourned the case on the ground of

absence of evidence as to delivery.

Mr. Hillen : Certainly. The case, after a further display of warmth,

proceeded. The witness referred to proved that the machine was sold

in June, 1S85, through the Norwich agency for £<), and that defendant

had paid by instalments to the company's collector £i 6s., leaving

2'4 14s. due. Repairs had also been done to the machine at defendant's

request to the value of 8s. 3d. Mr. Reeve s contention was that when

the machine was bought a bargain was made with plaintiffs to put an

old machine into working order. He submitted that no satisfactory

repairs were exicuted, and therefore the defendant had not paid for ihe

new machine. Defendant was examined to bear out this statement.

His Honour said defendant should have brought a counter-claim for

damages, owing to the repairs not being done, as a set-off. Defendant's

son was called to substantiate his father's story, but his Honour stopped

the case, and gave judgment for plaintiff, with costs.

A Hirer Applies to Magistrate.

At the Thames Police Court on Saturday last a middle-aged woman
applied to Mr. Lushington. She said she had a sewing machine

from the Singer Company under a hiring agreement, and for the

first twelve months the company kept the machine in repair, but

lately they had not done so, although she had paid for its being

put in proper working order, and she was now unable to use it.

In answer to Mr. Lushington, the applicant said she had paid all

the instalments, and the only amount due was 2s. 6d. before the

machine would become her absolute property. Mr. Lushington ad-

vised the applicant to pay the 2s. 6d. as soon as she could for the

machine to become her own property, and he would send a constable

to see about it.

A Judge on Discounts.

Recently at the Brompton County Court, Judge Stoarr heard the case

of London (trading in Birmingham as the Midland Perambulator. Com
pany) v. Kaowaer, auctioneer and surveyor, 452, Fulham Road The
action was brought to recover ;if20 odd, the price of certain bed steads

purchased by delendant through plaintiffs London traveller, but which

are now repudiated as not being of the kind which the defendant

wished to purchase. According to the evidence it appeared that the

traveller received instructions to send on some bedsteads with brass

heads as shown in an illustrated pattern, but when they arrived they

were found to be ironheaded bedsteads. The traveller was present at

the time they were being unpacked, and defendant called ' attention to

the goods not being as required. The traveller wrote to plaintift' asking

if there was a mistake, and plaintiff replied that he ought to know that

bedsteads were always sent in iron heads unless brass heads were
specially ordered, and likewise telling the traveller they did not want to

have anything more to do with him. (Laughter.) It transpired that

the custom of the trade w.as for travell'irs to have an illustrated book

for production to customers announcing the cash prices as 5 per cent.,

an<l a price list for retailers with 50 per cent. His Honour : No wonder

that mechanics and laljourers are ground down to starvation wage in

this country. Mr. Marshall Hall remarked that Mr. Chamberlain,

M. P., of Birmingham, gave 80 per cent, in selling his screws. His

Honour, on the ground that defendant did not know the custom of the

trade, gave a verdict for defendant; no costs were allowed.

Dispute as to a Howe Machine.

At the Bloomsbury County Court, on the yih .March, Messrs. Davis &
Co., sewing machine makers. Borough, S. It. , sued Messrs. Cooper iSc

Cooper, boot makers. Park Road, Crouch End, to recover the sum of

£(> 15s., balance of account for a sewing machine. It appeared that the

machine was purchased by William Cooper on the representation that

it was similar to a Howe machine. It was further represenled to him
that the Howe machine was no longer manufactured, and that it would
include a quilter. His brother signed the note with himself, but he
had no idea that he was becoming surety by signing ; he thought it

was simply as a reference. When the machine came to hand they

found it was quite different to a Howe machine ; they also found that

it had no quilter, and the flywheel was out of the perpendicular, so

ihat it would not work properly. The other defendant, George
Cooper, on being called stated that the plaintift"'s agent asked him to

sign the note, saying it was simply a reference. Plaintiffs denied that

it had been represented to defendants that the machine was similar to

a Howe, or that it was fitted with a quilter. They only suggested that

a quilter could be fitted on it, and they were still willing to do this

and put the machine into thorough working order.

His Honour Judge Bacon, in reviewing the evidence, stated that in

his opinion it was hardly probable that two business men would sign

a document without first giving it due consideration, therefore he
must enter judgment for plaintiffs, with costs.

The Use of Springs in Shuttle
Carriers.

WERTHEIM V. PEAFF —REPORT OF APPEAL.
TfT will be remembered that in our December issue we reported the
% trial of the patent action, Wertheim v. Pfaff, at the Court of

Chancery, by Mr. Justice Kekewich. His Lordship, without calling

upon the defendants for their defence, decided against the plaintiffs

patent, on the grounds that the invention was not new.
On the 13th March the plaintiff's, the Deutsche Nahmaschinen

Fabrik von Wertheim, appealed against the decision of the lower
Court. Each side was represented by the same counsel as before,

viz., the plaintiff' by Mr. W. F. Moulton, Q.C., M.P., and Mr. Wallis

;

and the defendants by Mr. C. M. Warmington, Q.C., M.P., and Mr.
E. Ford. The judges on the bench were Lords Cotton, Lindley,
and Lopes.

Mr. Moulton, in opening his case, addressed the Court at great
length. Me began, as before, by describing how a lock-stitch is

produced, and said that there had always been a considerable amount
of no'se, and one person only, as far as their evidence went, had
attempted to get rid of this, but it was a failure. Mr. Wertheim's
plan was to use a lining so that the shuttle struck springs acting as
buffers. These springs yield and break the collision. The delendant
had adopted identically the same kind of device as the plaintiff had
patented. A man named Shaw, an American, had invented a device
for the same purpo.se, aud it was taken up by the White Company.
His plan was to use leather on the two front horns of the
shuttle carrier and a spring at the back of the carrier which kept the
nose of the shuttle forward. Wertheim's carrier holds the shuttle
loosely, so as to allow free play. Shaw's plan was a failure, because
he was compelled to use a weak spring, and it did not stop the noise.
No one, continued Mr. Moulton, appears to have realised that buffer

springs could be used to stop noise. Shaw's was the only anticipation
of Wertheim's patent and his were not buffer springs. They took away
free play. The utility of the plaintifTs invention was never contested.
They had sold 120,000 machines fitted with the invention in four
years.

He (Mr. Moulton) knew of no such dictum, that a device which was
old and did not succeed should interfere with a patent. If it does
even a subordinate thing, stops the noise, it is good subject matter.
At the first trial Mr. Moulton quoted the case of Morgan v. Wind-

over, which had since been taken to the House of Lords with the
result that the decision of the lower Courts was reverstd. Their
Lordships asked him what he had to argue from the case now.
Mr. Jloulton, continuing, said that Morgan against Windover still

helped his case. They had, so to speak, the true C spring suspension
in their case, which Mr. Jlorgan did not get with his carriag«-springs.
The fact that a man has tried to do a something aud failed and another
tries and succeeds is the strongest proof of novelty.

Mr. Wallis supporting, Mr. Moulton addressed a few remarks to
the Court,and quoted several of the witnesses' statements at the pre-
vious Court to show that there was free play in the case of Wertheim's
springs. Shaw, in his specification, draws the attention of the public
away from the fact that the shuttle should fit loosely. On striking
Shaw's carrier with a hammer a different noise is pro-
duced to that made by striking W^ertheim's carrier. The
delendants had not produced anything to show that anyone, had
got rid of the noise before Wertheim. The/ merely pro-
duced Shaw's shuttle-carrier. Wertheim's object was exactly
the opposite to Shaw's. He used his springs as buffers, and not .to

press the shuttle forward.
Mr. Warmington, in rising to address the Court for the defence

said that so far from free play being sacrificed in Shaw's invention, he
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specially mentions it. Plaintiff, on the other banc!, does not say

anything about free play in his specification. The plaintiff says that

his shuttle is embraced. Where, then, is the free play he speaks

about ? He would submit that the same rule of construction be applied

to both Shaw and Wertheim's specifications. There must be free play

in all. His friend (Mr. Moulton) had made something of the strength

of the springs used, but there was no mention of this in Wertheim's
specification.

Mr. Justice Lopes : Why does it happen that Shaw's was a failure

and the plaintiffs a success ?

Mr. Warmington ; We don't agree it was a failure. It may be that

Shaw's was not properly constructed. Plaintiff has added something
else. Perhaps Shaw followed too much his specification.

(Here counsel referred to the evidence at the former trial, see

December Siwing JMachinc Gazelle.)

Continumg, he said that there was no mention of space being left

either back or front in Wertheim's patent, yet they say that free play is

the difference between the Shaw and Werlheim specilications. If free

play is to be understood in Wertheim's specification, it should also Ije

understood in Shaw's case. Taking the patent to be a combination
patent, viz., the claim for two springs, then he submitted that the

difference between Shaw and Wertheim was the duplication of springs.

In concluding, the learned counsel said that not having been called

upon for his defence in the lower court, he should desire an opportunity

of calling his witnesses.

Mr. E. Ford supported his leader on behalf of the defendants. The
patent of Mr. Wertheim was for the interposition of springs, and Mr.
Imray had said that it did not matter what fastenings were used.

In his closing speech Mr. Moulton said that the defence had left the

points he relied upon untouched. Until the middle of the trial no one
understood Shaw ; the Advaucc describes il as .mprecedenteJ because

it kept the shuttle in confinement. The plaintiff's witnesses had said

that Shaw's spring pressed the shuttle forward. The interpretation of

the two specifications must be different. His client gets free play

without rattle.

The hearing of this case was resumed on Friday last. Mr. S. Hall,

Q.C., took the place of Mr. Warmington, Q.C., as leading counsel
for the defendant.

Lord Justice Cotton said that the Court felt that Mr. Justice

Kekewich, in nonsuiting plaintiff, had gone a little too far, and they
had decided to hear the defendant's evidence.

Mr. Lloyd Wise, patent agent, was called and examined by Mr.
Hall, He described in detail the manner in which a shuttle worked
in its carrier. He said that there was free play before Shaw's patent,

but a noise resulted Shaw introduced two buffers, one of raw hide at

the front, and a steel spring at the other end of the carrier. The
spring would nominally hold the shuttle with its nose between the

front horns of carrier. The spring would be slightly deflected when
the loop passed round the shuttle, so that the loop could be drawn up.

The hide in front greatly reduced the noise, and so, too, did the spring
at the back. When he was consulted about this case he had not seen
a carrier purporting to be made according to plaintift"'s patent. He
had read the specification with the honest desire to understand the

plaintiff's invention, and the impression conveyed to his mind is Shaw's
invention, excepting the use of steel springs back and front, instead of

at one end only. It was not vmtil he heard statements in Court by
plaintiffs counsel that he had the slightest idea that plaintifT alleged

that the essential feature in carrying out his invention was to allow
free play for the shuttle between the springs. His specification

describes nothing of the kind, but, on the contrary, points to the

springs bearing against the shuttle, -as Shaw's heel-spring does.

White's spring was snbstantially Shaw's improved.
Mr. S. Roberts, examined by Mr. Hall, said that he was a mechanic

in the employ of the White Company, They had sold about 6,000
machines in England containing the Shaw spring. Pie had heard no
complaints of these.

Cross-examined by Mr. Moulton, witness said that he had been with

the White Company eleven years. He would not say that the im-
provement on Shaw's spring was first made in 1S83, but it was certainly

in 1S84.

On re-examinalion witness said that noise did not come altogether

from the shuttle carrier.

Mr. F. Davis, examined by Mr. Moulion, said that he had been a

sewing-machine mechanic and dealer twenty-five years. Had been in

business for himself two years. Previous to this he was mechanic for

Mr. Uenford,of Brighton. He remembered that gentleman receiving

While machines with the carrier spring in 18S5. It did not succeed
in making the machine silent. The great disadvantage was in the

case of coarse thread. The altered form of the White spring he
considered made the machine more noisy.

Corsi-exainined by Mr. Hall, witness said that Mr. Benfotd had
sold great numbers of White machines, some with and some without
the spring. The spring behind would not tend to deaden the noise.

The leather in front might deaden the noise a little at first.

Ke-examired by Mr. Moulton, witness said that he could dis-

tinguish between the noise from one source and another. In his

opinion the button attached to the improved form of Shaw's spring

caused more noise because it strikes against the back of the carrier.

Mr. George Sawyer, e.xamined by Mr. Hall, said that he had had for

many years experience of sewing machines, and was European manager
for the White Company. His company had made carriers with springs
at the heel and hide at front for about seven years.

Cross-examined by Mr. Moulton. He had seen the Wertheim
carrier, but had had no experience with it.

In summing up Mr. Hall submitted that in the plaintifTs speci-

fication no free play was mentioned and that merely because he has
duplicated the spring is no ground for a patent.

Mr. Moulton, in summing up, said that it is not necessary to men-
tion free play as thatwould be understood. He submitted that theirs

was a successful invention, and that White's w.-is not noiseless. Why
did not the defendant bring evidence that the White spring was noise-

less?

Lord Justice Cotton : I must say that I did not notice any particular

noise with the \Vhite machinei

Mr. Moulton, continuing : Shaw's patent is open to the world, but
there has never been an English maker adopt it. We have sold

125,000 machines with our spring. I say Wertheim introduced a suc-
cessful and ingenious application of springs giving free play and
admittedly noiseless.

Lord Justice Cotton : We will give judgment to-morrow (March
29th).

Judgment.
Lord Justice Cotton in giving judgment said that the action was to

restrain an alleged infringement on a patent for sewing machines. It

is necessary for there to be some clearance or play in the case of sewing
machines, for the loop to pass round the shuttle. The plaintilT's

patent was that he made a buffer at each end of the carrier, but he did

not clearly describe it in his specification, but I will assume that the
specification was intended to imply that, and I think that any ordinary
workman could make the machine. What the defendant is doing is

ex.ictly like plaintiff, and if there is a good patent there is an infringe-

ment. What is the defence ?— that there is not good subject matter. It is

stated that an American machine known as Shaws' or White's is an
anticipation. We have evidence that White's was practically the same
as Shaw's; the evidence is that White's were m.adc and sold in 1S84,

and plaintiff's witness said it was made in 1S85, before Wertheim's
patent. Mr. Justice Kekewich heard the case, and he did not give the

defendant any opportunity or necessity of calling evidence, but dis-

missed the case. We have heard the evidence, which I think is of great

advantage. It was said that White's was useless, and was abandoned
because there was not sufficient clearance for the loop. We saw
White's and heard the evidence regarding Shaw's. Shaw has a spring

at one end, and leather to act as a buffer at the other end of the carrier.

The improvement introduced by White into this was to put a

little stud through the spring at the back. A slight alteration, but

substantially the same as Shaw's ; and we leain that so far was it not a
failure, that a large number—some 25,000—of the White machines,

with this spring, were made and sold in England. There must be a

clearance for the shuttle to work. Witness said that if medium thread

was used it would work less perfect, as it would catch. I must say

that the machine was not a failure. It was said that there was greater

noise. The little stud was said to strike the carrier. But, to my
mind, there was not much noise. In my opinion that is not what you
have to decide, and we have not decided the case on that ground.

What was known at the time of the patent ? A spring to act as a

bvffer was well known. Plaintiff left Shaw's old form of spring at

the back and applied another spring at the front, leaving clearance,

which was always recognised as necessary. No such invention is

entitled to a patent. He has taken a well-known form of consi ruc-

tion, and simply added a buffer at each end. When I asked Mr.
Moulton what was the difference between Shaw's and the plaintiffs

springs, he said Shaw's pressed the shuttle so close to the carrier that

the thread could not pass. In my opinion there could not be a patent

for making a spring a little stronger ; and that after Shaw's was
successful there could be no good subject matter.

I do not decide that there w.as any real anticipation, but such know-
ledge that plaintiff" is not entitled to a patent.

Lord Justice Lindley said that in order to appreciate the patent, it

was necessary to know what w.is done. They had the advantiige of

seeing While's and Shaw's springs. He was under the impression

that Shaw's would not work, and had been removed. The idea of

the inventi.in seems to be in Shaw's, but not so well carried out.

What plaintiff has done has been to take away the leather buffer, and
place there a spring. Mr. Moulton claimed a vital difference in this

respect. He said that Wertheim's shuttle would be loose between the

springs. I (his lordship) could not find this in the specification, and
after seeing White's cannot say that if pressed forward the shuttle

would not work. Plaintiff had done no more than substitute spring

for leather. It may be less noisy. The case appears to me to be

brought within a decision ot Lord Westbury, You cannot have a

patent for a well-known mechanical appliance not quite the same, but

analogous to something that is notorious.

Lord Justice Lopes : There h.as for a long time been sewing ma-

chines with free play for the shuttle. In 18S4 Shaw took out his

patent, his spring yielding sufficiently for free play. Wertheim sub-

stituted a second spring for the leather at the nose of the carrier, still

keeping a spring at the back. Mr. Justice Kekewich, who did not

hear the evidence, came to the conclusion that Shaw's was a failure,

and had been abandoned. It cannot now be slid that Shaw had

failed. Wh.at is the difference between the two? Plaintiff has applied

an old contrivance to an analogous—I hope I am not going too far in

saying, an identical—purpose, requiring no|inventive faculty. It is said

it is better, but I think any competent mechanic could produce the

same result.

The three judges were therefore unanimous, and Lord Justice Cotton

said that they dismissed the appeal with costs.

The Advance Perambulators.

SN our last issue we staled that at the Advance Peram-

bulator Depot, 50, Holboin Viaduct, E.G., there

would shortly be on show a fine range of children's

carriages. We have since inspected this stock.

We find at these show-rooms a large number of designs

in wood, wicker, and papier inache, and the makers are

offering some e.xceedingly fine carriages of the latter class.

What is particularly striking ainong these carriages is

the superiority of the upholstery and paint work. But

few low price articles are on show, those of a mediiim

quality predominating. In the illustrated price list, which

will be issued this week, our readers will find several

novelties worthy of their attention.

Invalid carriages, mail carts, &c., are also to be had of

these makers.
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Extraordinary Action for Trespass.

AN the I all November, at Nottingham, ^^essrs. fJibncy & Co.,

A'// niantlc makers and fancy hosiery manufacturers, Aberdeen Street,

Nottingham, sued the Singer Manufacturing Company for damages for

trespass and the illegal removal of tweiity sewing machines. Mr.
lithorington Smith (instructed by Messrs. IJowson & Wright, Notting-

ham), represented the iilaintifls, and Mr. Iljrris, (^.C, and Mr.
Magee (mstructed by Mr. (Jilbert 1). Wansbrough, of London,
solicitor for the company), were counsel for the defendants.

Mr. Smith said the owner of the business of Gibney & Co. was Mrs.
Gibney, a mairied woman, who carried on business on her own
account. In the rooms she occupied in Aberdeen Street she employed
a good number of hands, and in the early part ol 1S89 she had bought
from the Singer Manufacturing Company twelve sewing machines,

which were duly delivered and paid for. Later in the year business

increased so much that more machines were deemed necessary,

and Mrs. Gibney's l-.usband obtained an estimate from the Singer

Company, which resulted in an order being given on the 12th [uly for

the supplying and fixing of twenty sewing machines in August, pay-
ment for which, amounting to ..fiio 3s. lod., was to be made on the

18th October. It was not, however, until the nth September that

the machines were screwed down to the benches, and there only
remained the driving straps to be fixed. It was arranged that this

work should be completed on the following'day, which was a Thursday.
Accordingly the defendants' men arrived at the place apparently to fix

the straps, but in reality they were engaged during' the morning
in unscrewing the machines from the benches to which they had
been fixed, and making them ready for removal at the earliest

notice, and this was done without the plaintifi" having the
slightest knowledge of w-hat was taking place. At the dinner
hour, when only the caretaker and the manageress were about
the building and the room was locked up, the defendants' men
returned to the premises, and, having obtained the key to the room
door, they set to work and removed the machines, taking them away
in a cart, and not occupying more than a quarter of an hour in doing
so. When plaintiff and her workpeople go: back they found the
workroom stripped of the 20 machines, and on an appeal being made
to the Singer Company regarding the matter, a reply was received that
the local manager had very good reason for removing the machines
because the business did not belong to the plaintiff, and the machines
were going to some ether firm. Subsequently a communication was
received from the headquarters of the defendant company in London
stating that they would be pleased to deliver the machines to the
plaintiff if she was prepared to hand them a cheque for the amount.
By that time, however, the business of the plaintiff had suflered in
consequence of the action of the defendants, and she now sought to
recover damages for what had occurred.

Mrs. Alice Gibney said she was the wife of Bernard James Gibney
a leather merchant in Aberdeen Buildings, Aberdeen Street. In the
month of April last she commenced business on her own account
as a mantle maker in the same buildings as her husband. When
she commenced she employed three or four hands, and by the end
of June she had twenty or thirty persons working for her. In con-
sequence of the defendants taking the machines away in the manner
described by counsel, her business had suffered, she not being able

to take in orders offered to her just at the time when business was
increasing.

His Lordship : Can no arrangement as to the amount of damages
be arrived at. Of course, there would still remain questions of fact
to be tried. Mr. Harris said they alleged that there was little or
no business. The real question would be as to whether or not the
company delivered over these things ; in fact, the contract had not
been completed, and they had a right to fetch the things away
under the circumstances. In reply to Mr. Smith, Mrs. Gibney said
she estimated her loss of business owing to the action of the defendant
at /500. One large order she could not take was for 500 mantles
from a Manchester firm.

In cross-examination by Mr. Harris, she said the name of the
Manchester firm was Everitt, but she did not know the address and
had not the communication in which the order was given. Her busi-
ness was entirely separate from that of her husband, and she did not
know that last year there were severalCounty Court judgments atrainst
her husband ; she knew nothing at all about her husband's affairs.
She was certain that the machines had been screwed down on the
bench and properly fixed before they were removed. She had a
machine in October from Messrs. Wheeler & Wilson on approbation
but did not purchase it, and she could not explain why her solicitors
wrote to the defendant company saying that she had bought other
machines, and declined to take their machines back. Her place of
business was now in London Road.

Bernard James Gibney, husband of the plaintiff, gave evidence of
the ordering of the machines, and also that when they were seized they
were screwed to the bench and were ready for work. He further slated
that Mr. George Everitt, of Tripp Street, Manchester, offered him an
order for 500 jackets, which he had to refuse owing to the machines
having been removed by the defendant company.

Cross-examined by Mr. Harris: In October, 1889, there was a
County Court judgment against him for ;,f20. There were also other
County Court actions against him subsequently, and he had had to
call a meeting of his creditors, but no one thought it worth while to
attend. (Laughter.) No composition was arrived at, and he was
going to pay 20s. in the pound, his total liabilities being only £i6i
He traded in the same building as his wife under the style of •' Gibnev
and Son." '

Other \vitnesses having been called to support plaintiffs claim, Mr
Harris submitted that there was no case to answer. Their contract
was not completed according to the terms of the estimate, and that
being so there had been no delivery, and the maijbines were not
Gibney s but Singer's.

Mr. Smith contended tliat the delivery of the machines had been
completed, and that the attachment to the driving machinery was
another matter altogether.

His Lordship pointed out that the terms of the estimate were to

supply machines with "all attachments and arrangements" complete.
Mr. Smith said the driving-shaft and the bands belonged to the

])lainlins, and the defendants had nothing to do with them. There-
fore, although the bands had not been fastened to the driving
machinery, the delivery of the machines was complete.
Mr. (iibney, recalled, said the machines were screwed down and in

working order, and that he himself would find the bands for driving,

being in the leather trade.

His Lordship .said he did not think the contract was completed,
and suggested that the parties should come to an arrangement.

Mr. Harris remarked that he must ask for a verdict, his clients

having been badly treated in this matter. He was not afraid to call

plaintifT's former manager to state whether the machines were pro-
perly fixed or not.

Thomas .Smith, called by Mr. Harris, said he was manager for

Gibney & Co. when the machines were seized by the defendants.

Some of the machines were fixed and some were not.

His Lordship : By fixed you mean screwed down ?

Witness : Yes ; there was nothing complete. Nine or ten were not
screwed down.
The hearing of this case was resumed on the following day. Mr.

Harris, Q.C., in addressing the jury for the defendants, contended
that there had not been a sufficient delivery of the goods to constitute

a completion of the contract, and, therefore, the property had not

passed from Singer to Gibney. If the property had passed then it

would have been a trespass and a wrongful seizure to have taken
away the machines because there was a fear that they would net be
paid for. The defendant coinpany, hearing that there were a number
of County Court judgments against the husband of the plaintifi. and
finding that she was trading in the name of a company, and there

was no company at all, were within their legal right in declining to

complete the contract. They took the machines away during the
dinner hour because they did not wish to create a sensation, and he
claimed that they were entitled to a verdict.

Mr. Smith having argued that the contract for the delivery of the

goods was substantially completed, his Lordship left it for the jury

to say whether the contract was completed or not.

The jury, after retiring for three-quarters of an hour, returned into

court, and the foreman said :
" We regret to find that we are com-

pelled to hold that the work was not actually completed."

His Lordship : Then there will be judgment for the defendants.

Mr. Harris said the plaintiff had locked up in the workroom a
bench and other things which defendants' men had not removed with
the machines, and, if they were given up, the defendant company
would forego their claim for costs.

Mr. Smith said Mrs. Gibney would agree to the proposal.

Fare-well Presentation to a
Bradbury Manager.

fHE em/iloyis attached to the Oldham depot of Messrs. Bradbury
& Company, sewing machine manufacturers, met at the Swan

Hotel, Oldham, on the evening of the iSth ult., to partake of an
enjoyable repast provided by their manager, Mr. Andrew Lees, who
is about to remove to Liverpool to take the management of the com-
pany's depot;in that city.

In the course of the evening Mr. Shaw presented to Mr. Lees, on
behalf of the gathering, a black ebony walking stick, with ivory handle
and mounted with silver, upon which were the words, " A. C. Lees,
Oldham, March 22nd, 1890," and to Mrs Lees a beautiful silver jam
stand and spoon.

During the evening several short addresses were delivered by those
present, in which Mr. Lees' connection with the depot, and the gentle-

manly and considerate manner in which he treated those over whom
he had charge was referred to, and expressions of regret were indulged
in at the parting, and hearty good wishes were given for his future
well-being and success.

Mr. Lees suitably responded on behalf of himself and Mrs. Lees,
and referred to the measure of success thai had attended his efforts in

Oldham, which could not have been attained but for the good feeling

that had always existed between himself and those around him. In
parting, he thanked them for having assisted him to promote the
interests of the company by whom they were employed. (Cheers.)

The remainder of the evening was spent in an enjoyable manner, and
the proceedings were brought to a close by the hearty singing of
" Auld Lang Syne."
Another assembly of Mr. Lees' friends was held at the White Bear

Hotel, Oldham, on March 22nd. JIany of the gentlemen present were
employed by Messrs. Bradbury & Co. at their factory (Wellington
Works), and others present who were not employed by that firm were
intimate friends of Mr. Lees. Mr. J. S. Mariana, yarn agent, Man-
chester, was in the chair, and in an appropriate speech expressed his

mingled regret and satisfaction that Jlr. Lees was leaving Oldham.
He was sure that all present were extremely pleased that their friend

was having a more important district placed under his charge, and yet
he thought they were all very loth to part with such a good-hearted
fellow as Mr. Lees had proved himself to be during his four years
residence in Oldham. On behalf of the friends assembled there, he
had great pleasure in presenting Mr. Lees with a cigar case, cigar

holder, and match box, and he hoped that Mr. Lees would live to

enjoy the use of them many years.

Mr. Lees then briefly responded. He thanked them most heartily

for their great kindness. He had lived in several towns, some no
doubt fairer to the eye than Oldham, but in none of them had he met
warmer-hearted people, or smarter business men. He \vished them
all good trade, good luck, and a very reluctant good-byet
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Singer Collector's Action for
Slander.

SHERIFF'S Couit, presided over by Mr. Walter Bartlett

(Deputy Under Sheriff), was held at the Town Hall, Brighton,
on Saturday, the Sth March, for the assessment of damages in an action
in which Mr. Edmund Thomas, of.-?, Camelford Street, Brighton, had
sued a former lodger of his, named Claud Leverson Bagot, for damages
for slander. It seemed that defendant, who only stayed at the house
a few days, first accused Mrs. Thomas of stealing a purse containing
between £^ and ^5, which he stated he had lo;t in the house, and he
afterwards went to Mr. Long, district manager for the Singer Manu-
facturing Company, where plaintiff is employed as collector, and
warned him against plaintiff, on the ground that he had stolen the
purse. Defendant had also taken a policeman to plaintiff's house, and
had made suggestions reflecting upon Mrs. Thomas's character. In
order to retain his situation, plaintiff had to make a written declaration
that the accusation was unfounded ; and to clear his character he
brought an action against defendant in the Queen's Bench. There
judgment went by default, and all that the jury had to do on .Saturday
was to assess the amount of the damages. In defence, Mr. Russell
Biggs urged that, owing to mental incapacity, defendant was not
responsible for his actions when he slandered plaintiff, but Mr. Hay-
craft (plaintiff's counsel) submitted that that defence could not be raised
in a civil suit, and this contention the Sheriff upheld. Two medical
witnesses were, however, called to state that defendant was not in a
fit condition to attend and give evidence. The jury awarded plaintiff

£100.

The Vertical Feed Sewing Machine.

^ S our readers well know, the Davis Vertical Feed Sewing Machine
Company have recently removed their factory from Watertown

to Dayton, U.S.A. The Dayton Democrat recently contained the fol-

lowing article :

—

To the lover of the beautiful the title " machine made " usually
conveys with it recollections of unartistic and in fact ugly work, and
the idea of artistic work on a sewing machine has been apparently pre-

posterous, and yet, after viewing the wonderful exhibition of the work
done on the Davis sewing machine at the company's handsome shops
yesterday, all these prejudices faded away, and wonder took their place
until one could easily believe that the Davis sewing machine can do
every thing but talk, although it speaks for itself louder than any
tongue.

"

There was a crowd of visitors at the works yesterday afternoon.
Handsome ladies and interested capitalists were alike represented.

When the bright and commodious hall was entered they were directed

to the exhibition room on the second floor. One room was full of
embroidery of such richness that the fabled tracery of the Persians
must certainly give the place of honour to this work of our own go-
ahead times. 'The work that by hand would take many weary months
is, by the machine, operated skilfully, completed in as many days. The
artistic softness of the tints, the blending of the tones, delighted theeye
while when a close examination showed the neat stitches of the wonder-
ful " Davis," it seemed astonishing to reflect how like a highly finished

oil painting the work had appeared at a short distance. Embroidered
portiers in silk and arasene, throws, curtains, and all kinds of fancy
work were to be found here. A pattern in heavy braid was especially

noticeable, as the " Davis " is the only machine capable of sewing
through such a thickness. Not only the heaviest, but the daintiest

fabrics can be embroidered by the machine- Here is light bolting
cloth and Chinese silk embroidered with the greatest degree of delicacy,

and on the other hand is heavy plush decorated with silk cord. The
shading done by the machine and the blending of tints is equal to that
achieved by the artist in oil.

In adjoining rooms the Davis machines were seen at work under the
control of skilful operatives, and as the beautiful and artistic

embroideries grew under the rapid movements of the machines it

seemed the work of magic rather than the ingenious application of
scientific knowledge and mechanical skill. Miss Ardee, a lover of the
beautiful, artistic by nature, and the worker of .some of the handsomest
designs on exhibition, was present to show what can be done by the

Davis.

After leaving this portion of the shops, which, by the way, should be
inspected to be appreciated, as the most brilliant description is but tame
in comparison with the actual sight of the wondeis of this sewing
machine and its astonishing vertical feed, one meets cheery and polite

Mr. Johnson, the general manager, who has the courtly manners of a

nobleman combined with the business shrewdness of the Yankee. His
kindly escort opens even those doors marked " Positively No
Admittance," and he leads one among the labyrinths of intricate

machinery into the extensive foundry, by the rapidly filling stock-rooms,
the big battery of boilers, and the 150 horse-power engine that noise-

lessly exerts its mighty strength.

The manufacture of a sewing machine is an artistic process, and a
volume might lie devoted to a description of it, and yet fail to do entire

justice to the subject. The pig iron of the best quality enters th.-

foundry, is cast into moulds, cleaned in the rattlers, shaped in the
machine shops, plated and polished, and finally enters into the compo-
sition of a machine that may gladden a home in the antipodes or adorn
the palace ol a ]>otcntate.

Inspection is the watchword of success in this factory. Each separate
part of the machine must conform to a certain standard, and actually

the deviation of the thousandth part of an inch from the general pattern
would cause its rejection, .^s the work progresses, inspection after

inspection takes place, until each part has been so examined at least

twenty times. Finally the finished machines are run at the rate of 1,500
stitches per minute, and if they are then perfect are sent to the stock-

room, from which they are shipped to every corner of the globe.

Many wonders may be seen in this vast establishment. Here a

I punching machine cuts out pieces of steel as if they were paper. There
is a majesty in the ease with which this machine cuts into the tough
steel, that is positively inspiring. Near by, a plane, instead of cutting

soft shavings of wood, throws off brilliant shreds of the hardest

metal without an apparent effort.

Lathe after lathe is passed until one grows dizzy watching the

countless wheels and the rapidly revolving shafts. They vary in

size and functions. One set is devoted to cuttmg screws—an interesting

process.

Those who enter the buildings are impressed with their conve-

nience, their cleanliness, the abundance of light, the admirable

appliances of heating and ventilation, making it a pleasure rather than

a labour to work in such places.

The office is not the least important of the establishment. Spacious,

airy and light, it contains the desks and numerous accountants, type-

writers and other employes. A telegraph instrument chckingly

reminds you that the great centres of the world's business are bound
to this hive of industry by cables of wire, while the glistening rails

from an adjacent side track are yet other bonds connecting the works
with the cities and seaports of this great republic, for some of the

machines must take a sea voyage to many a foreign land. And all

these machines bear with them the fame of the Gem City, and you
rejoice in your citizenship, and as you leave amid the cheery farewells

of your kind hosts, you feel as if you had a more than common
interest in the concern. But pen and pencil are a failure in an attempt

to do justice to this subject, and to every Daytonian the advice might

be given, "go out and see what an institution you helped to bring

from Watertown, and there can be no fears that you \vill not be
delighted with your experiences."

Failure Information.

fHERE have been fewer failures in the domestic machinery trade

the past month.
Mr. George Spencer, of 70, Easton Road, Bristol, has filed a peti-

tion in bankruptcy, with liabilities ^['423, and assets £2^,^. Mr. T.
Masters, perambulator manufacturer, of Bristol, is a creditor for ;ii'20.

A firm of Bath sewing machine dealers have concluded a deed of

arrangement, liabilities .^1,200, and assets ^374. A composition of

5s. in the pound has been accepted by the creditors.

George Prosser Taylor, bassinette manufacturer, 166, Balsall Heath
Road, Balsall Heath, has filed a petition in bankruptcy, with debts

estimated at ;^320.
Several ironmongers have failed, among them being Francis William

Lock, of 72, Queen's Street, Cardiff, whose liabilities are £^,^$0.
Messrs. Entwistle and Kenyon are creditors for ;f 10 for mangles,

Messrs. John Gough & Co. £10 8s. gd. for perambulators, and Messrs.

Smith, Slarks, & Co. ;^I7 12s. for mangles.

Another ironmonger, Walter Warren, of 16, Drake Street, Ply-

mouth, has filed a petition in bankruptcy, with liabilities about

£1,000. Among the creditors are Messrs. Moore, Murton, & Varley,

£1', 6s. 8d. for mangles. The same firm are creditors of J.ames

Swindale, of 21, Dolphin Lane, who has executed a deed of arrange-

ment, their debt being £2^.

Correspondence.
-'* This column is at the sen'ice ofall classes ofreaders for

the discussion of trade matters. IVe need not say that the

inserton of a letter from a correspondent does not necessarily

imply that we endorse the views expressed. The responsibility

rests entirely 7vith the person signing the letter. As an
independent journal 7C'e offer facilities to all parties to

irntilate their grievances or express their views on the condi-

tion that the right of reply be alkrwcd anyone tcho feels

himself aggrieved or considers an explanation necessary.

ALLEGED UNDUE PREFERENCE.
Herm.\n.n Loog, Lim., v. Gko. Whight & Co.
To the Editor of the Sewing Machine Gazette.

j^^IR,—The attention of my clients, Messrs. Geo.

\\^ Whight & Co.. has been called to the account

under the above heading in your issue of the ist inst.,

reporting the trial of the above action. In the latter part

of the report attention is called to the speech of Mr.
Bernard Coleridge, whomade use of the terms " swindler "

and " bogus." It has been thought by some persons

that Mr. Coleridge meant those expressions to refer to my
clients, -whereas such was not the case, as the learned

counsel meant them to refer to a person who, although a

witness, was not a party to the action, and therefore

quite unable to defend hii-nself in the matter.

I jhould feel obliged by your insertii-|g this explanation.

I ha\-e the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

W. ALt.X. COLYER,
Solicitor for the defendants,

Messrs. Geo. Whight & Co.

THE INVENTIONS EXHIBITION AWARDS.
To the Editor of the Seicing Machine Gazette.

Jf^^'EAR SIR, — From the supplement to your
'i^gji admirable journal of March ist we abstract this

sentence :

—
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"Messrs. Wiklc have included in this year's list their

' Ariel ' bassinette, which obtained the highest award—

a

silver medal—at the Inventions Exhibition."

Allow us, the recipients of the only gold medal

awarded for perambulators at the International In-

ventions E.xhibition, 1885, to inform you that Messrs.

Wilde did }iot obtain a medal of any kind at the

Inventions E.xhibition, neither did they exhibit there,

althiuiKh many perambulator manufacturers of high

staniling (including amongst your advertisers Messrs.

Parker Bros., Messrs. Leveson, Messrs. Simmons & Co.,

Mr. Charles Thompson, and others), placed their pro-

ductions before the jurors.
' A fluted steel bassinette hociy, shown by a firm in Tib

Street, Manchester, was awarded a silver medal, but this,

of course, has no reference to finished perambulators. As
the statement you make may be injurious to us in our

business we shall be much obliged if you will correct this

in your next issue.

We are, yours faithfully.

Hitching & Wynn.
23, 21, and 19, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.
March 27th, 1890.

[We understand that Messrs. Hitching & Wynn are

quite right ; it was the body exhibited by Lee & Co.,

Tib Street, Manchester, which took the prize.—En.
S. M. G.]

"Tlie queslion asked will be, will it break, or split, or be liable to get
clamagcd? No !

"I c.in willioul a shadow of doubt guarantee it far stronger than the
best wood. This was my first and continual test, having repeatedly
tried it even with a hammer, which h.id no lurthcr effect than causing a
slight dent, precisely as it would upon a piece of hard timber. It will

at once be apparent to anyone that in point of style, design, and further

decoration, my scope of working is practically unlimited, and that the
finest productions that can be made are within my reach if a demand
for the higher class of artistic woik exists. All this will i)e developed
in due course. In the meantime I have limited myself to two classes

only of bodies, a medium and a best, each fitted upon the various

classes of underwork or any other that may be desired. This remarkable
invention, which gives every promise o( a great future, has been patented
in the most thorough and complete manner.

We have carefully tested this new material at Mr.
L'HoUier's extensive showrooms at 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, Bath
Passage, Birmingham, and are able to report as follows :

—

" Goldendine" is admirably adapted for the production of

carriages of all shapes, and is one of the most important
inventions yet introduced. It can be carved as readily

as wood, and although the designs already worked out by
the patentee are innumerable, they are yet far from being
exhausted. Several of the carriages with floral scroll

ornaments executed in gold upon an ebony ground, are

choice in the extreme. Some of the carriages with fancy
panels have a most artistic appearance. It is surprising

I how this material lends itself to a high polish, and to

colouring generally.

Mr. Leon L'Hollier's " Goldendine " Carriage.

The "Goldendine" Carriages.

f&N our last issue we inserted a preliminary notice of

We are able

new carriage,

^ Mr. Leon L'Hollier's " Goldendine.'
this month to insert a wood-cut of this
which is the subject of a patent.
The inventor has supplied us with the following

details :

—

" The extraordinary beauty and richness of these bassinettes, com-
bmed ivnth great strength, solidity, and brilliancy, will, I feel confident,
make it (for a good class tr.ade) the bassinette of the future.

^
"In appearance it is an exact copy of rosewood, walnut, oak, or ebony

in a highly polished state, it is most beautifully carved (.any design
being possible), and laid m with the best gold, not met.al or imitation,
the result being the finest «arriage ever yet devised. Such a hard and
bright surface cannot be obtained in the ordinary way of painting.

We are only able in the present issue to illustrate a
single carriage, but next month will show another style.

In the meantime our readers will do well to apply for
a copy of Mr. L'Hollier's catalogue, which illustrates

numerous other styles of carriages, as well as mail carts,

fancy goods, &c.

The Merchandise Marks Act.
(Conclusion cf Singer r'. Reid.)

GEORGE EDWARD TEALE, called and sworn.
Examined by Mr, JIETCALFE.

I believe you are agent of J. Silberberj; & Co., Hamburg, at 147,
Aldersgate Street, London ?—Yes.
They are sewing machine manufacturers and merchants?—Merchants,

not manufacturers,
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I believe that you have been their agent for some time ?—Yes, four

or five years.

Have you looked at this machine?—Yes, and examined a similar

one to it.

Can you say is that the manufacture of J. Silberberg & Co. ?— No, it

is the one they sell.

Mr. Taker, J. P.: I understand they are dealers in machines?—The
machines are made by Hengstenberg, of Bielfeld, with whom Silber-

berg & Co. have a contract from a supply to ojr order.

Silbeiberg sends them over to you to sell as their agent?—Yes.
When the machine reaches you has it got on it the words "Reid's

Improved "?—These machines are shipped direct to Reid.

Can you say the course pursued by putting the inscription on ?— Reid
sSiids us an order to London to put the inscription " Reid's Improved
Singer. " I think this tablet is English made, but we have had it made
for him We have had some made in London and some in Birming-

ham Then we send that order to Messrs. Silberberg. They send the

order lo Hengstenberg, and he ships them to Mr. Reid at Bristol.

Taking another part of the machine, the stand, there is a large "S."
Will you explain it?—That is cast into the stand by Silberberg's

instruction, and is the initial letter of the name of that firm, and all the

machines which Hengstenberg sends to this country for Silberberg are

so marked, of whatever kind and description, and in the same place.

It docs not matter whether on Singer's system or not ?—AH that

come out of their factory.

Mr. Metcalfe: You say that "S" represents Silberberg and not

Singer.

The Clerk : It is a coincidence then that Hengstenberg makes no
other machines.

Mr. Baker, J.P. : What does Silberberg deal in?—The principal

thing is leather, but they are general dealers. We are their agents

only for sewing machines, and they send nothing to this country except

sewing machines. I know Silberberg personally.

What is the connection between Silberberg and Hengstenberg?

—

Nothing but a business connection.

How did they secure the connection ?—By giving a very large order.

Silberberg is not the agent of Hengstenberg ?—No.

Mr. Metcalfe : You have also examined the device and know it well ?

— Perfectly.

You have known it for years ?—Ever since I have been in the trade.

Mr. Metcalfe : Is it necessary, sir, to point out the difference between

the two devices ?

Mr. Baker, J.P. ". We can see that.

Mr. Metcalfe : You know this machine well. No. 6?—Yes.

The Clerk : And the price list ?—I have seen it.

Mr. B.iker, f.P. : Do all the st.ands that are brought to this country

bear the same device ?—Yes.

The Clerk : That is, the " S," but they would not all have " Reid."

Would they have " Improved Singer"? -No, unless specially ordered

in that w.ay.

Mr. Baker, J.P. : The device for the stand in the catalogue does'not

bear the " S " ?—No, that is Hengstenberg's own block sent over with

the machines.

The Clerk : This would only go to England or the Colonies ?

—

Where English is spoken.

Does Silberberg's contract with Hengstenberg apply simply to
England?— I believe so.

Then Hengstenberg might export his machines to Australia without
the " S " on them ?—Yes.

And but for the understanding between Silberberg and himself he
might find customers here ?—He would do so.

Mr. Metcalfe : A machine with such a device as that would not go
from .Silberberg i—No.
Every machine sent over to this country by Silberberg that comes out

of Hengstenberg's bears that " S " .•'—Yes.
Mr. Baker, J.P. : And I understand that Hengstenberg puts on the

machines any letter for which you give instructions?— Precisely.

And you give instructions for a name to suit your customers ?—Yes.
The Clerk : And this has been going on for years ?—Yes.
Did you make any distinction when the new Act came into opera-

tion ?—Yes.

Will the Customs allow this now ?

The Clerk : Under Section l6.

Mr. Baker, J.P. : Where do you deliver?—Free on board as a rule,

but it depends how the order is given.
Who is the responsible person ? —We are responsible.

Mr. Worsley, J.P. : For any customer, not Reid, do you still put
' Improved Singer '' ?—No.
Mr. Metcalfe : He has said that he puts nothing unless ordered.
Mr. Worsley, J.P. ; Is there any case in which you call it somebody

else's " Improved " ?— Oh, yes, ifwe had a customer named Jones and
he asked us to put " Jones' Improved " we should do it.

Mr. Baker, J.P. : You would sell free on board in that case, and the
responsibility would be theirs ?—Yes.
Can you tell us who designed the device on the stand ?—No, I did

not design it

Mr. Metcalfe (putting in sheet) : Which is No. 6 in your list ?— 13A.

There is no name on them whatever.
There are a lot of improvements in this machine ?—Yes.
Mr. Baker, J.P. : Not Reid's but Silberberg's.

The Clerk: You say that your machine is better than Singer's?—
Infinitely better.

Mr, Metcalfe : If my learned friend wants to find out the improvements
I will ask. I dare.say it will be a good thing for the Singer Company.

Cross-examined by Mr. WANStSROUGH.
Then why do they use the word " Singer " at all for?—Because the

word applies to a machine made on th.at principle.

Then why have you made alterations in your terms since this Act
came into operation ?—We have made no alterations in our terms.

In your transactions. If Jones asks you to put a name on, would
you do it?—Under certain restrictions.

What restrictions?—We should have to 'put the words "^German
manufacture" on.

Nothing else ?—None whatever.

Would you take a guarantee ?— I don't know, the case has never
come before me.

THE "BRANSTON ))

aei|lii€

LIMITED.

PATENTEES AND MAKERS OF

THE OEY TWO-REEL SEWING MACHINE
Making a perfect lock-stitch direct from two ordinary reels of cotton

without a shuttle or take up. Rotary movement throughout.

Simple, Light running, and Noiseless, and with fewer parts than any

other Lock-stitch Machine.

Address—

gg, Melfear^ Yiadmct, I^OELdoii^ E,C
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Mr. Baker, ].V. : The genllcman sai<l be should sell fite on boarrl.

Mr! Wansbrough : IJo you get other machincB from Silbcrbcrg with

the word " Singer " on them ?—Yes.
Will you tell me wha?
Mr. liaker, J.I'. : Not if it incriminates him.

The Clerk : "it is not a Court for furnishing enquiries.

Mr. Wansbrough : Have you had any difficulty with any of them

about" the word '• Singer " being put on ? -One case just of late.

Whose was that ?— Keid's.

No other ?—No. „ , ,

Before this action was commenced ?—No, about the same time.

Just before the summons was served ?^I re.ally don't know the exact

day. The Customs have detained machines with the word " Singer
"

on—Reid's Improved Singer.

And have you, before having [the machines dehvered, removed the

name?—No.
What have you done ?—The case is undecided.

You cannot pas^ them through the Customs?—The London Custom

House has told us the terms on which we may pass, by having the

words " German manufacture " on them.

Mr. G. D. Wansbrough ? " German manufacture " would not be

good enough. If it had Keid's name it must be marked " Hamburgh."

The Clerk : You correspond with Mr. Reid. Has he sanctioned you

falling in with the suggestion of the Customs ?—Certainly.

Mr. R. Wansbrough : Did Reid communicate to you the result of

Willway's case ?— I think so, but we should have known it in any way.

I was here about the time and saw him.

You are aware it was suggested by the magistr.ites, and undertaken

by the defendant, to remove the brass plate with the words " Improved

Singer system " on it?—Yes, but that case was quite distinct. He had

the words " Singer system " on it.

Mr. Wansbrough : There were other cases in which he had used the

words " Singei system " on the brass label.

The Clerk : Is Willway a customer ot yours ?—Yes.

Mr. Wansbrough : Do you know that he undertook to reracve the

brass plate with the words " Improved Singer system " ?—Ol;, yes.

There weie two summonses, one for putting " Singer machine " on

it, and the other, " The Singer system." Is it not a fact that some—
at any rate one—of your customers, since the Act came into operation,

gave you instructions to discontinue the word "Singer" on the

machines ?—Yes, I believe several of them did, to discontinue using

any words at all on the machines.

The Clerk : They were afraid of the risk ?—Yes.
Mr. Wansbrough : Do I understand you to say that these machines

are made, as we see them now, by Hengstenberg and sent direct to

Bristol ?—Certainly.

Do you supply those books of terms ?—They come with the machines

from Heiigstenberg's factory.

You have none with the " S " on?—No.
" H " on it ?—Yes.
The Clerk : That woidd do for " Howe."

Mr. Metcalfe : The " S ''
in this machine is part of the casting of all

machines supplied by Hengstenberg to Silberberg, to be disposed of in

this country ?— Yes.
The Clerk : Would the Wilcox & Gibbs ?

—

Those are hand machines,

andhave not a treadle. It would not apply.

Mr. Metcalfe : That is my case.

The Magistrates having retired to consider their decision

Mr. IJakcr, J. P. : In this case there does not appear to be any
material conflict about the facts. There was some little conflict as to

what occurred at Mr. Reid's store, but we do not think that is a matter

of any importance. So the question which we have to determine Is

simply confined to the legal point as to whether the words used on
these machines by Reid's instructions, and appearing on the machine
as it was sold, brought the transaction within the Merchandise Marks
Act. We are of opinion, after giving every consideration to th» argu-

ments of counseljth.at the words " Reid's Improved .Singer " area false

trade description that has been applied to the machine in question, and
we are also of opinion that the letter " S " appearing on the stand of

the table is a colourable imitation of the name " Singer." The only

question then remaining is as to the penally which should be inflicted,

and we have taken into consideration the fact that in this case the

buyer cannot be said to have been deceived. The buyer took the

machine very well knowing what she was doing, and for the purpose

of taking proceedings under the Act. Taking that into consideration,

we shall only inflict the penalty of twenty shillings, beliering that the

company does not desire to obtain a vindictive penalty and damages
against the defendant, but merely to assert in the face of the public

their right to the name Singer, as indicating that the machines are

manufactured by the company. We have decided that the costs should

be a guinea to the solicitor, three guineas to the gentleman who
attended from London, five shillings to the witness Still, and the Court

fees.

Mr. Wansbrough : Then, sir, with regard to the other summons.
You having decided in our favour in this case, we do not propose to

offer any evidence on the second summons for attaching, but will be
satisfied with this judgment. I do not know what the learned counsel

intends to do, or I would ask for the case to be adjourned. We will

not offer any evidence now. If that case is adjourned for a fortnight,

we shall see what the learned counsel intends to do. If we find that

nothing further is done, we shall offer no evidence.

Mr. Metcalfe : I do not see any objection. That is a very fair and
reasonable course.

Mr. Wansbrough : If they appeal it will be further adjourned, if not

it will be struck out. In the event of the defendant having more of

these machines in stock we shall certainly take them off under the

provisions of the Act.

Mr. Baker, J. P. : You would not interfere with his selling them on
their merits?

Mr. Wansbrough : No.
Mr- Metcalfe : He says that the word " Singer " does not do him

the slightest bit of good.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO BUYERS.
LLOYD d GO.'S List of New Designs in Baby Carriages and Mail Carts

is now publisiied and it contains a splendid variety.

The Best House in the trade for Fittings, Wheels, Tyres, Hoods,
Canopies, Rugs, &c.

BORO', LONDON, S,E.

P.S. -TRADE CARD FOR LIST & TERMS-

of e^srery X>escr>iption & Style.
MAIL CARTS, TOY PERAMBULATORS,
gitxtrtliit djrtix's, §t;)jtxtrtl ^avvia$c$i

All made of the very best materials
and ^workmanship, and are not
equalled by any other makers in

the market.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE m TERMS FREE ON APPLICATION.

_ ? Factory, DUFFERIN ST., E.G.

I^.V^.'t^^.o%r 59, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.G.
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HARROFS
mmuM m iail

MADE SPECIALLY FOR THE "HIRE TRADE.
n

THE STEWARD," No, 170. 'THE PRINCESS ALICE." No. 164.

THE SUPERB,"
No. 179.

THE LIFE BOAT."
No. 168.

THE GREATEST SHOW"

NEW DESIGNS
IN

MAIL CARTS,

Strongest and Most

Fashionable

N THE MARKET.

WHEELS SUPPLIED COMPLETE IN SETS OR GRUBBERS IN SETS WITHOUT WHEELS.
PRICES ON APPLICATION,

Chief Office and Wholesale Warehouse
(LARGE SKOWROOIVIS),
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J. R. BROOKS,

Manufacturer of

NOVELTIES & FANCY GOODS,
59 & 60, HATTON GARDEN.

Ste£ixn Factory

—

Aslctloy ^Works, 31, Hacltixey Road.
Flower Vases for Windows suspended by Chains.

Flower Vases for Windows in original Cocoanut suspended by

Chains, also in polished Cocoanut.

Tobacco Jars mounted on tripods.

Cigar Stands, various, and elaborately mounted.

Flower Stands in polished Cocoanut, and also in original

Cocoanut, on Bamboo Stands suspended by Chains.

Wall Brackets in polished Cocoanut mounted on plush.

Photo Frames in polished Cocoanut mounted on plush.

Whole Cocoanut polished, mounted, and finished to order.

BEST TERMS TO SHIPPERS.

CHEQUES AND POSTAL ORDERS CROSSED BIRKBECK BANK,

BASSINETTE PERAMBULATORS

\^^V^ Oyer

-^1^5^*/ Years' repu-
^5^0"^^ tati on for high-

class finish and

style, durability and
reliableness.

CHlLiI>REN'S CARS.

_Wv^^
^^

We are making a great variety of strong and elegant desigas in these gooda.

The demand for oar goods still increases. During the year 1889 we turned out a much larger

number of Perambulitors than ever before.
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LONG WANTED. ARRIVED AT LAST.

THE
a
SAFETY AUTOMATIC" PRAM. BRAKE.

Authorities agree that the requirements of a

Perambulator Brake are

I. It must be automatic, so that as soon as the hands are taken

off the handle the carriage stops.

The '^Safety Automatic " ensures this.

2.0 It must be cheap, so that the dealer can present it to his

best ustomers, and sell it for a few pence to others.

The price of the "Safety Automatic " is One Shilling.

3. It must be easily fixed.

The "Safety Automatic" can be fixed to any carriage in two

riiinutes, without tools, and by any person.

4. It must be durable, positive in action, and not unsightly.

The "Safety Automatic "
fills the bill.

SIMPLE, EFFECTIVE, CHEAP, DURABLE.
Every year a number of infants are killed through runaway

Carriages. Every time you recommend your customers to buy a

"Safety Automatic" brake you may be saving a life.

.^ We boldly state that no patent this century has been granted

for an invention more necessary, more simple, and more valuable.

WUQlmmmlm prtee -mm^ per d^mmm^
SAMPLE, CARRIAGE PAID, Is. 3d.

DEALERS BE ADVISED. SEND FOR SAMPLE.
Ox*clex*s ex:ecuted irx r'ota.tioxi, so cio n.ot delsiy.

Another novelty is our Umbrella Holder. This is screwed to the

body of the carriage, and only costs 2s. per dozen, and will sell

readily at sixpence each.

The "SAFETY AUTOMATIC"
Perambulator Brake Depot,

179, ALDERSGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.I
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These Beautiful

Designs of

Goldendine are

a Most

astounding

Success.

Never Before

were Carriages

received with

such Delight by

the Public,

All other classes of

Carriages (however

good they may be)

sink into complete

insignificance when

placed by the side of

the Patent Golden-

dine.

Come and see them

for yourselves. It

will pay you to do

so ; or write for

illustrated list to the

Patentee and Sole

Manufacturer,

LEON L'HOLLIER,
BATH PASSAGE, BIRMINGHAM.
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GENUINE AMERICAN
LAMB KNITTING MACHINE.

The most relijible and most eaey runDing StockiDg and
Glove Knitter In the Market.

SWISS KNITTER.
EUROPEAN KNITTER.
CHEMNITZ KNITTER.

For all kinds of Garments, with special

automatic attachments.

BIERNATZKI & CO.,
44, MANSFIELD ROAD, NOTTINGHAM.

Principles and Practce of the Law
of Hire and Conditional Sale

By H. E. Tudor, Esq., Solicitor,

Author of " A Dejence of the Hire Sysicmy

[^Continued from our March Number.)

CHAPTER XXXIII.

Is THE Hire System Legal ? Does a Tr.^nsaction,
WHICH AMOUNTS TO A LoAN OF MONEY^ NECESSARILY
CONSTITUTE A BiLL OF SaLE ?

It will be seen how our definition of these two docu-
ments, both in these articles and in our " Defence of the
Hire System," pages 15 and 16, are borne'out by what he
next said. His Lordship continued :— " In the next place

the transaction between the Blacker Company and the
respondents {i.e., Central Wagon Company) was in no
sense a security for the payment of money. It would not
have been a security for the payment of money if the title

derived from the Sheffield Company had been out of the
way." That is to say, from a legal point of view, if A
sells goods to B for ;^ioo, and B subsequently lets the
same goods to A on the hire system, as in Redhead v.

Westwood, such goods are in no sense a " security for the
payment of money," but simply goods sold &nd then hired.

The judgment runs on :—" There was no loan, no debt,
no mortgajge." In other words, as we have often said,

the essentials of a bill of sale by way of security are (i)

borrower, (2) security, (3) lender. His Lordship points
out the absence of these essentials. "When the re-

spondents," his Lordshipcontinues, "took possession of the
wagons in the exercise of the rights reserved to them the
agreement was at an end. The Blacker Company could
not have redeemed the wagons. If the wagons had
fetched twice the amount of the instalments then
remaining unpaid, the Blacker Company would have been
none the better, and they would still have continued
liable for the arrears." Note the import of this statement
of law. It is of the highest importance to all hire dealers.
Here we have the House of Lords laying down as law

that when a hire dealer seizes hired goods under a seizure
clause, the hirer having made default, he may still sue the
hirer for all arrears of rent up to the date of seizure, and,
in addition to that, may sell the goods to another person
for double the sum agreed to be paid by the hirer, and
yet the hirer will not be entitled to a'fraction of such
monies. Take a simple instance : A lets to B a piano on
the hire system for the year, B to pay ;^'i20 by monthly
instalments of ^"10. B makes default on the nth instal-

ment, A seizes the piano under the seizure clause, and
sues B for that instalment. He can recover the ^'10,
and yet he may subsequently sell the recovered piano to
C, a stranger, for another ^i^o, and that will be no
business of B's, because B's special property or interest in
the piano absolutely ceased on default in payment of the
nth instalment. Again, if C makes default the same
process may be repeated, and the same piano maj- be sold
to D, another stranger, and so on with any subsequent
hirers. So that it is quite possible, from a legal point of
view, to let the same piano to a hundred or more difftrent

hirers if they make default, and if the piano could be
supposed to be in such a state of preservation as to induce
customers to take it. Of course, that reduces it to a
question of repairs, because, as we have shown, the
question of law is clear.

But let us not mistake this well-known principle which

' All Rights Rtstrved.

the House of Lords has now judicially recognised. It
may be asked, suppose the 12th instalment became over-
due, would the same result follow ? No, not quite

;

because ifA agrees to sell B a piano on the hire system for

^120, and on the last instalment falling due and owing
A seizes the piano, A cannot sue B for the remaining ^'10
and keep the piano as well, because A had agreed tcTlet B
have the piano for X'^o. If, then, A sues B for /lo and
gets it, he will have had his /120, and as that was the
sum agreed to be paid by B for its purchase, B will be
entitled to the piano. But if, on the last instalment
becoming overdue A chooses to seize and take the piano
away he may do so, but he cannot both seize the piano
a;/rf havethe_^'i20, although, in the case of the nth or
or other previous instalments, A could sue for them in
addition to seizing the piano. Therefore, if only the last

instalment is due and owing, A must elect either to seize

the piano or to sue for the ;^"io. But if the nth and all

other previous instalments are due A can seize the piano
and also sue for the_^i 10. In a word, he can never sue
for the FULL price and seize the goods, but he is entitled to
the former or the latter. He is always entitled, on default
of payment, to the return of the goods and all arrears,
unless such arrears represent the whole sum for which it

was agreed to be sold. This is the direct result of his

Lordship's judgment.
His Lordship goes on to say :— " If the wagons had

not been worth sixpence the respondents {i.e., North
Central Wagon Company) could not have claimed from
the Blacker Company anything beyond the arrears of rent

then actually due." That is to say, hire dealers can only
claim money which is actually due and owing ; they
cannot claim future payments until they become due.
" The appellants say that all the three documents, which
they call a bill of sale, are wrong. They say that the
secretaries of the two companies are both mistaken. Their
whole case rests on one or two ambiguous expressions

found in the correspondence. The correspondence speaks
of the Blacker Company wanting ^^i,000 on the wagons.
Well, so they did. The Blacker Company called it

' financing the wagons,' an e.xpression equally apt or
inappropriate whether they had a mortgage in view or an
absolute sale with a conditional right of repurchase
attached to it. As regards their legal incidents, there is

all the difference in the world between a mortgage and a

sale with a right of repurchase. But if the transaction is

completed by redemption "
{i.e., ' redemption ' is the

technical word used when a borrower pays off a mortgage
debt. He ' redeems ' or gets back his property) " or

repurchase, as the case may require, there is no difference

in the actual result. The Blacker Company, of course,

looked forward to repaying the money. There was nothing,

therefore, so very improper or suspicious in their entering

the transaction in their books as a loan. When it was put

to the secretary of the Blacker Company, ' You have said

that it was handed to you as a loan of ;^" 1,000, but that it

was paid for the wagons,' he answered naturally enough,

and not, I think, altogether incorrectly, " Well, it was
paid for the wagons, but you might call it a loan for all

that.' . . . . • There is nothing in the respondents

saying a year afterwards that they did not want the

wagons on their hands at any price. Ofcourse they did

not. They bought to sell, not to keep in stock. They
would not, I suppose, have bought these second-hand
wagons at all if they had not seen their way clear to

dispose of them on advantageous terms."
" In all these cases the question is, what was

the real intention of the parties ? As Lord
Cranworth observed in a case (Alderson v. White,
2 D. and J., 105) where the documents were of a more
formal character, " The rule of law on this subject is one
dictated by common sense, that /r/>;/(7 facie an absolute

conveyance, containing nothing to show that the relation

ADEFENCE of the HIRE SYSTEM, based
on Legal andCommercial Considerations,"

by H. E. Tudor, Solicitor. One Shilling. The author
fully discusses and criticises— i Registration. 2 Plate or

Stamp on hired goods. 3 Should hired goods become the
absolute property of the hirer on payment of half the

money. 4 Should the hire system be declared illegal.

"Sewing .Machine Gazette" Oflice, 28, Paternoster

Row, London, E.C.
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of debtor and creditor is to exist between the parties, does
not cease to be an actual conveyance and become a
mortgage merely because the vendor slipulates that he
shall have a right to repurchase." Of course, what his

Lordship means is the mere fact of an aissoiute sale by
one person, followed by hire agreement to another,
although it may have the effect of a loan, yct| it does not
convert the hire agreement into a bill of sale given by
way of security. " My Lords, as I have come to the
conclusion that this transaction was not a security for the
payment of money, it would not, perhaps, be a very
nrofitable inquiry to consider whether, under other or
different circumstances, the documents in question could
be treated as a bill of sale under the Act of 1878. It is

enough to say that, in my opinion, it is difficult to see

how a receipt like that in the present case could be ' a

receipt for purchase-money of goods ' within the meaning
of the Act, or how an invoice ana a recci\)t, w/iicfi are
separate instruments^ and not intended to be operative in

connection with each other, could be regarded as an
' inventory of goods with receipt thereto attached.' And
I may add that I see no reason to doubt that ' receipts

for the purchase-money of goods,' and ' inventories of
^'oods with receipt thereto attached,' must be assurances of
personal chattels to fall within the category of bills of sale,

to which the Act of 1878 applies." His Lordship then
points out how the present case differs from Cochrane
V. Matthews 10 Ch. D. 80 n. ; ex parte Odell, 10 Ch. D.
76, and ex parte Cooper 10 Ch. D. In each of these
cases, his Lordship adds, " the transaction was plainly a
mortgage, and not a sale, with a conditional right of
purchase." He adds that ex parte Cooper must be taken
with the explanation in Woodgate v. Godfrey, ^ Ex. D.
24.

(To lie contmued.)

Scottish Notes.

^^TRIKES h?ve begun in the sewing machine trade,

X^ being the first outcome of the recent union started,

now quite a giant combination. The Singer Company
had differences in one or two departments, which were
readily got over, but in the works of the Howe Machine
Company the case has been different. Over four weeks
since a notice was put up, naming the working hours as

40 per week, with one meal hour, to which the men
objected, and came out on strike.

The brisk condition of trade in other departments has
absorbed the majority of mechanics which were employed,
but the labourers, who form the bulk of the employes,
are hanging about, hoping to see the gate again opened.

Messrs. Kimball & Morton seem to manage their

workmen in such a way that there has been no labour
difficulty, This firm most certainly does not seem to be
falling in the background. Their sewing machines are

invariably well-constructed, and command a ready market
in every corner. Wringing machines, of which they now

make several sizes, are held in good estimation by the
trade.

lit *

The Bradbury Company is certainly not likely to be
eclipsed by any of its great rivals. " Rotary Shuttle "

must ha\'e been a good card for them. Mr. Sewell, their

manager, is a gentleman who is much esteemed, a man of

quality in every sense, with some kind of reverence for

the rights of others, a faculty which is too often wanting
with sewing machine managers. Mr. Sewell, like so
many others, has been a sufferer from influenza, but is

now at work again, much to the satisfaction of those
under him.

The Wheeler & Wilson Company, under Mr. Dickson's
management, have been making more strenuous efforts

than ever to catch a wholesale trade, and larger discounts
are being allowed than what the trade has been accus-
tomed to associate with W. & W. This firm should be
at the front, as undoubtedly they spend their strength in

making good sewing machines, rather than in making
strong statements as to their manufacture. Mr. Bayne,
who has gone to Manchester, will be much missed

; for

many years he did good work in building up a manufac-
turing trade. He was certainly worthy of the high
esteem in which the trade held him.

::.
^ -Jf.

Sewing machines,German principally, are being ticketed

at very low prices in some of the drapers' shops, not only
in Glasgow, but in Dundee and other large towns
Whether the public will have confidence enough in

advertising drapers to buy sewing machines from them
rather than from the regular trade has to be tried.

* *
*

The great Singer Company don't seem to slacken their

efforts in any way. Subtle advertisements are contmually
appearing to the effect that they have one or two openings
to " train " men for the sewing machine trade, as if the
sewing machine man was not born to the business rather

than trained to it. Some thousands of the Glasgow
population must have sought to sell Singer sewing
machines in their day, and yet how few men really turn
ouc adapted for such a business !

The North British Machine Company still make a big

push with their " Pearl " machine ; it seems as if they
were on sale everywhere. The company evidently con-
fine themselves to the wholesale trade. No man has had
a larger experience of the sewing machine business, or

has a larger connection, than the manager. Air. James
Robertson. This company have recently opened up a

large cycling concern in Crossbill, which looks like a big

success. Crowds of people were waiting one evening
lately, either to buy or hire cycles, and as the place

would hold some thousands of people, consisting, as it

does, of 7,000 square feet of space, there is room for any
amount of business. Mr. Robertson has no intention of

working sewing machines, however, firom this new
depot.

Paisley has one vigorous sewing machine man outside

NOVELTY HOUSEHOLD & SUPERIOR WRINGERS.
Try the Bailey Wringers, and you will buy no

others.

ABSOLUTELY TRUSTWORTHY.

Do not think we make only one pattern. We
make all the best patterns and sizes, and sell a

reliable article at a reasonable price.

If you want a Machine to sell on Easy Terms
take our advice and buy the HOUSEHOLD
WRINGER. It costs a little more than a

common article, but you can get full price for

it, and it will do you good.

BAILEY WRINGING MACHINE COMPANY, 26, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.
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Singer and Bradbury in the person of Mr. Joiin Jaap,

Wellmeadow, a reliable man, who looks well after busi-

ness, and who evidently is working his way into a solid

position.

The sewing machine industry, if not on the wane, has
evidently reached its highest point, and it will require a

vast fund of energy to keep it in its present position.

SCOT.

Our American Letter.

New York, March 6, iSgo.

I^ONTRARY to the prophesies of many, that the

}^ sewing machine business had seen its best days and
that in a few years but little would be done in that

branch, the several large manufacturing concerns in this

country seem to be reasonably busy and are putting out

the average number of machines every month. New
machines, and improvements upon those not new, both
in the mechanism of the machines as well as in the

appointments, woodwork and attachments furnished with

them, have a stimulating effect on trade, and give the

canvasser something to talk about, the companies some-
thing to hold forth to their dealers and agents, and
lastly, give the great factories something to keep their

hundreds and thousands of hands employed.
The manufacturing trade in this country is an item of

great importance with some of our companies while
others nearly, if not quite, ignore it as being unprofit-

able. It is certainly not to be denied that it entails a

great deal of extra work, as the requirements of manu-
facturers of the present day are such that only experts in

the various branches can successfully put in machines

either in shoe, corset or shirt factories. Ten years ago
when 800 or a 1,000 stitches per minute was as much as
was attempted on any machine except the curved needle
Wheeler and Wilson, it was comparatively an easy job for

a man to place machines in a factory. Another point was
at that time entirely overlooked, viz., having machines
to do all the work as well as do the sewing. If a machine
would sew neatly at the above mentioned rate of speed,
making perhaps twenty or twenty-four stitches to the
inch, an operator was content to hold her work to the
needle, guiding it as the case might need. Not so now.
In many classes of work the requirements now are, that
the machine shall run from 1,500 to 1,800 (and even more)
stitches per minute, making twenty-eight to thirty-two
stitches to the inch, with finer needles, and, worst of
all, poorer sewing silk or cotton, while the operator
merely enters the end of the work under the presser-foot
of the machine and then lets the work take its own
course, depending upon the machine to guide it up to
the guage. If these conditions are not fully met in
every particular, some other machine, which does meet
one or more which this machine skips, will come in for

a preference, though perhaps only for a short time, when
some shortcoming in another direction will be discovered,
throwing that, too, out of the race. Notwithstanding
all these requirements, our most prominent sewing
machine manufacturers are straining every nerve to
cater to the manufacturing trade and employ men of
great skill, and at high wages, to look after the interests
of their machines. Several of the younger companies
are likewise reaching for a share in this trade, and are
producing special machines for factory work. Foremost
among these efforts is the instance of the twin-needle
machine. This end is attempted by a number of sewing
companies, and will, when brought to a point a littlo

GOLD

MEDAL,
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'THE principles involved in the "Vertical Feed" are different from those of any other

Machine. It stands alone, and is not brought in competition with under-feed Machines.

One under-feed Machine has no particular advantage over another, in a general way ; hence

there is little profit in selling them on account of cut prices, which you are forced to meet

The " Vertical Feed" has an established price all over the country that affords a remunera-

tive profit ; this price has not been sacrificed and is readily maintained, because the Machine

is in every respect superior to the under-feed class, doing more perfectly a larger range of

work than all others combined. Dealers, consult your interest. Take the " Vertical Feed;
"

it has no competitor in range and quality of work. Its retail prices are not cut in four

quarters, and you are protected in territory. Its merits alone enable you to secure more

than your proportion of the trade, and at the same time obtain better retail prices than it

is possible to get for any other Machine in the world, thus building up a lasting and profit-

able business. We are now building a new manufactory at Dayton, Ohio, with a capacity

of 400 Machines per day. This step was madenecessary by om- largely increasing business.

If you have not already obtained it, seciu-e the control of the "Vertical Feed" in your

territory NOW.

THE

^mniMml ]^eed Sewing Ma^Mna Gq.^
24^ ALDERSGATE STREET, LONDON, E.G.
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nearer perfection, be of great value to shoe manu-
facturers.

New York at present feels somewhat sore over the ap-

parent loss of the World's Fair lobe held in 1S92, and
while some are still entertaining a ray of hope that the

Senate will not ratify the decision of the House of Repre-

sentatives at Washington, thus perhaps giving the fair

to Gotham after all, others are ready to give up and
admit that all is lost, and that the Lake city \vill have

the honour of becoming the site for that great event.

Sewing machine companies are not very much united on
the question, and even companies located in the East are

not very outspoken in their choice of a site, evidently

fearing that by favouring one city they tread on the toes

of their constituents in the other, thereby losing ground
and possibly trade. Again others, whose main offices

and factories are neither in the East nor in the West,
but as one might say, ''betwixt and between," are posi-

tively silent on the question when not certain of the

leaning of their hearer, favouring Chicago when talking

to a Westerner, and New York when talking to a Yankee.
This state of affairs makes it extremely difficult to say

what position is actually taken by the sewing machine
trade as a whole, but it is not very hard to see that some
would prefer to have no fair at all rather than give a

decisive expression.

It would hardly be considered the correct thing were I

to close this letter without once referring to the remark-
able winter we have experienced here. Reports from
many places in the " Far-West " speak of the dearth of

snow and ice in localities where they are ordinarily very
common, sometimes too abundant, but always to a great

extent a necessity, as among the logging camps in the

North-west, where snow furnishes the easiest mode of

transporting cut sticks of timber to the rivers and streams,

down which they are then floated to the saw-mills. The
absence of these two essential factors, snow and ice, has
already made itself severely felt in the sections referred

to, by throwing thousands of men out of work, both in

the forests and in the mills, the latter being thus deprived
of steady work for many months. That this state of
alTairs should in a measure also work detrimentally to
the sewing machine trade, as well as all oiher business,

goes without saying. At this writing, March, which
came in like a lion, may yet redeem itself, and the des-

pondent lumbermen of the west, by supplying an abun-
dance of the needed products of winter to enable them to

harvest their logs before it be too late, and at the same
time avert the ice famine threatened in other parts of
the United States.

H. R. LEMITE.

A Visit to a Birmingham Mer-
chant's Warehouse,

i^j^ECENTLY we took the opportunity of calling

-^il, at the warehouse of one of the oldest firms of
merchants in Birmingham—that of Messrs. Wignall,
Deeley, & Co., Limited, merchants, factors, and lock
manufacturers. This hrm is located in Russell Street,

and on the cordial invitation, and under the personal
guidance, of Mr. Thomas Wilson, the principal, we made
a tour of inspection of the various rooms and buildings
which comprise the extensive warehouse, and were well-

pleased with our visit.

The exterior of these premises, like others of the same
nature in Birmingham, conveys no idea whatever of the
hive of industry beyond. The very heavy stocks which
perforce the firm are compelled to keep on hand necessi-

tates the employment of a great number of employes in

the various departments. One thing which struck us par-

ticularly was the order and decorum by which the whole
concern is governed ; and the systematic way in which
the large orders, for which this firm is noted, are got up
impressed us most forcibly.

LLOYD & HILL,

Patentees &

lanufacturers,

Perambulators,

HOME.

id Furniture.

Comliination

il Carts,

EXPORT.

Second Award, Melbourne Exhibition, 1888,

LOWER HURST STREET,
LONDON REPRESENTATIVE—

Mr. W. T. KNIGHT, 8a, CITY ROAD. BIRMINGHAM
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Our readers will do well to secure the firm's price-lists.

Everything that maybe required by dealers in household

appliances can be procured here.

The firm has been established ninety years, but, far

from following the example of the ' Grandfather's Clock,"

and stop after " going " that number of years, with

that pluck and enterprise which it is always pleasant to

find in British trade, they are pushing forward and

extending their extensive connection year after year.

Messrs. Wignall, Deeley, & Co.'s business appears to

be so firmly established that they seem likely to go on

for at least another ninety years, and they have our best

wishes for the future.

The Development of the Sewing
Machine.

By E. Ward.

[Continued from our A]arch Number.)

:R. JOSEPH HUGHES obtained a patent on the

26th of October, 1853, for improvements in

machinery or apparatus for sewing or stitching, in the

specification of which he describes various modes of

stitching by machinery ;
but we do not know that any

of them have ever been found practicable. Our purpose,

however, is to give a short notice of such of the leading

features as appear to us the most striking. The inven-

tion consists more particularly of improvements in the

machines patented by Mr. Hughes in 1852, and pre-

viously referred to. The first machine described in this

specification is arranged for using two straight needles,

moving diagonally in needle frames, so as to cross each

other at every stitch, the one needle being above the

cloth and working downwards, and the other below the

cloth and working upwards, both needle carriers and

frames being actuated by lever arms from one cam, n'hich

serves also as the fly-wheel of the machine. This machine

is a mere modification of the mechanism for working the
two diagonal straight needles previously described in Mr.
Hughes' first specification, and is of no practical value
whatever.
Mr. Hughes in his specification describes the applica-

tion of endless notched or roughened surface chains pass-
ing over pulleys, for the purpose of feeding the cloth
along, the presser foot holding the cloth down upon a
portion of the feed chain, which is brought up throuo-h
an opening in the .table or platform of the machine. The
requisite intermittant or step by step motion is imparted
to the feed chain by means of a series of falls of various
lengths, working a ratchet wheel, and carried by a vibrat-
mg lever which is actuated by a cam or wiper on the
main shaft. This feed is quite a novelty, but we are at a
loss to see its advantages over the wheel feed, which is less

costly and not so liable to get out of order as a chain
feed.

The stitch made by this machine is what is known as

the double thread chain-stitch, and the appearance of the
illustration shows it to be a firm and lasting stitch, and
no doubt is so when tnacie, but the mode of producing
this stitch is by no means clearly described in the specifi-

cation. Three different combinations of apparatus are
illustrated and described in the specification for forming
the stitch in question, to which document we beg to refer

such of our readers as may feel sufficiently interested in
the invention to desire to become masters of the same.
Another portion of Mr. Hughes' invention relates to a

means of performing the operation technically known as
"closing," viz., the sewing together of two edges of
leather in boot or shoe uppers. For this purpose it is

proposed to use peculiarly formed clamps. The materials
are placed between the holding jaws, and are moved
along under the needle while being sewn by means of a
rack and pinion, or other similar contrivance. Motion is

given to the pinion from the main shaft of the machine
by means of a cam, lever, and ratchet gear. In one end
of the rack is a pin or stud, to which is fitted one end of
the lower clamp or jaw, so as to turn loosely round the

MimmmM mp@m Mmm^mMi
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stud. The same stud serves also to secure a spring, which
presses or bears upon a projection on the cud of Iheujiper

jaw, and tlius jircssinn' lliu two jaws forcibly toj,'clhcr

when the work or material to be sewn is |)laccd between
them. A second stuil is finally secured to the opposite

end of the lower jaw, and passes up throuj^h a slot made
in the upper jaw. A screw thread is formed u|5on thi>

stud, ami an oblonir nut passed thereon, so that on

screwing up the nut the jaws may be made to compress
or hold the material firmly between them, which, when
requisite, can be instantly released by simply turning the

nut so as to correspond exactly with the slot, whereupon
it will pass through and the clamp will fly open. These
clamps are made of suitable form to ailapt them to the

form or deviation of seams to be produced, so that the

stitching may always be close to the edge of clamp from
one end to the other.

In place of the arrangement above described , the clamps
may consist simply of two curved springs, having thin

convex sides together, and one end of each spring

screwed to the corresponding end of the other spring by
an adjustable screw, the other two ends, after the work
is placed between them, being pressed together by hand,

and retained by the notched spring-catch. When this

latter form of clamp is used, the work and clamp are held

and guided by the hand, and the work is fed along by
suitable feeding apparatus, and the clamps may be made
straight and placed far enough from the seam to be out

of the way of the parts of the machine near the needle

The inner sides or surfaces of the jaws or clamps which
press upon the material are grooved or furrowed, so as to

have a firmer hold upon the material contained between
them.
Another part of this invention relates to an improve-

ment upon, or rather a modification of, the machine pre-

viously patented in 1852 by Mr. Hughes, wherein a ver-

tical needle worked in conjunction with acurvilinear needle

working horizontally. In lieu of the curvilinear needle

previously adopted a straight one is substituted. It is

carried by a holder connected with a horizontal slide

by a screw pin, so as to allow the holder to vibrate upon

the pin as a centre. Motion is imparted to the slide by
a cam, into the groove of which v/orks a stud pin fastened
in the end of the slide. A slight vibration is given to
the horizontal needle holder by a cam on the .shaft, which
cam in its rotation presses against an arm or lever to
which is attached the hooked projection connected with
the holder and adjusted by a set screw. The reverse
lateral motion of the needle and liolder is obtained from
a spring. The thread for the vertical needle is obtained
in the usual manner from a spool or bobbin for this

purpose, whilst a second spool or bobbin supplies the
second or filling thread to the horizontal needle.
The combination of instruments and their movements

are extremely complicated, whilst the description and
drawings are anything but clear and explicit. Our readers
really have no idea of the amount of patience and perse-
vereance requisite to dissect some of the very ingenious
mechanical combinations constituting that imaginary
class of sewing machines whose sole existence has been in
the fertile brain of an inspired inventor, and on the paper
upon which they have been drawn.

( To be continued!)

How to Adjust Sewing Machines.
11-—The Old Style Davis Vertical Feed Machine.

By WILLIAM FUNK, in U. S. S. M. News.
^;pHE Davis is essentially different from all other
^^ sewing machines, and being very simple in its

principles of construction and operation, any need of
"adjustment " will very rarely occur if the printed direc-
tions for its use, which are furnished with every machine,
are followed with reasonable care.

This machine cannot get "out of time" except by
accident or abuse, but as accidents cannot always be
prevented, and abuse of a sewing machine is not an
unfrequent occurrence, a few suggestions and instructions
in regard to " time " and " timing " may be of service.
When the machine is in correct time the position of
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tlie shuttle should be as follows, viz :—When the shuttle

is at the farthest point back in the race its point should
be one-sixteenth of an inch forward of the back wall of

tne " needle-race." (The " needle-race " is the recess in

the shuttle-race in which the needle passes down and
moves laterally when the feed takes place).

If not in this position the shuttle-lever has been bent.

The remedy is apparent, viz. : bend the lever until the
shuttle is brought to its proper position, as above described.

This can be done with an ordinary wrench without
removing the lever from the machine.
The foregoing remarks refer to the position of the

shuttle in its relation to the " time " of the machine.
The shuttle should also be " level " in the race, about

one-thirty-second of an inch below the throat-plate and
race-covers, or slides, and have one-thirty-second of an

inch " play " backward and forward in the carrier. This
" play " is necessary for the free passage of coarse thread

around the shuttle.

The above description will plainly indicate the proper
rerpedy if the shuttle-lever or carrier should be bent or

twisted, thereby causing any material deviation from the

correct position or conditions of the shuttle in the carrier

and race.

The Needle.—The first and most important point is

that good needles should be used ; such as are furnished

by the company. Satisfactory work cannot be produced,
and must not be expected, if imperfect needles are

employed.
The needle should pass in a perfectly straight line down

through the end of the slot in the throat-plate without
touching the end or side.

If a No. 2 needle is used, and the narrow slot, the

needle will be in the centre of the slot, having equal

space on each side, also close to (but not touching) the

front wall of the needle-race. Fine needles will be a little

to the right of the centre of the slot.

The shanks of the needles for the Davis being " milled,''

the side towards the shuttle will always occupy the same
position (whatever the size of the needle), and should be

close to the right hand side of the slot and face of the

shuttle without actually touching either. The smallest

screw in the lower left hand front corner of the " cam-
house " (end of arm in which bars are placed) is for the

purpose of adjusting the needle to or away from the

front wall of the needle-race.

The primary adjustment of the needle is to the shuttle

and fiont wall of the needle-race, and the throat-plate

must be fitted to correspond with that adjustment.
Provisions are made for " taking up lost motion " in

the following points, should any be caused by long and
hard use, viz. : the back-hanger (on the eccentric), the

shuttle-lever (at its connection with the back-hanger),

the cam-bar, and the press-bar. The appliances are so

simple that they will be readily understood, and no
detailed explanation is necessary.

If the face-plate is removed and bars taken out for

cleaning, or any other purpose, notice the position of

each part when taken out. This will aid in rapidly
replacing them in their proper positions.

The " feed-spring " should be back of the feed-bar,
and with its projecting end in the small slot in lower end
of face-plate provided for it. This spring is fastened
between the presser-lifter and cam-house, and brings the
feed and needle bar forward after the feeding has taken
place.

Be sure and have this spring in proper place when
putting on the face-plate, and also see that the thread
controller or take up is on the roll by which it is actuated.

Length of Stitch.—A pin in the front of the cam-
house, under the stitch adjuster knob, acts as a " stop

"

in turning the knob, preventing the feed being made so
long as to "lock" the machine, ainl also limiting its

movement in the other direction.

The stud in the end of which the feed dog is placed,
and upon which it acts as a fulcrum, being moved back-
ward and forward by turning the knob, gives griater or
less movement to the dog, and so lengthens or shortens
the stitch. If the feed dog is taken out, or the knob and
connected parts removed, when they are replaced care
must be taken to have the stud in position to give proper
variation in length of stitch

; i.e., when the knob is turned
as far to the right as the stop will allow, the feed should
be moved only when the machine is turned, but not
farther than the length of the shortest stitch that could
ever be required.

The stud being in the form of a screw where attached
to and acted on by the sleeve and knob, its position is

changed by turning it into or out of the sleeve as may be
required.

To have the machine in proper time, the needle-bar
should start down, and the shuttle start back, at precisely
the same instant. To do this raise the needle-bar to its

highest point, and place a block of wood between the
thread tube and top of the face-plate, so as to firmly keep
the bar up to its highest point. The shuctle-lever should
now be at its extreme point forward. If it is not in that
position it can be put so by unscrewing the set screw on
the wheel, and moving the wheel over from you, until

the shuttle commences to start back.
The shuttle should not go back further than that the

point of the shuttle should be fully up to the back wall of
the needle-race, when the needle is at its lowest point.

This can be adjusted by moving the shuttle-lever forward
or back to suit the case.

Jottings.
We are pleased to hear that the manager of ths

Wheeler & Wilson Norwich branch, Mr. W. G. Oswald,
continues to do a good trade in his company's D 12 an.l
No. 12 wheel-feed machines. The local boot manufacturcjs
are largely adopting the W. & W. twin needle machine
fo open seaming and also for vamping.

BRASSINGTON& COOKE,

GABLE STREET,

Manchester.
WHOLESALE MANUFACTURERS OF

BASSINETTES
AND

INVALID FURNITURE.

PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION.
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The Whcclcr & Wilson Manufacluring Company had

a fire at their Birminghana branch on the i8th iiist. It

was, however, a very shght one, as it was extinguished in

fifteen minutes.

The Domestic Sewing Machine Company, whose

factory at Newark, U.S.A., has a capacity of some 3,000

per week, are now working with fewer hands, and only

turning out about r,ooo machines per week. Tliere is

said to be some dissension among the directors. We
might add that the Domestic has been for a long time

the favourite family machine, always commanding higher

prices than others.

The White Sewing ^Machine Company's continental

travellers are to be pitied, One of these was recently

laid up with influenza. Another one was compelled to

remain eight days in Palma, whence he had travelled by

boat from Barcelona, and owing to rough weather was

unable to leave the island.

The Bristol canvassing trade will shortly be reinforced.

Mr. Stone, late partner in Messrs. Robins & Co., of Clap-

ham Junction, London, is about to start in business in

Bristol, dealing in all kinds of domestic machinery, books,

musical instruments, &c.

Mr. R. A, Miller, who has for many years been a

sewing machine dealer at 52, St. Mary Street, Southamp-

ton, has sold his business to Messrs. D. W. Pearson &
Co. who have removed from their old premises in New
Road, Southampton, to Mr. Miller's late depot in St.

Mary Street.

Mr. C. H. Mitchell, a young clerk with the Singer

Manufacturing Company at Cardiff, says the editor of

the EvcJiing Express, called at the office yesterday after-

noon and showed me some remarkable specimens of pen-

manship. The most wonderful was the postcard about

which he wrote to me a day or two ago. It was an

ordinary thick English postcard, and on it I found

written five Psalms and the Ten Commandments. The
Psalms on the ca:d are 117, 119 (the long Psalm), 124,

133, and 150, The total number of words is 3,030.

There are altogether a hundred and fifty-four lines, and
the card has the appearance of having been closely wave-
ruled. Mr. Mitchell showed me other feats of fine writing,

among them a small card, not much larger than a postage

stamp, on which two of my notes had been written, but

the postcard described above is the greatest curiosity.

Mr. W. H. Dunkley, of Birmingham, seems never to

tire of introducing new inventions. His latest is for

wheels of perambulators, cycles, and road vehicles. It

consists in moulding round the felloes rubber tyres,

instead of, as at present, cementing the same. Tyres so

fixed cannot possibly come off. We have received a copy

of this firm's new list, which contains a great variety of

carriages, toys, &c. Dunkley's Patent Suspension Per-

ambucot is still to the fore, and it is certainly a handsome
and cosy carriage. Several new and very choice designs

in all styles of carriages are illustrated, but for particu-

lars we must refer our readers to the catalogue.

As the perambulator trade well know, great difficulty

was experienced last year in obtaining wheels. This has

resulted in several actions being entered against the

makers. Mr. London (Midland Perambulator Co.) had a

case of breach of contract in the list of the Birmingham
Assizes now sitting, claiming X460 on account of the non-

delivery of some 12,000 wheels. Mr. Littlewood, the

defendant, settled it out of court for /140 and costs. It

is rumoured that other actions have either been settled

out of court or will come on for hearing shortly.

Embezzlement by a Wheeler and
Wilson Cashier.

Last nionlh Frederick Willi.im Smith, a well-dressed young man,
was charged at the Manchester City I'olice Court, before Mr. F. J.
1 [cadlam, with cmliezzling the moneys of his employers, the Wheeler &
Wilson Manufacturing Company. Trisoner, who resided at 102, .Stock

Street, Checlham, was employed by the firm at their Manchester
branch as cashier, and Mr. K. Cobbell, who prosecuted, said he w.as

first charged with falsifying the accounts, but it had since been found
that charges of cmljezzlenitnt could be brought against him, into three

of which it was proposed to go. The prisoner had admitted that the
amount he had embezzled was £2'id,. Evidence was then given as to

three payments which had been made to the prisoner by .Manchester

firms on Ijchalf of his employers, and which he had not accounted for.

Prisoner told the manager for the Wheeler & Wilson Company that he
had been living rather a fast life. Mr. W. F. Alderson appeared for the

prisoner, and asked the Court to deal leniently with him. Mr. Cobbett
said that the Wheeler & Wilson Company did not wish to press for

heavy punishment, as the prisoner had been led to take a downward
course by a former m.anager. Mr. Headlam sentenced the prisoner to

four months' imprisonment with hard labour.

Hard to Beat.

By J. T. C, coutiniud.

[Ill the Chicago Sewing Machine Advance).

It does no harm to discuss private matters in the sewing
machine trade papers, but they should be kept out of

business, and as much as possible from the public, who
are timid enough as it is without being given cause for

fresh alarm. Almost always the stories told are untrue,

or else are grossly exaggerated and distorted. If there

happens to be a foundation of truth, it is generally some
little matter that has been adjusted satisfactorily with the

manager or the company with whom it occurred, and

soon forgotten by the parties interested. The canvasser

may have been somewhat in fault, but if he has carried

himself straight since the trouble, he has as much right

to the confidence of his manager and the public, as though
he had never done wrong. Generally, he has that

confidence, so far as the manager is concerned, because

the manager is in a position to know just how he is

conducting himself, but the public know nothing about

it except the distorted version they hearfrom the Jenkses,

who take this means to make themselves solid with those

whom they expect to secure patronage from. It not

infrequently happens that the people to whom the

calumniator relates his stories believe him to be just as

bad as he represents his rival to be, and it is then that

, he gets a portion of the reward due to such men as seek

I to make capital out of the misfortunes of others.

It is not alone the characters of his rival canvassers

that the slanderous canvasser attacks. The managers of

the offices, the other employes, and the companies all rome
in for their share of the poison. If the calumniator

hears any scandalous stories about the teachers or the

collectors, he has an unsavoury feast that is set before

every one who is unfortunate enough to be his listener,

and should a manager of a rival company have a lawsuit

with a customer and lose it, he considers this news to be

his legitimate stock-in-trade. He claims to know how
many machines other companies have re- possessed since

the beginning of the year, and how many poor widows
and hard working girls have been robbed by the rival

concerns who are continually engaged, according to his

theory, in endeavouring to rob the public by every means
within their power. His powers of imagination are extra-

ordinar\- in depicting the misery and distress caused by
the dishonesty of some of his rivals, and the glowing
pictures of peace and contentment that exist in the house-

holds that deal with himself are worthy of a better source.

I think that we may trace all the evil stories that have
been retailed on sewing machine canvassers, and which
have become common property to the canvasser who
makes a business of defaming his fellow labourers in order

to curry favour for his own machine. Every one who
hears such a story is more apt to believe it than not, for

such is the dispoiition of mankind in general that they

would sooner believe an evil story than a good one, and
they take more interest in spreading a story of a damaging
character than they do in telling one recounting a

virtuous or charitable action.
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l0ttt^stij: patots*

The follo-ving list has been compiled expressly for this Journal by

Messrs. G. F. Redfern £ Co., Patent Agents, 4, South Street

Finsbury, E.C.

APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

2132. M. T. Martin, for improvements in knitting machines.

2137. L. J. Andersen, for improvements in sewing machines for

sewing canvas, leather, and the like.

2523. F. O. Jerram, for improvements in sewing machines.

2627. A. J. Boult, a communication from J. E. Bertrand and M.
Bray, of United States, for improvements in sole sewing machines.

2663. L. H. Smith, for improvements in sewing machines.

2743. H. A Oldershaw, for improvements in, or relating to, sewing

machines.

2770. A. J. Eli, a communication from E. B. Welch, of United

States, for improvements in thread-feeding mechanism for sewing

machines.

2771. F. Hughes, a communication from E. B. Welch, of United

States, for improvements in double thread-sewing machines.

2875. P. A. Martin and J. flendrick.x, for improvements in sewing

machines.

31 15. J. Alcock, for improvements in sewing machine treadles.

3321. A. Jerviss, for improvements in sewing machines.

3326. A. Anderson, a communication from the Singer Manu-
facturing Co., of United Stales, for improvements in sewing machine.

3469. M. C. and T. J. Denne, for improvements in sewing

machines.

3479- F- S.

machines.

3536. w

.Sharpe, for improvements in lockstitch sewing

Jones, for improvements in sewing machines.

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED.
POST.VGE ID. EACH EXTRA.

4219. Seu'iiii; Machines. W. E. Hickling, of Laurel Road,

Leicester.— Dated March nth, 1SS9. Price lid.

The improveme.'it consists in the method of constructing sewing
machines intended to make two parallel seams or rows of sewing at
the same time.

5270. Wheel Feed Sr.ving Machines. W. Jones, of Guide Bridge,
near Manchester.—Dated ^iarch 27th, 1889. Price Sd.

Consists in the combination with the feeding arm and with the rim
of gripping parts arranged so as to be adjusted when worn.

5361 Se-oini:; Machine. J. Moss and C. B. Hunt, both of Dufierin
Street, St. Luke's, London.—Dated Mnich 28th, 18S9. Price 8d.

Relates to sewing machines in which an upper and an under thread
are employed, and in which the under thread is drawn from a reel and
the upper thread is passed, by the aid of a hook or looper, around the
lower reel. By this invention the looper which carries the loop
of the needle thread around the lower reel is more efficiently con-
trolled ; the needle bar also is made to operate in an improved man-
ner, and the construction of the reel holder is improved.

553S. Sole Sc-.^'ini; .Machines. W. H Dnrman, of the Hawthorns,
Stafford.—Dated April 1st, 1890. Price <Sd.

Relates to sewing machines of the kind used for stitching the soles

to the welts of bnots, and consists in the use of a bar or piece termed a
" pearler," which, during the time the needle is drawing up the loop,

bears forward the thread in order to ensure the formation of a pearled
stitch.

691 1, ftavin^ Afachmrs. B. Naumsnn, of vor dem Briessnitzer

Schlnge, Dresden.— Dated .'Vpril 25th, 1SS9. Price 61I.

A movable foot-rest is combined with a sewing machine, and is

adapted to be shifted into two positions, one in which the person
working at the machine may make use of the rest for placing the feet

thereon, and one in which it is far enough out of the way as not to

interfere with the working of the tre.adle.

7277. Searing .^/achines. B. Drmkwater, of 2, Eton Street, Rich-
mond.—Dated Slay 1st, iS8g. Price 6d.

To enable thick cords such as are used in edgings in upholstery, to

be sewn by a .sewing machine on to fabrics without the stitching being
visible, a presser foot is employed with a longitudinal groove and a
needle notch on one side of this groove, the foot operating to compres;
and guide the cord to be sewn, and to present a thin flattened edge '.o

the needle.

10S75. Trimming Apparatus afplicahlc to Sewing Machines. V.

Wilkinson, of Beeston.—Dated July yh, 1889. Price 6d.

Consists in adapting an improved trimming apparatus to a Wilcox i^

G ihb.-; sewing machine.

The "Special" Safeties&Tricycles,

PRICES

From £8 lOs.
ftU Machines Warranted. Discount for Cash,

or Machines sold on Easy Payment System.
Machines taken in Exchange.

AGENTS IftTANTEO.
Agents wishing to do a Hire Purchase Trade should write

for Terms. No risk. I take all risk as to Payments.

HARRY STROBERTS^
CYCLE WORKS,

DEANSHANGER, STONY STRATFORD, Bucks.

T. LUCKETT,
58, INGE ST., BIRMINGHAM,

Manufacturer of all kinds of

^Ixteij, ^rtutluio, lUivc, i'von,

BASSINETTES k PERAMBULATOR BODIES,

INVALID BODIES, PARCEL CART BODIES.

Also Mannfacturer of Tricycle Horses & Mai! Carts.

ALL KINDS OF IRON WORK MADE FOR INVALID

CARRIAGES, PARCEL CARTS & BASSI NETTES.

SPECIALTY FOR 1890.
LUCKETT S PATENT DETACHABLE FOLDING MAIL CART.

The coiistrucuon of this Cart renders it. nio>t ^uitable for shipmeiu. When pai.keJ each cart measures

42 in. X 25 in. ^ S in.
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20846. Jiiillon-sevini; Morliines or Allan/iiiitHfi. R. Iladilan. A
commiinicntion from F. Kngcl, of 21, Graskcllcr, Hamburg.— Ualed
December 28th, 1889. Trice 61I.

An improved construction or combination of parts suitable for use in

a sewing machine ailapled for sewing perforated buttons on to cloth or

any material, the oliject of the improvemeiiis being to facilitnte the

inlrcjJuclion and adjustment of the cloth or material under the cloth-

holder, to provide mechanism requiring less power to work, and to

give a steady guiding to the button.

20906. IVax ThreaU Scuiini; Miuhiiic. M. H. Lake. A commu-
nication from G. Amborn, jun , of Tawtucket, K.I., U.S.A.— Dated
December 30th, tSSg. Price 8d.

Consists of the combination of a hook needle, a vibrating thread,

controlling arm, and thread-eye arm provided at its outer end beyond
its eye with a thread seat or face, whereby the controlling arm, in

engaging with the thread below the eye arm, causes a portion of the

thread to lie laterally across the end of the arm beyond its eye, and to

occupy the thread seat during the presentation of the thread to the

hook of the needle.

UNITED STATES PATENTS.
Issued and Dated Feb. iith, 1890.

420926. E. II. Brown, Bennington, Vermont. Trimming attach-

ment for machines for sewing looped fabrics.

421095. \V. S. Cobb, Holbrook, Mass. Stitch setting up device

for sewing machines.

421234. J. M. Brosius, Atlanta, Ga. Feeding mechanism for

sewing machines.

IssUl'd and Dated Feb. i8th, 1890.

421463. H. J. Williams, New York. Button-hole attach-
ment for sewing machines.

421541. J. E. Bertrand, Boston, Mass. Sole sewing machine.

421549. A. F. Champlin, Granby, Conn. Machine for sewing
looped fabrics.

421590. C. F. Littlejohn, Bridgeport, Conn. Double-thread sewing
machine.

421808. J. E. Bertrand, Boston, Mass. Shuttle-operating me-
chanism for sewing machines.

421816. D. H. Coles, Brooklyn, N,Y. Sewing machine.

Issued and Dated Feb. 26th, 1890.

421927. J. M. Griest, Bergen Point, N.J. Attachment holder for

sewing machines.

421978. E. Schwalbach, Junr., Brooklyn, N.Y., work clamping
guide for sewing machines.

422210. P. Harlow, Hyde Park, Mass., wax thread sewing
machine.

Issued and Dated March 4th, 1890.

422553. E.J. Toof, New Haven, Conn., hemstitching attachment
for sewing machines.

422554. E. J. Toof, New Haven, Conn., attachment holder for

sewing machines.

422558. J T. Whitmore, Cleveland, Ohio, embroidering attach-

ment for sewing machines.

422691. J. Angermann, Berlin, Germany, thread tension mechanism
for sewing machin';s.

Cool Theft of a Wringer.

William Willmott, painter, 13, Belgrave Road West,
Mitcham, was charged at the Wandsworth Police-court

with stealing from outside the shop of Charles J. Dilmott,

Regent House, High Road, Upper Tooting, a wringing
machine, valued 25s. From the evidence of James Hagh-
love, it appeared that his attention was drawn to prisoner,

whom he saw about 100 yards away from his employer's

shop with a wringer under his arm. He immediately
went after prisoner and gave him into custody. The
prisoner was eventually remanded in order that further

enquiries might be made.

TO CYCLE k BASSINETTE MANUFACTURERS k REPAIRERS,

USE ONLY
JOHNSON'S

AMKRICAN Kr.ARTlG

HOLDFASTTYRE CEMENT
Anknowledgta by many u-i-rfl to bo tho

BEST AND CHEAPEST IN THE MARKET.

Sold in Bulk, Blocks, or 6d., 4d., and 2d. Tablets Boxed
Trade I'ricf Litt and Snmpio sont on refolpt of 2d. for postage.

SPECIAL CEMENT FOR BASSINETTES.

Noto the Address—
s. i«r. aoHNSoisr,

43, WINDSOR ROAD, OLDHAM.
Works LEE STREET, OLDHAM.

THE "HANDY"

lock-stitch'sewing machine,
SIMPLE, DURABLE, AND CHEAP.

COMPLETE
Japanred Tin

72

Perfectly Reliable and Suitible for all ordinary purposes.

HARPUR & MASON,
MANUFACTURERS.

lOZELlS ROSD, BIRMINGHAM.

SEWING MACHINE.
BEST ENGLISH MAKE

35-
LIBERAL TERMS TO THE TRADE.

3, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.
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THE GLORIA LOCKSTITCH HAND MACHINE.
THE MOST SUCCESSFUL MACHINE EVER PUT ON THE MARKET

We now beg

to announce

that the Fac-

tory has been

considerably

enlarged, and

we are now

in a position

to execute

all Orders

p r om pt ly

from stock.

LIGHT RUNNING, SILENT, BEST WORKMANSHIP, BEST
MATERIALS, HANDSOMEST AND CHEAPEST.

For some time

past we have

ceased adver-

tising this

Machine, as

our orders far

exceeded the

output of the

Factory.

HI, ALDERSGATE STREET, LONDON, E,G.

Sole Agents for J. SILSSRSBRO «& CO., HAIVIBXJRG.

%,

W. J. HARRIS & CO.'S
Unrivalled Defiance Lockstitch Sewing Machine.

RETAIL PRICE

ONLY^^LCOMPLETE

Agents and Canvassers should not

fail to send for design showing
exact size of this Machine, and

trade price, post fr ee.

Guaranteed to command the

quickest and largest sale of any
hand machine in the World.

1. 1 HARRIS &Co., Lim.

OFFICE AND WORKS—
Haymerle Road, liondon, S.E.
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UWRIE&BISHOP'S
., NOVELTY ,.

REGISTERED.
^j

THOUSANDS SOUD

THE HALESOWEN
PERAMBULATOR & CARRIAGE Co,

LIMITED.

55, 5G, and

Tl-^^ ^-T io/ve.

DOLL'S SWING COT
.^ , , >-woLAWRIE & BISHOP, ^^

Wire Workers and Makers of every description of Fancy
Cages. TinT

iid 57. BRADFORD STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

Thousands are beixc Sold.

ADDRESSES OF miRERlilolHEmDE.

LONDON, N.

JAME TURNER,
SEWING MACHINE AND CYCLE REPAIRER TO THE ™0f-

All kinds of Domestic Machinery repaired in a workmanUke

manner, and with dispatch. Men sent to any part.

26, ST. ANN'S ROAD, STAMFORD HILL,

LONDON, N.

MANCHESTER, HULME.
W. WILLIAMS,

SEWING MACHINE KEPAIBEB TO THE TBADE
Many years' experience in repairing all kmds of Machines.

193, GREAT JACKSON ST., HULMF,
MANCHESTER

Try the "TRIUMPH "Bicycle

Light Roadster, weight 28 lbs.

STRENGTH & BEAUTY.

S. BETTMAN & CO.,

4, GOLDEN LANE,
LONDON, E.C.

Depot : 287, UPPER STREET, LONDON, N.

Works: ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.

E. WARD & CO.,
Cycle Engineers,

A-re prepared to build Cycles for Gentlemen to any design and

weight required.

ENAMELLING IN VARIOUS COLOURS.
REPAIES FOR THE TRADE.

Wheels Made, Frames Brazed, Hardening, Screwcutting.

Balls, Bells, Lamps, Saddles, Sundries, at manufacturers'

prices, .

9, WELLS ST., OXFORD ST., W.

ESTABLISHED I860 .

BEST MATERIULS^ONLY USED.

GENUINE MANUEACTTJBERS of every descrip

tion of Bassinettes, Mail-carts, I^y^lid Carriages

Delivery Bassinettes, etc, etc Specialpnces to large

buyers, which will defy competition, for price com

bined with quality.

HALESOWEN, NEAR BIRMINGHAM.
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Shepherd, Rothwell, & Hough,
OLDHAM SEWING MACHINE WORKS,

MAXUFACTURERS & PATENTEES of FIRST-CLASS

JVIBDIOI and FMIL7 MCJiI<NBS.

Mm and TRBJIDLE MCJimBS,

Jl, B, & C WJIBBL & STEP feed JVlael|ine.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES OF THE

GOLD

LONDON IHVEOTIOHS, \m.

Ijgf- Most durable and best

finished Machine in the Market.

All Wearing Tarts specially

hardened.

SILENT^COUNTER,
— Kcyiitcrs up lo 450 rounds. —

REVERSIBLE

Diamond Cams.

MEDALS

Edinburgh!' use.

The most Perfect Machine in existence

for SPEED and QUALITY of WORK.

MANUFACTURERS
.SUULLD M:Mi 1 (JK

HAVE NO MACHINE
UNLK.S.S IT lil

THIS TRADE MARK

CArALOGUE AND SEE
THE MACHINE

Before iiuikiiit; fiiilhcr

PURCHASES.
-*-

This macliine will produce
more and better knitting than
any other. We challenge

and defy competition.

mmnm Mkmm
SHEPHERD, ROTHWELL, & HOUGH,

OLDHAM. ESTABLISHED 1872
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Grimme, Natalis & Co.,
BRUNSWICK, GERMANY.

Representative-CHAS. BRADBURY,
65, GUILFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C.

THE nsr-A.TIOIT.A.L_

REGISTERED TRADE MARK.

With perfectly Noiseless Link Motion Cylinder Shuttle Self-setting

Needle, Loose Wheel and Automatic Bobbin Winder and other improve-

ments. The most powerful Hand or Treadle Lock-stitch Machine in the

Market. Shipping Orders executed on the Shortest Notice. Largest

Stock in England. All kinds ot Sewing Machine Stands, Parts, dc, for

CASH only. Price List on Application. Kindly Mention this Paper.

ESTABLISHED 1872.

NATIONAL SEWING MACHINE COMPANY,
FETTER LANE, LONDON. E.G.
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VARLEY & WOLFENDEN,
KEIGHLEY, ENGLAND,

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

CYCLOPS IMPROVED HIGH-ARM

Lock-Stitcli Sewing Macbines,

FOB

Domestic & Mantifacttiring Purposes,

To WORK either by HAND or FOOT.

These Machines are made from the Best Materials and cannot le

surpassed for excellency offinish and duraKlity.

Shipping Orders executed op the shortest notice.

N°E0286

Ihe^TLHyEDSIEllD^Co,
BILSTON.

EVERY SEWIXG ilACHIXE DEALER
SHOULD SELL BEDSTEADS.

Many DO NOT because of the ROOM they
take up. BEDSTEADS can now be sold by
Sewing Machine Dealers from DRAWINGS
and delivered to THEIR CUSTOMERS'
ADDRESS the NEXT DAY.
Write or wire TO-DAY for Book of STOCK

PATTERNS. ALL patterns in this book are
ACTUALLY IN STOCK, pajiered ready to

leave SAME DAY as wired for. Finisli and
value guaranteed.

N.B.—EVERY Bedstead FITTED UP
WHEN FINISHED before leaving the WARE-
HOUSE.

.1 Large Slock of IJiese Patli'nts is kept at

120, 122, CURTAIN RD., E C.
for London Trade only.

Kiral Orilera eliouM be acoooipanled bv References or
It-inlttance.

l( VICTOR" WRINGER is a Machine we can con-
fidently recomniL-nd. Ii fixes with ease on to a round or
square tub, and the clamp is so arranged ihat no matter at
what angle the side of the tub may be the Wrinyer, when
fixed, stands straight up.

TRADE PRICS.

14 in. i^ in. / All with Best White Solid

14/6 16/- \ Rubber Rollers.

Cog Wheels, Sd. e.xtra each Machine.

I 2 in.

13.3

The A.M.Co. are the largc-st manufacturers of Rubber Roller Wringers
in Europe. Makers of the " Acme," " President," " Nonpareil," and
" \'ictor " Wringers ; also Knife Cleaners and Ice Cream Freeiers.

THE ACME MACHINE CO.,
Henrietta Street, GLASGOW.
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HENRY VORLEY'S
Pure White'' Scentless d Stainless" Lubricating Oil

For Sewing and Knitting Machines, Physical and Surgical Instruments, Guns, Clocks, Lathes, &c., &c.

BEWABE OP IMITATIONS.

fHIS very beautiful oil is incapable of thickening in use or of gumming the bearings, being an "absolutely

neutral " substance, unalTccted by tliu leather or age. It may now be obtained in bottles at all respectable

Sewing Machine and Bicycle Depots, and Wlio'esale at

23, SHAFTESBURY ROAD, H Of^NSEY RI SE, LONDON, N.

Lower Qualities of the White Oil may now be had, Also Fine Lamp for
Bicycles, and American Golden, in Casks direct from the Docks, or

packed in Cans, Drums, or Bottles Suitable to the Trade.

BIELEFELDER

NaehmasclilnenFabrik
Saalfeld on Saale, (GERMANY),

MANUFACTURE

SINGER A & B MACHINES
(fur Hand or Treadle

SAXQNIA MACHINES

WHITE MACHINES.

^ hese splendid Machines are always
to the front.

The lightest running Shuttle Machines out.

Illustrated Price List on application to

R. J. JOHNS & CO.,

59, Holrborn Viaduct,
LONDON, E.G.

TO INVENTORS.

General Patent Office. Established 1830.

G. F. REDFERN & CO.
4, SOUTH STREET, FINSBURY,

LONDON
PROVISIONAL PROTECTION for 9 months under the

new Act, ^3 3s. ; to complete the Patent for 4 years,

£7 ys. French Patent, including first year's tax, £S
;

Pielgian Patent, £4; Imperial German Patent, £10 los. :

United States Patent, including all expenses for the whole
term, £iy los. Circular of information as to the mode of
proceeding in applying for Letters Patent, cost of European
Patents generally, and also of Colonial Patents, forwarded
upon application. Trade Marks and Designs registered in

England and Abroad. [Telephone No. 169.

Registered Telegraphic Address:—" INVENTION, London."

HIRE AGREEMENT
FORMS.

Dealers in Domestic Appliances

should only use those compiled

specially for this Journal.

I*r»ice 6dL. per dozen.

FEOII 20/- SUBJECT.

G. R PRICE,
MANUFACTURER OP

PERAMBULATORS, Bassinettes, invalid Camgegc.

187 & 188, GOOCH STREET,
BIRMINGHAM.

G. R. P. has had over 20 years' practical experience in the manufacture of Perambulators.
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t €!x-i wFAFF
The most reliable Family and Tailoring

Machines; are unequalled by any Machine
for their quality^ exquisite workmanship, and

appearance.

All the Impor-

tant parts ex-

posed to

friction are

forged of the

best quality

steel.

^i^
Perfectly

Noiseless

Motion,

and numerous

other

improvements.

The Pfaff " B " Perfect Sewing Machine.

MANUfAGTURED Bv G. M. PFAFF, KaiserslautefD, GERMANY.
Telegraphic Address : M. PPAFP.

QUOTATIONS AND TERMS ON APPLICATION.

THE BEST RUBBER WRINGERS
NOW IN THE MARKET

ARE THOSE MADE BY

The Cherry Tree Machine Co.

TBEY WILL LICK

^0^*^>t)

ALL IN

CREATION,

AND PRICES ARE

AS LOW AS ANY OTflER

MAKE.

STRONG FRAMES.

BEST RUBBER.

METAL BEARINGS.

TURNED AND FiTTED.

ONCE TRIED

ALWAYS USED.
"The Express

'

REPRESENTATIVE FOR LONDON AND THE SOUTH—

J. JOIUNTS, 59, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, LC.

1
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NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE SUCCESS.
Large and Increasing Sales of the

XONie ROTARY SHUTTLE MACHINE.
2,500 Loclc Stiitcl-iies per IVEiirxvite.

EXAMIi\£ JT.

Special Points Claimed by the

Konii Rotary Machine.

It is self-threading throughout except the

Needle.

It has the shortest Needle used in any

Lock Stitch Machine.

The Needle is self- setting.

If the Machine starts backwards no

harm is done, the thread remains un-

broken.

Two operators on the K8nig Rotary

can do the same amount of sewing that

three can accomplish on any other

Machine.

Specially adapted for tlia

Manufacturing of

STAYS & UNDERCLOTHING

The lightest luniiiiig and most

noiseless machine on the marltet.

The Bobbin is 50 per ce;

larger than any other Famil

Machine in.the world, holds 100

yards No. 80 Cotton,

Machines fitted for steam

power.

SVHOLESALK AGENT FOR GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND,

THOS. POTTER,
47, DUNLACE ROAD, CLAPTON, LONDON, E.,

Where all communications should be addressed.

Also Manufacturers of Singer System Hand and Treadle Machines.

THE

HOWE MANUFACTURES
(SEWING MACHINES & CYCLES)

WERE AWARDED THE

O-OLOD 3\/IE 3D -A.L
AND

Honourable Mention
AT THE

Piili UiifiiSiL IKHIilTliN£>Jii^J93

THE

HOWE MACHINE CO., BRIDGETON, GLASGOW,!
Printed and Fublished by Sewell & Co., St. Paul's Buildings, Paternoster Row, E.C., to which address

all communications should be sent.



THE "VERTICAL FEED" S0lM MMl gold meml, piug
*y THE JOURNAL OF i- . . V

0OMESTIC ^PPLJANCES

^i^^lS^^<5AZETTE €^^^^^^^^-^

SEWirJq,WAsHiNQ=<^^^^*t^NiTTirlq,MAcHiNES

CHILDRENS CAWIAqES
and all kinds of

'domestic appliances
Monthly, Price 4d

Post Free. Ss. 6d. per linDum.

£

S-wM,

Sileut

and

Liffht Running:

Simmons & Co.'s

(REGISTERED.)

APPLIED TO ALLJICKER,W00DEN,OP PAPIER-MACHE BASSINETTES.
-

i

ADVANTAGES

;

I 1. IN GREAT DEMAND EVEKVWIIEKE. I 6. GUARANTEED STEEI,.
1 2. MAXIMUM VERTICAL ELASTICITY.

I
6. REilUIRE NO ATTENTION. NO

3. NO SIDE .SWAV. |
BUCKLES,.STRArS,ORSIIArKLES

4. BEAUTIFUL APPEARANCE. | TO GET OUT OF ORDER.

Export Perambulator Works,

TANNER ST., S.E,, near London Bridge Station,

mMmmMMamummjiUMa
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THE

WHITE SEWING MACHINES
Are Light Running, Noiseless, & Durable, & Warranted for 5 Years.

O'VEI?/ 800,000
WflTTF MACHINES
II 111 1 JJ NOW IN USE.

See a WHITE before purchasing any other.

DAILY SALES EXCEED 1,000 MACHINES.

NO OTHER MACHINE CAN BOAST OF SUCH A RECORD.

GOLD IVTEIDAL awarded at PARIS EX:n:iBITION,1889.
MACHINES TO WORK BY HAND OR TREADLE OR BOTH COMBINED.

THE

WHITE
SEWING

MACHINES
ARE

SUITABLE FOR ALL CLASSES OF WORK

LIGHT OR HEAVY.

lVLa<iiLU.fiaiCtor*3r

—

CLEVELAND,
OHIO, U.S.A

__.n^^

Style PEERLESS B.—Price. £4 ISs. Od.

EASY PAYMENTS ARRANGED TO SUIT INTENDING PURCHASERS.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

MACHINES FOR DRESSMAKERS,
TAILORS, UPHOLSTERERS,

CORSET MAKERS,
AND EVERY VARIETY OF WORK.

SAMPLES OF WORK
AND PRICE LISTS

SENT POST FREE
UPON APPLICATION.

White SewiDPachineCo.,

48,'

LONDON, ENGLAND.
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JOHN WILDE & SONS,
EXCELSIOR WORKS,

BISSELL STREET
J

ESTABLISHED 1856.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Perambulators, Bassinettes, Invalid Carriages, Mail
Carts, and Rocking Horses,

FOR HOME, EXPORT, & COLON IAL MARKETS.
The largest Manufacturers of Perambulators in the Midland Counties.
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BIESOLT & LOCKE,
MEISSEN (SAXONY),

(EaTABLISHED 1800;

THE "CINDERELLA."

^;|jmaltti)-SACK

Perfected Automatic Hand and Treadle Sewing
Machines for Domestic and Trade use. 12 patented
improvements. Working parts finest tempered
steel. Undoubtedly the best Machine in the market.
Silent, uniform, rapid, easy moYement.

MACHINES.
Wholesale Agents:

S. BETTMANN & CO.,
4, GO Xi D

AGENTS WANTED.
1^0^ i> o :n, e. c.

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

E. WARD & GO. S
Compound Arm and Platform Domestic Lock-

stitch Shuttle

SEWING MACHINES
Is a FAMILY HAND SEWING MACHINE worked with a.

straight needle and shuttle, making the LOCK STITCH both
sidesalike. Combining both the Arm—so essential to many of
the wants of family sewing, such as putting in sleeves, sewing
round the arms of dresses, and such work so difficult to be done
with any other hand machine, and the Platform for plain
sewing, quilting, &c. The plate which constitutes the platform
is part of the base ; when required it is raised to its place by a
simple mechanical contrivance, and there secured by a projection
which passes into a hole in the arm. The Machine is self-

threading throughout with self-threading Shuttle.
Eiii-ouraged by the unparalleled success which has attended

this i^lachine, and the satisfactorj* manner in which it is spoken
of by all who have tried it, the PATENTEE HAS MADE
FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS secured by new Patents, and
trusts that it will now be found the Most Perfect, 8imp1g,
and Saleable Machine in the Market.

Patentee and Sole Jlanufacturera :C ^ISZILTIJ> & CO.,
9, WELLS STREET, OXFORD STREET,

LONDON, W.
I'elephone No. 4667. Telegrams, " Grovod, London."

GROVER & WOOD,
AMERICAN ORGAN AND HARMONIUM

MANUFACTURERS,
62, GLENGALL ROAD, OLD KENT ROAD,

LONDON, S.E.

First-Class Quality, Low Prices. Latest Lnprovcm^nts.

m' WBITE FOR IfEW ILLUSTRATED LIST.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIEKBECK BANK.—Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.—Three per
cent. Interest allowed on Deposits, repayable on demand.

Two per cent. Interest on Current Accounts calculated on the minimum
monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
The Bank undertakes for it-3 Customers, free of charge, the custody of Deeds,

Writing3,and otherSecurities and Valuables,thecnllection of Bills of Exchange,
Dividends, and Coupons ; and the purchase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and
Annuities. L^lt' rs of Credit and Circular Notes issued.

Thd Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars, post free, on application.
FfiANCIS EATENSCHOFT. Manager.

The Birkbeck Building Society's Annual Receipts exceed Five Millions,'

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR XWO GUINEAS PER MONTH, with
immediate Possession and no Rent to pay. Apply at the Office of the

BiEKBECK BuiLDiiVG SociEXT, 29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery iane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHILLUNG3 PER
MONTH, with immediate possession, either for Building or Gaidening

purposes. Apply at the Office of the BlfiKSKCK Freehold Lajo) Sociuxy, as
above.
The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars, on application:

FRANCIS RAVENSCEOFT, Manager,
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BRADitf^^

BRAOBURV

Co LIM^

NO COMPLICATED COGS, CAMS, OR ELABORATE

MECHANISM.

SIMPLICITY WITH EFFICIENCY.

ESTABIISHEO DURABILITY WITH SPEED.

THE BEST FOR THE AGENT.

SEvrrNG
THE BEST FOR THE MERCHANT.

THE BEST FOR THE MANUFACTURER.

WtlUNCrON

WORKS
Oldham

OlDEST V MOST LIBERAL TERMS TO AGENTS.

Awarded the Highest Honours at all the

Great Exhibitions. ^

12 GOLD MEDALS SINCE 1879.

BRADBURY'S BASSINETTES.
YoV^VE are now in a position to sell some of the best and most elegantly designed Carriages ever oiifereil to the public. The variety is

rr.y^y still larger than thai of previous years, and the buyers of our goods will be enabled to sell an article that cannot be equalled for

X'/v elegance of design, neatness of tinish, quality, and price.

The material for this season's goods was purchased before the recent advance in piices, and we can, in consequence, give our

is respect. No advance will be made on the prices of last season, and the quotations for the Newcustomers an important advantage in thi

Carriages are based on the same List

Bradbury's No. 20- Bradbury's No. 21.

Wood body, square cnd<, hind-painted panels and flo',ver centre

upholstered in Crockett's leather, mounted on steel shackle springs, 24 in.

rubber tyre bicycle wheels, fitted with registered pattern China handle,

well-cover, three loose cushion^, straps, br.isi-jointe,! reversible houd, \c.
Made of well-seasoned timber, beautifully ornamented, and upholstered

in the best possible manner.

Cirular wood body, beautifully painted in new colours,

hand-painted flower centre, upholstered in Crockett's leather,

mounted on steel shackle springs, 24 in. rubber lyre bicycle

wheels, futed with registered pattern China handle, well-cover,

three loose cushions, straps, and brass-joinied reversible hood.
Made of the best materials, and linished in lirst-class style.

UNEQUALLED FOR QUALITY AND FINISH.

Price Lists to be obtained at our Depots or from the Manufactory.

BRADBURY & CO., Limited, Wellington Works, OLDHAM,
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SEWING MACHINE.
Best British Manufacture.

These wonderful Machines, equal in style and finish to the best,

work as well as the most expensive Machines.

Being simple and made of few parts, they are very easy to

learn, and are not liable to get out of order.

SHIPPERS AND THE TRADE SUPPLIED ON LIBERAL TERMS.

Shoirooins-3, OXFORD ST, LONDON, W.

HanFIvTachTn es.
301-

IN POLISHED BOX IBTITH ACCESSORIES.

TREADLE AND WALiFOTMi'lLOCr COVER 25s. EXTRA.
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WILLIAM MORRIS.
24, FREEMAN STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

OLDEST ESTABLISHED HOUSE FOR PERAMBULATORS IN THE MIDLANDS-
'Write or ca;ll for I*rice Uist.

KOCH'S NEW CIRCULAR ELASTIC MACHINE.
THE BEST BOOT REPAIRIN^O IVIACHIN^B.

Manufactured by the

Bielefeld Sewing Machine Manufacturing Co.
H. KOCH & CO.

No Shuttle

Carrier,
No Cogs,

The length of arm of tlie above machiiia is 10 in. ; ihe head is the smallest hitherto produced, bein^ smaller than

a sixpenny piece, thus enabling repairs of the smallest shoej to be done. Tl)e stitch in beautiful and uniform, feeding on or from
the cylinder in any direction ; this is a great advantiige not possessed by any other Elastic macliine of older construction. The
shuttledoes not wear out as it lies immovably in the cylinder ; this is also a great feature, as other Elastic machiues are subject

to great wear and tear of shuttle.s, shuttle drivers and cog?, causing frequent repairs.

SOLE WHOLESArE~AGENT—

C. LOHMANN, 22, Jewin Street, London, E.G.
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KIMBALL & MORTON, Limited
(ESTABLISHED 1867), ^

SEWING MACHINE MANUFACTURERS,

Branches- 52, Reform St., DUNDEE, and Ha, Norfolk St., Pall Mall, MANCHESTER.

SAIL,
TARPAULIN,

FAMILY
(TREADLE)

MORTON
(HAND)

MACHINES.

Tl Gathering

U Machines.

No,2

Manufacturing

Machines

IS

FOUR

VARIETIES
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W. FOSTER & CO.,

BiiR,]>wfl[iisr
Manufacturers

of every De-

s c r i p t i o n of

Perambulator
Fittings,

Hood Joints,

Handles in

Brass, China
and Wood,
Brass Handle,

Rods, Toy Fit-

tings, Stc.

G. H. WELLS,
MANUFACTURER,

151 & 153,

BISJiOP ST. S0I3T}!,

BIRMINGHAM.

Bassinettes from 183. ESTABLISHED 186 2.

AGENTS WANTED
In every trade for the sale of our Rubber
Stamps, cheapest and best in the world

;

good income may be realised ; whole or spare

time. Catalogue and Revised List Free.
^ ———

—

RUBBER STAMP MAKERS,

23 & 24, IVY LANE, LONDON, E.G.

ARTHUR J. AUSTIN,
(Successor to JOSIAH AUSTIN,),

Manufacturer of all kinds of Galvanized and Japanned
Wrought Iron Hollowware Buckets, Batlis, Tea Kettles. Slop
Pails, Water Pots, Boiler Fillers, Coal Scoops and Hods.
Wheelbarrows, Sack Trucks, Sea-Side Buckets and Spades
Ash Pans, Dust Preventers, Ladles, Shovels, &c., &c.

WILLIAM STREET, DERITEND, BIRMINGHAM.
PLEA'iE MENTION' THIS PAPER W/IEV WRinXJ.

THE JOHNSTON SET OF ATTACHMENTS

HAS been impro\-ed by making ihem all heavier and stronger, and by giving tlitm a superior nickel-plated

finish. The Rulller has a detachable under Blade and a separate Shirring Plate to go into the machine

in place of the Shuttle Race Cover. The Tuckmarker has a slot in the bed plate to adapt it to the use cither with

a long or short presser foot. It has a steel blade under the wheel to make a sharper crease, and two screws on

independently adjust either the marker or gauge. All placed in a velvet-lined bux made by the Johnston Rufiler

Company expressly for their set. They are now prepared to furnish them for all tlie difTercnt kinds oi sewing

machines.

T/icse &ls can bf had Irom any of the (litfcrt'ut Sewing Maclunc Companies, or from the

JOHNSTON RUFFLER COMPANY
OTTUMWA, IOWA, U.S.A.

N.B.^These attachments are sold separately as well as in sets, and can be furnished to fit every standard

make of Sewing Machine-
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THE

1^^ Hi dbS^ ^0'^
BABY CARRIAGES.
UNIQUE DESIGNS. SOUND CONSTRUCTION.

ARTISTIC, ELEGANT AND DURABLE.

The STAR Carriages

are in use throughout

the World, and in Every

Country have given the

utmost satisfaction.

DEALERS find the

Star Goods give finest re-

sults^ yield biggest Profits,

and sell at sight,

ORDERS should be

placed at once for Season's

Goods to avoid delay when

the usual rush comes.

The STAR Patent SPRING.
The Most Successful Anti-Vibrator Ever Invented for the

New Season's Illustrated Catalogue Post Free upon Application.

STAR MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

GOODINGE RD., YORK RD.,
I^ONDON, N.
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SINGER'S New Vibrating Shuttle Machines
(HAND OB TREADLE)

Are the BEST HOUSEHOLD SEWLNTx .MACHINES ever offered to the Public
They have the SIMPLEST SHUTTLE, SHORTEST NEEDLE, BEST STITCH ADJUSTMENT

MOS T PERFECT TENSION, ABE NOISELESS, and MAKE THE PRETTIEST STITCH. '

EASY TO BUY. EASY TO LEARN. EASY TO WORK
FOR CASH 10 PER CENT. DISCOUNT. Or on Hire with Option of Piirehase.

LIBEEAL ALLOWANCE FOR OLD ilACHINE.S.
' is upon the Arm of theCATJTION.— Beware of Imitations, and to avoid deception see that the Company'sTrade Name " SINGER '

Ifachine.

THE SINGER MANUFACTURING COMPANYv
(Formerly I. Jffi. SINGER & CO.).

Management for the United Kingdom: 39, FOSTER LANE, LONDON, E.G.
And 497 Branches throughout Great Britain and Ireland.

i rrvr !»:? »^'^

Z;?,^^ 151890

MLIII
Stilling Machiite Gazette Office, 2S, Patermxster Row, London, E.C.

RATE. -id. per Word ; Minimum, 6d.

IV/rANUFACTURING PREMISES (rebuilt) to be
'^"-*- LET, at Letchforil's Building, Bethnal Green Junction, five

minutes from Liverpool Street. Three lioors, 120 ft. by 30, shed,

boiler-house and chimney, ;ii^300; smaller, ;^i5o. Fixed boiler and
engine cheap.

npO MANUFACTURERS.—Advertiser is open to

engagement as Manager, or other responsible position. Eleven
years' experience. Highest practical references.—.S., 22, Hockley,
Nottingham.

npO MANUFACTURERS.—Traveller desires perma-
•^ nent commission for West of England, in Mangles, &c. ; also

Perambulators and goods sold by domestic machine dealers and others.

H.is good connection amongst Ironmongers and Dealers.—D.M.R.,
44, Fore Street, Ilfracorabe.

'T'RAVELLER wants commission in Sewing Machines
-^ and Cycles, wholesale. 17 years' experience.—"Energy,"
Scu'tiig Macliiite Gazette Office.

lyrEEDLES,— Singer's Medium and Family, 2s. 3d. per
gross. Wellington, Howe, Weir, Shakespeare, Wanzer, 4s. per

gross. Makers of Bonnaz hooks.—S. Cox & Co., Eagle Works,
Alcester.

]Vj EEDLES & SMALLWARES.—PARTNER WAN-
-^ TED.—A Gentleman able to do a large Foreign Trade pre-

ferred.—Address " Partner," care of Sewing Machine Gazette, 2S,

Paternoster Row, E.C.

QUANTITY of Sewing Machine parts from Williamson's
stock, Liverpool:—Double Hemmers, is. gd. dozen; Singer

No. 2 Shuttle, 3s. 6d. dozen ; Howe and Jones C .Shuttles, 4s. 6d.
dozen; Loopers, Crystals, Hooks, &c.| &c. Any reasonable offer

accepted (enclose stamped directed envelope for replies). VERNAY,
42, .St. James' Road, Liverpool,

tpOR SALE.—Arm Machine.—Singer's latest. Nearly
New. Highest offer accepted. Warranted perfect.—Tutcher,

Llandrindod.

XgENT-S^VANTED EVERYWHERE AT ONCE
^*- to sell the cclelirated

"JAGMAR"
Sewing ^^achines. Send for Agent's terms. Enormous commission
allowed for first three months.

J. THEOl^VLD lS: CO., 7A, Bath Place, Kensington, London, W.

"XXTANTED a Number of Old AVorn-out Sewing
* * Machine Stands, Howe Pattern, with or without foot plates.

Slate ([ujntily and price to "Treadwell," care of Scving Machine
Gazette.

The Hire-Purchase System.

KfFi-M-.D To SiG.N- Hire Agreement.
At the Cardiff County Court, on the loth .\pril, before his Honour

Judge Owen, there was heard the case of Singer Sewing Machine
Company f.Abraham Berman. This was an action to recover /S 2s.6d.,

the balance of a sewing machine sold to defendant, a Jewish tailor, of

Cardiff. Mr. Gordon, in the employ of the plaintlfts, said the defen-

dant came to him and inquired about hiring a sewing ma-
chine, and one was decided upon for {^% los., .to be

paid for at 7s. 6d. per month. The machine was

supplied, and defendant paid one month's hire. Defendant refused

to sign the hiring agreement. Defendant promised to pay for

the machine at 7s. 6d. per month, but he could not pay for it all at

once. He would not give up the machine.— His Honour said

defendant had tried to avoid responsibility, and had acted dishonestly.

He ordered the defendant to pay the full amount forthwith. I( he

had acted fairly he would have given him lime.—Defendant pleaded

for time, but his Honour refused to hear him.

Selling a Hired Article.
At the \yest London Police Court, on the roth April, David Ress,

lately a dairyman, whose address was given InDelorme Street, Fulham,
surrendered to his bail to answer the charge of converting a piano,
value £ll, the property of John Henry Lester, trading In the name of
the West London Piano and Organ Company, Harrow Road, to his
own use, he being the bailee, Detective-Sergeant Atkinson made an
opening statement to the magistrate. He said he apprehended the
prisoner on a warrant, and when he brought him before Mr. Plowden
last week an application was made to allow the charge to be withdravm,
but he refused, and put the case b.ack for him (Mr. Curtis Bennett) to
hear it, he having granted the warrant. The prisoner hired Ihe piano
of the complainant, and sold it to his brother. After the warrant was
Issued the brother went to the complainant and bought the piano of
him, p-iying ^17 ; that with the other amount comprised a sum of
;^37 which he had given for it. The officer also said that the com-
plainant was still willing to withdraw the charge, the brother having
purchased the piano of the prisoner not knowing that it had been
hired. The complainant was called, and read a statement in which
he gave reasons for wishing to withdraw the charge, namely, on
account of the prisoner's family, and he (the complainant) not being a
loser by the transaction. Mr. Curtis Bennett refused to allow the
warrant to be withdrawn, observing that the complainant had used the
process of the Court to put the money into his pocket. The case must
go on, as he would not allow the Court to be used in that way. The
case was then proceeded with, and the brother, a cheesemonger, of
Blackmore Street, Drury Lane, was called upon to produce the receipt
he had received from the prisoner for the purchase of the piano, but he
stated that he could not find it, Mr. Curtis Bennett remanded the
prisoner for the production of the receipt, and refused to accept bail.

Clai-m ior Rent.
The owner of a piano which had been, the owner said, obtalued on

the hire system for £2'^, brought the hirer Into the Mid-Lothlan Justice
of Peace Small-Debt Court on the 7th April. The hlier had, accord-
ing to agreement, to pay £ I per month, and when the ^^28 were all

paid, the piano was to become Ihe property of the hirer. The hirer

had the piano for twelve months, but paid only £,}, 83. He then
returned the instrument, and the owner to-day sued him for ;^I2 less

the ^3 8s. paid, restricted to £^. The defender maintained that the
action was incompetent, because the piano was got on hire, and con-
tended that the/'3 8s. was sufficient recompense for the time the piano
had been used. The Justices split the difference, and gave decree for £,^,

The Tool of Trade Question.

At the Rochester County Court, on April 23rd, Emma Welsh,

residing in Old Brompton Road, Rochester, sued Edward Cr.awley,

debt collector, Weslcourt Street, Old Broniplon, to recover the sum of

£'1, los., value of a mangle seized by him for distress for rent. Mr.

Norman, who appeared on plaintiff's behalf, stated that the mangle
was purchased by subscription, on account of the illness of her husband

1

and was therefore her own separate property. The defendant had

very properly put in the execution for rent against Ihe husband, but

the mangle did not belong to him at all, and he further contended that

It was exempt from the law of distress, as it was a m.ichine by which

she supported herself. The plaintiff, on being called, st.ated that her

husband got into difficulty through illness some time ago, and .as she

w.as totally without means, some friends raised a subscription and
presented her wilh the mangle. As her husband was considerably

overdue with the rent, a distress was levied on April 2nd, and the

mangle w.as seized. Her husb.and was mangling some clothes at the

time.

Mr. Bullock, on Iiehalf of the defendant, contended that the

goods of the lodger were protected in a distress on the householder,

but he failed to sec how plaintiff could claim the mangle. It was true

thai under certain circumstances the implements in trade of a man
were protected, as It was considered a hardship on a man to take the

tools (by which he earned his living) away from him. He could prove

that the mangle was not in use at the time. George William Dunford,

on being called, slated that ho w.-is employed by Crawley to execute

Ihe distress warrant on plaintitrs husband. The mangle was not being

used at the time, and Ihe plaintiff did not complain that loss of the

mangle would stop her trade.

His Honour said he did not think the mangle wa3 in actual use at

the time, and accordingly gave a verdict for defendant with costs.
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Action for Assault against a
Perambulator Wheel Maker.

Al tlic r.irmin)^ham County C'ourl, on tlic 2lst April, litfore his

Ilonoiir JuiIrc Chalmers, an action was brouphl by I'liilip Champ, of

Vincent SUcct, liaisall IltM'.h, laintor, against (;cor(,'c Litllcwo'jd, of

Heath Street, lialsall Heath, manufacturer of peramljulalor wheels, to

recover jCs ilaniaRes for injuries sustained through an assault com-
mitted on liini liy defendant. Mr. Mutlow appeared for plaintiff, and
Mr. Arthur .Smith for defcntlant.

The CISC for the plaintilT was that he was in a puljlic-house at

Balsall Heath on the 1st of March, when defendant came out of one of

the rooms, and ch.allenged anyone to light. He thereupon attacked a

l>rickl.iyer named Crisp, who was with plaintilT, striking him several

blows. Afterwards he went to the b.ir and had some refreshments.

Then he returned to the place where pl.iintilT was, seized him by the

whiskers and the throat and doubled him backwards over the counter.

He afterwards knocked plaintiff down by a blow on the eye.

The Judge asked plaintiff why he did not go to the Police Court,

and he replied that he went to his solicitor. He added that he was
disabled for two or three days after the assault, and had to rub his

shoulders regularly with oil to keep down the pain.

PlaintilT admitted in cross-examinotion that he had spoken disre-

spectfully of defendant in the public-house.

Evidence was given by a man named Walker, who said defendant

had " cruelly interrupted " the plaintiff.

The Judge: What were you doing?
Witness : Oh, I had half a pint of beer in the corner (laughter).

Crisp wag called, and said defendant knocked him across the table

without saying a word.
Defendant said he was having some beer in the public-house when he

heard plaintiff and Crisp calling him names. He was provoked to go
up to the latter and chalbnge him to fight. They fought, and he got

the better of Crisp. He merely shook plaintiff.

The Judge said there was no doubt an assault had been committed,
and the only question was one of damages. Plaintiff had provoked the
defendant. There was no question that plaintiff and Crisp could have
taken good care of themselves had they thought proper. The assault

was very slight, and he should fix the damages at 2s. 6d.

An action by Crisp against defendant was not proceeded with.

Action against an Auctioneer.

tN the 3rd April, at the Bath County Court, Judge Caillard

decided the case of Batten v. Brumby. This was an action in

Which the plaintiff, Thomas Batten, of Twerton, claimed of the

defendant, William Henry Brumby, auctioneer, of Burton Street,

the specific delivf ry of a sewing machine which he said he purchased
from Mr. Brumby, and in default of a specific delivery he claimed

damages.
Mr. Basil A. Dyer appeared for the plaintiff, and stated that on

September 14th his client went into the defendant's auction rooms,

the defendant being an auctioneer, who sold both by auction and
private treaty. Plaintiff saw Mr. Brumby's assistant, a Mr. Stafford,

and agreed to purchase a particular sewing machine for £2 2s. He
paid 2s, on deposit, but when he went to obtain the machine delivery

was refused. He (Mr. Dyer) understood that Mr. Brumby now stated

his clerk had no authority to sell the machine, but he contended that

the clerk was in charge of the business, and consequently of the

machine, and that his master was responsible for the sale.

The plaintiff, who is an agent to the Singer Sewing Machine Com-
pany, and resides at Twerton, bore out his solicitor's statement, and
said he asked Mr. Stafford if he was to sell the machine by auction,

and he replied " No, I am glad to sell it for two guineas." When
he went to fetch the machine away on the following Monday, Mr.
Stafford refused to let him have it, and he subsequently saw Mr.
Brumby, who said his clerk had made a mistake in the price. He
valued the machine at £6.

Mr. Brumby, in his examination of the plaintiff, inquired if he was
allowed to deal in machines in his capacity as agent to the Singer
Company, and he replied that he could do as he liked in that respect.

Thomas Mitchelmore stated he examined the machine when it was
in the possession of a Mrs. Jchnstone, wife of a tailor, of 2, Paradise
Street, Wells Road, and its fair value was £6.

Mrs. Johnston was c?.lled, and deposed to sending the machine to

Mr. Brumby's in September last, and subsequently receiving a letter

stating the machine had been sold for £2 2s. She never gave Mr.
Brumby himself any instructions ; she gave them to Mr. Stafford. She
g.ave £g 5s. for the machine.

For the defence the defendant stated he gave no one authority to sell

the machine ; he could not do so. Mr. Stafford was not a salesman at

all, and he never authorised him to sell the machine, on which he had
no reserve. Directly he heard of the transaction he repudiated it

altogether, because Mr. Stafford had not the slightest right to sell the
machine. He denied informing the plaintitTthat his clerk had made a
mistake in the price.

Cross-examined by Mr. Dyer : Mr. Stafford was not employed to
manage his affairs in his absence, though he was in charge of the
business when witness was ill. Acting as his agent, however, he had
constantly sold article^.

Alfred Charles Stafford, in evidence, gave his version of the sale,

adding that when plaintiff came for the machine on the Monday he
told him Mr. Brumby refused to allow the machine to be sold. He
also informed him that the transaction was a mistake on his part and
handed him back his 2s. He further told plaintiff that the loss would
fall on his shoulders.

Cross-examined by Mr. Dyer : He did not manage the business.
Mr, Brumby gave him instructions when he went out. He was in

charge of the business during his absence, and frequently sold i;oods
at such times. This was when he knew the price. He did not know
the price in this case although he sold it. Mr. Brumby was not
present, ami he couM not consult him. He was left in charge when
he made this bargain.

liy Mr. Hrumby : He had never given him (StafTord) any authority
to sell anything privately that was to be sold by auction.
Mr Brumby addressed his Honour, observing that he had taken the

case up on principle. It was the only one he had ever heard of in his
experience of over thirty years — that a person should take upon himself
to sell an article at a price which nobody had given him and make him
responsible for it. He further pointed out that plaintifTs agreement
with the company who employed him prevented his dealing in
machines.

His Honour held that the defendant was bound by the action of h's
clerk, who was in charge of his business, and g.ivc judgment for £4,
costs accordingly.

The Howe Co. again in Liquidation.

TT has been no secret that considerable friction has existed between
Jt the proprietors of the Howe business the p,ast few months. It was
predicted that matters would have been brought to a crisis some weeks
ere this, but the difficulties were tided over for a while. At last the
end has been reached, and the Howe Machine Company is no more.

It would be rather interesting reading were we to give a complete
history of the Howe Company's business from its rise to its fall, but
this must be deferred until a future date, one reason being pending
litigation, which will probably be decided during the present month.
We must for the present content iourselves with an outline of the

career of the deceased company.
For a considerable period the Howe Machine Company, Limited,

was managed by Mr. J. C. Chaplin (managing director), who, in

August, 1887, found it impossible for the concern to be carried on at a
profit. The share capital then stood at ;f60,000, divided into 20,000
shares, of which he owned 7,300. These same shares had previously
been reduced by the Court from the value of ^20 to that of £3. Not-
withstanding the writing off of so large an amount, the concern was a
failure as an investment. A gentleman thereupon offered to buy the
business from the shareholders, paying them los. per shaie, and taking
over all liabilities. As many as 12,400 votes were recorded in favour
of the sale, but a few of the shareholders, including Mr. F. Fontaine,
presented a petition for the compulsory winding-up of the company,
thus ariticipating by a few days the adjourned meeting at which the
resolution to voluntarily wind-up the company was to be confiimed.
The Court granted this injunction, and thus prevented the projected
arrangement being carried out. As matters have turned out; it would
have been better for the shareholders to have had the los. per share
offered to them, and washed their hands of the affair. As it is they have
not yet received a single farthing.

A new era now opens. Monsieur Firmin Mignot, the well-known
sewing machine and cycle dealer, of Brussels, and Monsieur Fran(;ois
Fontaine purchased the Howe business as a going concern from Mr.

J. Hutton, the liquidator appointed by the Court, giving ^^27,200 for

the business, and ;/;S,ooo for certain book debts. On the 30th March,
1889, they registered a limited liability company at Brussels, of which
the articles of association are before us.

According to this document, the share capital is 3,000,000 francs

(;f 125,000), divided into 30,000 preference shares of 100 francs each,
and 25,000 ordinary shares without any fixed value.

There are ten names registered as proprietors:

—

M. Alphonse Vander Borght 325 shares
M. Victor Vander Borght 500 ,,

M. Albert Mignot 250 ,,

M. Eugene Carmouche 250 ,,

M. Leon Lamort ... ... ... ... 310 ,,

M. Charles Hele 250 ,,

M. Dutoict 250 ,,

M. Ernest Van Humbeek 100 ,,

M. Fontaine p^re ... ... ... ... 715 ,,

M. Firmin Mignot 1,050 ,,

4,000
We cannot afford space to give a complete copy of the articles of

association, but they are lengthy .and very far reaching. Suffice it to
say that provision is made in case of dissolution for the appoititment of
one or more liquidators by the shareholders. Dissolution /las ensued,
as on the 1st of last month the meeting of shareholders held in
Brussels unanimously agreed upon voluntary liquidation, appointing as
joint liquidators Messrs. Vander Borght, Charles Hele, and Ernest
Van Humbeek, all of Brussels. They on their part have nominated
Mr. James Hutton, C.A., 179, West George Street, Glasgow, to be
their attorney and factor in (jlasgow.

As most of our readers are aware, the business in this country has
been carried on as the Howe Machine Co. Notwithstanding the
enormous depreciation of the value of the Howe shares the past few
years, the creditors have always been paid in full. We do not know
what the present creditors will experience, as the liability of the pro-
prietors of the company is not limited in this country, only in Belgium.
In the meantime the business of the Company is being carried on under
Mr. Hutton's supervision.

We might add that matters have not been brought to a crisis without
an effort to stave off the impendmg fate. The attempt to get the
^120,000 of capital subscribed in Belgium wasby no means successful.
Recently attempts have been made in London by a leading member of
the company to raise ^50,000 to carry on the business, but they have
ended in failure. It seems a thousand pities that such a magnificent
business as the Howe Company had a few years ago should irretrievably

fall to pieces, but such seems to be its doom.
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Bookkeeping for the Easy Payment
Trade.

['E are often asked by firms in the easy payment trade if there is

published a complete range of account books specially for their

trade. There is no such thing, as far as our knowledge goes, therefore

most firms have had to invent a system of bookkeeping of their own.
Messrs. Lloyd |& Co., of the J'orough, London, S.E., well known

to our readers as manufacturers of perambulators, in carrying on
a large retail business, use a set of books and a system designed by
Mr. Harry V. Lloyd. We were recently permitted to examine their

office arrangements, and our readers may obtain some benefit from a
description of same.

In the first place this firm employ neither canvassers nor collectors,

and further allow no goods to go out on the hire system. Their busi-

ness is done exclusively on a promissory note.

When an article is purchased the following form is filled up by the

customer :

—

Gentlemen,—Kindly supply me with one of vour aa shown
in Catalogue No. Price i; b. d. Car. iage Free and Warranted.
I wish to pay you by Instalments of £ 8. d. every
and now enclose £ s. d. as deposit or tJrst payment.
Nam-i Employed for
Address Address

Beference, Mr,
Occupation Address

The customer next signs the following :

—

£ Londftii,
I promise to piy or ordtr the sum of pounds,

shilliogs, and pence, by instalments of
commencing on flie day of 18

In case of default in any one payment the balance to become payable wiMiin
one month from such default. Value received by

The above being balance of amount for same.
Signed
Security

The goods are now delivered and a special receipt note signed as

follows .

—

No. Date
Mr.

Please receive in good condition from Messrs.
Received by
Delivered by
To pay £ 3. d.

Next follows the copying of the particulars on the order form into

the order book, which is provided with an index.

From the order book all sales are posted to the ledger. This is a
very large book specially ruled for Lloyd & Co.'s trade. Each page
consists of 36 lines to accommodate an equal number of accounts. To
follow a single line from left to right we have first the number of the
order, then the name of the customer, his folio in the order book, the
article purchased, and its value. The remainder of the line is split up
into twelve distinct divisions of five columns, one group for each month.
The first entry is the deposit, and then follow the weekly instalments.

A balance is struck each month and shown in the first column of each
group of columns. The total of the 36 balances on each page
shows the amount outstanding on each page per month. A
glance at any one of the accounts shows how the customer has been
paying and what is due.

Messrs. Lloyd & Co. expect all their accounts to be settled within two
years. A blank ledger page is left for payments during the second
year of the run of an account. The customer's name is placed on the

Ime in the second page corresponding to that used the first year. The
instalments as received are signed for on a card, upon which is given
the folio of the ledger, the name of the article bought, its value, terms
of payment, and the date of the first payment. A day book is used
for entering the instalments as received. This book is arranged with
two pages for each day, instalments on one page and cash sales and
deposits on the other. At the end of each week a page is left for the
total amount received.

Each week the bookkeeper goes through the Icvlger and examines
each account. If a customer is more than a week in arrears he is sent

a printeil notice respectfully informing him that his inst.ilment is now-

due, and asked to remit. If no notice is taken of this, number two
letter is sent him, as follows ;

—

M
Dear

We agnin caII your attention to'our note of the
reminding you of the payments due for the , and trust
this will now have your Immediate attention. '

Yours truly.

If another week passes without any reply the following letter is

sent ;

—

Mr.
Dr.

We are rather surprised you have paid no attention to either of our
former notices asking for the payment due on the
and must now ref(ueat your Immediate attention In order to prevent any
UDpIeasant proceedings which we shall be compelled to take, failing your
prcmpt settlement.

Yours truly,

At the fourth week the lln.al notice is issued, as follows :

—

FINAL APPLICATION.
18

Dear Sir,—You have not taken any notice of our letters asking for p.iyment
of £ B. d. due to us for the you purchased.
Ycu will only have yourself to blame in telng put to the expense of Solicitor's

co&ts and Court fees.

We will, however, wait until text, to gl\e you the option
of caving these expenses, by making tome arrangement with us; and If we do
not hear from you before that day the case will be placed In the Court, with-
out fall.

Yours truly.

The account is then handed over to the solicitor, who makes a

formal demand for payment. If not arranged the account is now
tr.ansferred from the ledger to the County Court ledger. In this book
is given on the left hand side tho debt and all the legal expenses as they

are incurred ; also particulars of the order of the County Court. The
right hand side of the page is devoted to the payments.

Each month Messrs. Lloyd iM Co. are supplied with a list of the pay-
ments made into Court. If there are any defaulters the following letter

is sent :

—

Re C. C, No.
M

We find you have failed to comply with the order to piy Into
Court on the day of . and as we wish to save you
further expense, we advise you to pay money In by next, and
keep the payments regularly paid in future, o'therwise we shall be cr^mpelled
to proceeed further. Trusting this will not be necesaary.

Yours truly.

This firm, it will be understood, sue upon a promissory note, and
they make it a rule to follow a customer right up to coitmittal. They
always fight bills of sale, except they are drawn by money-lenders.
We are compelled to say that a simpler and more accurate system

of bookkeeping than that in use in Messrs. Lloyd's counting-house
cannot be desired, and it is surprising how few were their losses last

year through keeping their customers to their engagements.

Failure Information.

/ic JOSEPH LETHER, Furniture and Domestic Appli.ance
Dealer, 63, Victoria Road, Scarborough.

The above debtor attended the Scarborough Bankruptcy Court, on
April 15th, for public examination. The debtor's statement of afiairs
showed liabilities amounting to -."111 7s. 2d., and assets £7^ 14s. 3d.
In answer to the Official Receiver, the debtor slated that he com-
menced business seven years ago, and when he filed his petition he
had ;^io in the bank. His furniture and stock-in-trade were insured
lor ^250. He was pressed for money shortly after last Christmas.
He had a judgment summons .against him just before Christmas, but
he paid that. He alleged his failure to have been caused by illness

and bad trade. He valued his stock, &c., at ;{;6o. .•\bout two years
ago he sent ^^"15 worth of goods to a man at Bournemouth, but when
he applied for payment of same his letter was returned through the
Dead Letter Office. In September last he backed another bill, for a
man named Sharply, the amount being ^15. " When the bill becaiie
due Sharply had disappeared, and debtor had to meet the bill. He
estimated his net profit at 30s. per week, and his household expendi-
ture at 25s. per week. He had set down a sum of £^ in his statement
of affairs as due to him, but he could not remember who it was owed
him the money. The examination was finally adjourned until

May 13th.

Death of an Old Sewing Machine
Maker.

JT is with great regret we chronicle the death of Mr. Walter
Williams, at the age of sixty-one, which occurred last month.

Mr. William's career takci us back to the early days of the sewing
machine trade. He took a single room in a building of sixteen rooms,
situated in Charlotte Street, Blackfriars, London, in the year 1859,
where he commenced to manulaclure sewing machines for the trade.

Here he produced the Wheeler & Wilson, Howe, and Thomas,
making the latter for W. f . Thomas &: Co,

So successful was he that in a comparatively short time his business

required the whole building, aud he had working for him as many as

thirty men. About 1877 a misunderstanding arose with the '1 homas
Company, and he sold otf his factory and opened a repairing shop in

Leonard Street, Finsbury. In iSSo he removed to 11, Broad Street,

Golden Square, W. , where he has been retrieving his somewhat fallen

fortunes carrying on a large business in all kinds of domestic
machinery, and doing repairs for the public and the trade.

Mr. Williams leaves behind him three sons, Walter, Henry Wdliam,
and George. All of these have been thoroughly taught every branch
of the sewing machine trade, and Walter is connected with ihe White
Company. The two latter intend to carry on the business as hereto-

fore, and we hope they may succeeil.

L'HoUier's Catalogue.

n^CjOMEWHAT late in the season Mr. Leon L'llullicr's

^"^ illustrated price lists have conie to hand. One is

devoted to children's carriages, mail carts, &c., and the
other to English and foreign wicker goods. Both are
printed and illustrated in first-class style.

This firm is noted for novelties, as we have before iiad

occasion to remark, their latest being " Goldendine,"
described in our last issue. Numerous other specialities

are illustrated in their list before us, and also a full

range of invalid carriages.

We have never seen such a complete list of wicker and
rush goods as shown in the other list. It comprises
hand-baskets, work-baskets, fiowei -stands, work-tables,

fire-screens, cradles, dress-stands, chairs, and tea tables

in such a variety of handsome designs as to quite

astonish one.

The ''Advance" Catai.oguh.—We liave to hand,
from the makers, 59, llolboni Viaduct, a copy of the
Advance Perambulator Catalogue. It contains illustra-

tions of some si.xteen different styles of carriages, of

wicker, steel, papier niache, and wood. The '' Viailuct "

No. 7, with jiapier mache body, is an uncommonly tine

carriage ; so, too, is the " Rustic " No, 10.
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Good Advice.

Bv Emmer and Feller.
We all have our ideas as to the best uay to show up a

machine with intent to sell the same, and not a few of

us consider that our way is as good, if not a little better,

than anybody else's. I will not attempt to tell the
brethren how to go to work in every instance, nor do
I claim to be able to give advice that will cover every
point, but I will say this : The best and surest way to sell

a machine is to sell it. Possibly no two salesmen go to

work in precisely the same manner, and such as have a

regular way, one that is suited to iheir class of trade or

customers,— for upon this much depends,—will not derive

as much real benefit from what I am going to say, but
the new man, who must adopt the methods of those Mho
have gathered experience in this field, may find some
points, the observance of which, either in the positive or

negative, will be of help to him in effecting his ends

—

making sales.

Among experts it has of late become quite the thing
to show up a machine by showing what can be done on it

in the way of embroidering, either with or without attach-

ments. Others, too, a little more skilled, will, where it

seems advisable, do a little etching in silk, tinsel, &c.

These methods are often productive of good results where
the machine is not being bought strictly for household
purposes ; while a woman who has two, or four, or even
more children to clothe, would be sooner induced by the
method I mean to illustrate. One more word about
embroidery and any kind of art work. While it is a good
way, and often brings about a sale, take my advice, and
don't practice before your prospective customer. Don't
work and fret over a task you cannot perform readily

and with every appearance of being master of the situa-

tion. If you hesitate or make any mistakes they will

tell against you and your machine, and may spoil a

prospect which might have been good had you shown up
the machine as doing something simpler, but with which
you were better acquainted.

I will tell you the way followed by a very successful

agent, and he ascribes his easy sales to the interest excited

by this procedure. Get some fine white goods, suitable

for making a doll's dress, which need not be expensive,

and have it all prepared beforehand. With everything
in readiness a real pretty garment can be made in an
hour or so by a skilful operator, and no other should
show up a machine. Fine, thin material works easily

and shows up nicely. Ruffling, tucking, shirring,

hemming, hem-stitching, and feather-stitching can thus
be shown to good advantage. The outlay of anything
but time is not great, and of course where there is little

or no hope of effecting a sale it is not advisable to go to

the trouble, but, where there is any chance of making a

deal this will be of the utmost assistance, and will

certainly pay. Of course it takes some skill and some
patience as well, but after making two or three you will

be able to make them very quickly. Your audience will

soon become interested in your task, and will eagerly

watch the little garment grow in your hands, from what
seemed plain pieces of goods to a shapely little dress,

nicely ornamented and suggesting all kinds of possibilities

in garments of a larger size. But don't try the plan if

you don't like it, though I will venture to say that if

you do, and go to work about it in a proper way, you
will agree with me that it is better, in many cases, than
showing up art work imperfectly done. Another thing

in its favour is that in an hour you have a finished article

to show, while an hour's work on etching or any of those
finer grades of work will barely show anything for the
time expended, and unless the party be one who can
realise the quality of the work, they will be discouraged

at the small result.

Now that I have told you what to do, I likewise wish
to express myself on the other side and tell you what not

to do. In a case when, in competition with another
machine, you can't sell yours, don't, in the name of all

that is honourable, offer to furnish your competitor's

machine for 25 dols. Oh, how many men in the trade do
this ! It is a mean trick, and one which, in every case,

reflects damagingly on the perpetrator. It cannot
always be done, but, in some instances, it can, and, with
shame be it said, is done. " My friend, let us sit down
and reason together." Have you any right to do it ?

I
Let us suppose you to be the agent of a company that
protects you in territory and the maintenance of prices.

You, too, work on that basis, and will not break your
regular price

; but what is the actual condition of things

when you offer to sell your competitor's machine at a

broken price ? Are you not for the time a dealer in that

company's machines, and haven't you destroyed your
reputation as a square dealer by breaking the price—not
on his machine, but on one like his, which you bought,
thus becoming a dealer in the same goods with him, and
placing yourself under a shadow?

Besides, you are giving your business a black eye, are

branding yourself and the other man as a scamp, are

giving the people a chance to speak slightingly of a

business it should be your constant endeavour to elevate.

No other tradesmen will do such mean tricks, nor will

they speak in the scathing way of others in the same line,

You should always strive to make people think well of

the business you follow, of the goods you sell, and, first,

last, and all the time, of yourself.

Remember you don't sell the only first-class machine,
nor the only one worth a decent price. You know this

to be a fact, and how does it look when a man makes a

change—and changes are not uncommon—to praise up a

machine he has heretofore considered—or made it appear
he did—worthless. Don't throw mud.— 5, M. News.

Wanderings for the Benefit of the
Craft,

By Yard Wide.*

5^N my early days at canvassing I used to avoid a fine

«-5 house as I would a pestilence.

The average customer seemed the easiest to trade with
and about as easy to collect from as any one else. I would
dart around amongst thecommon classes and make my sales,

and this class—we might say the average class—took my
attention exclusively, and I was, on the whole, successful

enough. But I found that the first-class customers would
persist in buying the old " Repulsive," while my machine,
which we will call the " Universal,'' was confined to the

average class, or rather the labouring class, almost

exclusively. And the " Upper Ten " would seem to say,

" Well, I don't want that ' Universal ' machine, for it is

only a machine for the poor, and not at all fit to be in

my house."

Well, this state of things might have gone on until now
probably if I had not caught the " Repulsive's " manager
claiming as much to a prospective customer. This
nerved me, and I determined that henceforth I would
brave the lion (to me) in his den—I would tackle the

aristocrat in his palace, and that my favourite

'•Universal'' should be raised to the esteem it so fitly

deserved. My time of action was laid out, and should

commence from date. The first Monday morning I

called on Mrs. Highness, a lady to whom a poor sewing
machine man dare not speak on the street, and whose
house I had skipped numberless times, and frankly told

her of my determination, and asked her if she would not

encourage me as much as to let me put a machine in her

house on trial. The result was sale No. i under the new
regime.

I was very cautious lest it should end there, and the

next afternoon I called on Mrs. Tipmost in the next block,

a lady who had occasionally rented a machine for acouple

of weeks at my ofliice (just to suit her new sewing girl's

fancy), and who knew mo, but ofcourse I didn't know her,

that is, I " dassent." Well, I knew just about how Mrs.

Tipmost looked on a sewing maciiine. A sewing machine
was for poor people to do their sewing on ; it was a

machine for her sewing girl to do her sewing on, but not

a n-.achine for her—Airs. Tipmost's—house, nor a

machine for her nor her slim-fingered—sassiety is the all

—

delicate and lovely daughters to use. Oh, no! a sewing

machine was a machine made for women lo work with. A
machine for a woman to work with was a disgrace in her

(a lady's) house. Her rich relatives should never find a

sewing machine in her house, and when they would come

* Sewius; Machine Ncxvs.
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on their gorgeous visits the sewing girl and i he sewing
niachinc would have come and gone.

It' tl)e rented inacliiiie was not sent lui' when ordered

away she would order lier " Perkins " to (jrder a ilray and
have that plagued "Universal "sewing machine taken

back to the oflice where it belonged ere the visitors' day
arri\'ed.

This was Mrs. Tipmost's version of a sewing machine
duly "caught on to "by the ever alert obscrvatian of
" yours very respectfully, ' Yard Wide.' " And here I was
at the very door of this very Mrs. Tipmost on an errand

to sell her a sewing machine. Oh, horrid thought ! I

silently prayed that the ring of the door bell could not be

heard, and thus let me slink away into my oblivion again.

I wished that the Angel of Fortune, whom all true

sewing machine men believe always hovers near, would
swoop down and waft me away to the outskirts again.

The rural road was paved with gold to me then and

there, and I wished I was on it driving my waggon and
pony. But no, no such good (?) luck was to favour me.

My pursuing devil had no hole for me to drop into, or I

would have said, " here goes nothing, let 'er go,

Gallagher." A hole in the bottom of the sea was a

paradise for me then rather than to be on a " fool's

errand." The servant opened the door. Boys, we've all

had that sinking feeling just at this time. It can't be

explained, so, as you've all '' been thar," I will refrain

from telling a story you all know so well.

Well, the only thing I had armed myself with, outside

of my regular stock of persuasiveness, &c., was Mrs.

Tipmost's rent account at the office for the past two years.

I was ushered into her presence.

It needed no explanation that it was not a social call.

No, not by any means. No collecting call, she knew that.

It wasn't bluntly to sell her a sewing machine. Oh, no.

I was too smart for that. So I just weaved my net about

her, and soothed her into submissiveness. She folded her

arms, and asked me some questions about the machine,

and then I knew the victory was won. Oh, if my girl had
only oeen there at that moment she would have said,

" You're a hero !
"— thrown her arms around me, and

said, " I'm glad you're mine. I'll marry you in twenty

minutes,'' instead of going off and marrying the other

fellow.

Well, I explained to Mrs. Tipmost that the machine
always stayed in the sewing room, and that her visitors

never intruded therein ; showed her how much she would

save—^but hold, I musn't go too far right here, boys, or

Til make you sick—and while I had her nailed to the cross,

right while the spell was on, I got a downright order for

a very plain No. 2—just for the sewing room, you
know.
The boys all know what a start means. So, with this

humble beginning of the new regime, you can " bet your

sweet life
''

I have the " Universal " just where it belongs.

Now there are few mansions on that aristocratic street

whose soul I haven't made happy, or, rather, who haven't

made mine. And as I look back on the log cabin days,

where my ambition used to sleep, I say to myself, " What
a lesson ! " The turning point was a fortune to me, and
why should we let our competitors take the cream offthe

milk ? I would just as soon take an upper ten for a trade

as anybody. Indeed I've sometimes found it smoother
sailing, at least as far as the trade is concerned, than the

average customer. The average man does his own
thinking, and the more ignorant he is the more opinion-

ated he is in his thinking. You have these things to

contend with, while a well-to-do man hasn't these rank
opinions of his own. The average man cannot be driven

or as easily reasoned with. He must be coaxed. He has

small brains, but a reasonably large heart. He is, withal,

a jolly animal, and loves a hearty laugh. He can be made
to laugh, cry, swear, but he cannot be made to understand

the force of a first-class argument— it is beyond his com-
prehension. You have to tickle him in the ribs or

stomach or pocketbook to move him. Three avenues are

wide open, well paved, and inviting travel— 1st, his

risabilities : 2nd, his palate
;
3rd, his heart. Woe to the

canvasser who tries to reason him into action or force him
into a trade. The average man loves his pocketbook.
Put something in it and he is your friend at once. These
are fundamental principles. The experienced canvassers

know this, and know that you have to handle them with
soft gloves. Handle an ignorant man as you would an

egg in its shell. You can lead him around by the nose,
for you clear the way, but if you push him or force him
he flies the track. You can come nearer ;«<-/X7;/^ a well
educated or well-to-do-man Ao what you want him to do
than you can an illiterate, prejudiced individual.

Aic revoir.

Hints on Painting,' Varnishing,
and Polishing.

^rjTAINING WOOD (Mahogany). - To stain wood
r1^ mahogany take logwood and boil until you ha\-e a
strong decoction. When cold, add some apple-cider
vinegar—say, one-third of the quantity required. A
simple application to the wood \s\\\ give a good imitation,

but if a fine job of staining is required, have some burnt
umber mixed with just enough glue to bind or fasten the
colour on the wood, being careful not to put on any more
than just enough to accomplish that, as too much glue
will spoil the next operation, and make the whole job a

botch. Try it on a piece of wood first, ana if, after this

umber is dry, the wood rakes the stain of logwood, it

is right
;

if it does not absorb quickly, then it has too
much glue in it. Mucilage is a little more expensive,
but it is preferred to glue, using it in the same manner.
When this is applied, or while wet, wipe with a rag

;

when dry stain the wood very freely with the logwood,
using a sponge or rag to wipe out what the wood does
not take, but do not rub so strongly as to work up the
umber. Then shellac and varnish or polish as the case

may be. The idea of the umber treated in this manner
is to have it enter the grain of the wood, and lines seen
through the logwood staining show the darker shades,

the same as the natural wood.
Polishing Wood (Varnish Polishing).—To polish

wood is CO give it a smooth glossy surface, and at the same
time show all the beauty of the grain. It is an old art,

and was used long before high-gloss varnishes came into

common use. At first these varnishes were very expen-
sive, and therefore common material was used, and by
friction a high gloss was secured. Then the material or

varnish used was not of such a high grade as to retain a

gloss as long as polish would, and so, even for fine furni-

ture and fine house-ornamenting, polishing was resorted

to, and it is still done to this day on a great many articles

where the wood is to be finished in the natural state, and
for all fine articles, made of expensive wood, that are

handled much, such as musical instruments, fine furniture,

house-furnishing ornaments, and rich wood decorations

for interiors. There are two kinds of polishing, varnish
polishing and French polish. Varnish polishing is used
for pianos and furniture with large surfaces, and is done
in the following manner:—Take common corn starch,

mix with turpentine and a little drying brown japan, and
add any pigment to give it the colour of the wood to be
filled. This can either be mixed thin enough to be spread

and rubbed into the grain of the wood, or made into a

paste and spread with a broad putty knife. When this

is dry sandpaper, holding the paper evenly on, or under
a block, and do it just enough to let the substance remain
in the cells or grain of the wood, and take off the surplus.

If a common job, or one that is not extra, two coats of

polishing varnish can be applied after this, but if a first-

class job is to be done, lay on a very heavy coat of

scraping varnish. This can be bought already prepared,

and will dry hard in about a week or ten days. Now,
with a well-sharpened steel scraper, proceed to take off all

this scraping varnish. You must start at one corner and
proceed carefully, not cutting into the wood, but only the

varnish. It is not a very hard job, as the varnish is

prepared on purpose for this operation. Rub all over

lightly with fine sandpaper, say No. i, and clean and dust

off. Over this give two coats of the best polishing varnish.

Put away for at least a week or ten days, and longer, if

possible.' Next rub with fine pulverised pumice-stone

and water, until a smooth, level surface has been secured,

but you must be careful not to cut into the wood. Clean

off with sponge and water, and dry with chamois skin.

Then rub very evenly with sweet oil and woollen cloths

and rotten-stone. When all the surface seems to have a

little gloss and no scratches wipe with soft rags until all

the oil and stone is cleaned off. Now take a piece of

silk, and spreading some clean sifted wheat flour, rub
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strongly until you have a fine polished surface. The
flour absorbs all the oil, and where the work is handled
it does not leave a mark that a light rub of the palm of
the hand will not take off.

The "Runlight" Safety.

][N the present advanced stage of progress in cycle manufacture, the

[ demand for light and strong machines is very great, and it is desired
that they should be as free from vibration as possible. Many attempts
to produce such a machine have been made by the use of joints, coiled

The head is of an improved socket arrangement, having adjustable
cones, which enables the rider to put a slight drag on the steering
handles if required. The top and bottom parts of the frame are
brought round this socket and securely brazed, dispensing with the
usual connections. The handle bar for steering is so constructed that
the rider sits in an upright position more favourable to health than the
curve form assumed by many riders. The wheels somewhat differ

from the usual style as regards the hubs, which exceed the old pattern

in length, thus giving steadiness to the wheel and a freedom from
lateral vibration. The weight of the machine varies from 2S lbs.

stripped to 38 lbs. with mud guards and brake complete. The careful

manner in which the steel forgings are nulled, turned and bored
enables the maker to get the minimum of lightness with the maximum

springs, &c. Mr. E. Ward, of Wells Street, London, W., has accord-
ingly come forward with a new curve stayed frame which he calls the
" Runlight " (registered).

It will be seen from the engraving herewith that the upper and
lower parts of the frame are connected by two stays ; the larger stay

running upwards from the driving wheel supporting the rider is so
arranged that the waves of vibration are conveyed towards the front

part of the frame, and are taken up by the small crescent-shaped stay,

which conveys the wavts back to the bottom part of the frame.

of strength. We recently examined at Mr. Ward's factory a steel

forging for the bottom bracket, which carries the cranks and chain

wheel, in its rough state weighing 2h lbs., and when finished only

9 ounces.

When we first saw this machine we were so pleased with it that we
at once placed an order for same. Our experience of the machine
emboldens us to say that "Runlight" is no misnomer. It runs
splendidly and is entitled to a place in the front rank for excellence of

manufacture and easy riding.

J. R. BROOKS,

Manufacturer of

(^^^^-

NOVELTIES & FANCY GOODS,
59 & 60, HATTON GARDEN.

Steam Factory—Ashtoy ^W^orks, 31,Haolmey Road.
Flower Vases for Windows suspended by Chains.

Flower Vases for Windows in original Cocoanut suspended by

Chains, also in polished Cocoanut.

Tobacco Jars mounted on tripods.

Cigar Stands, \-arious, and elaborately mounted.

Flower Stands in polished Cocoanut, and also in original

Cucoanut, on Bamboo Stands suspended by Chains.

Wall Brackets in polished Cocoanut mounted on plush.

Photo Frames in polished Cocoanut mounted on plush.

Whole Cocoanut polished, mounted, and finished to order.

BEST TERMS TO SHIPPERS.

CHEOUES AND POSTAL ORDERS CROSSED BIRKBECK BANK.
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Embezzlement by a Singer Collector.

WARKY T. \VIillU,l''.V, a. respeclaljly dressed youiif^ man, was

jO( charged on liail al tin- Chatham Police Courl on the 14th A|)ril,

with emliezzMnj; and stealing 2s. 6d. and other sums to the amounl of

£e, 2s. 6d., the pruperly of the Singer Manufacturing Company, at

GillinRham, on the -jist ,\Taich.

Mr. (iilliert 1). WamOjroiit^h, of London, appeared to prosecute.

George Dennier, in the employ of the .Singer Company at Chatham,

said prisoner had been in the employ of the company under witness.

The monies that the prisoner collected he would have to pay in to

witness each evening. On the 1st April prisoner went out collecting,

and witness did nut sec him again that ilay. Witness saw him again

on the gth, at prisoner's request, at his house in Rochester. There

prisoner gave up to him certain books which were receipts which he

would give for money. Prisoner said he slopped away because he had

been drinking. Witness then made enquiries of certain people.

James Arnisby, of Garden Street, Old Brompton.mililary tailor, said

he saw the prisoner on the 1st of April in his house. Witness had had

a Singer sewing machine and paid prisoner 15s. in silver. Prisoner

gave him the coupon receipt produced.

Frederick Beard, seaman, living in the Dockyard, Chatham, said he

had a Singer sewing machine. On the 1st of April prisoner called at

his house at 8.30 and asked to be paid. Witness paid him los. and the

prisoner gave the coupon receipt produceil.

John Willmott, 12, High Street, Old Brompton, dealer, said that on

the 31st March he saw tlie prisoner and paid him 2s. 6d. for which

prisoner gave the receipt produced.

Dennier said he had not received the sums mentioned by Armsby,

B^ard and Willmott. It was the prisoner's duty to hand them over.

Witness asked the prisoner, when he saw him on the 9th of April,

what he had done with the money, and he said he had spent all except

28s. which he had paid for rent (7s. a week). Prisoner earned on the

average 30s. a week (12s. 6d. salary and 19 per cent, commission).

Prisoner pleaded guilty. lie said he got into arrears with his rent

and went to borrow of a friend but could not see him. As he had

promised to pay the landlady he paid her out of the money he had

collected. He tried to get the money to pay that up, but failed to do

so, and then he started drinking, and so kept on till the money was

all gone.

Mr. Wansbrough said there had been so many similar cases that

the company felt it their duty to take that case up. Prisoner had been

suspended previously because he was drunk. He was taken back, and

the next week he went and spent that money, and that was not all he

had taken.

Prisoner asked the Magistrate to take a lenient view of the case for

the sake of his wife and young family.

The Magistrate, looking al the circumstances of the case, thought he

would be right in inflicting a fine of ^os., or in default 21 days' hard

labour.

New Company Registered.

Hurc itiNs' Sewinc Machink & Domkstic Machineky Supply
CoNtE'ANY, LiMiTKU.—This company was registered on the 2^rd of

A|iril by T. II. Stephens, solicitor, Cardiff. The objects of the

company arc to import and deal in sewing'and other domestic machines,
musical instrumtnts, &c., for which purpose they will acquire premises

situated at 19, Duke .Street, CardilT, and will have the sole agency in

CardilTof the Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing' Company, Capital

/^lo,ooo in ^ro shares. The first subscribers are D. K. Roberts, H.
I'razer, E. Roberts, and J. Ileald, all residents o( Cardiff; G, F.

Avery, Penarlh
; John Jones, Cardiff; H. II. Ilutchins, Cardiff. The

four first subscribers and J. T. David and G. Knell are to be the first

directors.

The So-all Machine.

^UR readers will observe on another page an illustra-

tion of a new machine, called the " So-all.'" This
machine possesses several novel features, which have been
patented, and for its manufacture special machinery has
been constructed. It is of British invention and British

manufacture, and the proprietors of the patent rights

have opened handsome showrooms at 3, Oxford Street,

—one of the finest positions in London. Here they
display unusual enterprise, keeping a large staff of
instructors to attend to the visitors, which are always
numerous. A very large number of persons seem to be
interested in the advent of a hand lock-stitch the retail

price of which is only 30s., and for an e.xtra 25s. not only
a stand, but a cover, can be obtained. The So-all appeals

specially to that class of people which desires to purchase

a machine for cash at a low figure. We have tried it on
several occasions, and can vouch for it being ingenious in

construction, well made and finished, and an uncommonly
cheap line for dealers to handle.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO BUYERS.
LLOYD d CO.'S List of New Designs in Baby Carriages and Mail Carts

is now publisiied and it contains a splendid variety.

The Best House in the trade for Fittings, Wheels, Tyres, Hoods,
Canopies, Rugs, &c.

BORO', LONDON, S.E.

P.S.-TRADE CARD FOR LIST & TERMS.
mazE

I*eraMa.lbu.la.tors

WHOLESALE AND
ESPOKT OFFICES : 59,

of e-very IDescriptioxi <Sc Style.
' MAIL CARTS, TOY PERAMBULATORS,

gnvrtlibr ®J7rttt*$, ^^rhtrtl QLavvxa$e$i

All made of the very best materials
and workmanship, and are not
equalled by any other makers in

the market.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND TERMS FREE ON APPLICATIOH.

_ Factory, DUFFERIN ST., E.G.

HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.G.
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HARROP'S
BASSIiTTES L

MADE SPECIALLY FOR THE "HIRE TRADE.
1)

WRITE FOR NEW LIST

Chief Office and Wholesale VVarehouse
(LARGE SMOlflZ^ROOlVIS),

55, TIB STREET, MANCHESTER.
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HERMANN LOOG,
34 & 35, Newgate Street, LONDON.

As SoLIs WllOLhSALK ActCNT for

SEIDEL & NAUMANN'S wen known

SINGER MACHINES; nitci free of charge with their rfew

DARNER 8c EMBROIDERER, I am anxious to arrange for

OULt OUr r LY in an)- town or district.

HOTE,—The latest novelty to make our treadle stands as complete and perfect as our Machines is our

PATENT FOOT REST.
Smple, useful, comfortable, ornamental No Sewing Machine complete without it. No other house can supply

it. Write for Illustrated Lists.

Also Sole Licensees for

3J in. xiei ic. X 13 in.

WILL PLAT ANY TCNF.

THE VICTORIA is the only Automatic Musical Instrument which

does not disclose by its appearance the stereotype hand organ.

A Fancy Cabinet tastefully executed in black and gold ; it is a

beautifitl piece of furniture, fit to go anywhere.

Its music, soft and pleasant, is equalled by none, and can by means

of a swell be made loud enough to fill the largest

Mission Hall, Drawing Room, or Ball Room.

Its Price is lower than any 48 reed instrument in the market.

Eetail £5 5s. Trade discount on application.

BASSINETTE PERAMBULATORS
OF EVERY DESCRI TION AND STYLE IN

Over

Thirty

Years repu-

tation for high-

class finish and

style, durability and

reliableness.

The demand for our goods still inotaases. During the year 1889 we turned out a much larger

numbar o£ Parambulafcora than ever before

Our New Illustrated Catalogue for Present Season sent on receipt of Business Card'.or Memo-
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LONG WANTED. ARRIVED AT LAST.

THE

((

SAFETY AUTOMATIC" PRAM. BRAKE.
Authorities agree that the requirements of a

Perambulator Brake are

I. It must be automatic, so that as soon as the hands are taken

off the handle the carriage stops.

The "Safety Automatic " ensures this.

2 It must be cheap, so that the dealer can present it to his

best customers, and sell it for a few pence to others.

The price of the "Safety Automatic " is One Shilling.

3. It must be easily fixed.

The "Safety Automatic" can be fixed to any carriage in two

minutes without special tools, and by any person.

4. It must be durable, positive in action, and not unsightly.

The "Safety Automatic "
fills the bill.

SIMPLE, EFFECTIVE, CHEAP, DURABLE.
Every year a number of infants are killed through runaway

Carriages. Every time you recommend your customers to buy a

"Safety Automatic" brake you may be saving a life.

We boldly state that no patent this century has been granted

for an invention more necessary, more simple, and more valuable.

beWU^lmmmlB price ia^« per dl^^en,

SAMPLE, CARRIAGE PAID, Is. 3d.

DEALERS BE ADVISED. SEND FOR SAMPLE.
Or*der*s escecuted in x*<>tsit±or\, so do not dela,y.

Dealers who have not already had a sample should send for one
at once.

The "SAFETY AUTOMATIC"
Perambulator Brake Depot^

179, ALDERSGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.
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These Beautiful

Designs of

Goldendine are

a Most

astounding

.

Success.

Never Before

were Carriages

received with

such Delight by

the Public,

All other classes of

Carriages (however

good they may be)

sink into complete

insignificance when

placed by the side of

the Patent Golden-

dine.

Come and see them

for yourselves. It

will pay you to do

so ; or write for

illustrated list to the

Patentee and Sole

Manufacturer,

LEON L'HOLLIER,
BATH PASSAGE, BIRMINGHAM.
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W(j GENUINE AMERICAN
\lamb knitting machine.

The most reliable and most eaay running Stooking and
G love Knitter in the Market.

SWISS KNITTER.
EUROPEAN KNITTER.
CHEMNITZ KNITTER.

For all kinds of Garments, with special

automatic attachments.

BIERNATZKI & CO.,
44, MANSFIELD ROAD, NOTTINGHAM.

Principles and Practice of the Law

of Hire and Conditional Sale.

By H. E. Tudor, Esq., Solicitor,

Author q/
^^ A Defence of the Hire System.'^

(Continued from our April Number.)

CHAPTER XXXV.

When does a Hire Agree.me.nt fall under the Bills

OF S.ALE Acts ?

In furtlier consideration of tlie case of the North
Central Wagon Company <'. M.S. & L. Railway Company
(13 App. Cases, p. 554 ; 35 Ch. Div., p. 191; 32 Ch. Div.,

p. 477) let us descend from the consideration of the

august judgments of their lordships to thee.xamination of

the judgments given by the Lords Justices in the Court
of Appeal. That consideration will be the more interest-

ing and weighty when we bear in mind that their elder

brothers in the House of Lords were of opinion that their

younger brothers in the Court of Appeal had come to

correct conclusions in this most important case.

Lord Justice Cotton, in giving judgment, said^ " Of
course the hiring and letting agreement cannot in itself

be a bill of sale, but it may be looked at to see what the

nature of the transaction was as regards the second part

of the transaction {i.e., referring to ^th section of the

Bills of Sale Act, 1SS2, see ch. 26 for this section in full,

as to whether it amounted to a security for the payment
of money given by the grantor). It cannot be a bill of

sale within the meaning of the 9th section, because it was
not to secure the payment of money by the grantor thereof,

which was the plaintiff company. But it was argued
that the other two documents constitute a bill of sale."

It will be remembered that there were three documents,

(i) invoice debiting the North Central Wagon Com-
pany with 100 wagons at ;^" 1,000, but crediting them
with the cheque for^257, payable to the Sheffield com-
pany, who were the original owners of the wagons, (2)

receipt for;^743, (3) hire agreement, the invoice and hire

agreement bearing same date. It is also to be carefully

noted that the North Central Wagon Company were

the absolute owners of the wagons at the time they let

the wagons out on the hire system to the Blacker

Company, so that the hire agreement could not possibly

be a bill of sale given by way of security by the gr.\ntor
i.e., North Central Wagon Company.
We have previously pointed out that if a title can be

proved to be good independently of any documents, such

documents will not be considered bills of sale, although
if there were no such independent title such documents
would be " hit " by the Bills of Sale Acts. His Lord-

ship says, quoting with approval Woodgate v. Godfrey

( 5 E.K. D., p. 24) " which shows that were there is a

perfect (i.e., independent, complete) transaction without

the documents, those documents cannot be considered as

bills of sale within the meaning of the Acts ;
and that is

pretty evident, because if there is a title independently
of the bill of sale, when all that the Act does is to declare

that the bill of sale is void, that cannot vitiate or put an
end to a title perfected before the bill of sale came into

* AU Rights Rtstrved,

existence at all.'' .... His Lordship goes on to say,

" Where, on the evidence, as in this case, there is a com-
plete contract independently of, and .previous to, the

documents, and the documents cannot be looked upon as

a memorandum of the agreement, in the sense that they

are a record of the transaction, they cannot be within the

fair construction of those words, "other assurances," bills

of sale, so as to require registration or to require to be in

the form required by the Act of 1882."

Lord Justice Bowen puts the facts in a nutshell, He
states, "The wagons had belonged to the Blacker Com-
pany or to the Sheffield Wagon Company, or to both ; and

on or about the i8th February they became, unless the

transaction is to be considered as null and void, the pro-

perty of the North Central Wagon Company." It is

plain from the above that the North Central Wagon
Company were at|the time of their letting out the wagons

to the Blacker Company in the same position as any

ordinary hire dealer about to let out a piano to a

customer, as we have stated in a previous chapter. He
then goes on to point out that the defendants must show

that the plaintifTs' title depended on a dociunent, and that

the document was one which was avoided by the Act.

He then states how Bills of Sale Acts do not cover verbal

agreements, and that transactions void as bills of sale

may yet be perfectly good and legal as verbal agreements.

In the present case the learned Lord Justice did not think

there was a bill of sale at all. He stated that none of the

documents even amounted to " licences to take possession

of goods " within the meaning of the Bills of Sale Act,

1S78. He was of opinion that the difficulty which arose

in interpreting the Bills of Sale Acts might be explained

on the ground " that the legislature for its own wise pur-

poses had not ventured to strike at traxs.\ctions, but

only at documents, so that if a person could make his

transaction complete and effective in law or equity with-

out the document, the Act could do nothing to affect his

rights, and did not purport to do anything to affect his

rights. That is a result which it may be said enables

people to drive a coach and four through the Act of Parlia-

ment, but it is a result which follows from the very way
in which the Act is drawn, and perhaps necessarily drawn."

It will be noticed that his Lordship's remarks bear out

exactly what we said when commenting on the case of

Redhead v. Westwood (see our remarks towards the end

ofch. 311. By all means let the legislature extend the

Bills of Sale Acts to " transactions," i.e., verbal agree-

ments, and not confine them to " documents." The hire

system would then be purged of its dross, and would start

on a new career without being liable to be stigmatised as

the scapegoat for all the offences of which its opponents

allege it to be guilty. By this we mean that all " loans,"

whether made up of verbal or written agreements, should

be registered as bills of sale. This of course would not

in the least way affect ordinary hire agreements, for such

are not loans, but sales on conditions. His Lordship

commented on the importance of this case, and thought

it a favourable opportunity of reviewing the leading cases

bearing on the subject of receipts since the passing.of the

Bills of Sale Act, 1 854. He says the earliest one is Philips

!'. Gibbons, 5 W. R., 527, in which there was a document

which recited a sale of certain chattels by one person to

another. It purported to let on hire other chattels

h\ the same deed \.o the seller at a certain rent with the

usual seizure clause. In that case the Court held registra-

tion necessary because there was no evidence of any sale

at all, except by the instrument in question, and that

instrument the Court held to be a mere coloured bill of

sale. It was therefore an " assurance," and fell under the

Act for want of registration.

(To he continued.)

ADEFENCE of the HIRE SYSTEM, based
on Legal andCommercial Considerations,"

by 11. K. Tudor, Solicitor. Onf. Shilling. The author

fully discusses and criticises— i Registration. 2 Plate or

Stamp on hired goods. 3 Should hired goods become the

absolute property of the hirer on payment of half the

money. 4 Should the hire systeui bt declared illegal.

"Sewing Machine (].azf.tte " Office, 2S, Paternoster

Row, London, E.C.
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The Development of the Sewing-
Machine.

Bv E. Ward.

{Coiiliiitied from our April Numhcr.)
4i. W. ANDERSON and A. W. Murphy applied for

[ycgt a patent on the 14th of November, 1853, for ini-

pro\'enicnls relating to the class of goods known as

Ayrshire sewn work, used as collars, &c. A sewing
machine is describeil, hut the invention consists in using
a black or coloured muslin as a ground fabric in lieu of
white, whilst the sewing or embroidery produced upon its

suriace is white or coloured, or a combination of colours.

A patent was granted to Elmer Townscnd, on the 24th
of November, 1853, for certain improvements which had
been communicated to him from William Butterfiekl.

These improvements appear to have been confined to the
formation of a one-thread chain stitch by the aid of a

hooked needle, which after having passed through the
cloth or material to be sewed, had its thread laid in its

hook, so that on ascending again it drew up the thread
with it, in a double or looped state, through the cloth
and through the previously formed loop. This is a very
simple machine, rather too simple to be durable and
produce good and lasting seams.

Mr. Lewis Jennings obtained a patent on -the 30th of
November, 1853, in the specification of which he describes
a novel kind of stitch produced by a vertical needle,
having its eye near the point, and a hook or finger working
in a horizontal direction beneath the fabric. This
machine produces two peculiar forms of one-thread
stitches, but is also capable if found desirable of pro-
ducing the ordinary chain or tambour stitch. The
patentee states that his improvements are of a sufficiently

independent character to ensure the stability of the
seams so formed, even though the thread be severed in

several places. If this be really the case, which, however,
with all due deference to Mr. Jennings,' we are inclined

to doubt, a very important improvement on the single

thread stitch has yet to be made that will make a seam
of stability, or one that is unrippable, which would be
the hcaii ideal oi a practical sewing machine. Machines
which are chiefly worked by young girls should have
as few parts as possible liable to derangement, and should
be so constructed as to require the least possible delay in

preparing for work, consequently the fewer threads there
are and the fewer needles or instruments to be threaded
the better. Although such a machine has not yet been
put on the market, we feel confident the day is not far

distant when such a machine will be produced. We will

do our best to give a detailed account of Mr. Jennings'
machine.

In producing the stitch by Mr. Jennings' machine the
needle first descends through the cloth, carrying the thread
with it, which thread is next to be extended into a loop.

This is effected by the advance of a finger, which by
taking up the thread on its point prevents it from being
drawn back on the ascent of the needle. The loop is

formed on the finger, and the needle depressed to form a
second loop

; the needle then rises slightly to slacken the

thread and expand or open the loop sufficiently to admit
the point of the linger, which now advances to the posi-

tion, thrusting the first formed loop tlirough the second
loop, which is being made by tlie ascent of the needle.

When the needle has risen clear of the work it will have
left a loop round the shoulder of the finger, at which
moment tlie fabric advances, the thread having been
slackened off to facilitate this operation. The needle
then descends again to make another stitch, and the
finger being still advanced, and held under the needle by
suitable means, the needle will now pass through the
loop on the shoulder of the finger, and as it continues to

descend the finger will be drawn back. The loop thus
caught by the needle will be drawn off the point of the
finger, and the loop formed on the shoulder of the finger

will be drawn forwards on to the point. The continued
descent of the needle will carry the thread through the
loop round the needle point, and when the thread is

slackened by the partial rising of the needle the finger in

its advance will carry the loop on its point through the loop
formed by the slackened needle thread, and by a

repetition of these movements a row of stitches will be
produced at a very considerable expenditure of thread.

The same objection, though to a less extent, applies to the
other form of stitch. To produce this stitch it is requisite

to change the cam previously used for working the finger

for another capable of giving the motions required to suit

the stitch.

(To be continued.)

The Charge of Fraud against Sewing
Machine Agents.

^ISN our March issue we reported the proceedings at

^^ the East Grinstead Petty Sessions, in which Bedo
Varty and Henry Mills were indicted with fraudulently

converting to their own use an organ-piano, the property

of Messsrs. Metzler and Co. The prisoners were then
committed for trial.

At the last East Sussex Assizes the prisoners were
brought up for trial. Mr. Ansell prosecuted, and Mr.
Gill defended. Prisoners carried on business in East
Grinstead, selling sewing machines and musical instru-

ments. They had dealings with Alessrs. Metzler and Co.,

the well-known firm of piano manufacturers, and in the

autumn of last year they wrote to the firm and asked

them to lend them an organo-piano and two American
organs, as they were going to hold an exhibition in East
Grinstead, and several other firms had promised instru-

ments. After an interview, Mr. Coward, on behalf the

firm, agreed to lend the three instruments for a week
prisoners promising to pay the cost of transit. A month
elapsed, and as the instruments had not been returned

letters were written to prisoners, but no replies were
received. On December 2nd the two American organs

were returned, and further correspondence ensued as

to the organo-piano. In January it tianspired that

prisoners on November 12th exchanged the instrument

for ^"17 103. in cash, a horse " without warranty and all

NOVELTY HOUSEHOLD & SUPERIOR WRINGERS.
Try the Bailey Wringers, and you will buy no

others.

ABSOLUTELY TRUSTWORTHY.

Do not think we make only one pattern. We
make all the best patterns and sizes, and sell a

reliable article at a reasonable price.

If you want a Machine to sell on Easv Terms
take our advice and buy the HOUSEHOLD
WRINGER. It costs a little more than a

common article, but you can get full price for

it, and it will do you good.

BAILEY WRINGING MACHINE COMPANY, 26, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.
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faults," and a piano by Collard. Tlie exchange was made
with Mr. T. W. Pott, the landlord of the Railway Hotel,

East Grinstead. The value of the organo-piano was ^"46.

The horse was used by prisoners in their business. The
prosecuting counsel stated that several e.Kecutions had
been levied on prisoners' goods, and, therefore, it was
important for them to get cash. The representative of

Messrs. Metzler stated that had the instrument been sold

during the exhibition the firm might have given their

approval. Mr. Pott, after detailing his deal with Mills

and Varty, said he had always known them as respectable

and honest tradesmen.

Mr. Gill, in addressing the jury for the defence, sug-

gested that a misunderstanding occurred at the interview

of prisoners with Mr. Coward, the firm's representative,

and that they were under the impression that they took

the instruments upon " sale or return." There could be

no possible object in prisoners taking the instruments all

the way to East Grinstead, paying the cost of the passage,

if they had not the power to sell if a purchaser turned

up as the result of the exhibition. He submitted that

prisoners acted as they did in the honest belief that the

transaction would receive the approval of Messrs.

Metzler.

The jury returned a verdict of guilty, but recommended
prisoners to mercy.

Mr. Willis thoroughly approved of the verdict, and
sentenced each prisoner to six months' hard labour.

Fire at Bradbury's Works.

jBOUT half-past nine on Thursday night, the 3rd of

April, a young man informed the Oldham fire

brigade of a fire having broken out in the drying stove

at Messrs. Bradbury's sewing machine and bassinette

works, at Oldham. The brigade at once left with a

steamer and a tender, followed by a tender from Town-
field. On their arrival at Wellington Street it was
found that a portion of the brigade belonging to the
works had got a branch at work from the donkey engine,
and were " playing " on a lot of sawdust and rubbish
which had been placed in the firehole, immediately under
the drying stove, which had become ignited through
overheating. With the single branch the fire was extin-

guished, and the services of the Corporation Fire Brigade
were not required. The damage, which is fully covered
by insurance, is only slight, but the risk was very great,

as the fire was immediately underneath the place where a

large quantity of timber was placed for drying.

Further Reduction in Mangle
Prices.

^3I>v7EALERS were

'Jp 22 nd of last r

treated to a new surprise on the

month, viz., the receipt of a letter

from the makers anuouncing a further reduction of about
10 per cent., " owing to the continued fall in the price of

pig iron,"

This makes the second reduction this year, and prices

are now almost at " low water " mark.
A large number of dealers had given up the sale of

mangles, owing to the several advances last year They
will now probably see their way to resume the trade. We
sincerely hope they will, as the makers are showing every
disposition to give them the full advantage of a reduction

in the cost of raw material. We are told by some makers
that under the new terms dealers are allowed a greater

reduction than the condition of the iron market justifies,

and that maker's profits will suffer thereby. An increased

trade, no doubt, will result from these concessions, and,

if so, the makers will have no cause to complain.

THE KE^yiT MO. A.
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THEVertical Feed SewingMachine Co*
24^ Aldersgate Street, London, B.C.
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Fordham's Novelties.

A visit \vc ruceiilly made to tliu uxtcnsive showrooms
of Messrs. W. B. I'orcliiam &. Sons, Limited, 36 to 40,
Yiirk Road, King's Cross, London, N., has proved to us
that this !inn sii|)i)ly a large number of articles which
it would be well worth the while of our readers to
examine.
These goods comprise an assortment of labour-saving

appliances almost without limit. We specially noticed a
fine line of kitchen appliances, comprising potato mashers
and slr.-iincrs, meat choppers, egg beaters, and api)le and

potato parers. A new extending clothes prop next met
our view, which is ver)' cheap, and can be used as a

clothes horse as well as a clothes prop.

A few months back we referred to the Patent Unbreak-
able Steel Pulp Ware sold by this firm. It is having an
immense sale, and largely taking the place of earthen-
ware. It is not brittle nor liable to chip, but light,

elastic, and undoubtedly durable. This material is made
into tubs and basins of all shapes, -waiters, crumb and

breatl trays, flower vases, &c. The designs and colouring

as well as shapes are unquestionably handsome.
One of Messrs. Fordham's latest novelties is the St.

Pancras Children's h'olding Dog-cart, which we illustrate.

It can be folded up as shown, so that six carts only take

the space of one. The importance of this is obvious, not

only in saving carriage, but space at home.
()n examining .Messrs W. B. Fordham & Son's lists,

our readers will find many other domestic appliances and
labour saving articles which sell well and yield a good
profil.

Hall's Bazar Forms.

There is now being iniroduced into this country by
Mr. J. W. Appleton (who was formerly with the Wheeler
& Wilson Manufacturing Company in America) an
e.Kceedingly ingenious and useful invention which is

worthy of the attention of our readers. We allude to

Hall's portable and adjustable dress and skirt forms.

The object of the invention is clearly shown in the

accompanying woodcut.

LLOYD & HILL,

Patentees &

llanufacturers,

Perambulators,

HOME.

ovalid Furniture.

Combination

il Carts.

EXPORT.

Second Award, Melhoitrne Exhibition, 1888.

LOWER MUST STREET,
LONDON REPRESENT.\TIVE—

Mir. )N. L KNIGHT, 8a,CITY ROAD. BIRMINGHAM
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It consists of a wood post witli a folding foot and an

elaborate arrangement of wires, enabling the form to be

adjusted to suit the shortest as well as the tallest person,

and as regards waist measurements, expansion is provided

for up to 36 in. and 60 in. hip measurement. Any
alteration is effected easily and rapidly, and when the

form is not in use it can be folded up like an umbrella,

and placed in a neat portable case.

There are three kinds of forms. One a full figure, one

a skirt with iron post to which a bust can be added at

any time, and the third a skirt form with wood pin.

1

Correspondence.

We need not dwell upon the usefulness of a good dress

form. Every lady knows the annoyance of standing

while her dress is being draped and trimmed. By
expending a few shillings on this invention, she need

experience such annoyance and fatigue no longer. She
can adjust the form to her exact size, and tell at a glance

how a dress would suit her.

The sewing machine trade of America has taken up

the sale of this invention with great success, and we can

strongly recommend English dealers to inquire further

into its merits. The offices of HaH',- Bazar Form
Company are at 139, Regent Street, London, W.. where

full particulars and samples can be obtained.

*^ Tins column is at the service ofall classes ofreaders for
the discussion of trade matters. IVe need not say that the

inscrton of a letter from a correspondent docs not necessarily

imply that ive endorse the views expressed. The responsibility

rests entirely with the person signing the letter. As an
independent Journal -ice offer facilities to all parties to

ventilate their grievances or express their vie^os on the condi-

tion that the right of reply be allowed anyone who feels

himself aggrieved or considers an explanation necessary.

THE GLASGOW SYSTE.\L
To the Editor of the Sewing Machine Gazette.

EAR Mr. Editor,—What has become of your corre-
spondent, "A Labourer," of March" ist. He

promised to give us a letter entiiled " Curios on Canvas-
sing," but perhaps he has not '' dug" deep enough to find
it yet, and is still at "The Diggins." We are anxiously
waiting his carrying out of that undertaking. We do not
doubt his ability as a correspondent, but we cannot give
him much credit for his knowledge of the Glasgow system.
We admit his able letter, which we call flattery, or, as a
O.C. with a bad brief holding forth to the jury when he
thinks the judge is having a nap. What does your corre-
spondent's letter prove '; He goes on to say its principles
are right, just,_ and nothing will stop it, and that it ought
to succeed. That is his opinion, but why accept his
opinion without proof? If he knows so much about its

good qualities, are we not entitled to an explanation ?

Then he says we have been able to see very many who
have greatly benefited by it—viz., made men who appeared
worse than fools, and " how these enjoy it !"—that is my
personal experience. I have known one or two that have
been tried as canvassers, and as a collector and manager,
also everything else, and were complete fools through
their stupid ways and unsatisfactory ratio ; and yet remain
as unprofitable humbugs as ever. Still they can be con-
stituted superintendents, under the Glasgow System, with
about 505. per week and a commission on sales. Well
may your correspondent say, -'How these enjoy it 1

"
It

still bears out my previous letter, in which I railed the

Mi&m^wi iip0ii ii©o;0Mr#

The Cross of the Legion ofHonour has Just been conferred on our President

FOLLOWING THE

NliMIST MARD TO SlWlii ili€limiS

GAINED BY US
AT THE

PARIS EXHIBITION

;

"THE GRAND PRIZE.
»»

SFE;€I&i. TEItMS TO AGENTS.
An. AgGXit lATa^ntecl in Every To^vi^n,

ENQUIRIES INVITE D.

The best Sewing Machines for Family Use, Dressmaking, Tailoring, Bootmaking, &c., &c.,
and Special Machines for vai-ious manufacturing purposes.

WHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO.,
21, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.
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system " f.-ivourilisni." Al UiaL time f ik-all with llic

agrcenicnt itscH and its cITucls, wliicli your corrcspoiuicnl

styles " knnckinf; soiiiebuily down/' but I should prc.sunic

by that expression it knocks too hard for him to clialienj^e

it. Now, by summing it uj) short, we can credit this

system with having brought about increased stafT, increased

sales, increased collections, increased expenses, and the

least said with reference to " ratio " the better. I could

quote figures to support my argument, but I cannot quite

see the ath'isability of doing so, as it would not be quite

the thing to open everybody's eyes. I have heard of

peojile working for the glory of the thing, but I always
thought the Singer Manufacturing Comjiany went in for

something more substantial. Dealing with collections,

there is not the slightest doubt they are deteriorating in

value per account ; by the end of the present year it will

surprise me very much if the average per account is not

gone down 40 per cent.
" One Who Belikves in the Unity ok Equality."

Scottish Notes.

The sewing machine dealer, pure and simple, is

gradually retiring from the scene ; now he is something
more. Cycles are gradually occupying the chief position

with many, while perambulators, wringers, &c., are

marked features. A few years since Glasgow, Edinburgh,
Dundee, Aberdeen, had sewing machine agents, simply.

In all these instances the cycle is now first, the sewing
machine second.

*

Is the sewing machine trade on the wane, or are the

severpl agents more and more allowing the trade to drift

into the hands of thegreat Singer, contenting themselves

with the odd trick, and seeking to make a living out of

something else ? Never before were there so many good
sewing machines in the market; these can certainly stand

comparison with, and should contest inch by inch the

ground with, the giant.
:

.
*

The strike at the Howe Machine Company's factory

is now al an eml, but here sewing machine workers are
not in demand. Shade of Elias Howe ! this great factory
is being de\-oted, more and more, to cycles, which are
in great demand, and which we suppose yield larger
profits than sewing machine-.

The North ijritish Machine Company, of 19, Carlton
Place, and Crossbill, have also begun the manufacture of
cycles at their new works. A long experience of the
trade and its demands should enable them to turn
out the right article at a proper price. Mr. Robertson
informs me that his firm paid nearly _^3,ooo last year for
safeties alone.

From many quarters I hear better accounts of the
sewing machine trade

;
the labouring classes are, as a

rule, in full employment at good wages, so that sales have
been more easily effected

;
mining districts particularly

report good prospects.
''

.. *

The Howe Machine Company have one of the most
imposing show rooms for their retail business to be found
anywhere. Centrally situated in Trongate, it comprises
four floors, most lavishly ornamented externally, while the
interior of the show room is said to have cost Xj>°°o ^ot
decorations alone. No wonder Mr. Gibbon, the attentive
and conscientious manager, is a bit proud of his glittering
palace, where are always most tastefully displa3-ed the
cycles and sewing machines of the company's manufac-
ture.

:.
_ #

The sewing machine trade in Edinburgh does not show
the same bold front as in other' leading cities. The
Singer Company are quite modest in the appearance they
make in Hanover Street, while over the way are the
premises of Mr. Christian Back, long Singer Company's
Edinburgh manager,nowfor some yearson his own account,
a man of probity and worth, who deserves success.
Cockbura Street used to have several machine depots

;now all have gone except the Howe. Prince's Street, the
leading thoroughfare, is without a sewing machine shop.

HARRIS' PERAMBULATORS.
W. J. HARRIS & CO., LIMITED,

TELEGEAPH ADDRESS,
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Oices and Works, HAYMERLE ROAD, PECKHAH, LONDON, S.E.
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It is pretty well ku>ji,.i that the one man of energy

and sagacity in the sewing machine trade in the north of

Scotland is Mr. William Bain, of Bridge Street, Aberdeen.
Clear-headed, active, and withal of most kindly nature,

he well deserves the success that has flown to him of late

years. He represents all the leading sewing machine
houses—Bradbury, White, Wheeler & Wilson, Howe,
&c., besides importing direct American and German
goods. His trade is, perhaps, the largest in Scotland

outside Glasgow houses. Mr. Bain's cycle business is

also on a big scale, employing quite a number of builders

and repaiiers. The local Inline// the other week had his

portrait as their leading article, under the title " Safely,

Bridge Street."

In Greenock Mr. Wm. Shepherd, an active sewing
machine agent, has come to the front, having removed his

quarters from Nicholson Street to the more centrally

situated West Blackball Street, the leading thoroughfare.

A patient, plodding worker, thoroughly reliable, he is

bound to make greater headway than ever.

Glasgow has now become a great centre for the manu-
facture of perambulators. We have got quite a crowd of

makers, amongst the most prominent being the Glasgow
Perambulator Company. This firm can hold their own
with the majority of their English rivals, and are steadily

coming to the front in the way of finish. Their manu-
facture has long been famous for durability. The old-

established firm of McEwen, of Stirling, are still held in

honour as being reliable in their manufacture, and

gentlemanly in the conduct of business. Scot.

The Hire Traders' Protection
Association.

The following letter, from Mr. H. A. Rcinhold, sewing machine

de.iler and cycle maker, Woolwich, reaches us :

—

Dear Sir,— I have much pleasure in giving my approval to the

proposed Hire Traders' Protection Association, which in my opinion,

founded upon nearly twenty years' experience, will be a boon to every

one connected wilh the trade, even if it costs double the amount
named. I should imagine that every one in the trade will be heartily

in favour of the scheme, especially if the proposed association would

add to the prospectus of information to its members, a list which
might briefly be called a black list, i.e., the names and addresses of a

certain class of customers who invariably use machines all the year

round ; in fact, make their living with them, yet by their well shaped
ami various scheming pay very little for the machine until nearly worn

out, when the dealer or maker may take it back and another shop is

tried, with a similar result. This class of customers is frec^uently a so-

called widow with two or three young children, but who ne/er had a
lawful husband. Another, married class, consis's of a good-for-nothing,

lazy sort of husband, with a wife who has a little private income, or

else expects almost a fortune, and the excuse for non-payment in cases

of this description, is, that the lawyer is keeping them out of their

money, and in this way they go on until the landlord seizes the machine,
or it is swept away by a bill of sale. I know families who h.\ve practised

this system of swindling for many years, and their children have adopted
the same method. This is only a slight sketch of the inodiii

operandi, practised with impunity, and I have no doubt that most
members in the trade have suffered more or less from this source of

trouble, which might be by combination if not quite stopped, at least

very much lessened.

.\llow me to congratulate you upon this most useful step taken in

the right direction, which I feel sure will be heartily accepted by
every one in the trade, and which has every appearance of success.

Vours faithfully,

H. A. Reinhold.

Jottings.
Mr. W. Williams, for many years traveller for Messrs.

Jones, then with the Wheeler & Wilson Company, and
for the past twelve months dealing in sewing machines
at Hulme, Manchester, went to New York a few weeks
since. He has already entered the service of one of the

principal sewing machine companies, and intends to per-

manently reside in the States.

At the Edinburgh E.xhibition, which opens to-day,

visitors will find a choice collection of sewing machines.

Messrs. Bradbury & Co., Limited, are sending a child's

cot splendidly draped, and other exhibits showing the

quality of their sewing. The Wheeler and Wilson Com-
pany's exhibits will be similar in character to those shown
at the Glasgow E.xhibition. They have arranged with
manufacturers of various articles of clothing to produce
the same in the E.xhibition on the Wheeler and Wilson
machines. This plan worked so well at Glasgow that

they felt compelled to repeat it. A full range of the

Wheeler and Wilson machines are on show, but of this

more anon.

Mr. Daniel MacRae, well known as the Wheeler &
Wilson Company's expert at Belfast, has just passed

through London on his way to the Continent. During
his travels he will call upon the Wheeler & Wilson
Company's agencies, and give instructions in their various

machines.

UMBRELLA HOLDER FOR PERAMBULATORS.
3s. PER DOZEN CARRIAGE PAID. SEND FOR SAMPLE DOZEN,

,©^T1S, 179, ALDEHSGATE ST, LONDON, E.G.
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Shf.—Now don't scold any more.

It's all your own fault. I assure you,

yvn will have to stand until you pro-

vide me with Hall's Bnznr Form.

Hk.—All right, I -shan't go through

'his again, you cm send fur one al

once*
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Skirt Form (Iron Post^ ti
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Iholesale Prices and Descriptive Circular upon Application

^HE.— I declare ihis Hall's r-a-'at

Form i> perfectly splendid. It save
my huslKind no end of annoyance >tand-

ing for me to'drape mydre^^cs over him,

and then with /tim 1 could never Ret
the right effect. This is simply charm

-

tnir. a& nothing c&n cq\i.tl a H(lll*8
Bazfir Form.

HALL'S BAZAR FORM CO., 139> Regent St., London, W.,
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Mr. John N'icluil,i>, who has hccii with the Whuclcr

ami Wilson Company for a number of years, will continue

to represent that worthy company at Swansea, in direct

communication with their head London office.

\Vc are pleased to observe among the leading com-

panies a tendency to keep up prices. I'^amily sewing

machines oufjht never to have been retailed so low as five

(guineas. The Singer Company, who brought down the

I)rices, are now pushing their £'(> los. \'. S. machine.

We hope that dealers will follow the advance, as they

were compelled to follow the reduction in prices inaugu-

rated by their niamiiioth opponents.

•

Mr. \V. llorton I'utchins, for seventeen years the

manager of the ^Vheeler and Wilson Company's South

Wales branch, has organised and floated a limited liability

company, with himself as managing director, for the

purpose of engaging in the sale of sewing machines,

cycles, perambulators, musical instruments, &c. Mr.

Hutchins has been fortunate in arranging with his old

employers for the sole agency for the Wheeler and XVilson

machines. Kis address is as formerly— iQ, Duke Street,

Cardiff.
*

* *

Messrs. Ralphs & Preston, Limited, have taken over the

sole agency for the Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing

Company at Leeds, and will continue to transact the

Avholesale and retail business as formerly carried on at

the Wheeler & Wilson branch office in the Briggate.

»

In the changes in the management of the Wheeler &
Wilson Company's business in South Wales, chronicled

above, the old and tried managers have been given the

best of opportunities to go ahead and build up a good

business of their own. This does the Company great

credit, and we hope to hear that the confidence of all

parties is well placed.

» *

Mr. W. Thompson, who for some time has been book-

keeper at the Wheeler & Wilson Company's Glasgow
office, has been appointed to fill a similar position at his

company's Manchester office.

*

The Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing Company had

on board the ill-fated Ctfj ofParis some 2^2,000 of sewing

machines. Although much of the cargo Avas damaged,
these goods Avere found to be unharmed, Avhich greatly

pleased their owneas, as their stocks were very low, and

their business is, and has been for some time past,

extremely brisk.
#

Mr. W. J. Sharp, formerly branch manager for Brad-

bury & Co., Limited, at Northampton has been engaged
by the Wheeler & Wilson Company as traveller for the

manufacturing trade in the Manchester district.

#
* *

Mr. E. H. Walbrook, formerly manager of the Wheeler
& Wilson Company's Leeds office, has been given a

position in his company's chiefLondon office.

«

That veteran seAving and knitting machine dealer and
inventor, Mr. John Foster, of Friargate, Preston, is to be
congratulated upon being appointed sole agent for the
Wheeler & Wilson Company's machines in the Preston
district.

The Intercolonial Publishing Co., Limited, have iust

issued a most excellent work, entitled Commercial London.
It is a manual of business information for merchants and
manufacturers, and being illustrated by twenty large

bird's-eye maps, it will be of great utility in enabling
strangers to visit any part of London without difficulty.

The extensive amount of information contained therein
is strictly commercial, the nature of which will cause the
work to have a widespread circulation. It is intended to
publish it annually. Not the least important of its pages
are those devoted to Commercial Biniiiiighain, from the
pen of Mr. Chas. Gladman, which are replete with infer
mation which must prove of value to all visiting that
centre of industrj'.

Wc are pleased to hear from a traveller that Mr. S. V.

Shaw, of 17, Commercial Street, Halifax, continues to

flourish. Jlis line of goods includes sewing and washing

machines, musical instruments, and perambulators. He
sold -100 of the latter last year.

Mr, Stone, late partner in Messrs. Robins & Co., of

Claj)ham Junction, has commenced business at 2,

Oueen's Row, Triangle, Bristol, trading as Stone & Co.,

and dealing in domestic machinery, &c.

* *

Mr. Kirwood, sewing machine dealer, Linthorpe Road
Middleton, has for some time transacted postal business,

on his premises. A telegraph department has just been

added.
*|:

'' ''.'

Mr. Welch, sewing machine dealer, Luton, is anxious

to reform our styles of headgear. He has patented a

combination straw and felt hat. The whole of the crown
is of plaited straw, and the remainder of felt.

Messrs. Mustard & Son, of West Hartlepool, have con-

siderably extended their premises, having now a fine

corner position, They keep in stock all kinds of

domestic machines, furniture, musical instruments, and
cycles.

*
Messrs. W, Penlington & Co, are Avell known as large

shippers of sewing machines from Liverpool. We regret

to hear that a receiving order has been made against

them.

Mr. T. Silcox, sewing machine dealer, late of Templar
Street, has removed to Concord Street, Leeds.

* --^

Messrs. E. J. and F. G. Munday left London very
hurriedly last month by the Oroya, bound for Australia.

*
* *

Messrs. Bradbury & Co., Limited, have removed their

branch office to Daveygate, York.

The agency for Seidel & Naumann's machines is now
entrusted exclusively to Mr. Hermann Loog, instead of

the Co-operative Trading Company as formerly.

* ^ *
Mr. George A. Milne is now on a visit to London in

connection with the business of the Williams sewing
machine of Canada.

In the. Financial News, for the 31st March, appeared
a paragraph as follows ;

—

" Wooden nutmegs and sewing machines have been generally
acknowledged to be American specialities ; but the Germans, it

appears, have challenged our Yankee cousins so far as sewing machines
are concerned, and are seriously competing with the American article

in the foreign markets, particularly in those of South America. Wages
in Germany enable the manufacturers to make machines more cheaply
than they can be made in the United States, and though the product
of the latter country is better, it is also considerably dearer ; hence
the success of the Germans."

This has called forth a short correspondence, and given
a certain firm an opportunity to advertise their virtues.

Their letter would, however, have been more effective

had it been more veracious.

Mr. S. Smith, formerly a dealer in sewing machines,
and residing at 46, Oxford Street, Cardiff, Avho went to

Australia in 1889, has retunied home, and is open to

receive an appointment as manager of a branch depot.

He informs us that the machines made by the Singer
Company and by Wertheim command the largest sale in

the Antipodes, and that prices are much higher there

than here.

Good news for creditors of the Patent Automatic
Ivnitting Machine Company, Limited. A first and final

dividend of li in the pound was declared yesterday !

::= ' *
The Wheeler and Wilson Company's agency at New-

port, Mon., will be continued by Mr. M. J. Sevan,
working under the company's head office in London.
Mr. Bevan has been engaged with the Wheeler and
Wilson Company for many 3'ears, and we wish him con-
tinued prosperity.
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Wheeler&WilsonNo.9 (D.A.A.)
Cabinet 'Wox^k in Oa.k a.n.ci 'W^a.lxiut.

The above Machine has met with unparalleled success the past six
months, and we believe it to be the best Treadle Machine in the Market.

We solicit correspondence from all first-class dealers desiring to take up the sale

of this Machine, and to whom Liberal Terms will be given.

WHEELER & WILSON MANDFACTDRING CO,

21, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E,C.
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Tiie reports wc have recently received as to the trade

ill sewiiiR machines ihrougiiout the country is tolerably

satisfactory, Mr. Raper, who now controls the Singer

Company's Lonihjn business, says that it was never so

podd as at present. By ihe way, it is just about one year

since he came from the north and set his Glasgow system

afloat in the Metropolis. His headquarters at Chiswcll

Street arc only just completed, and thc-y arc a mode! of

order and convenience. The repairing depart ment is of

immense capacity. The large staff of mechanics on hand

have at their command every tool and machine of use in

repairing, with power when required. At one end

benches are arranged as in a factory, with specimens of

power transmitters attached to machines ready for imme-

diate trial by manufacturers. On another floor is located

a large I'rench pfilishing shop.

•

In our last issue we gave an extract from a local paper

refejring to an achievement of Mr. C. H. Mitchell, a clerk

in the CardilT office of the Singer Company. Since then

we have received a specimen of what he has accomplished.

He has succeeded in writing 3,030 words upon an ordinary

post card so plainly that they can be easily read -with the

naked eye. Copies can be had for one shilling on

addressing Mr. Mitchell, at 23, Pembroke Road, Cardiff,

and we must say that they are a genuine curiosity. We
understand that the original wdl be exhibited on May
19th at the London Philatelic Exhibition, at the Port-

man Rooms, W.
• . •

The Singer Company's Monmouth branch is now
located at 76 instead of 27, Monmow Street.

TIte foUcwiiig Hit lias been compiled expressly for this Journal iy

Metsrs. G. F. Redfern <t Co., Patent Argents, 4, South Street

Finsbury, li.C.

APPLICATIONS FOa LETTEHS PATENT.
3814. !•;. C. lican, f'jr an improved auli^malic brake for pc-rambu-

lalois or otlier vehicles.

3824. W. Jones, for improvemenU in sewing machines.

3999. I). K. Dawson, for improvements in sewinj; machines.

4040. \V. Mason, for improvements in peramV)ulators, bassinettes,

and olher like children's carriages.

4106. C. Chipps, for improvements in infants' chairs.

4403. !•'. C. Clarke, for improvements in perambulators.

4578. O. Imray, a communication from R. li. Welsh, of United
States, for improved means for guiding and feeding folded or welled
fabrics while they are being stitched by a sewing machine.

4789. k. Smith, for swinging go-carls.

4867. |. W. Watts, for improvements in and relating to latch
needle knitting machines.

5137. D. A. Carpenter, for improvements in machines for attaching
buttons to garments.

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED.
Postage id. each e.xtra.

7091. Button-hoU Sewing Machines. F. Simmons, of 39, Marshall
Street, Southwark.—Dated April 29, 1889. Price 8d.

Relates chiefly to improvements in automatic button-hole sewing
machines, in which a reciprocating movement is imparted to the needle
for sewing button-holes which have been cut before being placed in the

machine. The improvements consist firstly of certain alterations in the

mechanism for imparting the necessary reciprocating movement to the

needle, whereby both the efficiency and accuracy of the machine are

increased, and the wear of the working parts much lessened. A
further improvement consists in fitting to the machine (in addition to

the ordinary cramp for holding the work) a presser foot, which is

slotted longitudinally of the machine to permit of the passage of the

needle.

file "Special" Safeties &Tric|cles

^^ PRICES

From £8 los.

All Machines Warranted. Discount for Cash,
or Machines sold on Easy Payment System.

Machines taken in Exchange.

AGENTS IflTANTEO.
Agents wishing to do a Hire Purchase Trade should write

for Terms. No risk. I take all risk as to Payments.

HARRY STROBERTS,
CYCLE WORKS,

DEANSHANGER, STONY STRATFORD, Bucks.

T. liUCKETT,
5S, INOE ST., BIRMINGHAM,

Manufacturer of all kinds of

|lu$^, gmnln?a, ^ive, gran,

BASSIETTES k PERAMBDLATOR BODIES,

INVALID BODIES, PARCEL CART BODIES.

Also Mannfactnrer of Tricycle Horses & Mail Carts.

ALL KINDS OP lEON WORK MADE FOE INVALID

CAERIAGES, PAECEL CAETS& BASSINETTES.

SPECIALTY FOR 1890.
LUCKETT'S PATENT DETACHABLE FOLDING MAIL CART. .

'

The construction of this Cart renders it most suitable for shipment. When packed each cart measures
42 in, K 25 !• a S iQ,
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7828. Seu'in^^ Machine, A. Anderson and R. A. F. Pollock,

both of the Singer Manufacturing Company's Works, Kilbowie, N.B.
—Dated May 10, 1SS9. Price 8d.

Embraces improvements in the fitting of the cutting-blade or knife,

and the means for operating it, whereby the fabric is cut after the

button-hole is stitched, instead of during the stitching operation, means

for throwing the operating parts of the machine out of action when
the button-hole is formed, means for raising and lowering the presser-

foot from a foot-treadle, instead of by hand, and a tension device

applied to the bobbin-case oi the shuttle carrying the under thread, to

ensure a regular tension which will not vary as the thread is drawn off

the cop or bobbin.

15629. Biitlon-hoU Attachmentsfor Seiving Machines. E. Fletcher,

of Needham, and G. W. Hills, of Boston, Mass., U.S.A.—Dated
October 4, 1SS9. Price 8d.

The attachment is especially devised to move the attachment and

the fabric held by it under the needle liar in such manner as to produce

a button hole, such as is described in English patent, 13,618, but by

altering the shape of the shaping cam, the said attachment can be

readily adapted to stitching button-holes with both ends alike, or of

usual shape.

1488. Sewing Machines for Producing Ornamental Wliif-stitching.

C. O. MuUer and E. R. Bach, of Burgstadt, Sa.wny.—Dated Jan. 28,

1890. Price 6d.

Consists of an improved device in sewing machines for producing

ornamental whip stitching, as in the manufacture of gloves. The cloth

is pressed by a cloth presser into a correspondingly shaped groove

lying in the direction of the seam, and is thereby so laid as to allow

the needle to pieice it with each stitch twofold and the catcher to lay

the thread over the cloth lap.

1S92.

—

Sc-Mins; Machines. N. Wheeler, of Bridgeport, Conn.,

U.S.A.— Dated February 4, 1890. Price 6d.

An improvement in the construction of Wheeler S; Wilson rotary

hook, which as now made, when the machine runs at a very high

speed, sometimes springs forward, so that the point of the hook strikes

and breaks the needle. To obviate the possibility of the needle getting

into the wny of the point of the hook the body of the hook is connected

near the heel with the body of the hook at the base of the point by a

bridge piece, which is left extended across or around the usual open
portion of the central cavity of the hook.

2627. Sole Sewing Machine. A. J. Boult. A communication from

J. Bertrand, Boston, and M. Bray, of Newton, Mass., U.S.A.—Dated
February 18, 1S90. Price is. id.

Relates to sole sewing machines, and is an improvement on the

machine described in a prior specification. No. 13,139, of 1S89, and
consists in certain novel features of construction, arrangement, and
combination of parts, which can only be adequately described by
reference to the nine sheets of drawings accompanj-ing the

specification.

2771. Double Thread Sewing Machines. F. Hughes, a communi-
cation from E. B. Welch, of 186, Main Street, Cambridge, Mass,
U.S.A.—Dated February 20th, i8go. Price iid.

The improvements relate mainly to a horizontally oscillating curved
hook, provided with a peripheral groove and eye to hold and carry the

under thread through a loop of the upper thread on the needle, and
with a central cam formed to spread and hold a loop or bight of the

lower thread in position to receive the descending needle, and to release

or throw off the loop after the needle has entered it.

UNITED STATES PATENTS.
I;-si;ed and Dated march iith, 1890.

A. La G. Mayo, New York, guide for sewing machines.423.173-

423o5S-
machines.

423.399-
machines.

423,817.

423,856.

424,237.

424,290.

424.330-

424,490.

A. O. Very, Boston, Mass., feeding mechanism for sewing

J. H, Trowbridge, Newark, N.J., rufflet for sewing

Issued and Dated March iSth, 1890.

T. C. Robinson, Boston, Mass., sewing machine.

D. II. Coles, Brooklyn, N.V., sewing machines.

Issued and Dated March 25TH, 1S90.

N. Wheeler, Bridgeport, Conn., sewing machine.
E. Hall, Somervill, Mass., sewing machine.

L. L. Miller, Newport, Ky., sewing machine.
Issued and Dated Amui. ist, 1S90.

L. L. Miller, Newport, Ky. , sewing machine.

I The Charge of Fraud against a

I

Canvasser.

At the West Kent Quarter Sessions, on the loth April,

William Kensett was indicted for obtaining by false pre-

tences three silver watches and a silver charm, the goods
of Wm. James Longley, at Tunbridge Wells, in October
last. Mr. Bering prosecuted, the prisoner being unde-
fended. The facts of the case were reported in our
March number, and it is, therefore, unnecessary on this

occasion to go fully into them. In short, the case for

the prosecution was that the prisoner obtained the arti-

cles in question from the prosecutor on his promise to

sell them for a commission. Instead of doing this he
pawned them, and appropriated the money to his own
use. The prisoner cross-examined the witnesses at great

length, and the Chairman told him it was the most irre-

levent cross-e.xamination he had ever heard. In the

result the prisoner was convicted, and sentenced to seven
years' penal servitude, he having been previously impri-

soned for a similar offence.

TO CYCLE & BASSINETTE MANUFACTCRERS & REPAIRERS.

USE ONLY
JOHNSON'S

AMERIC-\N ELASTIC

HOLDFAST TYRE CEMENT
Acknowledged by many users to be the

BEST AND CHEAPEST IN THE MARKET.
Sold in Bulk, Blocks, or 6d., 5d., and 2d. Tablets Boxed
Trade Price List and Sample sent on receipt of 2d. for postage.

SPECIAL CEMENT FOR BASSINETTES.
Note the Address

—

S. 'HT. JOKN^SON^,
43, WINDSOR ROAD, OLDHAM.

Works : LEE STREET, OLDHAM.

THE "HANDY"

lock-stitch"sewing machine.
SIMPLE, DURABLE, AND CHEAP.

COMPLETE
Japanned TIa

Bex.

Said to be a Wedding Present,

At the Bishop Auckland County Court, on April 13th,

John Newton, sewing machine dealer, EaglesclilT, sued

Robert Watson, of Auckland, for £<>, price of a sewing
machine. Mr. J. T. Proud, on behalf of plaintiff, stated

thai in June last the defendant married one of plaintiff's

daughters, and for about five months after they resided

at plaintifTs house. They then removed, and took the

sewing machine with them, but the daughter died about

three weeks afterwards. The defendant alleged that the

sewing machine was given to his late wife as a wedding
present, but this was denied. His Honour Judge Meyneli
held that there was no evidence to show that plainlifl"

had given the machine to his daughter as a present,

therefore judgment would be given for the amount
claimed, to be reduced to 6d. if the machine was returned

within a week.

30/-

Portectly Reliable and Suitable for all ordinary purpoBes,

HARPUR & MASON,
MANUFACTURERS,

72, LOZELLS ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.
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THE GLORIA LOCKSTITCH HAND MACHINE.
THE MOST SUCCESSFUL MACHINE EVER PUT ON THE MARKET-

For some time

past we have

ceased adver-

tising this

Machine, as

our orders far

exceeded the

output of the

Factory.

'^r

We now beg

to announce

that the Fac-

tory has been

considerably

enlarged, and

we are now

s^^- io a- position

to execute

all Orders

promptly

from stock.

LIGHT RUNNING, SILENT, BEST WORKMANSHIP, BEST
MATERIALS. HANDSOMEST AND CHEAPEST.

147, ALDERSGATE STREET, LONDON, E,0.

Sole Agents for J. SIX^SSRSSRO <Sc CO., HiLlVISURO
X

Grimme, Natalis & Co.,
BRUNSWICK, GERMANY.

Representatlve-CHAS. BRADBURY,
65, GUILFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C.
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Lawrie&Bishop's
.NOVELTY ,.

REGISTERED. ^^
THOUSANDS SOLD mj

£ fs Long.

DOLL'S SWING COT

LAWRIE & BISHOP,
Wire VTorkers and Makers of every description of Fancy Bird

Cages.

55, 56, and 57. BRADFORD STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

TlIOUS-iNDS AUE BEISG SoLD.

ADDRESSES OF REPAIRERS TO THE TRADE,

LONDON, N.

JAMES TURNER,
5fW//VG MACHINE AND CYCLE REPAIRER TO THE TRWE.

All kinds of DomeBtio Machinery repaired in a workmanlike

manner, and with dispatch. Men sent to any part.

26, ST. ANN'S ROAD, STAMFORD HILL,

LONDON, N.

MANCHESTER, H U L M E.

W. WILLIAMS,
SEWING MACHINE EEPAIBER TO THE TBADE

Many years' experience in repairicR all kinds of Machines.

193, GREAT JACKSON ST., HULMF,
MANCHESTER

Trythe"TRIUIViPH" Bicycle

Light Roadster, weight 28 lbs.

STRENGTH & BEAUTY.

S. BETTMAN & CO.,

4, GOLDEN LANE,
I-ONUON, E.C.

Depot : 287, UPPER STREET, LONDON, N.

Works: ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.

E. WARD & CO.,
Cycle Engineers,

Are prepaied to build C'yclea for Gentlemen to any design and
weight required.

ENAMELLING IN VARIOUS COLOURS.
REPAIRS FUR THE TRADE.

Wheels Made, Frames Brazed, Hardening, Screwcuttin^.

Balls, Bells, Lamps, Saddles, Sundries, at manufacturers'
prices.

9, WELLS ST., OXFORD ST., W.

ESTABLISHED I860

BESr MATERI&LS ONLY USED.

THE HALESOWEN
PERAMBULATOR & CARRIAGE Co.,

LIMITED.

GENUINE MANUFACTURERS of every descrip-
tion of Bassinettes, Mail-carts, Invalid Carriages,
Delivery Bassinettes, etc , etc Special prices to large
buyers, which will defy competition, for price com-
bined with quality-

,v>;*«>!-

HALESOWEN, NEAR BIRMINGHAM.
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Shepherd, Rothwell, & Hough,
OLDHAM SEWING MACHINE WORKS,

MANUFACTURERS & PATENTEES of FIRST-CLASS

JWBDIDJVI and PMIL7 MCJlIcNES,

Mm and TRBJIDLB MC^imES,

JI, B, & C WJIBBL & STBP feed lael^ine.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES OF THE

I

GOLD MEDALS

18 86.

The most Perfect Machine in existence

for SPEED and QUALITY of WORK.

MANUFACTURERS
SHOULD SEND FOR
CATALOGUE AND SEE

THE MACHINE
Before making further

PURCHASES.

This machine will produce
more and better knitting than
any other. We challenge
and defy competition.

[^i

SHEPHERD, ROTHWELL, & HOUGH,
OLDHAM, ESTABLISHED 1872
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VARLEY & WOLFENDEN,
KEIGHLEY, ENGLAND,

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

CYCLOPS IMPROVED HIGH-ARM

Lock-Stitcli Sewing MacMnes
FOB

Domestic 6* Manujacturtng Purposes,

To WORK either by HAND or FOOT.

Thcsi Machines are made from the Best Materials and eantto! be

surpassed for excellency offinish and durability.

Shipping Orders executed op the shortest notice.

N900835 -i>gvT7p'?^:??.'rw:k N°E0286

Tlie4TLllS*eEDSTEllD*Co,

EYEB.Y SEWING MACHINE DEALER
SHOULD SELL BEDSTEADS.

Many DO NOT because of the ROOM they
take up. BEDSTEADS can now be sold by
Sewing INIachine Dealers from DRAWINGS
and delivered to THEIR, CUSTOMERS'
ADDRESS the NEXT DAY.
Write or wire TO-DAY for Book of STOCK

PATTERNS. ALL patterns in this book are
ACTUALLY IN STOCK, papered ready to

leave SAME DAY as wired for. Finish and
value guaranteed.
N.B.—EVERY Bedstead FITTED UP

WHEN FINISHED before leaving the WARE-
HOUSE.

A Large Stock of these Patterns is kept at

120, 122, CURTAIN RD , E C.
Por London Trade only.

First Orders should be accompanied bv ReferencEB or
Kemittance.

I
(

t

VICTOR" WRINGER is a Machine we can con-
tidently recommend. It fi.xcs with ease on to a round or
square tub, and the clanip is so arranged Ihat no matter at
what angle the side of the tub may be the Wringer, when
fixed, stands straight up.

TRADE PRICS.

14 in. 15 in. ) All with Rest White Solid
14/6 16/- \ Rubber Rollers.

Cog Wheels, 8d. extra each Machine.

12 m.

13/3

The .\.Nr.Co. are the largest mamifaclurers of Rubber Roller Wringer:
in Europe. Makers of the " Acme," " President," " Nonpareil," ani
"Victor" Wringers ; also Knife Cleaners and Ice Cream Freeiers.

THE ACME MACHINE CO.,
Henrietta Street, GLASGOW.
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HENRY VORLEY'S
Pure White "Scentless d Stainless

"

Lubricating Oil.

For Sewing and Knitting Machines, Physical and Surgical Instruments, Guns, Clocks, Lathes, &c., &c.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

m̂ HIS very beautiful oil is intipable of thickening in use or of gumming the bearings, being an " absolutely

^ neutral " substance, unaffected by the weather or age. It may now be obtained in bottles at all respectable

Sewing Machine and Bicycle Depots, and Wholesale at

23, SHAFTESBURY ROAD, HORNSEY RISE, LONDON, N.

Lower Qualities of the Wliite Oil may now be had. Also Fine Lamp for
Bicycles, and American Golden, in Casks direct from the Docks, or

packed in Cans, Drums, or Bottles Suitable to the Trade.

BIELEFELDER

NaehmascWnenFaMk
Saalfeld on Saale, (GERMANY),

MANUFACTURE

SINGER A & B MACHINES
(For Hand or Treadle),

SAXONIA MACHINES

WHITE MACHINES.

These splendid Machines are always
to the front.

The lightest runnini Shuttle Machines out.

Illustrated Price List on application to

R. J. JOHNS & CO.,

59, Holborn Viaduct,
LONDON, E.G.

TO INVENTORS.

General Patent Office. Established 1830.

G. P. REDFERN & CO.
4, SOUTH STREET, FINSBURY,

LONDON
PROVISIONAL PROTECTION for 9 months under the

new Act, £^ 3s. ; to complete the Patent for 4 years,

£7 7s. French Patent, including first year's tax, ;^8 ;

Belgian Patent, ^4; Imperial German Patent, /lo los. ;

United States Patent, including all expenses for the whole
term, ;f 17 los. Circular of information as to the mode of
proceeding in applying for Letters Patent, cost of European
Patents generally, and also of Colonial Patents, forwarded
upon application. Trade Marks and Designs registered in

England and Abroad. [Telephone No. 169.

Registered Telegraphic Address :—" INVENTION, London."

HIRE AGREEMENT FORMS.
The best form compiled, used by most of the trade.

Price 6d. per dozen, 3/9 per 100.

HIRE INSTALMENT FORMS,
Strongly bound instalment cards with the bird

terms at the back. Price 1/- per dozen, 7 6 per 100.

Dealer's name and address printed if required

Sewell * Co., 28, Paternoster Row, London, E.D.

G. R PRICE,
MANUPACTUEBR OF

FROM 20/- SUBJECT,

PERAMBULATORS, Bassinettes, tolM Carriagegc.

187 Si 188, GOOC^ STREET,
BIRMINGHAM.

G, E, P. has had over 20 years' practical experience in the manufacture of Perambulators,
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I>FAFF i

I The most reliable Family and Tailoring

Machines ; are unequalled by any Machine
for their quality^ exquisite workmanship^ and

appearance.

All the impor-

tant parts ex-

posed to

friction are

forged of the

best quality

steel.

Perfectly

Noiseless

Motion,

and numerous

other

Improvements.

The Pfaff " B " Perfect Sewing Machine.

MMUFACTURED By G. M. PFAFF, Kalserslaiitern, GERMANY.
Telegraphic Address: M. PPAFP.

QUOTATIONS AND TERMS ON APPLICATION.

THE BEST RUBBER WRINGERS
NOW IN THE MARKET

ARE THOSE MADE BY

The Cherry Tree Machine Co.,

€mMm
TBEY WILL LICK

ALL IN

CREATION,

AND PRICES ARE

AS LOW AS ANY OTHER

STRONG FRAMES.

BEST RUBBER, ,

MARE.

METAL BEARINGS.

TURNED AND FITTED.

ONCE TRIED

ALWAYS USED."The Express''

REPRESENTATIVE FOR LONDON AND THE SOUTH--

JOHi^s, 59, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON. tC
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NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE SUCCESS.
Large and Increasing Sales of the

KONIfi ROTARY SHUTTLE MACHINE,
^,500 Lock Stitches pex* I^inute.

EXAMINE ]T.
Special Points Claimed by the

Konig Rotary Machine,

It is selt-threading throughout except the

Needle.

It has the shortest Needle used in any

Lock Stitch Machine.

The Needle is self- setting.

li the Machine starts backwards no

harm is done, the thread remains un-

tiroken.

Two operators on the K6nig Rotary

can do the same amount of sewing that

three can accomplish on any other

Machine.

theSpecially adapted for

Manufacturing of

STAYS & UNDERCLOTHING

The lightest running and most

noiseless machine on the market.

The Bobbin is 50 per cent

larger than any other Faniily

Machine in the world, holds 100

yards No. 80 Cotton.

Machines fitted for steam

power.

-WHOLESALE AGENT FOR GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND,

THOS. POTTER,
47, DUNLACE ROAD, CLAPTON, LONDON, E.,

Where all communications should be addressed.

Also Manufacturers of Singer System Hand and Treadle Machines.

THE "BRANSTON )}

«1 efiiiie %o,
LIMITED.

PATENTEES AND MAKERS OP

m ONLY TWO-REEL SEWING MACHINE
Making a perfect lock-stitch direct from two ordinary reels of cotton

without a shuttle or take up. Rotary movement throughout.

Simple, Light running, and Noiseless, and with fewer parts than any

other Lock-stitch Machine.

Address

''M^ Hcilbes^^ TladnQt, ^o^de^i M.O.—

—

. I

Printed and Published by Sewell & Co., St. Paul's Buildings, Paternoster Row, E.C, to which address
all communications shv..'Id be ssnt,

\ /
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THE

MACHINES
% Light Running, Noiseless, & Durabie, & Warranted for 5 Years.

Style No. 3.—Price, £8 10s. Od.

O^VEie. 800,000

WHITF MACHINES
11 111 1 Li NOW IN USE.

See a WHITE before purchasing any other,

DAILY SALES EXCEED 1,000 MACHINES.

NO OTHER MACHINE CAN BOAST OF SUCH A RECORD.

GOX^D IVIEJDiLILi awarded at PJLfMS CXIflBITION^.XSSd.
MACHINES TO WORK BY HAND OR TREADLE OR BOTH COMBINED.

THE

WHITE
SEWING

MACHINES
ARE

SUITABLE FOR ALL CLASSES OF WORK]

LIGHT OR HEAVY.

CLEVELAND,
OHIO, U.S.A.

EASY PAYMENTS ARRANGED TO SUIT INTENDING PURCHASERS.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

MACHINES FOR DRESSMAKERS,
TAILORS, UPHOLSTERERS,

CORSET MAKERS,
AND EVERY VARIETY OF WORK.

SAMPLES OF WORK
AND PRICE LISTS

SENT POST FREE
UPON APPLICATION.

WMteSewingMachineCo.,

48, ILBOi HADUCT,

LONDON, ENGLAND.
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JOHN WILDE & SONS,
EXCELSIOR WORKS,

BISSELL STREET

ESTABLISHED 1856.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Perambulators, Bassinettes, Invalid Carriages, Mail
Carts, and Rocking Horses

FOR HOME, EXPORT, & COLONIAL MARKETS.
The largest Manufacturers of Perambulators in the Midland Counties.
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BIESOLT & LOCKE,
MEISSEN (SAXONY),

(ESTABLISHED 1800)

MacUimm Maiii*factmfer^ •

THE "CINDERELLA."

Perfected Automatic Hand and Treadle Sewing
Machines for Domestic and Trade use. 12 patented
improvements. Working parts finest tempered
steel. Undoubtedly the best Machine in the market.
Silent, uniform, rapid, easy moYement.

4,

^pecxalitxy-SACK MACHINES.
Wholesale Agents:

S. BETTMANN & CO.,
€3rO TMjy EN i^AisiE, n. o:n^i30n, c:.c.

AGENTS WANTED.
BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

E. WARD & CO. S
Compound Arm and Platform Domestic Lock-

Shnttle

SEWING MACHINES
s a FAMILY HAND SEWING MACHINE worked with a

straight needle and shuttle, making the LOCKSTITCH both
ides alike. Combining both the Arji—so essential to many of

the wants of family sewing, such as putting in sleeves, sewing
round the arms of dresses, and such work so difficult to be done
\ith any other hand machine, and the Platform for plain
sewing, quilting, &c. i'he plate which constitutes the platform
is part of the base ; when required it is raised to its place by a
simple mechanical contrivance, and there secured by a projection

which passes into a hole in the arm. The Machine is self-

threading ttooughout with self-threading Shuttle.

Encouraged by the unparalleled success which has attended
this ^lachine, and the satisfactory' manner in which it is spoken
of by all who have tried it, the PATENTEE HAS MADE
FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS secured by new Patents, and
trusts that it will now be found the Most Perlect, Simple,
and Saleable Machine m the Market.

Platform Ur.
(Next Month the Fptform will be shown down.)

Patentee and Sole Manufacturers :

E. inz^ARi> & CO.,
9, WELLS STREET, OXFORD STREET,

LONDON, W.
2'eiephone A'o. 4667. Telegrams, *' Grovod, London."

GROVER & WOOD,
AMERICAN ORGAN AND HARMONIUM

MANUFACTURERS,
62. GLENGALL ROAD. OLD KENT ROAD,

LONDON. S.E.

First-Class Quality. Loiv Prices. Latest Improvements.

W WEITB FOR IfEW ILLUSTRATED LIST.

ESTABLISHED 1B51.

BIEKBECK BA>'K.—Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.—Three per
cent. Interest allowed on Deposits, repayable on demand.

Two per cent. Interest on Current Accounts calculated on the mlnilQum
monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free otcharge, the custody of Deeds,
Writings.and otherSecurities and yalnables,the collection of Bills of Exchange,
Diridends, and Coupons: and the purchase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and
Annuities. Letters o£ Credit and Circular Notes issued.

The Birkbeck Almanack, with full part-culars, post free, on application.
FBANCI8 BATENSCEOFT, Manager.

The Birkbeck Building Society's Annual Receipts exceed Five Millions.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PEE MONTH, with
immediate Possession and no Rent to pay. Apply at the Office of the

BiKKBECK BuiiDixG SocTETT, 29, Southampton Builoings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO PUECHABB A PLOT OF LAND FOE FITE SKILL UJG8 PEE
MONTH, with immediate possession, either for Building or Gardening

purposes. Apply at the Office of the Bibkbeck Fkeehold Lasd Sociktv, aa

above.
The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars, on application,

- '
'

FBANCI8 BAVEMSCBOFT, Manager.
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NO COMPLICATED GOGS, GAMS, OR ELABORATE

MECHANISM.

SIMPLICITY WITH EFFICIENCY.

DURABILITY WITH SPEED.

THE BEST FOR THE AGENT.

THE BEST FOR THE MERCHANT.

THE BEST FOR THE MANUFACTURER.

MOST LIBERAL TERMS TO AGENTS.

Awarded the Highest Honours at all the

Great Exhibitions.

12 GOLD MEDALS SINCE 1879.

BRADBURY'S BASSINETTES.
i,^/E are now in a position to sell some of the best and most elegantly designed Carriages ever offered to the public. The variety is

still larger than thai of previous years, and the buyers of our goods will be enabled to sell an article that cannot be equalled for

elegance of design, neatness of finish, cpiality, and price.

The material for this season's goods was purchased before the recent advance in prices, and we can, in consequence, give our

customers an important advantage in this respect. No advance will be made on the prices of last season, and the quotations for the New
Carriages are based im the sime List.

Bradbury's No. 20. Bradbury's No. 21.

Wood body, square end;, hind-paintcl panels and flower centre
upholstered in Crockett's leathir, mounted on steel shackle springs, 24 in.

rubber tyre bicycle wheels, fitted with registered pattern China handle,
well-cover, three loose cushions, straps, brasi-jointed reversible hood, &c.
Made of well-seasoned timber, beautifully ornamented, and upholstered
in the best possible manner.

Circular wood body, beautifully painted in new colours,

hand-painted llower centre, upholstered in Crockett's leather,

mounteil on steel shackle springs, 24 in. rubber tyre bicycle

wheels, lilted with registered pattern China handle, well-cover,

three loose cushions, straps, and brass-jointed reversible hood.

Made of the best materials, and linished in lirst-class style.

UNEQUALLED FOR QUALITY AND FINISH.

Price Lists to be obtained at our Depots or from the Manufactory.

BRADBURY & CO., Limited, WeUington Worlds, OLDHAIB.
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Unrivalled Depance Lockstitch Sewing Machine:
RETAIL PRICE

ONLY^^L COMPLETE

f~^ Agents and Canvassers should not
fail to send for design showing
exact size of this Machine, and

trade price, post free.

Guaranteed to command the
quickest and largest sale ot any

hand machine in the World.

W.J. HARRIS & CO, Lim.

OFFICE AND WORKS—
Haymeple Road, London, S.E.

J. R. BROOKS,

Manufacturer of

NOVELTIES & FANCY GOODS,
59 & 60, HATTON GARDEN,

Ste£i,m. Factory—i^slxl>y IBTorlis, 31,Hackney Road.
Flower Vases for Windows suspended by Chains.

Flower Vases for Windows in original Cocoanut suspended by
Chains, also in polished Cocoanut.

Tobacco Jars mounted on tripods.

Cigar Stands, various, and elaborately mounted.
Flower Stands in polished Cocoanut and also in original

Cocoanut, on Bamboo Stands suspended by Chains.

^A^all Brackets in polished Cocoanut mounted on plush.

Photo Frames in polished Cocoanut mounted on plush.

Whole Cocoanut polished, mounted, and finished to order.

BEST TERMS TO SHIPPERS.

CHEQUES AND POSTAL ORDERS CROSSED BIRKBECK BANK.
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WILLIAM MORRIS.
24, FREEMAN STREET BIRMINGHAM

OLDEST ESTABLISHED HOUSE FOR PERAMBULATORS IN THE MIDLANDS-
"MTrit© or ca;ll for Price List.

KOCH'S NEW CIRCULAR ELASTIC MACHINE.
THE BEST BOOT REI>AIRING IVIACHINE.

Maaufactured by the

Bielefeld Sewing Machine Manufacturing" Co.
H. KOCH & CO.

No Shuttle ^ *

Carrier. S
No Gogs,

The length of arm of the above machine ia 16 in. ; ihe he:ul is the smallest lutherto pioduceil, being smaller than
a, aixpeuny piece, thus enabling repairs of the smallest shoes to be done. The stitch ia beautiful and uniform, feeding on or from
the cylinder in any direction ; this is a great advantage not possessed by any other Elastic machine of older construction. The
shuttledoes not wear out as it lies immovably in the cylinder ; this ia also a great feature, as other Elastic machines are subject
to great wear and tear of shuttles, shuttle drivers and cogs, causing frequent repairs.

SOLE WHOLESALE AGENT—

C. LOHMANN, 22, Jewin Street, London. E.G.
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KIMBALL & MORTON, Limited
(ESTABLISHED 1867), ^

SEWING MACHINE MANUFACTURERS,

BOTHWELL CIRCUS, GLASGOW.
Branches- 52, Reform St., DUNDEE, and Ha, Norfolk St., Pall Mall, MANCHESTER.

^ -r..x.. ... THE

Family
STEEL

IRIHGER.
14 inch X Ij inch

15 inch X 2 inch.

16 inch X 2 inch.

TIIK

"MEDIUM."

SAIL,
TARPAULIN,

AXD

Belt MacMnes.

FAMILY
(TREADLE)

A N- n

MORTON
(HAND)

MACHINES.

Jl 3 Gathering

No 2

Manufacturing

Machines

FOUR

VARIETIES
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W. FOSTER & CO.,
4j§^ MMmm s^rmsK^tB 1 1?, iwo: 1 3sr

Manufacturers

of every De-

scription of

Pe r a mbulator

Fittings,

I^
Hood Joints,

Handles in

Brass, China
and Wood,
Brass Handle,

^ Rods, Toy Fit-

tings, &c.

G. H. WELLS,
MANUFACTURER,

151 & 153,

mm? ST. seora,
BIRMINGHAM.

Bis<«inette9 from 183. ESTABLISHED 186 2.

AGENTS WANTED
In every trade for the sale of our Rubber
Stamps, cheapest and best in the world

;

good income may be realised ; whole or spare

time. Catalogue and Revised List Free.

RUBBER STAMP MAKERS,

23 & 24, lYY LANE, LONDON, E.G.

ARTHUR J. AUSTIN,
(Successor to JOSIAH AUSTIN;,

Manufacturfr of all kinds of Galvanized and Japanned
Wrought Iron Hollowware Buckets, Baths, Tea Kettles, Slop
Pails, Water Pots, Boiler Fillers, Coal Scoops and Hods,
WheelbaiTows, Sack Trucks, Sea-Side Buckets and Snades
Ash Pans, Dust Preventors, Ladles, Shovels, &c., &c.

WILLIAM STREET, DERITEND, BIRMINGHAM.
PLEASE .VE.VnOY THIS PAPER W'.'JEX Ua'/T'/.Vi;.

THE JOHNSTON SET OF ATTACHMENTS

HAS been improved by makiiii; ihem all heavier and ilronger, and by guing them a superior nickel-plated

finish. TheRulller has a detachable under Blade and a separate Shirring I-'late to go into the machine

in place of the Shuttle liace Cover. The Tuckmarker has a slot in the bed plate to adapt it to the u^e either witli

a long or short presser foot. It has a steel blade under the wheel to make a sharper crease, and twoscrev. son

independently adjust either the marker or gauge. All placed in a velvet-lined bo.x made by the Johnston Rufller

Company expressly for their set. They are now prepared to furnish them for all the different kinds oi sewing

tachiaes, ,

m mit* -__ ^-u. ,- ., i. ^

T/u-se &'ts can heliad iium any of the different Sewins; Maclnnc Companies, or jrom the

JOHNSTON RUFFLER COMPANY
t f^-^ OTTUMWA, IOWA, U.S.A.

N.B.—These attachments are sold separately as well as in sets, and ^can be furnished to fit everr) standard

maike of Sewing Machine-
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THE

BABY CARRIAGES.
UNIQUE DESIGNS. SOUND CONSTRUCTION.

ARTISTIC, ELEGANT AND DURABLE.
»

The STAR Carriages

are in use throughout

the World, and in Every

Country have ^iven the

utmost satisfaction.

DEALERS find the

Star Goods give finest re-

sults^ yield biggest Profits,

and sell at sight.

ORDERS should be

placed at once for Season's

Goods to avoid delay when

the usual rush comes.

The STAR Patent SPRING.
The Most Successful Anti- Vibrator Ever Invented for the

') =^

New Season's Illustrated Catalogue Post Free upon Application.

STAR MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

GOODINGE RD., YORK RD.,
UONDON, N.
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SINGER'S New Vibrating Shuttle Macliines
(HAND OR TREADLE)

Are the BEST HOUSEHOLD SEWING MACHINES ever offered to the Public.
They have the SIMPLEST SHUTTLE, SHORTEST NEEDLE, BEST STITCH ADJUSTMENT,
MOST PERFECT TENSION, ARE NOISELESS, and MAKE THE PRETTIEST STITCH.

EASY TO BUY. EASY TO LEARN. EASY TO WORK
FOR CASH 10 PER CENT. DISCOUNT. Or on Hire with Option of Purchase.

LIBERAL ALLOWANCE FOR OLD MACHINES.
CAUTION.— Beware of Imitations, and to avoid deception see that the Company's Trade Name " SINQ-ER '

' is upon the Arm of the
Machine. »-,

THE SINGER MANUFACTURING COMPANY.:
(Formerly I, M. SINGER & CO.). i.<J "^

Management for the United Kingdom: 39, FOSTER LANE, LONDON, E.G. .,^1
And 497 Branches throughout Great Britain and Ireland. 1 'ftlEW'i ^^_j

Setving Machine Gazette Office, 28, Paternoster Row, London, E.C.

RATE.— id. per Word ; Minimum, 6d.

SAMPLE MAKER.—Wanted, a Lady experienced in

m?.king samples of work, such as etching, embroidery work, &c.,

for a sewing machine house. Permanent employment and good salary

to suitable applicant.—Apply "Sample Maker," Sewing Machine

Gazette Office.

SITUATION AS BOOKKEEPER.-Two Years' expe-
rience in large hire-purchase business.— 16, Prospect Place,

Hastings.

TO MANUFACTURERS OF SAFETYBICYCLES.—
Having the Largest Warehouse and Showrooms, and being the

oldest dealer in Hastings, I am open to represent a cheap house.

Parker, Perambulator Manufacturer, Hastings.

BICYCLE WHEELS.—Will some Friend kindly
give me the address of a Cheap House to purchase Safety

Bicycle Wheels and Parts. Any information will be thankfully re-

ceived.—Parker, Prospect Place, Hastings.

OOD MACHINE OIL IN BOTTLES.—Small
size, 15s. per gross; large, 25s. ; loose in drums, 2S. 6d. per

gallon.—Williams, 11, Broad Street, Golden Square, London.

NEEDLES,—A Quantity of Nos. 2 and 3 Singer's
Medium and Family, 2s. per gross. 2d. postage.—S. Co.k &

Co., Needle Manufacturers, Alcester.

M^-ANUFACTURING PREMISES (rebuilt) to be
LET, at Letchford's Building, Bethnal Green Junction, five

minutes from Liverpool Street. Three floors, 120 ft. by 30, shed,

boiler-house and chimney, ^fjOO; smaller, ;£^l5o. Fixed boiler and
engine cheap.

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE AT ONCE
to sell the celebrated

"JACMAR "

Sewing Machines. Send for Agent's terms. Enormous commission

allowed for first three months.

J.
THEOBALD & CO., 7a, Bath Place, Kensington, London, W.

WANTED a Number of Old Worn-out Sewing
Machine Stands, Howe Pattern, with or without foot plates.

State quantity and price to " Treadwell," care of Sewing Machine
Gazette.

The Hire-Purchase System,

Action Agai.vst a Landlord and a Bailiff for Illegal
Distress.—Sewing Machines Exempt from .Seizure.

^N the gth May, at the Leeds County Court, his Honour Judge
_ Greenhow had before him a cas< in which Messrs. Uradbury &
Co., Limited, sought to recover from Mr. James Wilson, architect and
sur\'eyor, and Joseph Cromack, an ex-bailiflf, both of Leeds, the sum
of £l(> 5s. I for alleged ilk-gal conversion of two sewing m.aehines.

Mr. H. \. Child appeared for the plaintiffs and the defendants

were unrepresented.

In opening his case Mr. Child said that the machines were hired

from the plaintiff company by a tailor named Joseph Hudson, who
lived in a house in Carolme Street owned by the defendant Wilson.

In September last Hudson got into arrears with his rent, and the

landlord called to see about it. He was told that the baby was ill,

and asked for time to pay. He said that hu would think about it, but

the next day returned accompanied by Cromack, who proceeded to

mark the goods. Attention was called to llie fact that the two sewing

machines belonged to Messrs. Bradbury, and, moreover, were tools of

trade, one of which Mrs. Hudson was using ; whereupon Cromack
remarked, " Here's a catch !

" and added that he should seize them.
Wilson then left the bailiff in possession. Subsequently Cromack
went away, after locking the Hudsons in the house until eight o'clock
the next morning. The machines and other goods were afterwards
taken away and sold, realising £t, the rent owing being only £^ los.

Mrs. Hudson, on examination, corroborated the foregoing, and,
under cross-examination, admitted that up to that time Mr. Wilson
had always treated them with kindness and patience.

Hudson corroborated the statement of the counsel, and in answer
to his Honour said that his wife was working one of the machines
when the bailiff entered the house, and that he (Hudson) had just

left the other machine to prepare some work which he would sew in a
few minutes. He admitted, but subsequently denied, that he had
agreed to their being locked in the house for the night.

Mr. Wilson, in defence, said that he offered to allow Hudson to

remove his furniture and leave the house if he paid him £2. He was
informed that an execution was likely to be put in. and, therefore,

instructed Cromack, who was a stranger to him, but who, at this time,
held a certificate under the Law of Distress Amendment Act, to

distrain on the goods.
His Honour explained that part of the case against Mr. Wilson was

that tlie machines were tools of trade, and were reasonably in use,

which was sufficient tu secure exemption from seizure.

Mr. Wilson : The law as to the protection of tools does not apply
to the persons who lend or hire machines.

The Judge : Have you any authority for that ?

Mr. Wilson ; The Act says that goods found on the premises may
be seized.

His Honour : It says more—that implements of trade should be
exempt from distress for rent.

The Judge further pointed out that the machines belonged to the
plaintiffs until the whole of the purchase money was paid.

Mr. Wilson : As the plaintiffs have received £?, los. in part pay-
ment it seems unreasonable to sue me lor £16 5s. Hudson made no
objection, but rather facilitated matters, with reference to the removal
of the machines.

His Honour, in giving judgment for the plaintiffs for £1^ and costs,

said that since the seizure Cromack's certificate had been cancelled,

and anyone afterwards employing him as a bailiff, and Cromack him-
self, would be liable for damages.

Seizing a Sewing Machine.

At the Leicester County Court, before his Honour Judge Hooper,
on Wednesday, May 6th ult, CaroHne Smith sued Joseph Potter to

recover possession of a machine value £10, which it was alleged the

defendant had illegally seized ; and to recover ^5 as damages sustained

by plaintiff, in consequence of wrongful and excessive distraint. Mr.
Fowler, who appeared on behalf of plaintiff, stated that his client

was engaged in the shoe tr.ide, and fur that purpose required a sewing

machine. The machine in question was obtained in .\pril, iS88, from

Messrs. Bradbury & Co., on the hire purchase system. During the

early part of the present year she got into arrears with her rent, and on
the morning of March 26lh last the defendant put a bailiff in possession

to distrain on the effects. Aliout two minutes before the machine was
taken away the machine was being used, and wlien the bailill'came the

work was still on the machine. Just before the bailiff took the machine

away he told plaintifl' to make haste and finish her work, as he intended

to remove the machine. They were supposed to leave £1^ worth of

goods after a distraint, but in the present case the goods left were not

worth £1. Soon after the execution notice was served on defendant,

and on the auctioneer in whuse hands the goods were placed, not to

sell the machine. The amount of rent owing was only £2, whereas

the machine was valued at ;^io, and in addition to this there was an

excessive distress made by the bailiff. Messrs. Bradbury had lent

plaintifl' another machine, but she could not do the work so well with

it, and she therefore claimed damages for loss of work. The plaintiff

corroborated the above statements, and in the course of cross-examina-

tion she denied telling Messrs. Br.adbury to take the machine back on

account of its being useless. The auctioneer staled that the machine

was among the goods sent to him, but on receipt of the notice he

declined to offer it for sale. The goods sold under the distress had not

realised £2. John Henry Adcock, on being called, stated that he was

an authorised bailiff. When he entered plaintilT's premises the machine

was not being worked, and there was no leather upon it ; he also

noticed that it was very dusty. She told him she could not work the

machine, and that he might t.ake it away. Cross-examined by Mr.

Fowler, witness stated that the dust on the machine had not been
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cnuscd ihriiURli wmk. Mr. l'..wlcr Ualt.l lliat llii.i cviilcncc w.i, new

10 him as he could brinu furlhcr cvMcnce to prove thai the machine

was lieinp worked ten minutes before the liailiffs entered the place.

His Honour adjourned the else until the June court, an.l made an

order for the costs of the day to be paid into court to abide that event.

Action against Bradburys' for
Injuries.

TIT tlie Uanley County Court on May ijth, before His Honour

i\ judjje Jordan, Samuel James IIopwooil, furniture dealer, liroad

Street, llanley, sued the liradbury Company, Limile<l, Trinity .Street,

llanley, to recover the sum of ^i'SO damaRes for injuries sustained to

his sons, Samuel Austin llopwood and Krnesl Ilopwood, ihroufih the

ncKliReni-e of one of defendants' employes. Mr. Simpson, on bLhalf of

the plainliir, in oiienin^; the case, stateil that on Marcli Slh last, aljfUt

11.30 a.m., a carman named Beech, in defendants' employ, was driving

down I'iccadilly, Hanley, at a very lapid rate, and Samuel Hopwood,

whilst taking 'his brother, aged three, across the road, was knocked

down by ilelendants' cart, dragging his little brother with him. The

elder boy >ustnined a comminuted fracture to his right arm, above

ihe ell)uw, ami the younger boy had his left ankle badly contused.

Mr. Simpson then called I >r. Hicks, who described the injuries sus-

tained by the chilc^ren, and witnesses were called with a view of

proving that Ueech w.\s driving at a rapid rate. Alfred William

v\ liiille, a boot and shoe dealer's assistant, stated that he witnessed

the accident, and he noticed that Beech pulled as soon as he saw the

children leave the pavement. Beech also shouted to them, but he was

unable to pull up in time. In answer to a question put by his Honour
witness stated that Beech was driving down an incline when the acci-

dent occurred. It was further urged on behalf of plaintiff that the

accident occurred in a main thoroughfare where drivers ought to

be very careful. His Honour remarked that there had undoubtedly

been an unfortunate accident ; but plaintiff had failed to prove negli-

gence on part of defendants' servant; he must therefore enter judgment
for defendant. Each party was ordered to pay their own costs.

Fontaine v. Howe Machine
Company, Limited.

fN the Queen's Bench Division of the High Court of Justice, on the

iSth and l6th May, Mr, Justice North had before hiin the case of

Fontaine i'<r/«i the Ofificial Liquidator of the Howe Machine Company,

Limited.

Mr. H. M. Finch appeared for Mr. Fontaine, and Mr. Cozens

Hardy, Q.C., appeared for the Official Liquidator.

Mr. Finch in opening the case said that Mr. Fontaine on the 19th

January, 1S87, issued a writ against the Howe Machine Company,
Limited, against which company a winding-up order was granted on

the 28th September, 1SS7. On the 26th November an order was

made staying the action, and giving Mr. Fontaine leave to bring in his

claim on the winding-up proceedings. Subsequently affidavits were

filed and witnesses examined before the Chief Clerk, who dismissed

the claims with costs. Hence the present proceedings.

The claims of Mr. Fontaine could be given under five heads as

follows;

—

Llli '5S-I balance of amount owing as commission by the Howe
Company for the endorsement of bills.

^1,265 15s. for salary earned and unpaid.

;^265 los. for amount of dividend alleged to be unpaid on shares in

the Howe Company, owned by Mr Fontaine.

£i/o, which represents costs and expenses relating toa law suit under-

taken in Germany by Mr. Fontaine at the request of the Howe
Company.
Damages for the conversion of 8S5 shares by the Howe Company,

held by Mr. Font.aine. The company had sold these shares as they

alleged they had the right to do, as Mr. Fontaine had not paid certain

moneys due to them.
The claim for commission, said Mr. Finch, was shown in a letter dated

the iSth January, 1S77, sent by Mr. Fontaine to the Howe Company.
The various claims had always been dealt with as one account. Several
times application had been made by Mr. Fontaine for an account to be
sent him. He was invariably requested to leave the matter until he came
to London. When they quarreled with him they disowned every claim,

and by some carelessness every document relating to the claim is

missing. There had been a destruction by the company of the docu-
ments, and it is supposed they were wilfully destroyed. The whole
claim is so mixed up as to be positively inseparable, and as the com-
p.iny paid Mr. Fontaine some money in 18S3, this takes the claim out
of the Statute of Limitations.

Ccntiiiuing, the learned counsel said that the history of the company
is complicated. Mr. Fontaine was responsible for a debt owing by his
son. At a certain date his liability ceased, and he allowed certain sums
to be deducted to expedite matters. He had asked repeatedly for
accounts. Plis shares were sold in July, 1S85. He (the learned
counsel) held that it was impos,sible to say that the claim is barred by
the Statute of Limitations in the presence of Mr. Fontaine's many
requests for accounts.

In supporting the claim, the learned counsel referred to several
documents. There was a distinct offer of commission, the company
agreeing to give Mr. P'ontaine 5 per cent, for endorsing bills of accep-
tance. The only question is as to the payment cf the bills. Mr. Tower
was manager of the Howe Company's factory for some years, and
knew of the transactions. He said that the commission was for the
endorsement of the bills only, irrespective of whether they were paid
or not.

Mr. F. Fontaine, junr., carried on a business in Germany, and for
his debt the father was responsible, and by his endorsing his son's bills
the Howe Company were able to discount them at 5 per cent, instead
of 16 per cent. There is a letter dated the 25th January, 1S77, from
the Howe Company's secret-iry to Mr. F ontaine, in which they say they

will allow liiiii 5 per cent, for endui'.ein'ii[ uf bilK. They paid this up

to a certain time, an<l he (the learned counsel) submitted that the 5 P'^''

cent, was to be jiaid irrespective as to whether the bills were met or

not.

In the Howe Company's minute book for 17th December, 1874, it

is stated that all their managers were to give their signatures to bills

and gel the bills discounted. No other minute altered this.

The Judge : Where is the agreement that he should get a commission

on all acceptances, paid or otherwise •'

.Mr. l''inch : They paid money on account,

.Mr. Hardy: When the bills were met the company paid the

commission.

Mr. Finch then dealt with the claim for salary, the service extending

from -May, 1879, to February, 1883. I'rior to 1S77 Mr. Fontaine was
paid only by commission. He was then manager of the company's
business on the Continent. On the 28th February, 1877, a resolufion

was jjassed by the Howe Company that as from the 31st December,
1876, Mr. Fontaine should only be entitled to remuneration when he
left his residence, and then it was not to be more than ^t, ids. per day.

Mr. Fontaine was present at the Board meeting and signed the minute
recording this arrangement. There is evidence that about this time

Mr. Fontaine, who was a large shareholder, complained of the large

salaries paid to all the officials of the How- Company. He says that

he was offered £i, per day, but would only take ;f3, when ultimately he
was prevailed upon to accept £,">, los. Mr. Fontaine received payment
until the 29th May, 1879, at the rate of ^3 los. per day. During this

period up to the 3rd March, 1879, he was admittedly liable for his son's

debts. He then determined to limit his liability and came to a definite

agreement with the company. He deposited with them 250 shares of

the company as collateral security. This agreement was drawn up by Mr.
(j. VV. Phillips, the accountant of the company, and he (the learned
counsel) submitted that it limited Mr. Fontaine's liability. On the nth
December, 1879, they write him asking if he will be responsible for

some goods ordered by his son. This was apparently the first order

received after the 3rd March. If Mr. Fontaine's liability had not
been stopped, they need not have asked this question. He told them
that he would not be personally responsible, and they were to do as

they thought best. On the 29th ?.fay, 1S79, the son's debt stood at

;{^i,750, and the Howe Company endeavoured to get Mr. Fontaine to

admit his liability. He did not know when his liability might end, so

Mr. Fontaine came to an arrangement with Mr, Stockwell, the manag-
ing director, to leave a portion of his salary to be credited to his son's

account. This was a private secret arrangement between Mr. Stock-

well and Mr. Fontaine as shown in a document dated 29th May, 1879,
which was found in Glasgow, and which had been impounded by the

Chief Clerk on the ground that this and another document were not

genuine. This secret document says that it is agreed Mr. Fontaine
deposit 250 shares with the Howe Company, and allow a deduction of

lOs., and, if possible, 30s. per day from his allowance of £t, ios. per

day. When the son's debt was cleared, the shares were to be returned.

He (the learned counsel) could not think it possible Mr. Fontaine
could have concocted the story about this arrangement. He had no
hesitation in standing by the documents impou.ided.

Continuing, ihe learned counsel said that there was another claim

which showed how harshly Mr. Fontaine had been treated. In 1879 and
1880 a Madame Cookey brought an action against the Howe Company
in which Mr: Fontaine had to appear as defendant, owing to the law
of Germany requiring every company setting up in business to be
registered and name some person responsible for its acts. After de-

fending this action, Mr. Fontaine could not obtain the costs from the

Howe Company. Several times they promised to lay the matter befjre

the Board. After the formation of the company Mr. Stockwell had
the prospectuses printed in several languages, and a number were sent

to Mr. Fontaine for him to distribute among the Howe agents, so as for

them to take up shares.

Mr. Hardy : The shares of the Howe Company were mostly

allotted to the American Howe Company,
The Judge : I do not think the manager of the Glasgow factory is

competent to say what was the state of Mr. Stockwell's mind. Suppose
he were, Mr Finch, how do you propose to recover these claims con-

sidering that they are mostly twelve years' old?

Mr. Finch : I can't say more than I have done as to the claim being

all one account.

Resuming his remarks on the following day, Mr. Finch said that he
would merely call attention to a mass of important evidence that Mr.
Fontaine was continually pressing his claims on the company. He
would call attention to the evidence of Mr. Firmin Mignot that a secret

agreement existed between Mr. Fontaine and Mr. Stockwell. This
agreement was consistent with all the circumstances of the case, and
knowledge of it had been withheld from the company, and their books
do not show the exact state of the accounts.

Judgment.
The Judge in giving judgment mentioned the claims as set forth by

Mr. Finch: No. i, balance of commission; No. 2, unpaid salary; No. 3,

dividend on shares ; No. 4, law costs in Germany; No. 5, damages
for conversion of shares. Nos. three and five had not been dealt \vith

by Mr. Finch. As regards the first it is sufficient to say that although

there was a mass of evidence and many exhibits in _the 219 pages of

printed matter, which comprise the report of the proceedings before

the Chief Clerk, not above ten or twelve lines had been read. The
claim for commission was for acceptances in 1878, and any commission
due was payable before the end of 1879, considerably more than six

years before these proceedings were commenced. The same remarks
as to time apply to the third claim. That leaves only the claim for

salary, ^£'1,265. There was a mass of evidence before the Chief Clerk

as to this claim, and a memorandum purporting to be dated 29th May,
1879, and he was asked to say if this document was genuine or not,

and had decided that it was not genuine. He (the judge) did not

express any opinion on the subier.l. He had no means of forming an
opinion. No doubt the Chief Clerk had before him the necessary

materials. The plaintiff had not thought it necessary to call other

evidence, and this point is left undecided. As to the claim for salary

a considerable amount is barred by the Statute of Limitations. Nothing
has been produced that would prevent the running of the statute. It
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IS said that tlie company were stopped from settling, and they did not
give an account of what was due. One would expect the creditor to

send in an account against the debtor. There is some part of the
salary which might not be barred. He (the judge) would treat some
>^f the claim for salary as not barred, but the claim has not been made
out. Mr. Fontaine was to be paid a salary fixed by the managing
director. No evidence as to what was owing has been brought for-

ward. It was impossible for him to say what was the amounr due in

respect of the salary. He must therefore dismiss the summons, allow-
ing the costs of the day. As the former action commenced in the

Queen's Bench Division was stayed by order of the Court, he felt that

it would be unfair to allow costs to the other side, Mr. Fontaine's
expenses having been thrown away through the action being stayed.

Judgment accordingly for the Howe Machine Company, Limited,
with costs of the day.

The Merchandise Marks Act.

KV LTHOUGH the Merchandise Marks Act is barely three years

<^^}^ old, the need of ils revision has been so strongly felt as to lead

the House of Commons to appoint a Committee to consider it. Two
details have been specially called attention to as needing alteration.

One is that while the law of 1SS7 prohibits the importation of foreign

goods into this country bearing any English trade mark or name, unless

the origin is distinctly specified, it contains nothing to prevent such

goods from coming in entirely unmarked. The probable result is,

according to the Customs Commissioners, that labels bearing false trade

marks and descriptions are subsequently placed on many goods, and

that the intention of the Act is evaded. It is therefore proposed that

all articles entering the country should be required to bear a mark of

origin.

This proposal is open to several objections. In the first place, the

law already deals with fraudulent labelling, and its provisions can be

enforced. It is, secondly, undesirable to add to the difficulties in the

way of importation, which are even now so considerable as to amount
to a kind of indirect protection. It should also be remembered that

to stamp goods simply as " German " or " French" is very little help

to the consumer. Good and bad articles are turned out in eveiy

country, our own not excepted, and the mere fact of cutlery being

liiade at Sheffield is no kind of guarantee as to its quality. It is rather

a suspicious fact that an acknowledged Protectionist like Colonel

Howard Vincent should be the most prominent .advocate of this change,

and he himself does not scruple to designate the policy as a mild form

of Protection.

The other point to which we have alluded relates to the form which
the mark of origin ought to take, and is said to be giving rise to con-

siderable discussion in the Select Committee. According to the Act of

1S87, foreign goods are required to be stamped or marked with the

name of the country where they originate, but some members of the

Committee are in favour of substituting a general designation, such as

the word Foreign. It is argued that by insisting on German goods bear-

ing such a legend as " Made in Germany," the wares of that country

obtain a kind of gratuitous advertisement, which may tend to popularise

them both here and in any countries to which they may be re-exported

.

We cannot see much force in this contention. The Merchandise
Marks Act is b.ased on the idea of checking inferior imitations of

British articles, and we cannot do the producers of such frauds a worse
service than by publishing their nationality as widely as possible. If

buyers come to associate worthless goods with Germany, for instance,

an important blow is struck at the real culprits, which would never be
possible if the vague word Foreign were alone employed. If, on the

other hand, the German goods are better than our own, we may rest

assured that the Teutonic manufacturers will be quite keen enough to

perceive their superiority and to insist, for their own sakes, that the

goods shall be identified with the Fatherland. In the one case the

change woi.ld tend to distract attention from the real offenders ; in the

other, it would be a superfluity.

—

Ec/io.

Papers on Subjects not Generally
Understood.

HOW THE ELECTRIC CURRKXT AND THE ELECTRIC
LIGHT ARE PRODUCED.

The Electric Current,
NDOUBTEDLY electricity is only now in its infancy, and its

_ future is simply boundless. It has ceasetl to be a novelty, yet few

persons understand how the current is produced, let alone its manifold

uses. To many minds there appears to be a mystery about the matter
which should surely be cleared up, and readers of the Gazette need no
longer remain uninformed on this important subject if they will only
follow us in a description written, we hope, in as simple a manner as

the subject will allow.

Firstly, electricity is not drawn from the air, nor is it the result of

friction, as many suppose from watching a dynamo in work.

Most of our readers have seen an electric Ij.ittery in which chemicals

are used. The liquid contained therein is dilute sulphuric acid, the

so-called burning agent, and the pieces of metal consist, the one of
zinc and the other of copper. There is continuous action between the

zinc, the copper, and the sulphuric acid, provided the ends of the

wires attached to the two pieces of metal are joined together when a

slight current of electricity passes ; but if an incandescent lamp were
placed between the two poles no light wo'jid be visible, as the current
would fall short of the intensity required to make the carbon filament
within the lamp hot.

Chemical batteries may some day be of ccmniercial value for light-

ing purposes, but at present they are too cnsily. Hence the dynamo
is generally employed. To illustr.ite the jirime principle involved in

the dynamo-electric machine, we m.ay take in one hand a rod of

ordinary iron which has no magnetic properties, and which is known

technically as soft iron ; in the other a length of copper wire, covered
with shellaced cotton to insulate it, and made into a spiral form or
helix. If this wire be attached to the battery a current of electricity
\vill pass through it. If we then insert the iron rod into the helix the
piece of iron at once becomes a powerful magnet, as may be seen by
the attraction it has for nails which may be hung on to the end, and
then each nail has itself become magnetic, for each nail is able to
attract and hold up another nail. The moment the passage of the
current through the outer helix of copper wire is stopped the magnetism
of the inner bar of iron vanishes and the nails fall off. In this experi-
ment, then, it is evident that magnetism is produced in a bar of iron
by passing around it an electric current, which magnetism lasts as long
^s the current continues to flow. If the process be reversed, and a
permanent_ magnet, of the simple kind that is familiar to most people,
be placed in close proximity to a coil of copper wire not connected
with a battery, but with its ends simply joined together, it happens
that as long as both the magnet and the coil of wire surrounding it

remains stationary, there is no current set up ; but if either move, a
current flows, or is said to be " induced " in the wire as long as the
movement is continued.
This phenomenon was Faraday's great discovery of 1831, and it is

the basis of the production of currents of electricity from dynamo
machmes, which machines may be regarded solely as an apparatus by
which the rapid movement (i) of magnets in proximity to copper con-
ductors, or (2) of copper conductors in proximity to magnets, is obtained
and electric currents thereby produced and distributed proportionate to
ihe amount of work expended to obtain the motion.
There are various forms of dynamos which we will not describe in

detail as we have stated the principle on which they all work. All the
dynarnos have to be driven at a high speed, the power necess.ary vary-
lEg with the number'of lamps drawing currents from the dynamo.

The Electric Light—The Arc Lamp.
There are two kinds of lamps, the arc and Ihe incandescent. In the

case of the former the light is obtained by passing a current of elec-
tricity between two carbon candles from one of which it proceeds in an
intense form. When an arc lamp is at rest, before the current is passed
through it, there is no vacant space between the carbons, as the top
one is resting on the bottom one. This is absolutely essential to the
lighting of the lamp, because if the two points were only a slight
distance apart no current would pass, the circuit being broken. With
the carbon points touching each other, however, the circuit is complete,
and when the dynamo machine is set in motion a current passes from
one point to the other point, but the contact between them not being
very perfect, the points begin to glow with great heat, and then by a
very ingenious piece of mechanism inside the box at the top of the
lamp, the moment the current is flowing and a complete circuit has
thereby been formed, the top carbon is slowly drawn upwards, and a
space of about an eighth of an inch left between the top and bottom
carbons.

The electric current which was passing between the two points,
when they were touching each other, is not broken by the points being
pulled slightly apart because air, when intensely heated, becomes a
conductor. In leaping from point to point the electricity tears away
in its passage particles from the carbons, which are consumed in the
intervening space or arc, yielding an intense white light. If from any
cause the intervening space between the carbon points be unduly
lengthened, the current, having, as it were, a limited leaping power,
will be broken and cease to flow, so that, as the carbons are being
steadily burnt away as long as the light lasts, it is necessary that some
mechanism should be provided by which the carbons shall be drawn
together at identically the same rate as that at which both carbons are
being consumed.

This mechanism is, of course, very delicate, and the difference
between the arc lamps of the various inventors is a difference in the
mode of adjusting or "feeding" the carbons. However exact the
mechanism, it sometimes happens that the carbons are drawn too near
each other, with the result that the light for a few seconds becomes
very dim, because the space between the carbon points has been made
too small ; at other times the carbons are held too far apart, and then
the light becomes unusually brilliant.

The endeavour cf the mechanism of the lamp to keep the carbons
at an exact distan-,e apart, when successful, produces steady, bright
light, and, when unsuccessful, is the cause of those various " bobbings"
and " nickerings" which, though of practically no importance when a
number of arc lights are erected in one large open space, as in a rail-

way station, on an esplanade, or in works, are justly regarded as

insuperable drawbacks ag.ainst the introduction of arc lights into our
dwelling-places.

The Incandescent Lamp.
For domestic and interior lighting the incandescent, or glow lamp, is

mostly used, and is the most useful. When a current of electricity is

forced through a wire that is very much too small for it it makes the

conductor red hot, and if it be a very thin conductor it will make it

white hot and light giving, but at the moment of giving out light it is

destroyed.

Two operations may have come into play to produce this result ; the
wire may either have been

(n) burnt.

{h) fused or melted.

The distinction between the two being that in one case the wire i>

destroyed through the combination of its he-ated particles with the
oxygen of the air, i.e., by its oxidation ; or, in the other case, it is

destroyed through its particles being torn asunder, and thereby being
turncil into its liquid or molten state by the passage of the electric

current throught it.

It was necessary, therefore, in making an incandescent lamp to take
means first to banish from the thin wire or filament the oxygen of the
air, and secondly to use such a material as would stand no chance of
being disintegrated by the high temperature to which it is raised

during the passage of the current through it.

Carbon to many is only thought of in the form of charcoal ; but it

is to be found throughout all nature, and plants, for instance, consist

almost entirely of carbon and water. This substance was, therefore,

ready at hand in very many shapes for the use of the early inventors of
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ihc incandescent Imup. Ediwui originally usctl Ijruwn liapcr, l)ut

linnlly rcplaccil his (laper carbons by carbons made of fibres of bamboo.

Swan ii>eil fruni llie hujiinnint; carbons niaMc of cotton; Maxim em-

loycil cniboniscd cardboard ; and Lanc-I'ox, a vtRctable fibre,

nilced, it may be roiijihly said thai all llic lilaments in the incan-

•Icscent lamps recently ullcrinR {i.e., those ol Kdison, Swan, Maxim,

Lane-l'ox, Crookes, &c.) were Ipioduccd from some vegetable

substance, anil it may be confidently claimed that a filament has now

been perfected which will not easily fuse, liut which will bear the

p.issagc of a very intense current through it; a current strong enough

Id raise it to white heat, thereby enabling it to give out light without

breaking at the very moment when it had reached the point of turn-

ing electric energy into light.

These carbon filaments are twisted into various forms, for each of

which certain advantages arc claimed. It will of course be understood

that before these carbon filaments are ready for use in electric l.imps,

they have to umlergo certain processes of manufacture, and have to pass

thiuugli very delicate handling, but we need not here enter into the

extremely technical description of these processes. Suffice it to say

that e.tch carbon filament having been properly prepared, its ends are

attached to two little platinum wires which have previously been sealed

into the neck of a glass bulb, platinum being the only metal which will

make an air-tight joint with glass.

The March of Mechanical Progress.

By E. W.

Under this "heading" I propose from time to time to note some of

the most important current advances in mechanics.
:i; •

Electricity is being turned to a number of uses never dreamt of in

the philosophy o( our forefathers. One of its latest uses is in the

cutting of coal. Mr. Morgan, a New York engineer, employs for this

purpose a combination of the solenoid and horseshoe magnet principles

and not by means of a rotary electric motor as in the machines designed

heretofore for this class of work. It comprises the electro-magnetic

actuating apparatus by means of which a powerful spring is compressed,

the expansion of the latter operating an ordinary pick such as is em-
ployed in the Harrison and other air machines. The arrangement is

such that the »olenoidal magnet exerts a very powerful pull upon its

core, thereby compressing the spring ; a switch is then automatically

actuated which sends the current in opposite directions through the

two halves of the solenoid neutralising its magnetic actions, whereupon
the spring comes into action and causes the pick to strike a powerful

blow. The machine is calculated to absorb about 3-h.p., and is

claimed to be highly efficient in operation.
* *

*
Electricity is now being employed for the purpose of tempering

springs such as are used in watches. Heretofore a ribbon of steel

could not be rolled to the finest degree without variations in strength.

By using the electric-thermic process such springs can be produced of

an elasticity from 5 to 10 per cent, greater than formerly, and of a

graduated strength so as to render breakages much less liable.

*
The successful production of artificial gutta-percha is announced at

a cost of only one penny per pound. This material is far less liable to

crack, and is much more durable than the natural product.
*

,. *

The art of the enameller is not nearly so well understood now as it

was it was in the middle ages. The Horological /ournal informs us

that enamel is nothing more than a silicate, coloured by metallic
oxides, and can be applied to porcelain as well as to metal. The in-

gredients are broken up into powder, made into a paste and laid on
the metal, which is then passed through a furnace. In the heat of the
furnace it melts and adheres to the surface of the metal on which it is

laid, the two becoming almost permanently united. A white colour is

obtained by oxide of tin, a mineral which is also added to make enamel
of any colour opaque. Blue is obtained by oxide of cobalt; red, by
gold ; violet, by manganese, and green by copper ; but every school,
guild or family of artists in enamel has its own special methods, both
for colouring and for applying the materials. The metal to be
enamelled is placed under a bonl or cover pierced with holes and
covered over with charcoal in a small furnace. Old enamellers some-
times fused their materials with a blowpipe, but at the present day a
furnace is usually employed. It is essential that the glassy paste should
be kept exposed to the fire for only a short length of time, as the
colours are apt to change if the heat is too prolonged. The article
must be withdrawn the moment the desired hue has been obtained.
The process, owing to the fact that some colours fuse much more
easily than othei-s, and must be applied during certain stages of the
process, is one requiring the greatest care and nicety, and it need
hardly be said that the art ol enamelling is only learned by lone
experience and many failures.

* *

The production of artificial silk has been achieved by a French
chemist. To the eyejthe artificial material .appears to be almost as
good as that produced by the silkworm. To the touch, however, it is

much inferior. In price the former possesses advantages which may
possibly bring iti nto commercial use.

* •

Welding by electricity is making rapid strides in the States. A
company is being organised to supply complete plants for working the
process. It is said that electric welding and lighting can be easily
operated on the same circuit.

* *

A patent for making ornamented veneers has been taken out in the
States. This is a process of manufacture consisting in burning the
picture or design in the face of the veneer, coating the back with gum
and its free with wax, aitetw.aids coating its face with a thin solution

of white of eggs, coating with metal foil, and subjecting the veneer to

mechanical pressure under a moderately heated die bearing the design.
* -i-

A hou.seholder in Bangalore is said to have for years used nothing

but the dust off the roads, mixed with linseed oil, as a paint for wood
work exposed to the weather. ".MECHANICUS."

A New Perambulator Brake.

B^^HE Patent Oflfice officials must certainly smile when
4» llicy receive an application for a patent for a

perambulator brake. Their number has been legion, yet

not one per cent, of the carriages made are fitted with a

brake. Why ? It cannot be because they are super-

fluous ;
in our opinion they are necessities. If some one

were to take the trouble to collect statistics of the number
of infants killed and those injured during any given

twelve inonths we are certain they would produce some
startling figures. A few months since a friend in the

trade formed one of a jury which was summoned to deal

with a very sad catastrophe. A servant girl was sent out

in charge of a perambulator containing an infant of price-

less value to his parents. She was tempted to stop out-

side a bonnet shop, when her dreams as to what she

would buy had she the money were rudely interrupted

by a shriek from behind. Looking round, she found her

young charge and the carriage injured beyond recognition.

Poor girl ! all she had done was to take her hands off the
carriage whilst looking at the bonnets, but slowly and
noiselessly the carriage ran down the pavement and into

the road just as a heavy cart was passing, with the sad

result before stated.

At the inquest one of the jury asked why, in these

days of invention, such catastrophes are possible ? You
cannot invent anything that will prevent a \soman from
gazing into a bonnet shop, but he thought surely you can
invent a something that will prevent a perambulator
from running away.

Side View of Brake

Br.\ke i\ Positio

Brakes are now more necessary than ever. It is

becoming very common for a mother to entrust an infant
to the care of a brother or sister only just able to walk.
She securely straps the helpless rider to the carriage, and
having given its guardian instructions to only wheel it up
and down in front of the house returns to her domestic
duties with a clear conscience devoid of fears. We
say emphatically that such confidence is misplaced. The
guardian may slip, or release its little hands from the
carriage, which may then run into the road, and, horror !

Nor is this painting too black a picture. It is a danger
ever present, and perambulator makers can have no
possible interest in standing in the way of its effacement.

There have been brake inventors galore, but few have
understood what was required. A brake to be of any use
must in our opinion be automatic ; on removing the hands
from the handle the carriage must be held firmly, so that
it cannot travel without its guardian again takes hold of
the handle.

Another feature is necessary in such a brake. It must
be cheap, as the public will not pay high insurance
premiums, preferring to run untold risks. Lastly, it must
be easily fixed to the carriage and suit any style and size

without alteration.
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The latest invention of this character is the Safety
Automatic, which is to be had from 179, Aldersgate Street,

E.G. We herewith illustrate this invention, and cannot do
better than follow on with the instructions sent out
with same, as they will serve to explain what is not
understood from the woodcuts.

" Rest the carriage on its handle and fasten the brake
on the axletree, sufficiently close to the left wheel for the
brake lever to enter and leave the wheel readily, then,

keeping the lever between the spokes, securely tie the

free end of the cord to the carriage handle at its extreme
end on the left, so that it forms a direct and rigid line

between the brake and the carriage handle.
" Should the brake fit loosely to the axletree, place a

thin piece of leather or cloth over the axletree and pass

the brake over it, securely fastening the crosspiece by
its two screws.

" The brake is now fixed, its handle hanging down and
the carriage cannot be moved. To take the brake off,

the brake handle must be raised and held parallel with
the carriage handle. This draws the brake lever out of

the spokes, which it will re-enter whenever the brake
handle is dropped."

Amalgamated Association of Peram-
bulator and Carriage Manufacturers.

CEpHE May quarterly meeting of this association was

B^ held at the Maypole Hotel, Nottingham, on Mon-
day, May 5th. The attendance was satisfactory, and
included Mr- L. L'Hollier, President, Birmingham

;

Mr. H. W. Twiggs, Vice President, Bristol ; Mr. Thos.
Harris, Treasurer, Birmingham

;
Mr. E. Humphreys,

Birmingham ;
Mr. J. D. Wilde, Birmingham

;
Mr. P.

Blee, Nottingham ; Mr. W. J. Rae, Banbury ; Mr. T. G.
Wells, Halesowen

;
Mr, R. W. Allen, Secretary, Rowley

Ryes.
The President, in his opening remarks, commented

upon the general state of the bassinette trade, and of the

many benefits which had resulted to the members of the

association. He was fully of opinion that when the out-

side manufacturers saw the effect of the working of the

association upon the prices obtained for their goods, that

they would be eager to join.

The report of the Treasurer Avas considered very satis-

factory, showing a creditable balance in hand, and the

Secretary reported an increase in the number of members
as compared with the previous quarter.

A committee was appointed to consider the railway

companies' new rates, and authorised if they thought
necessary' to take such steps they should deem fit to appear

before the commission now sitting.

Mr. H. W, Twiggs read a part of his paper upon
" Patents in connection with the manufacture of peram-
bulators ard carriages." The paper was well received,

and showed great care and skill on behalf of the author.

Mr, Twiggs promised to complete his paper at the August
meeting, which will be held in Birmingham.

A New Sewing Machine Enterprise.

lilRVY invitation of Rufus Chandler a News reporter was
yi^ present at one of the exhibitions of a new sewing

machine for manufacturers, lately patented, and now
being exhibited with a view to organising a stock com-
pany for their manufacture and sale. The machine is

what the inventor, Mr. Chandler, calls a double-action

sewing machine, and he might ha\-c called it a treble-

action as well, for it really can be converted into throe

distinct machines, viz., a single thread right hand, a left

hand, or a twin stitch machine, stitching two rows at

once.

At No. 99, Cannon Street, second floor, the machine is

fitted up on steam power benches same as are used in

corset factories, shoe factories, &c. The machine is what
is styled as post or vertical cylinder machine. In this

cas(?, and what the principal patent claims, is in that the

post is made in hal\-es, so that instantly it can be changed

from twin stitch to right or left single machine.

The speed of the machine is something wonderful. By
actual figures the machine is speeded at over 2,500

revolutions per minute, which with two rows of stitching

aives 5,000 stitches per minute. It is also a very large

machine, having an unobstructed space under the arm of

eleven inches horizontally, and fifteen inches vertically,
being ample room for turning the heaviest kind of work.
The company, of which T. E. Sloan, of New York, is

treasurer and large owner in the patents, have the special
tools and patterns for manufacturing the machines nearly
completed, so that in a few months they can be ready to
supply the trade. Being a special labour saving machine
they will command a good price. Mr. Chandler says he
can convince any unprejudiced person familiar with the
business that this machine will do more and better work
than machines now costing from 125 to 175 dols., and
also can do some kinds of work needed very much, which
cannot be done by any machine now on the market.
Already they have orders for the machine, one large firm
in Massachusetts saying, " Send us five at your own
price, and the quicker we get them the better we shall
like it."

They invite capitalists, manufacturers, and business
men generally to call at the exhibition room, 99, Cannon
Street, and I\Ir. Chandler will be pleased to show it in
practical operation, and give general information. If not
convenient to call, a line addressed to box 1,619, city,

will receive prompt attention.

—

Bridgeport Morning
News.

Dubied's Knitting Machines.

.,yc|R. G. STIBBE, wholesale agent for Dubied & Co.'s

W^ Knitting Machines, has now very fine premises at

25, Jamaica Street, Glasgow, the warehouse having 4,000
square feet of floorage. Here are to be seen a full range
of knitting machines as well as a fine assortment of yarns.

Messrs. Dubied & Co. are not unknown to many of our
readers. They supply machines for all classes of work,
and their factory at Couvet, Switzerland, is noted for

its ingenious knitting machine mechanics. Mr. Stibbe
has had a deal of experience of the trade, and is always
willing to assist manufacturers or dealers with his advice.

The Military Exhibition.

B5ji?3HE exhibition of military implements, battle

'^^ pictures, clothing, &c., now being held at Chelsea,

is well worthy a visit. It is being conducted mainly by
soldiers, who, as a rule, know very little about commercial

enterprises, hence, perhaps, their ignorance of the custom

to place the Press on the free list, and not compel them
to pay entrance money. We hope this will not react

injuriously upon the promoters, a= their object deserves

to succeed.

Space will not allow of our entering into many details

in the present issue, but we might state that the Army
Clothing Factory, of Pimlico, exhibit a long bench of

sewing machines, at which are seated oneratives making
clothing. The sewing machines exhibited are Wheelers',

Singers', and Thomas's.

1

A Bassinette "At Home."

3r>r;fESSRS BRADBURY & Co.'s trade in bassinettes

i'-//^'-- has thriven wonderfully of late, particularly

that of their London city office, 14, Newgate Street,

E.G. Thoy have just gone through tiieir books, antl find

that their sales to date this season are treble what they

were in the same period of last year.

Bradburys' are not content with this increase, but

desire to make greater progress, and intend to adopt a

novel scheme to influence same. They want dealers to

see their carriages, and are arranging a series of what we

might call bassinette " at homes."

the loth, nth, 12th, 13th, and 14th inst. will be

special show days at Bradburys' depot. 14, Newgate

Street, when the whole of their floor space will be

devoted to samples of their carriages, and the manager

will be on hand to receive dealers and shippers. This

exhibition will be well worth a visit, as some of Bradburys'

lines, as we have before stateu, rank among tiie finest

specimens of juvenile carriage building yet introduced.
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LOCKSTITCH

SEWING MACHINE
Best British Manufacture.

These wonderful Machines, equal in style and finish to the best,

work as well as the most expensive Machines.

Bein^ simple and made of few parts, they are very easy to

learn, and are not liable to ^et out of order.

SHIPPERS AND THE TRADE SUPPLIED ON LIBERAL TERMS.

SIioirooffls-3, J^ORD ST., LONDON, f.
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The " Gazette" Portrait Gallery.

SEWING MACHINE IMPORTERS.

No. I.

—

Mr. Charles Bradbury.

AMONG the several representatives of foreign sewing
machine makers, none are better linown than the

gentleman whose portrait we subjoin.

Mr. Charles Bradbury was born in Huddersfield in

1853, and brought up in Oldham. His career, as is well

known, is largely interwoven with that of Messrs.

Bradbury & Co., whose business in its early stages was
conducted at Rhodes Bank. This firm's machines, soon

after their introduction, gained a great reputation in

clothing factories. So successful were they that in 1865
it was found necessary to remove the factory from Rhodes
Bank to Wellington Street, Oldham, the change being

inaugurated by a grand soiree.

Young Bradbury found the attractions of the factory

greater than those of school, and the late Mr. Chadwick,
who had now joined Mr. George Bradbury as a partner,

allowed the youthful Charles to enter the works as an
ordinary hand, or appren-
tice, with a salary of 4s,

per week. The regular

working hours at this

period were 60 per week,
but they were largely

extended owing to the
pressure of orders. After
serving under various

foremen, young Bradbury
entered the office, being
placed under Mr. Cooper,
Avho acted as cashier and
responsible overseer.
Among his colleagues at

this time were Mr. S. A.
Thorpe (home orders)

—

still with Bradbury & Co
,

Limited, Mr. Walmsley
(now secretary ofBradbury
& Co., Limited), and Mr.
Hough (late of Shepherd,
Roth well, & Hough).
Bradbury & Co.'s busi-

ness continued to increase

so rapidly that wholesale

depots were opened in

Brussels and Paris, and to

Charles was given the

charge of the foreign

orders and correspondence.
It was now thought desir-

able that he should acquire

experience abroad, and he
accordingly spent some
two years in the principal

continental cities, and at the Vienna Exhibition of 1S73.
Returning to England in 1S74, he represented Bradbury
& Co. at the South Ktnsington Exhibition of 1S74, in
which year his firm opened a London office at 14,
Newgate Street.

1S74 was an important year in the history of the
Oldham firm, as they then changed the business to a
limited company, and opened depots to supply machines
on the " new hire system." Two }-ears later found Mr.
Charles Bradbury engaged in other duties, viz., those of
depot inspector and auditor. At this time, it might be
mentioned, Mr. John Tester was the Bradbury Company's
manager for London, Mr. J. T. Smith inanager for
Bristol, and Mr. C. Knowles discharged similar duties in

Wakefield.

Yet another change was shortly made in Mr. Brad-
bury's duties. His Company had at this time a depot in

Spain, where there had been considerable maladminis-
tration, and they entrusted him with a special mission to
put matters right, which he succeeded in doing after
three visits and much arduous work covering nearly two
years. At one stage of his investigation it was con-
sidered advisable to send one of the directors (Mr.
Newton) to his assistance, This gentleman, unfor-

tunately, was taken ill on his arrival and died on his

return to Oldham.
So satisfactorily had Mr. Bradbury set matters right

in Spain, that on his return to England his Company
sent him on a similar errand to Glasgow, where was
located their wholesale depot for Scotland and Ireland
Before a year had passed the Bradbury Company found
that their London business required re-organising, and
they at once appointed Mr. Charles Bradbury to manage
the whole of the Metropolitan district. This was no
small task, as matters were in a very unsatisfactory con-
dition, requiring careful handling, and the exercise of
great discretion. He succeeded, however, in rearranging
both the wholesale and retail business for the better, and
opei.ed new branches at Commercial Road, Kingsland
Road, and Edgware Road. In the meantime Mr. Cun-
lifTe, now the general manager of Bradbury & Co.,

Limited, was promoted from the management of the
Birmingham depot, to the controlling of the selling

department at Oldham. Mr. Chadwick's health now
began to fail, and he gradually relegated his duties to Mr.
Cunliffe. As our readers well know, he breathed his

last in 1886, regretted by all who knew him, and by none
more than the subject of this sketch.

In April, 1SS3, Mr.
Charles Bradbury left the
Bradbury Company (being

succeeded in the manage-
ment of the London
district by Mr. James A,
Jackson,who still holds the

appointment) and immedi-
ately entered the service of

Messrs. Grimme, Natalis,

& Co., of Brunswick, as

their representative for

the United Kingdom. At
this time their sewing
machines were unknown
in this market, and much
uphill work was experi-

enced in removing the
prejudice which was felt

against German goods.
By supplying a sound

article at a moderate price

Mr. Bradbury succeeded
in opening accounts in all

parts of the kingdom, and
retains to-day on his books
many customers whose
patronage dates back
several years.

Last month Mr. Brad-
bury completed his 37th
year, and can now boast

of twent\ -four years'

experience of every branch
of the sewing machine
trade. Of this long period

seven years have been spent in the service of

Grimme, Natalis, & Co., and the remainder in the fac-

tory, the opening, organising, and inspecting of depots,

the public exhibition of machines, and provincial and
continental travelling. He has visited nearly every part

of the United Kingdom, and most of Belgium, also

German)', Austria, France, Spain, and Portugal. Owing
to his staying in England the past eleven years, his

knowledge of French, German, and Spanish has degene-
rated, but at one time he spoke and Avrote these languages

with the greatest ease.

Somewhat reserved in manner, strangers at first sight

might take Mr. Bradbury to be the reverse of genial in

temperament. His many friends know the opposite.

No man can be more assiduous in his business, yet none
can throw off the cares of commercial life more readily

and enter into social pleasures with a greater zest. He
finds his best recreation in music, in which he is

uncommonly accomplished, and a large circle of friends

both in and outside the trade can bear testimony to the
brilliancy of the pianoforte recitals which he occasional!}-

gives at his rooms, 65, Guilford Street, Russell Square,
W.C. If the visitors are interested in the sewing machine
industry, their host will show them an album full of
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iiilcrcsling iiiciiu:iili'cs ol lliu Irmlc
;

also a ])iclLy

landscape paiiilcil by Mr. Natalis, and presented to Mr.

Bradbury.
Mr. Rradbury's career, although somewhat chequered,

has been undoulitcdly prosperous. He has never gone

backward, and tliat he never will, but will continue to

advance, and at a greater pace than heretofore, is the

sincere wish of the Gazi'tlc.

Odds and Ends.

By Mechanic, in the U.S. Sewing Machine News.

^pHE first sewing machine patented in this country was

f^ that of Henry Lye, of Philadelphia, in 1S26, and

of which only the record remains. The model was among
those destroyed by fire in the patent office in 1836. It

had the same needle as that used in the Greenough some

fifteen years later, and like that the needle was drawn

through by pincers. The thread was of short lengths,

and the goods were fed by a rack-bar which had to be set

back after travelling its length. It was operated by a

crank in the same manner as the Saint machine, a

complete account of which, with full illustrations, was

published in the A^ews a short time since.

While the Lye and Greenough machines used needles

lying horizontally, the Saint and Thimonnier machines

operated their needle in a vertical position from an over-

hanging arm—the same as those in use to-day.

That Thomas Saint, a cabinet-maker, made the first

sewing machine admits of no doubt. How many were

made and used can never be known, but probably not

more than two or three, perhaps only the one upon which
he obtained his patent in 1790.

Thimonnier, who patented his in 1830, it is known, did

manufacture and use several in Paris, all of which were
destroyed by a mob of tailors who imagined they saw in

them the ruination of their business. This machine used
a barbed needle; the thread was brought up from below

the cloth-plate, and made the chain-stitch with the loop

on top. Up to this time no machine except the Saint ever

used a continuous thread. Thimonnier's patents can be

found among the French patents in Vol. 5, page 168,

plate 28, and in Vol. 14, page 71, plate 14.

Next to Saint, in England came Pratt in 1804 with a

barbed needle machine—the needle lying horizontally.

.\ number of needles were employed in some of them for

embroidery work and quilting.

The next machine of any note after Thimonnier's was

that of Walter Hunt, of New York, in 1833. This was,

as far as we are able to ascertain, the first sewing machine

that used a shuttle and an eye-pointed needle. It was not

until Howe had jiatented his machine that Hunt took

interest enough in his own invention to apply for a

patent ;
but, though he made a very clear case, and

proved beyond all doubt that he was the real inventor, a

patent was refused him, as it was decided that he had

abandoned his invention.

The next machine after Hunt's that used an eye-

pointed needle was that of Newton & Archibald, in

England, in 1841. The number of their patent is 8,948.

Fisher & Gibbons' English patent of 1844, No. 10,424,

also shows an eye-pointed needle.

In the first Howe machine the needle was curved, and
the shuttle was driven by strikers operated by cams. The
cloth was attached to a thin steel plate containing holes

in which the teeth of a pinion worked, operating as a

feed, so that only a short space could be sewed at a time,

as the goods were attached to the plate.

In 1 85 1 Singer invented the wheel feed.

The Grover & Baker machine of 185 1 had two needles

and a shuttle.

James Hargreaves, the inventor of the spinning jenny
died poor. Symington, who took Fulton upon the first

trip he ever made upon a steamboat—the Charlotte

Diindas, in 1802, five years before the first steamboat
upon the Hudson—also died poor ; and none of the great

inventions have been appreciated at first, It takes time
to educate people up to great inventions.

{To be contitiued.)

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO BUYERS.
LLOYD d GO.'S List of New Designs in Baby Carriages and Maii Carts

is now published and it contains a splendid variety.

The Best House in the trade for Fittings, Wheels, Tyres, Hoods,
Canopies, Rugs, &c.

<S3

BORO', LONDON, S.K

P.S.--TRADE CARD FOR LIST & TERMS
THE

"ADVANCE'' Perambulator Manufacturers
DEFY COMPETlTm FOR QUALITY AND PRICES,

AND ARE NOT AFRAID OF COMPETITION
IM:I>0RTAN'T notice.— H^e have no Branch Shops about, nor flaring
Advertisements offering Carriages to the Public at low prices. Nor have we a regiment of Canvassers

scouring your Territory. Dealers should bear this in mind. We are EXCLUSIVELY WHOLESALE.

ADDRE88-59, HOLBORN VIADUCT, London, E.C.
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HARROPS
BASSIiTTES AND ilL

MADE SPECIALLY FOR THE "HIRE TRADE."

WRITE FOR NEW LIST
THE GREAT SHOW

OF

NEW DESIGNS

MAIL CARTS5

StroDgest and Most

FasWonable

THE GBEAT SHOW OF

WHEELS AND RUBBERS
MANUFACTURED.

Sold in Sets or

Separate,

fy^ II Pricfs on

Chief Office and Wholesale ^A/arehouse
(LARGE SHO^HTROOlVrS),

55, TIB STREET, MANCHESTER
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HERMANN LOOG,
34 & 35, Newgate Street, LONDON^

As Sole Wholesalk Agent for

SEIDEL & NAUMANN'S wdi known

OlNG ER MACH I N ES^ fitted free of charge with their rfew

DARNER & EMBROIDERER, I am anxious to arrange r

^WLiti OvJrrLY in an)' town or district.

''Orf
,—

'I"he latest novelty to make our treadle stands as complete and perfect as our Machines is our

PATENT FOOT REST.
Simple, useful, comfortable, ornamental No Sewing Machine complete without it. No other house can supply

, . „ it. Write for Illustrated Lists.
Also Sole Licensees for — ——

—

THE VICTORIA is the only Automatic Musical Instrument which

does not disclose by its ajopearance the stereotype hand organ.

A Fancy Cabinet tastefnlly executed in black and gold ; it is a

beautiful piece of furniture, fit to go anywhere.

Its music, soft and pleasant, is equalled by none, and can by means

^ I

of a swell be made loud enough to fill the largest

Mission Hall, Drawing Room, or Ball Room.

Its Price is lower than any 48 reed instrument in the market.

Ketail £5 5s. Trade discount on application.
J in. X 164 i°- X 13 in.

WILL PLAT a:n-y tune.

BASSINETTE PERAMBULATORS

The demand for our goods still inoraasas. During the year 1889 we turned out a much larger

number of Perambulators than ever before

Oar New Illnstrateil Catalogae for Present Season sent on receipt of Business Card or Memo.
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LONG WANTED. ARRIVED AT LAST.

THE
66

SAFETY AUTOMATIC" PRAM. BRAKE.
Authorities agree that the requirements of a

Perambulator Brake are

I. It must be automatic, so that as soon as the hands are taken

off the handle the carriage stops.

The ^'Safety Automatic " ensures this.

2 It must be cheap, so that the dealer can present it to his

best customers, and sell it for a few pence to others.

The price of the "Safety Automatic " is One Shilling.

3. It must be easily fixed.

The "Safety Automatic" can be fixed to any carriage in two

minutes without speciai toois, and by any person.

4. It must be durable, positive in action, and not unsightly.

The "Safety Automatic "
fills the bill.

SIMPLE, EFFECTIVE, CHEAP, DURABLE.
Every year a number of infants are killed through runaway

Carriages. Every time you recommend your customers to buy a

"Safety Automatic" brake you may be saving a life.

We boldly state that no patent this century has been granted

for an invention more necessary, more simple, and more valuable.

WM^lmmml^ pwmm t^m.. per dQmmm^
SAMPLE, CARRIAGE PAID, Is. 3d.

DEALERS BE ADVISED. SEND FOR SAMPLE.
Or*clex*s ex:ecutecl in. x*ota<tion, so do xiot <iela,y.

Dealers who have not already had a sample should send for one

at once.

The "SAFETY AUTOMATIC"
Perambulator Brake Depot

179, ALDERSGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.
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These Beautiful

Designs of

Goldendine are

a Most

astounding

Success.

Never Before

were Carriages

received with

such Deiight by

the Public.

All other classes of

Carriages (however

good they may be)

sink into complete

insignificance when

placed by the side of

the Patent Golden-

dine.

Come and see them

for yourselves. It

will pay you to do

so ; or write for

illustrated list to the

Patentee and Sole

Manufacturer;

LEON L'HOLLIER,
BATH PASSAGE, BIRMINGHAM.
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GENUINE AMERICAN
LAMB KNITTING MACHINE.

The most reliable and most easy ruaoing Stocking and
Glove Knitter in the Market.

SWISS KNITTER.
EUROPEAN KNITTER.
CHEMNITZ KNITTER.

For all kinds of Garments, with special

automatic attacliments,

BIERNATZKI & CO.,
44, MANSFIELD ROAD, NOTTINGHAM.

Principles and Practice of the Law

of Hire and Conditional Sale.

By H. E. Tudor, Esq., Solicitor,

Author oj ^^ A De)ence of the Hire System,"

(Continued from our May Number.)

CHAPTER XXXV.

When does a Hire Agreement fall under the Bills

OF Sale Acts ?

The next case, Hale v. Saloon Omnibus Company
(4 Drew, page 492), in which a tradesman sold his

furniture and stock-in-trade, and the only document in

the case was a receipt for the purchase money. The
Court held the transaction to be complete Avithout the

receipt ; and, therefore, there was no bill of sale. In

Allsop v. Day (7 H. and N., 457), trustees of a wife's

settlement gave receipts on payment of purchase money
for the husband's goods and effects, which were held not

to be bills of sale on the ground that they were not an
assurance. " A bill of sale under the Act must be some
instrument by which property was intended to pass

"

(Lord Penzance in Allsop v. Day).

In Byerly v. Prevost (Law Reports, 6 C. P., page 144)
the Court held that the receipt being a mere receipt did

not require registration. In Graham v. Wilcockson
(46 L. J. Ex., page 55) the Court held that the document
was a mere receipt, and that the transaction was one of a

sale for valuable consideration which preceded, and was
independent of, the receipt, and that, therefore, the
receipt did not require registration. It is to be noted
that up to this point receipts merely as such were not
considered bills of sale unless they were assurances

;
i.e.,

documents under which property passes from one person
to another. But then come three great leading cases

(not differing in principle as Lord Justice Bowen rather

seems to think. See Lord MacNaughten's judgment in

the North Central Wagon Company's cases, 13 Appeal
Cases, p. 569); Cochrane v. Matthews (10 Ch. D., 80 n.)

;

ex parte Odell (10 Ch., Div. 76) ; and ex parte Cooper
(10 Ch., Div. 313); ex parte Cooper. Lord Macnaughten
expressly points out is to be read with the explanation

in Woodgate v. Godfrey (5 Ex. Div., 24). In these

great cases Lord Justice Bowen says, "The Court seems
to have been impressed with the danger of allowing the

Bills of Sale Act— I will not say to be evaded, but—to

be escaped by documents which were in the form of

receipts, but where the transaction was more complicated
than that of an ordinary sale and purchase." These
decisions laid down that document were to be read
together, and that when so read the documents amounted
to an assurance, and that a document' is only a bill of

sale if it amounts to an assurance. In those cases the

Court also held that there was no valid transaction

outside the documents. Otherwise their decisions would
only hit the documents, and leave the transaction itself

standing.

"Then came the Act of 1878 with section 4, and the
legislature seems to have been struck with the fact that

these receipts were often documents which escaped. . .

Now if a receipt was an assurance of personal chattels, it

'All Rights Kescrved.

was struck by the older Act, 1S54, under the general
words. If it is not an assurance of personal chattels, it is

not struck by this Act," 1878. Finally, in Marsden v.
Meadows, 7 Q. B. D., So, 83, a receipt given by a sheriff
on a sale was held not to be a bill of sale.

Loid Justice Fry, in concurring with the judgment,
said he did not think a loan was contemplated by the
parties, but a sale and letting on hire. He states that the
Acts of 1854, 1878, and 1882 are drawn on the same lines,
in so far as they refer to documents and not to transac-
tions. " The legislature was not minded to declare that
every transaction by which an interest, legal or equitable,
in personal chattels passed should be evidenced in writing
and then should in certain cases be void if not registered
but it contented itself with laying hold of those cases in
which there was a written assurance of a legal or equitable
interest, and avoiding that assurance in certain cases.

Now, looking at the authorities, I find that in
every case the enquiry was, is this instrument or is it not
an assurance?" He states that the Act of 1878 simply
made an inventory or receipt, a bill of sale if such docu-
ment amounted to an assurance. Therefore, he concludes
that the " Act of 1878 had no wider scope as regards the
inventories and receipts, though it is clearer in point of
expression than the Act of 1854."

He then goes on to say, " The enquiry in the present
case is, are any of the documents—the invoice, the
receipt, the hiring agreement, or any other documents

—

assurances of a legal or equitable interest in personal
chattels ? I think they are not." .... " That being
so, it appears to me that the transaction of the i8th was
a complete agreement for the transfer of the whole
property in the wagons. It is not till after that inter-
view takes place, till after the matter has been concluded
between the contracting parties, that some clerk, writing
on behalf of the plaintiff company, asks to have an invoice
made out in the usual form It was no part of
the bargain between the contracting parties that there
should be any written evidence of the transaction."

Notes.
(i.) Lord Justice Cotton confirms what we have so

often said, viz., that a hire agreement is not in itself a
bill of sale, but may be so when read in the light of other
documents. A hirer cannot be a grantor of a bill of sale

because he is not the owner.

(2.) Lord Justice Bowen points out that the legislature

only aims at documents and not at transactions. Docu-
ments are to be read together when such is the parties'

intention. A document is only a bill of sale if it amounts
to an assurance. Transactions perfected without writing
or independent of writing are not hit by the Bills of Sale
Acts.

(3). Lord Justice Fry points out that a sale followed by
letting on hire does not amount to a bill of sale. He
says the question in every case is, does the document
amount to an assurance ?

We have now carefully examined the leading cases on
bills of sale so far as the hire system is concerned, and
we have shown beyond all fear of refutation that the
Bills of Sale Acts do not include hire agreements, and
that consequently neither registration of such is necessary,

nor need they comply with the form supplied by the
Bills of Sale Act, 18S2.

We have shown that there may be cases in which hire
agreements when connected with other documents must
be registered, and must also conform with the form given
in the Act, but that such transactions belong rather to
money-lending than to selling goods by means of the hire

system. We have traced the question as to whether
hire agreements are bills of sale from the Court of First

Instance to the Court of Appeal, and from the Court of
Appeal to the House of Lords. In the course of that

examination we have pointed out that the legality of the

ADEFENCE of the HIRE SYSTEM, base
on Legal andCommercial Considerations,"

by H. E. Tudor, Solicitor. One Shilling. The author

fully discusses and criticises— i Registration. 2 Plate or

Stamp on hired goods. 3 Should hired goods become the

absolute property of the hirer on payment of half the

money. 4 Should the hire system bt declared illegal.

"Sewing Machine G.'Vzettk" Office, 28, Paternoster

Row, London, E.C.
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liin.- ^jnU-iu ;iiul till- li-;;alil) ul leave aiul license clause.-,

ill hire ajj;reeniciUs are now matters of settled law, and

have all been settled by the highest tribunal in this

country. In short, notiiinp; but an Act of Parliament

can now make the seizure clause illegal or void for want

of registration as a bill of sale.

{To he conU'nuccl.)

Failures and Arrangements.

C. KATCLIFF, sewing machine and musical instru-

ment dealer, 21, High Street, New Broinpton,

Kent.

A meeting of the creditors of the above was held in

London on Wednesday last, when a composition of

los. in the pound was offered. The matter is not yet

decided.

GEORGE HENRY TAYLOR, of 5, Bow Lane, E.G.,

trading as W. Penlington & Co., iron and hardware
merchant, and late of 2a, Molyneu.x Place, Liverpool.

A meeting of the creditors of the above was held in

London on the i6th ult. The liabilities were given as

follows :—Creditors unsecured, ^4133^ ^s. 8d. ;
creditors

partly secured, ;^200 lis. 5d. ; less estimated value of

securities ;^"i8 i8s.—;^"i8i 13s. 5d. ;
other liabilities,

^^650 ; liabilities on bills other than debtor's own accept-

ances, £21)1 8s. ; total .^5,461 8s. id. The assets, as

stated and estimated by the debtor, are 7iil ; there is thus a

deficiency of ^5,461 8s. id. The bankrupt, against

Avhom the receiving order was made on the 19th April,

was employed for ten years as under-manager by a firm

of manufacturing jewellers, but in March, 1877, with

£ 260 of borrowed money, he commenced business as an
iron and hardware merchant in partnership with another,
trading as W. Penlington & Co. His partner, who brought
in the ;^"26o, died in the following November, when, the
bankrupt states, he paid the representatives the amount
of his late partner's capital, and borrowed an additional
sum of ;^^5oo, which, with the ^^60 above referred to, is

still outstanding, and continued his trading alone. Mr.
Taylor attributes his insolvency to loss on trading owing,
as he states, to the falling off of business in the chief
branches of his trade, viz., with Brazil, Africa, and Egypt

;

to losses in connection with a patent in which he was
interested

; to his liability in respect of a guarantee given
by him for a firm now bankrupt ; to bad debts ; to law
costs in which he was defendant ; and to his household
and present expenses. He says that the furniture at his

house is his wife's separate property.
The Official Receiver states that the books of account

are incomplete and imperfect, and not such as disclose
the debtor's transactions or financial position at any
time.

The creditors treated as partly secured are stated to be

£ s. d.

... 50 16 6

156 13 10

17 19 2

500
364 17 6
21 7 6

922 I

69 15 10

603 I 7
10 2 2

289 8

19 10

14 7 3
242
7S0

?ent Street,

holder.-> of certain securities and shares and returned

goods.

We might add that this firm have done a very large

export trade in sewing machines, and have paid thousands

of pounds for these goods from time to time.

The public examination of the bankrupt will take

place on June 3rd at the London Bankruptcy Court.

Among the creditors are the following :—

Ardran Uros. (debt and costs)

.Atkinson (debt and costs)

liishop's Cluster Co ..

Goss II. C. ...

Jones' Sewing Machine Co .„

Jordan ... ...

.Mcintyre (inoneylent)...

Mersey Loan Co. (debt and costs)

.Manchester and Liverpool Bank
I'agefield Forge Co. (debt and costs)

Popple T.
Peacock
Perkins

Singer Manufacturing Co.

Taylor E.

ARTHUR HUNTLEY, ironmonger, 31,

Weston-super-Mare.

In the above bankruptcy the liabilities are estimated at

^'230. The Kisland Perambulator Company, of Bir-

mingham, are creditors for ;^I2 8s.

WILLIAM POTTER, sewing and knitting machine
dealer, Birmingham.

During the past month two meetings of the creditors

of the above were convened in Birmingham. A deed

of assignment is to be executed at once.

WM. BELLAS, sewing machine dealer, Stockton-on-

Tees.

At a private meeting of the creditors of Mr. William
Bellas, of Yarm Road, Stockton-on-Tees, sewing machine
agent, held at the office of Mr. Trotter, accountant,

Stockton-on-Tees, a statement was submitted showing
liabilities amounting to ;^i6i 6s. 3d,, and assets ;^28
6s. id., leaving a deficiency of ^^133 os. 2d. The debtor

explained that his insolvency was owing to a serious

accident which happened to him in January, 1S89, by
which he broke his leg, and which was followed by an
attack of influenza and pneumonia at the beginning of this

year, from the effects of which he has not yet recovered,

and to much illness in his household, during which he
lost a child. An offer by the debtor to pay 5s. in the

pound within three months, subject to the approval of

all the creditors, was considered and agreed to be the best

that could be done under the circumstances. To enable

the debtor to pay this composition, the debtor said that

he will have to obtain some assistance from his wife and
her relations, and his wife will have to dispose of part of

her furniture, which was bought in by her after the last

bankruptcy proceedings of the debtor. Several of the
creditors, including the Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing
Company, have accepted the offer, but the Bishop's

Cluster Company and Messrs. Geo. Whight & Co. insist

upon the composition being secured, Mr. Bellas has been
in the sewing machine trade a considerable period.

NOVELTY HOUSEHOLD & SUPERIOR WRINGERS.
Try the Bailey Wringers, and you will buy no

others.

ABSOLUTELY TRUSTWORTHY.

Do not think we make only one pattern. We
make all the best patterns and sizes, and sell a

reliable article at a reasonable price.

If you want a Machine to sell on Easy Terms
take our advice and buy the HOUSEHOLD
WRINGER. It costs a little more than a

common article, but you can get full price fsr

it, and it will do you good.

BAILEY WRINGINQ MACHINE COMPANY, 26, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.
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FriSter & Rossmann's Trade in 1889.

;E have for several years past given a copy of

V^W^ Frister & Rossmann's annual balance-sheets,
which, for a long while, have been unpleasant reading for

the shareholders, recording as they do each year
enormous losses.

F. & R.

Dr.
Shares ...

Mortgages
Creditors ..

Reserve Account
Workmen's F
Less in hand

ilance-sheet, 1889 :—
Cr.

;^ii6.335 Building ... /6l,I20
... 93, 1 68 Plant 35.638

7.64s Drawings and
It 5.665 Models ... 3'9
id £lM Cartridges ... 29,233
... 686 61 Automatie

Scales

Furniture ...

Cash
Stock, Raw

,, Manu-
/6,oS9

1,700

18

173

factured ... 10,019 i6,ioS
Book Debts 31.172
Bills 15,066
Interest 600 14,466
Effects on

Deposit 10,411

Insurance

paid in ad-

vance ... 602
Loss 21,914

^222,874 /222,874

A few remarks on the above will not be out of place.

The ^"319 for drawings and models is quite a new item,

and is evidently introduced to swell the total.

Some two or three years ago, when the result of the
sewing machine business was so bad, the company
determined to try other sources of trading, firstly taking
up the manufacture of automatic scales and then cart-

ridges, neither of which has been a success. The large

sums _^i,7oo and ;^29,233 respectively standing to the

credit of these departments represent, probably, old
stock only to be disposed of at a big sacrifice. Although
the trade done during 1889 was less than that of the
previous year, the book debts are given at X5iO°°. ^^^
the plant at;^7,ooo more than in 1888.

Passing to the other side of the balance-sheet we notice
that in 1888 the reserve fund stood at ;!^io,ooo. This
year it is only given at XS'*^^^-

F. & R. profit and loss account, 1889 :

—

Dr.
Gross profit on trading ^^6,664
Profit on shares not

taken up, and divi-

dends of 1884 not
claimed ... ... 94

" Profit "
I on " Conver-

sion " of shares ... 146,250
Loss for 1889 21,914

.^174,922

Cr.
Loss carried forward on

Jan. ist, 18S9 ... /i68,389
Depreciation, Building

„ Plant...

,, Furniture
Interest on mortgages,&c
Drawings and models

(half cost)

382

1.436

4
4.392

319

, ^
^174922

At first glance it would appear that the profit on the
year's trading was ^6,664, but this is not the case. In
the first place the depreciation of buildings should be
reckoned at ,^'4,000 more than shown if the percentage
hitherto allowed was continued. Secondly, the stock
carried forward, counting cartridges and scales, amounts
to ;^45,ooo : which, if realised, will probably fetch much
less.

It is simply ridiculous to call the large sum of _^i46,2;o
a " profit." As will be remembered, this company '' con-
verted " their shares, reducing their value by the sum of

_^i46,25o. This they call a profit ! ! !

Turning to the other side of the account, it will be
observed that for depreciation of plant, &c., only ^^1,822
is allowed. We find that during the first five years of
the present management £1poo per annum was allowed,

and for the three following years _^5,ooo per annum.
There seems to be nothing but bankruptcy staring

this concern in the face. Whilst other German sewing

THE ISTE^^AT MO. JL.
HIGH-SPEED MANUFACTURING

VERTICAL FEED
SEWING MACHINE.
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THE^' Feed S#^?\ringMachineCo
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machine C(-)iii|);mic.-> aic |):iyinf; h;iiuls(jiinj dix'iticiid.s,

i''rislcr & Rossmaiin arc yearly making sucli losses that are

quite inexplicable. They stem to fail in everytiiing they

luulenake. In 1S87 they tried the automatic scale trade

and mi^crahly failed. Next year they went in for the

manufacture of washing machines with equal success.

During the past year they have been making cartridges,

and hold a stock they value at ;^29,333 !

iMiglishmen are often told to look up to Germany as a

country in which commercial education is understood in

a manner that wc in England cannot at all comprehend.

Wc make bold to say, however, that no English

accountant (tare make out a balance-sheet in the manner
of this (jcrman company. Further, that no English

shareholders would tolerate for a single day such mis-

management as is shown in the F. & R. Company.
Hoes the militarism of Germany stamp out all the

independence, and spirit of the people ? If not we find it

iniiiDssible to account for the docility and childlike trust

which the V. & R. shareholders display towards the

officers of their company.

Scottish Notes.

The sensation of the month in the sewing machine
\\orld has been the collapse of the Howe Machine Com-
pany. Very many have looked for this event

;
still to the

outside public it has come somewhat as a surprise.

*
Howe sewing machines have undoubtedly been going

out of favour for a long time back, and what is known as

the Howe pattern had almost ceased to be made by the

company, they recently going in for the manufacture
of Singer type.

Mr. Fontaine evidently meant well, and worked hard,

but his ideas of what was wanted were of an antique type,

and so he was outdistanced in the race.

The recent strike at the works is wjw understood to

have been forced upon the men. In reality there were no

funds to go on with, and the dispute with the men came
in most handy as an excuse before the public.

*
.,. *

Mr. Robert Gray, long manager at Edinburgh branch,

and more recently travelling for the company in the

Midland Counties, has been engaged in winding up.

Several of the English branches—Liverpool, Manchester,

Leicester, and Nottingham—have already gone. The more
im]iortant Birmingham business has belonged entirely

to Mr. F. J. Cocks for some years past, though the public

perhaps identify it with the Howe Company.

The leading sewing machine firms are well repre-

sented at the Edinburgh Exhibition. Mr. J. D. Dickson

must have expended avast amount of energy in planning

and executing the magnificent display of working exhibits

which his firm of Wheeler & Wilson make. Good
business should be the outcome of this enterprise. Mr.
Bayne, from A'lanchester, was over before the opening,

seeing that a proper start was made.

Bradbury & Co. are most tasteful in the fitting up of

their stand. The display of both sewing machines and
bassinettes is large and attractive. They need no fear

rivals, as quality and finish seem to be closely associated

with the name " Bradbury." Mr. Sewell will, it is hoped,

see some good results from his labours.

*

The general manager of the Edinburgh Exhibition is

an old sewing machine hand who has been associated

with the fortunes of more than one of the leading firms.

That he is a man of mark is undoubted, from the fact that

he pilotted the Liverpool and Manchester Exhibitions,

and has also represented England in Belgium last year.
» *

Mr. S. Lee Bapty is a man of education and general

Ju-LL* Y JD o£ JdLlJjlj^

Patentees &

manufacturers.

Pepamtiulatops.
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culture, and his friends are proud that he has found a

sphere for his undoubted capacity. His generalship has
made a success of what he has hitherto touched, let us

hope Edinburgh will be no exception.

*
Mr. Bapty was at one time in charge of the " Florence

"

Machine Company's business in Glasgow, afterwards he
occupied the post of Dublin and general manager for

Ireland to the Howe Machine Company, Limited, after-

wards he succeeded the genial Mr. W. F. Fair, now of

Berridge, London, as manager of Biernabski's London
Lamb Knitting Machine Depot, when Mr. Fair was
apDointed Scotch manager for Wheeler & Wilson.

* •
#

A man of rare ability is still carrying on a sewing
machine business in Edinburgh, Mr, P. Waterston, the

clever inventor who is located in Frederick Street, and
makes a specialty of Raymond machines. Mr. Waterston
has been first with many ideas which are now marked
successes in sewing machine mechanism, but his modesty
and unassuming nature has kept him from pushing his

way into his true place. Strange that Moldacott should
come to the front and the British public freely fling their

money at it, while this real mechanical genius is kept
cerpe'tually in the background.

* *

The payment of rents, which are all paid on one day
in Scotland, viz., 15th May, has made the month a poor
one for sewing machines. With June, sales will again

be more easily made, and with continued prosperity

in all branches the outlook is not unpromising.

"SCOTT."

The Branston Two-Reel Machine-

l^/^HAT has become of the Branston ? is a question

'^Wm' which we have had put to us with much fre-

quency the past month or two. We are now able to answer.
Early this year it occurred to the inventors that they

could so construct the machine that it would produce
either a lock or chain-stitch with the simplest possible

alteration. They worked away at the idea, and very
shortly succeeded, when another suggestion was made,
why not make a locked-chain stitch ? There are classes

of goods where an elastic stitch is absolutely necessary,

and only a single thread machine has been used hereto-
fore. A seam, which is as secure as that produced by a
lock-stitch machine, and yet is as elastic as a W. & G.
stitch, would appear to offer many advantages. The
Branston two-reel machine has now been constructed to

produce this.

Only one of the new machines is at present finished,

and we have produced by it three different stitches.

First we threaded up the machine to produce the lock-

stitch, and after sewing a few inches were told to lift up
the head and revolve a small cam, the effect of which
was to alter the timing of the thread guide, so that the

needle on descending passed through its previous loop.

A few more inches were then sewn, when we were told to

remove the slide and sever the under-thread. This done,
we again worked the machine and examined the work.
The top side of the work was alike all along the line,

but the under side showed three distinct styles of sewing,
all displaying capital tension.

The Branston Company now consider they have
developed their machine to the fullest extent possible,

and are making arrangements for its early appearance on
the market. It is certainly much better than it was, and
the recent alterations are without any complications,
neither do they add materially to the cost of production.
They are real and valuable improvements.

The French Exhibition.

^A^NOTHER of the series ot exhibitions which have
*if^ for years been held at Brompton was inaugurated
during last month. It is devoted to articles of French
manufacture as well as French art, entertainments, &c

.

At the time of writing all the exhibits are not in
position, but we have inspected one stand, which will

attract great interest. It is an exhibit of French bas-
sinettes, children's carts, horses, &c.

Several of the toys on show are very ingenious,
notably a Chinese cart, called, we believe.' a jimritska.
It is impelled by bicycle cranks, and within the shafts,

which are very long, there wa'ks a model of a
Mongolian.
Another novelty is a bicycle horse which rises and

falls by a crank movement.
This exhibit should be seen by the English perambu-

lator trade. The owners are Messieurs Vincent & Fils,

of 26, Rue de Chateau d'Ean, Paris- They have steam
works in the French capital, and hope to do a trade in
this country in several of their novelties, which we may
probably illustrate at an early date.

It is a remarkeble tribute to the high opinion held of
the vertical feed sewing machine that a French firm
should bring a machine from Paris to London merely to
sew together the drapery required for their stand at the
French Exhibition. Such is, however, a fact.

The Edinburgh Exhibition,

B^J3HE Edinburgh Exhibition is now quite in order,
iii? and we shall give a full report of the e.xhibits in

our next. Several of the large companies are exhibiting,

including Wheeler's, Bradbury's, and Singer's. Mr. P.
Waterston, of Edinburgh, is showing the Hitchcock
Mechanical Lamp on behalf of Mr. G. W. Phillips, of

the Vertical Feed Sewing Alachine Companv-

BRASSIMTON& COOKE

CABLE STREET,

Mancliestep
WHOLESALE MANUFACTURERS OF

BASSINETTES
AND

INVALID FORNITURE,

PHIOE LISTS OH APPLICATION.
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Jottings.

At lliL' liicluslrinl I';xliibition recently licld aL Blackpool

Mr. J. Kemp gained a pri/c for tlic Vertical Feed sewing

inncliinr, I'or which he is local agent.
* 1

Mr. JaiiKs llalliwell, of Edenficld, Lancashire, agent for

the Vertical Feed sewing machine, has opened a branch at

Rawtenstall.
»

We hear that Mr. W. Harrison, of kniltmg machine

fame, intends to make his own machines in the future, and

for this purpose will shortly have a factory completed in

Manchester.

Messrs. Shepherd, Rothwell, & Hough, of Oldham, have

been known for many years as manufacturers of the

" Eclipse " sewing machine. They now announce that in

future they w'll trade as the Eclipse Machine Company.

Mr. J. I''oster, the well-known knitting machine

inventor and sewing machine dealer, has just given up

his depot in Oxford Road, Manchester.
* *

Mr. James Warwick, the inventor of the " Wat'wick "

sewing machine, who for some time managed Rothwell's

knitting machine factory, has now premises close to the

Bolton Town Hall, where he deals in cycles and domestic

machinery.

«

During the past month the following changes have

taken place in the addresses of the undermentioned branch

offices of the Singer Company :—Belfast, to 59, Donegal
Place ;

Devonport, to 10, Fore Street
;

Stockton-on-

Tees, to 152, High Street; Thurso, to Royal Hotel

Buildings, Frail Street.

The Singer Company's Coleraine business is flourishing.

They recently fitted up a new factory at Ballymoney,

and iuppiicd twenty machines to a collar and cuff factory

at Castlerock.
* ...

*

The shoe manufacturers in the eastern counties, who
now complain but little as to the state of trade, are

bestowing their orders for sewing machines mostly

on Wheelers' and Jones', the former getting the " lion's

share." Several large orders are now being nego-

ciated.

*
Messrs. Southall & Co., boot manufacturers, Norwich,

have recently been testing sewing machines made by
Jones', Singers', and Wheelers', and have given an order

to the Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing Company for

twelve No. 12 machines.
*

..
=•'

The Wheeler & Wilson Company, also Jones', have

received orders for nine sewing machines, to be supplied

to Messrs. Sexton & Sons' shoe factory in Norwich. In

the former case the machine selected is the No. 12.

Messrs. Coop & Co., the well-known Wigan manu-
facturers of clothing, have just erected a new clothing-

factory at Crewe. The Singer Company supplied the

machines and shafting.

Advices from the manufacturing trade in the eastern

counties are very pleasing reading, particularly for the

Wheeler & Wilson Company. A new firm, Messrs.

Martin Carroll & Co., are about to commence business

in Ely, manufacturing leggings, tennis, and other shoes.

The Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing Company will

fit up their factory with a number of their D12 machines.
* *

*
On Saturday morning, the 24th ult., at the offices of

Hutchins' Sewing and Domestic Machine Supply Com-
pany, Limited, 19, Duke Street, Cardiff (successors to the
South Wales Branch of the Wheeler & Wilson Manu-
facturing Company's business), Mr. Jones, secretary and
cashier of the company, was presented by the employes

HARRIS' PERAMBULATORS.
W. J. HARRIS & CO., LIMITED,
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with a iiandsome marble timepiece, witii bronze figures,

on the occasion of his marriage. Mr. W. H. Hutchins,
managing director, on behalf of the employes, made the
presentation, and Mr. Jones suitably responded.

* ^--

*

The Singer Company have opened new premises at 74,
Montague Street, Rothesay.

* #
*

A change has taken place in the partnership of Messrs.

D.J. & E. Davies, sewing machine dealers, Aberystwith.
Mr. David Edward Jones continues the business in his

own name, and will pay the debts.
* *

*

We observe that Mr. Samuel Hart, of the Arcade,
Jamaica, is advertising in a local paper :

" You will be
surprised to know we do an ' E.\press ' sewing machine
for i6s." He is quite right

; we arc surprised.
* •

*

A correspondent inquires the present address of Mr.
Smith, who for a long while carried on business as a

machine repairer in Osborne Street, Whitechapel.
» #

*

Mr. W. H. Brown has purchased the sewing machine
business formerly carried on at Hereford by Mr. T.
Williamson, who was recently adjudicated a bankrupt.

•

Last month a telegram appeared in the daily papers

reporting great destruction of the Singer Co.'s factor}-,

at Elizabethport, U.S.A. We have since heard that

the fire was not nearly so disastrous as was at first

reported. It broke out in a portion of the building where
large stocks of needles and parts were kept, and near to

where there were 50,000 sewing machines. The latter,

however, were uninjured, and most of the parts destroyed
belonged to obsolete types of machines. The consequence
is that the occurrence has not interfered at all seriously

with the Singer Co.'s business in America, and has not
in any way affected those branches which receive their

supplies from the Kilbowie factory.

*
Messrs. H. J. Searle & Sons, Limited, the old-established

house furnishers and drapers, of Old Kent Road, are

now devoting more attention to supplying domestic
machinery than heretofore. They have recently carried

out e.xtensive alterations to their premises, and now
display a fine assortment of perambulators and mail carts,

as well as sewing and wringing machines.

At the Bath and West of England Show of Arts,
Manufactures, and Agriculture, to be held at Chatham,
from the 5th to the loth of June, Mr. A. R. Andrews,
of Chatham, will figure very prominently. He will

display the vertical feed sewing machine with an expert
operator to assist, also a number of the Cherry Tree Co.'s
mangles. The Advance Perambulator Co. will also be to
the front with a fine range of children's carriages. We
recently inspected the samples, several of which are
handsome in the extreme. Mr. R. J. Johns, the manager,
will be pleased to see his many friends, visiting the show,
at Stand 231, Shed 36.

*

A\'e hear on all hands of better collections. Several
large easy payment houses report trade as being unpre-
cedentedly good, particularly in children's carriages.
Mangles are being sold with greater spirit since the last

reduction in price.

* *

A bill of sale for £^0, given by Mr. A. Bransgrove,
sewing machine dealer, 33, Annaudale Road, Chiswick,
was filed on the 5th May, m favour of Henry Diprose.

A change has taken place in the constitution of the
firm of McLeod & Burgh, wringing machine makers and
domestic machinery agents, 367, Dumbarton Road, Par-
tick. Mr. George McLeod continues the business under
the same style, and will pay the debts.

* *
*

That the iMerchandise Marks Act is being interpreted
by the Customs with great severity is beyond question
when we hear of the stoppage of goods because they bear
labels in English, " the latest novelty," " 1 2 yards net,"
" best bent steel needles," " compliments of the season,"
&c.

Mr. F. T June, the president of the June Manufacturing
Company, of Belvidere, U.S.A., is dead. He purchased
a small sewing machine manufactory carried on in a single

room in Chicago in 1879, and developed the business

until in 1887 it was removed to Belvidere, where as many
as 125 sewing machines are now turned out per day,

giving employment to 250 men.

DMBRELLA HOLDER FOR PERAMBULATORS.
3s. PER DOZEN CARRIAGE PAID. SEND FOR SAMPLE DOZEN.

r.p^Y^IS, )n, ALDERSGATE ST., LONDON, E.G.

HALL'S BAZAR FORMS
(PROTECli;!) r.\ I'ATENTS 1,\1.RVWHERK. (

A Great Boon to Sewing Machine Agents. They
will be placed on Sale in one shop in each Town

for the convenience of Customers at retail.00 YOXJ IftTANT THEIVI?
Nettling You Can Sell wiilretiirn a Better Profit.

A lKai^t.-lioM iicce^>ity imiis-

pctihablti 10 r.adit:s who do ihcir

own dressmaking. Adjustable to

any size, and when not in use folds

up like an umbrella.

She.—Now don't scold any more.

It's alt your own fault. I assure you,

you will have to stand until you pro-

vide me with Hall's Bazar Form.

He.—All right, 1 shan't go through

this again, you can send for one at

ODce.

Bazar Skirt Form.

RETAIL PRICES.
Con pleto Form (weight,

12 Iba., 25s. Od.
Skirt Form ( Iron Post) to

which Iiu>t cm Lc provided at any
time (weight B Iba.). 13s. 6a.
Skirt I'orm, Wood Post

and Improved folding
Foot, in Case (weight, Complete Form.

Cluscil anil Oj-oned.Closed & Opened. 5 ibs.i lli;. 60

Y/liolesale Prices and Descriptive Circular upon Application

(copYRii;irr.)

She.— 1 declare this Hall's Bazar
Form is perfectly splendid. It save
my husband no end of annoyance stand-
ing for me lodrnpe my dresses over him,
and then with Aim I could never get
the right cfTcct. This i^ simply charm-
ine- as nothing c&n equal a Hall's
£azar Form.

HALLS BAZAR FORM CO., 139, Regent St., London, W.,
AND 033, IlKCl^DWAY, NEW YoKK
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ll IS rutiiourcii llial llic Howe Machine Co.'s business,

now in course of liquidalion, will be taken over by new

proprietors, wlm will bring to bear upon it much more

iiileliiKeiice liiau has of late been observable in this

concern. We have seen abunJance of profit that the

management for some time past has been simply wretched.

* * *

We acknowledge the receipt of the bassinette illustrated

list of Messrs. Jas. Smith & Sons, i, 2, & 3, St.

Augustine's Parade, Bristol. This firm evidently believe

in carriages with high circular ends, as these predominate

in their list.

*

As a rule we do not care to deal with matters outside

our own field, but we cannot forbear saying a word of

praise in favour oftheNational Physical Recreation Society.

Last week it held its annual display at the Agricultural

Hall, Islington, and was a surprise to all the visitors,

including the Prince of Wales, the patron, who attended

twice. Schools and athletic clubs in all parts of London,

also from provincial towns, sent contingents which went

to swell the body of performers to large proportions.

Perhaps the most surprising of all were the physical

exercises of young girls from the Royal Normal College

for the Blind, and " girls of Keeton's Road, Ber-

mondsey." The agility, accuracy, and bearing of these

young performers were quite a revelation, particularly

the evolutions of the latter team. Every visitor was

saying that this society is going to do yeoman service

in the future in encouraging the physical develop-

ment of the young. We wish it every success

.

*
:. *

Little wonder that the White Sewing Machine Co.

enjoy a magnificent continental trade. There is scarce a

corner in Europe where their travellers do not visit. Mr.
S. Bettmann, for instance, has been for some weeks
taavelling through the countries of northern Africa and
has booked orders for quantities in the most unlikely of

places. Enterprise and industry is always bound to

succeed. Many firms fail to recognise that the mere pos-

sassion of a good article is not sufficient to ensure a trade.

It must be made known far and wide as the White Co.

are constantly doing and with the greatest success.

* *
*

It would be well worth the while of dealers contemplating

an action under the new Landlord and Tenant Act to first

communicate with this office. There are certain dangers
to ba avoided which 'tis not prudent to make known in the

press and wliich we shall be happy to point out.
* •

•

The Dunedin local papers refer in terms of the highest
praise to the exhibits of the Vertical Feed Sewing
Machines at the New Zealand Exhibition now being
held.

Seizure of Machines at Liverpool.

fOflHE Liverpool Customs authorities recently confisca-

C^ ted 50 new German hand machines, upon the arm
of which the word "Singer" was written very small.

After erasing the name the Customs sold the machines at

very low prices. Several of them fetched only 6s. each.

Mr. A. Verney secured thirteen at i8s. each, and would

have been pleased to have taken the lot at this price, as

they were honestly worth 35s., being made and finished

in the best style.

The German maker sending the machines had pre-

viously tried to get a consignment through the Custom
House, but was discovered and warned. His second

attempt has ended in failure and great loss.

Cycle Inventions-

fiKiy^E have recently received for trial several novelties

^^^fii' for the cycle trade.

Cyclists Trouser Clips.—The liability of the crank
catching hold of the ends of trousers, or of soiling the
cloth with oil, most cyclists recognise. For the outlay of

a few pence any cyclist can obtain from the patentees,
Messrs. W.R. Birt & Co., 4, High Street, Birmingham,
a pair of clips which will keep the trousers tightly rolled

round the rider's ankles. We have tested these ourselves,

and can strongly recommend them.
New Wrench.—Mr. Thos. R. Ellin, of the Footprint

Works, Trafalgar Street, Sheffield, sends us a specimen
of his new wrench. It is adjustable to any size, and,'

whilst being small and light, is uncommonly strong.
The Collin.Jl Toe Clip.—Messrs. Cooper, Kitchener,

& Co., of ^loorgate Works, Elland, have for some time
past been supplying a toe clip. Some cychsts think these
quite superfluous, but for hill-cUmbing and rough roads
they are of great advantage, as slipping the pedal is thus
rendered impossible.

Sewing Machine Technology.

By Tyro, in the U.S. Sewing Mach'tie News.

BALANCE WHEELS.
fOpiHE light running element, so greatly sought for,

tyil depends largely on the amount and distribution of

the balance in the wheel on the machine, and in the one in

the stand. The wheel in the stand should have just

sufficient and no more balance weight at its rim to equalise

by momentum the inequalities of the treadle and the

connection (pitman) when run at the ordinary speed.

Treadles as a rule are heavy at the toe. This is in-

creased by the weight of the pitman, and in a stand

properly adjusted this extra weight will drop and sink

the toe of the treadle from every position when free to

do so. If, therefore, there were no balance in the wheel
in the stand, it would run jerky when the belt might be
slack, and tight belts make friction, which means hard
running. I know of no rule to determine e.xactly the

amount of weight to put into a stand wheel, but have
found that too little tires 'an operator less in a long
sitting than too much. Roughly, I generally put a

balance weight into this wheel equal to what will

balance the treadle and pitman at an equal radius,

and a position opposite to the pin to which the pitman
is attached. This weight I put contiguous to the belt

groove, but I do not find that it benefits much to attempt
to balance the treadle by a counterbalanced wheel, z'.e., a

wheel weighed on one side only. It serves best and
is simplest to add the weight to the rim symmetrically.
The wheel on the machine to run by foot power

should be heavy enough to overcome not only the uneven
motions in the machine, but the uneven eflfects of piercing

the work and feeding it. Most wheels made to-day are

too light for a long sitting, but are admirably designed
to run the machine idly, and the fact that long and hard
sittings are now very rare makes this light wheel of little

harm to the person who uses the machine. Should the
stand wheel be too heavy and the machine wheel too
light, a much tighter belt is needed in sewing hard
materials than the reverse of too light stand wheel and a
too heavy machine wheel would require. In calculating

these balances it is necessary to consider that a light

machine wheel stops and starts quicker and easier than
a heavier one.

Farewell Gathering at Leicester.

m cmployis of the Brad-
Depot gave a farewell

month the agents and
bury Leicester District and

supper to Mr. R. H. Williamson, their district manager.
After full justice had been done to the repast, Mr.

Williamson was presented with a handsome silver-

mounted walking-stick, suitably engraved, as a testimony
of the esteem of those who had worked under him.

Mr. Williamson, in a few well-chosen words, returned
thanks for the presentation, which would always keep
him in mind of his fellow workers at Leicester.

The remainder of the evening was given over to social

enjoyment, including songs and recitations.

Mr. Williamson has left Leicester, and gone to London,
where he has joined the Wheeler & Wilson staff.
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m&^Mt^-

Wheeler&WilsonNo.9 (D.A.A.)
Cstbinet lA^ox*k in 0£ik a.nd Wa^lnvtt.

The above Machine has met with unparalleled success the past six
months, and we believe it to be the best Treadle Machine in the Market

We solicit correspondence from all first-class dealers desiring to take up the sale

of this Machine, and to whom Liberal Terms will be given.

WHEELER & lESON MANDFACTDRING CO,
21, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E,C.
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The Development of the Sewing
Machine.

By E. Ward.

(Continued irnm our JMiiy Number.)
PATKN'l" was >;r;uiUcl to Julian i^^iriiarii, on llic

_ 6tli of J')ci.cml)i;r, i'^S3> '"J'' im|)iovcincnts in

inaLhinciy, or apjiaralus for stilciiing or uniting and
oriiainL-iiting various materials. One of tliu chief features

of novelty in tliis invention is the use of a rotary arm or

bracket, \vori<ing round a fixed centre on the bed-plate

for tarrying tiie needle and part of the mechanism which
actuates it, whereby the arm and needle may be brought

to ditTerent positions over the surface of the bed-plate, so

as to operate in combination with other subordinate

combinations of mechanism beneath, and consequently

atTord facility for producing, in one machine, two, three,

or more \'arieties of stitching, according to the different

arrangements of mechanism beneath the bed-plate. In

lieu of this rotary arm, a revolving table or bed-plate may
be used. A stop-pin passed through a flange on the base

of the bracket serves to fix the same in any desired

position over the table, by dropping into a hole or notch

suitably disposed in the expanded portion of the boss.

The front portion of the arm which receives the needle

slide or rod consists of a hollow cylinder having a cap

screwed into the upper and lower extremities. These caps

are perforated to allow of the passage therethrough of

the needle slide, and consist of a round spindle with a

key-way to prevent it from turning.

We must say that there are numerous ingenious

features in Mr. Bernard's invention, but space will prevent

us from going fully into them, and W'e must therefore

content ourselves with the outlines of the invention,

leaving the more substantial delailstobe gathered by our
readers from the printed specification, consisting of over
twenty pages of letterpress and six sheets of drawings,
One striking feature of novelty in Mr. Bernard's

invention is tin: production of a three-thread stitch. A
very pleasing ornamenting effect is produced by using
three threads of different colours. Mr. Bernard describes

two modes of uniting and actuating these threads. The
material is fed or traversed under the needle, by being
laid upon and pres.ed against an endless band of leather,

or other suitable material, which is passed over two
tension pulleys, carried in brackets attached to the under
side of the table. The band passes through slots in the
table and traverses for some distance along its upper
surface. It is tightened by an adjusting screw, which
causes the bearing on which the pulley works to slide

backwards and forwards in a slotted bracket. There are
guide pulleys or rollers for directing the course of the
material and for keeping it in a continual state of tension,

so as to effectually prevent its puckering. The guide
rollers are respectively fitted in to the lower ends of forks

or rods, which are kept pressed down by helical springs.

Suitable arrangements are made to maintain the rollers

at the desired elevation. The feed motion is derived from
a lever worked by a tappet on the main shaft, and giving
motion to a peculiar friction arrangement placed inside

a pulley, which imparts an intermittent or step by step

motion thereto. This feed motion is a most ingenious
contrivance, and forms the subject of an independent
patent, under the title of ''Improvements in obtaining
differential mechanical movements," bearing date the

fhe "Special" Safeties &Tric|cb
PRICES

From £8 lOs.
All Machines Warranted. Discount for Cash,
or Machines sold on Easy Payment System.

Machines taken in Exchange.

Agents wishing to do a Hire Purchase Trade should write

for Terms. No risk. I take all risk as to Payments.

HARRY STROBERTS,
CYCLE WORKS,

DEANSHANGER, STONY STRATFORD, Bucks.

T. liUCKETT,
58, INGE ST., BIRIVTINGHAM:

9
Manufacturer of all kinds of

BASSINETTES k PERAMBULATOR BODIES,

INVALID BODIES, PARCEL CART BODIES.

Also Manulactnrer of Tricycle Horses & Mail Cai'ts.

ALL KINDS OF IRON WORK MADE FOE INVALID

CARRIAGES PARCEL CARTS & BASSINETTES.

SPECIALTY FOR 1890.
LUCKETT'S PATENT DETACHABLE FOLDING MAIL CART.

The construction of this Cart rtnders it most suitable for shipment. When packed each cart measures
i_ _.. 48 iu, K 35 in, X 8 in.
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30th May, 1853. The length of the stitch is adjusted by
means of a notched eccentric, in lieu of the ordinary

thumbscrew. The action of this notched eccentric is to

bring the end of the feed lever nearer to, or further from,

the tappet on the main shaft, so as to regulate the amount
of movement at each stroke of such tappet, and so stop

the feed.

An indicator and dial, placed outside the machine, are

also referred to in the specification, for the purpose of

showing the exact length of stitch produced during the

operation of the machine.
(To be continued.)

l0m^stk pafents.

The folloiiiing list has been compiled expressly for this Journal by

Messrs. G. F. Redfern & Co., Patent Agents, 4, SoiUh Street

Finsbury, E.C.

APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.
5694. C. Lotinga, for combined baby carriage and go-cart

5698. H. E. Newton, a communication from the National Machine
Company (Incorporated) of United States, for improvements in sewing
machines for attaching buttons to garments.

5713- W. H. Brickley, for improvements in sewing machines used

for sewing together the parts of gloves.

5739- C. Cresswell, for improvements in appliances for trimming,

guiding, or folding hosiery or other soft fabric applicable to sewing
machines.

S930. F.J. Perry, (or improvements in or connected with embriodery
machines.

, 6401, J. Martin, for improvements in folding perambulators.

6507. R. Stephens, for improvements in go-carts, &c.
6510. R. G. Woodward, for impiovements in sewing machines.

6714. T. Maddox, for improvements in or pertaining to the hoods of

perambulators and other vehicles.

6743. R. Stephens, for improvements in go-carts, &c.
6913. W. Waterhouse, for improvements in children's mail carts.

7031. R. Weiss, for improvements in or relating to embroidery
machines.

7143. J. Moss and C. B. Hunt, for improvements relating to

sewing machines.

7234. E. C. Lea, for improvements in sewing machines.

7244. J. S. Wyndham, for improvements in folding perambulators.
7262. J. Tarbet and D, J. MacDonald, for an improved feed chain

for sack sewing machines.

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED.
Postage id. each extra.

6483. Se7vi7ig Machines. T. S. Percy, of 84, Stafford Street, Dudley.
—Dated April 16, 1889. Price Sd.

The improvements are particularly applicable to the Singer and the
Howe, but can be readily adapted to any other shutt e machine, and
consists in means by which the shuttle thread is operated in such a
manner as to form a knotstitch or double lockstitch machine, this being
done in an effective way by a very simple and cheap arrangement,
which can be readily applied to existing machines.

90S9. Lockstitch Sr.vini; Machines. D. Jones, of 27, Great Frederick
Street, Cardiff.— Dated June i, 1S89. Price iid.

Relates to a two-reel lockstitch sewing machine, in which there is a
carrier below the bedplate of the machine to contain a reel of thread,
and consists of a rotary looper, having at its rearward part a hook
formed inward, and so as to point in the direction of rotation of the
looper, and a guard adapted to prevent the said hook re-engaging a
loop that has been carried partly around the reel carrier and released.

In combination with the aforesaid looper a take up mechanism (or

actuating them is employed.
9115. Legs or Supports Jor Sc-.i'ini; Machines. Gj^c. M. M. Med-

calf, of II, Rue Coquelle, Orleans, France.—Dated June I, 1SS9.
Price 6d.

Stands or tables for sewing machines are provided with adjustable
feet or castors, enabling the sewing machine to stand steadily on uneven
ground.

9242. Lockstitch Se-iuna A/achines. II. Moore, of Wellingborough.
— Oa'ed June 4. 1889. Price 8d.

The objects of this invention are, first, to dispense with the ordinary
shuttle and shuttle carrier for the under thread, and second, to obviate
the necessity o( specially winding spools to supply the under thread.

11906. Shuttles fi'r Sewini; Machines. W. Blakey, 8, Louisa Street,

Holbeck, Leeds.—Dated July 26, 1889. Price 8d.

Relates to rotary hook shuttles, and consirts in so constructing the
shuttle that it shall automatically adjust itself to the race of the machine
as its perimeter (by frictional contact with the race and the speed at

which it rotates) wears away.
2030S, Sewing Machines, A. J. Boult, a communication from J.

W. von Pittler, of Gohlis, Leipzig, Germany.—Dated December 17,

1S89. Price lid.

The improved machine mainly differs from well-known types of

sewing machines in the peculiar construction of the combined bobbin
carrier and loop taker, and the novel arrangement of such carrier in

combination with a new device adapted to impart to it a rocking or

a rotary motion,

UNITED STATES PATENTS.
Issued and Dated April 8th, 1S90.

425277. W. Weber, MapIewoDd, 111,, sewing machine.
4252S5. H. E. Barnett, Easthampton, Mass., binding attachment

for sewing machines.

Issued and D.\ted April ijth, 1S90.

P. A. Darracq, Le Pre St Gervais, France, sewing425539-
machines.

425722.
machine.

425960.
machmes.

G. Amborn, jun., Pawtucket, R. I., wax thread sewing

E. Seitz, Peoria, 111., tuck marking attachment for sewing

Issued and Dated April 22TH, 1890.

426159. E. Woodward, Somerville, Mass., sewing machine.

426244. G. Cooper, Bennington, Vt. , trimming attachment for

looped fabric sewing machines.

426256. H. H. Fefel, Philadelphia. Pa., sewing machine.

426293. J. Mathison, Somerville, Mass., button holder for button

sewing machines.

IssuKD and Dated ArRii. 29TH, 1S90.

426737. A. Pettenkofer, Brooklyn, N. V., reversible feed mechanism
for sewing machines.

427026. R. G. Woodward, Waukegan, 111., thread controlling device

for sewing machines.

TO CYCLE & BASSINETTE MANUFACTDRERS & REPAIRERS.

USE ONLY
JOHNSON'S

AMERICAN ELASTIC

HOLDFAST TYRE CEMENT
Acknowledged by many usera to be the

BEST AND CHEAPEST IN THE MARKET.

Sold in Bulk, Blocks, or 6d., M., and 2d. Tablets Boxed.
Trade Price List and Sample sent on receipt of 2d. for postage.

SPECIAL CEMENT FOR BASSINETTES.
Note the Address

—

S. ^Rl. JOHElSrSON^,
43, WINDSOR ROAD, OLDHAM.

Works : LEE STREET, OLDHAM.

THE "HANDY" ,

lock-stitch' 'sewing machine.
SIMPLE, DURABLE, AND CHEAP.

COMPLETE
Japanned Tin

Perfectly Reliable and Suitable for all ordinary purposes.

HARPUR & MASON,
MANUFACTURERS,

72, LOZELLS ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.
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THE GLORIA LOCKSTITCH HAND MACHINE.
THE MOST SUCCESSFUL MACHINE EVER PUT ON THE MARKET

For some time ^
past we have

ceased adver-

tising tiiis

Machine, 3S

oui' orders far ||^i'|,

exceeded the

output of the

Factory.

We now beg

to announce

that the Fac-

tory has been

considerably

enlarged, and

we are now

^in a position

sto execute

all Orders

p r omp t ly

from stock.

LIGHT RUNNING, SILENT, BEST WORKMANSHIP, BEST
MATERIALS, HANDSOMEST AND CHEAPEST.

I
*l

147, ALDERSGATE STREET, LONDON, E,G.

Sole Agents for J. SILBERBERO &. CO., HAMBXJRO

Grimme, Natalis & Co.

'

BRUNSWICK, GERMANY.
MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

jjfcijj"

"ORIGINAL PRINCESS." "FAMILY HAND."
And other Machines.

SE:Nr> FOR ILLUSTR^ATED lSr»:OIL.ESJLI^E LIST
TO

RepiMtative-OHAS. BRADBURY,
65, GUILFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C.
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DOLL'S SWING COT

LAWRIE & BISHOP,
Wire Workers and Makers of every description of Fancy Bird

Cages.

55, 56, and 57. BRADFORD STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
Thousands are being Sold.

ADDRESSES OF REPAIRERS TO THE TRADE.

LONDON, N.

JAMES TURNER,
SEWINQ MACHINE ANO CYCLE REPAIRER TO THE TR4DE.

All kinds of Domeatic Machinery repaired in a workmanlike
manner, and with dispatch. Men sent to any part.

26, ST. ANN'S ROAD, STAMFORD HILL,

LONDON, N.

Trythe"TRIU)YiPH" Bicycle

Light Roadster, weight 28 lbs.

STRENGTH & BEADTY.

S. BETTMAN & CO.,

4, GOLDEN LANE,
LONDON, E.G.

Depot: 287, UPPER STREET, LONDON, N.
Works: ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.

E. WARD & CO.,
Cycle Engineers,

Are prepared to build Cycles for Gentlemen to any design and
weight required.

ENAMELLING IN VARIOUS COLOURS.
REPAIRS FOR THE TRADE.

Wheels Made, Frames Brazed, Hardening, Screwcutting.
Balls, Bells, Lamps, Saddles, Sundries, at manufacturers'

prices.

9. WELLS ST., OXFORD ST., W.

ESTABLISHED I860

BESr~llATERIALS ONLY USED.

THE HALESOWEN
PERAMBULATOR & CARRIAGE Co.,

LIMITED.

GENUINE MANUFACTUBEBS of every descrip-
tion of Bassinettes, Mail-carts, Invalid Carriages,
Delivery Bassinettes, etc, etc Special prices to largo
buyers, which will defy competition, for price com-
bined with quality.

HALESOWEN, NEAR BIRMINGHAM.
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THE

Eclipse
^^ ,/^4

tw&ms
The Eclipse Hand Machine is the BEST and CHEAPEST in the Trade-

It pays AGENTS and SHIPPERS much better to handle this machine in

preference to any other, and no dealer's stock is complete without it,

Once tried always bought
SHIPPERS specially invited to write for sample Machine and terms.

Manufacturers and patentees of the ''ECLIPSE" MEDIUM FAMILY
OSCILLATOR AND FAMILY HAND SEWING MACHINES.

THE ''ECLIPSE" KNITTING MACHINE. The QUICKEST and BEST
Machine in existence for MANUFACTURING AND DOMESTIC USE.
SIMPLE IN CONSTRUCTION. EASY TO LEARN and LIGHT RUNNING.

Send for Illustrated Lists and Wholesale Terms to the

Sole lVLa,nufa;Ctvix>e]:*s

:

The "ECLIPSE MACHINE CO.. OLDHAM
(LATE SHEPHERD, ROTHWELL, & HOUGH).
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VARLEY & WOLFENDEN,
KEIGHLEY, ENGLAND,

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

CYCLOPS IMPROVED HIGH-ARM

Lock-Stitcli Sewing Machines

FOB

Domestic & Mantijacturtng Purposes,

To WORK either by HAND or FOOT.

These Machines are made from the Best Materials and cannot he

surpassed for excellency offinish and durability.

Shipping Orders executed op the shortest notice.

N900835 < N!E0286

The*llTL/lS*6EDSTEilD^Co.

BILSTON.
EYERY SEWING MACHINE DEiLERSHOULD SELL BEDSTEADS
Many DO NOT because of the ROOM (hev

take up. BEDSTEADS can now be sold bV
Sewing Machine Dealers from DRAWINGS
and delivered to THEIR CUSTOMERS'
ADDRESS the NEXT DAY.
Write or wire TO-DAY for Book of STOCK

PATTERNS. ALL patterns in this book areACTUALLY IN STOCK, papered ready to
leave SAME DAY as wired for. Finish and
value guaranteed.
N.B.-EVERY Bedstead FITTED UPWHEN FINISHED before leaving the WARE-

HOUSE. ^ "AKii

A Large Stock of these Patterns is kept at

120, 122, CURTAIN RD., EC
For London Trade only.

Firat Orders should be accompanied bv Beferencts or
Remittance.

"VICTOR" WRINGER i. a Machine we can con-
hdently recommend. It fixes with ease on to a round orsquare tub, and the clamp is so arranged that no matter atwhat angle the side of the tub may be the \Vringer, when
fi.xcd, stands straight up.

^

TRADE PRIGS.

^\'/q ^V,c
'/in-

(.

All with Best White Solid
18/3 14/6 16/- S Rubber Rollers.

Cog Wheels, 8d. extra each Machine.

gen

m Freeters.

The A.M. Co. are the largest manufacturers of Rubber Roller Wrinm Europe. Makers of the " Acme," " President," " Nonp.ireii,"
Mctor WrinRers ; .ilso Knife Cleaners anH Ice Cream Freete

THE ACME MACHINE CO.,
Henrietta Street, GLASGOW,
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HENRY VORLEY'S
Pure White ''Scentless d Stainless

"

Lubricating^ Oil,

For Sewing and Knitting Machines, Physical and Surgical Instruments, Guns, Clocks, Lathes, &c., &o.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

fHIS very beautiful oil is incapable of thickening in use or of gumming the bearings, being an " absolutely

neutral "substance, unafTected by the weather or age. It may now be obtained in bottles at all respectable

Sewing Machine and Bicycle Depots, ami Wholesale at

23, SHAFTESBURY ROAD, HORNSEY RISE, LONDON, N.

Lower Qualities of the White Oil may now be had, Also Fine Lamp for
Bicycles, and American Golden, in Casks direct from the Docks, or

packed in Cans, Drums, or Bottles Suitable to the Trade.

BIELEFELDER

NaehmascliinenFabrik
Saalfeld on Saale, {GERMANY),

MANUFACTURE

SINGER A & B MACHINES
(For Hand or Treadle),

SAXQNIA MACHINES

WHITE MACHINES.

These splendid Machines are always
to the front.

The lightest running Shuttle Machines out.

Illustrated Price List on application to

R. J. JOHNS & CO.,

59, HoLborn Viaduct,
LONDON, E.G.

TO INVESTORS.

General Patent Office. Established 1830.

G. F. REDPERN & CO.
4, SOUTH STREET, FINSBURY,

LONDON
PROVISIONAL PROTECTION for 9 months under the

new Act, £i 3s. ; to complete the Patent for 4- years,

£7 ys. French Patent, including first year's tax, £8

;

Belgian Patent, £4 ; Imperial German Patent, £10 10s. ;

United States Patent, including all expenses for the whole
term, £17 10s. Circular of information as to the mode of
proceeding in applying for Letters Patent, cost of European
Patents generally, and also of Colonial Patents, forwarded
upon apphcation. Trade Marks and Designs registered in

England and Abroad. [Telephone No. 169.

RgGisTERED Telegraphic Address:—" INVENTION, London."

HIRE AGREEMENT FORMS.

The best form compiled, used by most of the trade.

Price 6d. per dozen, 3/9 per 100.

HIRE INSTALMENT CARDS.
Strongly bound instalment cards with the hire

terms at the back. Price 1/- per dozen, 7 6 per 100.

Dealer's name and address printed if required.

Sewell * Co., 28, Paternoster Row, London, E.G.

G. R PRICE,
MANUFACTUEER OF

PERAMBULATORS, BassMtes, InTal carriages, &c.

187 & 188, GOOCH STREET,
BIRMINGHAM.

G. B, P. has had over 20 years' praotioal experience in the manufftcture of Per&mbulatoM.JTIOM 20/- SUBJECT.
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T>FAFF
I The most reliable Family and Tailoring

Machines; are unequalled by any Machine
fortheir quality > exquisite workmanship, and

appearance.

All the Impor-

tant parts ex-

posed to

friction are

forged of the

best quality

steel.

Perfectly

Noiseless

Motion,

and numerous

other

Improvements,

The Pfaff " B " Perfect Sewing Machine.

WNUFSCTORED Bv G. M. PFAFF, Kaiserslautern, GERMANY.
Telegraphic Address: M. PFAFP.

QUOTATIONS AND TERMS ON APPLICATION.

THE BEST RUBBER WRINGERS
NOW IN THE MARKET

ARE THOSE MADE BV

The Cherry Tree Machine Co.,

THEY WILL LICK .,„_T^ STRONG FRAMES,

ALL IN

CREATION,

AND PRICES ARE

AS iLOW AS ANY OTBER

MAKE.

BEST RUBBER.

METAL BEARINGS.

TURNED AND FITTED.

, ONCE TRIED

ALWAYS USED.
•*The Express.'

REPRESENTATIVE FOR LONDON AND THE SOUTH—

J. JOHNS, 59, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON. LG.

/
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THE

SINGER SYSTEM MACHINES MANUFACTURED BY

MESSRS. KONIG & CO.,

KAISERSLAUTERN GERMANY),
are the most Reliable Machines for Dealers to Handle, fitted with

POSITIVE TAKE-DP MD SILENT SHUTTLE RACE.

They are absolutely noiseless Hnd of Superior Finish to any Machines

on the Market,
J. ^.r^J^^-att^ %tf*:.-

lflNrx*ite fox* Illui5t]:*a.tions a.xxd. Tei^ixis to tke
WHOLESALE AGENT FOR GREAT BRITAIN,

THOS. POTTER,
47, DUNLAGE ROAD, CLAPTON, LONDON, N.E;.,

Where all communications should be addressed.

THE "BRANSTON n

lO^Ke. »5

LIMIT-Eb.

PATENTEES AND MAKERS OP

THE OEY TWO-REEL SEWING MACHINE
Making a perfect loci^-stitch direct from two ordinary reels of cotton

without a shuttle or take up. Rotary movement throughout.

Simple, Light running, and Noiseless, and with fewer parts than any

other Lock-stitch Machine.

Address-

ggi, K@lb@r£i Ifladmcti W^m^i^m^ M.O
Printed and Published by Sewell & Co., St Paul's Buildings, Paternoster Row, E.C , to which address

ail commuDications should he sent.
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^

Sewi|^q,WasHiNQ °| |)o&K|sllTTlNq,MACHlNES

CHildkeNs Carkiaqes
AND allkiNdsof

DOMESTIC Appliances

Vol. XYIII., No 239. JULY 1st, 1890. Monthly, Price id.
Post Free, Ss. ed. per annum.

Sells Easily and

yields most

Profit to tbe

Dealer«

No Better Machine

in the "World for

Ag^euts and

Slilppers to

Handle.

Switt,

Silent

and

Light Running:

Dealers

should apply

to Factory

Guide Bridgre.
Near Mancbester.

Simmons & Co/s
u n

(REGISTERED.)

APPLIED TO ALL WICKER,WOQOEN,or PAP IER-MACHE BASSINETTES.

ADVANTAGES

:

1. IN GREAT DEMAND EVERY\V11EF<E. I 5. GUAK.ANTEED STEEL.
2. MAXIMUM VERTICAL ELASriCIT\'. | 6. RE(1UIRE NO ATTENTION, NO
3. NO SIDE SWAV. I BUCKLES.STKArS.OR.SIIACKLES
4. BEAUTIFUL APPEARANCE. | TO GET OUT OF ORDER.

^

Export Perambulator Works,

TANMjT., S.E., near LondoD Bridge Station .

X
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TH E

WHITE SEWING MACHINES
^Are Li^ht Rnnning, Noiseless. & Durable, & Warranted for 5 Years.

0"V"E]I?/ 800,000
WlITTl? MACHINES
II ill 1 JJ NOW IN USE.

See a WHITE before purchasing any other.

DAILY SALES EXCEED 1,000 MACHINES.

NO OTHER MACHINE CAN BOAST OF SUCH A RECORD.

GO]L.I> IVrSDAJL awarded atPARIS EXH[IBITION,X889.
MACHINES TO WORK BY HAND OR TREADLE OR BOTH COMBINED.

THE

WHITE
SEWING

MACHINES
ARE

SUITABLE FOR ALL GLASSES OF WORK
LIGHT OR HEAVY.

CLEVELAND,
OHIO, U.S.A.

Style PEERLESS B.—Price. £4 ISs. Od.

EASY PAYMENTS ARRANGED TO SUIT INTENDING PURCHASERS.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

'

MACHINES FOR DRESSMAKERS,
TAILORS, UPHOLSTERERS,

CORSET MAKERS,
AND EVERY VARIETY OF WORK.

SAMPLES OF WORK
AND PRICE LISTS

SENT POST FREE
UPON APPLICATION.

White SewingMachini! Co.,

48, HOLBORN yiUCT,
LONDON, ENGLAND.
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JOHN WILDE & SONS,
EXCELSIOR WORKS,

BISSELL STREET,

ESTABLISHED t856.

da
fP

s
^

m i»i2

P e
(p, ;Sa

IH-l

1©
^ PL

^^ Lli

^

MANUF-AC.TURERS OF

Perambulators, Bassinettes, Invalid Carriages, Mail
Carts, and Rocking Horses

FOR HOME, EXPORT, & COLON IAL MARKETS.
The largest Manufacturers of Perambulators in the Midland Counties.
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BIESOLT & LOCKE,
MEISSEN (SAXONY),

(F.STABT.TBnTIl) 1R60)

Sewing MacMne Manufaeturers.
THE "CINDERELLA."

gt^T^ciitlin)—SACK

Perfected Automatic Hand and Treadle Sewing
Machines for Domestic and Trade use. 12 patented
improvements. Working parts finest tempered
steel. Undoubtedly the best Machine in the market.
Silent, uniform, rapid, easy moYcment.

MACHINES.
Wholesale Agents:

S. BETTMANN & CO.,
4, o o r^ i> EN LANE, T.. O N 13 O N, E. C.

AGENTS WANTED.
M HER MAJESTY 'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

E. WARD & CO. S
Compound Arm and Platform Domestic Lock-

stitch Shuttle

SEWING MACHINES
Ua FAMILY HAND SEWING MACHINE worked with a
straight needle and shuttle, making the LOCK STITCH both
sides alike. Combining both the Arm—so essential to many of
the wants of family sewing, such as putting in sleeves, sewing
round the arms of dresses, and such work so difficult 10 be done
with any other hand machiae, and the Platform for plain
sewing, quilting, &c. The plate which constitutes the platform
is part of the base ; when required it is raised to its place by a
simple mechanical contrivance, and there secured by a projection
which passes into a hole in the arm. The Machine is self-

threading throughout with self-threading Shuttle.

Encouraged by the unparalleled success which has attended
this Machine, and the satisfactory' manner in which it is spoken
of by all who have tried it, the PATENTEE HAS MADE
FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS secured by new Patents, and
trusts that it will now be found the Most Periect, Bimple,
and Saleable Machine m the Marlcec.

ic/tpftone i\'o. 46[J7. Teiegrami, '• Grovod, London.

'

GROVER & WOOD,
AMERICAN ORGAN AND HARMONIUM

MANUFACTURERS,
62. GLENGALL ROAD^^LD KENT ROAD,

LONDON. S.E.

ffirsi-Ciass QiuUitj^ f^ h-pP*^ '^'Spffe's
Latest Improvements

,

«^ WBITE FOE JtSEW Ili.USTRATED LIST.

Patentee and Sole Manufacturers :

E. MSTAJEtl^ &, CO.,
9, WELLS STREET, OXFORD STREET,

LONDON, W.
ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK.—Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.—Three per
cent. Interest allowed on Deposits, repayaoie on demand.

Two per cent. Interest on Current Accounts calculated on the mlniiQuni
monthly balances, when not drawn Delow £1C0.
The Bank underta,kes for its Customers, free of charge, the custody of Deeds,

Writings.and otherSecurities and V^aluables.thecnllection of Bills of Exchange,
Dividends, and Coupons ; and the purchase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and
Annuities. Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued.
The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars, post free, on applicatiou.

FRANCIS EAVENSCROFT, Manager.

.

The Birkbeck Building Society's Annual Receipts exceed Five MUlions.

QOWTO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH, with
immediate Possession and no Rent to pay. Apply at the Office of the

BiRKBbCK BviLDiNQ bociETy, 29, Southampton Builuings, Chancery Lane.

HUW io PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHLLLUiQS PER
MO^'TJd, ffiLb. immeaiate poaeession, either for Building or Gatdeuing

purposes. Apply at the Office of the BiaxBhCK I'reehold Laud SocuiTY,aa
aDove.
The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars, on application,

FRANCIS RAVENSCBOFT. Manager.
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NO GOMPLrCATED COGS, GAMS, OR ELABORATE
-" MEGHANISM.

SIMPLICITY WITH EFFICIENCY.

''"durability WITH SPEED.

THE BEST FOR THE AGENT.

THE BEST FOR THE MERCHANT.

THE BEST FOR THE MANUFACTURER.

MOST LIBERAL TERMS TO AGENTS.

Awarded the Highest Honours at all the

Great Exhihitions.

12 GOLD MEDALS SINCE 1879.

BRADBURY'S BASSINETTES.
'i^aX'^y^ ^'^ "°^^ '" ^ position to sell some of the best and most elegantly designed Carriages ever offered to the public. The variety is

vAty still larger than thai of previous years, and the buyers of our goods will be erfabled to seVtan rtrticle that cannot be equalled for

X''''X elegance of design, neatness of finish, quality, and price. - -

The material for this season's goods was purchased before the recent advance in prices, and we can, in consequence, give our
customers an important advantage in this respect. No advance will be made on the prices of last season, and the quotations for the New
Carriages are based on the same List.

Bradbury's No. 20. Bradbxiry's No. 21.

Wood body, square ends, hand-painte 1 pane's and flower centre
upholstered in Crockett's leather, mounted on !;teel shack'c springs, 2 j in.
rubber tyre bicycle wheels, lilted with rcgisiered pattern China handle,
well-cover, three loose cushions, straps, brass-jointed reversible hood, &c.
Made of well-seasoned timber, beautifully omamenlcd, and upholstered
in the best possible manner.

Circular wood body, bcautilully painted in new colours,

hand-painted flower centre, upholstered in Crockett's leather,

mounted on steel shackle springs. 24 in. rubber tyre bicycle

wheels, fitted with registered pattern China handle, well-cover,

three loose cushions, straps, and brass-jointed reversible hood.
Made of the best materials, and finished in first-class style.

UNEQUALLED FOR QUALITY AND FINISH.
Price Lists to be obtained at our Depots or from the Manufactory.

BRADBURY & CO., LimM, Wellington Works, OLDHAM.
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W. J. HARRIS & CO;S
Unrivalled Defiance Lockstitch Sewing Machine:

RETAIL PRICE

ONLY^^LCOMPLETE

Agents and Canvassers should not

fail to send for design showing
exact size of this Machine, and

trade price, post free.

Guaranteed to command the

quickest and largest sale ot any

hand machine in the World.

l.J.HARRIS&Co,Lim.

OFFICE AND WORKS—
Haymerle Road, London, S.E.

J. R. BROOKS,

Manufacturer of

NOVELTIES & FANCY GOODS,
59 & 60, HATTON GARDEN.

Stea,xn Factory—Ashby ISZ^orlis, 3X,Hackney Road.
Flower Vases for Windows suspended by Chains.

Flower Vases for Windows in original Cocoanut suspended by
Chains, also in polished Cocoanut.

Totacco Jars mounted on tripods.

Cigar Stands, various, and elaborately mounted.
FloA/er Stands in polished Cocoanut and also in original

Cocoanut, on Bamboo Stands suspended by Chains.

Wall Brackets in polished Cocoanut mounted on plush.

Photo Frames in polished Cocoanut mounted on plush.

Whole Cocoanut polished, mounted, and finished to order.

BEST TERMS TO SHIPPERS.

CHE(]UE8 Alio P03TAL ORDERS CROSSED BIRKBECK BANK.
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WILLIAM MORRIS
24, FREEMAN STREET BIRMINGHAM,

OLDEST ESTABLISHED HOUSE FOR PERAMBULATORS IN THE MIDLANDS-
ISTrite or* c£i.ll for Price IL<isii.

KOCH'S NEW CIRCULAR ELASTIC MACHINE.
THE SEST BOOT REI>AIRING IVIACHINE.

Manufactured by the

Bielefeld Sewing Machine Manufacturing- Co,
H. KOCH & CO.

No Shuttle ^ :^

Carrier.
No Go^s.

The length of arm of the above machina is 16 in. ; the head is the smallest hitherto produced, being smaller th»n

a sixpenny piece, thus enabling repairs of tlie smallest slioes to be done. The stitch is beautiful and uniform, feeding on or from

the cylinder in any direction ; this is a great .advantiige not possessed b}' .any other Elastic machine of older construction. The
shuttledoes not wear out as it lies immovably in the cylinder ; this is also a great feature, as other Elastic machines are subject

to great wear an I tear of shuttles, shuttle drivers and cogs, causing frequent repairs.

sole"^holesale agent—

C. LOHMANN, 22, Jewin Street. London. E.G.
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KIMBALL & MORTON, Limited
(ESTABLISHED 1867), '

SEWING MACHINE MANUFACTURERS,

Branches—52, Reform St., DUNDEE, and 11a, Norfolk St., Pall Mall, MANCHESTER

SAIL,
TARPAULIN,

FAMILY
(TREADLE)

AND

MORTON
(HAND)

MACHINES

Gathering

Machines.

No 2

Manufacturing

Machines

FOUR

VARIETIES
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W. FOSTER & CO.,
46, MMmm ww^mT

f)

3B In DN/fll I ]^TO H: .A. I^
Manufacturers

of every De-

scription of

Pe r a mbulator

Fittings,

Hood Joint?,

Handles in

Brass, Ohind
and Wood,

1^ Brass Handle
Rods, Toy Fit-

tings, &c.

I lie "Special" Safeties&Tricycles
PRICES

From £8 10s.

&II Machines Warranted. Discount for Cash,

j^
or Machines sold on Easy Payment System.

Machines taken in Exchange.

AGENTS IflZ^ANTED.
Agents wishing to do a Hire Purchase Trade should write

for Terms. No risk. I take all risk as to Payments.

HARRY S. ROBERTS,
CYCLE WORKS,

DiANSHANGER, STONY STRATFORD, Bucks

THE

''ADVANCE" Perambulator Manufacturers

DEFY COMPETITION FOR QUALITY AND PRICES,

AND ARE NOT AFRAID OF COMPETITION.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.— H/e have no Branch Shops about, nor fla'-ing

Advertisements offering Carriages to the Piibiic at low prices. Nor have we a regiment of Canva sers

scouring your Territory. Dealers should bear this in mind. We are EXCLUSIVELY WHOLESALE.

ADDRESS -59,H OLBORN VIADUCT,Loiidon, £ C.

IMPORTANT N^^^ BUYERS.
LLOYD d GO.'S List of New Designs In Baby Cania^e,^ and Mai! Carls

Is now published and it contains <i sple^dio variety.

The Best House in the trade for Fittings, Wheels, Tyres, Koods,

Canopies, Rugs, &c.

BORO' LONDON, S.E.

P.S. -TRADE CARD FOR LIST & TERMS
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;. THE

BABY CARRIAGES.
UNIQUE DESIGNS. SOUNO CONSTRUCTION.

ARTISTIC, ELEGANT AND DURABLE.

The STAR Carriages

are in use ttirougiiout

tfie World, and in Every

Country fiave given the

utmost satisfaction.

DEALERS find the

Star Goods give finest re-

sults^ yieid biggest Profits,

and seii at sight.

ORDERS should be

placed at once for Season's

Goods to avoid delay when

the usual rush comes.

The STAR Patent SPRING.
The Most Successful Anti- Vibrator Ever Invented for the

New Season's Illustrated Catalogue Post Free upon Application.

STAR MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

GOODINGE RD., YORK RD.,
LONDON, N.
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SINGER'S New Vibrating Shuttle Macliines
(HAND OR TREADLE)

Are the BEST HOUSEHOLD SEWING MACHINES ever offered to the PubHc.
They have the SIMPLEST SHUTTLE, SHORTEST NEEDLE, BEST STITCH ADJUSTMENT,

MOST PERFECT TENSION, ARE NOISELESS, and MAKE THE PRETTIEST STITCH.

EASY TO BUY. EASY TO LEARN. ^EASY TO WORK.
FOR CASH 10 PER CENT. DISCOUNT. Or on Hire with Option of Purchase.

LIBERAL ALLOWANCE FOE OLD MACHINES.
CAUTION.— Beware of Imitations, and to avoid deception see that the Company 'a Trade Name "SINGER" is upon the Atm of the

Machine.

THE SINGER MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
(Formerly I. M. SINGER & CO.).

Management for the United Kingdom: 39, FOSTER LANE, LONDON, E.G.

And 497 Branches throughout Great Britain and Ireland.

Seiviiig Machine Gazel/e Office, 2S, Paternoster Row, London, E.C

RATE.— id. per Word ; Minimum, 6d.

pOOD .MACHINE OIL IN BOTTLES.—Small
^-* size, 155. per gross; large, 25s. ; loose in drums, 2s. 5d. per

gallon.—Williams, II, Broad Street, Golden Square, London.

TVrEEDLES.-A Quantity of Nos. 2 and 3 Singer's
-* "^ Medium and Family, 2S. per gross. 2d. postage.—S. Cox &
Co., Needle Manufacturers, Alcester.

XTITANTED, by a Young Lady, Re-engagement as
* Cashier or Bookkeeper. Thorough knowledge of hire-

pnrchase business.— 16, Prospect Place, Hastings.

"POR SALE, Two new "White " Treadle Machines, for
-^ Family and Manufacturing purposes. To be sold under whole-
sale cost price.—Address " C. L.," 22, Jewin Street, London, E.C.

npRAVELLER WANTED at once, must be energetic
-^ and thoroughly acquainted with the Sewing Machine trade.

State salary, antecedents, and good references.—Address, "P.P.,"
Sewing Machine Gazette Office.

npO BE SOLD, about 60 gross of 2 oz. and 4 oz. Bottles
^ flat panelled, for putting up Sewing Machine and Cycle Oil, to

be cleared cheap, in quantities of not less than about4gross.— Address,
" Bottles," Saving Alachine Oazettr Office.

npO MANUFACTURERS, Traveller, with Good
"^ Connection in West of England desires commission in Sewing
Machines, Mangles, Perambulators, or kindred trades.—"West,"
Serving Machine Gazette Office.

"VXTE are now doing a splendid 40Z. bottle Sewing
* " Machine Oil at 24s. gross, equal to oil now in the market at

36s A good bold 6d. bottle Cycle oil 23s., about lOO gross to clear.

—

J. W. Drake, oil importer, Ilfracombe.

^IXTANTED a Number of Old Worn-out Sewing
'' " Machine Stands, Howe Pattern, with or without foot plates.

State quantity and price to " Treadwell," care of Sczoing Machine
Gazette.

The Hire-Purchase System.

Removing a Sewinc Machi.ne.
At the Xorlhampton Petty Sessions on the 3rd ult., before the

Mayor, James Harry, Esq., and J. Gurney, Esq., William Lawman,
tinman, 25, Newland, Nurtliampton, w.is summoned for conspiring
with two other persons, whose names are unknown, to tak'.; possession
by force of a sewing machine from 133, St. Edmund's Road, on the 1st

of May, the projierty of Sarah Ann Alliim, of 34, Anibu-h Street.
Mr. T. Aslulowne appeared on behalf of the prosecutrix, and Mr. A.
J. Darnell for the defendant. Prosecutrix, a girl of 17 years of age,
said she was working for a Mr. Brown in the February of 1S89,
being there as an apprentice for twelve months. She was at 133, St.
St. Edmund's Road, up to the ist of May last, following lier occupation.
The sewing machine with which she h,id worked was the property of
Mr. Brown, but prosecutrix had bought it i>f him, as he had said he
wanted a larger one. The price fixed for the machine was/2 los.
and the a:iangcment was that £1 should be paid down; there was
IIS. 4d. owing in arrears of wages, and the remainder of 18s. Sd.
was to be paid by prosecutrix making a waistcoat a week, 2s. 6d.
a waistcoat. It seemed that this \vn> not cariied out, as ten
shillings of the iSs. Sd. was paid by prosecvtrix's friends, and she
herself paid the balance of Ss. Sd. It a'terwards transpired that the
defendant had lent Mr. Brown 30s., and ihe former eventually went
to the house to take the macliine away in payment of that amount.
Prosecutrix admitted that Mrs. Brown gave the defendant leave to

take the machine away, but she had never given her consent. In
cross-examination prosecutrix said she had no idea that any agreement
existed between Mr. Brown and the defendant that if the 30s. was not
paid within one month, he should have the machine as payment.
Defendant had tried to settle matters, saying that he would let the

prosecutiix have the machine if she paid the 30s. (Lanyhter.) When
the machine had been taken away by defendant, prosecutrix's uncle
was present, but had declined to help to take it into the street,

advising defendant to fetch two men who were outside. The Bench
dismissed the case, thinking that the charge of conspiracy was not

proved, but the Mayor observed that they considered that it was hardly
justifiable for a person to take away prr perty like it had been. It

should be recovered in the proper manner.

Action Against a Landlord.—Illegal Distraint.

At the Leicester County Court, on the lOth ult., before his Honour
Judge Hooper, Caroline Smith, shoe machinist, Bath Street, Belgrave,
claimed ^15 from John Sharp Potter, grocer, Humberstone Road,
and John Henry Adcock, bailiflF, 19, Latimer Street, being the value of
a sewing machine and damages for illegal distraint of the same.
Mr J. B. Fowler appeared for plaintifif; Mr. Simpson was for

defendant Potter ; and Mr. Bulman represented Adcock.
The case had been adjourned from a previous Court on Mr. Fowler's

application.

Plaintiff was called, and stated that she rented a house from Mr.
Potter, who put in a distress for rent on the 26th of March last.

Amongst other things in the house was a sewing machine, which she
had obtained on the hire and purchase system. She had been working
at the machine all day in order to get out a special order, but in
consequence of the baiUff seizing it the work had to go away
unfinished. Defendant Adcock was the bailiff who came. She
allowed him to enter the house without knowing his business. After
telling her v\hat he wanted he said he was very sorry, and wished the
door had been locked, whereupon plaintiff told him that if he would
go outside again she would lock it. (Laughter). The machine and
other goods were taken for the rent then owing, which only amounted
to £2. She told Adcock at the time that the machine was not paid
for. Owing to the loss of Ihe machine she lost a good deal of her
work. The value of the goods left in the house did not amount to

£l-
By Mr. Bulman : Tlie door was not locked when Adcock came, and

it was not true that she was hiding behind the door. Plaintiff had
taken the house in her own name, and the-furniture belonged to her-
self.

By Mr. Simpson : She had got another machine, but it was not so
good as the other. She was working at the machine three minutes
before the bailiff came in. While Adcock was in the house she sat

down at the machine in order to finish her work before it was taken
away, but the bailill would not allow her.

Evidence in corrobot.ation of p aintifTs statement having been given,
Adcock was called for the defence. He slated that the woman told

him the machine was paid for, and that he must take it and the other
giiods in payment of the rent. The machine was very dusty, and did
not seem to have been worked for some time.

By Mi. Fowler : The machine in question was obtained from Messrs.
Bradbury, for whom witness had at one time worked. He did not
know that he had ever said he would seize every machine of Bradbury's
that he could get hold of.

Frank Pearce, another bailiff, said there were not sufficient goods in

tlie house besides the machine to pay out the distraint.

Mr. Simpson said the main point at issue was whether the machine
was in actual use at the time Ihe bailiffs entered the house. It could
not be exempt from seizure under any other circumstances. He main-
tained that if the woman had left the machine and commenced some
other work in another room before the bailitfs entered it could not be
regarded tlien as actu.illy in use. On plaintiffs own showing she was
not using the machine at the time the entry was made, althouKh three
minutes before she might have been working it. Mr. Simpson also

held that exemption would not apply in this case, because there were
not sufficient other goods in the house to satisfy the distraint.

Mr. Fowler contended that a reasonable construction must be placed
on the words " in actual use '' as applie<i in this case. The machine
had been in use almost immediately before the entry of the b.ailills, and
that was, he thought, sufficient to fulfil the requirements of common
law. A Second ground of defence was that the bailiffs must leave in

the house goods to the value of ;^S.
His Honour gave judgment in favour of plaintiff for ;^l I.
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Aniang the Scots,
|

8URING the pait month bushiess necessitated our

visiting the capital of bonnic Scotland. We had

hoped to have crept in and out again witliout troubling our

readers with a record of our doings, but both in Eilinburgh

and Glasgow we were treated by the trade with such

lavish hospitality that we cannot forbear expressing our

'loop thanks for the many kindnesses received.

On arriving at Edinburgh, one of our first visits was

to Mr. P. Watcrston, of 1 5, Frederick Street. We found

'.he veteran dealer and inventor in good health and spirits,

surrounded by a goodly number of sewing machines and

Hitchcock lamps. During the past few months he has

done a really first-class trade in the latter goods, and

hopes to do more in the future.

At the Howe Machine Company's depot, in Cockburn

Street, we found the genial manager in the best of health.

Mr, H. M. Scott is known to dealers in many parts of

Scotland as a capital salesman. To us he will long be

remembered as a real good fellow, for the many knul-

nesses we received at his hands.

By crossing the street we soon reached the Bradbury

Company's depot. Here Mr. Haddow is in command,

and he contrives to make the best of the somewhat small

space at his command.
No depot is better known in Edinburgh than that of

Peter Scott, located in Nicholson Street. We found this

o-entleman well content with the state of trade and hopeful

this year of selling more carriages than in 1889, when

the number was 600. Mr. Scott's sales are almost exclu-

sively for cash.

Time did not permit of our calling upon Mr. Back,

but from the top of a street tram we observed his step

had lost none of its former elasticity, and we smcerely

hope this old established dealer finds his trade satisfac-

tory. Latterly, we understand, he has paid more

attention to cycles than to sewing machines.

Finding it impossible to call upon more of our Edin-

burgh friends in the time at our disposal we steamed

away to " Glesca."

The domestic machinery colony ni the " second city of

the Empire " is of no mean magnitude
;

indeed, we

found it far too extensive for us to call upon a tithe of

our friends. We much regret this, as we greatly

desired to fulfil a number of old engagements. Not that

we wasted our time sight-seeing. This was our^ third

visit, and, as formerly we had thoroughly " done " both

Edinburgh and Glasgow, our
_
week's stay was taken

up solely in visiting our friends in the trade.

Mr. James Gibbon, the Glasgow manager for the Howe
Machine Company, has a veritable palace for a

machine depot, as we have before remarked. He reported

sales as being very good, particularly that of cycles, his

difficultv being to get a supply.

We found Mr. Dickson, the Scotch manager for the

Wheeler & Wilson Company, very busy at his depot, 124,

Oueen Street. These premises, whilst not so well located

as those formerly held by the Wheeler & Wilson Com-

pany in Union Street, are very conveniently arranged

and suitable for a very large trade.

Mr. A. J. Sewell, the manager for Messrs. Bradbury &
Co., Lim., we found in excellent spirits. His depot,

located in Argyle Street, is roomy and well adapted for

the extensive trade which is carried on in both sewing

machines and bassinettes. We understand that trade

here is better than it has been for years past and that

collections are excellent.

After a shake of the hand of Mr. Russell, the Glasgow

manager for Wi'cox & Gibbs, we made our way to iq,

Carlton Place. This address is known throughout Scot-

land and Ireland as that of the North British Machine

Company, and the North British Machine Company is

Mr. James Ps.obertson. He is a man of striking indi-

viduality, and is always fairly brimming over with good

humour. He works hard and intelligently, so much so

that there are few towns across the borders, or in the

sister isle, where dealers do not handle some of the North

British Machine Company's goods, bethey cycles, sew-

incr machines, wringers, orparts. Theirs is a warehouse

where almost everything in the way of domestic

machinery is kept in stock ready for prompt delivery.

Mr. Robertson, during his many years' experience of the

trade, has made many friends but few enemies.

Of course we paid a visit to Councillor Burt, of the
Acme Machine Company. We found his extensive works
well employed on the numerous articles he manufactures.
Sr)nic few months since he opened a nsw department,
win'ch lias been a great success

; we refer to the building

of gas engines, several of which were on the stocks when
we called. The rubber wringer and mangle department
were next visilcd. These are of great capacity, and good
workmanship was everywhere apparent. A large number
of freezing machines were in course of manufacture. The
Acme Company's orders for these goods during the present

season have quite taxed their resources. Finally, we in-

spected the perambulator factory. Mr. Burt made us

clearly understand that he does not make the cheap class

of carriages. His specialitc for the present year is a steel

body. We saw quite a number of these carriages in various

stages of completion. A great difficulty had to be over-

come in bending the steel to the required shape, but this

has been done by means of special machinery. 'I'his

brings us to another point. The Acme Machine Company's
factory is fitted with a very large amount of machinery of

the most approved type, enabling them to produce their

goods cheaply and well.

We were deeply sorry to find Mr. George Milne unable
to walk about >\'ilhout the aid of a stick. This well-known
wringer maker had met with an accident whilst out riding,

and broken his leg. He hopes, however, to soon be him-
self again. He is known as a very energetic man, and
business with him is so remarkably good that he is talking

of taking larger factory premises. We have to thank
Mr. Milne very heartily for several courtesies extended

to us whilst in the great city on the Clyde.

We found the Howe factory at Bridgeton employed on

cycles, but Mr. Hill, the manager, finds his responsibili-

ties very much reduced owing to the recent changes. Mr.
Reeves, the secretary, was in good health, and hopeful

that the Howe Company will once more rise Phoenix-

like.

Visiting the huge works of the Singer Company, we
found activity everywhere, but space W'ill not allow of our

saying more at present.

Our last visit was paid to Messrs. Kimball & Morton's

factory in Bothwell Circus. We were fortunate in meeting

with both Mr. John Morton and his son, Mr. Wm. Morton,

the secretary of the compan}', and spent a pleasant hour in

talking over the early days of the trade. Mr. John Morton's

experience goes back to the early fifties, and he is full of

anecdotes. We were very pleased to hear that trade with

this company is very good, both in sewing and wringing

machines. We found this quite borne out by our inspec-

tion of the factory, in which all departments seemed full

of activity-

Time and tide are said to wait for no man- We had
arrived by the General Steam Navigation Company's
steamer from London, and had booked to return by the

same route, so heartily had we enjoj-ed the trip- Withgreat
reluctance, therefore, we were compelled to make our way
to the crood ship Seamew, having made several new Scotch

friends by our journey, and we sincerely hope not having

forfeited any of our old friendships.

Seizing a Hired Machine for Rates*

AT the Shoreditch County Court on the 26lh June, before his

Honour fudge Prentice, Q.C., the Singer Manufacturing Com-

pany sued a broker named H. Wright, of 75, Hackney Road, E., for

the return of a sewing machine or its value, and for damages for its

detention.

Mr. G. D. Wansbrough, the plaintiffs' solicitor, in opening the case,

stated that the defendant, acting as broker for the Vestry, had seized a

sewing machine, the plaintiffs' property, in respect of rates due by a

third party, and that he had already explained defendant's position to

him, but defendant was still determined to contest the matter. Mr.

Wansbrough quoted the statutes under which the rates ara authorised,

43 Elizabeth, ch- 2 and 4, and 17 Geo. 2, ch. 18, wherein it is stated,

" the goods of the person assessed " shall be taken.

The defendant in his defence contended firstly that he had a right

to seize any person's goods as he had done so before ; and secondly,

that the original hirer had parted with possession of the machine to

another person, upon which Mr. Wansbrough pointed out that did not

affect the question of the machine still being the property of the

Singer Manufacturing Company.
liis Honour told the defendant that he could not take one person's

goods to pay another's rates, and consequently there was no defence to

the action at all. His Honour gave judgment for the plainliffs for

;^4 ics., to be reduced to los. if the machine was returned within a

week, and costs.
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The Edinburgh Exhibition.

AMONG the numerous Exhibitions we have had in this country the

past few years, that of Edinburgh, now being held, deserves high

raiik. It is under the experienced management of Mr. S. Lee Bapty,

r.R.G.S., and we must heartily congratulate him upon having brought

together a large number of interesting objects from all parts of the

world, and arranged them in the best possible manner. Space will not

permit of our describing in detail the whole structure, but the main

entrance is quite a work of art, and far superior to what is usually

provided. The buildings ccver nearly 50 acres, and there is in addi-

tion a large tract of ground available for sports, special shows, &c.

One of the most important sections is devoted to electricity, and the

electric light installation is one of the most effective ever attempted.

Passing at once to the exhibits which are of more immediate interest

to the domestic machinery trade, we find them to be as follows :

—

FORD, GALLOWAY, & CO., 10, Vise .Street, Birmingham.

This firm do an extensive business throughout the country in watches,

clocks, jewellery of all kinds, musical instruments, mangles, perambu-

lators, &c., and they have numerous agents, through whom they carry

on a large hire business. Mr. J. L. Balf, of 23, Roseband Cottages, is

their Edinburgh manager, and this gentleman has arranged a fine

assortment of his firm's goods at Stand 2?A. Messrs. Ford, Galloway,

& Co., in addition to being importers, are manufacturers, and for the

most part the articles on show are of their own production. It is addi-

tionally interesting to know this, as the workmanship is highly credit-

able to both designer and worker. We specially admired some Scotch

pebble jewellery, real stones being set in gold and silver. A remark-

ably fine collection of brooches next met our view, many of them unique

in design, claws and hunting trophies of various kinds being exten-

sively used. Several cases are devoted entirely to watches, both gold

and silver, many of them of English make, others of American and

Swiss origin. There are watches to suit all requirements, cyclists

specially being catered for as well as electricians, who require their

timekeepers to be non-magnetic. This firm carry on n large trade in

electro-plated goods, such as cruets, spoons, &c., and their stock of

these is very comprehensive. Glancing at the numerous designs in

brass clocks, and the handsome lockets, we next inspect Messrs. Ford,

Galloway, & Co.'s patent resonating gongs. These are made in various

keys; in fact, a complete octave can be played. Their music is remark-

ably sweet, so much so, that they have been used at the Birmingham

Musical Festival. It only remains for us to add that the whole of these

valuable exhibits are displayed on an extremely handsome stand, and

that workmen are kept constantly mounting various articles of personal

adornment, greatly to the interest of the many visitors who pay this

section a visit.

R. S. RICHARDSON & CO., 32, George Street, Edinburgh.

This firm deal in a variety of articles, comprising cutlery, electro-

plated goods, sewing machines, cycles, and perambulators. They only

exhibit the last three articles, the perambulators being made by Messrs.

Simmons & Co., of Tanner Street, London, for whom they are agents.

Their large stall space is fully occupied, and we hope that they will

be well repaid for their outlay.

T. FR.\TER, 60, Lady Lawson Street, Edinburgh.

As maker of the Victoria Steam Washing Machine, Mr. Frater has

obtained considerable reputation in Edinburgh ani Glasgow. At the

Edinburgh Exhibition of 1S86, he was awarded the only prize, followed

i;y a gold medal in the Glasgow Exhibition of the following year. He
daily gives demonstrations of the advantages of his machines, which

we found very rapidly and effectually cleansed the dirtiest of clothes.

W. DODDS, Liverpool.

This firm show their improved model washer and bleacher, which

has a circular hollow base, 7 in. in diameter, I J in. deep, in the centre

of which rises a tube 14 in. high, called the discharge pipe. The base

is; so constructed that when the washer is placed in a boiler the

hot water is rapidly sucked up the discharge pipe through the linen,

which is thus effectually cleansed. This invention obtained a medal at

the Colonial Exhibition of 18S9.

A. GARDNER & SON, 36, Jamaica Street, Glasgow.

This firm carry on an extensive business as house furnishers, and also

deal in the •' Ewbank " carpet sweepeis. 1 he latter article en exhibitii n
is made by Messrs. Entwistle & Kenyon, of Accrington, which is equal

to stating that it is well made and useful. No home is complete with-

out one of these labour-saving app'.iances.

PETER SCOTT, 43, Nicholson Street, Edinburgh.

In addition to numerous other articles, a machine dealer who can

sell/or i-as/i 600 carriages a year requires to be enterprising and hard

working. Mr. Peter Scott must perforce exhii)it at the Edinburgh

Exhibition, and a brave show he makes. His stand is literally full of

perambulators, mail carts, sewing and wringing machines, mangles,

lawn mowers, garden rollers, steam washing machines, &c. We
observe that his mangles were made by W. Summerscales_& Sons, of

Keighley, and his sewing machines were of Konig and Seidel &
Naumann's make. Clearly he believes in supplying goed sound

atticles, although he sells only lor cash.

DUTHEIL, 194 and 195, Rue Saint M.iur, Paris.^

This firm occupy a prominent position in the French section with

children's carriages, cycle horses, and strong toys. Several of their

carriages are quite new to this country, being fancifully constructed and

propelled by novel mechanism. No person appears to be in charge of

the exhibits, and visitors are requested n«t to touch ; hence we are

unable to pass any other opinion on their goods than to say that they

display ingenuity and good finish

JOHN G. MURDOCH & CO., LIMITED.
This well-known firm, whose headquarters are in Farringdon Koad,

London, have branches at 77, Nicol^on Street, Edinburgh, and S3 and

85, Union .^treet, Glasgow. Although they deal in a great variety of

domestic articles, they only show musical instruments at this Exhibi-

tion. We have often had occasion to refer to this firm's pianos, American

organs, harmoniams, and automatic instruments. They did not appear

to have anything particularly new at their st:ind, bnl had placed in the

forefiont the Spencer jiiano and the Angelus and Cottage organs.

These instruments, remarkable for tone and appearance, nave made

the name of Murdoch honoured in musical circles far and wide.

This stand was tastefully arranged, and visitors could not fail to stop

and admire it.

THE SINGER MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
The Singer Manufacturing Company's stand, No. 52, in the

Machinery Hall, presents a very handsome appearance. It is of large

extent and attended by several young ladies, who have had con-

siderable experience of public exhibitions. Mr. McLardy is in supreme
command, and few men can "talk sewing machine'' so well as that

well-known expert. To be taken round the stand by such a gentleman
as Mr. McLardy is a liberal education in sewing mechanism, as we have
proved on several occasions. He believes thoroughly in the Singer

new V. S. machine for family purposes, which machine is very much
en evidence. Having previously described its movements we pass on
to the extensive range of manufacturing machines. We observe several

old friends, including the barring button hole machine for leather, two
of which can be attended to by one girl. For shirts and collars there is

the National, and an eyeletting machine is close by. A three-stitch

zigzag machine, which can be converted into an ordinary sewing
machine, is worthy of special note ; so, too, is a machine for beading
and trimming at one operation. This is effected by means of a hori-

zontal parer and a special foot, which can be altered to suit light or

heavy work. The corset trade will be interested in Singer's new fanning
machine. Hitherto this could only be run by power, but now it can be
worked by the foot. The cylinder arm machine with reversible feed

at this stand deserves more than a passing glance. A balance wheel is

placed at the side of the arm, with screws for governing the length of

the stitch, so that on reversing the feed no change is made in the number
of the stitches. A powerful electric motor is so arranged that most of

the machines on show can be run by power. A drop cabinet of splendid

workmanship and design occupies a prominent position, and is a source

of great attraction. It is fitted with a machine which is kept constantly

rising and falling, the needle working whenever the machine is exposed
to view, and ceasing to operate when the leaf is closed. We must not
omit to mention a chain-stitch machine, which can be altered to produce
from four to thirty-five stitches to the inch.

BRADBURY eS: CO., LIMITED.
Mr. A. J. Sewell, the manager for Glasgow, and Mr. Iladdow, who

is in charge of this company's Edinburgh business, are to be congratu-
lated upon the tasteful manner in which they have arranged Stand No.
54- It is surrounded on three sides by portions of machine stands

carefully joined together, and at the back is a large case of medals, also

numerous samples of plain and fancy sewing, including shoe work. A
child's cot draped with exquisite taste and specimens of corsets

materially add to the beauty of the whole exhibition. Several young
ladies are generally to be found producing various garments on the

machines in order to show that this firm cater for all classes of trade.

W'e noticed on exhibit a full range of the Bradbury machines, including

the " Wellington," family, medium, and several specialities. Among
the latter is a machine with two needles and two shuttles. This is one
of the Oldham firm's latest productions, and several hundred of them
having been in constant use in corset factories for soine months past,

giving complete satisfaction, it has quite passed the experimental stage,

and is proved to be a complete success. It difiers from other twin

needle machines on the market in that both rows of sewing are exactly

alike, owing to the use of two shuttles ; further, the distance between
the needles can be readily altered as required. Perhaps, however, the

mo5t interesting exhibits at this stand are Bradbury's new machines
ca'led Nos. 6 and 7 (step feeds), and S and 9 (wheel feeds). These
show a complete departure in principle from the well-known Bradbury
rotary, which has now been before the trade several years. We saw the

No. 6 and No. 7 working on shirts, collars, and cutis, also moleskin,

and the stitch left nothing to be desired. We particularly admired
some of the collarwork done on the No. 7 ; it was the acme of sewing.

The conditions under which we saw these machines were unfavouiable

to a minute inspection of their movements, so that we must defer until

another examination further details.

P. WATERSTOX, 15, Frederick

Street. Edinburgh.
Mr. Waterston, who is one of the

oldest sewing machine dealers and in-

ventors in Scotland, some few months
since took up the agency for the Hitchcock
mechanical lamp, and with such success

that hundreds have been already sold.

The Edinburgh people are, perhaps,

belter .acquainted with their merits than

are any other citizens. Not only are

they in use in numerous private houses

but a large number of the city trams

are lighted by the Hitchcock. We
have on various occasions described the

advantages of this lamp over those

generally employed. It is fitted with
ingenious mechanism, which, when
wound up, causes a small fan to revolve

for many hours at a high rate of speed,

with the result that the flame is oxygen-
ated. Such a lamp requires no chimney,
gives twenty limes the light, at a less

consumption of oil, ai;d, farther, it is

absolutely safe in use. It is computed
that each lamp saves its cost in oil in a
single year. The importer of these

lamps is Mr. George W. Phillips, of the

\'ertical Feed Sewing Machine Com-
pany, whi is to be congralulale<l upon
being represented by such an enlhusi.ast

on their merits as is Mr. Waterston.

Visitors to the Edinburgh Exhibition

.hould not fail to call at Stand 207 and
examine the numerous lamps there on
show. They will find them exceed-

ingly handsome in design, and exquisix in finish, in addition to b«ng
ingeniously constructed.

1 111-
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WMEELKR & WILSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
Our readers will remember tlmt at the Glasgow Exhibition of 1888

the Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing Company flisplayefl their

machines in a novel manner. Their stand was supplied with power

which kept a large number of machine? at work on various kinds of

fabrics. In short, their space was divided into a series of workrooms,

certainly the most practical and interesting way of showing the

working of a machine. Similar arrangements arc in force at Edinburgh.

This year shirts and collars are made by a staff of girls from Messrs.

U.iikie & Hogg's factory at fitasgow, and they turn out some splendid

work on the Wheeler & Wilson machine. At the reir of the stand is

displayed in a fine large case an extensive range of shirts, collars, and

cufls. It is certainly the most attractive exhibition of the kind we have

ever inspected. A large crowd constantly gazes towards the same with

admiiation and longing. Messrs. James Millet & Sons, of Glasgow,

also assist at this stand, but in another direction. Several of their

hands are constantly at work producing stays and corsets on the

Wheeler & Wilson No. 12 machine. Messrs. J. Peering & Sons treat

the visitors to an exhibition of woollen shirt manufacture. Here are

to be seen che shiils sewn on the Wheeler & Wilson No. 12, and the

button-holes made by the Wheeler & Wi'son automatic cutting button-

hole machine.
. , . , ,

One end of this extensive ani most interesting stand is devoted to

umbrella manufacture, under the personal direction of Mi. William

McGibbon. of 43, Queensferry Street, Edinburgh. This gentleman

has as much enterprise as any two ordinary tradesmen. Learning that

the Lord Mayor of London was visiting the Exhibition, it occurred to

him that it would be a graceful act to present Lady Isaacs with a spe-

cimen of Sco'ch umbrella handicraft. On being informed of this, her

ladyship expressed herself as willing to receive the presentation.

The Lord Mayor, Sir Heniy Aaron Isaacs, Knight, accordingly

attended at Mr- McGibbon's stall on the 21st ult., and the latter gen-

tleman, in a few appropriate words, made the presentation. His

Lordship, in reply, said that it gave him great pleasure to accept, on

behalf of the Lady Mayoress, such a handsome present, and he was

sure that it would not only be appreciated, but highly prized.

This stand certainly reflects the greatest credit on Mr. J. D. Dickson,

the Wheeler & Wilson Company's manager at Glasgow, and

all who have worked under him. It is tastefully decorated

without being showy. Its size can be well understood when

we say that it is 73 ft. long by 10 ft. deep, and contains 25

sewing machines fitted on three benches of pitch pine 2 in. thick,

with troughs for receiving the work, these benches being a fair

sample of the manner in which the Wheeler & Wilson Company fit up

their machines in factories to be run by power. The machines are

driven by an electric motor of Jh.-p., supplied by Norman & Co., of

Glasgow, and it takes up but little room on the stand. The speed of

the machines varies from 1,200 to 2,000 stitches a minute, whilst

oDerators are busy at work hemming handkerchiefs on the No. I

machines, making fine linen collars and cuffs on the No. 12 and No. 9,

whilst woollen shiits and corsets are being turned out rapidly on the

No. 12. The manufaciure of umbrellas goes on at the other end of the

stand, which work is being carried out on the No. 2 machine.

The centre of the stand is used for the purpose of displaying

the company's leather machines, and here are operators working

at boot uppers, showing off, as well as the new "No. 12 wheel

feed," several special machines introduced by the company

lately, amongst which mention may be made of the Twin
Needle Zig-zag Machine, with which two different coloured silks or

threads can be used, making a very pretty ornamental seam, which is

being used for tops of ladies' boots, linings, &c., and for stays and other

ornamental work ; the Single Needle Zig-zag for similar fancy work,

but uith one colour only ; Zig-zag Binding Machine, which is a similar

machine to the last with a binder attached for binding coats, vests,

ladies' jackets, &c. , and is a great improvement on the ordinary machine

binding, as it puts and stitches on braid, as it were, half on the edge

and half on the cloth, giving it all the appearance of hand stitching.

A Twin Needle Van ping Machine, which is very useful for the boot

trade for sewing round the vamps of boots or shoes, making the two

rows of stitching at one operation, specially attracted our attention.

One of two needles used in this machine by a clever arrangement is set

a trifle in advance of the other, which prevents any possibility of the

revolving liook missing either of the threads ; a l^rendiing Machine

near by has also two needles, and makes two rows of stitchmg at the

same time, up the back seam of a boot. These needles can beadjusted

to make the distance between the two rows, narrower or wider at the

will of the operator.

Another novelty is the Under Trimmer and Beading Machine. The
t.iiun^r is a simple and clever attachment on the No. 12, which
enables the boot m.anufacturer to do an edge with a " beading," whilst,

at the same operation, the under leather or lining only is pared off

and beautifully finished.

The Gang Corder is one of the company's latest machines, and is

admirably adapted for stay and corset makers and other manufacturers

who require continuous rows of cording. It is almost automatic in its

acti 'n, the company claiming that one operator can attend and manage
from four to six machines at one time. It stands h'gh on the bench,

and is fitted on a projecting base. The operator takes a length of from
three to (our yards of jein or other material to be corded, and having
made it into an endless band by sewing the two ends together, she

inserts the cord between the folds, and putting it under the presser

foot of the machine, the first row only is guided, when it is left

entirely to it-self and the machine carries the work continuously round,

and guides and stitches into place one row after another of the cord,

until the whole width of cloth (about S in.) is filled. W'e understand
some of the large manufacturers are working these machines already

with great success.

Tire Automatic Cutting Button-Hole Machine on the stand was
running at a high speed and doing shirt button holes in an e.xcellent

manner. It is automatic in all its actions, and it seemed to us that an
operator could make no mistakes, she only having to place the garment
under the machine at the.place where the hole ought to be made It

begin* the hole by a simple pressure of the foot, and ceasing to sew

at the proper place, cuts the hole at the exact place absolutely

automatically. It is capable of turning out 3,000 finished button holes

per day.

American Canvassers' Association.

l?j;f3HERE was
4» Francisco,

machines

organised on the 3rd Alarch, in San
an association of persons selling sewing

Tiie following is its constitution :

—

DECLARATION OF PURPOSES.
Recognising the futility of individual efforts to maintain our rights

and obtain redress for any wrones, real or fancied, at the hands of our

employers, and to mutually advance the interests of the members of

our craft,

We the commissioned Sewing Machine Agents of San Francisco

hereby organize ourselves into a Mutual Protective Association.

CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I.

NAME.
Section. This Association shall known as be the Sewing Machine

Agents' Protective Association of San Francisco.

OBJECTS.

Sec 2. The object of this Association shall be the encouragement

of the members thereof to use every fair means which may tend to

their mutual protection and elevation in the social scale.

ARTICLE IL
MEMBEKSHir.

Sec I. The only person eligible to membership to this Associa-

tion shall be any person of good moral habits engaged, or intending

to engage, in the sale of sewing machines for a livelihood. This shall

not include peisons who are managers or men known as closers, who
work exclusively on salary.

ARTICLE III.

FORM OF OBLIGATION.
" I pledge my honour as a man that I will be faithful to this Associ-

aiion ; that I will work for its interests and will look upon every other

member as a brother. I promise that I will obey all orders of the

Association, and that I will not reveal the proceedings of the same to

its injury, or to people who have no right to know the same. So help

me God."
ARTICLE IV.

OFFICERS.
Section i. There shall be a President, Vice-President, Recording

Secretary, Financial Secretary, Treasyirer, Sergeant-at-Arms, and
three Trustees.

DUTIES OF OFFICERS.
Sec 2. President. It shall be the duty of the President to preside at

all meetings of this Association, to preserve order therein, to sign all

orders on the Treasurer for such money as shall by vote of this Asso
elation be ordered paid, to sign all other official documents, to call

all special meetings at the request of five (5) members, and perform
such duties as the Association may require.

Sec 3. Vice-President. He shall attend each meeting of the

Association, and in the absence of President officiate for him subject to

the same rules that govern the President ; and in the absence of both

the members shall app'iint a chairman pro tern.

Sec. 4 Recording Secretary. The Recording Secretary shall keep
a true record of the proceedings of this Association, notify members of

all special meetings, and perform such other duties as the Association

may require, and at the expiration of his term of office shall deliver up
all books, papers, or other property in his care belonging to the
Association to the President.

Sec. 5. Financial Secretary. It shall be the duty of the Financial
Secretary to receive all initiation fees, dues, fines, and assessments, and
pay the same to the treasurer on receipt ; he shall on the last stated

meeting of each month call the financial roll, and state the standing of

each member on the roll, and he shall furnish the Recording Secretary

at the close of each meeting with the receipts of the evening ; he shall

furnish semi-annually at the last meeting in June and December a list

of the members of this Association, designating those in good standing,

in arrears, suspended, or expelled, and applicants rejected or admitted,

and shall at all times have his books open for inspection by the trustees,

and perform such other duties as the Association may require.

Sec 6. Treasurer. It shall be the duty of the Tieasurer to receive from
the Financial Secretary all moneys collected by him ; he shall make no
disbursements without an order from the President, attested by the

Recording Secretary with the seal of tbe Association attached thereto ;

he shall report semi-annually in the months of June and December (on

the last regular meeting of either month) a correct amount of all moneys
received and paid out by him, and submit his books for inspection by
the Trustees at any time wdien called upon to do so, and furnish such
bonds as the Assuctaiion may require from time to time.

Sec. 7. Trustees' Duties. The Trustees shall retain possession of

the Treasurer's bonds, and shall see the securities wi"enever the

Association shall decide there is a cause therefore, and they shall keep
an account of all property belonging to the Association, and perform

all other duties pertaining to their office that the Association may
direct.

Sec. S. Sergeant at-Arms. The Sergeant-at-Arms shall take charge

of the door at all meetings, see that no improper person enter the

hall, and, subject to the President, shall assist in maintaining order.
ARTICLE V.

DUTIES OF .MEMBERS.

Sec I. Duties in General. The first duty of each member shall be

to be true and loyal to his Association and cause of labour, and to

endeavour to uphold and advocate the objects of labour organizations.
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ARTICLE VI.

FUNDS.
Sec. r. In order that the funds of this Association may be available

at the shortest notice, all the sums over Fifty (50) DoUais shall be

kept in bank, or some other institution designated by this Association.

The Treasurer shall draw from the sum thus deposited whenever the

Association may think proper by an order from the President, attested

by the Recording Secretary and Trustees, with the seal of the Associa-

tion attached thereto.

ARTICLE VII.

TRADE PROTECTIO.N.

Sec. I. Any employer who shall be known to depreciate our trade
shall be firmly discountenanced by this Association, and such matters
taken towards him are not opposed to the laws of this Republic, nor
to the rights of said employer as a citizen of this Republic.

ARTICLE VIII.

DISSOLUTION.

•Shc. I. This Association shall never be dissolved while there are

six (6) dissenting voices.

ARTICLE IX.

The officers of this Association shall form an Executive Committee.

BY-LAWS.
I

Section i. The meeting of this Association shall be held on Mon- J

day of each week, or a special meeting may be called by the order of

the President.

Sec. 2. The meetings shall be called to order at eight (S) p.m.

throughout the year.

Sec. 3. The official terms of all officers shall be six (6) months.

Election of officers shall be at the last regular meetings of June and
December, and they shall be installed at the first meetings in January
and July.

Sec. 4. All members shall be considered a sub-committee to notify

all non-members working in their respective offices to join the Asso-
ciation.

Sec. 5. New members shall be vouched for by at least one member
in good standing and upon the payment of an entrance fee of one
dollar, and fifty cents per month dues, taking the obligation and sign-

ing the Constitution.

Sec. 6. A vote may be called for at any regular meeting upon any
man proposed.

Sec. 7. Every duly elected mefnber shall receive a copy of the

Consiitution and By-Laws of the Association ; also a membership card

with the seal of the organisation.

Sec 8. All applications for membership shall be accompanied by
the initiation fee, which shall be returned in case the candidate is

rejected ; shc uld he be elected he shall be notified by the Recording
Secretary.

Sec. 9. It shall be the duty of all officers to deliver over within

three days of the e.xpiratinn of their terms of office, their resignation or

removal, all books, papers, or vouchers belonging to the Association,

to their successors in office. If any of the foregoing ofif.ces become
vacant, during the term for which the office was elected, the Association

shall elect at the next meeting thereafter to fill such vacancies.

Sec. 10. Any member who is more than three months in arrears

shall not be considered in good standing until he shall come forward
and conform to our Constitution and By-Laws.

DUTIES IN the ITELD.

Sec. II. Should a member of this Association come in competition
with a fellow member while trying to effect a sale, he shall endeavour
to make the sale simply on the merits of the maclrine that he is

selling.

Sec. 12. No member shall endeavour to break the sale of a fellow

member of this Association.

Sec. 13. It shall be the duty of members to be constantly on the

alert for the prospective sale* of non-Association members, and, when
knowing of such a case, shall use all means within their power to

prevent such per.-on in effecting a sale.

Sec. 14. In ascertaining if a party intendii g lo purchase a sewing
machine from anyone who is not a mf.mber of this Association f.ivours

or advocate the object of labour organisations ; if so, the member
should show them his membershio card and state to the intending

purchaser that the preference should be given 'to members of this

,\isociation, as the keynote of labour unionism is one for all and all for

one, and not in the patronage of nonunion men.

Sec. 15. Any member of this Association who shall divulge any of

the secrets or secret work of this Association shall be fined, suspended,

or expelled.

Sec. 16. It any member of this Association violates any of the pro-
visions of this Constitution, it shall be the duty of any other member,
who may come to a knowledge of the same, to immediately give notice

in writing to the President, who shall refer such charges at once to a

committee (or invcsligation.

Sec. 17. Any addition or amendment maybe made lo the Constitu-
tion ot By-Laws ; or any of these articles annulled, suspended, or
repealed, provided they are introduced to the notice of the Associa-
tion, and referred to the Executive Committee. It shall then require

a three-fouilhs vote of all the members present, to amend 01 repeal

any article or section of the Constitution and By-Laws.
Sec. iS. A quorum shall consist of live (5) members in good

standmg.

ORDER OF BUSINESS.
I. Call to order. 2. Call the Roll of Ofliccrs. 3. Reading Minutes

of Previous Meeting. 4. Initiation of New .Members. 5. Reports of
Committee. 6. Reading of Communica^i'>n^ and Bills. 7. Unfinished
Business. S. New Business. 9. Financial Secretary's Report. lo.

Treasurer's Report, n. Good and welfare of the Association. 12.

Adjournment-

The Action Against Bradburys' for
Damages for Injuries.

I, T the Hanley County Court on tlie I2lh ult., the matter, Hopwood
j.Ji, agamst Messrs. Bradbury & Company, Limited, again came on
for hearmg, before his Honour Jiulse Jordan.

-Mr. Richardson, on behalf of plaintiff, stated that he was there for
the purpose of making an application for a new trial in the matter
•vliich first came before his Honour at the May sitting of the Court

r"\- f,
^''~'^^'^'>- "hen plaintiff sought to recover damages by reason

01 the alleged negligence ot defendants' servant. It was stated at that
hearing that one of plaintiff's sons' was taking a younger brother acrossthe road in Piccadilly, Hanley, when they were knocked down by avehicle belonging to defendants, and badly hurt.
One of the witnesses stated that defendants' carman was drivine

ra her rapidly at the time of the accident, and two other wAnessef
calledonplnintift-'s behalf, stated that when the children stepped o!Tthe pavement the driver shouted to the children, as he was only abouttwe ve or fifteen feet away, and he pulled up a5 quickly as possible, but
could not do so in lime to prevent the accident.

Mr. Richardson now stated that the children were in the middle ofthe road when knocked down by the vehicle, showing that the driver.wuh a little care, might have avoided them.
His Honour, without calling upon Mr. Sward, who appeared on

defendants behalf, declared the claim to be quite groundless, and
declined to alter the decision in favour of the defendants which he
gave at the last Court.

Assault at a Seizure.—Action by
Manager's Wife.

AT the recent Coleraine Petty Sessions Mrs. Bell, New Row,
Coleraine, charged Jonathan S. M'Neill with assaulting her.

Mr. Macaulay was for the plaintiff, and Mr. Smith for the defen-
dant.

The husband of the plaintiff is the agent in Coleraine for the Singer
.Manufacturing Company. Some time ago he sold a machine to awoman nanned Mrs. Nelson on tl-e instalment system, for which she
had signed an agreement. Subject to this agreement the SingerCompany can claim the machine if the instalment money is not regu-
larly paid, in which case the purchaser forfeits what has been paid, alil
It also gives them power to enter any dwellingor house for the purpos
of searching for the machine. In consequence of the plaintiff in this
case hearing that Mrs. Nelson was going to America, and purposed
taking the machine with her, and as the instalments were not all paid
plaintiff went out to Mrs. Nelson's residence for the purpose of pre-
senting her, as her husband was not at home, and there the assault
complained of occurred.

David Bell, manager for the Singer Sewing Machine Company,
proved selling a machine to Mrs. Nelson on an agreement on the
instalment system. He was in Maghera on the I3lh instant, and in
consequence of what his wife heard she wired to him there that Mrs.
Nelson was going to America, and intended taking the machine with
her He wired back in reply, and told Mrs. Bell" to go and stop in
Nelson s house until he would come home.
To Mr Smyth

: Mrs. Nelson was in arrear with her payments of
the machine. The instalments were not paid up.

Plaintiff, examined by Mr. Macaukiy, said she went out to Mrs.
Nelson s about a quarter-past three o'clock. When she got to the
place one of Mrs. Nelsons daughters opened the door and said her
mother was not in, but had gone to town, and witness said she would
go into the house and wait until- she returned. Mrs. Nelson's two
daughters and a woman named Smyth were the only persons witness
saw in the house. After some time Mrs. Nelson came in, and when
witness told her what she was there for, she said she would go to her
solicitor (or the balance of the money, and wanted witness to go with
her. but she declined to do so, xMis. Nelson then went aw.ay, and
after some time returned with the defendant and two other men.W hen defendant came up to the house he ran in and commenced to
drag the machine about the floor. Witness caught hold of it to pre-
vent him taking it out, and he dmgged her along with it. While tl c
defendant was dragging the machine as witness held on lo it, he threw
It on the top of her on the lloor. She was blackened and wounded,
and nearly fainted. Mrs. Smyth lilted Ihe machine off her.

Cross-examined by Mr. Smith : Witness did not then know the
defend.ant. When he came into the house fir:,t he asked who wanted
the machine, and one of Mrs. Nelson's daughters said witness. Witness
then put her hand on the machine, and said it belonged to the Singer
Manufacturing Company until the last payment was made, but to a
certain extent it belonged to Mrs. Nelson. He then commenced to
pull the machine, and witness held on to it. The defendant used very
abusive langu.age, but did not strike witness ; he pushed the machine
and knocke<l it down on the top of her. Some time afttr witness's
husband came up in a rage, as he had heard that she had been
assaulted, and asked her who did it, but she said that no person had
assaulted her, as she did not want to commence another row. She
aftcrvards told him all about it when she got home.
To Mr. .Mains : When the defendant came in he did not show any

authority for taking the machine.
Ann Jane Smyth, examined by .Mr. Macaulay, corroborated part of

the plaintiff's evidence, and said when the defendant came he said he
had a bill of sale on the machine. Plaintiff then said that she was
acting for her husband, and would not allow him to take the machine.
After some argument, the defendant said that as the pl.iintiff was a
woman he would not go ^rgainst her, but would w.iil until her husband
came, and that if it belonged to the Singer Company they would have
to get It. They wrestled with each other for the mjchine, and the
plaintill fell on the top ol it.

Hugh Jainieson, examined for the defence, stated that M'Neill said
he was authorised to take the machine, as he had a bill of sale on it.
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I'lic iibinlill ami (IclViidaiU wrcsauil for abiml hall a iimiutc, ami

Ihcn llic <k-(cnJaiit said lie would not contend wiUi her, but tliat he

would leave it lo the law to decide which of them should keep it.

After consultation,
• , , .. ., i

The Chairman said Ihe maj^istrates considered the assault proved,

and the defendant would be fined 2s. 6d. and costs.

Sewing Machine Exports from
America.

*.N our May issue wc inserted a tabic showing the

Aiitcrican exports of sewing machines for the years

1886-SQ. We follow on with particulars of the countries

to whicli the machines were dispatched. We are indebted

to the United Slates Sciving Mac/iiiie Times for this

information.

COUNTRIES. I?S6. 1887. 188S. .890.

Great Britain §671,171 5-705,669 •'r643,i4S !?S46,7i8

Germany 639,75* 333.329 350,240 291,487

France "26,135 93.235 78,836 82,440

US of Col
'. '23,586 35,115 68,173 87,955

Mexico ..."". 94.756 i'4.383 99 068 151.030

Eamlor •

• 30,899 12,476

Antraha 9I.S55 "01,590 158,497 i74,8o6

Argentine'ReFub.: 72.942 "06,877 S5.709 122,954

Belgium 70,518 32.025 32,714 29,063

Austria .
7-408 9,565

Cuba 70,310 2q,ll8 36.251 49,105

Brazil ....;.:'.:'.:::. 39.548 43.819 51,073 61,110

Chili and Peru ... 34.913 "3.638 27,985 47,303

Urucuav ^^'^^^ '7,297

Italy .":::::.;;; 26,908 46,826 4.805 5.521

Cent. America and „ -

Honduras 26,167 57,868 72,303 79 744

Venezuela 21,291 36.559 44.oiS 67 734

W.Indies (various) '4.122 18,973 18,095 18,465

Hayti and Domi- „ .

nican Republic I°'038 6,534

Nova Scotia and 0.0
N F 7.781 941 1,278 2,491

New Zealand 7.5"9 '0.590 23,937 24,895

Liberia 3.517 224 135

Norway and „ „ .

Sweden 2,895 1,743 836 370

China 2,873 ".754 i,754 8,997

Spain . . ..
2,220 5,762 10,875 40,148

Japan
' '79 877 423 1.990

Portugal 568 574
—

7 5S6

East Indies 2,656 4786

Africa S.282 13.832

Miscellaneous 3^.781 53.84S S.089 67,800

Total $2,190,809 $1,841,123 $1,889,975 $2,034,337

Note.—The values of experts to Ecuador, Austria, Uuiguay,

Hayti, and Dominican Republic, East Indies and Africa, marked
" " in 1886 and 1887, were included in the amount put down lo

"Miscellaneous," in those ye.ars. We give them separate this year,

the volume of each having grown to an important item in our trade

with foreign countries.

1

Sewing Machines in Motion.

[KHE Singer Company are now making their London shop windows

jj unusually attractive. At their Cheapside, Newington Causeway,

and Oxford Street depots they display one of their drop cabinet

machines in such a manner that the machine is kept constantly rising

and descending, the needle being operated just before the machine halts

in hs natural position, and ceasing to work a little before the leaf hides

it from view. The cabinets are very handsome in design and finish, and
as the mechanism for raising and lowering the head is hidden from view

the public watch with astonishment the several operations. We may
state, however, that the movements are extremely simple, and that the

power is derived from a miniature hot-air engine located in the base-

ment. This engine also keeps in motion several other machines
variously posed, the most effective result in our opinion being obtained

by leaning a machine on its side and showing the working of the

shuttle.

Canvassers and their Duties.

Embezzlement.—Last month, before Sheriff" Orr
Paterson, James McNeill, traveller, belonging to Kilmar-
nock, for embezzling over ^^8 belonging to Mr. George
Milne, wringing machine maker, Glasgow, was sentenced

to three months' imprisonment. M'Neill collected money
from a great number of people in Kilmarnock and district,

and appropriated it to his own use.

Needles.— Messrs.. S. Cox & Co., of Eagle Works,
Alcester, have sent us several samples of their needles,

both for hand and machine sewing. The former are

egg-eyed and easily threaded, and as to the latter, in-

creased sales and repeat orders from our readers constitute

the best of recommendations. The prices of these needles

is marvellously low considering their excellent

quality.

It should be the endeavour of every man connected

with the business to try to make it better and more
lionourable in the eyes of the public. If there are men
in the business who are dishonest, let their employers

deal with them. If their einployers are satisfied with the

way they are doing business no one else need interfere,

as the chances are that the employers are attending to their

own business in their own way, and that the men whom
you think are crooked are as straight as you arc yourself.

Ours is a peculiar business, and a great many things that

an ordinary business man would consider wrong are

allowed to be done in the sewing machine business every

day. Then there are a number of things on which the

opinions of the managers and the men differ, and the one

niay be right at one time and the other another time.

For exainple : There Avas a canvasser who had fifty

dollars of contingent commissions coming to him and
which he claimed was due, but the manager claimed that

it was not paid in yet, and was, therefore, not due. The
canvasser sold two machines on which he realised forty-

five dollars in cash, which he pocketed on his commission

account. The manager called this embezzlement and
threatened his arrest. The man quit work and defied him,

whereupon the manager took legal advice and discovered

that he could not prosecute the canvasser because, in

the absence of a contract between the manager and
canvasser, each lease with first payment turned in by the

canvasser constituted a sale on which, when accepted by
the manager, the entire commission became immediately

due and payable, and the canvasser was, therefore,

entitled to the forty-five dollars and five more besides.

In the hands of a Jenks this story, with his artistic

embellishments, and with the sequel prudently omitted,

would rank high as a trade producer.

—

S.M. Neivs.

The Vertical Feed Company's
Works.

New

BtJ^HE Davis Vertical Feed Sewing Machine Company
i^3 in May last threw open their new and extensive
factory at Dayton to the Ohio Household Club, Mr. G.
P. Huffman, the president, and Mr. L. A. Johnson, the
general manager, giving the visitors a hearty welcome.
The first point of interest visited was the commodious

art hall, where is displayed a choice collection of fancy
articles produced by the Vertical Feed machine and
attachments. Before leaving, each visitor was presented
with a handsome souvenir badge of heavy silk, with
broad band of gold braid at the top, and underneath the
following inscription :

" Presented by the Davis Sewing
Machine Company to the Ohio division of the Cincinnati
Enquirer Household Club." Then follows a beautiful
representation of a vine and leaf of brilliant material,

worked with gold and silver thread by the Vertical Feed
machine.
The visitors could not fail to notice how the comfort of

the workpeople had been studied by their employers.
Throughout the building washstands have been erected
at short distances apart, and various arrangements made
for keeping the factory cool in summer and warm in

winter.

Per.\mbul.\tor Fittings.—We have received from
Messrs. W. Foster & Co., the well-known manufacturers
of perambulators fitting, a large sheet illustrating their

specialities. Several very handsome handles and hood
irons are sho\yn printed in colours. Perambulator manu-
facturers and dealers would find it useful to keep one of
these lists by them.
Machine Tools.—It is not generally kno\yn that

Messrs. Bradbury & Co., Limited of Oldham, in addition

to making sewing machines are makers of tools and
machinery for engineers and machine makers. Their
catalogue of lathes, chucks, drilling and punching
machines, &c., for sewing machine and bicycle makers,
&c., is one of the best illustrated productions ever issued.

We are pleased to hear that this company are doing a
large trade in this department of their extensive business,
both at home and abroad.
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The "Gazette" Portrait Gallery.

SEWING MACHINE IMPORTERS.
No. II.

—

Mk. Carl Lohm.^nn.

" ^^J^ Englishman by clioice, though not by birth,"

'y^ was Mr. C. Lohmann's description of liimself

when we called upon him for a few details as to his past.

Born in Bielefeld, Westphalia, in 1853, he very early in

life showed such aptitude for music that it was proposed

that he should follow that art as a profession
;

the

German sewing machine industry has good reason to be

pleased that other counsels prevailed.

The early history of a young German is never com-
plete without a word or two as to his army life. Carl

Lohmann's military career is soon told. He served in the

Westphalian Infantry as a volunteer, and at the end of

one year passed his examination, and, subject to periodical

" calls," was free to resume civilian rank.

After several years' commercial e.xperience, both in

Germany and Belgium, when some 24 years of age, he

went to Genoa, with the idea of there establishing him-
self in business, but after a short time, not finding such a

v/ide sphere of business as

he had anticipated, he
came to England and en-

tered the counting-house of

Messrs.Dunbar, McMaster,
& Co., the well-known
thread manufacturers, of

Gilford. Here for three

years he had ample oppor-
tunity of learning English
methods of business and of

improving his knowledge
of our language. At the

end of this period, which
he always remembers with
pleasure, he was appointed

manager of the counting-

house of a large Man-
chester mercantile firm.

A year later he asked him-
self the momentous ques-

tion : Shall I now start

business in London, and

what articles shall I

take up ? This was
answered in a manner
which he has no reason to

regret.

The Lohmanns are an

old Bielefeld family, well

known and respected by
their fellow-citizens, and

the town is in one of the

busiest centres of the

sewing machine industry,

Whilst on a visit to his

home, Mr. Lohmann, yet undecided what business to

select, was met by a friend, a large local sewing machine
maker, who suggested that he should import sewing
machines into England. He was aware that at that time
there was only one German firm engaged in the English
trade, but it was pointed out that a fine field was open to

him. Mr. Lohmann was not at all carried away by the

golden prospect that was held out to him. He foresaw
great difficulties, and success only in the distance. He felt

that he would have to \wrk hard, and not expect a

commensurate return for at least a year or two. He,
however, decided to give the scheme a trial.

A few weeks later a brass plate, with the legend "C.
Lohmann, Foreign Agent and Importer," was affixed to

the door of 43, London Wall, E.C.. This was the acorn
which rapidly grew into a vigorous sapling. More space

was soon required, necessitating larger offices and a large

warehouse. L'ltimately it was found that nothing sliort

of removal to other premises would answer, and his

present address, 22, Jewin Street, was decided upon. It

was certainly a judicious choice. On the ground floor

are located the clerks' office, showroom, and private

office. A large and dry basement, supplied with a power-
ful lift, gives shelter to hundreds of machines. No

premises in the City of London are belter adapted for

the business of an importer.

Mr. Lohmann has never confined himself to any parti-

cular machine. Every year he pays several visits to the

Continent, to call upon the makers with ready cash in

his hand, to make extensive purchases in the best markets.

The catholicity of his trade is obvious from a glance round
the showroom. We observe machines on the Singer

principle, such as the" Electra," the Wheeler & Wilson,

such as tlie " Phoenix " and the " Silencieuse,'' and the

New Home, known as the " Victoria.'' Other machines

are the ^'Elsa," "Armada," "Express," "Wilcox &
Gibbs," " Saxonia," and further, we notice an Elastic

machine for shoe repairing and a machine for saddlers.

Mr. Lohmann is also a large wholesale dealer in parts

and accessories. As showing his enterprise, we might
state that his catalogue, printed in English, contains

some 1,000 illustrations.

Nor have we yet exhausted the list of articles he deals

in. There is kept on hand a fine stock of bells for cycles,

doors, and desks, together with clocks (nickel and wood),

bronze goods, albums, pianos, accordions, &c., &c.
ludging from his portly form one might be e.xcused for

not taking him for a hard worker, yet no one is more
r familiar with the "mid-

night oil.'' Somewhat
nervous in temperament,
yet only slightly sanguine,
he makes friends slowly,
but his friendship once
gained it is loyal and
hearty. We have not
tried yet, but we should
say that it would take a
very early riser indeed to
" get over " the subject of
our sketch . To his father-
land is due credit for his
linguistic attainments,
comprising English, Ger-
man, French, Italian, and
Spanish

; but the country
of his selection can clairii

some credit for several
very commendable busi-
ness traits of which Mr.
Lohmann is possessed.
We write this after an
acquaintance of some
years' standing

; and for
many years to come we'
hope to enjoy his friend-
ship and to hear of his
success.

Action against a
Machine Agent.

T? AST month an action was brought by jressrs. William Sellers A

jy! Sons, sewing machine makers, Keishley, against William Pybus,

jeweller, of Wisbech, to recover jCs° '*^>- 5'.'- Mf- J- W. Spencer

appeared in support of the claim, anJ Mr. W. Dewhurst represented

the defendant. It appeared that the defendant had acted as age.Tt for

Messrs. Sellers cS: Sons for many years, and under an agreement entered

into on 25 April. 1S79, Pybus was to receive S>. monthly for ware-

housing, 40 per cent, commission on money collected for machines sold

according to catalogue prices, to pay all expenses, to keep a faithful

account of all goods received and money collected, which account was
to be forwarded weekly to the plaintilTs, and, further, he was to be

responsible for all b.\d debts, debts over two years old being considered

bad. The claim w.is for b.ad debts and for moneys received and no

accounted for. A technical defence w.is set up that the plaintiffs, as

principals, could not sje the defendant, as .agent, but thi; was over-

ruled. The defendant's case w.is then gone into, and Pybus deposed

that a new agreement w.as entered into in January, 18S4, by which he

was to receive 50 per cent, commission, and to cease to be responsible

for bad debts.

The plaintilTs' representative admitted that they .agreed to increase

the commission to 50 per cent., but denied thit there was any further

modification of the original agreement.

Mis Honour said it was clear that the plaintiUs agreed to increase

the commission to 50 per cent., but he had no hesitation in saying that

he did not believe the story that they agreed to free the defendant from

responsibility for the b.id debts. It was so contrary to all experience.

Judgment was given for the amount claimed.

On the application of Mr. Dewhurst, his Honour ordered the amount

to be paid in instalments of ^1 per month.
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Adjusting Singer Machines.

Shuttle Meets.—The ends of shuttle reels get blunted by want of

oil. When the reel is long enough it may be repointcd, but the short

ones should be replaced.

TheShulllc Carrier.— Tlie hanger and carrier should be temporarily

screwed together in position to correct the l:;Uer for wear. I'lace in

the linished shuttle, and test the play from end to end. The correct

pl.ay is j'j of an inch for ordinary worldng. Remove the cariicr and place

the shuttle in it ; now push the point of the shuttle as far forward as

the carrier horns will allow, but do not push it out of position. Look
between the top horn and the point, and mark if they touch each other

—they shouhl touch. Now look between the bottom horn and the

shuttle—they s//o«/i/«tf/ touch. To reduce the play.heat the horns nearly

led hot, hold in the vice, and strike them to shorten the movements
of the shuttle to the required extent. See that the horns in doing

this are in correct position with regard to the shuttle point as noted

above.

The carrier must be very carefully finished up. The horns must
be rounded off with a smooth half-round file and finished up by fixing

tlie carri-r in the vice and smoothing off with strips of emery cloth
;

two numbers of this should be used, FF and O. The edges of the

seat alouji' the inside of the carrier must be filed round, more par-

ticularly the front corner. The loops have a tendency to catch here,

and to chafe or to cut away, if the upper tension should be slack. The
heel of the carrier must be carefully filed round and smoothed. To
level the rounded bearing face of the carrier, hold it in the left hand,
and use a flat file as in facing up
shuttles. Afterwards screw the

carrier on the hanger lightly in

position in the machine, and
note the play upon the guide

bars. Take off and file up the

face of the hanger carefully until

the parts fit without play. If

the hanger should prove to be
much worn, a soft iron plate may
be riveted upon one side of its

guide, and afterwajrds fitted to

the bars.

The Guide Bars.—E.xamine
the surfaces and remove any
lumps ; also smooth off any
roughnesses. Of late the lower
bar has been arranged so as to

screw off when required, which'is

a great improvement, as these

bars, when of cast iron, are sub-

ject to breakage.

The Shuttle Race.—The face

of the race Is usually concave by
wear. A strip of steel made
straight upon one edge should be
used to test it. With a smooth
file reduce the high portions by
draw-filing, or a scraper may be
used instead with advantage.
When the race is concave, the
shuttle will soon be made con-
vex. Smooth off the edges of the
needle groove, and file away any-

sharp corners top or bottom.
Shuttle Point not clearing

Needle Groove.—This is to be
examined for by putting the con-
necting-rod in position, and
making the shuttle pass back-
wards to the full extent. If the
point should not clear the groove
by at least one-eighth of an inch,
the machine will miss stitches.

This fault should not be looked
lor until the shuttle carrier has
been corrected for wear. It is usually best to lengthen the connecting-
rod as follows: Heat the rod along the middle portion, lay upon an
iron block or anvil, and strike crosswise with the hammer to lengthen
the bar. When of the requisite length, straighten and finish up.

The Feed.—Ahei much use the feed teeth become so worn that thin
fabrics are not seized except with great pressure from above. The
teeth should be recut, but before this can be done the end must be
softened by heating and allowing to cool slowly. Use a saw-file of
small size, or, which is better for the long grooves between the sets of
teeth, a stout screw-slitting file. The teeth must, of course, be filed to
have a forward throw, and be equally high all over the point. Harden
again when done by heating to redness and plunging in oil. Temper
by brightening the back of the point, and reheating until a deep straw
colour is attained. The feed hinges upon a pin set through the end
of the bearing block ; the slot through, which this pin passes is often
worn, and should be filled up to shape. It is usually necessary to
replace the pin itself by a new and stouter one. See before leaving
the feed that its point underneath is well rounded oft" and made
smooth. This part is very apt to chafe the loops passing over the
shuttle.

The Stitch Bar.—This part carries upon its end a swivel block, which
fits over the feed lever. This block forms the fulcrum upon which the
feed lever moves, and the length of stitch, of course, depends on its

situation upon the lever. \\ hen the stud of the swivel gets worn it

maybe refitted by rebushing the whole, or by heating and beating in
to partly close it, when a rimer may be used to open the hole to the
required extent. The swivel should have no play up and down. This
must be adjusted by the nut and washer provided. When the grip of
the block becomes loose its sides should be beaten in and refitted.

Ccn>iectiiii;-h'oJ Puis.—These should be renewed when worn, but the

rod should not be hound upon its studs.

To Reduce Shaft /'lay.— Remove the pins controlling the length of

the play, and bend them. Diive in the holes with the concave side

towards the arbor.

'Jhe 'Take iifi I'in.—To adjust the take.up pin, which is fastened in

the top of the needle bar, lower the needle until its eye is entering the

cloth ; then lower the pin till its end commences to press down the

take-uii, and fix with the screw.

Adjusting the Machine.—Put in the shuttle carrier and shuttle, also

the needle bar, and revolve the hand, wheel slowly to bring the straight

needle down to the lowest position. Now bring forward the shuttle

point, and find whether the needle and shuttle interfi-re with each other.

If they touch in the least degree, place a stilTsteel punch upon the base

ol the arm, and drive a blow or two with a heavy hammer. This

should set the arm over, and put the needle further into the slot. If the

needle and shuttle point are too far apart, apply the punch to the arm
just above the stitch-screw slot, and set it out. The shuttle should

pass as closely as possible to the needle without actually

touching it.

Place on the feed and its holder, and while the needle plate :s

screwed temporarily in position as a guide fix it to rise and fall free of

the plate, screw on its raising cam, and, by pushing the cam in the

required direction, adjust the height of the feed teeth above the needle

plate. The rise above the plate should never be less than one-

sixteenth of an inch. Place in the stitch bar, and remove the needle

plale.

Fit on the connecting rod, and pin it in position securely.

Timing.—The feed is timed by its cam, which is cut: upon the

huttle.crank hub, so that they always move together, therefore, when
the shuttle is in time, the feed is

also correct in its movements,
hence there remains only the

timing of the needle to the shut-

tle to be accomplished. Place

all the parts of the machine
together, but keep the horizontal

shalt gear wheel loose, with its

pin out. Bring the shuttle to

approach its point to the needle

groove by moving the vertical

gear wheel round. Now lower
the needle slowly, by turning

the hand-wheel towards you,

until it dips and rises again about
3-l6ths of an inch. Lock the

wheels together while you hold

the two movable parts firmly in

this position, and pin up the

loose wheel. Now turn the

machine again to find whether the

locking has interfered with your
timing. The shuttle should ap-

proach its point close to the

needle just when the latter has
risen sufficiently to throw out a
loop lor the point to enter.

Fix on the needle plate so that

the needle may descend in the

centre of its hole, but adjust this

part still more accurately. Press

the needle outwards with the

screwdriver against the plate,

and find whether the shuttle

point is likely to become blunted

in passing, or gets behind it. It

there be any tendency to catch

the needle, tap the plate so as

to prevent the needle from
springing into the race, and yet

leave sufficient space for the

thread to pass without

chafing.

Thread up the machine
with about No. 50 cotton,

and find, whh cloth under

the presser, whether the needle throws out a loop of sufficient

size for the shuttle to pass into. The needle should "dip," and then

be on the point of "easing" downwards when the shuttle catches the

loop. This adjustment must be made very accurately, as everything

depends upon it. Shift the timing wheel back or forth one tooth if

the timing should turn out to be incorrect. There must be no tendency

to dropping stitches.

Pickle for Cleaning Br.\ss.—Oil of vitriol (sul-

phuric acid), 2 parts ;
aquafortis (nitric acid), 2 parts,

both by measure. Cleanse the brass article from all traces

of grease and oil b}- boiling in a strong solution ofcommon
soda or potash. Then immerse in the pickle for a few

moments, and avoid breathing the noxious fumes given

forth by the mi.xed acids. Rinse quickly, when clean, in

clear water, and dry at once in hot .sand, sawdust, or bran.

This process gives to brass a beautiful golden-yellow tint,

which may be preserved if the articles are lacquered

whilst still hot and fresh from drying.—From Work for

July.
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HARROPS
mimm I

MADE SPECIALLY FOR THE "HIRE TRADE.
1)

WRITE FOR NEW LIST

Chief Office and Wholesale Warehouse
(LARGE SHOlrt^ROOlVIS),

55, TIB STREET, MANCHESTER.
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HERMANN LOOG,
34 & 35, Newgate Street, LONDON.

As SoLK Wholesale Agent for

SEIDEL & NAUMANN'S wdi known

SINGER MACHINES, fitted free of charge witli their ih.-

w

DARNER & EMBROIDERER, I a. anxious to arrange for

^wLt oUrrLY in anj' town or district.

HOTE.~The latest novelty to make our treadle stands as complete and perfect as our Machines is our

PATENT FOOT REST.
Simple, useful, comfortable, ornamental No Sewing Machine complete without it. No other house can supply
_,„,_. „ It. Write for Illustrated Lists.

^

Also Sole Licensees for —
THE VICTORIA is the only Automatic Musical Instrument which

does not disclose by its ajjpearance the stereotype hand organ.

A Fancy Cabinet tastefully executed in black and gold ; it is a

beautiful piece of fui'niture, fit to go anywhere.

Its music, soft and pleasant, is equalled by none, and can by means

of a swell be made loud enough to fill the largest

Mission Hall, Drawing Room, or Ball Room.

Its Price is lower than any 48 reed instrument in the market,

Eetail £5 5s. Trade discount on application.

BASSINETTE PERAMBULATORS

1 in. X 16A in. x 13 in.

WILLPLAT ANY TUNE.

Over

Thirty

Years repu-

The demand for our goods still inoroasas. During the year 1889 we turned out a much larger

number o£ Perambulators than ever before

Our New Illflstrated Catalogae for Present Season sent on receipt of Business Card or Memo.
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LONG WANTED. ARRIVED AT LAST.

THE
it

SAFETY AUTOMATIC" PRAM. BRAKE.
Authorities agree that the requirements of a

Perambulator Brake are

I. It must be automatic, so that as soon as the hands are taken

off the handle the carriage stops.

The "Safety Automatic " ensures this.

2 It must be cheap, so that the dealer can present it to his

best customers, and sell it for a few pence to others.

The price of the "Safety Automatic " is One Shiliing.

3. It must be easily fixed.

The "Safety Automatic" can be fixed to any carnage in two

minutes without special tools, and by any person,

4. It must be durable, positive in action, and not unsightly.

The "Safety Automatic "
fills the biil.

SIPLE, EFFECTIVE, CHEAP, DURABLE.
Every year a number of infants are killed through runaway

Carriages. Every time you recommend your customers to buy a

"Safety Automatic" brake you may be saving a life.

We boldly state that no patent this century has been granted

for an invention more necessary, more simple, and more valuable.

SAMPLE, CARRIAGE PAID, Is. 3d.

DEALERS BE ADVISED. SEND FOR SAMPLE.
0]:*der*s exiecvited in r*ota.tion, so do not ciela^y.

Dealers who have not already had a sample should send for one
at once.

The "SAFETY AUTOMATIC"
Perambulator Brake Depot^

179, ALDERSGATE STREET, LONDON E.C.
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These Beautiful

Designs of

Goldencline are

a Most

astounding

Success.

Never Before

^ were Carriages

received with

such Delight by

the Public,

All other classes of

Carriages (however

good they may be)

sink into complete

nslgnificance when

placed bythe side of

the Patent Golden-

dine.

Come and see them

for yourselves, it

will pay you to do

so ; or write for

illustrated list to the

Patentee and Sole

Manufacturer,

LEON UHOLLIER,
BATH PASSAGE, BIRMINGHAM.
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GENUINE AMERICAN
LAMB KNITTING MACHINE.

The mnst reliable and most easy running Stocking and
Glove Knitter In the Market.

SWISS KNITTER.
EUROPEAN KNITTER.
CHEMNITZ KNITTER.

For all kinds of Garments, with special

automatic attachments.

BIERNATZKI
44, MANSFIELD ROAD,

& CO.,
NOTTINGHAM.

Principles and Practice of the Law
of Hire and Conditional Sale.

By H. E. Tudor, Estj., Solicitor,

Author oj " A Dejence of "the Hire System.'"

(Continued from our June Number.)

CHAPTER XXXVI.
Parties to Contracts—Married Women.

fT is a fallacy to suppose that a married woman can

now make a contract as if she were unmarried.

For a great many years it was held at the common law
that the husband and wife were one. On marriage a wife,

in the eye of the law, ceased to have a separate existence
;

in fact, her existence was no longer considered her own,
but merged into that of her husband. For the purposes of

making contracts they were regarded as one person.and that

one person was represented by the husband. Such being
the position of a married woman in contemplation of law,

it was only natural and logical that the law courts, whose
duty it was and is now to expound the law, should pro-

nounce lier incapable of holding property, or of making
a valid contract, or of performing any legal act or dispo-

sition. Clearly, the judges were driven to pronounce such
incapacities on married women from the very piincipleof

law which it was their duty to administer. A person who
had no independent existence, who could not legally, so

far as making contracts went, be said to exist at all, could
not contract or make a will, for such acts pre-suppose an
act done by a person of independent existence.

It is needless to enumerate the many hardships and
absurdities entailed by this principle of law. But even
the courts of law were driven to pronounce exceptions to

the abo\-e rule, from the very necessity which the justice

of particular cases demanded. A wife might have been so

situated that, if all power of making contracts was denied
to her, she might have had to starve. It was, therefore,

held in the following cases that a married woman might
make binding contracts

—

(i) When the husband was a convicted felon
; (2)

when the husband and wife were judicially separated
;

(3) when the wife was protected from her husband by an
order under the Divorce Acts

; (4) when the husband
was an alien enemy abroad

; (5) when a married woman
traded separately under the custom of the City of

London. (For other instances not necessary to be stated

here see Conybeare and Andrew's Married Women's
Property Acts, second edition, page 67.) Nor was it even
necessary that a married woman should have separate

property at the time she entered into any of such con-
tracts as we have just named. The law, under such
circumstances as above, remains, we submit, unaltered by
the Act of 1882.

It is important that hire dealers should note this

peculiar power of a married woman ; because the prin-

ciple, as it seems to us, on which tlie Courts appear to

have acted is, that the circumstances of a married woman,
being such as we have described in the five instances

given above, place her in a position partly independent
of that of her husband; because to have held, in such cases,

that the married woman's existence was lost in that of her
husband, and, therefore, she could not contract, would
have been to have denied her the means of procuring
necessities of life, unless she could always pay cash ; she,

therefore, being placed in a situation of partial independ-
ency, it was held that she had a limited power to make
contracts. The relevancy of this point will be more

" AU HigfUs Ktscrvtd.

clearly seen when we come to deal with the power of a

sailor's wife to bind her husband. That question resolves

it.self into one of principal and agent, and will be dealt

with subsequently.

SEPARATii Property.
We have seen that at common law a woman by the

act of marriage lost her general power to contract. (We
shall presently see that her power to contract has been
gradually extended by various Acts of Parliament.) Her
marriage made her non-existent, so far as her power to
contract went. An infant has no general power of
making binding contracts. But the incapacity of the
married woman differed from the incapacity of an infant
in this respect. An infant's incapacity arose from the
presumption that his mind was so inexperienced and
unstable that he might become the dupe of any designing
person. Hence his general contracts were held invalid
for lack of mental power. A woman, on marriage, loses

her disposing power, her general power to contract. It

may seem superfluous to add that a spinster or widow
has exactly the same power to contract as any man has.

Let us now return to what is meant by a married
woman's separate estate. The common law, as we have
seen, did not allow a married woman to possess property
independently of her husband. When, however, pro-
perty was settled to her separate use and benefit equity
treated her in respect of that property as an unmarried
woman.
As it may seem puzzling to some of our readers when

we alluded to the " Common Law Courts" on the one
hand and " Equity Courts " on the other, a word of
explanation may not be out of place. It is quite a

mistake to consider that the Equity Courts looked to the
spirit of a contract, and not to the letter, and that the
Common Law Courts regarded the letter merely. Both
the Common Law Courts and the Equity Courts were
governed by the same principles of law, but they differed
in their remedies. Their difference is a matter of history,

not of law.

For instance, in the famous case of Pusey v. Pusey, it

was sought to recover the Pusey Horn, the patera of the
Duke of Somerset. Had this action been brought in a
court of law, damages only could have been recovered,
but not the Horn itself, but by bringing the action in an
Equity Court the Horn itself was recovered. Clearly no
damages could have been an adequate remedv under such
circumstances. So again the Courts of Equity took
married women under its sheltering care, and held that they
could have separate property, although this was clearly
opposed to the common law doctrine,and that they could at

last even contract so as to bind that property provided they
observed certain formalities showing an intention to bind
their separate estate by the contract. Now her verbal
engagements are binding on her separate propert}'. Again,
by the Judicature Act of 1873, the Courts of Law
and Equity are merged into one Court, so that they are
no longer regarded as separate Courts with different

remedies, but as " divisions " of the same Court adminis-
tering the same remedies in all its branches, although
certain classes of actions are still assigned to the Chancery
Division for the sake of convenience.
A married woman could and can acquire properly by a

contract with her husband made previous to marriage, or
by gift either from her husband or from any other person,
and by various Acts of Parliament culminating in the
Act of 1882, her power to acquire property independently
of her husband has been made almost absolute.

To sum up, then, what we have said, we find that

—

(i) At common law a married woman could not con-
tract except in peculiar circumstances.

(2) In equity she might hold separate property, and
bind that property by contract.

(3) Both the common law and equity divisions of the

A DEFENCE of the HIRE SYSTEM, based
on Legal andCommercial Considerations, "

by II. E. Tudor, Solicitor. One Shilllnc;. The author
fully discusses and criticises— i Registration. 2 i'late or

.Stamp on hired goods. 3 Should h.red goods become the

absolute property of the hirer on payment of half the

money. 4 Should the hire systtiu bi, Jeclared illegal.

"Sewing Machine Gazette" Office, i8, Paternoster

Row, London, E.G.
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High Court ofJustice now recognise the same principles of

Irw.and administer the same remedies. We would add :

—

(4) If a married woman has separate property, she

cannot bind that property by any contract, {////(•//'>/'''''/)'

be fettered hy icluit is termed a restraint ai^ainst iiiituif/ti-

Hou. On the death of iier husband she can contract

just as a man, in sjiite of the restraint on anticipation.

Ry restraint on anticipation is meant that if j)rojicrty

were settled or given to a woman fulteretl with a restraint

on antici])ation, on marriage she could not bind such
property, because, in technical language, that would bu

antici]iating it, and if it were not for such restraint she
might squander or get rid of all her separate property.

But the law only allowed property to be fettered with
this iii-evcntion from selling or disposing of property
during the marriage state, so that a woman on the death
of her husband might by her action entirely free the
property from this burden. But if she left the property
in the same state, i.e., without exercising some act of

ownership over it, it would again become fettered with
the restraint on anticipation if she married again ; and
again the property would be absolutely free if she sur-

vived her second husband. Such a restraint can only
e.xist during marriage. When property was given or
settled to her without such restraint, equity allowed her
to dispose of it.

It may occur to the minds of some of our readers as to
why we dwell so much on this question of a married
woman's separate estate. The answer is simple. When
we come to analyse the different sections of the Married
Women's Property Act, 1S82, we shall find that a zfz/f

cannot make a contract nnlcss she has separatepropcrtv at
the time of making the contract, and hence, as all turns on
the question of the existence or non-existence of separate
property, it was quite necessary that our readers should
understand the meaning of that term, together with some
idea as to how it might be acquired and how it might be
dealt with .

Summary of the Married Women's Property Act,
1882, 45 AND 46 Vic. ch. 75.

Date of commencement, ist January, 1883. Extension
not to Scotland, but it applies to England, Wales, and
Ireland.

An Act to consolidate and amend the Acts relating

to the property of married women.
Section i, sub-section i. Power to married women to

acquire, hold, and dispose by will or otherwise of any
real or personal property as if she were unmarried.

Sub-section 2. Power to contract " to the extent of
her separate property," and to sue and be sued in contract
or in tort as if she were a single woman. If she recover
damages in any such action they are to be her separate
property. Any damages recovered against her are to be
payable out of her separate property, and rot to be a

personal judgment against her. N.B.—This section is

given in full later on.

Sub-section 3. Every contract by married women to be
deemed binding on her then separate estate, unless con-
trary be shown.

Sub-section 4. Not only separate estate at the time ot
the contract is to be bound, but also any subsequent
separate property which she may thereafter acquire.

Subsections. A married woman carrying on a trade

apart from her husband is liable to bankruptcy in respect

of her separate property as if she were a spinster.

Section 2. Power to married women, married after

the commencement of the Act, ist January, 1883, to hold

as her separate property with power to dispose of same,
all real and personal property belonging to her at the

time of marriage, or acquired or devolving on her after

marriage, including all jjroperty acquired by her personal

exertions in any employment either separate from her

husband or not.

Section 3. If money lent by wife to her husband, and
he afterwards becomes bankrupt, her claim to a dividend
is postponed till all other creditors' claims are satisfied.

Section 4. As to execution of general powers. N.B.

—

Not relevant to the hire system.

Section 5. Married women, who married before the

passing of the Act, ist Jan., 1883, to have power to hold
and dispose of, as separate property, all real and personal

property, if the title to such property accrued after the

commencement of the Act, including wages, earnings,

&c., acquired by them.
Section 6. All stocks and funds standing in a married

woman's name at the commencement of the Act to be

deemed her separate property, unless the contrary shown.
Section 7. Shares, funds, &c., allotted or transferred

into the name of married woman after passing of Act to

be deemed her separate procerty.

Section 8. Extends Sections 6 & 7 to monies standing
in joint names of married women and any other person
other than her husband.

Section 9. Her husband need not join in transfer of

such funds.

Section 10. Power to Court to order re-transfer of

stocks, &c., to husband, when such stocks, &c., have been
fraudulently transferred by the wife

;
reservation against

fraudulent gifts by husband to wife so as not to defeat

creditors.

Section 11. Power of a married woman to make a
policy on the life of her husband or on her own life. All
benefits derived therefrom to be her separate property.

Section 12. Married women's remedy for the protection
of their propert}'.

Section 13. A women after her marriage shall continue
to be liable in respect of and to the extent of her separate

property for all debts contracted and all contracts entered
into or wrongs committed by her before her marriage.

Section 14. A husband shall be liable for wife's debts
contracted before marriage to the extent of any property
that he has acquired by marrying her, but his liability is

not to extend further than that.

Section 15. Power to sue husband and wife jointly in

case of debts contracted by wife before marriage.

Section 16. Wife liable to criminal proceedings under
certain circumstances.

Section 17. Questions between husband and wife as to

property may be dealt with in a summary way.
Section 26. Not to extend to Scotland.

In our next chapter we shall analyse and explain the
sections of this Act, and show how the hire system is

affected by them.

{To be continued^

NOVELTY HOUSEHOLD & SUPERIOR WRINGERS.
Try the Bailey Wringers, and you will buy no

others.

ABSOLUTELY TRUSTWORTHY.

Do not think we make only one pattern. We
make all the best patterns and sizes, and sell a
reliable article at a reasonable price.

If you want a Machine to sell on Easy Terms
take our advice and buy the HOUSEHOLD
WRINGER. It costs a little more than a

common article, but you can get full price for

it, and it will do you good.

BAILEY WRINGING MACHINE COMPANY, 26, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.
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Scottish Notes.

copHE fact that you iiave been visiting these northern

^ii parts during the month, Mr. Editor, might almost

save me saying anything this month. You have touched

the people, and will no doubt report on your own account

what you have seen and heard.

* ' *
Edinburgh and its E.xhibition is bringing already a

crowd of sightseers. Mr. Potter, the representative of

Konig, of Kaiserslautern, has been looking round, and no

doubt picking up nibbles here and there. The exhibition

is certainly great in sewing machines and the domestic

machinery trade. Mr. P. Waterston makes a nice show
of Hitchcock Lamps, on account of Mr. Geo. W. Phillips.

The Hitchcock is gaining ground in Scotland, having some
pushing representatives. The North British Machine
Company do a large trade in them, both in Glasgow and
the We:t.

*
*

Tower.—Suddenly, at Cornwa!l-on-Hudson, N.Y., U.S.A., on the

17th inst., in his 65th year, the Rev. Francis Marion Tower, M.A.,
formerly of Glasgow.

Very few persons on reading the foregoing, which
appears in the Glasgow newspapers, would recognise any
connection with the sewing machine trade. Yet the

person named there as Rev. was for many years factory

manager at Glasgow for the Howe Machine Company.

Mr. Tower was a gentleman of scholarly attainments,

who left a sweet impression of his quality on all with

whom he came in contact. It always seemed as if a pro-

fessor's chair, rather than a sewing machine factory, was
his true sphere.

*

Mr. Touer was the private secretary of Elias Howe,
junr., and came over to this country in 1S72, purchasing

the ground on whi^h the factory was afterwards

built, and remaining in Glasgow till 1884, when he
returned to America, and, as it seems, took orders in the

Church.

His love for Scotland and its people was great, and he

had a strong desire to return permanently. Two or three

years since it was expected that he might be appointed

American Consul, but his friends' efforts were not success-

ful. He has two daughters married in Glasgow. Truly

there has gone one of the best specimens of the cultured

American gentleman that the sewing machine business

has had within its ranks.

I noticed also in the Glasgow newspapers that Miss

Alice Bain was married at Poplar, London, to Captain

Thomson, of the Mercantile Marine. The Miss Bain

referred to is the eldest daughter of Mr. Wm. Bain, of

Bridge Street, Aberdeen, the enterprising cycle and

sewing machine agent. May all sorts of good wishes

follow the happy pair !

*
* *

The North British Machine Company tell me that they

never found the sewing machine trade healthier than

during the past month. From Ireland particularly, they

have had quite a shoal of orders for their well-known
" Pearl " machine, which has a great hold in the Irish

market.
•

k *
Mangles and wringers are usually considered as belong-

ing more specially to English manufacturers, but a look

at the extensive premises of the Acme Machine Company
would soon dissipate this idea. An immense factory is

all the time fully employed with a host of hands turning

out mangles and wringers by the hundred. The head of

this important concern, whose wares are well known over

Scotland and Ireland, is Councillor Burt, than whom no

more popular man resides in the east of Glasgow.

Mr. George Milne, of Scotland Street and Norfolk

Street, has also in many corners a firm hold with his

Lever wringer. Mr. Milne has also branches in Edin-

burgh and Dundee, and seems to have a growing concern

under his fingers. A much larger house, however, is that

of Messrs. J. & A. McFarlane, of Albert Works, Cranston

Hill, whose catalogue is quite an imposing work of art.

THE NEW EXCELS
ALL OTHERS.

THE
MOST

VERTICAL FEED
CAPABLE. SEWING MACHINE.
LIGHTEST RUNNING, SIMPJ^EST, AND BEST.|
WtJQHIS Sewing Machine contains an arrangement which involves a new departure from the ordinary style of
c<I» working. The Machine is fed from the top, and has a smooth pla'e for the work to travel on. The needle

descends into the material, pinning the several plies together, and the feed carries the needle and material along
with it. When the needle is withdraw n the pressure foot is put down and the work held fast. There is no
necessity whatever for pssistitir; the work on uneven surfaces or seam;. It will do the most wonderful variety of

work, and will sew ALL MATERIALS, from MUSLIN to LEATHER, without change of stitch or tension
;

as no matter what mav be the difference in thickness, the stitch MUST BE REGULAR. Having the
FEWEST PARTS of any Machine made, it is the ACME OF SIMPLICITY, and the heretofore

diflRcult operations of HEMMING, QUILTING, BRAIDING, RUFFLING, FRILLING, &c., can
be learnt by any lady as easily as plain sewing, and in the same time.

NOTE.—All the above operations arc done without tacking. The Machine has no COGS, SPEINGS, or

TEETH to cause friction or gel oiU of order.

READ ONE OF THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS.
»7, FIELD STRKET, .\ND jS, WEST .STREET, BOSTON, LINCS. JUNE 24, iSga

SIR,— I bhould have wriuen acknowledging receipt of .Machine I bought from you, the new "No. A," but thought
I would wait a few weeks to give it a trial, which having done I can s.ifely s.iy it is the best Machine I ever sat

down In. I am now making some l,\dics' jackets of plush, and lind I can sew them more even with your machine without
basting than I can w ilh the one (another make) that I was using with b.-iiting. I will certainly, if I know of anybody
about buying a Machine, highly recommend the \'ertical Feed. Vours respeclfuily,

CliARLE.S CRAWLEY, TaUor.
We shall be h.ippy to show the Machine to anyone who will favour us with a visit.

SAMPLES OF WORK. PRICE LISTS, AXD ALL P.\RT1CL"LARS OX APPLICATION TO

TBE VERTICAL FEED SEtflNGJACHlNE^0^J4^ALDEjSGATE STREET, LONDON, E.G.

AGENTS WANTEDWHERE NOT REPRESENTED. LIBERAL TERMS.
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J. & A. McFarlanc are not only makers of mangles, wasli-

iuH machines, and laundry requisites, but also imiJorl

larftcly American and Continental goods.

1 have just seen a new hand-machine which has just

been in.ade by Kimball & Morton, Limited, for the So-

All Lock Stitch Machine Company, of_ 3, Oxford Street,

London. It has a needle feed, and is certainly most

inRcniously constructed in every way. It is named the

" So-All " and a place should be found for sucii an article

in many parts, The price is low, and it is neatly <iot

up in every way. There is undoubted novelty in the

arrangement of its parts.

Mr. Andrew White, for many years located in Bridge

Street, is removing to very handsome premises in

Caledonian Railway Station Buildings. Mr. White

makes a very effective display of fancy goods, in addition

to a well-selected sewing machine stock.
«

James P. Gordon, sewing machine dealer, 215, Main

Street, Gorbals, has called a meeting of his creditors,

being unable to meet his engagements. Amongst those

to \»hom he is indebted are Kimball & Morton, Bradbury

& Co., the North British Machine Company, &c. The
estate is likely to pay a dividend of ss. per pound. Mr.

Gordon was in partnership with a Mr. Perkins, which was

dissolved some time since, but the latter went out with a

claim large enough to swamp the other creditors. Other-

wise the creditors would have been paid in full_

Mr. Gordon was formerly a grocer, and has returned to

that trade, "SCOT."

A CORRESPONI.'ENT informs us that being in the Fen

districts recently he found that the Singer Company was

working those parts ver), largely from travelling vans,

which were sent out on journeys occupying several days

at a stretch.

Correspondence.

'^* Tilts column is at tlu seniice ofall classes ofreaders jor
the discussion of trade matters, I Fe need not say that the

tnscrton of a lellcy from a correspondent does not necessarily

imply that we endorse the views expressed. The responsibiltly

rests entirely witii the person sii^nitig the letter. As an
independent Journal we offer facilities to all parties to

ventilate their grievances or express their vieios on tlie condi-

tion that the tight of reply be alloiued anyone who feels

himself aggrieved or considers an explanation necessary.

THE HOWE AIACHINE COMPANY.
To the Ecltior rf the Sewing- Machtfie Gazette.

^3pVEAR SIR,— Permit me an opportunity of pointing

'dss out a few positive inaccuracies in the '' Scottish

Notes " of 3'our issue of 2nd June referring to this com-
pany. I fL.I it i.icuinbent upon me to do so, as my name
is embodied therein.

I have not the pleasure of acquaintance with your able

correspondent " Scot," and know not wdience he derives
his information, but he has grossly misrepresented the
winding up of the English branches referred to, 'Tis true
alterations are being made, but these were resolved
upon—I had begun operations—prior to any change at the
head office being contemplated.

Our friend " Scot " states :—" Liverpool, Manchester,
Leicester, and Nottingham branches have already gone."
The facts are that no change w'hatever has yet been made
in Manchester or Nottingham. Liverpool business has
been taken over by Mr. J. A. Carpenter, sewing machine
and cycle agent, and, considering the enthusiasm he has
already shown, the company will have no cause to regret

the change. Arrangements are also in process with an
agent to work the Leicester business on similar lines to

those on which Mr. Cocks has so energetically carried on
the Birmingham business.

I fear our friend is also misinformed regarding his other

LLOYD & HILL,

Patentees &

ianyfacturers.

Peramboiators.

HOME.

ni/alid Furnitore.

Combioati on

Carts,

EXPORT.

Second A%vard, Melbourne Exhibition, 1888,

LOWER HURST STREET
LONDON REPRESENTATIVE—

Wr, ly. r. miQ^Hl, 8a, CITY ROAD. BIRMINGHAM
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references to the condition of this company ; but, as I

consider these are outside my province, I refrain from
saying more than that the term " collapse'' seems vastly

inappropriate in view of the fact that the factory at

Bridgeton, Glasgow, is working more vigorously now than
it has been for a considerable time back, and that che

branches at Glasgow, Newcastle, Leeds, Sheffield, and
elsewhere continue in all their efficiency. Moreover, some
of these branches—notably that at Glasgow, under the able

management of Mr. Gibbon—have almost doubled their

business during the last few months.
In the interests of the company, which I have the

honour to represent, and on behalf of those branches and
agents with whom I have to do, I request that you give

publicity to the foregoing statements.

Yours sincerely,

ROBERT GRAY,
Head Office Representative,

Liverpool, 24th June, 1890.

Jottings,
During the past month the following changes have

taken place in the addresses of the undermentioned
Singer branch offices :

—

Miillijigar, to 37, Greville Street

;

Ayr, to 88 and 90, Sandgate Street ;
Llandtlo, to 4,

Wellfield Terrace, New Road.

Mr. Charles Bradbury, sole representative for Grimme,
Natalis, & Co.'s sewing machines, has just removed from

65, Guilford Street, to 249.A, High Holborn, W.C. The
latter address is more central and easy of access from all

parts of the metropolis.

Mr. F. McKrill, late Wigan manager for Bradbury &
Co., Limited, has been promoted to the management of

his company's Leicester and Northamptonshire districts.
* •

»

Mr. Andrew White is removing from 19 and 21,

Eglinton Street, Glasgow, to new premises at 36, Bridge
Street. Here he will have two flats with good cellarage,

which will allow him to display his goods to better

advantage. Mr. White deals in ah kinds of domestic

machinery, cycles, perambulators, baskets, and leather

goods. He makes a speciality of the White sewing
machine, which he calls '' our " machine. We are pleased

to hear that " it is going much 7Uore freely."

* * *

The employes at Bradbury & Co.'s depot at 294. Argyle
Street, Glasgow, met on Thursday evening last in the large

saloon of Young's Restaurant, ArgyleStreet, and presented

Matthew Riggans, one of the collectors, with a very
handsome marble timepiece, on the occasion of his

marriage. The presentation was made by Mr. Sewell,

the district manager, and was suitably acknowledged by
Mr. Riggans, and a very pleasant social evening followed.

.A. meeting of the creditors of the Patent Automatic
Knitting Machine Company will be held at the office of

Mr. J. H. Thornton, the liquidator,on July 9th, at eleven,

for an account of the winding-up.

*
When, oh ! when, will a meeting of the creditors of

Hermann Loog, Lim., be held ? Not, we arc afraid, until

the bone is picked quite dry.

We acknowledge the receipt from Mr. Charles Brad-
bury, of 249a, High Holborn, of advanced proofs of two
new circulars he is about issuing to the trade. One of

these is a photographic reproduction of the "Original
Princess," made by Grimme, Natalis, & Co. It is almost
full size, and is well adapted for dealers to exhibit in their

windows. The other circular illustrates the " Original

Princess," a so a family machine. In each case a very
handsome bent wood co\er is shown at the back of these

hand machines.

.Mr, A. \'erney says that we were in error in our report

of the >ales of sewing machine- by the Liverpool Customs.
The whole fifty went at only os. each, falling to brokers,

one of whom sold thirteen to jMr. Verney at i '^s. each.

In any history of the canvassing trade the wives of

dealers and depot managers would deserve special pro-

minence. We have often been told of acts of discretion

and boldness performed by such ladies in the interests of

their husbands and emplovers, which are a credit to the

se.x. Mr. D, Bell, the Coleraine agent for the Singer
Company, is to be congratulated on possessing a real help-

mate for a wife, as all our readers will agree after reading

the assault case reported on another page.
«

«

The White Sewing Machine Company's travellers, as

we have often remarked, cover immense distances, and
visit all climes. Mr. AVeinhagen has recently been
working Spain. Mr. S. Bettmann is now in Switzer-

land after visiting the countries of Northern Africa. A
third "ambassador of commerce " started a few weeks
since to make a tour through the whole of South Africa.

Already his journey has borne good fruit.
» #

*
A correspondent writes :—You appear to neglect the

Midlands, but in the Stamford district we manage to do
a fair trade, and things look brighter than they were a

year ago. We charge £2^ S^- for a family hand machine,

cash, and find no difficulty in selling against the Singer
Company, who work the district very energetically. They
don't get all the orders. We also do an excellent trade

in watches, also in prams. Have just got los. deposit

from two customers, so that we start well with our hire

accounts.

At the banquet givenrecentlytoMr. Stanley, by American
citizens resident in England, the sewing machine trade

was well represented. There were present Mr. Hunting,
formerly general European manager for the Wheeler &
Wilson Manufacturing Company, Mr. A. D. Ayres, who
at present discharges those duties, and Mr. Powers, the

general manager for Europe for the Wilco.x & Gibbs
Company. Each of these gentlemen was presented with

a magnificent permanent record of the occasion, in the

shape of a beautifully bound volume, containing portraits

of Stanley and his colleagues, together with a photo-

graph of the elaborate shield which was presented to the

famous explorer.

Failures and Arrangements.

WALTER FEATHER BOTTOMLEY, perambulator

manufacturer. Pollard's Yard, Millgarth Street, and

Potter Newton Lane, Leeds.

A deed of arrangement was filed by the above on June
7th, the trustee being Mr. William Weatherhead,
auctioneer, Keighley. The secured creditors are. given at

;^";:,6oo, and the unsecured liabilities at _^" 1,684. The net

assets have been estimated at £6i?>- The following are

the principal creditors :

—

;^ s. d

Gallon, W. H , London 47 J8 S

Deeds, John, London 50 o o

Cook, William Birmingham 10 9 o

Foster & Co., Birmingham ... ... ... ... ... 63 iS 4
Hall, J.

& Son, Birmingham 10 4 6

Hooper & Edman, Birmingham 32 5 o

Hufihes, George H., Birniinghani 31 I o

Ilifie, G. Y., Birmingham 16 12 o
Saunders, Davis & Co , Birmingham ... ... ... 10 12 4
Cholerton, Harvey & Co., Derhy 17 14 o
Auden!:haw Paint Work!!, Guide Bridge 2S 19 10

Sanderson & Co., Hull ... iS 3 o

Hey, Samuel. Keighley 10 o o

Lund, Tom, Keighley 304 10 o
J'.rown. Jonas & Son, Leeds 19 7 7

Culhbcrt, K., Leeds 43 o o
Dcpledge, George & Co., Lieds 29 I 7
lox Bros. c\: Co., Letds 12 15 11

I'lyer.T. & Co., Leeds 51 4 '

Leeds and County Bank, Leeds 130 o o
Lister, Abraham, Leeds 94 2 8

Kipley, Henry, Leeds 157 18 8

Sciipham, William & !-ons, Leeds 20 o o
Toulcr, William, Leeds 45 I H
Minton, K. K. & Co., Liverpool 50 o o
Davenport, C. & H., Macclesfield 39 '9 °
Cunlifl'e cV Cronm, Alanchesler 47 5 6

Lee, G. 1'., .Manchester iS o J
Leipzic Fur Co., .Monchcslcr 24 15 3

Beardshaw, |os , Shtflield 21 7

Bellows, A.," Walsall 5<i'SI'
Russell, James A; Sons, Wtdneshury 16 16 o
Robinson & Kobin.soii, Wcdncsbuiy ... llo o o

THO.MAS TOURLE, dealer iin'onn.: tic appliances, 26,

Grand Parade, Brighton.

Mr. E. W^MIs, the irustee, of 152, North Street,
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S O - A L L
LOCKSTITCH

SEWING MACHINE
Best British Manufacture.

These wonderful Machines, equal in style and pnish to the best,

worl( as well as the most expensive Machines.

Bein^ simple and made of few parts, they are very easy to

learn, and are not liable to get out of order.

SHIPPERS AND THE TRADE SUPPLIED ON LIBERAL TERMS.

Showrooms 3, OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.

hand^machTnes.

351

IN I>OLISHJEI> JBOX Ifi^IXH iLCCJE:SSORI£:S.

TREHBLE AND WALNUT STAND AND LOCK COVER 25s. EXTRA.
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jnd in the above

&c., New

Brighton, will shortly declare a divid

failure.

C. RATCLIFF, domestic machinery dealer

Brompton.
In May last an attempt was made to arrange privately

the affairs of the above, but it fell through. On May 31st

a receiving order was granted. The following are the

principal creditors :

—

£ s <1.

Burling 5: Mansfield, London ... 34 10

Dawkins & Co , London 71 3

Davis & Co , London 10 10

Kelly & Co , London 14 iS

Stevens— , London ... ... ... ... ... ... 36 9
Scames & Co., London ... ... ... ... ... 12 o
.Simmons & Co.. London ... ... ... ... ... 21 g
Sheard & Co., London ... ... ... ... ... 10 o
Thibouville & Co , London 10 4 2

Wallis & Son. London... ... ... ... ... ... 29 o o

JAMES PRIESTLEY, sewing machine dealer, Halifa.x.

A first and final dividend of 3>. ^.'.d. in the pound is

now being paid by the Official Receiver at Halifa.x.

J. BATY & CO., dealers in furniture and mangles, 48,
Rye Hill, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

A deed of arrangement was registered in the above on
June 1 8th. The unsecured liabilities are estimated at

;^'4o8, and assets at X3"-'- Messrs. Moore, Murton, &
Varley, the Keighley mangle makers, are creditors for

/50.
THOMAS WILLIAM BENNETT, dealer in furniture

and perambulators, •^24, Kennington Park Road,
S.E.

The above has been adjudicated a bankrupt with
liabilities estimated at j<"922. Among the creditors is

Mr. T. Hardstaff, the Nottingham perambulator manu-
facturer, who is owed about ;^"i9.

County Court Judgments.
A County Court Judgment '^^as registered against J.

Kitchen, perambulator maker. Old Basford, for the sum
of ^^"26 13s. 5d. on the 20th May.
A County Court Judgment for ;^I5 was registered

against F. G. Heath & Co., needle manufacturers,
Redditch, on May 8th.

A County Court Judgment for _^"io 17s. Sd. was
registered on May 8th, against Harry Pain, sewing
machine agent, Wellington Road, Bridgwater.

The Development of the Sewing
Machine.

BV E. W.ARD.

(Continued from our Jnnc Number.)
^'/gjNOTHER important feature of novelty in Mr
1;^ Bernard s invention is the sewing of buttons on to
materials by a sewing machine, by bringing the holes of
the button through which the needle is to be passed or
inserted beneath the point of the needle by suitable
mechanism

;
and also the securing of buttons to materials

by a thread passed in a double or looped form throu<rh
the button, and afterwards securing such thread by
looping, either alone with itself or in combination with
one or more threads. The arrangements consist of two
compound slidmg plates, the one sliding or workincr in
the other. To the lower plate is secured a vertical s^ud
which IS fitted at its lower e.xtremitv with a short pin'
kept pressed agamst the periphery of a^suitable cam by an
jndiarubber or other spring. It is thus obvious that' the
rotation of the cam will impart a to and fro slidincr
motion to the plate. The shaft which carries this cam
actuates, by means of mitre wheels, a second horizontal
shaft at right angles to the first, which is fitted with
another cam, whose periphery gives motion to a second
slide, through a pin in the slide of the vertical stud
secured to the upper plate. A spring also serves to keep
this plate under the influence of its cam. This slide or
plate works in a groove in the ether plate and the
material to which the button is to be attached is' laid upon
the surface of the two plates. The button is then placed
upon the material in a piopsr position by meansof a disc

HARRIS' PERAMBULATORS

A
w.

X

J HARRIS & CO., LIMITED,

TELEGB.Vl'II ADDRESS,

"Admired, London."

Do not fail to

send for

Designs and

lowest prices

for 1890.

FROM

1 to 10 GUiNLAC

Do not fail to

send for

Designs and

lowest prices

for 1890,

THE HAYMERLE.
Lightness, Strengtji, and Elegance combined Carriages made specially for the Hire Svstem anddelivered without the least possible delay. Compare our wheels fittings?anTfin°8h throughout with ihose

a , .,, , of Other Makers.bample carnage willingly sent on approval Special Terras to Shippers and largo Buyers.

Offices and Works, HAYMERLE ROAD, PECKHAM, LONDON, S.E.
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or piaLc. 'I'iiis tli^c has a circular apcrlure formed in its

centre sufTicicntiy large to enclose the space occupied hy
tlie holes in the button ;

it is placed over tho button and

material, and i> held in its proper position by two sharp-

pointed pins fixed to the plate, and projecting up through
the material. The needle being elevated, the plate with

the button and material is pushed forward by the cam for

that pur]iose a distance corresponding to the distance

between the adjacent holes in the button, and tlie needle

then descends again through the hole brougiit beneath it.

On tlie second rising of the needle the plate is slid to

one side by a spring, thereby bringing a third hole

beneath the needle. On the third ascent of the needle

the plate is drawn baclv by a spring, so as to bring the

fourth hole of the button under the point of the needle,

which completes the movement of the machine.
Mr. Bernard describes also a machine for stitching the

edges of button holes, the first of the kind, we believe.

The needle passes into the cloth near the edge of the

button hole, and again through the slit of the hole, or

outside, when overstitching edges of material, a lateral

motion being imparted to the latter for that purpose.

The needle thread is brought over its point in the form
of a loop at each movement by means of suitably arranged
fingers, so that the stitch will have the appearance of the

ordinary hand-made button hole.

Amongst other contrivances described by Mr. Bernard
is the application of clutches or friction discs and straps

to sewing machines for the purpose of throwing in and
out of gear, and for regulating or stopping entirely, the

various moving parts, and the driving or actuating of

sewing machines by means of a weight or spring, with a

suitable escapement movement, on the principle of the

movement of a clock. A machine thus constructed when
once started will go on sewing by itself until run down.
The idea was certainly novel, and had it been pushed

would have found favour amongst ladies for use in the
drawing-room or boudoir. The application would
certainly obviate the use of the unsightly treadle, which
all the skill of the ornamental cabinet-maker can make
nothing of but a treadle, for, however ornamental and
fanciful it may be, it is an unmistakable foot-lever, which
never harmonises with the rest of the furniture,

( To be continued. )

The Rochester Show.

^A,riT the Rochester Exhibition of Manufactures and
fl^it Agriculture held last month the domestic ma-
chiner)' trade was well represented ; in tact, we have rarely
seen a stand so well arranged as was that of Mr. A. R.
Andrews, the well-known dealer, of Chatham. Here
were to be seen \'^ertical-feed sewing machines. Cherry Tree
mangles, and Advance perambulators. A young lady
expert was down from London giving demonstrations of the
vertical-feed machine to the gratification of crowds of
ladies, and Mr. Andrews found his order book in constant
request. We heard several of the visitors say that this

stand was one of the sights of the exhibition, and we can
quite endorse that opinion. We are pleased to hear that
this enterprising dealer scored a complete success.

Dealers as a class do not yet fully realise the importance
of fancy work demonstrations on the sewing machine.
Plain sewing does not attract visitors as formerly, but by
the aid of a few useful attachments a good instructress can
produce in public a class of work which touch ladies'

fancies so keenly that sales are bound to follow.
Several dealers have proved this to be a fact, and we com-
mend the idea to others.

Messrs. Entwistle & Kenyon exhibited mangles and
vices, and Messrs. Smith & Paget were present with speci-

mens of their mangles and chaff-cutters.

WILSON BROS. & CO.,
STANDARD BEDSTEAD WORKS,

WOVEN WIKE MATTHESSES.
Patterns and Prices on application.

BRASS AND IRON BEDSTEADS, COTS, FOLDERS, &c.

ID J^ "V I S ^

UMBRELLA HOLDER FOR PERAMBULATORS.
3s. PER DOZEN CARRIAGE PAID. SEND FOR SAMPLE DOZEN.% 179, ALDERSGATE ST., LONDON, E.G

HALL'S BAZAR FORMS
(PROTECTED BY P.\TENTS EVERVWHERE.)

A Great Boon to Sewing Machine Agents They
will be placed on Sale in one shop in each Town

for the convenience of Customers at retail.DO YOU lftrA:NT THEIVI
Hi^tliingYou Can Sell wiilretarn a Better Profit

A household necessity indis-

pensable to Ladies who do their

own dressmaking. Adjustable to

aiiy size, and when not in use folds

up like an umbrella.

(COPYRIGHT.)

She,—Now don't scold any more.
It's all your own fault. I assure you,

you will have to stand until you pro-

videmewith Hall's Bazar S'orm.

He.—All right, I shan't go through

this again, you can send for one at

once.

Bazar Skirt Form.
Closed & Opened

RETAIL PRICES.
Con plete FormCweigtit,

12 lbs., 25s. 6d.
Skirt. Formilron P<-st) to

which Bn^t can be provided at any
time (weight Slba). 13s. 6a.
Skirt Fi.jrin, Wood Post

and Improved Holding
Foot, in Case (weigtit
5 ibs.Ul • 60.

Complete Form.
Closed and Opened.

ISholescLie Piices and Descriptive Circular upon Application.

(CDPYRIGIIT.)

She.— I declare this Hall's Bazar
Form is perfectly splendid. It save
my husband no end ofannoyance stand-

ing for me to drape my dresses over him,
and then with /izm I could never get

the right effect. This is simply charm
ine. as nothing cin equal a Hall's
Bazar Form.

HALLS BAZAR FORM CO., 139, Regent St., London, W.,
AND S33, BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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Wheeler&WilsonNo.9 (D.A.A.)
Catoinet 'Work; in. Oal<; and 'Walni;!*.

The above Machine has met with unparalleled success the past six
months, and we believe it to be the best Treadle Machine in the Market

We solicit correspondence from all first-class dealers desiring to take up the sale

of this Machine, and to whom Liberal Terms will be given.

WHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO.,

21, QUEEN YICTOJRIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.
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Our American Letter.

Nkw Yokk, Junk 2nd, 1890.

gURING the :
past month the all-absorbing topic

among sewing machino people, and one which has

been mentioned by nearly every printed sheet or magazine

in the world, has been the burning of a portion of the

Singer Manufacturing Company's works at Elizabeth

-

port, N.J. To say that the reports as contained in the

daily papeus, as well as in some others, who, by the way,

should have been better informed, were greatly

exaggerated and distorted goes \vithout saying. Thai
the company sustained a loss, and one of a magnitude

likely to have swamped concerns of fair size, is true, but

that picturing of misery indulged in by the reporter for

the daily press, and even for some of the trade papers and

journals, only resulted in conveying to the minds of the

people at large the impression that the company had

suffered annihilation. Nothing is farther from the truth.

The portion burned, though valuable and representing

thousands of dollars, was really, of all the various and

numerous departments that go to make up this immense
factory, the part easiest dispensed with— at least for a

time—and, as such, throwing less hands out of employ-

ment than would have followed the destruction of any

other section or department. The buildings destroyed

contained, as has been told, the needle and attachment

depaitments, besides affording storage for numbers of

patterns, and stock of these departments, both finished

and unassembled. These, it was at first supposed, would
be a total loss, as the patterns certainly were, but it has

since been found that, while much is destroyed, there is

also much that can be used with but little repair. This

is happily true of some of the valuable machinery used in

the manufacture of needles, which it had been feared

would be damaged beyond redemption. The buildings

will be rebuilt in a few months, and by the middle of the

summer the Singer Manufacturing Company's plant at

Elizabethport will have been restored to a completeness

far surpassing that previous to the fire. The company's
name is not Dennis—rather Phcenix. The report of this

occurrence as given in the June number of the Sewing
Machine News is the only really correct one that I have

seen, and agrees in every particular with what your

correspondent was told by one of the company's officers.

Since writing you last, the threatening situation in the

lower Mississippi valley reached its height, and the waters,

which at one time seemed likely to destroy the entire

section, receded, doing less damage than had been feared,

though many people suffered more or less loss by the

floods. Now it is advanced by some scientists that it

would be better and safer for all if the river were left

unconstrained, after the fashion of the Nile, allowing it

to flow without hindrance over whatever lands it wished,

thus benefiting the soil by its annual deposits, rather than
damaging sections which it is a vain endeavour to apply

to any purpose other than cultivation.

The sewing machine trade in this country is making a

much better showing this year than was true of it at

this time a year ago. Many dealers are also adding
cycles to their stock of machines, and with the growing
popularity of this sport, through the introduction of the

"safeties," it is safe to say that the day is not very

distant when wheels can be found in every sewing-machine
office of any consequence in the United States. The
Weed Sewing Machine Company, it appears, has been
bought up by the pioneer cycle manufacturer, Colonel

Pope, of the Pope ^lanufacturing Company, though its

name will not be changed, neither will its management,
the same officers remaining in charge as before the
transfer of stock to the colonel.

For years the union of the sewing machine trade with
that of pianos, organs, and other musical instruments has
been an accepted thing, and it seems that the alliance

formed between the machine trade and that in cycles

would be even more congenial, especially if abetted and
assisted by the association of type-writing machines with
the two already mentioned. The latter are daily coming
into more universal use, and their distribution will soon
form a part of the sewing machine dealer's business, and

as such \vill const iuite a branch that will be satisfactory

ill every respect.

Plans for the World's Fair af, Chicago in 1893 are still

being considered, but as yet none ha\'e been adopted, so

that while we must admit that it is progressing, its pro-

gress is as yet not very noticeable to outsiders.

H. R. LEMITii.

American Sewing Machines in

Germany.

i,^^. C. MONAGHAN, of Rhode Island, 'United States

tf^i Consul at Mannheim, Germany, mad©:, a report

which, bearing date of Cctober 20th, 1889, has but just

been published by the Government. He giyes rather

startling, if true, facts regarding the sewing\ machine
business.

The report states that Germany is producing about

500,000 sewing machines annually. Of those destined for

the foreign trade many find their way into all the countries

of South America, and, strange as it may seem, a consign-

ment has been sent to Chicago, in the United States.

An enterprising member of a very progressive and enter-

prising firm is going around now with the idea of shipping

regular consignments to the United States, gotten up
with jtles, ornamentations, &c., to meet or make a trade

with the many millions of Germans in the United States,

if with no one else. The titles, instructions, decorative

designs, in fact, everything about the machines, are to be

German. The firm is the second largest in the empire
;

it produces about 30,000 machines in a year, and employs
about 700 hands. They manufacture the Singer machine.
With this they are beating our manufacturers, so they

claim, in every country outside of the United States.

Why and how ? First, because they produce and sell a

much cheaper, if inferior, article ; and, as far as inferiority

goes, they claim that ours is better only in finish and
decoration

;
that theirs answer the people's wants just as

well, and " once this becomes known poor people, buj'ing

things for work rather than ornamentation, buy ours (the

German), and save the difference in price for pictures or

something else ; besides, you Americans give them what
you make, what you think is best, allowing them to know
nothing about the matter, while we make an effort to find

out their desires ; they are the best judges of what is best

for them. ' Circumstances alter cases ' is as good in Chili,

Peru, Brazil, Argentine, as in New York or London.''

This manufacturer confessed that his iron castings were
by no means so good as ours, and that we have lots of

better machines than those of German make, but that ours

are too dear, and that when the manufacturers of the

United States go outside to sell they must go prepared to

meet the wants of, and respect the ideas of, people with

whom they wish to make trade ; and, above all, that

people get an idea that tools and machinery lose in quality

when they get too much decoration and finish. The
founder of this firm was formerly in the United States

;

he and his sons still retain their American citizenship.

Touching again on exporting to the United States, he

said thecosts of transportation plus the tanff rates equalled

a total tariff of about 50 per cent. ; that to compete under
such circumstances is not to be thought of

; that the rates

of import duties must be so lowered as to bring down the

total expenses, duty, and transportation from 50-per cent,

to 25 oer cent. It may seem __ somewhat anomalous, but

upon his assurance I am able to announce that thousands

of our Singer machines (manufactured in German}-) are

being sold all over Germany. It must be more anomalous
still if, able to beat them on their own soil, at the very
doors of their shops and factories, we cannot at least com-
pete with them—na}-, drive them entirely out of the trade

with our neighbours, the States of South America.

On the cost of manufacturing he says that the men in

the large establishment of which he has spoken receive

less than fifty cents per day, while women and children,

who do much of the lighter work in cleaning, ornament-
ing, &c., get 23 or J4 cents per day. _. .;

We haven't heard that the Chicago market was con-

\-ulsed by the importation referred to.— Uieiied States

Sewing MacMnc Times. ,
' "'
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Innt^stk Patents

»

The follou'ing list has been compiled expressly for this Journal by

Messrs. G. F. Redfern (& Co., Patent Ai^ents, 4, South Strcati

Finsbury, E.C.

APPLICVTIONS FOR LKTTERS PATENT.
7437. W. Campion, for improvements in machinery or apparatus

for sewing and trimming or cutting knit and other fabrics.

7485. R. Plant and J. Brown, for improvements in bassinettes,

perambulators, and other vehicles.

7545- J' P- Bayly, a communication from N. S. Perkins, of United
States, for improved thread doubling machine.

7689. A. Andersdon, a communication from Singer Manufacturing
Company, of United States, for improvements in sewing machines.

7873. F. J. Perry, for improvements in embroidery machines,
8010. E. W. Broadbent, for improvements in sewing machines.
8028. L. E. H. Jackson, for an improvement connected with

sewing machine needles.

8231. E. Kohler, for improvements in sewing machines.
853S. L. Mick, M. Kursteiner, and E. Janenz, for improvements

in embroidering machines.

8669. R. Weiss, for improvements in embroidery machines.

8783. C. F. Gardner, a communication from the Stanley Manu-
facturing Company, of United Stales, for improvements in sewing
machines, chiefly designed for the manufacture of boots and shoes.

8844. C. Huelse, a communication from A. Kuhut and R.
Deissler, of Germany, for improvements in lockstitch sewing machines
for attaching soUs to shoes or boots

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED.
Postage id. each extra.

10481. Sewing Machines. M. II. Pearson and C. Bennison, both
of Union Works, Leicester.— Dated June nS, 1S89. Price Is. 3d.

In the improved machine the awl or piercing tool is used as a feeder,

and is mounted on the end of a lever capable of receiving a compound
motion, the awl being arranged below the work, while the needle is

over the work. The work to be sewn is held down by the presser
foot, and as the awl rises it i>ierces a hole, and when it has reached its

highest point, it is moved backwards for feeding purposes. But as
soon as the awl commenses to descend the needle is timed to follow
it, point to point until the awl is below the work when it is quickly
returned to its normal position, the needle meanwhile is continuing its

descent to its lowest point, and then rises to form the loop in the usual
manner, through which the shuttle passes as at present.

10906. Embroidering Machine. E. Comely iSc R. Cornely, both of
Paris—Dated July 16, 18S9. Price lid.

Relates to improvements on a former patent, No. 6877, of 18S5,
and consists in the arrangement of a guide in the machine described in

that patent, by means of which a braid is laid and fixed between the
material and the cord so that three elements, the material, the braid,
and the cord will be tixed together by one and the same operation, and
that the entire work and feed can be guided by the crank handle of the
machine.

19448. Sewing Machines. H. H. Lake, a communication from C.
Luroschi, of Milan, Italy—Dated December 3, 1889. Price 8d.
The machine which constitutes the subject of this invention is of the

general construciion of a Singer machine, but presents the peculiarity
of enabhng the simultaneous formation of two parallel seams,
the distance between which can be modified at will within sui'able
limits.

457S. Sewing Machines. O. Imray, a communication from E. B.
Welch, of Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.—Dated March 24, 1S90.
Price 6d.

The object of this invention is to provide inipr:)ved means for

guiding and feeding folded or welted fabrics while they are being
stitched by a sewing machine, and it consists in various improvem.ents
relating to the feed bar and presser foot of a sewing machine.

5698. Sewing Machines for attaching buttons to garments. H. E.
Newton, a communication from the National Machine Company (In-
corporated), of 385, Broadway, New York.—Dated April 15, iSyo.
J'rice Is. id.

The main objects of tliis invention arc to furnish a sewing machine
with mechanism for Iiolding and intermittently moving a button having
four eyes, and presenting the eyes in succession to the needle to sew
on the button by stitches from eye to eye progressively around llic

circuit of the eyes, and to provide such mechanism with .adjusting
devices, whereby buttons having eyes at widely different distances
aparl can be thus sewed on.

UNITED STATES PATENTS.
IssuEu AND Dated May 6tii, 1890.

427068. X. T. French, Boston, and F. J. Freese, Lowell, .Mass.,

sewing machine.

427352- L. Muther, Oak Park. III., welt guide for sewing
machines.

Issued and Dated May ijth, 1890.

427556. E. D. Cummings, Boston, Mass., feeding mechanism lor

sewing machines.

427944. E. S. ^entzer, Ottawa, III., blind stitch hemmer fur

sewing machines.

427999. A. Johnston, Ottumwa, Iowa, luck m.arkmg attachment for

sewing machines.
Issued and Dated May 2oth, 1890.

428171. M. C. Lisle, Grand Rapids, Mich,, feeding mechanism
for sewing machines.

ISSUID AND D.^TED M,\Y 27TH, 1S90.
42S8S5. H. B. Brower, New Haven, Conn., hemming attachment

for sewing machines.

428990, A. A. Wood, Atlanta, Ga., tension device for sewing
machines.

Issued a.n'd D.vild June 3RD 1890.

429206. C. H. Willcox, New York, and J. E. A,. Gibbs, Raphine,
Ya., sewing machine.

Canvasser Charged, -with Theft.

lir^ ihe 31st May, at the Lichfield City Police Office, before the
•i^ Mayor (Alderman S. Haynes) and Councillor A. C. Lomax,
John Ellis, canvasser, 62, Frog Lane, was charged with stealing 8s. 6d.
from a till at the Goat's Head Inn, Breadmarket Street, Lichfield, on
Friday night.

Prisoner pleaded not guilty.

Margaret Carter, ^vife of Thomas Albert Carter, landlord of the
Goat's Head Inn, stated that about 8.15 on Friday night prisoner
visited the inn mentioned in company with a man named William
Walton. Witness knew the prisoner, as he had been to the inn on
former occasions. Prisoner and Walton went into the bar and sat

down, after which Mrs. Rowland (a friend of witness's) served them
with something to drink. Witness afterwards left the bar, and a
few minutes later she saw Walton go out at the back of the house.
Prisoner was now alone in the room, and whilst witness was in the

tap-room she heard a rattling noise in the direction of the till, which
is in the bar. The tap-room adjoins the bar, and the door between
was open at the time. Witness, upon hearing the noise, entered the
bar, and saw the prisoner closing the till. She then caught hold oi

one of his hands, and found in it three two-shilling pieces. Witness
asked prisoner what he had been doing, but he made no reply : and she
thereupon informed her husband of what had happened. Upon wit-

ness's husband asking prisoner why he had done it, he replied that he

GOAT SKIN RUGS FOR BASSINETTES, &c.,
From 18s. per dozen.

Send 21s. for assorted dozen, three different sizes.

WHOLESALE ONLY.

HANDEL WHEATLEY, EYESHAM

THE "HANDY"
PATENT

LOCK-STITCH SEWING MACHINE.
SIMPLE, DURABLE, AND CHEAP.

Ij COMPLETE
Japanned Tin

i ^ Box.

30/-

Pcrtootly Reliable and Suitable for all ordinary purposes.

HARPUR & MASON,
MANUFACTURERS.

\l LOZELLS ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.
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wanted to show the pcntleman who went out how easily he could open

the till. Witness's luislwnd told prisoner to drink up his beer and go,

and prisoner sul)se(|uently left. Information was afterwards given to

the police.

Prisoner, in reply to the magistrates, Baid : The money I gave Mrs.

Carter was the only money I took out of the till.

The Mayor {addressing prisoner) : It is a sad ease that you, in the

position you appear to he in, should he guilty of such a transaction.

Tou will have to go to gaol fur 28 days with hard labour.

Papers on Subjects not Generally

Understood,

No. 2—THE PHONOGRAPH.

PERHAPS no invention of the past half-century has created so

much interest as Edison's phonograph. Its immediate forerunner,

the telephone, by means of which the human voice could be conveyed

hundreds of miles .ilong a mere wire seemed wonderful enough, but

when it reached its dcstmation to be able to record it for repetition at

some future date, the thing strikes the public as being something

play in the street and the phonograph be placed in the front room and

a record taken.

Electricity has nothing whatever to do with the phonograph. An
electric motor is sometimes used for revolving the wax cylinder, but

the treadle of a sewing machine answers equally as well.

The diaphragm is made so sensitive that, as soon as the sound waves

strike it its stylus is pressed forward on the wax cylinder, and the inden-

tation varies with every sound. The repeating diaphragm is also very

delicate in construction, so that it answers to the slightest movement of

its stylus as the latter passes over the minute indentations preTiously

made.
There is really nothing more to say as to the principle of the phono-

graph. The ingenious mechanism for revolving ihr: wax cylinder with

the greatest accuracy as to tunc ; Ihe tool for shaving off an old record

and taking another on the same wax cylinder; the capacity of the

cylinder, 1,000 words ; and the ease with which a new cylinder can be

fitted on the spindle are ot far less importance than the foregoing.

The writer has had ample opportunity of testing the phonograph

under various conditions. He saw the original one which Edison con-

structed in 1877, and is acquainted «ith the very latest. The main

principle of all the instruments is the same. The improvements have

been mostly in the direction of the recording material. At first tin-foil

was used, and subsequently a wax cylinder. The particular composi-

tion of the cylinder, and how to keep the chips which fall from the

wax from adhering to the surface and interfering with the needle,

have also had to be worked out. This has caused delay, but neverthe-

less the development of the instrument has been wonderfully rapid,

considering that it never occured to Edison until 1877.

Only one thing remains to be done, and that is, to find some cheaper

'EDISON AND HIS PHONOGRAPH.

more than wonderful. The steam-engine seemed a wonderful thing,

the telegraph prodigious, but to stow away in a drawer a speech or a

song, and to be able to enjoy the pleasure of listening to a friend's

voice at will seems incredible. It can be done, and as few, even among
those who have seen and heard the instrument understand its principles,

the writer will endeavour to explain them.
The simplicity of the phonograph is one of its most conspicuous

features. A wax cylinder is caused to revolve rapidly and regularly,

and slightly above this is a diaphragm provided at the top with a tube,

and underneath is attached a stylus or needle.

To record sound, all that is necessary is to revolve the wax cylinder

and speak into the tube attached to the diaphragm. This drives the

stylus or needle into the wax cylinder, the indentation being deep or

shallow corresponding to the volume of sound, which causes the
vibration of the stylus.

To reproduce sound, a diaphragm similarly constructed to the other

is caused to re5t upon the wax cylinder, and on the latter being revolved

the stylus or needle follows the same track as the recording stylus. The
result is that the irregularities of the wax cylinder agitates the stylus, and
the latter vibrates the diaphr.agm, which conveys an exact reproduction

of the sound recorded.

Il is not necessary that the sound it is desired to record should be
produced direct into the tube of the recording stylus. A band may

and more convenient material for recording the sound. The wax
cylinders cost several pence apiece, and are not at all convenient for

despatch through the post. In the graphophone, which is a similar

instrument to the phonograph and owned by the same company, wax-
coated paper costing a fourth that of the cylinder is used, but its record

cannot, like the wax cylinder, be shaved off and the paper be used

again for another record. Even that is too expensive at iW. each.

The uses of the phonograph are unlimited. The reader can easily

think them out for himself, when he knows that it will record sound
and repeat it thousands of times with all its peculiarities, and no skill

required to manipulate it.

As far back as the time of Horace writing was produced on wax
by means of the stylus ; and the Babylonians, even 3,000 years ago,

inscribed characters on cylinders and baked them, in order to per-

petuate their records. If an Edison had only lived in their time, and
had conceived the idea of the phonograph, what delights we should

now enjoy! Homer might be heard reciting his sublime Iliad;

Teremiah predicting the birth of Jesus Christ ; and our Saviour's

sayings might ring in our ears exactly as uttered. If the baked
cylinders of the Babylonians were only "phonograms," and we could
place them on the phonograph and hear them speak ! But this is

not so. It is reserved for Edison's descendants to hear the voices

of former generations.
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— £ fx Long. fiH.

DOLL'S SWING COT

LAWRIE & BISHOP,
Wira "Workers and Makers ofevery description of Fancy Bi d

Cages.

55, 56, and 57. BRADFORD STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
Thousands are beinq Sold.

G. H. WELLS,
MANUFACTURER,

151 & 153,

mm? ST. S013TJ1

BIBMINGHAM.

B-if^iatiites from I83 ESTABLISHED 1862.

Trythe" TRIUMPH "Bicycle

Light Roadster, weight 28 lbs.

STRENGTH & BEADTY.

S. BETTMAN & CO.,

4, GOLDEN LANE,
LONDON, E.C.

Depot : aSy, UPPER STREET, LONDON, N.

Works: ASTON, BIRMIiXGHAM.

E. WARD & CO.,
Cycle Engineers,

Are prepared to build Cycles for Gentlemen to any design ami
weight required.

ENAMELLING IN VARIOUS COLOURS.
REPAIRS FOR THE TRADE.

Wheels Made, Frames Brazed, Hardening, Screwcutting.

Balls, Bells, Lamps, Saddles, Sundries, at manufacturers'
prices.

9, WELLS ST., OXFORD ST., W.

ESTABLISHED I860

BEST MATERIALS ONLY USED.

THE HALESOWEN
PERAMBULATOR & CARRIAGE Co.,

LIMITED.

GENUINE MANUFACTURERS of every descrip-
tion of Bassiuettoa, Mail-oarts, Invalid Carnages,
Delivery Bassinettes etc, etc Speeialprices to large
buyers, which will defy competition, for price com-
bined with quality.

HALESOWEN, NEAR BIRMINGHAM.
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THE

Eclipse
15

(' ^^wiFir

The Eclipse Hand Machine is the BEST and CHEAPEST in the Trade-

It pays AGENTS and SHIPPERS much better to handle this machine in

preference to any other, and no dealer's stoc/( is complete without it.

Once tried always bought.

SHIPPERS specially invited to write for sample Machine and terms.

Manufacturers and patentees of the ''ECLIPSE" MEDIUM FAMILY
OSCILLATOR AND FAMILY HAND SEWING MACHINES.

THE ''ECLIPSE" KNITTING MACHINE. The QUICKEST and BEST
Machine in existence for MANUFACTURING AND DOMESTIC USE.
SIMPLE IN CONSTRUCTION. EASY TO LEARN and LIGHT RUNNING.

Send for Illustrated Lists and Wholesale Terms to the

Sole lVE£i>i:i.ufa.ctux*ex*s:

The "ECLIPSE MACHINE CO.. OLDHAM
(LATE SHEPHERD, ROTHWELL, & HOUGH).
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VARLEY & WOLFENDEN,
KEIGHLEY, ENGLAND,

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF THE

CYCLOPS IMPROVED HIGH-ARM

Lock-StM Sewing Machines,

FOB

Domestic &" Maniijactnrtng Purposes,

To WORK either by HAND or FOOT.

Th-"se Machines are made from the Best Jifateriuls an<l camio! he

surpassed for excelleiuy of finish and durahility.

StiipDin^ Orders executed op the shortest notice

>7..

Ttie*ATLAS*eEOST[llD*Co,

EYEB.Y SEWING MACHINE DEALE-R
SHOULD SELL BEDSTEADS:

Many DO NOT because of the ROOM they
take up. BEDSTEADS can now be Hold by
Sewing Machine Dealers from DRAWINGS
and delivered to THEIR CUSTOMERS'
ADDRESS the NEXT DAY.
Write or wire TO-DAY for Book of STOCK

PATTERNS. ALL patterns in this book are

ACTUALLY IN STOCK, papered ready to

leave SAME DAY as wired for. Finish and
value guaranteed.

N.B.—EVERY Bedstead FITTED UP
WHEN FINISHED before leaving the WARE^

'

HOUSE.
A Large Stock of these Paltcrnx is hept ot

120, 122, CURTAIN RD , E C.
For London Trade only.

^ First Orders shouhl be accompanied by References or
11 remittance.

J.
t i VICTOR" WRINGER is a Machine we can cun-

fidently reconimeiid. It lixcs with ease on to a round OT
square tub, and the clamp is so arranged that no matter at
what angle the side of the tub may be the Wringer, when
fixed, stands straight up.

TRADE PRIGS.

14 in. 15 in. ( All with Best White .SoVid

14/6 16/- \' Rubber Rollers.

Cog Wheels, 8d. e.xtra each Machine,

12 in.

13/3

The A.M.Co. are the largest manufacturers of Rubber Roller Wringers
in Europe. Makers of the " Acme," " President," " Nonpareil," and
" Victor " Wringers ; also Knife Cleaners and Ice Cream Freezers.

THE ACME MACHINE CO.,
Henrietta Street, GLASGOW.
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HENRY VORLEY'S
Pure White "Scentless d Stainless" Lubricating Oil,

For Sewing and Knitting Machines, Physical and Surgical Instruments, Guns, Clocks, Lathes, &o., &c.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

fHIS Very beautiful oil is incapable of thickening in use or of gumming the bearings, being an " absolutely

neutral " substance, unalTocted by the weather or age. It may now be obtained in bottles at all respectable

Sewing Machine anil Bicycle Depots, and Wholesale at

23, 8HAFTE8BURY ROAD, HOf^NSEY RI SE, LONDON, N.

Lower Qualities of the White Oil may now be had. Also Fine Lamp for
Bicycles, and American Golden, in Casks direct from the Docks, or

packed in Cans, Drums, or Bottles Suitable to the Trade.

BIELEFELDER

NaeMascMnenFabrik
Saalfeld on Saale, {GERMANY),

MANUFACTURE

SINGER A & B MUCfllNES
(Fur Hand or Trenile),

SAXQNIA MACHINES

WHITE MACHINES.

These splendid Machines are always
to the front.

The lightest running Shuttle Machines out.

Illisthated Price List on application to

R. J. JOHNS & CO.,

S9, Holborn Viaduct,
LONDON, B.C.

TO INVENTORS.

General Patent Office. Established 1830.

G. F. REDFERN & CO.
4, SOUTH STREET, FINSBURY,

LONDON
PROVISIONAL PROTECTION for 9 months under the

new Act, ^3 3s. ; to complete the Patent for 4 years,

£7 7s. French Patent, including first year's tax, ;^8 ;

Belgian Patent, £4; Imperial German Patent, ^10 10s.;
United States Patent, including all expenses for the whole
term, £17 los. Circular of information as to the mode of
proceeding in applying for Letters Patent, cost of European
Patents generally, and also of Colonial Patents, forwarded
upon application. Trade Marks and Designs registered in
England and Abroad. [Telephone No. 169.

Registered Telegraphic Address:—" INVENTION, London."

HIRE AGREEMENT FORMS.
The best form compiled, used by most of the trade.

Price 6d. per dozen, 3/9 per 100.

HIRE INSTALMENT CARDS.
strongly bound instalment cards with the hire

terms at the back. Price 1/- per dozen, 7,6 per 100,

Dealer's name and address printed if required.

Sewell & Co., 28, Paternoster Row, London, E.O.

G. R PRICE,
PATENTEE AND JIANUFACTURER OF

PERAMBUiATORS, Bassinettes, inv«M Carriages, to.

187 & 188, GOOCK STREET,
BIRMINGHAM.

FBOM ao/- SUBJECT. G. R. P. has had over 23 years' praotical experience in the manufacture of Perambulatora.
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Grimme, Natalis & Co.,
BRUNSWICK, GERMANY.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

"ORIGINAL PRINCESS." "FAMILY HAND."
And other Machines.

S£:Mri3 FOR ILiiXJSTRATED lffrH[OIL<C:SAX^C: IL.IST
TO

Representative-CHAS. BRADBURY,
249a, high HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

THE BEST RUBBER WRINGERS
NOW IN THE MARKET

ARE THOSE MADE BY

The Cherry Tree Machine Co.,

OWMMMW ^KEffi. m^A^mMUMM
TBEY WILL LICK

ALL IN

CREATION,

AND PRICES ARE

AS LOW AS ANY OTHER

MAKE.

STRONG FRAMES.

BEST RUBBER.

METAL BEARINGS.

TURNED AND FITTED.

ONCE TRIED

ALWAYS USED."The Express."'

REPRESENTATIVE FOR LONDON AND THE SOUTH-^

I. jr. aOJ^iSfS, 59, HOLBORN VIADUCT. LONDON. E,C.

\QV\!
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THE
SINGER SYSTEM MACHINES MANUFACTURED BY

MESSRS. KONIG & CO.,

KAISERSLAUTERN (GERMANY),
are the most Reliable Machines for Dealers to Handle> fitted with

POSITIVE TAKE-UP AND SILENT SHUTTLE RACE.

They are absolutely noiseless and of Superior Finish to any Machines

on the Market

Anrx*ite foi? Illustx'a.tioxxs £ixicl dTex^ncis to tKe
-WHOLESALE AGENT FOR GREAT BRITAXN,

THOS. POTTER,
47, DUNLACE ROAD, CLAPTON, LONDON, N.E.,

Where all communications should be addressed.

THE "BRANSTON ))

imo-^K aqk
LIMITED.

PATENTEES AND MAKEKS OF

THE OEY TWO-REEL SEWING MACHINE
Making a perfect lock-stitch direct from two ordinary reels of cotton

without a shuttle or take up. Rotary movement throughout.

Simple, Light running, and Noiseless, and with fewer parts than any

other Lock-stitch Machine.

\(^^ MmVb^wm

Address—

^•^^ti

firinted a«d Published by Sewell & Co., St. Paul's Buildings, Paternoster Row, E.G., to which address

\ all coDnmunications should be sent.



inn KMiiuAL rhw DiiBfinij MAUninii. buiu mlual, pakis,

THE JOURNAL OF

Domestic ^ppljances.

R<|
^^S£^S^<5AZETTE ^^^^^5Hr^^^^

SEWi|^Q,WAsHiNQ°(^^^>^&K|JiTTiHq, Machines

CHildkeNs Carkiaqes,

AND ALLKIfSlDSOF

DOMESTIC Appliances
Monthly, Price id.

Post Free, 3s. ed. per annum.

Simmons & Co.'s

(REGISTERED.)

APPLIED TO ALLWICKER,W00DEN,OP PAPIER-MACHE BASSINETTES.

ADVANTAGES

:

1. IN GREAT DE\fAND EVERVWIIERK.
|
6. GUARANTEED STEEL

2. MAXIMUiM VERTICAL ELASnCITV. 6. REQIIRE NO ATTENTION NO
3. NO SIOE SWAY. BUCKLES.STRAPS.oR.SII.VrKLES
4. BEAUTIFUL APPEARANCE. | TO GET OUT OF ORDER.

>l4

Export Perambulator Works,

TANM ST., S.E., near London Bridge Station.

TnD»vrDTr/m pp >opwtmp Mninmin „.......:. ......... ^^k -X^
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TH E

WHITE SEWING
Are Light Rnnning, Noiseless. & Parable, & Warranted for 5 Years.

O^EIR. 800.000
WUTTF MACHINES
11 111 1 Li NOW IN USE.

See a WHITE before purchasing any other.

DAILY SALES EXCEED 1,000 MACHINES.

NO OTHER MACHINE CAN BOAST OF SUCH A RECORD.

GOILiI> IVIEDAIL. awarded atPARIS EXH:IBITI0N,X8S9.
MACHINES TO WORK BY HAND OR TREADLE OR BOTH COMBINED.

THE

WHITE
SEWING

MACHINES
ARE

SUITABLE FOR ALL CLASSES OF WORK

LIGHT OR HEAVY.

lV[a,nufa.ctox*y

—

CLEVELAND,
OHIO, U.S.A

EASY PAYMENTS ARRANGED TO SUIT INTENDING PURCHASERS.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

New Rotary Shuttle Machine, Price. £9 Os- Od

MACHINES FOR DRESSMAKERS,
TAILORS, UPHOLSTERERS,

CORSET MAKERS,
AND EVERY VARIETY OF WORK.

SAMPLES OF WORK
AND PRICE LISTS

SENT POST FREE
UPON APPLICATION.

IWteSewingMachineCo.,

48, HOtBOfiN VIADUCT,

LONDON, ENGLAND.
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JOHN WILDE & SONS,
EXCELSIOR WORKS,

BISSE LL STREET

ESTABLISHED 18S6.

i SI

MANUFACTURERS OF

Perambulators, Bassinettes, Invalid Carriages^ Mail
Carts, and Rocking Horses

FOR HOME, EXPORT, & COLON IAL MARKETS.
The largest Manufacturers of Perambulators in the Midland Counties.
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BIESOLT & LOCKE,
MEISSEN (SAXONY),

• (ESTAI3HSUED IHOO)

THE "CINDERELLA."

^Ijuctaltttj—SACK

Perfected Automatic Hand and Treadle Sewing
Machines for Domestic and Trade use. 12 patented
improvements. Working parts finest tempered
steel. Undoubtedly the best Machine in the market.
Silent, uniform, rapid, easy movement.

MACHINES.

4,

Wholesale Agents:

S. BETTMANN & CO.,
GOLOGN^ l^ILNE, J.4 O N l^ON^ IB. C.

AGENTS WANTED;
BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

E. WARD & CO. S
Compound Arm and Platform Domestic Lock-

stitch SlintUe

SEWING MACHINES
Is a FAMILY HAND SEWING MACHINE worked with a

straight needle and shuttle, making the LOCK. STITCH both
sides alike. Combining both the Arm—so essential to many of

the want-i of family sewing, such as putting in sleeves sewing
round the arms of dresses, and such work so difficult to be done
with any other hand machine, and the Platfor.m for plain

sewing, quilting, &c. The plate which constitutes the platform

is part of the base ; when required it is raised to its place by a
simple mechanical contrivance, and there secured by a projection

which passes into a hole in the arm. The Machine is self-

threading throughout with self-threading Shuttle.

Encouraged by the unparalleled success which has attended

this Machine, and the satisfactory* manner in which it is spoken
of by all who have tried it, the PATENTEE HAS MADE
FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS secured by new Patents, and
trusts that it will now be found the Most Perlect, Bimpls,
and Saleable Machine in the Ma^ke^

Platform Up.
(Next Month the Platform will be shown down.)

'leUphone No. 4667. Telegram^, " Grovod, London."

GROVER & WOOD,
AMERICAN ORGAN AND HARMONIUM

MANUFACTURERS,
62, GLENGALL ROAD, OLD KENT ROAD,

LONDON, S.E.

First-Cla^s Quality. Low Prices. Latest Improveimnti

.

«^ WBITB FOB NEW ILLUSTRATED LIST.

Patentee and Sole Manufacturers :

E. ISTARID & CO.,
9, WELLS STREET, OXFORD STREET,

LONDON, W.
ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBEOK BA]^K.—Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.—Three pet

cent. Interest allowed on Deposits, repayable on demand.
Two per cent. Interest on Current Accounts calculated on the minimum

monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of charge, the custody of De^ds,

Writings.and otherSecurities and Valuables.the collection of Bills of Exchange,
Dividends, and Coupons; and the purchase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and
Annuities. Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued.

The Birkbeek Almanack, with full particulars, post free, on application.
FBANCI8 BAVENSCBOFT, Manager.

The Birkbeek Building Society's Annual Receipts exceed Five Millions.

HOW TO PTJECHASE A HOUSE FOE TWO GCINEAS PER MONTH, with

immediate Possession and no Kent to pay. Apply at the Office of the

BrBKBECK BriXBixG Society, 29, Southampton Buiioings, Chancery Lane,

now TO PUKCHASE A PLOT OF LAUD FOE FITE SHILLINGS PES
U MONTH, with immediate possession, either for Building or Gaidening

purposes. Apply at the Office of the Bibkbhck Fbeehold Lasd SocihTif, aa

above.
. , ,. i.

The Birkbeek Almanack, with full particulars, on appUcation,
FKAMCI8 EATENSCBOFT, Manager.
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NO COMPLICATED GOGS, GAMS, OR ELABORATE

MECHANISM.

SIWPUCITY WITH EFFICIENCY.

DURABILITY WITH SPEED.

THE BEST FOR THE AGENT.

THE BEST FOR THE MERCHANT.

THE BEST FOR THE MANUFACTURER.

MOST LIBERAL TERMS TO AGENTS.

Awarded the Highest Honours at all the

Great Exhibitions.

12 GOLD MEDALS SINCE 1879.

BRADBURY'S BASSINETTES.
'^pYjVE are now in a position to sell some of the best and most elegantly designed Carriages ever offered to the public. The variety is

'\'/'\'/ still larger than thai of previous years, and the buyers of our goods will be enabled to sell an article that cannot be equalled for

X'/V elegance of design, neatness of finish, quality, and price.

The material for this season's goods was purchased before the recent advance in prices, and we can, in consequence, give our
customers an important advantage in this respect. No advance will be made on the prices of last season, and the quotations for the New
Carriages are based on the same List.

Bradbury's No. 20- Bradbury's No. 21.

Wood body, square end-;, hand-painteJ panels and flower centre
upholstered in Crockett's leather, mounted on steel shackle springs, 24 in.
rubber tyre bicycle wheels, fitted with registered pattern China handle,
well-cover, three loose cushions, strap-, brasi-jointcd reversible hood, &c.
Made of well-seasoned timber, beautifully ornamented, and upholstered
in the best possible manner.

Circular wood body, beautifully painted in new colours,
hand-painted flower centre, upholstered in Crockett's leather,
mounted 00 steel shackle springs, 24 in. rubber tyre bicycle
wheels, fitted with registered pattern China handle, well-cover,
three loose cushions, straps, and br.ass-joiiitcd reversible hood.
Made of the best materials, and finished in first-class style.

UNEQUALLED FOR QUALITY AND FINISH.
Price Lists to be obtained at our Depots or from the Manufactory.

BRADBURY & CO., Limited, Wellington Works, OLDHAM.
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HARRIS' PERAMBULATORS
W. J. HARRIS & CO., LIMITED,

BABY mMWiAm BtimBEBS.
TELEGKAPII ADDRESS,

"Admired, London."

Do not fail to

send for

Designs and

lowest prices

/bf 1890.

FROM

\ to 10 GUINEAS

Do not fail to

send for

Designs and

lowest prices

for 1890,

THE HAYMERLE.
Lightness, StTength, and Elegance combined Carriages made specially for the Hire System, and
delivered without the least possible delay. Compare our wheels, fittings, and finish throughout, with those

. of other Makers,
bample carnage willingly sent on approval. Special Terms to Shippers and large Buyers.

Offices and Works, HAYMERLE ROAD, PECKHM, LONDON, S.E.

J,

Manufacturer of

NOVELTIES & FANCY GOODS,
59 & 60, HATTON GARDEN.

Steaxn Factory—Ashtoy ISZ^orlcs, 31, Haclixxey Road.
Flower Vases for Windows suspended by Chains.
Flower Vases for Windows in original Cocoanut suspended by

Chains, also in polished Cocoanut.
Totacco Jars mounted on tripods.

Cigar Stands, various, and elaborately mounted.
Flower Stands in polished CocoanDt and also in original

Cocoanut, on Bamboo Stands suspended by Chains.

Wall Brackets in polished Cocoanut mounted on plush.

Photo Frames in polished Cocoanut mounted on plush.

Whole Cocoanut polished, mounted, and finished to order.

BEST TERMS TO SHIPPERS.

CHEIJUES m POSTAL ORDERS GROSSED BIRKBECK BANK.
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WILLIAM MORRIS
24, FREEMAN STREET BIRMINGHAM,

f-"^:

OLDEST ESTABLISHED HOUSE FOR PERAMBULATORS IN THE MIDLANDS-
'W^rite or c£i<ll for I*rice List.

KOCH'S NEW CIRCULAR ELASTIC MACHINE,
THE SEST* BOOT REI>AIRING IVIACHINE.

Manufactured by the

Bielefeld Sewing" Machine Manufacturing' Co,
H. KOCH & CO.

No Shuttle s "^

Carrier.
No Cogs.

The length of arm of the above macliiiie is IG in. ; ilie lieail is the smallest hitherto produced, being smaller than

a sixpenny piece, thus enabling repairs of the smallest shoes to be done. The stitch is beautiful and uniform, feeding on or from
ilif; cylinder in any direction ; tliis is a great advantage not possessed by any other Elastic machine of older construction. The
stiuttlcdoes not wear out as it lies immovably in the cylinder ; this is also a great feature, aa other Elastic machines are subject

lu great wear and tear of shuttles, shuttle drivers and cogs, causing frequent repairs.

SOLE WHO^LESALE AGENT—

C. LOHMANN. 22, Jewin Street. London. E.G.
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KIMBALL & MORTON, Limited
(ESTABLISHED 1867), ^

SEWING MACHINE MANUFACTURERS,

Branches—52, Reform St., DUNDEE, and Ha, Norfolk St., Pall Mall, MANCHESTER.
THE

STEEL
—

^

SAIL,
TARPAULIN,

FAMILY
(TREADLE)

AND

jyiORTON

(HAND)

MACHINES

Kilting .

AND

Gatiiering

Machines.

No 2

IWanufacturing

Iflacfiinfs

IS

FOUR

VARIETIES
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W. FOSTER & CO.,
4§y. WMMM Wf^WtMM'E'.

BiPinyniisr
Manufacturers

of every De-

scription of

Pe ra mbulator

Fittings,

DN/I.

Hood Joints,

Handles in

Brass, China
and Wood,
Brass Handle
Rods, Toy Fit-

tings, &c.

The "Special" Safeties&Tricfcles
PRICES

From £8 lOs.
Ml Machines Warranted. Discount for Cash,

or Machines sold on Easy Payment System.
Machines taken in Exchange.

AGENTS IflfANTED.
Agents wishing to do a Hire Purcliase Trade should write

for Terms. No risk. I take all risk as to Payments.

HARRY STROBERTS,
CYCLE WORKS,

DEANSHA NGER, STONY STRATFORD, Bucks.

THE

''ADVANCE" Perambulator Manufacturers

DEFY COMPETITION FOR QUALITY AND PRICES,

AND ARE NOT AFRAID OF COMPETITION.

IM:I>0RXANT notice.— H'e have no Branch Shops about, nor flaring

Advertisements offering Carriages to the Public at low prices. Nor have we a regiment of Canvassers

scouring your Territory. Dealers should bear this in mind. We are EXCLUSIVELY WHOLESALE.

ADDRE88--59, HOLBORN VIADUCT, London, E.G.

IMPORTANT ^N^^^ BUYERS.
LLOYD d CO.'S List of New Designs in Baby Carriages and Mail Carts

is now published and it contains a splendid variety.

The Best House in the trade for Fittings, Wheels, Tyres, Hoods,

Canopies, Hugs, &c.

BORO' LONDON, S.E.

P.S.-TRADE CARD FOR LIST & TERMS
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THE

BABY CARRIAGES.
UNIQUE DESIGNS. SOUNO CONSTRUCTION.

ARTISTIC, ELEGANT AND DURABLE,

The STAR Carriages

are in use throughout

the World, and In Every

Country have given the

utmost satisfaction.

DEALERS find the

Star Goods give finest re-

sults^ yield biggest Profits,

and sell at sight.

ORDERS should be

placed at once for Season's

Goods to avoid delay when

the usual rush comes.

The STAR Patent SPRING.
The Most Successful Anti- Vibrator Ever Inveuted for the

T o ^ Mm 1 ^ ©
Nevi/ Season's illustrated Catalogue Post Free upon Application.

STAR MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

GOODINGE RD., YORK RD.,
XiONDON, N.
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SINGER'S New Vibrating Shuttle Machines
(HAND OR TREADLE)

Are the BEST HOUSEHOLD SEWlSCr .MACHINES ever offered to the PubHc.
They have the SIMPLEST SHUTTLE, SHORTEST NEEDLE, BEST STITCH ADJUSTMENT,

MOST PERFECT TENSION, AEE NOISELESS, and MAKE THE PRETTIEST STITCH.

EASY TO BUY. EASY TO LEARN. EASY TO WORK.
FOR CASH 10 PER CENT. DISCOUNT. Or on Hire with Option of Purchase.

LIBEEAL ALLOWANCE FOE OLD MACHINES.
CATJTION.— Beware o£ Imitations, and to avoid deception see that the Company's Trade Name " SINQEB " is upon the Arm of the

IMachice.

THE SINGER MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
(Formerly I. Jffi. SINGER & CO.).

Management for the United Kingdom: 39, FOSTER LANE, LONDON, E.G.

And 497 Branches throughout Great Britain and Ireland.

i-d'iiig Machine Gazelle Office, 28, Paternoster Row, London, E.C

RATE. -id. per Word ; Minimum, 6d.

lyrEEDLES,—A Quantity of Nos. 2 and 3 Singer's
*~^ Medium and Family, 2s. per gross. 2d. postage.—S. Cox &
Co., Needle Manufacturers, Alcester.

"VXTANTED a Number of Old Worn-out Sewing
* " Machine Stands, Howe Pattern, with or without foot plates.

State quantity and price to " Treadwell," care of Se-Mtiig Alachinc
Gazelle.

QITUATION WANTED as Manager of Cycle,
*~^ Machinery, Musical Instrument, and Furnishing Stores, or either
department. Experienced buyer, well up in easy payment and hire
systems ; abstainer ; guarantee if required. Address " Watchmaker,"
^eiiiii:g Macltine Gazelle Office.

"P"OR SALE, a number of Wheeler & Wilson No. i Heads
and Stands, old style Thomas Button Hole Machines, Gopherin"

Machines, and Heberling Running Stitch Machines. Ofiers invited.
A. F. Ivey, 48, George Street, Plymouth.

A DVERTISER, thoroughly experienced in Sewing
Machine Trade, seeks Situation as Depot Inspector ; would

accept M.inagership of large depot. -Apply "Present Empbyed,"
^e-oins Machine Gazelle Oflice.

The Hire-Purchase System.

Dispute over a Seizure.

At Ihe Oldham County Court, on the 17th July, James Flood,
billiard marker, sued the North of England Furnishing Company,
Bradford, for ^50, value of goods illegally .seized by the defendant
comp.any last June, and dam.ige suffered thereby. Mr Armstrong, who
appeared on Ijchalf of plaintiff, stated that his client was marned in
September Last, and purchased the furniture from the defendant
company fur £26. The goods were not purchased upon the hire
system, and il plainliri''s wife signed an agreement to that effect, it

was without his authority. The plaintiff, on being called, stated in
reply to Mr. Wright, who appeared for defcniiants,"" that he obtained
the goods on credit, and when the company's agents went to seize the
furnituie, they said they could only allow him one hour and a half to
obtain the money to pay for them. Wliilst lie was endeavouring to raise
the nicney the furniture was removed, although he returned within th,;
specified lime.— .Sarah Kl'jod, plaintilFs wife, stated that shortly after
her marriage she went with her husband to select the furniture for
their home. They agreed to pay a certain sum down, ai.d ilie manager
said that there would be no hurry for the remainder of the money.
Nothing was said about the signing ol the hiring agreement. She
denied ever having signed an agreement, and, in fact, had never seen
one. All she did was to sign the carrier's book when th-.- goods were
deliverci

; but the defendant's manager wanted her to sign such an
agreement .ibout two months afterwards ; this, however, she refused to
do.— Mr. Wiight contended that there h.id been a conspiracy between
Ihe husband and wife. The goods were suppfied on the hire purchase
system, and he produced an agreement which bore .Mrs. Flood's signa-
ture, although she now denied that it was in her handwriting. I low.
ever, a comparison of the signature on the delivery note would convince
any one that the same hand had written both.—The defendant's
manager, on being called, stated that he arranged with Klood that the
goods should be taKcn on the hire system, and should |be the
property oi the company until paid for. Flood insisted on having the

goods in hij wife's name. It was arranged that £^ deposit and
instalments of £1 per month should be paid until the furniture had
been paid for. In October last the plaintiff asked the witness to
transfer the goods to his own name. He then made the agreement
into the names of both husband and wife, and sent it by post for

signature ; but it was not returned. He afierwards found out that the
plaintiff had removed to Oldham, and consequently went there to see
him, and, as the overdue instalments were not paid, the furniture was
seized. The receipts for the monies paid on account were at this point
handed to his Honour, who said that they put the plaintiff out of court,
as each receipt stated that the money had been paid as rent for the
furniture in question. Before these receipts were handed in, he had
not the slightest doubt that the same hand had signed both the agi ce-
ment and the receipt for the delivery of the goods. According to the
agreement, the furniture remained the property of the defendants until

the whole sum had been paid. The balance was not paid, therefore
the furniture belonged to the defendants. There would, consequently,
be a verdict for the defendants, with costs.

A Hire System .Swindler.

-Vt the Rugby Police Court, on the nth July, Joseph Josh, alias

Thornton, was charged with stealing a piano, value £16 los., Ihe
property of Mr. D. F. Durrant, pianoforte dealer, Rugby. The
evidence showed that in August, 18SS, the defendant hired the instru-

ment at los. per month, and paid a small sum down. He subsequently
called in a dealer, and sold it to him for ^5. He then decamped.
Subsequently he got into trouble for a similar offence at Cambridge,
and suffered two years' imprisonment, at the expiration of which
period he was handed over to the Rugby police. All that defendant
had to say in defence was to complain about the police arresting him
as soon as he came out of goal. The defendant was committed for

trial.

Purchased a Hired Machine.—The Judge on the Sta.mp
Question.

\t the Stonehouse County Court, on the l6th July, before his

Honour Judge Edge, Messrs. William Sellers & Sons, manufacturers
of sewing machines, Torquay, sued Thomas Lewis, first-class petty

officer of her Majesty's training-brig Pilol, at Plymouth, for ;£ 5 4S.i

the value of a sewing machine, and £1 los. for detention.—Mr.
Percy T. Pearce was for the plaintiffs.— In this case it was admitted
that the machine was let out on hire to a man who, after paying a

small sum, subsequently sold it second-hand for 30s. to the defendant.

Lewis admitted his purchasing the machine, and said he believed it to

be the property of the man from whom he bought it. He did not

actually want the machine, and sold it again a few days later for Ihe

same price as he gave for it.—.Mr. Pearce, on the part of the plain-

lUTf, offered to allow the defendant the 303. he had jiaid for the

machine if he would restore it. Defendant "reckoned" it would be
a " puzzle " to find it. His Honour said that plaintiffs had made a

handsome offer, and he would advise defendant to accept it. If he
did not, the law left him (the judge) no option. Defendant had
purchased goods of a man that did not belong to him, and the verdict

must, therefore, be .against him. This kind of thing, however, was
becoming little short of a public scandal, and ought to be put down
with a high hand. Particularly was it so in London, where people

went into furnished lodgings, and frequently offered and sold things

that did not belong to them. It might be very hard upon Ihe

ihlendant, but there must be a verdict for £$ 4s, against him, but if

he would return the machine within a month the order would only be

IS. and costs. lie would suggest that, if possible, on machines lent

out there should be some sort of stamp which would intimate that it

was on hire, a notification which could easily be cancelled by a proper

icrlificate being granted by machine firms .as soon .as the full value of

the machine on hire had been paid.

Auctioneers and Hired Machines.

At the Mansfield County Court on the 2Sth July, John Marshall sued

Christopher Webb .Miller, auctioneer, of Newark, lor 26s., being the

cost of a sewing m.achine purchased by auction in Mansfield Market
Place. Plaintiff said in May last he purchased by auction from the

defendant a sewing machine for 24s., and it cost him 2s, to send it

home. Two days afterwards the Singer Company's men came and
demanded the machine, stating that the machine had been hired by a

Mrs. Richardson, of New,ark, anil had not been paid for. He delivered up
the machine, and wrote to the defendant, who replied stating that Mrs,
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Ricliarilsiin lud toM hlni llial she had paid all lor the machine c-xccfit

5s. Mr. Sands, Ihc principal a^jcnl for Messrs. Singer & Co. said that

only 5s. had been paid on the machine, which was their property. The
defendant said in tlie first inslai>ce he .advanced 5s. on the machine lo

Mrs. Richardson, who told him that all the money e.xcept 5s. had been
paid upon it. .She afterwards asked him to sell it for her, and he did

so by piil)lic auction. His Honour gave judgment for tlie amount
claimed, to be paid by 2S. a month,

Ii.i.EGAT, Distress.
At the Thames Police Court recently, Henry Whiten, a broker, of 4,

Medway Road, was summoned for levying an illegal distress upon the
goods of Marks Boom, of 9, Langdale Street, St. (Jcorge's.—Com-
plainant Stated that he occupied .apartments at the house, 9, Langdale
Street, at a rental of Cs. a week. lie paid his rent regularly u|) till

July 15th. On that date he owed 6s., and defendant called. Witness
offered to pay him the 6s., when he said he wanted 8s. 6d., and refused

to take the 6s. Defendant then levied a distress, and put a man in

f)Osscssion. Witness's goods, which were worth /.6 2s., and which he
lad on the hire system, were afterwards removed. His landlord never
gave him notice that he would have to pay Ss. 6d. a week rent.

—

Defendant said he g.ive complainant notice that his rent would be raised
to Ss. 6d. after July 14th, and as he would not p.ay that amount he
distrained his goods. He, however, agreed to let him have the properly
if he would quit the premises. He would not do so, and he then
removed the goods.—Mr. Mead made an order for the defendant to
give up the property on payment of 6s., and to pay ^i 6s. 6d. costs.

Canvasser Prosecuted.
At the Bath Police Court, on the 9th ult., Charles Mills was

charged with being the bailee of a gold watch, five silver watches,
and four silver chains, valued at ^8, the property of Messrs. Chris-
topher Stone & Co., and fraudulently converting the same to his own
use, t^iereby stealing the same. Evidence was given to the effect that
the prisoner had pawned the watches and chains with different pawn-
brokers in the city. The prosecutor said he engaged the prisoner as
traveller and salesman. He was to receive 5s. weekly, and 15 per
cent, on all sales. On the 28th June he said that he had done no
business, and asked for the wages due. He next saw the prisoner on
Tuesdaj', in Bath, on an omnibus. He jumped on the 'bus, and, tap-
ping him on the shoulder, told him he wished to speak to him. He
then asked him how it was he had not sent in his account. He said he
had done so, bill; witness told him he had not received it, adding, " The
best thing you can do is to give me the tickets." Prisoner did so, and
begged witness not to prosecute him. He, however, gave the prisoner
into the custody of Police-constable Brimble. Prisoner, who now
pleaded guilty, was sent to gaol for two months' imprisonment, with
hard labour.

Trade Excursions.

fHE STAR PERAMBULATOR CO.—On Saturday, the 19th
July, the employes at the works of the Star Perambulator Co.,

Goodinge Road, N., held their annual excursion. This year Garston,
a very pretty place near Briggate Wood, Watford, was chosen, and the
choice gave great satisfaction. A start was made rather early, as the
distance by road is somewhat great, but the scenery en route is

exceedingly pretty, and was thoroughly enjoyed. Mr. Henrj' Nash,
the energetic manager, who arrived on the scene later in the day, found
his workpeople exhibiting every sign of complete enjoyment, and all

returned safely and well.

C. D. YOUNG & CO.—We never remember to have assisted at a
more successful annual outing than that of Messrs. C. L. Young & Co.,
of 21, High Street, Kingsland, and branches, which took place on
July 23rd. At g.30 a.m. a start was made from the headquarters of
the firm, our destination being the Crown Hotel, Broxbourne. Long
before we left behind us the smoke of suburban London several
threatening clouds vanished, and the sun shone out most gloriously,
and continued to smile on the proceedings throughout the remainder
of the day. So lovely was the scenery we passed through that our four
hours' journey seemed far too short, and one and all only willingly
resigned their seats in a well-appointed drag when they heard that a
capital dinner was already awaiting our orders.
A more pleasantly situated dining-room than that to which we were

shortly conducted could scarcely be imagined, and the menu was well
chosen, comprising poultry, joints, pastry, cheese, and salad. There
was variety enough to satisfy the most fastidious, and as to quantity,
well, there seemed to be no end to the supply on hand. When we had
eaten and were well filled Mr. James Hodges, one of the partners of
the firm, rose from his seat at the head of the table, and addressed n
few words to the company. It was not intended that we should listen
to a lot of speech making; our worthy president, therefore, made his
remarks very brief and homely. Addressing us as friei ds, he said that
he was delighted to be present at such a happy, social gathering. Both
Mr. Young and himself wish their employes to know that they take a
real mterest in their welfare, and earnestly desire to live on the best
possible terms with all who are in their service. They hoped that they
should In-e to meet again under similar happy circumstances. Before
sitting down he would just like to refer to the indomitable industry and
perseverance of Mr. Young, who was a pattern to them all.
Mr. C. L. Young, who occupied the vice-chair, next addressed those

present in similar terms. He said that he was pleased to state that the
tirm w.os making real progress, and that their business was better than
It had ever been.

Mr. S. J. Sewell said that as one of the visitors he would like tc
propose " Prosperity to C. L. Young & Co," It was his frequent duty
to announce births, sicknesses, and deaths in the domestic machinery
trade. In the matter of C. L. Young & Co. he had thus far only
chronicled its birth and healthy growth, and he was pleased to hear from
Mr. \ oung that they were prospering better than ever. He had known
Mr. \ oung for a number of years as a hardworking, enterprising trades-
majQ, andwas certain that his success was thoroughlv deserved.
The visitors present, among whom was Mr. Griffiths, of the North

I^ondon .Machine Co., heartily responded to the toast, after which
followed excursions on the River Lea, and plcai;ant walks in the grounds
of the establishment.

In due course we were invited to partake of an excellent tea, and
shortly afterwards our horses' heads were turned towards London,
where we all arrived .safely, delighted with our day's outing.

Among the ladies present were Mrs. Hodges, Mrs. Young, and Mrs.
Bagnham, and in the ranks of the "sterner sex " were Messrs. Peter-

sen and Bagnham, managers of branch offices of Messrs. C. L. Young
&Co.

The Strabane Shows.

^IgvWRING the past month the Strabane .Shows have

ogg been held, and were a great success. We were
not able to visit them ourselves, so take the following

report from the Londonderry Sentinel

:

—
The home industries, as usual, w.is a particular centre ol attraction.

In this department the Wheeler & Wilson Manulacturing Company
hod a very fine display of ordinary and special machines. Among the

former were their new No. 9 and 12 machines for family :-.nd manufac-
turing purposes, which are claimed to possess a decided superiority

over all others in point of ease, rapidity and position of action, elegance
of design, form and quality of cabinet work, and gci'.eral attractiveness

of appearance. We are informed that one firm alone in this city have
received delivery of these machines (we refer to Messrs. M'Intyre,
Hogg, & Co.) during the past few months, being a repeat of a former
order for 600. Nearly all the manufacturers in the North of Ireland
manufacturing boots and shoes, clothing, shirts, collars, cuffs, &c., use
this company's machines very largely. Their No. 12 is a great favourite

on account of the very high rate of speed at which it can be operated.
The company claim that this is the fastest lockstitch machine in the
world. It can be seen working by power in the larger show rooms of
the company's Belfast depot, doing perfect work at a speed of from
2,500 to 3,000 stitches per minute. Among the special machines were
their automatic cutting buttonhole machine for collars, cuflfs, shirts, &c.
The twin needle manufacturing and staying machines for boot and
corset making purposes also appeared to cause a lot of interest. These
machines have 'wo distinct needles, and when used with diflfcrent

coloured thread show beautiful results. The hem-stitching machine
was being operated by one of the young ladies at the stall on hand,
kerchiefs and other light goods. We are informed this machine is used
e.xclusively in the large Belfast factories of Messrs. Lindsay, Thompson
cS:c. The No, i machines were being operated on by young ladies

making up white shirts, &c. This was the first machine made by this

company, and it has stood the test of over four years (sic). Tl is

machine is exclusively used in the extensive factories ofMessrs. Stapley
& Smith, of Derry and Strabane. The D 12 in. was being worked by
a young lady out of the boot and shoe factory of Mr. J. Harper, Derry,
and was doing some beautiful work on boot tops. One pair of fancy
tops were greatly admired, and might be called a work of art. Among
the samples of work shown are a.number of ladies' corsets of beautiful

designs made on the Nos. 8 and 10 machines. As a proof of the
superiority of these machines for that class of work they are almost
exclusively used in the corset department of Mes.srs. Tillie & Hender-
son. During the show Mr. M'Craei w ho was in charge of the stand,

received a telegram to the effect that 175 No. 12 machines, with
benches and fittings complete, had been ordered by a Belfast firm, to

be delivered at once.

The Singer Manufacturing Company had a very attractive exhibit,

and an efficient representative in their Derry manager, Mr. G. M.
M'Lean, who was assisted by Miss Lillie Croom and Mr. Clark, from
the Deny office. A dozen machines, both hand and treadle, in various

and beautiful styles of cabinet work, were on view, and on these samplf s

of tucking, quilting, cording, ruffling, hemming, braiding, &c., were
produced, but the great attraction was a model bench, on which five

oscillating shuttle machines were driven by power obtained from a
domestic Otto gas engine, the machines running at a liigh rate of speed
on shirts, ladies' underclothing, collars, cuffs, and corsets, and the

stitching was beautiful, a fact i\hich at once indicated perfection in the

sewing mechanism and expertness on the part of the young women who
operated the machines, and who were obtained from the factories of

Messrs. Tillie & Henderson and Messrs. R. Sinclair & Co., London-
derry. Since the introduction of the oscillating shuttle machines into

Derry over 3,000 have been sold. The rapidity with which they have
been adopted by manufactures of shirts and collars, corsets, and the

underclothing trades generally, demonstrates most forcibly their

excellence and superiority over all other sewing machines hitherto used

for manufacturing purposes. Their velocity, as employed for cloth-

stitching, is frequently as high as 1,500 stitches per minute, while upon
leather work it is 1,100 stitches, showing an increase of speed over

ordinary foot driving of 700 and 500 stitches per minute respectively.

The exhibition of power driving was most interesting to the thousands

of visitors to the shows, and practically demonstrated the prominent

features of excellence in the oscillating shuttle machines, which are

perfection of stitching upon a wide range of materials, the capability to

continue in perfect operation for lengthened periods of activity without

the necessity for readjustment or repair, and extreme lightnessin running

combined with the capacity for enormous speed when required. Mr.
M'Lean succeeded in practically demonstrating that the most important

portion of the usefulness of the sewing machine lies in its adoption on
a considerable scale as driven by power instead of by manual labour.

In fact, the exhibition at Strabane was just what can be seen in opera-

tion every day in the large factories of Messrs. Tillie & Henderson,

Messrs. M'Intyre, Hogg, & Co., Messrs. Sinclair & Co., and Messrs.

Arthur cS: Co., Limited, where oscillating shuttle machinesare in daily

use in large numbers— the first-named firm ha\'ing over i 000 in use

daily. A new adjustable stool, simple and effective in design, was also

on view, and it is sure to be adopted by manufacturers. We observed

some beautiful samples of fancy work executedon the_sewing machines,

a large screen, on which the monogram of the company in crimson
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plush was stitched on a ground of blue satin, and outlined with fine

white braid, the efifect being exquisite. The visitors also much admired
the representation of a stag's head, stitched on black satin in various

shades of silk, and it was only after close inspection that one could be
satisfied thai the work was executed on a sewing machine. A mantel
border and fire-screen were also exquisite specimens of fancy work,
and at a little distance one had difficulty in believing that the work
was not executed by some dainty hand in crewels instead of on an
ordinary Singer machine. Ladies, evidently, have yet to learn the
extent to which the sewing machine will aid them in making the home
beautiful. Machines for tailoring and leather work were also shown,
and prominence given to the vibrating shuttle machines recently

introduced for domestic work. Their exhibit at Strabane was in every
way worthy of their reputation as the leading manufacturers of sewing
machines in the world, and hizhly creditable to their local manager,
Mr. G. M'Lean.

Two New Mail Carts.

E have recently inspected two new mail carts which Messrs.

Lloyd & Co. aie now introducing to the trade. The first of these,

Failures and Arrangements.

JOHN WILLIAM SIDDOWN, jeweller and general dealer, late

Studley Terrace, New Bank Road, Blackburn, now Coalville.

A deed of arrangement was filed by the above on June 25th, the

trustee being Mr. Joseph Honley, jeweller and general dealer, 44,
New Bank Road, Blackburn. The unsecured liabilities are given at

£i2.~, 19s. 4d., and the net assets have been estimated at pf 131 los. 6d.

The following are the principal creditors:

—

£ s. d.

Murdoch, J. G. & Co., Ltd., London 56 4 4
Smalley & Briggs, Wigan 67 5 o
HENRY RIPLEY, perambulator maker. Great Wilson Street, Leeds.

A receiving order was granted in the above on June 21st. The
statutory meeting of the creditors was held at the Official Receiver's

offices, Leeds, on the 9th July, but no resolutions were passed ; the

estate will therefore be wound up by the Official Receiver under the

summary clauses of the Bankruptcy Act. The statement of affairs

filed by the debtor showed liabilities amounting to ^^2,039 155. Sd.,

and the assets were estimated to realise £2^% 5s. 8d. The public

examination of the above debtor was appointed to be held at the

Leeds Bankruptcy Court on the I5lh, before Mr. Registrar Cautherley,

but as certain accounts were not completed ths matter was ordered to

be adjourned. The following are among the CKditors'.-piifZ^ li^V

lb ib;

called the " Stanley," is made entirely of well conditioned ash. It

has bent wood shafts with tapered handles, and the sides are continued
to the foot rests. The body is yery graceful in shape, supported as it

is with turned spindles, radiating from a carved disc. It is stained
and varnished and mounted on 26 in. rubber tyred wheels, and further

is provided with two wheels under the rear foot test to facilitate the

passing of the vehicle over curbs, steps, &c. Tlie seats are

extra wide and bevelled to allow of easy riding. All the parts are
fixed together with well tempered lock screws instead of nails.

Allpass & Co., Leeds...

Callow, W. H., London
Davis & .Son, Hull
Harvey Cholerton cS: Co., Derby
Hughes, George, Birmingham
Kiffe, G. Y., Birmingham
Littlewood, George, Birmingham
Postans & Co., Birmingham ...

£ s. d
10

48 13 2

30 13 8

19 IS

160

93 S

39 7 2

120 II 9

After carefully testing the " Stanley " we must say that it is at once

one of the lightest, prettiest, and strongest mail carts yet introduced,

and well deserves the success it has already met with.

Another novelty Messrs. Lloyd & Co. are introducing is the

"Mikado." It is m.ade of Mal.acca and rattan cane, with pine foot

boards and spring bow rests. The body is mounted upon 26 in.

wheels "rubber tyred, enamelled a Chinese red, which gives it a

Japanese appearance, harmonising ctpitally with the general design.

The shafts are uncommonly elaslic and strong enough to support any

ordinary person standing on the hind foot rest.

This cart is unquestionably handsome, and its makers have succeeded

in constructing it in a most durable form. It is really strong enough

for the use of a male, and at the same time h.is the appearance of being

one of the li';htest vehicles yet introduced.

Messrs. Lloyd & Co. repoit trade in bassinettes and mail carts as

highly satisfactory, particularly in the latter goods. In the course of a

few days they will issue an illustrated catalogue devoted specially to

mail c.irts, when their variety in style and range in price will .astonish

many in the Uade who are not aware of the attention Lloyd & Co. are

now giving to go.carts.

ANTONIO BERNASCONI, wholesale warehouseman and general
fancy dealer, Caxton House, Cross Street, and 49, Osborne Road,
Newcastle.upon-Tyne.

A deed of arrangement was filed by the above on July 7th, the
trustee being Mr. Thomas Gillespie, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, C..V.
Among the creditors are Messrs. Smith & Paget, of Keighley, for ^fio.
The unsecured liabilities are /f3000, and assets ^(^1,230. A composition
of 15s. in the pound, payable in equal instalments, at intervals of
throe months, has been arr.anged. — _

WILLIAM ROBERT BRADLEY, draper, jeweller, and furniture
dealer, 84 1 and 843, Attercliffe Road, 50, Atlercliffe Common,
and Worksop Road, all ShelTield.

A receiving order has been granted in the above. Among the list

of creditors are the following ;

—

Bradbury & Co., Ltd., Oldham
Brooksbank, R., Keighley ...

Cherry Tree Machine Company, Blackburn
Gough, J. & Co. , Manchester
Moore, Murton, i Yarley, Keighley
Summerscales, W. & Sons, Keighley

£ s. d.

34 17 7

2S 4
SO 6 6
24 17 .3

S7 I

<=3 17 9
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1AMKS WILLIAM r.RVAN, liarrlwarc merchant nnd general sliop-

kccpcr, 25, Custom Mouse Street, CarMifT.
„ u i.

A (Iced of arrangement was filed by the above on July iKtIi, the

trustee being Mr. liraliam Barnett, solicitor, 63, St. Mary Street,

CardifT. The unsecured liabilities are given at C2(^(> 6s. 6d ,
and the

net assets have been estimated at /125. Among the creditors are the

Midland Tcrambulator Company for ;^I0.

MAKV WIIALLEV, machine agent and dealer, 14, St. James

Street, Derby.

A deed of arrangement was filed by the above on jidy lolh, the

trustee being Mr. Alan Baum, .accountant, Wardwick, Uerby. The

secured creditors are given at lz\ 12s. yd., and the unsecured

liabilities at £ya(3 8s. lod., the net assets have been estimated at ^107

IS. gd. The following arc among the creditors :—

12 o c

19 o o
manufac-

Smith S: Paget, Keighley

Simpson, Fawcett, & Co., Leeds

WALTER KEATIIER ISOTTOMLEN', perambulator

turer. Pollard's Yard, Millg.irth Street, Leeds.

A receiving order was gr.inted in the above on July 1st.

THOMAS WILLIAMS, domestic machinery dealer, 18, St. Owen
Street, and 6, Widemarsh Street, Hereford,

A divi-end in the .above will shortly be announced by the trustee,

Mr. M. T. <J- Scobie, 2, Offa Street, Hereford.

IAMES'HARRIS, domestic engineer, cycle manufacturer and repairer

37, Rosedale Terrace, and Craigg's V.ard, Percy Street, Newcastl ;-

upon-Tyne.

A second and final dividend of Ilid. in the pound is now being

paid by the Official Receiver at Newcastle.

GEOKCiE PROSSER TAYLOR, basket and bassinette manufac-

tuier, 166, Balsall Heath Road, Balsall Heath.

A first and final dividend of 5d. is now being paid at Whitehall

Chambers, 25, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

TIMOTHY SHEPHERD, sewing machine dealer, Richmond.

A receiving order in the above was granted on July 22nd. By this

act one of the principal creditors was just prevented from selling the

stock under a sheriff's warrant, the sale having been advertised to take

place on the 23rd ult. j.

Bills of Sale.

A Bill of Sale was filed on June 24th for ;^54, in favour of E. H.

Davies, against David Evans Jones, dealer in sewing machines and

bassinettes, II, Princess Street, Aberystwyth.

A Bill of Sale was filed on July lOth for ^£'33, in favour of the

Southern Deposit Bank, against Archibald Ludlow Mitchell (and wife),

sewing machine and general commission agent, Elmcore, Elm Grove,

Southsea, Portsmouth.

County Court Judgments.
A County Court Judgment was registered against John Henry

Greenwood, machine dealer, 10, Trinity Street, H.anley, for the sum
of ;^I3 9s. 6d. , on June loth.

A County Court Judgment was registered against Edward Carey,

cycle and perambulator dealer, 61, New Kent Road, Blackheath, for

the sum of ^^25 19s. gd., on June 17th, and a judgment for £\o
4s. 6d., against Carey & Co., at the same address, on 19th June.

A County Court Judgment was registered against D. J. cS; E. Davies,

machine dealers, Aberystwyth, for

June I2th.

the sum of ;^I3 8s. 6d
,

One Million Tickets.

yrcilE Singer Manufacturing Company are now circulating in

\ London one million tickets, the same size and style as a railway

ticket. These tickets are devoted to an expl.anation as to the meaning
of V..S., which the public are told is excellence in every direction.

A correspondent has sent us a few details as to what a million tickets

represents.

It would take a person 5 weeks 7 hours 46 minutes and 40 seconds
to count a million working at the rate of 1 per second for 9 hours a day
and 6 days a week.
A million tickets if placed one on top of another would make a

column 2,187 ft- 6 in. high, or 237J ft. more than twice the height of
Eiffel Tower, four times the height of the great Pyramid, six times the
height of St. Pauls, or ten times the height of the Monument.

If a million persons were to go by one railway journey they would
occupy 20,000 ordinary second-class railway carriages, and at the end
of the journey the ticket collector would require 10 be in constant
attendance at the barrier for more than 9 days (24 hours each) to col-

lect the tickets, providing the people passed through the barrier at the
rate of 60 per minute.
The tickets were printed on 4,808 sheets of cardboard 29x20, each

containing 20S tickets; tot.-il weight, 17 cwt. 13 qrs. 7 lbs. Their
length if placed end to end is 187,500 ft., or nearly ^,6 miles. Their
length placed side by side would be 104,166 ft. S in.

The alterations to the Singer Company's Cheapside show-rooms have
just been completed. JMachines in constant motion are now to be seen
on every hand, and several new and handsome shelves add largely to
its capacity, as well as improve its appearance.

Jones' Dividend.

^BHE directors of Jones' Sewing Machine Company,
§aK Limited, recommend a dividend of 6 per cent, on
the preference shares, and a dividend of 10 per cent, on
the ordinary shares, carrying forward to reserve fund the
sum of ^3,000. The year's profit amounts to

i'16,543 195. 5d.

Correspondence.

•#• 77//.? column is at the sen'ice ofall classes oj readers jor

the discussion of trade /natters. IFe need not say that the

luscrton of a letter fro7n a correspondent does not necessarily

imply that ive endorse the viervs expressed. The responsibility

rests entirely with the person signing the letter. As an
independent Journal we offer facilities to all parties to

ventilate their grievances or express thuir views on the condi-

tion that the right of reply be allowed anyone who feels

himself aggrieved or considers an explanation necessary.

PLEDGING HIRED GOODS.
To the Editor of The Sewing Machine Gazette.

ii-^r;?v?EAR SIR.—A man who has goods on the hire-

oSI purchase system has pawned them after three instal-

ments only.

Can any reader give an instance where a man has been
imprisoned for a similar act ?

It is, of course, practically, illegally stealing and
appropriating our goods.

I think many of your readers would like to see what
has been done in similar cases.

The agreement explicitly states that the goods are our
property until all the instalments are paid.

Yours truly,

IXQUIRER.

Re HERMANN LOGG, LIM., in LIQUIDATION.
To the Editor of the Sewing Machine Gazette.

DEAR SIR,— I notice in your this month's number your pathetic
"When, oh! when will a meeting of the creditors of Hermann
Loog, Lira., be held ? " To which, supplying at once the answer
yourself, you continue plaintively, " Not, we are afraid, until the bone
is picked quite dry." A lamb-like submission, which would raise a
doubt in my inind as to whether " we " is not a Turk, with all the
Oriental's faith in his " kismet.

"

"We" is himself a creditor. Why does not "we" ciU such a
meeting ? From your position as a representative of general trade
interests you are peculiarly t/ie man to call such a meeting ; whilst as

I a journalist it is, if you will allow me to say so, your duty, as well as

your privilege, to raise such questions respecting legal anomalies
which, amongst an enlightened and essentially commercial nation,

would not be tolerated to exist, but for this truly Oriental faith in

your fate. A more scandalous example of delay and waste—delay
for the purposes of waste—cannot well be imagined. It is now goir.g

on for four years since my late business was put into Chancery, partly

by the contemptible action of the Frister & Rossman Company, whose
motives have been exploded long ago, and whose last balance-sheet,

published in your July number, sufficiently shows that they are on
their last legs, and that, but for the artificial halloh got up against me,
they could not have faced their own shareholders so long ; but partly

also by the gross stupidity of one of the creditors, who, in his inexpe-

rience, lent himself to be made the tool of those who want°d " to

pick the bone dry." I am the heaviest sufferer of all, both in pocket
and in mind. The absolute amount of cash I have lost is

^l5,ooo. not reckoning about ^3,000 brought in also by me through

my relatives abroad ; but I also lost a valuable goodwill, which, I am
thankful to see, is gradually coming back again. My mental loss is

fjr greater still ; indeed, so great that if I were to force the question

which you raise—and which, I respectfully submit, you should force

in some way— it might, and doubtless would, be construed into

personal prejudice, in response to the vile conduct under whi, h I have
been smarting, For it is one of the satisfactions I have to know that

these lawyers utilised the money, which, to a large extent, is mine and
my friend;;, to raise frivolous questions in all directions, for the obvious
purpose of " picking the bone dry." I was in court only recently, and
I think I saw you there too, when, in a frivolous act'on of precisely

that nature, a <o-called "learned "— I can never quite understand this

qualification with which couniels bespatter one another—counsel (no

doubt as " instructed ") indulged in such vulgar abuse of me that the

judge went out of his way to direct the jury not to be misled by such
wholly unjustifiable language. This one action alone will cost the

estate the best part of ;fi,coo : and I look upon the abuse on me as

part of the " tools in trade" of an honourable profession to assiirtn

raising this ^l,oco. It certainly is hard that any man should be
allowed to utilise the money belonging to one for the purpose of

such common abuse of another ; but such it is. I am (end natu-

rally so) too much aggrieved to be a proper person to raise the question

which, with all respect, I think you ought to raise, instead of indulg-

ing in such, may I say, " Oriental " questions; but if you will raise it,

and call the meeting of creditors for joint action, I will willingly put

myself at your service, to supply you with details of some of the

scandalous waste indulged in.

Of course, I have at times remonstrated, and the only answer I

could get, and which you can see, was that my complaints were "an
insult to the Chief Clerk in Chancery," under whose orders every

step had been taken, as if I did not know that such orders were
obtained on the " ex par/c " application of those who are " supposed "

10 realise the estate to the best advantage.

Excuse my length ; but I think, if I can only get you to take the

matter in hand, joint action will very soon bring the information how
much of an estate of nearly ;^70,ooo has been squandered in the way
it was realised, how much was wasted in " expenses," and how much
is left fcr division.

Yours faithfully,

85, Finsbury Pavement, E.C., Heb.MANN Looj.
July 31st, 1890.
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MANAGERS FOR AMERICAN COMPANIES.

No. I.

—

Mr. George Sawyer,

^TpT is the proud boast of the White Sewing Machine

^R Company that, althougli dating back only some
fourteen years, they have sold upwards of 900,000
machines. To know Mr. George Sawyer is to have much
light thrown on the question as to the cause of this

company's remarkable success in Europe. Born in

Worcester County, Mass., in 1845, he can fairly claim to

be called a New England Yankee, with whom keen busi-

ness aptitude is supposed to be a birthright, and writing

after an acquaintance of some years' standing we can safely

affirm that we have never met his peer for tact and
energy.

It might be interesting to briefly go over the history of

his firm. Under the style of the White Manufacturing
Company they for some years manufactured the Wilson
machine for the Wilson Sewing Machine Company, of

Cleveland, Ohio, but in 1876 sold their plant and stock to

the latter concern.

Mr. George Sawyer at

this time was treasurer to

the Wilson Sewing Ma-
chine Company, whose
service he entered in 1870.

Subsequently he was
transferred from Cleveland
to their New York branch,

where he remained about
twelve months, and then
took up his residence at

Chicago, where he acted as

manager of the Wilson
Company's branch. At
the e.xpiration ofsome four

years he returned to the

Wilson Company's New
York office, retiring from
their service about 1877.

He then joined his

brother, Captain C. Saw-
yer, in partnership as

manufacturers of cheap

hand machines, selling out

his interest to his partner

some three years later.

During this time the

White Sewing Machine
Company was being

founded. It will be re-

membered that the White
Manufacturing Company
sold their plant to the

Wilson Sewing Machine
Company. The proprie-

,

tors, however, determined

to make sewing machines on their own account

fitted their factory at Cleveland, Ohio, with special new
machinery for building a sewing machine on a new prin-

ciple, and in the middle of 1876 made their bow to the

public under their present title—the White Sewing
Machine Company. The White machine at once "caught
on." Its high arm, light running, and noiseless properties

highly pleased the public. By the year 1880 such progress

had been made that its owners determined to introduce it

into Europe. They therefore engaged Mr. George Sawyer,
who had been known to them for years in connection with

the Wilson Company, to open an office in London.
Accordingly, at ig, Oueen Victoria Street, E.C., in 1880,

that gentleman, assisted by Mr. John Reed, first unfurled

the banner of the White Company- For sI.k years they

worked together, at the end of which time Mr. Reed died

in Paris when on a business trip.

The present oflfices and warehouse of the ^^'hite Com-
pany at 48, Holborn Viaduct, rank among the largest and
most handsome in the trade. Their business in Europe
has grown by leaps and bounds. V\'c do not know of a

company which has shown equal enterprise in sending out

trade circulars and travellers. It must have well paid

them, as there is scarce a town in the continent of Europe

and the north of Africa where the White machine is not
known. In England alone the company have upwards of

400 agents, and their foreign correspondence is most
e.xtensive.

To build up such a business as this demands powers of

a high order, and to keep it going satisfactorily is also a

task of no small magnitude. Mr. George Sawyer having
succeeded in so doing is entitled to rank among the most
successful men in the sewing machine trade, and not the
least pleasing feature is that he is highly respected by his

competitors. Now in the prime of life and of robust

constitution, he has probably manv more years before

him, and we sincerely hope that they may be equally as

prosperous as those he has already spent in our midst.

The Automatic Safety Lock
Brake Company

(LIMITED).

,^ S we went to press last month a company was
iPJs being floated under the above name. We under-

stand that it has gone to

allotment, and therefore

reproduce the prospectus,

MThich was as follows :—

MR. GEORGE S.WVVER.

They

The;i^i founders' shares

of the Automatic Photo-
graph Company, Limited,
have been quoted at

^65, or 6,400 per cent,

premium.
A reliable home invest-

ment and a philanthropic

enterprise.

Revolution in an im-

portant industry.

Accidents to babies'

and invalid carriages,

perambulators, Bath
chairs, &c., rendered
impossible.

Anticipated monopoly
of a trade exceeding one
million pounds sterling

per annum.

THE AUTOMATIC
SAFETY LOCK
BRAKE COMPANY
(LLMITED).

(Incorporated under the

Companies' Acts, 1862 to

1 886, whereby the liability

of the shareholders is

i limited to the amount of

their shares.)

Capital _^30,000, in 27,000 ordinary shares of ;^i e-ch,

and 600 founders' shares of ;^"5,

Which will not rank for dividend in any year until

a dividend of 15 per cent, per annum shall have been

paid on the ordinary shares, after which the same will be

entitled to one-half of the surplus profits.

Every allottee of 50 ordinary shares and upwards will

be entitled to subscribe at par for one founders' share for

each 50 shares allotted to him.

Ordinary shares payable 2S. 6d. on ajiplication, los. on

allotn\ent, 75. 6d. three month; after allotment
;

or the

whole maybe paid up on allotment, entitling the hoUlers

to participate in dividends on the amount so paid up from

the date of payment.
Founders' shares payable in full on application.

Directors.—Horace A. Bennett, Esq., Downs View,

Epsom, Surrey ; *William H. Graham, Esq., 10, Charter-

house Buildings, E.C. ;
Alfred Veitch, Esq., the Laurels,

Anerley, S.E. ;
' G- Rodney McDonald, Esq., 15, Hanover

Street, Peckham, S.E.

• Will join the Board after allotment.
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ManaKiiifT Director.— I'cixy F. BciincU, Esq., S, Pcngc

Road, South Norwood, S.E.

Bankers.—Loiulon aiul County Banking Company,

Limited, 134, Aldcrsgatc Street, E.C, and Branclics.

Solicitor.—Jolin Wcstcott, Esq., 140, Strand., W.C
Secretary (/i/'o /f/«.).—Francis C. Dean, Esq. Offices :

10, Cliarterhouse Buildings, E.C.

PROSPECTUS.
Tiiis company is formeil to acquire and work tlie letters

patent granted to George Rodney McDonald and William

Higford (jraham for Great Britain and Ireland, and tlie

Isle of Man, for a wheel locking device applicable to per-

ambulators and other wheeled vehicles. For many
years every one interested in the manufacture and sale of

perambulators, children's and invalids' carriages, Bath

chairs, and kindred articles, has been unsuccessfully

endeavouring to discover a practicable automatic safety

brake to avoid accidents.
_

The wheel locking device, the subject of the foregoing

letters patent, has been perfected by the inventors after

nearly five years' experiments, and at great e-xpense, and

fulfils all the requirements of such an automatic safety

brake as before mentioned.

A slight manual pressure

on the handle by which
the carriage is propelled

lifts the brake containing

the locking device off the

wheels, allowing them to

revolve freely, but Avhen

the handle is released the

brakes descend on the

wheels,which then become
automatically locked, with

the result that the carriage

can neither move nor be

moved backwards or for-

wards until the handle is

again grasped in the act of

wheeling. All risk of

accident from the invol-

untary movement of the

vehicle is thus avoided, as

even if going down a steep

incline its progress is at

once arrested.

Accidents to perambu-
lators and children's

carriages are now of

frequent occurrence, not
uncommonly resulting in

death or serious injury to

the occupants. It is stated

that over one thousand
such accidents are reported

annually in the public

press.

The great importance of

this invention and the
wide field for its

application will be apparent when it is considered that
the trade in the children's carriages alone has been
computed to exceed in value one million pounds sterling
per annum.

The cost of manufacturing the automatic lock brake
before-mentioned in large quantities has been estimated
at 3s. each only, and as this makes an addition to the cost
of the vehicle little more than nominal, there is no doubt
the brake will ultimately be applied to all perambulators,
&c., manufactured.

It is intended that the company shall carry on the
manufacture and sale of perambulators and similar vehi-
cles constructed on thi.-- principle in all its branches, and
it is fully expected that as soon as it has acquired suitable
trade premises and working plant, it will be able to turn
out at least 1,000 perambulators, or similar w-heeled vehi-
cles per week, for which a ready sale is anticipated. The
average price (wholesale) of vehicles fitted on this prin-
ciple will be about 30s. each, and assuming that the above
trade is done, this would realise ^^78,000 per annum, the
net profit on which is estimated at 25 per cent., or

JL 19.500 per annum, being over 60 per cent on the capital
of the company.

It is intended also to open retail depots in prominent
positions, in which case the bulk of the vehicles will be

sold for cash at a greatly-increased profit.

The directors will take into consideration the expedi-

ency of granting licences to other manufacturers on

royalty.

The directors have secured the services of Geoige
Rodney McDonald, one of the patentees, as managing
director, for seven years, at a salary of X.'oo per annum,
to be increased to _^i,ooo per annum in any year in

which a dividend of at least 20 per cent, on the company's
paid up capital shall have been earned.

The price to be paid to the vendors has been fixed at

^"12,000, of which they will take _^7,ooo in cash, and the

balance either in cash, or by the allotment to them, at

the directors' option, of 100 founders' shares and 4.500
ordinary shares of the company fully paid up.

The only agreement is one between the vendors of the
one part, and William Robert Lennox, as trustee of the
company, of the other part.

No promotion charges have been or will be paid.

Prospectuses and forms of application can be obtained

at the offices of the company, or at the offices of the

bankers or solicitor. Forms should be filled up and sent,

with the deposit of 2s. 6d.

per share, to the com-
pany's bankers, or to the
secretary, at the registered

offices of the company.
In case of an application

for 50 ordinary shares and
upwards, and of the
applicant desiring to sub-

scribe for any founders'
share or shares, he is also

to send with his applica-

tion £'^ for each founders'

share as applied for.

Application for shares
may be made by letter,

addressed to the secretary,

at the company's offices.

Every application made
shall be deemed to be
unconditional, and to
imply an agreement by
the applicant to accept
the shares applied for or
any less number that may
be allotted to him, and
to pay the balance payable
on such shares as pro-
vided by this prospectus,
and to authorise the
company to register him
as the holder of such
shares.

Where no allotment is

made the deposit will be re-

turned in full. If the whole
amount applied for be not

allotted, the surplus amount paid on deposit will be appro-
priated towards the sum due on allotment and any balance
returned to the applicant.

Copies of the memorandum and articles of association
and of above-mentioned agreement can be inspected at
the offices of the company.

French Polish.—Give the wood a coat of shellac
varnish. When dried hard, sand-paper and clean off.

Take some shellac, dissolved in alcohol in one vessel, and
linseed oil in another, and roll a little cotton in a piece of
chamois, into the shape of a ball. Put a coat of shellac
on a small portion of the work, and immediately before it

is dry dip your chamois ball into the oil, and rub over
the portion just coated, keeping a steady and strong
rubbing motion, and moistening with the oil. Repeat
this until you have a smooth and highly-polished surface,

when 3'ou proceed over another part of the work, alwavs
lapping it with what is already done, and proceed right
along with the work, from one end to the other. Pieces
that are not too large should be done all at once. This
is the polish used on fine furniture and musical instru-
ments, such as banjo handles, violins, guitars, &c.
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Notes on the Law Relating to the
Sale of Goods.

Who may Buy and Sell.

SALE of goods means, in law, a transfer of the

absolute or general property in the goods for a

in money. To make a valid sale there must be

—

(i) Parties competent to buy and sell. (2) Their mutual
assent to the sale. (3) Goods to be sold. (4) A price in

money either paid or promised according as the sale is

for cash or upon credit.

The proper person to sell goods is the owner. But he
may, of course, act through his agent, and a factor or

consignee is in law deemed as the owner for the puroose
of sale, if he be entrusted with the bill of lading, or

warrant, or order for the delivery of the goods. All per-

sons who are of full age can make contracts, &c., for the

sale of goods, but infants and married women are still

under some disability.

As to infants, the legal effect of the Infants' Relief Act,

1874, seems to be that when the infant is the purchaser,

then, unless the goods sold are legally speaking " neces-

saries," the contract is void ; but if the infant is the
seller, the contract is only voidable, and he can either

enforce or abandon it at his option. But although an
infant seller could sue for thepriceof goods sold, he would
not be liable to an action by the purchaser for any breach
of his contract of sale.

Married women were by the common law quite incap-
able of entering into any contract, and so they could not
become parties to a sale of goods. But this has now been
altered by the Married Women's Property Act, 1S82,
under which any married women may contract and carry
on business, and buy and sell in the same way as if she
were single.

The Contract of Sale.
The first principle of a contract is the mutual assent of

the parties. This need not be expressed in writing, but it

may be verbal, by a nod, or by silence, or by any act from
which it can be presumed. It must, however, be mutual;
that is, it must be such an assent as is intended to bind

both parties, for if one is meant to be bound and the other

is not, there is no valid assent. So also the assent must
be unconditional. Contracts are often made by correspon-

dence, as to which the general rule is that the moment
one man has made an offer, and the other has done some-

thing binding himself to that offer, then the contract is

complete and neither party can escape from it. In such

cases it is held that the party making the offer cannot

retract after the acceptance by his correspondent has been

duly posted, although it may not have reached him, or

even although it may never reach him; while the retracta-

tion, to be effectual, must actually reach the correspondent

before he has posted his acceptance ;
nor can the party

accepting retract his acceptance after posting his letter,

although prior to his correspondent's receipt of it, nor,

indeed, if it never be received.

In order to make a complete contract, the goods to be

sold should be ascertained, and the price to be paid agreed

upon or understood by implication. If the goods are not

in existence at the time, there is no actual sale, but only

an agreement to sell, which is a different thing ; being,

in fact, an executory contract, which can only be enforced

by action for damages, and which does not pass the

property in the goods so as to give the seller a claim for

their price. As to price, if that has been agreed upon
between the parties, then no difficulty can arise. But if

there was no agreement, then, in the sale of the goods,

the law implies a promise by the purchaser to pay their

fair and reasonable value. This reasonable price is to be

determined by a jury upon all the facts of the case, and it

will not necessarily be the current price of the commodity
in question at the time the contract was made.

Where the parties have mutually assented to a contract,

and the goods and price have been ascertained, there may
either be a sale or an executory agreement for a sale. In

the former the property in the goods will pass by force of

the contract to the buyer, although he may not be entitled

to their possession until he pays the price. In the latter

the agreement will be complete when it is carried out to

an actual sale ; but in the event of a breach before this

happens, there can only be an action for damages, as the

property in, or legal right to, goods has not passed.

THE

SILENT "ELECTRA " MACHINE
LEADS THE MARKET.
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DEALERS SA Y IT IS A PRIVILEGE TO SELL THE " ELECTRA-"
iLF»I>LY TO—

22, JEWIN STREET, LONDON, E.G.
GENERAL AGENT FOE THE UNITED KINGDOM AND COLONIES.
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HARROFS
MADE SPECIALLY FOR THE "HIRE TRADE.

n

WRITE FOR NEW LIST

Chief Office and Wholesale Warehouse
(LARGE SKCO^HZ^ROOIVIS),

55, TIB STREET, MANCHESTER.
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HERMANN LOO G
85, FiNSBURY Pavement, LONDON,

Sole Wholesale Agent for
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SEIDEL & NAUMANN'S SINGER MACHINES,
NOT EQUALLED BY ANY OTHER MACHINE FOR

QUALITY, COMPLETENESS, & APPEARANCE,

SHIPPERS AND THE TRADE Supplied on Terms to defy Competition.

"The Lion in the i)o/iZ-(;y-s^i'/i " is a pamphlet by Mr. LOOG, dealing comprehensively with the

peculiai " construction attempted to be put by the Singer Manufacturing Company on the New
Merchandise M arks Act. Free on Application.
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WILL PLAT ANY TL'NE.

Also Sole Wholesale Agent for

THE VICTORIA. The only Automatic Musical Instrument which
does not disclose by its ajjpearance the stereotype Imnd oi-fj-an.

A Fancy Cabinet tastefully executed in black and gold ; it is a
beautiful piece of furniture, fit to go anywhere.

Its music, soft and pleasant, is equalled by none, and can by means
of a swell be made loud enough to fill the largest

Mission Hall, Drawing Room, or Ball Room.

Its Price is lower than any 48 reed instrument in the market.

The great success the " VICTORIA " has met with since its

appearance has induced the manufacturers to bring it out iu two
more sizes—one smaller, 24 reeds ; one larger, 72 reeds.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LIST.

BASSINETTE PERAMBULATORS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND STYLE IN

P£i]c>ier> IVIsicHe,

^'

BABY

CHAIRS

AO^

The best of Materials used,

and First-class Work

manship Employed.

*

Over

Thirty

Years repu-

tation for high-

class finish and
style, durability and

reliableness.

^.^' CHILDREN'S CARS.
We are iiiakiiif; a great variety of strong and
elegant detigi s in these goods.

The demand for ourgooj! jtill iacreases. During the year 1889 we turned out ft much large
number of Perambulators than ever before

Our New lllastrated Catalo^ae for Prpspnt Spflsnn ^m\ nn wnm\ nf PnoinA|^|^^^^
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These Beautiful

Designs of

Goldendine are

a Most

astounding

Success.

Never Before

were Carriages

received with

such Delight by

the Public.

All other classes of

Carriages (however

good they may be)

sink into complete

insignificance when

placed by the side of

the Patent Golden-

dine.

Come and see them

for yourselves. It

will pay you to do

so ; or write for

illustrated list to the

Patentee and Sole

Manufacturer,

LEON LHOLLIER,
BATH PASSAGE, BIRMINGHAM.
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GENUINE AMERICAN
LAMB KNITTING MACHINE.

The moat reliable and most eaey runniDg Stocking and
Glove Knitter in the MarJtet.

44.

SWISS KNITTER.
EUROPEAN KNITTER.
CHEMNITZ KNITTER.

For all klnda of Garments, with specia

automatic attachments.

BIERNATZKI &. CO.,
MANSFIELD ROAD, NOTTINGHAM.

Principles and Practice of the Law
of Hire and Conditional Sale.

By H. E. Tudor, Esq., Solicitor,

Author oj '' A Dejence of the Hire System^

{Continued from our July Number.)

52, AND THK
CHAPTER XXXVIII.

Thk Married Women's Property Act, i

Hire System.

Notes
36N analysing the clauses and wording of this Act let us,

^5 in the first place, consider the heading of the Act
itself, as it throws no little light on its object and on its

construction.

From a negative point of view it is not a married
woman's emancipation Act

;
it is not an Act to enable

women to make contracts as if they were men, but it is a

married women's Property Act. In some respects

women are placed in the same position as a man, viz., by
section i, sub-section i,she may acquire, hold, and dispose

by will or otherwise any property as though she were
unmarried, and, of course, an unmarried woman has the

same powers as a man. This sub-section i therefore deals

with her powers to possess, hold, and dispose of property.

It stops there.

Section i, sub-section 2, deals with her powers to

contract, and this, of course, is quite a different subject

from section i, sub-section i. We must give sub-section

2 verbatim before proceeding to discuss its meaning.
Seclion I , mb-seclion 2. " A married woman shall be

capable of entering into and rendering herself liable in respect
of and to the extent of her separate property on any contract,

and of suing and being sued, either in contract or in tort or

otherwise, in all respects as if she were a feme sole, and her
husband need not be joined with her as plaintiff or defendant,
or be made a party to any action or other legal proceeding
brought by or taken against her, and any damages or costs
recovered by her in any such action or proceeding shall be her
separate property, and any damages or cost: recovered against
her in any such action or proceedmg shall be payable out of
her separate property, and not otherwise."

It will be observed that the first sentence of this sub-
section enables a married woman to contract " to the
e.xtent of her separate property." Bearing in mind
that prior to this Act a married woman had no general
power of contracting, we look to this section to see if it

invests her with a general or unlimited power to make
contracts. On reading over the above section it is

impossible to conclude that any such general power has
been bestowed on her. On the contrary, we find that
this section expressly limits her power to make contracts
" to the E.XTENT of her separate property." Additional
light is also thrown on the meaning of this section,

whei^ we recall to mind what we have previously said,

that the very title of the Act of 1882 shows it not to be
an emancipation Act, but an Act relating to married
women's property.

But, it may be asked, if a married woman has no
separate property, can she contract ? No, she cannot,
because prior to this Act she could not do so, and this

Act does not alter her position in cases where married
women have no property. This sub-section presupposes
the e.xistence of separate property. Her power to contiact it-

limited by the e.xtent of her separate property, and that
being so, if she has no property, she cannot contract.
This point is made still clearer when we look at the
words of this sub-section, viz., she is declared able to

'Alt Righii Reserved,

render "herself liable in respect of, and to the e.xtent

of, her separate property." We must not be misled by
the words " herself liable." We have shown that a
married woman could not generally contract so as to

render herself liable, but gradually she had power to

bind her separate property by her contracts. The
position of a married woman liable under a contract, and
that of a man liable under a contract, differed in this

respect. A man became personally responsible tor the
fulfilment of a contract, irrespective of the question as

to whether he had property or not. Consequently his

property generally became liable for his debts. He as a

person was responsible, and any property belonging to

him might be seized under an execution. But a married
woman, as she lost her independent e.xistence by marriage,
of course lost, at the same time, her power to make her-

self personally responsible for her engagements, and this

difference still continues. But equity allowed her not to

render herself personally responsible on contracts, but
gave her power to render herself liable in respect of, and
to the e.xtent of, her separate estate. Such being the state

of the law at the passing of the Act of 1882, the question
arises, did this sub-section alter her powers ? Does it

give her power to render herself personally responsible

to fulfil the obligations of a contract just the same as if

she were a man ?

This sub-section does not give any such general power
;

it simply states that she may render herself liable, not in

respect of personal responsibility but in respect and to the
extent of her separate property, And the very fact that

her contractual capacity depends entirely for its existence

on the fact that the married woman has property at the

time she enters into the contract also tends to prove that
her property is intended to be rendered liable for her
engagements and not her person. A little reflection will

also confirm this meaning which we attach to this sub-

section, because, if a married woman is to be made able to

contract, she must also be made liable for the obligations

of her contract. Otherwise we shall have to face the
startling proposition that a married woman may make a

binding contract and enforce it against the other parties

without the other parties being able to enforce their

rights against her, pursuant to the obligations other part

of the contract. Clearly, therefore, if a married woman
was to be invested with the power of making a binding
contract she must be bound in some form or another

;

was she to be bound in respect of her person like a man,
and be held personally responsible irrespective of, the
fact as to whether or not she had separate property, or

was only her property to become liable for her engage-
ment and not her person ? As we have said, this Act of

1882 in this respect has adopted the old practice in equity,

and has confirmed the doctrine of that Court that her
separate property is to be held liable for her debts. In

other words, that she is now "capable of entering into

and rendering herself liable in respect of and to the, extent

of her separate property
"

The same sub-section also enables a married woman to

sue in her own name only, either in respect of obligations

arising under contracts with, sa)-, for instance, hire

dealers, or in respect of wrongs that she may havesuiTered
independently of contract or partially arising out of

contracts— as, for instance, if a hire dealer wrongfully
seize a piano let out to a married woman under circum-
stances that do not justify the seizure. Formerly a

husband had to be joined and the action brought in both
names. Likewise in suing a married woman for breach
of her contract, or for a wrong independent of contracts,

it is no longer necessary to make the husband a party to

the action, but we shall have more to say on that point
on a subsequent occasion.

{To he continued.)

A DEFENCE of the HIRE SYSTEM, based
on Legal andCommercial Considerations."

by H. F,. Tudor, Solicitor. One Shilum;. The autliur

fully discusses and criticises— i Registration. 2 Plate or

Stamp on hired goods. 3 Should hired goods become the

absolute property of the hirer on payment of half the

monej'. 4 Should the hire systtin bt declared illegal.

"Sewing ]\r.\CHiNK G.azette" Office, 28, Paternoster

Row, London, E.C.
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Jottings.

Accordinn lu a recent Govcninioiit publicalion, there

is a law in Sweden niaicing it compulsory for a foreign

coniniereial traveller to talcc out a license costing /j 4s.

Slimiid he not comply he is arrested, taken to the nearest

police-court, lined the full amount of the license, and

ordered to at once take out a license at the full rate. In

Norway no such arbitrary law is in force.

We are also told in this publication that in Denmark it

is forbidden to sell to a consumer, and business can only

be done with a middleman after taking out a license at the

cost of X"8 6s.

Messrs. Cassell & Co., -Limited, send us particulars of

their " Work " Exhibition, which will be held at the

Polytechnic Instituce, Regent Street, W., from December

29th, 1890, to January loth, iSqi. Workmen, apprentices,

and amateurs are eligible to compete, and the prizes

com])rise medals and awards of money and books. There

is a department devoted to work in domestic appliances,

including those for cooking, washing, and sewing.

Messrs. J. Chadwick & Bros., the well-known machine

cotton manufacturers, have removed their London office

from 10, Bow Lane, to larger and more convenient

premises at 6, Cripplegate Buildings, E.G.
* *

*

The superintendent of Messrs. Bradbury's depot at

Woolwich, Mr. C. O'Donoghue, evidently believes in bold

advertisement. During a recent visit we paid to that

famous arsenal town we found Bradbury's capital parody

of " Old King Cole," neatly framed, exhibited on

many of the local tradesmen's premises, where they serve

a two-fold purpose—adorn a shop wall and advertise the

Bradbury machine. This depot has a healthy appearance

about it, and, although somewhat out of the business

quarter, succeeds, we believe, in securing a fair share of

the local orders for machines and bassinettes.

* ... *

t-- Messrs. Allen & Co., who for many years carried on a

sewing machine business in Hackney Road, E., have

opened a repairing shop in Wells Street, Hackney, E,

*
The Eclipse Machine Company, of Oldham, late

Shepherd, Roth well, & Hough, have opened large anu

commodious premises at 5, Rushton Street, Bolton, near

the Market, with a good stock of their well-known sewing

and knitting machmes. A short time ago this well-

known firm opened suitable premises at 3, North Street,

Goole, and we hear that further extensions are con-

templated in the immediate future.

The Eclipse Machine Company, late Shepherd, Roth-

well, & Hough, manufacturers of the "Eclipse" sewing

and knitting machines, Oldham, are adding a large

building to their already extensive premises, and we hear

that they are commencing the manufacture of high-class
" Safety '' bicycles, in addition to sewing, knitting,

tobacco-spinning, and tobacco-cutting machines. As

their i)lant is vei'y comidete and unsurpassed by any in

the trade, good, reliable bicycles will doubtless be

l)roduced.

*
Mr. J. W. Ash, the well-known Portsmouth sewmg

machine dealer, has been elected to the local Board of

Guardians.

A further dividend of lod. in the pound, the final one,

will .shortly be paid in the estate of E, J. JMunday, late ol

Easing. This will make a total of 3s. lod. in the pound.
* •

During the past month the following changes have

taken place in the addresses of the undermentioned
Singer branch offices:—Ulverston, to 3, Market Place;

Worksop, to 5, Bridge Street ; Middlesbrough, to New-
port Road ; Mold, to King Street.

The Singer Company have opened two new branches

at 119, Askew Road, and 40, Jackson Street, Gateshead

j

and another at Cheapside, Old Shildon.
* «

The Singer Company's office at Peckham has been

re-numbered, the address being now 152, High Street,

instead of 140, as formerly.

Mr. Cole, of the Bailey Wringing Machine Company,
has just left London on a tour through Germany and
Holland, where they do a large and increasing trade in

their famous rubber wringers.

Mr. G. A. Milne, of the Williams Manufacturing
Company, Montreal, has returned to Canada after having
arranged with Mr. C. Lohmann, of 22, Jewin Street,

E.C., to represent his company in this country.
* :;:

*

Mr. Herman Loog.the soleagent for Seidel & Natimann's
machines, has removed from 34, Newgate Street to

85, Finsbury Pavement, E.C. The latter premises, now
being altered to suit the tenant's requirements, are

exceptionally well adapted for the trade of an importer.

They consist of four floors and abasement, all with well-

lighted and capacious rooms. The ground floor, with
shop frontage in a line with Finsbury Pavement, will

make a capital show-room, aad at the i-ear are the count-
ing-house and principals' room. The building runs right

through to Moorfields, and it has therefore been decided

to receive and despatch goods from the back entrance.
* *

•

With reference to our paragraph of last month as to

Messrs. Cox & Co., of Alcester, we learn from a customer
that they find this firm's needles as satisfactory in qualit}^

as they are cheap in price.

* *
*

Messrs. E. Smith & Son, patentees and manufacturers of
" The New Mail Cart," have removed to larger premises

at 19, Alcester Street, Birmingham. Next month we hope
to describe their specialiti, which bids fair to enjoy a long
run of patronage.

OVELTY HOUSEHOLD & SUPERIOR WRINGItRS.
Try the Bailey Wringers, and you will buy no

others. .

ABSOLUTELY TRUSTWORTHY.

Do not think we make onlj- one pattern. We
make all the best patterns and sizes, and sell a

reliable article at a reasonable price.

If you want a Machine to sell on Easv Terms
take our advice and buy the HOUSEHOLD
WRINGER. It costs a little more than a

common article, but you can get full price for

if, and it will do you good

BAILEY WRINGING MACHINE COMPANY, 26, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.
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Salary or Commission.
By a ^'ETERA^;.—In the U.S. Se:c'ht« Machine Advance.

fKHERE has always been, since ever sewing machines were
put on the niarkel, more or less difierence of opinion as to the

best plan of paying those who make a business of selling them, in the

employ of companies and dealers. It is a business so unlike any other

in which employes are paid wages that it requires some special arrange-

ment between employer and employe by which each may receive his

just dues, and many plans have been tried in the effort to find one
under which both may feel safe and which will give entire satisfaction.

Thus far, however, no plan has been discovered which has proved
sufficiently satisfactory for general adoption, and dealers and managers
are yet pursuing different plans in hiring their men, as their judgment
and inclinations dictate, or, in the cases of company managers, as their

superiors instruct. I will discuss the subject from the canvasser's

standpoint, and suggest such plans as will, in my opinion, be to his

benefit.

For the canvasser who is just entering the business, salary is the

best plan to work on, for the reason it is an experiment with him,
and the employers, who are continually on the lookout for new
material for canvassers, should bear the brunl of the experiments. Very
few young men, or old ones, either, for that matter who enter the can-

vassing business have money enough to pay their board and expenses
for any great length of time. If they have been in other employment
previously it was most probably on weekly wages just sufficient to keep
ihcm. If they should gi to work on the straight commission plan

they could hardly hope to realise anything on matured commissions
short of two months ; and the half of the first payments would scarcely

keep ihem in spending money. Therefore it becomes a necessity

almost for the management to bear the expense of experimenting with

beginners.

If the business is properly managed the new man's work will be so

arranged that the manager can tell in a very short time what he is

worth, either as a canvasser or salesman, or both, and his salary can be
readily proportioned to his worth. The new man's intention should

be to put in all his time at a business of which he ivnows nothing,

and has everything to learn, brt whether his work will pay or not will

depend greatly on the management under which he works. It is a

common practice to employ green canvassers on straight commission,
I'-.ad them up with circulars and cards, and send them out to work
in a hit or miss fashion without watching them. I do not mean
watching them with the suspicion that they are dishonest, but watch-
ing and helping them. If the beginners were given a little attention

and assistance their work would prove far more remunerative, both to

the employers and the men, and many who fall out of the ranks before

fairly testing the business would remain to become good workers.
AVhen men are hired on straight salary, or any salary at all, the manager
is more apt to give them proper attention because he has a live interest

in them which he does not feel in the man who is no expense to the

office, because woiking on straight commission.
In oflices which employ teachers and lease closers a great deal

depends on them to make the beginner's work a success. This would
not be the case were he able to do his own teaching and closing, and
he could do better with his customers by dealing with them himself
than he can where he has to call two or three strangers to his assistance.

As a consequence he would make more sales, and his pay would be
better, and doubtless, like almost all good salesmen, he would prefer to

work on commission after he knows what he can do.

After the beginner has been in the business long enough to ascertain
through faithful effort his ability as a canvasser or salesman, he can then
judge by the amount of commission offered, as compared with the
salary he receives, whether it will pay him better to work on salary or
commission. If he decides to work on commission, he will assume a
greater responsibility on each sale than were he to continue on salary,

for, though the commission plan gives him more money on each sale,

he must wait longer for it. For instance, the man who is getting

15 dols. a week straight salary is expected to turn in two good sales

each week, which, were he on commission, would pay him at least

20 dols. The excess is supposed to cover losses on forfeitures and
interest on the money while the commissions are maturing.
The company or dealer who employs men expects to make money

by keeping them in employment sutlicient to pay some profit on the
capital invested in the business. If the service rendered by those
H-hom he has employed is an expense for which he receives no
adequate returns, then they may expect to stay but a brief period in

his employ. It is to the interest, then, of every canvasser, no matter

upon what plan he may be working, to do his best at all times. If he
thinks he is not getting enough for the work he is doing, he should ask
his employer for what he thinks is right, and in this notion of right he
should be guided by what other canvassers are receiving who are doing
the same amount of business he is doing.

The commission man h.as one advantage over the salaried man, and
that is, that if he gets sick, or is off duty I'or any cause, there is money
coming to him each week from his contingent account, and this will be
enough to supply his ordinary necessities unless the account is a very

poor one. Then, he is more independent when on commission, and
the fact that he is working for himself, in one sense, should be an
incentive for him to do the best he could for himself.

Sometimes the man on salary thinks that as long as the employer allows

him to draw his salary, and makes no remarks about the inadequate
business he is doing, all well and good. He will keep on just as long

as the "snap " lasts, which will not be long, however, and then he will

be put on straight commission or discharged. Whoever does this is

losing time and money, for it is better to honestly earn what you get

than to be always in fear of being discharged. Each office has a

standard that each canvasser should try to work up to, and that standard

is indicated by what the best canvasser in the office is capable of

doing. If he can make an average of twenty sales a month, each of

the others sh uld try to come as near this as possible. The amount of

commission realised would be much more than any employer would be

willing to pay as salary.

There is another plan of woiking, known as the premium pltn, by
which the canvasser receives a sum of money for making the sale, with

THE NEW EXCELS
ALL OTHERS.

THE
MOST

VERTICAL FEED
CAPABLE. SEWING MACH INE.
II.IGHTEST RUNNING, SIMPLEST, AND BEST.
b^JSHIS Sewing Machine contains an arrangement which involves a new departure from the ordinary style of
«^ worliing. The I^Iachine is fed from the top, and has a smooth plate for the work to travel on. The needle

descends into the material, pinning the several plies together, and the feed carries the needle and material along
with it. When the needle is withdrawn the pressure foot is put down and the work held fast. There is no
necessity whatever for pssisting the work on uneven surfaces or scams. It will do the most wonderful variety of
work, and will sew ALL MATERIALS, from MUSLIN to LEATHER, without chantje of stitch or tension

;

as no matter what niav be the difference in thickness, the stitch MUST BE REGULAR. Having the
FEWEST PARTS of anv Machine made, it is the ACME OF SIMPLICITY, aiui the heretofore

difficult operations of HEMMING, QUILTING, BRAIDING, RUFFLING, FRILLING, &c., can
be Icafiil b\' anv laily as easily as plain sewing, and in the same time.

NOTE.—All the above opeiratious are done without tacking. The Machine has no COGS, SPBINGS, or

TEETH to cause friction or get out of order.

READ ONE OF THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS.
MAKKKT I'LACKaiia lllUll .STKi;i;r, TOUDINGTON, liliD-S. M.W I4lh, 1890.
GEN'TLEMl-^N,—We have hail yuur Machines in use in our workrooms for several years, ami, after trying other

n;akcrs, we fini thai for easy running and perfect work yours is the best in Ihe market.

Vours faithfully,

riTIS & NKALl::,
Drapers, Clothiers, &c.

The \'erlical Feed Sewing Machine Co.

We shall be happy to show the Machine to anyone who will favour us with a visit.

SAMPLES OF AVOKK, i'RICE LISTS, AND ALL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATIOX TO

TflE VERTICAL FEED SEWING MACHINE C{), 24, ALDERSGATE STREET, LONDON, EX.

AGENTS WANTEDWHERE NOT REPRESENTED. LIBERAL TERMS.
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nn aiMititmrtl per cent, "ii llio cash icccivcd for l\u: macliine. Say tlir\t

the canvasser receives tivedollars prcmiiini when the sale is turneil in,

loRClher with half of the lirst payment, unless such half exceeds the

balance due him on the sale, liy Ihis arrangement the canvasser Rcts

more cash down on the fale than if he were on straight commission and

he doesn't lose as much if the sale is forfeited. It is an inducement

10 the canvasser to endeavour to get as large a first payment as possilile,

so that he may get his entire commission out of the first payment,

which, with the premium, is usually equal to a pretty good week's

salary of an ordinary mechanic.

Take what plan you will and sowing machine canvassers of ability

and industry, especially the latter, are paid better than any other class

of working men. lUU those who go into the business thinking that

they have found a way of getting money without working for it, will

find that like any other business it must be energetically pushed to

make it pay.

Customers I Have Served.

The Fussy Customer.
^jPHERE arc people to whom what we know by the

Gj£< term fiissiness is a second nature. It probably was
not always so.

' In the ages when our far-away ancestors

li\'ed in forests, and waged perpetual war with the more
powerful though scarcely more savage beasts, and the

little known and all unchecked forces of nature, there was
little opportunity to be fussy. Yet the germ of the thing

was visible, and, doubtless, a couple of hundred years ago

in this fair island continent there were wives and mothers
who made some considerable amount of fuss at the

manner in which paterfamilias littered the gunyah with
chips from half-scraped nullah nullahs, and ruined the

family opossum rugs by his careless way of throwing
them over his shoulder. Still, fuss in its full develop-

ment is only found in fully civilised communities, and is

most fully developed in the more thoroughly civilised

se.x.

Why women are naturally more fussy than men is one
of those sexual mysteries which are past finding out. Of
course, there are some men more fussy than some women,
just as there are men who, in other ways, outdo some

women in other specially feminine matters. But, with

the "generality of mankind in general," it is the woman
who fusses, and the man who is worried thereby. Let us

be just, and say at once that much of this is due to the

inherent craving for the neat and orderly which women
possess. A man sees the main principle, and goes for it,

regardless of consequences and of the details of the

necessary process ;
a woman deems each step, each link

of the chain, as of essential importance, and lavishes as

much care over what are probably non-essentials as over

any others.

This at once brings us within touch of one definition

of fussincss—an e.xtra amount of care about little things

not in themselves essentials. And from this that common
form which consists of worrying and agitating over trifles,

and—in the more selfish natures—shunting all the conse-

quences on to another.

To the really fussy person, an assistant in a retail

establishment is fair game. In the first place, he or she
is there to please, and must, to a certain extent, bow to

the will of the interviewer. The author of Looking
Backward provides for the prevention of all this by
having establishments withsamplesdisplayed in profusion,

but without salesmen—simply clerks, who note the

material chosen, and the quantity required. But then he
presupposes perfect men and women, and we have no
hesitation in saying that when either is produced for the

first time, fuss will be left out of his or her composition.

The customer who does not really want to buy anything
is almost always fussy, but this is exhibiting the evil in

its negative form. It is indulged in to fill up time, and
to avoid purchasing anything. This or that fault is found,

and this or that objection raised, not because they are

supposed to exist, but in order that the gratification of

the " shopping " instinct may be indulged in without being
properly paid for. There are few things more con-

temptible than a person deliberately taking up a large

portion of another's time, when it is most valuable, under
false pretences, and for personal gratification. And yet

LLOYD & HILL,

Patentees & m

lanufactureps.

Perambulators.

HOME.

nvalid Furniture.

tion

il Carts.

EXPORT.

Second Award, Melboitrne Exhibition, 1888,

HURST STREET
BIRMINGHAMLONDON REPRESENTATIVE—

Mr W. T. KNIGHT, 8a, CITY ROAD.
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probably not a day passes in which it is not done in every

large retail place of business. The evil is as old as

business itself, at all events retail business as it is carried

out at present, but it is one of those things which are not

increasingly honourable by reason of age, and the woman
who shops for amusemsnt, and buys nothing, will, in the

future, be improved out of existence. She, howev^er, con-

stitutes a class, and is not the fussy customer pure and
simple.

A fussy customer may be a good customer, viewed in

the light of the amount bought, or prompitude of pay-

ment, or other things which enter into the composition

of the desirable visitor to the public side of the counter.

In this case it may be urged that the fussiness is paid for,

but a little consideration will show that this is not the
case. A customer pays a sum of money for certain

articles required, plus the benefit of the skill and judg-

ment of the seller exercised on his behalf when asked

for, and plus also a proper amount of attention and
courtesy. But by so much as he exacts unnecessary work
from the seller, by so much does he defraud the person
from whom he buys. A fussy patient may have a medi-
cal man dancing attendance on more or less imaginary
ailments for 3'ears, but the doctor is paid for his attend-

ance, and not for the good he may do. A lawyer will

welcome a fussy client, because he can make every call on
his time or patience the subject of a six-and-eightpenny

entry in his account book. But a fussy customer at the
counter pays only as much as another who buys the same
quantity of goods, and does so without any unnecessary
waste of time, or any unreasonable taxing of a person's

patience.

With regard to the proper method of dealing with a

fussy person it n>ay at once be said that there is no golden
rule, or at all events none that can be laid down with any
degree of hope that it will have any curative effects. You
have only to " suffer and be strong." To resent the
conduct in any way is to appear to dictate to the customer
—to become buyer as well as seller—and is almost certain

to lead to the belief that the motive has another end in

view. To appear unwiUing to humour whims and fancies

will surely convey the impression that you are either

short of varieties or have a special reason for wishing to

sell the particular article then under inspection. And if

the latter be once suspected the sale is as good as lost.

There is nothing for it but to humour the fussy customer

in all ways—to fool her to the top of her bent.

A good story is told of how a wife once humoured a

fussy husband in this way. She had often tried to give him

a luncheon to his satisfaction, and determined on a final

effort. She knew he was fond of fowl, and on his seating

himself at the table he had placed in front of him a plump

boiled chicken. " Boiled, of course !
" said he, " how

often have I said a chicken boiled is a chicken spoiled ?

Upon my —" but instanter the dish disappeared ano a

roast chicken took its place. " Roast chicken I can not

eat," he said, " chickens should be broiled, and broiled

only —" and, presto, a broiled chicken appeared—" and

require mushrooms with them too — " the mushrooms
appeared. '' Good heavens, madam, what extravagance !

How can you spend money in this way !
" " They were

a present, dear," was the soft answer, which did not turn

away anything except the husband, who at once bounced

out of his chair with "and how dare you receive presents

without my knowledge or consent ?
"

TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
Important Rise ia Prices of Sewing Machines.

Wa beg to inform our customers and all those engaged in the

Sewing Machine Trade that Messrs. Junker & Ruh, of Karlsruhe,

are still selling their well-known Machines at old prices. Illus-

trated Liit3 forwarded upon application with business card to

AI>. RIES & CO.,
45, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON,

Importers of Gold and Silver Watches, Clocks, Vienna
Regulators, and all kinds of Gold and Silver Jewellery,

at Lowest Wholesale Prices.

THE IMPROVED

"Bonnaz" Universal Crank Embroidering Machine

New,

Simple,

Reliable.

Made in

Six Styles

according

to

requirements.

For TAMBOURING, BR.MDING, COliDING, or FANGV LINING tho Best; >rachino in the Market.

Manufactured by LINTZ & ECKHARDT, BERLIN.

5o/e k^ent, C. LOHMANN, 22, Jewin Street, London, E.G.
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Of course, tliis was not a case of fussiness exactl\', bill

I he lumioiiring was complete enough. You may fail to

jilcase a customer by liunuuiring her (I have to use
masculine and femirine pronouns alternately to show I

am not bigoted), but the chances are you will succeed in

the end. Probably the husband referred to was more
than half ])lacated by the elTorts made to please his taste,

though he would not give in sufficiently to admit it. And
a customer may not admit that she is pleased, or rela.x

any of her ^Av'^^'/?;// manner, and yet be grateful for the
concessions made to it, and more than a little ashamed of
ha\'ing tlisplaycd .so much of it, and this is precisely the
state of mind it is desirable to bring about. If a woman
of true womanly instincts can be made to feel that she has,
by e\-er so little, done you a wrong, she is at once possessed
by a desire to make amends. And a customer who leaves
with a feeling that he or she (particularly she) has given
you an undue amount of trouble, and that you have put
up with whims and fancies with exemplary patience, is

one who will be disposed to repeat the visit, and possibly
to make some sort of amends, either by increased pur-
chases or a little forbearance in the future.

Glancing back o\-er this sketch, it certainly seems to
me that I have dwelt more on the ethics of fussiness and
the method of meeting it than on the peculiarities of the
fussy customer per sc. But, then, who requires any
description of the fussy one ? Do we not see her (or him)
c\-ery day ? We used in my time, I assure you, and I

fancy the race car. hardly be fxti'ict. If it is fo—if this

one of the " customers I have met " is not among those
will) occupy your time now, "rejoice, O young men, in

the days of thy youth," for the lines have fallen to you
in pleasant places.

—

TAc Stotekccpcr.

Odds and Ends,

Bv Mechanic, in the U.S. Sewing Machine News.
(Oiiiliuncd from 'iiir June unmher .)

^jJtyj^ORSIv had a hard time to obtain money to test his

y^'X. inventions in telegraphy.

Tlie phonograph fell flat for over ten years ; and Bell

could not find a purchaser for the telephone in New
York.
The electric light was in use on the docks and in the

warehouses of Liverpool in 1846, and was patented.

The typewriter, so much in use to-day, was first

patented in this country in 1840—No. 3,228 ; in England
in 17 14—No. 395 ; and in France, in 1840—No. 7,028.

The typewriter most in use is that copied from Sholes'

patent of 1868.

In 185 1 A. B. Wilson made his first rotary hook ; and
in 1852 he added the greatest of all improvements—the
four-motion feed. This patent with its extensions

expired in 1873, but so powerful had the combination
now become that it actually compelled inventors to pay a

royalty on the Bachelder patent which they had bought,
and which had about four years to run after the expira-

tion of the second extension of A. B. Wilson's patent.

SEE THE CONQUERING HERO COMES.

The NEW WILLIAMS SEWING MACHINES will be Introduced next

month by

C. LOHMANN, 22, Jewin Street, London, E.G.

WILSON BROS. & CO.,
STANDARD BEDSTEAD WORKS,

WOVEN WIRE MATTRESSES.
Patterns and Prices on Applioatioa.

BRASS AND IRON BEDSTEADS, COTS, FOLDERS, &c.

UMBRELLA HOLDER FOR PERAMBULATORS.
3s. PER DOZEN CARRIAGE PAID. SEND FOR SAMPLE DOZEN.

F,»AfIS, 179, ALDERSGATE ST., LONDON, E.C,

E. SMITH & SON 3

19, ALCESTER STREET, BIRMINGHAM,
PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OP THE

ME^i^ MAIL OiLRT-
Fancy Dealers and others

find this a

General FaYOurite.

Tbe body is ot oak in the

shape of a boat, swinging
backwards and forwards,

thus causing a delight-

ful sensation.

r.DCS'\i 1' 1
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\^ Txh^^^

yJMniii'^

Wheeler&WilsonNo.9 (D.A.A.)
Ca.1bixioti "Work Iml Oa,k a,nd 'yyalnxit.

The above Machine has met with unparalleled success the past six
months, and we believe it to be the best Treadle Machine in the Market

We solicit correspondence from all first-class dealers desiring to take up the sale

of this Machine, and to whom Liberal Terms will be given.

WHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO.

21, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.Cc
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The Belle of the Dell.

YKMIMA Victoria Opliclia licll

VT Was a beautiful mniilcn who lived in a dell,

Wlicre wild flowers gruw and the wild birds dwell
;

She was lovely and (air, and her fjlossy black hair

Scemod to tremble with fear as it waved in the air,

So modest was she, yet so bright and so free,

That troops of young lovers on bended knee

To woo her and view her came over the sea,

And Jemima Victoria Ophelia Bell,

Who was known as the Beauty of Buttercup Dell,

Looked down on her beaus as before her they fell,

And pitying said, with a toss of the head,

"Rise! gentlemen, rise, why bend yc to me?
I'm but a poor girl as ye plainly may see ;

Nor jewels, nor gold, nor title have I.

Then why do ye grovel, and languish, and sigh?"

Then each of the lovers sprang up on his feet,

And Ophelia Bell in accents most sweet

Said, "Suitors, your presence I heartily greet;

You are handsome and wealthy, and manly and tall
;

I am proud of your homage, and thank one and all,

But he who would win me and make me his bride

Must submit to conditions that, whate'er may betide,

Must all be respected, and then I'll decide."

The suitors then bowed to Ophelia Bell,

To this charming young maiden of Buttercup Dell,

For each was a victim to Cupid's strong spell.

"Oh, name j'our conditions," in chorus they cried.

And they bent themselves low and deeply they sighed,

Then softly said she, "Who my husband would be,

A present (not costly) must bring unto me.

Whose merit must lie in its TTtility."

"Au revoir," said the maiden of Buttercup Dell,

And away flew the lovers, scarce saying farewell.

For each was enchanted by Love's rosy spell.

One purchased a carriage, and ponies a pair.

Another a gold mounted comb for her hair.

Another a parasol, light as a feather,

To shield her bright face from the sultry weather
;

But the shrewdest and 'cutest and wisest, I ween,

Bought a Bradbury's Rotary Shuttle Macliine.

They brought all their presents to Buttercup Dell,

And placed them with pride at the feet of the Belle;

Who examined them closely, and wisely, and well.

She patted the ponies, and said "I declare

They are, I am sure, a most beautiful pair.

And oh, what a carriage ! 'tis elegant quite.

And fills me with wonder, and joy, and delight,"

Then she gazed on the comb that was mounted in gold

And said, " When my tresses I'm pleased to unfold

It would keep them arranged in an elegant way :

'Tis a duck of a comb I really must say."

."^he examined the parasol, pretty sunshade.

And said " 'Tis a treasure for any young maid."

She gazed on the Bradbury's Sewing Macliine
With high admiration and visage serene :

She saw it was perfect in every part,

Then turned to her beau, who stood bending so low,

Saying " Take, as your guerdon, my hand and my heart."

Bradbury's Rotary Shuttle Machine
Was the thing most admired in all that bright scene

;

Fascinated and pleased were all the gay throng,

'Twas so neat and so beautiful, clever and strong,

'Twas the only present that gladdened the eye.

And many a maiden breathed many a sigh,

And cried, '
' Ah ! me, how blest I had been

With a Bradbury's Rotary Shuttle Machine."

The wedding day came, there was mirth in the Dell,

And riglit glad was the heart of Ophelia Bell ;

'Twas a glorious day for the now happy pair.

And many old friends were assembled there.

The bridegroom was happy as happy could be.

No b'rd in the air was more joyous than he.

He thanked the high fates who so friendly had been,
But what he thanked most was the Bradbury Machine.
" Long hff- to the bridegroom, long life to the bride,"
Was drank by the guests, and the neighbours outside.

And "Success to the Bradbury Sewing Machine,"
Cried all the gay guests of that glorious scene.
The months and the yeais sped swiftly away.
And of children there soon was a goodly array.

Of sons and fair daughters there were just half a score,
And a bright cheering prospect of cne or two more.

In the full course of time these children >=o fair,

With their bright sunny faces and long curly hair.

Became men and women and sought to get wed,
And so in due time to the altar were led.

And their mother, to whom all her children were dear.
In order to brighten their future career.

Made each one a present with smile so serene
Of a Bradbury's Rotary Shuttle Machine.

The merits of the Bradbury quickly discerning

They said, " It's the only one really worth learning,"

They soon were proficient adepts in its use.

And with pr.iise the young husbands became quite profuse.

As famed mantle makers, Court modistes as well,

Or embroidery work they soon learned to excel.

And as to dressmaking no rivals had they,

So to London and Paris they soon found their way.

But first went to Wimlsor by command of the Queen
To exhibit the Bradbury Sewing Machine.

The boys became tailors or famous bootmakers,

And worked for all classes from kings down to quakers.

Or saddlers so clever in cloth or in leather

No matter the parts were held tightly together

By the matchless Bradbury Sewing Machine,
Of prize medals the winner of ten score and sixteen.

They soon became wealthy and famous and great

And were honoured by all the high magnates of State.

So they built them a palace wherein they might dwell.

And ca led it " Bradbury Castle " in Buttercup Dell.

And Laureate Tennyson, so I've heard say.

Is engaged on a lofty, magnificent lay,

Quite unique and sublime—the best ever seen.

On the Bradbury Rotary Shuttle Machine.

The above, accompanied by illustrations in colours, has just been
issued by Messrs. Bradbury & Co., Limited.

Common Troubles with a Singer
Machine.

THE Singer macliine, when in a condition of proper
adjustment, is capable of producing a very beauti-

ful stitch ; therefore, when the work does not partake of

that character, there is something wrong with the '• put

up " of the machine.
If '•-he line is not straight, and the stitches have a

staggering appearance, the needle-bar is loose or the feed

has a side motion.
If the needle is set too high, so that the thread chafes

the underside of the shuttle, or lifts the shuttle so that

the thread is clamped between the upper horn of the

carrier and the shuttle, breaks will occur.

If the needle-bar has worn loose and the face plate

becomes shifted towards the shuttle, it will cause needles

to break.

If the needle plays too much to one side of the throat-

plate it is apt to cause the needle to break.

If the throat-plate hole has sharp edges or rough
places from the needle striking it, it wilt be apt to cause

the thread to chafe and sometimes break, especially when
sewing stiff goods.

If the shuttle rocks back from the face too easily, a

skip stitch once in a while will be the result.

If the shuttle is rough it will saw the thread every

half inch or less
;
sometimes, with a loose tension, it will

sew for yards, but when the tension is tightened the saw-
ing commences.
Other machines are subject to the same complaint.

The Singer is not alone in these points.

The needle-bar, shuttle-carrier, and heart eccentric

roller are about the only points subject to any serious

derangement from wear, and these not to any great

extent even after j-ears of constant use.

The feed of the Singer machine has no independent
time, being solid with the shuttle crank. If the feed be

too sharp in front of the needle, the under thread in the

completed stitch will be cut ; sometimes this will be

caught again by the upper thread and the seam con-

tinued. If the thread guide protrudes over the butt

of the shuttle too far, it may catch the thread and
break it ; the end will generally be found there if this be

the case.

The thread-guide on the shuttle must control its

thread until the needle is safely down on the right hand
side of it, but it must not press the thread tight enough
to affect the tension. If the machine makes better work
at a slow speed than at a fast one, there is an interference

with the needle thread in its procession around the

shuttle. The throat must have no more room on the
side over the shuttle than is necessary to take down the
needle thread, and the foot can have no longer slot than
enough to cover the throat when properly adjusted. If

the feed or foot has a side vibration, the fabric will not
'oe carried in a regular line, and the stitches will have a
staggering appearance.
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The Development of the Sewing
Machine.

By E. Ward.

(Continued from our Jitlx Xumber.)

,K?R- HUGHES obtained another patent on the 27th

yJa of December, 1853, embracing various modifica-

tions and improvements in sewing machines. The first

portion of this invention relates to various modifications

in the construction of the needles of sewing machines

formed with bearded or spring eyes, the object of these

improvements being to prevent the beard from injuring

the material under treatment whilst passing therethrough.

Another portion of Mr. Hughes' invention consists in

obtaining a cam motion from the rim of the fly-wheel, in

connection with two vertical bearded needles and one

sewing thread, the action of one needle being to draw
the thread upwards through the fabric, and of the other

to draw it down again, so as to produce a stitch similar

to that made by hand.

A third part of this invention consists of a modified

form of machine for making the stitch last referred to,

the two bearded needles being used in connection with

improved thread guides and feed motion. A fourth part

of the invention relates to producing various forms of

what is known as " back stitching " by means of one

thread and one bearded needle. For this purpose a lateral

as well as vertical motion is imparted to the needle so as

to cause it to descend in the same place only at every

alternate descent. In connection with the needle is used

a thread guide for supplying the thread to the hook of

the needle, and a hooked arm for the purpose of catching

the loop and drawing it entirely through the fabric on

the underside thereof An intermittent feed motion is

employed for moving the cloth in alternately opposite

directions, one motion being equal to the length of a

stitch and the other a shorter distance in the contrar}'

direction. By these means the specification avers that

all kinds of back stitching or sewing may be accomplished.

Mr. Hughes also describes an improved feed motion,

which is applicable generally to all sewing machines.

Another portion of this voluminous specification describes

a mode of using two needles and two thread guides, or

one needle and one thread guide. Each needle is formed
with a large slot or eye near the point, through which a

thread guide passes whenever the eye of the needle has

advanced through the fabric and draws the thread through
the eye. When two such needles are used one needle is

placed below and the other above the fabric, each needle-

when in action moving between springs (one pair placed

below and another pair above the fabric), which springs

serve to hold the thread whilst the thread guide is taking
it through the eye of the needle. When sewing the

lower needle rises between its springs and through the
fabric until the eye is above the latter ; the upper guide
then catches the thread, which is held by the upper pair

of springs, and draws it through the eye of the needle
;

this being accomplished, the needle passes back out of the
fabric and from between the lower springs, carrying with
it the thread, which is caught and held by the lower
springs. The upper needle now descends between the

upper springs and through the fabric, and the thread is

drawn through its eye by the lower guide
; after whicii

the needle descends, and draws the thread through the
fabric, completing the stitch. A needlenf the above kind
with its thread guide may be substituted for the hooked
needle and hook or thread guide previously described,

producing a stitch similar to that made by hand.

{To he continued.)

Innti^stic patents*

The foV.cioing list has been compiled expressly for this Journal by

Messrs. G. F. ReJfern & Co., Patent Agents, 4, South Street,

Finsbiiry, E.C.

APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.
8,924. T. M. Cockrofi ami K. r'armer, for iinprovcmenls in sewing

machines.
S 949. G. L. Oemler, for improvements in kniuing machines.
9,025. \V. Parsby, for improvements in or additions to lockstitch

ewing machines.

9,220. \V. B. Grifiiths, for improvements in sewing machines.

9,713. S. H. Garwood, for improvements in darning, and in

apparatus connected therewith.

9,848. J. W. Watts, for improvements in and relating to latch

needle knitting machines.

9>933' Z. T. French and W. C. Meyer, for improvements in shuttle

apparatus for sewing machinery.

10,046. J. MofJat, for improvements in glove sewing machines,

10,105. D. M. Smyth, for improvements in the method of and
machinery for sewing books.

10,106 T. Reynolds and A. J. Jacobs, for improvements in the
method of and machinery for sewing books.

10,140. T. M. Cockroft and R. Parmer, for a self-acting stop and
brake for sewing machines.

10,246. P.M. Justice, a communication from the Wardwell Sewing
Machine Comp.any, of United States, for improvements in wax thread
sewing machines.

10,328. II. S. Cropper and W. Birks, for improvements in

embroidery machines.

10,464. y. Ruckdeschel, for improvements in fancy stitch sewing
machines.

10,572. A. L. Traver, for improvements in trimming attachments
for machines for sewing looped fabrics.

10 734. C}. L. Oemler, for improvements in knitting machines.

10,738. A. Helwig, for improvements in button hole sewing
machines.

10,744. J. Mathieu, for improvements in embroidery machines.

10,781. C. H. Richards for improvements in fair stitching wax
thread sewing machine.

10,886. J. Binns, for an improvement in sewing machines.

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED.
Postage id. each extra.

11,543. Se-u'ing 'I'libnlar Leather Goods. T. M. Cockcroft and R,
Farmer, of Sheffield.— Dited July iqth, 1889. Price 8d.

The object of this invention is to provide a sewing machine adapted
for what is technically known as " flat seaming," more especially nn
that class of goods of a tubular or of an elliptical cross-section and of

a gradual taper, such as dagger sheaths, sword scabbards, &c.

13,167. Ck'credge Se'.i'iiig j\/achin^:s. W. Robertson, J. G. Orchar,

GOAT SKIN RUGS FOR BASSINETTES. &c.,
From I83. per dozen.

Send 2 Is. for assorted dozen, three difTerent sizes.

-WHOLESALE ONLY.

HANDEL WHEATLEY, EYESHAM-

THE "HANDY"
PATENT

LOCK-STITCH SEWING MACHINE.
SIMPLE, DURABLE, AND CHEAP.

COMPLETE
Japanned Tin

Perfectly Reliable and Suitable for all ordinary purposes.

HARPUR & MASON,
MANUFACTURERS.

% LOZELLS ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.
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W. Adie, and T. Ivohcrlson, all of Dundee— Dated August 2lst,

1SS9. Trice S<1.

Relates to iinprnvemcnls on a prior patent, No. 3.49,5' "f '874, and

comprises improvements in various parts of such machines. Accord-

inij to one modification a lielic.il needle is employed, with drivers,

ailapled to act only on it.s outer surface in combination with loose

.shells or helices on the drivers, or with grooves wiiler than the needle.

15,597, Sni'in.i,' iMarlniics. W. Jones, of Cluide Bridge, near

Manchester.- Dated October 4th, I S89. Price lid.

Relates to improve<l cond>inalicms and arranjjeiiients o( mechanism

of the rotary hook c'ass of .sewing machines. The improvements can

only be umierstood by reference to Ihc drawings accompanying the

^lleci^lCation.

7,234. Se-iiiiiiii Machines. E. C. Lea, of Silverdalc, Kingston.

—

Dated May 9'h, iSqd. Price 6d.

Consists of mechanism operated on by llie plunge or down stroke of

the point of the needle to throw the shu'lle from right to left and left

to right, in order to form the lockstitch.

UNITED STATKS PATENTS.
Isst'F.i) AND Dated June 24111, 1S90.

430,786. F. W. Ostrom, J'.tidgeport, Conn., cutting mechani'-m for

buUon-holc sewing machines.

4-,o,S97. K. btephenson, Wollaston, Mass., feed mechanism for

sewing machines.
Issued and Dated July ist, 1S90.

431,137. W. F. Beardslee, New York, welt gauge for sewing

machines.

431,192. IC. J Pierce, jun., Woonsocket, R I., wax thread sewing

machine.

431,238. G. F. Wachtershauser, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., sewing machine.
Issued and Dated ]uly Stii, 1890.

4,^1,832, L. C. Wing, Boston, Mass., machine for sewing on

buttons.

431,994. G. T. Reed, Baltimore, Md., hand driving mechanism for

sewing machines.

The Sewing Machine Trade in

Dublin.

^raURING the month of July trade has not been so

•j^ good as it ought to have been. I fear we must
ascribe this state of affairs to the epidemic of strilces in

whicli the tradesmen of Dublin have recently beeti

engaged. Each class of labour has been fully represented

in their efforts to disorganise the normal state of business

here. We have an enormous number of orators, the

country is quite congested with them ; is it not therefore

too much of a good thing that England should contribute

her quota to swell the crowd of braying bipeds, who, being

too lazy to work, like true parasites hang on to the honest

workman, and by the trickery of the tongue, guided and
directed by vicious minds, are clad in broadcloth and live

in luxury while their poor dupes suffer and contribute

their last penny to the harpies who prey upon them, and
defile everything they touch ?

1 believe the Singer Company still feel the loss of their

former manager in Dublin, Mr.|BurchilL He carried on
their business in a thorough and gentlemanly manner,
and worked up a good trade for them. All his actions

were worthy of the great company he so efficiently

represented. He did not allow machines to be scattered

over the lanes of Dublin, where they may remain derelict

for months without a penny placed totheircredit. Another
novel way of working, lately introduced, is by sending
out a van with half a dozen of machines, and half a dozen
of canvassers, after the manner of the coalmen
who were lately on strike. The canvassers knock at the
doors of the houses along the road, and ask if the inhabi-

tants " want a nice machine." Now a house to house
canvass is hard enough; I dare say this is only the begin-

ning, and after a little we shall have the canvassers

crying out " Machines ! machines !

"

The Bradbury bassinette has made a splendid reputa-

tion for itself, and is highly esteemed for its sterling

qualities, combining strength without heaviness, light

.running, elegantly designed, and tastefully upholstered
with the best materials, and every care is taken to turn
out a first class bassinette at a moderate price.

"NEEDLE."

Personalities not Appreciated.

At the good old age of 84 there recently died at High-
gate, Mr. George Kent, an inventor with a wide notoriety.

]\Ir. George Kent invented no new combustible, projectile,

cannon, rifle, torpedo, sword, or bayonet, he did not even
patent a new knapsack, or a novel solar topee. He only
thought out and manufactured such things as knife-

cleaners, refrigerators, ice machines, and analogously
unpretending domestic appliances.

But . Decidedly Distasteful to the Partie.s Themselves.

TN its issue of Jun- 7lh the Untied States Sewing Machine Times

Jl devotes a column and a half to a re-hash of items taken from T/:e

Press in one instance, credited to a New York correspondent of the

Indianapolis News in another, and winds up with a quotation from
Genius Kewnrded, giving the latter source, however, no credit except

by enclosing it in f|Uotatation marks, i)robably to show that it was not

original wiih the United States Sewing Afachine 'J'imes. The entire

arlielc, or rather articles, for there were two of them, could have been
so clothed without robbing the compiler of a very great deal of glory,

while omitting the whole would certainly have been much more to the

paper's credit.

In its article headed "A Wise Choice," it mentions Mr. Alfred
Corning Clark in a way not at all in keeping with good taste, and one
thoroughly disagreeable to that gentleman. In saying the many things

it did about Mr. Clark on" truth did find its way in—'twould he a sorry

mess without any seasoning of truth— thai the gentleman owns one-half

the ^lock in the Singer Manufacturing Company, though its terms make
him the half owner of the Singer Sewing Machine Company. Perhaps
the writer of the article, if called upon, could likewise slate which half

this man owned.
In order to better remtc some of the statements made we quote a few

paragraphs from this article which, in aiming to flatter the principal

stockholder in the Singer Manufacturing Company, h.as fallen far short

of its mark.
" The father of this Clark bought, for 6,000 dollars in cash, a half

ownership in the sewing machine inventions of I. M. Singer, and from
that investment in about a quarter of a century he grew into colossal

wealth. At his death, about ten years ago, he left liis property to his

son. The young man took a week, so an intimate friend tells me, to

study the situation. There was a choice of two courses. One was to

make himself the directive head of the great establishment and devote
his life to its management. The other was to follow his artistic bent
and entrust the property to other men.

" ' I have only one life to live,' he said to this friend, ' ?nd I mean to

enjoy it to the utmost that good sense and decency will permit. My
inclination is to indulge myself in art pursuits, and so I shall do so.'

" Thereupon he selected three men to entrust with the immense
business.

" Frederick G. Bourne, a singer in a church choir, was a man whom
he knew and liked. Bourne was made president of the great Singer
Couipany. Chas. A Miller and Edwin II. Bennett were respectively

at the head of the sales system and the manufacturing department. He
constituted one secretary and the other treasurer of the company.
Their salaries and contingent income were fixed so liberally that, mail
honesty and devotion to the interests of the concern, each could almost
certainly become a millionaire in a quarter of a century. Having thus

placed the burden promisingly on other shoulders, Clark (reed himself
altogether from any share in it, and has not even visited the offices or
factory six times a year."

ICdward Clark, father of Alfred Corning Clark, w.as a partner with I.

M. Singer in the manufacuure of sewmg machines, and when the

concern was c nverted into the stock company as at present, acquired

considerable of said stock. " At his death, about ten years ago, he left

his property to his son." This is true, but the statements that this son
"took a week to study the situation," and "selected three men to

entrust with the immense business," are not true, nor are they sustained

by any facts.

Frederick G. Bourne was not " picked up " as the article makes it

api-ear—culled out of a church choir—because he was a man whom Mr.
Clark knew and liked, but a thorough business man. and a gentleman
of refined tastes, who had sung in Trinity and several other churches,

where his voice may sometimes be heard even now, and was also con-

nected with the very select Mendelssohn Glee Club. As a trained

business man he !iad been placed in charge of all detail work in the

management of Mr. Edward Clark's estate for several years belore that

gentleman's death, and upon the decease of Mr. Edward Clark, as the

man best fitted to represent that estate, he took the position of secre-

tary of the company of which .Mr. McKenzie was then made president.

.\s everybody at all posted in the history of the Singer Manufacluring

Company knows, George R. McKenzie, after .acting as president for

several years, was relieved of his labours in the early pan of 1SS9 by
the election of the present officers.

It will thus be plainly seen and readily understood that Mr. Clark

did not put Mr. Bourne in a5 president of the company at the time of

his father's death, but when Mr. McKenzie was promoted to the presi-

dency left vacant by Mr. Clark's death, Mr. Bourne, as the most
competent to watch over the interests of the estate, with which he was
already familiar, became secretary, and w.is later promoted to the

position of president in the regular sequence of events. The company
maintains a strict rule of promotion, aht'.iys according the fittest to fill

the position that may be vacant, be the same that of president, agent,

or sub-agent.

Thus, when Mr. Edward Clark died, and for several years afterwards,

Mr. McKenzie was president, Mr. W. F. Proctor was vice-president,

which office he still fills, Mr. F. G. Bourne was secretary and Mr.
Cheyne was treasurer, which office he held until a year ago. He is sti 11

a member of the board of directors.

Charles A. M iller had been with the company for several years, and
had likewise attained his position, that of purchasing agent for the

company, by his particular fitness for that place, before his election as

secretary. Edwin II. Bennett has been connected with the company
since boyhood, and has risen to his present position step by step.

Mr. \Vm. F. Proctor was associated with I. M. bingjr when the

concern was in its infancy, a'terw'ards married Singer's daughter, but

though a stockholder, does not own •' about a ihird el the Singer

Company."
Now that we have proven that Mr. Clark did not " put in " the

three gentlemen, Messrs. Bourne, Miller, and Bennett, in the manner
and at the lime stated by the United States Sewing Machine Tunes,

which would give the impression that they were "outsiders," we will.
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in turn, make mention of wliat he did do. Tiiough, by virtue of Win

contioUing vote, possessing one-half the shares in the company's stock,

he has always used his judgment and power of selection with a view to

advancing the prosperity of the company and to the best interests of

the other stockholders, so, when at the meeting held a little over a year

ago, the following gentlemen were proposed as officers, it was in

accordance with his wishes as well as the general desire that Mi. Bourne

•was elected president, Mr. Proctor vice-president, Mr. Miller secretary,

and Mr. Bennett treasurer. This v/as in 1SS9, and not at the time of

Mr. Edward Clark's death.

We cannot, nor do we wish to, hold the Uniteil Stales Se-cL'ing

Machina Times responsible for what it reproduced from exchanges, but

would recommend greater caution in the matter, and where the truth

can so easily be learned, it would be much wiser to ascertain how much
of that be contained in an article before it be reprinted. The inter-

views cited in the two articles in question are not founded on fact

—

having never taken place.

—

U.S. Sewing Machine .\'cws.

How^ Rustless Iron is Produced.

B^^HE Sanitary Plumber says that " the rustless pro-^ cess has demonstrated that great economy can be

used not only in ice pipes, but in every article where iron

is used. In the past year over 2,000,000 kettles have been
subjected to this process in Pittsburgh. The method is

very peculiar. After the article is made it is put into a

furnace about 3^- ft. high, 15 ft. longani8 ft. broad. The
furnace is made in an oval shape, air tight. After the
iron has been in the furnace for two hours and has attained

almost a white heat, the air that comes through the
regenerators and air valves is shut securely off, and the
furnace is made air tight. After the air has been shut
off the superheater, which is located in the combustion
chamber at the rear of the furnace and at right angles

from the air valves, is opened, and the furnace is filled

with steam and kept in this condition for eight hours.

At short intervals a small valve is opened, so as to allow
an e.xodus of steam in the furnace, allowing fresh steam
to be put into the furnace. When the articles have been
ten hours in the furnace there has been accomplished the
formation of magnetic oxide upon the iron surface. They
are then put into an acid well, which is the last treat-

ment.

Electro-plating AA^ith Aluminium,
^jS^;NTIL quite lately the problem of electro-plating
•'^j' objects of various metals with aluminium has
been held to be practically impossible. There is a field

for it, undoubtedly, as a substitute for silver-plating, and
to some e.xtent also for nickel-plating, and experimenters
have eagerly sought its solution. During the present
year, says the Chicago Journal of Commerce^ a Phila-
delphia firm, styling itself the Harvey-Filley Aluminium
Plating Company, has engaged in the business, and has
apparently accomplished the long-sought-for result. The
deposit of aluminium is obtained, it is said, with equally
satisfactory results on any desired metal, and of any
desired thickness. The metal thus deposited is soft

enough to be burnished, and yields a brilliant, lustrous
surface, of a silvery-white colour, with a slight bluish
tint that is quite agreeable to the eye. The company
above named is endeavouring to introduce this new
plating as a substitute for silver, and with some show of
success. It will not blacken, as silver does, on exposure
to the emanations from stoves and gas-jets ; and in

respect of general permanence and resistance to atmos-
pheric and other chemical influences of change the metal
appears to be fully equal to silver. Burnishing is indis-
pensable to bring out the lustre of the metal, as is the
case also with silver. This is a costly operation, and this
makes it impossible to compete with nickel-plating for a
host of cheap articles. The process employed has thus
far not been described, but is stated to he that of Dr.
Jeancon, of Newport, Ky. The fact that it has been
demonstrated to be feasible to deposit aluminium in
reguline form, in films sufliciently heavy to serve as a
protective coating for the underlying metal, and to accept
a high and permanent lustre under the burnisher, is an
advance in the art of electro-plating that is worthy of
going on record.

DOLL'S Swing cot

LAWRIE & BISHOP,
Wire 'Workers and Makers of every descriptioa of Fancy Bird

Cages.

55, 56, and 57. BRADFORD STREET, BIRMINGII VM.

Thousands are eeixg Sold.

G. H. WELLS,
MANUFACTURER,

151 & 153,

6IS}18P ST. S0DTJ],

BIRMINGHAM.

Biasintttes from ISs. ESTABLISHED 186 2.

Trythe''TRIU)ViPH" Bicycle

Light Roadster, weight 28 lbs.

STRENGTH & BEAUTY.

S. BETTMAN & CO.,

4, GOLDEN LANE,
LONDON, E.C.

Depot : 287, UPPER STREET, LONDON, N.

Works: ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.

E. WARD & CO.,
Cycle Engineers,

Are prepared to build Cycles for Gentlemeu to any design and
weight required.

ENAMELLING IN VARIOUS COLOURS.
KEPAIRS FOR THE TRADE.

Wheels Made, Frames Brazed, Hardening, Screwcuttin^.

Balls, Bells, Lamps, Saddles, Sundries, at manufacturers'
prices.

9, WELLS ST., OXFORD ST., W.

ESTABLISHED I860

BEST MATERIALS ONLY USED.
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THE

SWIFT

The Eclipse Hand Machine is tfie BEST and d^EAPEST in tiie Trade-

It pays AGENTS and SHIPPERS mucii better to tiandle tiiis machine in

preference to any other, and no dealer's stock Is complete without It.

Once tried always bought
SHIPPERS specially invited to write for sample ll^achlne and terms.

Manufacturers and patentees of the ''ECLIPSE" MEDIUM FAMILY
OSCILLATOR AND FAMILY HAND SEWING MACHINES.

THE ''ECLIPSE" KNITTING MACHINE. The QUICKEST and BEST
Machine in existence for MANUFACTURING AND DOMESTIC USE.

SIMPLE IN CONSTRUCTION. EASY TO LEARN and LIGHT RUNNING.

Send for Illustrated Lists and Wholesale Terms to the

Sole ]VIa,]:i.i;i.fiEi.ctuIbex's:

The "ECLIPSE MACHINE CO.. OLDHAM
(LATE SHEPHERD, ROTHWELL, & HOUGH).
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VARLEY & WOLFENDEN
KEIGHLEY, ENGLAND,

SOLE

MANUPACTl-RERS

OF THE

CYCLOPS

Lockstitch

Sewing Machines
FOK

Domestic

and Manufacturing

PuriMses

Alfo Manufacturers
of Wringing and
Mangling Maihinea.

T'use A/achiiies are

?!iaiie from the Best

Materials, ami cannot

be surpassed tor excel-

lency of finish and
ditrability.

SHIPPING ORDERS
EXECUTED ON THE
SHORTEST NOTICE.

N5D0835
'^^'-^

^'^t-?l%ikil^

Ihe*llTLllS*BEOSTEllD^Co.

EVERY SEWING MACHINE DEALER
SHOULD SELL BEDSTEADS.

Many 1)0 NOT because of the ROOM they
take up. BEDSTEADS can now be sold by
Sewing Machine Dealers from DRAWINGS
and delivered to THEIR CUSTOMERS'
ADDRESS the NEXT DAY.
Write or wire TO-DAY for Book of STOCK

PATTERNS. ALL patterns in this book are

ACTUALLY IN STOCK, papered ready to

leave SAME DAY aa wired for. Finish and
value guaranteed.

N.B.—EVERY Bedstead FITTED UP
WHEN FINISHED before leaving the WARE-
HOUSE.

A Large Stock of tliese Patterns is kept at

120, 122, CURTAIN RD , E C.
For London Trade only.

-J First Orders ahouKl be accompanied by Refereoctfl or
Uemtttaoce.

J.

VICTOR" WRINGER is a Machine we can con-
fidently reconinKiul. It fixes with ease on to a round or
.square tub, and the clamp is so arranged that no matter at
what angle the side cf the tub may be the Wringer, when
fi.xed, stands straight up.

TRADE PRIGS.
12 in. 14 in. iqin. ( -All with Be.st White Solid

13/3 14/6 IG/- \ Rubber Rollers.

Cog Wheels, Sd. e.\tra each Machine.

The A.M.Co. art the largest manufacturers of Rubber Rjllcr Wringers
in Europe. Makers of tfie " Acme," " Picsidenl," " Nonpareil," and
"Victor" Wringers ; also Knife Cleaners and Ice Cream Freezers.

THE ACME MACHINE CO.,
Henrietta Street, GLASGOW.
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HENRY VORLEY'S
Pure White ''Scentless d Stainless" Lubricating Oil,

For Sewing and Knitting Machines, Piiysical and Surgical Instruments, Guns, Clocks, Lathes, &c., &c.

BEWARE OP IMITATIONS.

fHIS very beautiful oil is incapable of thickening in use or of gumming the bearings, being an " absolutely

neutral " substance, unaffected by the weatliei or age. It may now be obtained in bottles at all respectable

Sewing Macliinc and Bicycle Depots, and Wholesale at

23, SHAFTESBURY ROAD, HO^NSEY RI SE, LONDON, N.

Lower Qualities of the White Oil may now be had. Also Fine Lamp for
Bicycles, and American Golden, in Casks direct from the Docks, or

packed in Cans, Drums, or Bottles Suitable to the Trade.

^,if^
BIELEFELDER

NaeMaschinenFateik
Saalfeld on Saale, (GERMANY),

MANUFACTURE

SINGER A & B MACHINES
(Fijr Hand or I'reaJk).

SAXQNIA MACHINES

WHITE MACHINES.

These splendid Machines are always
to the front.

The lightest running Shuttle Machines out.

Illi'Strateo Price List on application to

R. J, JOHNS & CO.,

59, Holborn Viaduct,
LONDON, E.G.

TO INVENTORS.

General Patent Office. Established 1830.

G. F. REDFERN & CO.
4, SOUTH STREET, FINSBURY,

LONDON
PROVISIONAL PROTECTION for 9 months under the

new Act, £2 3s. ; to complete the Patent for 4 years,

£7 7s. French Patent, including first year's tax, £S

;

Belgian Patent, ^4; Imperial German Patent, /lo 10s.;
United States Patent, including all expenses for the whole
term, £17 los. Circular of information as to the mode of
proceeding in applying for Letters Patent, cost of European
Patents generally, and also of Colonial Patents, forwarded
upon application. Trade Marks and Designs registered in
England and Abroad. [Telephone No. 169.

Registered Telegr.^phic Address:—" INVENTION, London."

HIRE AGREEMENT FORMS.

The best form compiled, used by most of the trade.

Price 6d. per dozen, 3/9 per 100.

HIRE INSTALMENT CARDS.

Strongly bound instalment cards with the hire

terms at the back. Price 1/- per dozen, 7 6 per 100.

Dealer's name and address printed if required

Sewell & Go,, 28, Paternoster Row,Lon(ion, E.C.

G. R PRICE,
PATENTEE AND MANUPACTUEER OP

PERAMBULATORS, Bassinettes, Imalid carriages, &c.

X87 Sc 188, GOOCH STREEX,
BIRMINGHAM.

FBOii 20/. SUBJECT. G. ^> I", lias lia3 over 20 years' praotioal experience in the manufacture oi Perambulators.
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Grimme, Natalis & Co.,
BRUNSWICK, GERMANY.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

"ORIGINAL PRINCESS." "FAMILY HAND."
And other Machines.

ssND FOR TJ^iuXJSTTtArrEjy inrHor.£:sAi:.£: ]l.ist
TO

Representative-CHAS. BRADBURY,
249a, high HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

THE BEST RUBBER WRINGERS
NOW IN THE MARKET

ARE THOSE MADE BY

The Cherry Tree Machine Co.

TBEY WILL LICK

ALL IN

CREATION,

AND PRICES ARE

AS LOW AS ANY OTHER

MfiKE.

rM.

STRONG FRAMES.

BEST RUBBER.

METAL BEARINGS.

TURNED AND FITTED.

ONCE TRIED

ALWAYS USED.
"The Express."'

REPRESENTATIVE TOR LONDON AND THE SOUTH—

R. J. JOHNS, 59, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.G.
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PFAFF Biwiif i«ij
The most reliable Family and Tailoring

Machines; are unequalled by any Machine
for their quality > exquisite workmanship, and

appearance.

All the Impor-

tant parts ex-

posed to

friction are

forged of the

best quality

steel.
The Pfaff " B " Perfect Sewing Machine.

iij»uHCTUR[D B» G. M. PFAFF, Kaiserslantern, (}3illH.
Telegraphic Address : M. PPAFP.

Perfectly

Noiseless

Motion,

and numerous

other

Improvements.

QUOTATIONS AND TERMS ON APPLICATION.

THE "BRANSTON JJ

-ft =*^ewlfi-

LIMITED.

U

PATENTEES AND MAKERS OF

THE ONLY TWO-REEL SEWING MACHINE
Making a perfect lock-stitch direct from two ordinary reels of cotton

without a shuttle or take up. Rotary movement throughout

Simple, Light running, and Noiseless, and with fewer parts than any

other Lock-stitch Machine.

Address-

59, M@ltor^ TiadMoti l<@ad®n, ©^©,
Printed and TubUshed by Sewell & Co., St. Paul's Buildings, Paternoster Row, E.C , to which address

all communications should he sent.



^
THE "VERTICAL FEED" SEWING MACHINE, golp iiedul, paris, mi

OFTHE JOURNAL

t>0MESTtc Appliances

&£S£^^^<5AZETTE
^ SEWIhJQ,WASHlNQ °|

^^^^tt^^^,*^ CHlLDRErlS Carriaqes

|)o&KHiTTiHq,MAcHiNES

AfjD ALLKIHDSOF
DOMESTIC APPLIANCES

Monthly, Price Id.
Post Free. 3s. ed. per annum.

Simmons & Co/s
«4 ©T©Iii>' *''

(REGISTERED)

APPLIED TO ALLWICKER,W00DEN,OP PAPIER-MACHE BASSINETTES/v S
ADVANTAGES

:

1. IN GREAT DEMAND EVERVWIIKl^K. I 6. CrAKANTEKI) STEEL.
2. MAXnrUM VERTICAL ELASriiIT\'.

| 6. REcjl'IRE NO ATTENTION, NO
3. NO SIDE SWAV. I BUCKLES, STRAPS.OR.SIIArKLES

i 4. BEAUTIFUL APrEARANCE | TO (JET OUT OF ORDER.

^
Export Perambulator Works,

TANNER ST., S.E., near London Bridge Station.

H

9

5-

ft
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TH E

WHITE SEWING
E'Are Light Rimning, Noiseless, & Duralile, & Warranted for 5 Years.

O^EK/ 800,000
WUTTF MACHINES
11 111 1 JJ NOW IN USE.

See a WHITE before purchasing any other.

DAILY SALES EXCEED 1,000 MACHINES.

NO OTHER MACHINE CAN BOAST OF SUCH A RECORD.

GOlLiO IVTSDAIL. awarded at PiLRIS C:XH:IBITI0M^,X889.
MACHINES TO WORK BY HAND OR TREADLE OR BOTH COMBINED.

THE

WHITE
SEWING

MACHINES
ARE

SUITABLE FOR ALL GLASSES OF WORKI

LIGHT OR HEAVY,

CLEVELAND,
OHIO, U.S.A.

EASY PAYMENTS ARRANGED TO SUIT INTENDING PURCHASERS.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

Wew Rotary Shuttle Maohine, Price, £9 Ob- Od-

MACHINES FOR DRESSMAKERS,
TAILORS, UPHOLSTERERS,

CORSET MAKERS,
AND EVERY VARIETY OF WORK.

SAMPLES OF WORK
AND PRICE LISTS

SENT POST FREE
UPON APPLICATION.

White SewingMaicMneGo.,

48, HOLBORN iDUCT,

LONDON, ENGLAND.
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JOHN WILDE & SONS,
EXCELSIOR WORKS,

BISSELL STREET

ESTABLISHED 1856.

CE6=.-

*i

m-9 d
sw
fD

JB ^
3 €
i& !@

[K^^

m
{g P^

Lis-* ©
«-»^ n

MANUFACTURERS OF

Perambulators, Bassinettes, Invalid Carriages, Mail
Carts, and Rocking Horses^

FOR HOME, EXPORT, & COLONIAL MARKETS.
The largest Manufacturers of Perambulators in the Midland Counties.
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BIESOLT & LOCKE,
MEISSEN (SAXONY),

(ESTABLISHED 1869)

THE "CINDERELLA."

^p^cialtttr—SACK

Perfected Automatic Hand and Treadle Sewing
Machines for Domestic and Trade use. 12 patented
improvements. Working parts finest tempered
steel. Undoubtedly the best Machine in the market.
Silent, uniform, rapid, easy movement.

MACHINES.
Wholesale Agents:

S. BETTMANN & CO.,
4, GOI^OEN LANE, I-ONDON, E. C.

AGENTS WANTED.
BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

E. WARD & CO. S
Compound irm and Platform Domestic Lock-

stitch ShntUe

SEWING MACHINES
Is a FAMILY HAND SEWING MACHINE worked with a
straight needle and shuttle, making the LOCKSTITCH both

£^^ 5idcs alike. Combining both the Ar.m—so essential to many of
^--^-^^ the wants of family sewing, such as putting in sleeves, sewing

round the arms of dresses, and such work so difficult to be done
with any other hand machioe, and the Platform for plain
sewing, quilting, &c. The plate which constitutes the platform
is part of the base ; when required it is raised to its place by a
simple mechanical contrivance, and there secured by a projeclioa
which passes into a hole in the arm. The Machine is self-

threading throughout with self-threading Shuttle.
Encouraged by the unparalleled success which has attended

this Machine, and the satisfactory manner in which it is spoken
of by all who have tried it, the PATENTEE HAS MADE
FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS secured by new Patents, and
trusts that it will now be found the M-^st Perfect, Simple*
and Saleable Machine in the Market.

3 1/. phone No. 4667. TcLegr,iiii<, '• Orovod, London.'

GROVER & WOOD,
AMERICAN ORGAN AND HARMONIUM

MANUFACTURERS,
62, GLENGALL ROAD. OLD KENT ROAD,

LONDON, S.E.

FIrst-Class Quality. Low Prices. Latest Improvements.

f-T WBITE FOR 2fEW ILLUSTRATED LIST-

Patentee and Sole JlanufactureiB :

E. VSIILTIJ> <& CO.,
9, WELLS STREET, OXFORD STREET,

LONDON, W.
ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBECK BANK.—Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.—Three per
cent. Interest allowed on Deposits, repayable on demand.

Two per cent. Interest on Current Accounts calculated on the minimum
monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of charge, the custody of Deeds,

Writings,and otherSecuritiesand Valuables,the cnllection of Bills of Exchange,
Dividends, and Coupons; and the purchase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and
Annuities. Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued.
The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars, post free, on application.

FRANCIS RAVENSCBOFT, Manager.

The Birkbeck Building Society's Annual Receipts exceed Five Mllllont,

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOB TWO GUINEAS PER MONTH, with
Immediate Possession and no Rent to pay. Apply at the Olfiee of the

Birkbeck Building Society, 29, Southampton BuUaings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FIVE SHXLLlNQa PER
MONTH, with immediate possession, either for Building or Gardening

purposes. Apply at the Office of the Biekbkck Freehold Laud SociaTr,ai
above.
Ibe Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars, on application,

FRANCIS RAVENSCBOFT, Uauager.
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BRADBU

BBADBURy

C" LIMl

NO COMPLICATED COGS, CAMS, OR ELABORATE

MECHANISM.

SIMPLICITY WITH EFFICIENCY.

ESTABUSHED

SEWING
WEtUNCrON

WORKS
Oldham

THE 1

OLDEST '

'i EUROPEAN

L MAKERS

DURABILITY WITH SPEED.

THE BEST FOR THE AGENT.

THE BEST FOR THE MERCHANT.

THE BEST FOR THE MANUFACTURER.

MOST LIBERAL TERMS TO AGENTS.

Awarded the Bighest Honours at all tlie

Great Exhibitions.

12 GOLD MEDALS SINCE 1879.

BRADBURY'S BASSINETTES.
VT,)f'?yE are now in a position to sell some of the best and most elegantly designed Carriages ever offered to the public. The variety is

•x.yrr.y still larger than thai of previous years, and the buyers of our goods will be enabled to sell an article that cannot be equalled for

X'-'X elegance of design, neatness of finish, quality, and price.

The material for this season's goods was purchased before the recent advance in prices, and we can, in consequence, give our
customers an important advantage in this respect. No advance will be made on the prices of last season, and the quotations for the New
Carriages are based on the same List.

Bradbury's No. 20- Bradbury's No. 21.

Wood body, square ends, hand-p.iinteJ panels anil flower centre
upholstered in Crockett's leather, mounted on steel shackle sprmgs, 24 in.

rubber tyre bicycle wheels, fitted with registered pattern China handle,
well-cover, three loose cushions, straps, brass-jointed reversible hood, &c.
Made of well-seasoned timber, beautifully ornamented, and upholstered
in the best possible manner.

Ciri^uLir wood body, lieiulifully pointed in new colours,
hand painted flower centre, upholstered in Crockett's leather,
mounted on steel shackle springs, 24 in. rubber tyre bicycle
wheels, fiitcJ with registered pattern China handle, well-cover,
three loose cushions, straps, and brass-jointed reversible hood.
Made of the best materials, and finished in first-class style.

UNEQUALLED FOR QUALITY AND FINISH.
Price Lists to be obtained at our Depots or from the Manufactory.

BRADBURY & CO., Limited, Wellington forks, OLDHAE
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HARRIS' PERAMBULATORS.
W. J. HARRIS 8c CO., LIMITED,

m

TELEGRAPH ADDRFSS,

"Admired, London."

Do not fail to

send for

Designs and

lowest prices

for 1890.

iJvSIHxAxixll ^^^mtiis
FROM

1 to 10 GUINEAS

Do not fall to

send for

Designs and

lowest prices

for 1890,

THE HAYMERLE.
Lightness, Strength, and Elegance combined Carriages made specially for the Hire System, and
delivered without the least possible delay. Compare our wheels, fittings, and finish throughout, with those

Sample carriage willingly sent on approval. Special Terms to Shippers and large Buyers.

Offices and forks, HAYMERLE ROAD, PECKHiM, LONDON, S.E,

J. R. BROOKS,

Manufacturer of

NOVELTIES & FANCY GOODS,
59 & 60, HATTON GARDEN.

Steaxn. Factory—Aslxtoy lATorks, 31,Hacb:ney FToad.

Flow^er Vases for Windows suspended by Chains.

Flower Vases for Windows in original Cocoanut suspended by

Chains, also in polished Cocoanut.

Tobacco Jars mounted on tripods.

Cigar Stands, various, and elaborately mounted.
Flower Stands in polished Cocoanur and also in original

Cocoanut, on Bamboo Stands suspended by Chains.

Wall Brackets in polished Cocoanut mounted on plush.

Photo Frames in polished Cocoanut mounted on plush.

Whole Cocoanut polished, mounted, and finished to order.

BEST TERMS TO SHIPPERS.

CHEOUES AND POSTAL ORDERS CROSSED BIRKBECK BANK.
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E. WARD & CO.,
Cycle Engineers,

Are prepared to build Cycles for Gentlemen to any design and
weight required.

ENAMELLING IN VARIOUS COLOURS.
REPAIRS FOR THE TRADE.

Wheels Made, Frames Brazed, Hardening, Screwcutting.

Balls, Bells, Lamps, Saddles, Sundries, at manufacturers'
prices.

9, WELLS ST., OXFORD ST, W.

ESTABLISHED I860-

BEST MATERIULS ONLY USED.

TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
Important Rise in Prices of Sewing Machines.

We beg to inform our customers and all those engaged in the
Sewing Maohine Trade that Messrs. Junker & Ruh, of Karlsruhe,
are still selling their well-known Machines at old prices. Illus-

trated Lists forwarded upon application with business card to

JLD. RI£:S «Sc CO.,
45, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON,

Importers of Gold and Silver Watches, Clocks, Vienna
Regulators, and all kinds of Gold and Silver Jewellery,

at Lowest Wholesale Prices.

£ fj: iDNe.-
DOLL's Swing Cot

LAWRIE Sl bishop,
Wire Virorkers and Makers of every description of Fancy Bird

Cages.

55, 56, and 57. BRADFORD STREET, BIRSHNGHAM.

Thousands abb being Sold.

G. H. WELLS,
MANUFACTURER,

151 & 153,

BISHOP ST. SODTJI
BIRMINGHAM.

BassineUea from 18s. ESTABLISHED 186 2,

KOCH'S NEW CIRCULAR ELASTIC MACHINE,
THE BEST BOOT REPAIRING IVIACHINE.

Manufactured by the

Bielefeld Sewing Machine Manufacturing" Co,
H. KOCH & CO.

Ho Shuttle 3 ^
Carrier.

No Cogs.

The length of arm of the .ibove machinu i.s 10 in. ; ihe head is the smallest hitherto produced, being smaller than

a sixpenny piece, thus enabling repairs of the smallest .shoes to be done. The stitch is beautiful and uniform, feeding on or from

the cylinder in any direction ; this is a great .vlvantnge not ]iossessed by any other Elastic machine of older construction. The
shuttledoes not wear out as it lie.s immovably in the cylinder

; this is al.so a great feature, as other Elastic machines are subject

to great wear and tear of shuttle.'", shuttle drivers and co<;s, causing frequent repairs.

sole"~whol¥sale agent—

C. LOHMANN, 22, Jewin Street. London. E.G.
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KIMBALL & MORTON, Limited
(ESTABLISHED 1867), ^

SEWING MACHINE MANUFACTURERS,

Branches—52, Reform St., DUNDEE, and 11a, Norfolk St., Pall Mall, MANCHESTER.
4t JbgSs >5. THE «=^

WRINGER. ^^==^

'' MEDIUM."

SACK
SAIL,
TARPAULIN,

BeltiMachines.

FAMILY
(TEEADLE)

AND

MORTON
(HAND)

MACHINES.

14 inch X IJ inch

15 inch X 2 inob. H..

10 inch X 2 inch. '

No 2

Manufacturing

Machines

FOUR

VARIETIES
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THE

SILENT ''ELECTRA" MACHINE
LEADS THE MARKET.

LU
1—
CO
>-
CO ^
cc
UJ
CD H
2^ z
CO »-H

H
LJ E^> 03

U
CC s
Q^ H

&£
Z)£/J/.£/?S 5/1 Y IT ISA PRIVILEGE TO SELL THE " ELECTRA-"
AI>I>LY TO—

22, JEWIN STREET, LONDON, E.G.
GENERAL AGENT FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM AND COLONIES.

T H F

''ADVANCE" Perambulator Manufacturers

DEFY COMPETITION FOR QUALITY AND PRICES,

AND ARE NOT AFRAID OF COMPETITION

IIMPORTANT NOTICE.— H^e have no Branch Shops about, nor flaring

Advertisements offering Carriages to the Public at low prices. Nor have we a regiment of Canvassers

scouring your Territory. Dealers should bear this in mind. We are EXCLUSIVELY WHOLESALE.

ADDRE88-59, HOLBORN VIADUCT, London. E.G.

LLOYD & CO.,
Largest Makers of Better Class Cars in London.
i

MOST DESIGNS REGISTERED AND PROTECTED.

Go for Cars novir the Bassirxette Season is over.

BORO', LONDON, S. E.
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THE

BABY CARRIAGES.
UNIQUE r>C:SIGNS. SOUND CONSTRUCTION.

ARTISTIC, ELEGANT AND DURABLE.

The STAR Carriages

are in use throughout

the World, and in Every

Country have given the

utmost satisfaction.

DEALERS find the

Star Goods give finest re-

sults^ yield biggest Profit^

and sell at sight

ORDERS should be

placed at once for Season's

[ Goods to avoid delay when

the usual rush comes.

The STAR Patent SPRING.
The Most Successful Anti- Vibrator Ever Invented for the

^/k

New Season's Illustrated Catalogue Post Free upon Application.

STAR MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

GOODINGE RD., YORK RD.,
LONDON, N.
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SINGER'S New Vibrating Shuttle Machines
(HAND OR TREADLE)

Are the BEST HOUSEHOLD SEWING MACHINES ever offered to the Public.

Thevhave the SIMPLEST SHUTTLE, SHORTEST NEEDLE, BEST STITCH ADJUSTMENT,
MOST PERFECT TENSION, ARE NOISELESS, and MAKE THE PRETTIEST STITCH.

EASY TO BUY. EASY TO LEARN EASY TO WORK.
FOB CASH 10 PER CENT. DISCOUNT. Or on Hire with Option of Purchase.

LIBERAL ALLOWANCE FOR OLD MACHINES.
CAUTION.— Beware of Imitations, and to avoid deception see that the Company's Trade Name " SINGER " is upon the Arm of the

Machine.

And 497 Branches throughout Great Britain and Ireland.

THE SINGER MANUFACTURING COMPA)tY::»''*« -'^
(Formerly I. Jtt. SINGER & CO.). / qLl^ ]uj.

Management for the United Kingdom: 39, FOSTER LANE, LONDON, E.G. (l

oLri.1

Sewiii£ Machim Gazette Office, 28, Paternoster Row, London, E.C

RATE.—id. per Word ; Minimum, 6d.

SINGER'S Medium and Family, 2s. per gross, 3d.

stamps for postage, makers of wax thread needles.—S. Cox &

Co., Eagle Works, Alcester.

FOR SALE, a number of Wheeler & Wilson No. i Heads

and Stands old style Thomas Button Hole Machines, Gophering

Machines and Heberling Running Stitch Machines. Offers invited.

A F. Ivey, 48, George Street, Plymouth.

WE are now doing a splendid 4 oz. bottle Sewmg
Machine Oil at 24s. gross, equal to oil now in the market at

•j6s a good bold 6d. bottle Cycle Oil 23s., about lOO gross to

clear.—J. W. Drake, Oil Importer, Ilfracombe.

rpO MANUFACTURERS. — Provincial Wholesale
-L Firm calling on dealers in Domestic Machinery, Ironmongers,

&c desires particulars of any Novelties or Goods suited to these trades,

Commission or Purchase.—" Provincial," Sewing Machine Gazette

Office.

W^

WANTED, a Respectable Steady Man as Mechanic.

Must thoroughly understand Singer Oscillating Shuttle

Machines. State experience, age, and salary required to the Singer

Manufacturing Company, Donegal Sq uare,jelfast.

rANTED for the North of Ireland a few Respectable

Steady Men as Canvassers, Collectors, and Depot Agents.

Write, giving full particulars, " North of Ireland," care of this journal.

7;rANVASSER~AND COLLECTOR WANTED to^ take charge of Country Depot. Married man preferred. Apply

l)y letter, stating what experience, to W. J. Harris & Co., Limited,

Sewing Machine and Perambulator Manufacturers, 219, Old Kent

Road, S.E.

The Hire-Purchase System.

Hiking a Bassinette.

At the (;loucester Police Court, on the 13th inst., George Biggs was

charged that he being the l)ailee of a bassinette did unlawfully convert

same to his own use. Mr. Edward Pitt, domestic machinery dealer,

Lower Barton Street, Gloucester, stated that early in April last Alice

Maud Biggs went to his shop to hire a bassinette, for which she paid

2d. for the hour, but it had never been returned. About May 15th he

was passing the shop of Mr. Prosser, in Victoria Street, and saw the

bassinette outside. The prisoner had no authority to dispose of the

- bassinette. Alice Maud Briggs (13) said the prisoner was her brother.

One morning in April last she went to her brother's hou.sc in Millbrook

Street, and was afterwards sent by prisoner's wife to Mr. Pitt's shop to

hire a'ba.ssinette for one hour, for which she paid twopence. She had

hired one previously for her brother's child. She thought the b.issi-

nette produced was the one she hired in April. Robert Prosser,

furniture dealer, Victoria Street, Gloucester, said that on April 26th

last the prisoner went to his shop and invited him to go to his house

ami buy some furniture. On his going there the prisoner ntiered him,

amongst other things, a bassinette, for which he gave 5s. The pris.mer

said he wished to sell it because he was going away from Gloucester,

"ihe bassinette was taken to his shop on April 28th, and paid for by

his wife. He could not say to whom the money w.as paid. Mr. Chipp,

on behalf of prosecutor, applied for a remand, in order that another

witness might be produced, as the latter portion of Mr. I'rosser's

tvidence had taken him by surprise, and it w.is possible that he should

bring another ch.irge against the prisoner. The prisoner was

remanded.
Il LEC.AI. PLEDr.INC.

At the Nottingham Summons Court, on the 8th August, before Mr.

C. G. Hill and Alderman Sir John Turncy, Joseph Randel, of

Randall Terrace, Randall Street, was charged with illegally pledging

two silver watches, the property of Messrs. John Murdoch & Son.

Mr. Arthur Barlow appeared in support of the case. It appeared that

the defend.-vnt got the watches on the instalment system, but after

paying the deposits did not pay anything further, and subsequently,

asheadmitted, pledged thewatches. Fined 30>., or in default 14 days'
imprisonment.

Selling Hired Goods.
At the Sheffield Townhall, on the 13th of August, before the

Stipendiary, Harry Thorpe, alias Howe, alias Albert Parker, engineer
•f 60, Saxon Road, was charged with obtaining a piano from Mr. Henry
Arnold, 83, William Street, by false pretence on August 1st.

A second charge was one of obtaining on the 28th June, from Mr.
Robert Brown, sewing machine dealer, 134, Bramall Lane, a sewing
machine by n,eans of false pretences. Prisoner employed precisely
similar means to obtain the machine as he did to get possession of the
piano. Going to the shop of Mr. Brown in a pony and trap on the
morning of the 28th June, he said he wanted to purchase a sewing
machine on the hire system. He gave the name of Herbert Stavely,
and said he kept a fish shop at 36, Pond Street. It turned out that
there was no Herbert Stavely, a fishmonger, at 36, Pond Street, but at

134 in the same street Mr. Isaac Staveley does keep a fish shop, and
according to his statement prisoner had been courting his daughter,
but since " this machine business " got known to him he had " dis-
charged him altogether." Upon his statement to Mr. Brown prisoner
was allowed to have a machine, which he took to Mr. Henry Ball,
auctioneer, and asked the cashier there to sell it for him, giving the
name of "Herbert Thorpe," and the address "Hyde Hall, Bacon," for
Beighton). He was advanced 30s. on it until it was sold, and for this
he gave a receipt, writing the address above given.

A third charge was for obtaining, on the 17th and 20th of June last,

two concertinas, from Messrs. J. & W. Hastings, West Street. Similar
tactics were employed in this case.

Thorpe said he had nothing to say, and was committed for trial on
all charges.

Summons through a Seizure.
At the Cork Police Court, before Messrs. J. R. Cronin, R.,M., and

E. Pike, Mr. H. A. Wynne, solicitor, said lie had to make an appli-
cation to the .Bench to issue a summons at the suit of Mrs. Matilda
Thomson, Marina Terrace, against Mr. James Burchill, Grand Parade
sewing machine agent. She had previously applied for a summons in
the ordinary way, and it had been refused. She charged Mr.
Burchill with having abstracted a sewing machine and its cover, an
account book, and Ihe sum of lis. 6d. from her premises.

Mr. Cionin : Is there not an agreement made by the parties, in

which after so many weeks' instalments for the payment of the machine
are due the agent has a right to go into their premises and recover the
machine ? I have seen one such, but I don't know whether it exists

in this case.

Mr. Wynne : If it does, it will be for Mr. Burchill at the proper
lime to prove that he had a right to t.ike away the machine, and
that the agreement was a proper and a leg,al one. I may mention that

Mr. Burchill got possession of the book in which the receipts for the
payments for the machines were entered, and deliberately refused to

return it. We ask for a summons against him on this charge also.

Mr. Cronin : Embody in the summons an crder for the production
of that book.

Mr. Wynne : I don't care whether he produces it or not. On this

(lay, immediately after he took away the machine, Mr. Burchill w-as

arrested by Sergeant Rowe, and brought before Mr. Shannon, who
discharged him in order that this lady might institute any proceedings

she thought proper. Well, when we asked for a summons subsequently

we were refused.

Mr. Cronin : Mr. Burchill took this machine under his supposed
right, whether proper or not. Would it not be better to substitute
" did unlawfully take and carry aw.ay " for " steal " ? It is an ugly

word.
Mr. II. Humphreys, jun. : That is what the magistrates objectetl to

when the summons was refused.

Mr. Wynne : Whatever pretended right Mr. Burchill may have had
tn the machine he had no right to the us. f 1. I don't see how he
can support the taking away of that. When vour Wo'ships hear the

evidence it wdl be your boumlen duty to retur i him for trial, and let

him, if he can, defend his action before a jur)'.

Mr. Cronin : 1 would be very slow to send a case of the kind for

trial. Did Mr. Butler, R.M., refuse to sign tliii summons?
Mr. Humphreys : He would not take the word "steal."

Mr. Cronin : Cannot a civil action be taken ?

Mr. Wynne said the civil case could not bctrierl until the felony was
disposed of.

Mr. Cronin: I think it is the greatest stretch I ever heard to call

this a case of felony.

Mr. Wynne : Remember, he took the us. 6d.
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Mr. Cronin : Oh, that is another thing altogether. You char(,'e liim

with slcalinj; tliat. .Make an information, and \vc will yive you a

summons for that, of course.

Malild.i Thomson was then swam. She deposed that on last

Monday she left the room in which the machine was and went upstairs.

The machine was on one table and the cover on another, and there

w.xs also in the room the sinn of I Is. 6d., a piece of emliroidcry, and a

bread book. When upstairs she heard a noise in the hall. .She

looked out of the window, and saw Mr. Burchill running away from

the place. He was taking something with him—what it was she could

not ex.actly say. She went downstairs immediately and missed the

machine, the book, the embroidery, the cover, and the lis. 6d.

Mr. Cronin : You missed the lis. 6d. ?

Mrs. Thomson: Yes; it was in the drawer of the cover. I saw it

there one hour before. There was no one else in the room during that

time except myself, Mr. Hurchill, and a little child. Afterwards I

accused Mr. Burchill of taking the lis. 6d. He denied it, and denied

taking anything from my house. He denied being there at all. Hut

I saw him go out, and there are people who can say he had the

machine in one hand and the cover in the other when leaving.

Mr. Cronin : Do you believe he took this lis. 6d. ?

Mrs. Thomson : I certainly do.

In reply to Mr. Wynne, Mr. Thomson said she paid the instalments

on the machine regularly up to the 2Sth February. On that day Mr.

Burchill got possession of the receipt book and refused to give it back.

She had paid nothing since, as she had no receipt book to get the

money entered.

Mr. Wynne : I will be able to prove that Mr. Burchill took away
the machine and cover and left them in a neighbouring place.

Mr. Cronin : Draught the information. The strongest point against

him is this denial of taking the machine, and his denial of being at the

premises. When he took the receipt-book and refused to give it back

you should have asked for your summons then and made him show
cause for his action.

The summons was granted. The case will be heard next Wednes-

day.

A Sewing Machine a Tool of Trade.
' At the Blackburn County Court, on the 25th ult., before his Honour

Judge Coventry, a widow, named Annie Arnold, who resides in Kemp
Street, Blackburn, and supports herself by dressmaking, sued Elijah

Holden, auctioneer, of the Technical Salerooms, Blackburn, for ;^I0

for illegal distraint. Mr. Withers appeared for the plaintiff, and sts-.ted

that on the 29th June the defendant, who was an authorised bailiff,

distrained upon Mrs. Arnold's goods on behalf of the landlord, and,

amongst other things, took away a sewing machine. He contended

that the man was not entitled to do this, as the plaintiff was a dress-

maker, and could not get her livelihood without the machine, which

was, within the meaning of the Act, " an implement of trade." Mr.

Riley, who represented the defence, said the sewing machine was a

hired one, and not the property of the plaintiff. His Honour, how-

ever, said that plaintiff was in lawful possession. Mr. Withers stated

that the Leicester County Court Judge had decided that a sewing

machine used by a dressmaker in her business was an implement of

trade, but he admitted that the point had not been decided in the High
Courts. His Honour said the defendant no doubt believed he had a

perfect right to remove the machine. His opinion was that the sewing

machine used by a dressmaker was an implement of trade. Mr. Riley

said his client would be glad to return the machine. His Honour
stated that on that understanding he would give judgment for 21s., the

machine to be returned within a week.

Claim for Balance of Instalment.

Al the West Riding Summer Assizes held at the Leeds Townhall,

before Mr. Justice Wills, on Thursday, August 14, 1S90, an action was
brought by Messrs. Bradbury & Co., Limited, against Walter Hartley,

tailor and clothier, Wade Lane, Leeds, to recover the sum of ;^"54 2s.

for hire of sewing machines and goods supplied.

Mr. C. M. Atkinson, instructed by Mr. H. A. Child, solicitor, Leeds,

appeared for the plaintiff, and Mr. Walton, Q.C., appeared for the

defendant.

Mr. Atkinson said this was an action brought by the plaintiffs, who
were manufacturers of sewing machines on a large scale, and doing an

extensive business in the country, to recover the sum of ^£'54 2s. from

the defendant, and which was made up of two items, viz., l.^ 9s. 6d.,

being balance of an account for the erection of a bench in the defen-

dant's workshop, and ^46 12s, 6d. for the hire of ele\'en sewing

machines which were supplied under an hire agreement, dated Jan. 21,

1889. The defendant had used the machines in connection with his

trade, and paid at irregular intervals for them up to October of tliat

year, when he requested the plaintiffs to remove the machines, as he
professed he had no further use for them. This the plaintiffs ilid not

do, and they remained in Hartley's possession until January ot this

year, when Hartley sent them back to Messrs. Bradbury's shop in a

hand-cart. He should have to place the hire agreement before his

Lordship, and would at once proceed to call evidence,to bear out the

facts of the case as he had stated them.

Mr. Walton, Q.C., for the defendant, said he thought it would
hardly be necessary to do that, as he was quite prepared to admit

the facts of the case as laid'before his Lordship by his learned friend ;

but he submitted, in defence, that the plaintiffs could not recover the

whole amount claimed for the hire of the machines, as the defendant

was released from his liability under the agreement when he gave the

plaintiffs notice in October of 1SS9 that he did not want the machines
any longer, and requested the plaintiffs to remove them. This they

had failed to do, and consequently they could not claim for any time

beyond October.

Mr. T. M. Cockroft, the plaintiffs' manager at Leeds, was called

and examined as to the state of the accoun t, and after Mr. Atkinson
had addressed the Court on the point raised by Mr. W^alton, his Lord-
ship gave judgment in favour of the plaintiffs for ;^24 7s. 6d., with

costs, but made no order as to the disposal of the machines, which
remain the property of Messrs. Bradbury 4 Co.

Lloyd & Co.'s Annual Outing.
The annual uulingof .Messrs. Lloyd & Co., ])crambulator and domestic

appliance factors, foreign and colonial shippers, of the Borough, took
place at the Cyclists' Rest Hotel, Foots Cray, on Thursday, the SIst
of August. The parly started in brakes from the Borough at 9. 30,
and went by way of Old Kent Road, Lcwisham, to the Tiger's Head,
Lee, where the first halt was made for luncheon. Thence to Chisel-
hurst Common, to the Hull's Head, where the party enjoyed themselves
for a short time in its lovely garden, afterwards proceeding to their

destination.

Just before reaching Foots Cray arrangements had been made with
a local photographer to take a portrait of the party, which was done
most satisfactorily. The Cyclists' Rest was reached after a most charming
and delightful ride of four hours.

Dinner was served in Host King's very best style, at which every
one expressed satisfaction.

Mr. Lloyd proposed the usual loyal toast of " The Queen and Royal
Family," in a few well-chosen sentences.

Mr. AVilliams next proposed, " Prosperity to the firm of Lloyd &
Co.," which he was sure would be heartily responded to by all, for their

interest was the interest of the firm ; th,it is, the'interest of employer
and employed were mutual in every way, because if the employn did
not support the firmihe firm could not stand. Therefore, it was obvious
the better work the employes did the better the reputation the firm would
have in the minds of the patrons of Lloyd & Co. The speaker said
that from observation he was able to make of those connected with
the firm, and he had many opportunities of seeing the way the
business was conducted, both in the presence of Mr. Lloyd and in his

absence, he felt sure that the firm would prosper and increase in the
future as it had done in the past.

Mr. Ives, manager of the retail department, proposed the health of
Mr. Lloyd, and said he had had the honour and privilege of knowing
Mr. Lloyd for a great many years, long before he had any idea of
being connected with the firm of Lloyd cS: Co. in any way, and if he
ever had a proud moment in his life it was then, in being allowed to
propose the health of one the most deserving of long life and
prosperity of any one in the room (loud cheers), and he sincerely

hoped that Mr. Lloyd would be long spared to preside over these
annual outings, and to direct his large and growing business.

Mr. Lloyd, in responding, thanked Mr. Williams for his kind
remarks re the firm of Lloyd & Co., and Mr. Ives for the kind
words he had spoken of him personally, and he said it would always
be his pleasure and delight to make the outing a success, and as Mr.
Williams had said those who are employed by the firm must feel an
inierest in their work as he felt an interest in them or they would not
be together to-day. He might say that he felt very safe in that respect,

or they would not have the confidence of customers in all parts of the
world, for it was only last week a remittance came from New Zealand,
value ;i200, from some one he had never heard of, so some one must
be satisfied with the way they conducted their business, or have heard
a very good account of the firm and the way the business was con'
ducted. He was also glad to see so many of his friends and neighbours
present ; that also was proof of the respect the firm was held in by
those who knew him.
The toast of the visitors was responded to by Mr. Harding, ofMalta,

now on a visit to England with his charming little daughter. He said
that he was very pleased to respond to this toast, for he had been a
customer of Mr. Lloyd for some few years, but he felt a very great
feeling of kind regard for Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd for the manner they had
always treated him, and he felt it was Air. Lloyd's habit to make
friends of all those he came in contact with ; further, he looked forward
to his annual visit to England to renew the friendship of one he held
in the verj' highest esteem. He thanked Mr. Lloyd most heartily for

accompanying his name with this toast, and asked the company to
assist him in giving three cheers for Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd and family,

which was done with " three times three."

Mr. Williams then proposed " Our Host," and Mr. King having
briefly responded. fthe party adjourned to the spacious lawn and grounds,
where the newly-invented and amusing game of Buzz was indulged in.

After a concert, and fun and frolic of various kinds, the start for

home was made, which was reached safely, all having enjoyed them-
selves beyond measure.

The visitors included Mr. John Lees (of Holloway), Jlr. and Mrs.
i\Ioss Woolf, Mr. and Mrs. S. Benjamin, Mr. AVilliams, Mr. O'Keaffe,
^frs. Maples, Mrs. Hammond, Mr. Peacock, Mr. Ware, Mr. Hardy
(from Scotland), Mr. Harding and daughter (from Malta), Mr. Osmond
(Jersey), Mr. Fred. Williams, Mr. Cauty (Bailey Wringing Machine
Company), &c.

The Action Against Bradbury's for
Damages for Injuries.

SN the Queen's Bench Division, before Mr. Justice

Cave and Mr. Justice Kay, sitting as a Divisional

Court, on the nth August, the action of Hopwood r.

Bradbury & Company, Limited, came before their Lord-
ships in the form of a motion by the defendants for an
order directing the plaintiff to pay the costs of an
abandoned appeal.

The action came on for hearing before the County Court
Judge at Hanley to recover damages for injuries

to the plaintiff's children through the alleged

negligence of defendants' servants (reports of
which have already been reported in the Sewing Machine
Gazette for June and July last), the result being a verdict

for the defendants. The plaintiff then gave notice of
appeal, but as the appeal had not been entered the
defendants now
granted.

aslied for the costs of same, which was
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Failures and Arrangements.

WALTER FEATHER BOTTOMLEY, perambulator maker,
Pollard's Yard, Millgarth Street, Leeds.

The above debtor came up for his public examination on the I2th day
of August, at the Leeds Bankruptcy Court, before Mr. Registrar

Marshall. The statement of affairs filed by the bankrupt showed
liabilities estimated at ;f2,027 l^^- ^"^'-i ^"d assets valued at ^£'584

13s. gd. In the course of his examination by the Official Receiver the

debtor stated that he began business as a merchant, in Leeds, in 1SS4,

but in the following year he started making perambulators. He had
had a large number of monetary transactions with a man named Bland,
who had lately filed his petition. Bland was in the same trade, and
when he failed he owed debtor ^Soo, but he obtained goods from him
which reduced the debt to about ;^6oo. He had had no previous

experience in the perambulator trade, but he had previously been in

partnership, in Bradford, in the wool trade. That business proved a

failure, and resulted in his paying his creditors a composition of Ss. in

the pound, but since then he had paid ;f6oo to two creditors. In one
case it was for money lent, and in the other case he had got goods from
a creditor ; however, if he had been successful he would have paid all

his creditors in full. When he went to Leeds he commenced business

on borrowed capital. A statement of affairs had been prepared for a
meeling of his creditors held recently, which showed 10s. in the pound,
but only 2s. 6d. in the pound was offered to the meeting. The Official

Receiver remarked that the debtor was entitled to a one-third share of

his father's property, under a will made by the latter, but he had
Ijorrowed /'2,6oo upon it, and it was not estimated to be worth more
than that amount. The debtor stated that he could not tell how much
it was really worth, as some considered it to be worth more than ;^2,6oo,

and others less than that amount. Finally, it was decided to adjourn

the examination.

On August 14th Mr. J. Routh, C.A., Park Road, Leeds, was
appointed trustee in the above. The total estimated liabilities amount
to ;^2,ooo. Among the creditors are the following :

—

£ s. d.

Gallon, W. H., London 36 iS 3

Cunliffe & Croom, Manchester 47 5 6
Cook, W., Birmingham ... .„ ... ... ... 10 7 o
Cholerton, H. cS: Co., Derby 17 14 o
Foster, W. & Co., Birmingham 63 iS 4
Hughes, G. H., Birmingham 31 I o
Hooper & Edwan, Birmingham 32 2 10
Littlewood, G., Birmingham 52 o o
Saunders, Davies, & Co., Birmingham 10 19 6

Smith & Parker, Birmingham :o 7 o
WILLIAM TURNER, boot and shoe dealer, and domestic machinery

dealer, 29, Bethel Street, Brighouse.
This debtor was publicly examined at the Halifax Bankruptcy Court,

on the 6th ult. , before Mr. Registrar Alexander. In reply to the

Official Receiver, the debtor stated that his liabilities amounted to

£,\2() 14s. 3d., and his deficiency io £t% 17s. 4d. He first commenced
business about fifteen years ago, without any capital. He formerly
had a small shop in Briggate, but removed to larger premises, hoping
to do better business. Until these bankruptcy proceedings he neve
knew what a cash-book was, and of course had never kept one. He
attributed his failure to insufficient capital, bad trade, and sickness in

family. He had done a little business in sewing machines and bicycles,

but with regard to the latter he usually paid for one machine when he
sold it, his brother assisting him by lending him money. When he filed

his petition he had only three sewing machines in stock, one belonging
to the Singer Company sent to him on trial, and two machines from
Messrs. Jones & Co., which had been sent to him for sale or return.

When he found he was not doing so well as he expected in his larger

premises he cpoke to some of his relatives, who advised him to file his

petition. The debtor was finally allowed to pass his examination.
CHARLES COUSSENS, domestic machinery dealer. Queen's

Road, Hastings.

The above debtor, in the course of his adjourned public examination
at the Hastings B.ankruptcy Court, stated that the books had lieen

kept by his manager, as he did not understand niucli about bookkeeping.
The amended accounts he had filed were based upon estimates, as he
could not get the actual amounts from the books. The Oflicial

Receiver remarked that the accounts were as unintelligible as the books,

but he did not think that any useful purpose would be served by
keeping the examination open, therefore, he had no objection to the

debtor being allowed to pass.

HENRY RIPLEY, perambulator maker, Leeds.

The public examination of the above debtor came on for hearing

at the Leeds Bankruptcy Court, before Mr. Registrar Marshall, on
the 30th ult. The statement of affairs showed liabilities amounting
to ;^2,039 15s. Sd., and .assets estimated to produce ;^278 5s. Sd.

In answer to the Official Receiver, the debtor stated that he began
business about five and a half years ago without any capital, and
he w.is very successful until he took larger premises. His present

position had been brought about by bad debts, excessive law costs,

and expenses consequent upon removing to larger premises. He
denied that he was in an insolvent position twelve months ago, and
he had not bought goods within a month of filing his petition,

with a knowledge of his insolvency. He had become involved in

.«ome bill transactions with another perau>bulator maker named
iiottomley, who had since filed his petition. They had aecom-
modated one another with bills to the amount of ^^340, which
were discounted at the brink and the money divided. The examina-
tion was finally adjourned in order that the de'otor might be enabled
to furnish further accounts.

WILLIAM SCOTT, invalid furniture, wheel chair, and bassinette

manufacturer, 9, Broad Street, Hath.
The statutory meeting of the creditors of the above failure was held

on the I3lh August at the offices of the Official Rcceiyer, Bristol. The
statement of affairs filed by the debtor showed liabilities amounting to

/^I54 los., and assets estimated at C\}, 4S. 6d. The debtor
commenced bu.siness in 1 886 with a capital of ;{^30. The only book of

accounts lie has kept is a sale book. It appears that early in July the

debtor attempted to carry out a private arrangement of 5s. in the pound,
but failed. No offer has been suggested, and the debtor has been
adjudicated bankrupt on his own petition. The estate is being
realised.

At the public examination, in answer to the Official Receiver, the

debtor stated that his statement of affairs was quite correct. With
regard to some transactions with the Carlton Bank, the debtor stated

that at the end of last year he was pressed by several creditors, through
their receiving anonymous letters, and he borrowed ^25 to meet his

liabilities, being charged £10 as interest. He had repaid £% 15s., and
transferred four £<^ shares to the bank, which still held them as

security. He did not realise them and meet his creditors wdthout
borrowing, because there was a difficulty in selling them. They were
shares in the Rock Building Society. The bank sent him interest

upon the shares, and he received one amount in December last. He
had a copy of one of the anonymous letters, which read as follows :

—

" If you have an account with No. 9, Broad Street, it will be well to

look it up sharp, confidential." That letter had been sent to a credi-

tor, who had sent it on to him, and he had made a copy of it. He
could not recognise the handwriting, but it had evidently come from
some one who was at enmity with him. The Official Receiver

remarked that the debtor appeared to be an inoffensive man, and he
should not have thought he had any enemies. Debtor : It appears
that I have. The Official Receiver : Were you cutting the prices at

all ? Bankrupt : I only desired to get an honest living, and strived to

do so. The Official Receiver : Did some of the people look it up
sharp ? Debtor : Well, one or two of them did, and I had solicitors,

letters. The Official Receiver : You attribute your being brought here

to these letters ? Debtor : Yes. In the course of further examination
the debtor stated that his own landlord would have become guarantee

for the 5s. in the pound that he offered to his creditors, but the offer

fell through in consequence of some of the creditors refusing to accept

it. He wanted to leave Bath as soon as the bankruptcy proceedings

were finished. The debtor was finally allowed to pass.

The creditors are as follows :

—

£ s. d.

Calverhouse, London 35 o o
Halesowen Carriage Company, Birmingham 10 5 6
Isly, Tunbridge ... ... ... ... ... ... 29 i o
L'HoUier, Leon, Birmingham ... ... ... ... 33 14 2

Masters, T., Bristol .. 15 o 11

FREDERICK GEORGE MUNDAY, dealer in sewing machines, 3,

Broadway, Wimbledon, and 65, High Street, Sutton.

A dividend in the above will shortly be announced by the trustee,

Mr. A. Mackintosh, 14, Railway Approach. London Bridge, S.E.
TIMOTHY SHEPHERD, sewing machine dealer, Richmond.

In our last issue we reported the failure of the above. On the 19th

ult. the debtor's public examination was held at the Wandsworth
Bankruptcy Court. The liabilities were stated at £'i'^% 13s. id., of
which £t]6 4s. gd. was expected to rank for dividend. The assets

were estimated at ^^340 is. lod. The debtor alleged that he was
solvent. A dividend of 8s. in the pound was offered and accepted by
most of the creditors, but a further meeting was to be held on Aug. 29th.

The adjourned meeting of the creditors was held as arranged, when
it was stated that the guarantor of the dividend previously offered had
withdrawn. Nothing was therefore decided, and a further adjournment
until the 5th of September was arranged to enable a fresh offer to be
made.

County Court Judgments.
A County Court judgment was registered against Edward Carey

(trading as Edward Carey & Co.), cycle and perambulator dealer, 61,
New Kent Road, S.E., for the sum of £\Ti 3s. gd., on July 1st.

A County Court judgment was registered against R. A. Cole,
sewing machine de.iler. Spring Grove, -Surbiton, for the sum of

/.13 3s. 6d., on July 9th.

.\ County Court judgment was on July 25th registered against

John Pettitt, machine dealer, 3, Upper Road, Plaistow, for the sum of

£\2 IS.

A County Court judgment was registered against Ralph Howarth,
machine dealer, Manchester Road, Rochdale, for the sum of £lz is.,

on July 1 6th.

lirratum.—In our last issue we reported a County Court judgment
igainst Mr. J. H. (Jreenwood. This was no mistake on our part, but

the judgment ought never to have been registered, and was an error

on the part of the clerk of the County Court. Mr. tirrenwood was
sued for j^i3 gs. 6d., but had a counter-claim which should have been
taken as a set-off, and no entry made in the register of judgments. We
are very sorry that we should have given currency to such an error,

and thereby caused, we are informed, great annoyance to Mr. Green-
wood, who is a highly respected sewing machine dealer at Hanley.

Bill oi" Sale.

A Bill of Sale was filed on July 29th for ^30, in favour of the

Southern District Bank, against Byron William Barnard Eldon, to a

sewing machine company, 30, East Street, Chichester.

The Automatic Brake Wanted.

J^ CORONER'S jury have found a verdict of

iv}s " Accidental Death " in the case of Harold Swain,

aged eight months, son of a brass moulder, residing in

Radnor Street, Eccles Road, Salford. The evidence

showed that on the 7th ult. the deceased was in a

bassinette, which was standing on the footpath whilst

its nurse looked in a shop window. Shortly afterwards

another girl touched the bassinette, which ran off the

footpath and upset in the road, just as a cart was passing-

the result being that the cart wheels passed over the child's

head, and he died soon afterwards.
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Finding a Way out of the DifTiculty.

At the Bow County Court, on the 4th August, Ann Ayrcs, dressmaker,

Se.'Stanbrd Ro.irl, Walthamstow, sued Mr. Goldncy, wine merchant,

Uroarlway House, Leyton, for ^^5, being /^3, value of a sewing machine

allcgcil to have lieen damaged by defendant, and £2 claimed for loss of

time consequent on the damage.
Mr. Wilkinson St. Martin's Lane, for defendant.

In I'Vbruary, plaintiff was working at defendant's house, and her

scwinf. machine was fetched for her by defendant himself. When the

work had been completed defendant took the machine back again for

plaintiff, when an accident occurred, and the plate was broken.

Defendant took it to Singer's to have it made right for plaintiff, but

Singer's said the machine could not be repaired. IJefendant thereupon

lent plaintiff a machine, and only fetched it away recently when
threatened with an action.

Me now pleaded that in removing the machine all possible care was
used, and that the accident had occured to the machine, which wos a

very old pattern, because in lifting it into the cart the screws, which

should have held it to the wooden stand, came out

His Honour suggested that defendant should give plaintiff something,

and settle the affair.

Mr. Wilkinson said his client was willing to give plaintiff a sovereign,

but she refused to accept any such amount.
Upon the suggestion of his Honour, the parties conferred together,

but plaintiff refused to settle, and eventually Mr. Girton, sewing

machine dealer, Bow Road, was fetched, and asked to give his opinion

respecting the damage.
Having examined the machine, he said Singer's could have repaired

it if they chose, but i( they would not nobody else could. He had had
a machine, made by another firm, damaged like the one produced, and

it had cost ;^"i to repair it.

In the course of conversation which ensued, it transpired that Mr.

Girton was willing to supply for £2 a machine as good as that in dis-

pute before it was damaged, and defendant thereupon offered to give

plaintiff 30s., and to lend her lOs. more, which she might repay as she

pleased, so that she could buy a new machine at once.

His Honour accordingly gave judgment for plaintiff for 50s., with

costs, plaintiff appearing, however, to be anything but satisfied.

Action Against a Hire Dealer for
Malicious Prosecution

AT the Yorkshire Summer Assises, held at Leeds on the 1st ult.,

'^ before Mr, Justice Wills, an action for malicious prosecution was
heard. The plaintiff in this case was Joseph Thornton, auctioneer and
valuer, Tong Road and Bramley, Leeds, for whom Mr. Waddy, Q.C.,
and Mr. C. M. Atkinson appeared; the defendant was George Newell,
furniture dealer, Manchester Road, Bradford, who was represented by
Mr. Walton, Q.C., and Mr. W. Beverley. The action was brought
to recover damages for malicious prosecution. The plaintiff formerly
carried on business at Birkenshaw, and in July, 18S9, he purchased a
quantity of furniture from a man named Adam Bolton for £j los

,

which he sold to another man at a premium of 35s. The
goods had been obtained twelve months before by Bolton
from the defendant on the hire system, and he had only paid 25s. 6d.
towards the ;^2o at which they were valued. In March last Bolton
was apprehended, and sentenced to four months' imprisonment for

having feloniously converted the chattels to his own use. It was
alleged that the plaintiff knew that the goods had been got by Bolton
on the hire system, and he; was brought before the police-court at

Dewsbury on a charge of feloniously and fraudulently receiving the
chattels, well knowing the same to have been feloniously and fiaudu-
lently converted by Bolton to his own use. After hearing the evidence
the magistrates dismissed the case, and an action was com-
menced for false imprisonment. Proceedings were taken by Newell
in the County Court to recover the value of the furniture, and he
obtained judgment for ;^I5 and costs. Witnesses were now called
for the defence.

George Newell, the defendant, said that on the 1st October, 188S,
he let Bolton have a quantity of furniture on hire. The money was
to be paid in instalments of 2s. 6d. a week. On the 1st July, 1SS9,
^i 5s. 6d. had been paid on account of the furniture. On the 26th
July Mrs. Bolton brought the key of the house to him. She said her
husband had sold the furniture, but that she had locked up the house
and nailed fast the %vindows, and brought the key. It was afterwards
found that the furniture had been taken away by Thornton. A person

named Hutchinson and others said they hail toid Thornton that the

furniture was on hire. He laid information against Thornton on the

advice of his solicitor. He honestly believed the information was
true. He had no malicious feeling towards Thornton. He had never

seen him, and did not know him. The County Court proceedings had

not been commenced before May 9th, when he received a letter from

Mr. Child, the plaintiffs solicitor, with regard to the present action,

bul he had instructed his solicitor to lake proceedings.

Mr. Waddy : You went at him in the County Court to try and
recover the value of this furniture? I took the advice of my
solicitor.

You took criminal proceedings, and you took civil proceedings, and
you took criminal proceedings first, and you were beaten. Why
didn't you take civil proceedings first ? I was advised by my
solicitor.

His Lordship : I suppose in the County Court he recovered against

Thornton ?

Mr. Waddy: Oh, yes; he got judgment, and the date of payment
i^ the 7th August—about ;£'30—/l5and costs.

Hannah Bolton, wife of Adam Bolton, stated that she told Thornton

the furniture was on hire.

Fred. Hutchinson said he tol.I Thornton that the goods were on
hire, and he replied that he did not care, he was going to have
them.
Martha Jane Hall, wife of David Hall, also stated that she informed

the plaintiff that the goods were on hire.

Other witnesses having been examined, his Lordship asked the

jury whether they thought that when the defendant put the criminal

law in motion by issuing a summons against the plaintiff for felony,

he had made reason.able inquiries; and if they said no—possibly

whether they said yes or no—he would ask them whether he made
this accusation maliciously, that was to say, from some other motive

than an honest desire as a good citizen to put the criminal law in

motion against a person whom he believed to be an offender against

the law ; and if they answered both of these questions in favour of

the plaintiff it would become a question of damages. It was to be
regretted that the defendant took criminal proceedings. A greater

mistake, in his judgment, was seldom made than when people pre-

ferred a criminal court to a civil court when there was any ground for

dealing charitably with a man, instead of rigorously, and the
defendant certainly could not protect himself by saying he took

the advice of his solicitor or counsel. If he got unreasonable advice
and acted upon it, he could not protect himself if he had acted with-

out reasonable and probable cause or maliciously. He could not
really see from the facts as they knew them that the plaintiff was
guilty of any misconduct at all, and he had been subjected to the

indignity of standing in the dock of a criminal court, and would have
been sent, if he had been guilty, to the same kind of punishment that

Bolton received.

The jury, after an absence of nearly an hour and a half, answered
the first question in the negative and the second in the affirmative, and
awarded /60 to the plaintiff as damages.

His Lordship gave judgment.

Employes' Pic-Nic

The evifloyes of the Leicester and district branch of the Singer
Manufacturing Co. held their first annual pic-nic on the 21st ult., the
place selected being Longciiffe. A party of sixty had a very pleasant
drive in brakes through Cropstone, and arrived at Longciiffe at 12.40,

v.diere they were joined by the Loughborough contingent. Dinner and tea

were served by Mr. Bennett in first-class style, and afterwards outdoor
games were indulged in. On the cloth being removed, after tea, Mr.
German (Stamford) proposed " Success to the Singer Manufacturing
Co.," coupling with it Mr. AVhittie, the popular European manager,
which was seconded by Mr. Pole, and supported by Mr. Dexter
(Loughborough). Afterwards a programme of songs and recitations

was gone through in a most satisfactory manner. A vote of thanks to

Mr. Clare, the Leicester manager, for his kindness in presiding on this

occasion, was proposed and drunk with musical honours. A two
hours' drive through Loughborough brought a most enjoyable day to

a successful termination.

During the past month Mr. John Edge, of 62, Liverpool

Road, Newcastle, Staffs., and 15, Broad Street, Hanley,

has exhibited the Vertical Feed Sewing Machine at the

local Agricultural Show, and did a good trade in the

same.

T0_TJiE_TRAp E.
SIMMONS d GO. supply Perambulator Manufacturers with

BODIES AND IRONWORK
of Clxildren's Ca.]?ts £i.ndL Carriages,

SPRINGS, HANDLE RODS, HOOD IRONS, &,a
Lowest Prices consistent with Reliable Work. Terms—Cash on Delivery.

SEND SAMPLES OR DRAWINGS FOR FREE ESTIMATE.

BODY MAKERS AND PERAMBULATOR SMITHS,

TANNER STREET, BERM0ND8EY STREET, S.E.
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Mr, George W. Phililps.

Jt^ QUARTER of a century's experience of the sewing
^«& machine trade ; such is the record of Mr. George
W. Phillips. Born in London in 1845, after four and
a half years' commercial experience, he in 1865 entered

the service of the Wanzer Sewing Machine Company.
He had not been with this company very long before he
was filled with a desire to visit the United States, and
accordingly went to New York for a time. Whilst ir

America he made the acquaintance of Mr. Elias Howe,
which decided his future business in life.

At this time, 1 866, the Howe Machine Company were
represented in England by Mr. N. Salamon, but they
decided to open an office of their own. In 1867 their

intention was carried out, premises at 64, Regent Street,

London, W., being taken, and Mr. Geo.W. Phillips being
engaged as manager of the counting-house.

Thus commenced a term of service which lasted fifteen

years. Durmg this long period Mr. Phillips was
entrusted with the man-
agement of several of the

most important depart-

ments, including the

financial and correspon-

dence, and there is no
person living to-day who
has a better knowledge of

the ups and downs of the

Howe Company than the
subject of our sketch. As
our readers well know, the

career of that company
has been exceedingly
chequered. The attempt
of several of the original

proprietors to enrich

themselves too rapidly by
making the concern carry

impossiblefinancialburdens

could only end in ruin to

the interests of the share-

holders. This was only

too patent to the mind of

Mr. Phillips, and he there-

fore severed his connec-

tion with the Howe
Company in 18S2.

During his fifteen years'

service with the Howe
Company Mr. Phillips

had worked very hard,

taking but few holidays,

so that when free from
the duties of office he
decided to give himself a

year's rest-

At this time the Davis' Vertical Feed Sewing M:ichine

was gaining a footing in this country. The agents for

the United Kingdom were Messrs. McLean Bros. & Rigg,
the well-known Australian merchants. Thinking that

there was a great future before the machine, Mr. Phillips,

in I S73, entered the service of the agents. Business in-

creased so rapidly that the Davis Company, in 1885,
decided to open an office of their own in this country,
Premises were taken at 24, Aldersgate Street, E.C., and
a manager appointed. It was not long, however, before

the Davis Company felt that their interests would be best

served by giving the command to Mr. Phillips, and fui

the past four years he has fulfilled liie duties of manager
of the whole of their business on this side of the Atlantic.

Only a few minutes' conversation with Mr. Phillipa is

sufficient to convince a visitor that he believes thoroughly
in the vertical feed principle. His company has been
singularly successful. It was organised in i8b6, at Water-
town, N.Y., and had twice to enlarge its plant at thai

place. A few months ago it removed from Walertown to

Dayton, Ohio, where it now possesses immense premises,

covering four acres of space, with a capacity of 400

machines per day. To sell this quantity requires men of
energy and enterprise, and we do not think it is possible
for the Vertical Feed Company to be represented in the
country by a more active manager than the subject of our
sketch. Mr. Phillips is essentially a methodical man,
never appearing to be hurried, but working away steadil}'

all day, thus getting through an immense amount of
work. During his management the business of the com-
pany has grown by leaps and bounds, as it well deserves to
do. The principle of their machine is thoroughly sound
in mechanics and useful in practice, and the quality of the
material of which it is built, and the workmanship and
finish of both metal and wood parts, is the finest possible.

We hope that Mr. Phillips, who is still quite a j'oung
man, will for many years continue to preside" over the
fortunes of his company on this side of the " herring
pond."

MR. GEORGE W. PHILLIPS.

The Triumph Cycle Company,
OST of our readers are acquainted mth the firm of S. Bettmann
& Co., of 4, Golden Lane, EC, who have for some years acted

as agents for Messrs. Biesolt &
Locke's sewing machines, as well

as manufacturers of cycles.

They have just converted their

business into a limited liability

company, under the style of the

Triumph Cycle Company,
Limited, with a capital of

;£'io,ooo, divided into 2,000

shares of jC^ each, only £^ los.

per share being called up. The
directors are as follows :

—

George Sawyer, Esq., 48,

Holborn Viaduct, E.G. (Man-
ager White Sewing Machine
Company); Philip Schloss, Esq.,

53, Cambridge Road, Gunners-
bury, S.W. ; S. Bettmann, Esq.,

ir, Wallace Road, Canonbury,
N.; M. J. Schulte, Esq., 129,
Church Road, Islington, N. ;

Joint Managing Directors.

The Bankers are the Union
Bank of London, Limited
(Holborn Circus Branch).

Messrs. RoUit & Sons, of 12,

Mark Lane, E.G., are the

solicitors and Mr. John George
McCorry the secretary, with
offices at 4, Golden Lane, E.G.,
The following is the

Prospectus :

—

The company is formed to

acquire, as from the 2Sth July
last, and to carry on the well-

known business of S. Bettmann
& Co., of 4, Golden Lane,
London, E.G., and 2S7, Upper
Street, Islington, as a going
concern, and to manufacture
cycles, bicycles, tricycles, veloci-

pedes, and other machines, and
to dispose of them.—

; This business was established

in January, 1SS6, and has been
.sleadily increasing since that lime, and the firm has now a wide and
valuable connection in Europe, and also in the United States and some
"f the Colonies.

The " Triumph " cycles have a very high reputation both in England
and on the Continent, many races having been won on them, (See
enclosed extracts of press notices and testimonials.)

Messrs. S. Bettmann & Co. have not, up to the present, been able to

realise the full proceeds of their trade, having themselves had to pay
large profits to manufacturers of their cycles. The company with
whom they have hitherto been connected have paid dividends of from
10 to 30 per cent.

Messrs. S. Bettmann >t Co. sold during the last twelvemonths more
than 500 machines, but their manufacturers having been unable to turn

out cycles at the required rale, many orders have been lost. Had
Messrs. S. Bettmann ^ Co. been in a position to supply their custo-

mers promptly, their sales would certainly have exceeded the number,
of 900.

Messrs. S. Bettmann & Co. have established for themselves a repu-

tation second to none for business capacity, and their name is

honoured and respected by every one having had dealings with them.
Mr. S. Bettmann has gained great experience in the cycle trade, both

at home and abroad, having constantly travelled for the last six years

in France, Germany, Austria, Spain, Switzerland, Italy, North Africa,

iN:c., and knows nearly every cycle dealer in those countries ; he also

knows, from personal observation, their business places, and is able to

judge whether they deserve credit, and to what extent.

Mr. M. J. Schulte has gained pr.actical experience in the manufacture

of cycles, having been a director in the company with whom Messrs. S.
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licttmann & Co. liavc liilhcrlo been connecled. Mr. .SchuUc lias

designed an entirely new sot of Ijoth l)icycles and tricycles of the most
modern and improved sliajje and construction, and it is intended to

manufacture only high-class machines. He has a practical knowled(je
of all the details required in the manufacturing of bicycles, and the

machines sold by Messrs. .S. lieltmann & Co. have been manufactured
according to hisilcsigns and instructions.

The price fixed by the venilors for the goodwill and business (as a
going concern), book delits (which are guaranteed by the vendors),

furniture, fittings, tools, machines, &c., &c., is A4,26l 5s. lod.,

payal)Ic .is to ^300 in cash, and as to ^2,500 in fully p.aid-up shares;

the balance, /l,46l ss. lod., being the amount of the liabilities of the

Teiulurs, are to be discharged by the company.
The services of both Mr. .S. Bettmann and Mr. M. J. Schulte have

been secured for three years as joint managing directors, upon very
favourable terms. They depend mainly for their remuneration upon the

success of the company, having each agreed to accept a merely nomi-
nal salary of ;^20o per annum. The directors, other than managing
directors, will receive no remuneration for their services in any year in

which a dividend of less than 10 per cent, is declared.
The White Sewing M.achine Company of Cleveland, New York,

Boston, Montevideo, London, and Paris, will take up the sale of the

cycles manufactured by the company, which should be a guarantee of

an important turnover, that company having more than 10,000 agents
all over the world.

A convenient factory, which is being rebuilt and altered to suit the

requirements of the company, has been secured upon very favourable

terms in the town of Coventry, which is the centre of the cycle trade.

The directors confidently hope that for the first year the sale of the

machines manufactured by the company will exceed the number of

1,500, and they feel reasonably

certain of earning for the share-

holders, efen for the first year, a

dividend of at least 10 per cent.

On 1,500 machines a gross

profit of ;£6,ooo may be ex-

pected, which, after making
every allowance, should be suffi-

cient to pay a dividend exceed-

ing 10 per cent.

The following contracts have
been entered into, viz. :—

1. A contract dated the i8th

day of August, 1890,

and made between
Siegfried Bettmann and
Moritz Johann Schulte

of the one part, and
Edward Fowler of the

other part.

2. A contract dated the

20th day of August,

1890, and made be-

tween the said Sieg-

fried Bettmann and
Moritz Johann Schulte

of the first part, the

Triumph Cycle Com-
pany, Limited, of the

second part, and the

said Edward Fowler
of the third part.

In the Memorandum of Asso-

ciation we find the following

clauses:

—

The objects for which the

company is established are

—

1. To acquire and take over
as a going concern, as from the

2Sth day of July, 1S90, the busi-

ness of dealers in cycles,

bicycles, tricycles, velocipedes,

carriages, and sewing machines,

and the various parts thereof,

now carried on by Siegfried

Bettmann and Moritz Johann
Schulte, at No. 4, Golden Lane, in the City of London, and at No.
287, Upper Street, Islington, in the County of Middlesex, under the

style or firm of " S. Bettmann & Co.," and all or any of the assets and
liabilities of the proprietors of that business in connection therewith,

and with a view thereto to enter into the agreement referred to in

Clause 3 of the company's Articles of Association, and to carry the
same into effect with or without modification.

2. To carry on the business of manufacturers and vendors of cycles,

bicycles, tricycles, velocipedes, carriages, sewing machines, and other

machines of every description, and of the various parts thereof, and of

all articles necessary or used in the manufacture thereof, and of all

machinery and apparatus used in the production of cycles, bicycles,

tricycles, velocipedes, carriages, sewing machines, and other machines,
or any parts thereof, or of any such articles as aforesaid.

3. To carry on the business of machinists, fitters, makers of tools,

saddlers, enamellers and platers, and all other detailed branches of

business usually or conveniently connected with any such business as

aforesaid.

We understand that most of the capital of this company has been
subscribed privately, but that there are still a few hundred shares not
yet allotted. The concern appears to us to be well worthy of support
from investors.

Mr. George Sawyer (the manager of the White Sewing Machine
Company) is well known as a thorough business man. For him to

act as chairman is a guarantee of the highest order. Further, he can
influence a large amount of new business. Messrs. Bettmann & §chulte,

the vendors, have been known to us for several years as energetic

business men. The former has had much experience of the sewing
machine and cycle trade on the Continent, and with increased capitwL

at his command will nn tloubt be aide to largely increase the trade in
cycles that his firm have done in the past.

We might add that the Triumph Cycles haTe for some time past
enjoyed considerable popularity as thoroughly reliable machines.

Visits to Kilbowie.

JU RING the past month some 87 officials connected with the
Singer Manufacturing Company's London business were con-

veyed from the metropolis to Scotland in order to inspect their
Company's huge factory at Kilbowie, near Glasgow. They left London
on the evening of the 1st ult., and after visiting the Forth
Bridge travelled from Edinburgh to Glasgow. Thence they went
aboard the Sultana, and steamed down the Clyde to Rothesay in the
Isle of Bute, arriving there the same evening. On the following day
they were driven in brakes through a considerable portion of the
island. " Fall in " was sounded next morning at 5.30 by Highland
bagpipes, admirably played by one of the party, and after breakfast a
start was made for Kilbowie.

Having travelled over the same ground ourselves, we can vouch for
the fact that the party thus far had been highly gratified with what
they had seen. We really envy them the stay they had made at
Rothesay, which, like Brighton, claim; to be " queen " of watering-
places. But other propensities than those of admiration had been
aroused as they gazed at the massive proportions of the Forth Bridge,
and equal surprise was in store for them when they arrived at the
factory of their gigantic company. It was only in June last that we
spent a whole day roaming through the Singer works, and although

we had visited many large
engineering estabhshments, we
felt that we were inspecting a
factory which could not possibly
be surpassed either for size or
completeness. It seemed in-

credible that at this one place
alone there should be employed
4,982 persons making sewing
machines, but such were the
figures given us by the energetic
and kindly manager, Mr, A,
Anderson.
We have not space to follow

our visitors through every
department. No doubt their
surprise was very great when
they entered the enormous
foundry and saw hundreds of
men engaged in the several
operations of casting the parts,
heads and stands, of sewing
machines. But when they entered
the huge machine shops and
watched the hundreds of milling
and drilling machines, working
automatically with the most
perfect accuracy, they had cause
for equal surprise. Then the
screw making department, in
which 250,000 screws are made
weekly, and the needle factory,
in which 320 persons produce
some half a million needles
weekly, are interesting to no
small extent. Kilbowie is a
veritable wonderland, and we
can quite understand that when
the visitors had finished their
inspection they felt that they had
only then reaUsed the enormous
extent of the trade in contri-
vances for mechanical sewing.
We have received several re-

ports from membersiof the'party,
one of which we give at foot.

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
Who would have been bold enough to prophecy a few years ago

that in the year of grace 1S90 the Singer Mwufacturing Com-
pany could, and 7uoiildorganise, or permit to be organised, an excursion
party to their immense factory at Kilbowie, Scotland, com-
prising an all-told crew of eighty-five men, all good and true
being the London superintendents of this firm, each man repre-
senting five collectors or salesmen. Such an item of news helps one to
form an idea as to how the public located in the big city are looked after
in the sewing machine interests. A further fact that over 750 people are
now connected with the London central ofHces shows that sewing
machines, besides being both useful and ornamental, cause employment
for a large body of the community outside of the manufacturing
question.

The word could h used because as short a period as twelve months
ago, to take every sixth man of those (it might almost be said of the
whole sewing machine trade) errployed by the great American firm,
would have formed such an insignificant number that it, at any rate,
would not have disturbed the railway accommodation. What then
would the number have been a few years ago ?—so small that cou/d
would have blushed at such a proposal, and would have despaired of
seeing the bonny Clyde.

The term would is employed because in smaller numbers discipline
and good conduct are never valued, and never so essential as in larger
assemblies, and m the past the endless sewing trade was not distin-
guished for these qualities, and it might have been dangerous to start a
few years since on such a tour with such a number, many of whom
were salesmen or collectors not many months ago. Had such a venture
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BISHOP'S CLUSTER CO., LD,

147, ALDERSGATE ST.,
*»

New

Curved

Cover.

New

Curved

Cover.

More improvements than any other Machine in the Market, beauti

fully Japanned and Silent.

THE

'GLORIA'

TREADLE

MACHINE.

THE

GLORIA'

TREADLE

MACHINE.

We have just brought oat the " Gloria" as a treadle machine, and it affords a splendid

opportunity lor Dealers wanting as a special line a good cheap treadle machine. We
are prepared to give Sole Agencies.

Sole Agents for J. SILBERBERG 8c CO., HAMBURG.
Fall Lists of all our Machines and Specialities on application.
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been ;iUciii|jU-cl, in all prulial'ilily sonic nii^'lit nut have rcturncil, IjuI a

chanpe has come o'er the scene, and our trade, like all olhers that

stay, and like all that is bcst.anil lasts, lias realised that to get good
generals they iiiiist first be good privates. The salesman of to-day is

not the salesman of the past, to become a collector he must not only
show a good career before joining the trade, but he must have a (zood

uedigree while in it and a good record, thus an appeal is made jointly

10 his ability and to his character. Well, the could and the would
being disposed of, this happy group left St. Pancras at 7.50 on the

evenmg of the 1st of August, arrived at Edinburgh in the early

morning of Saturday, enjoyed a good breakfast, coached it

to the Korlli bridge, and after sailing under it and duly
inspecting it, and pronouncing it ne.\t to sewing machines,
relumed to Edinburgh, took the iron horse toGlasgow, where a special

boat awaited the party to en.iblc the visitors to enjoy .some real Scotch
breezes, and having hoisted the Singer flag (about the first piece of

bunting so mscribed ever seen on the Clyde) sailed to Rothesay.
After enjoying a thoroughly substantial dinner on board the good ship

Sultana (Piper Shaw, of London, and a fellow professional giving

the company a musical fe.ist the while), these Londoners from borne
cast anchor, and pitched their tents in two of the best hotels in this

beautiful spot till Monday.
Vibrators, oscillators, round tops and panels seemed to be quite

forgotten, and rational sport and merry fun for the nonce took their

place.

Monday arrived all too soon, when by water and rail the eighty-live

of London wended their way to the world of wheels at Kilbowie'.

Many of the visitors, who had read descriptions and seen graphic
sketches of the wonder on the Clyde, seemed bewildered with the

spectacle. In the past they seemed to have had no idea of the producer
of Singer's sewing machines; for the present the sight seemed over-

powering. In the future may they recover and reflection follow. They
heard, they saw, and got thoroughly tired in visiting every department,
and with gratitude to their considerate friends at Kilbowie left for

Glasgow, which they briefly inspected by driving through the principal
streets in four brakes. An enjoyable tea was the next item on the

programme ; ample justice was done to this, and after thanking Mr.
Raper for organising the trip they caught the London express, and the
theme on the return journey was unanimous, how much they had seen,

and in how short a time, and at such a comparatively little cost, one
and all expressing themselves that not only is the company able to
make and sell Singer's sewing machines, but that their ability in these
two respects are fiiUy equalled by their consideration, which had
characterised the arrangements all through the programme in con-
nection with this outing, which, besides being a most delightful holiday,
had the advantage of being instructive also. Sadly then it must be
counted with the PAST ; the present, as it must always be, is made up
of remnants of the past and forecasts ol the future ; but in this present
the past is fast disappearing. The London sewing machine men,
who are to-day making an income of 50 per cent, more than in the

past, have learnt thatreward, to last, must be earned and cared for, and
that this business, employing the large number of workers which it does
in the making, and the large number also in connection with selling

and realising, and further conferring benefit on the user and the buyer,

musf by the ordinary law of industry last and continue to grow. The
sewing machine is in reality first i labour maker, and next a labour
saver. With two such supporters, how, then, could the industry help but
prosper ?

A collector of to-day, with promotion ahead, if he will qualify

himself for it, receiving his ,^2 a week or more, with the feeling that
the work is continuous, is not ashamed of admitting he is engaged
selling sewing machines. There is less expediency to-day than of
yore, more certainty, and rules that regulate and guide and decide
right from wrong, each of which is most surely followed with results

that pay or othenvise.

The FUTURE who can tell ? But if the past is less preferable than the
present, and believing, as all progressive people do believe, that the
future bearing the same relationship to the present as the present does
to the past, and having improved the past, it is but reasonable that the
present being better the future must be best. So that in looking to the
future we shall all best win who most believe that accomplishment by
industry is better than gain by questionable honesty ; that the former
may be an investment at a smaller interest, although on the compound
principle which remains and multiplies, while the latter is a sudden
benefit sometimes, and to which the participator never has a right, and
must not only eventually forego his interest, but yield up the principle
which was never his.

As fairer men, and such as who find that there is no substitute for

honest hard work, enter the trade, there will be less room for such as

who at one time felt it to be the height of ability to scheme a way of
obt.iining a commission wrongfully, and as sterling honesty
and real ability that comes of working increases, the disapprobation
of the many will overwhelm the few.

Formerly the balance was the other way, and well-meaning men
felt their surroundings unwholesome. Now the unscrupulous man
finds no sympathy amongst those around him, and good men see
a beacon ahead, straight and clear, requiring only average intelligence

and average fortitude, and he only has himself to blame if he has
occasion to grumble with his future.

"One of the Party."

Not to be behind London in knowledge as to the factory of their

tompany the Newcastle officials of the Singer Company also paid a
visit to Kilbowie, which is described in the following article written
by one of the party :

—

A party, numbering eighty-eight of the principal officials employed
by the Singer Manuf?,cturing Company in the Newcastle district

(counting house, 7, Royal Buildings, Bigg Market), left the Central by
the 1.52 a.m. train on Wednesday morning, the iSthult., for Glasgow.
The N.E.R. Co. provided three saloon coaches, and the party, after a
comfortable journey, reached Glasgow about 6.40 a.m. After half

an hour's stroll over some of the important streets of Glasgow the party

took the 7.20 a.m. train to Kilbowie, about ten miles from Glasgow,\vhere
The Singer Manufacturing Company employ between five and six

thousand pe<)[jle in the manufacture of their well-known sewing
machines, llreakfast was ready for the party in the company's large

dining-room on arrival at Kilbowie, after which the gentlemen
forming the party dividing tliernselvcs into five sections, -jpent

the morning in inspecting the various departments of the

factory. After dinner in the factory the members of the

parly assembled on Ihc platform of the North British Railway
Company at Kilbowie, in order to proceed to Rothesay. Arrange-
ments had been made for the 1.25 express to Helensburgh to stop at

Kilbowie to take up the party and convey them to Craigendoran.
From the latter place the journey was completed to Rothesay on board
the Gtiy Mannerinq (s). Arriving at Rothesay, the party was lodged
at the Queen's Hotel, Bute Arms Hotel, and the Victoria. At 8.40
Thursday morning the party re-embarked for Craigendoran, and, after

spending a short lime in Helensburgh, proceeded by express to Edin-
burgh. There a number of them visited Forth Bridge, others spending
considerable time at the Exhibition. After a pleasant day, the party

met at Waverley Station at 10.40 p.m. for the return journey to New-
castle, and reached this city about two o'clock on Friday morning.
The Singer Manufacturing Company employs over 300 jiersons in the

Newca.stle district. " Newcastle."

Early on Saturday morning, the 23rd August, thirty-four of the

.Singer Manufacturing Company's employes from their Nottingham
district proceeded to .Scotland with the object of visiting the company's
works at Kilbowie.

Arriving at Eoinburgh on Saturday morning about nine o'clock, they

spent their first day in viewing the Forth Bridge and Exhibition,

Saturday being an unsuitable day for visiting Kilbowie. On the

Monday morning they proceeded, along with their district manager,
Mr. H. T. Sang, by the early morning express, which, by special

arrangement, stopped at Kilbowie.

After being very kindly received by Mr. Anderson and other factory

officials, the party formed itself into two detachments, and four hours

were spent in hastily viewing the leading departments of the factory.

After partaking of lunch in the works, they proceeded by the express

from Glasgow to Craigendoran, which the Glasgow railway officials

kindly stopped at for that purpose. Arriving at Dunoon about eight

o'clock, they spent some time at that favourite watering-place. The
return journey was made on the steamship Columbia, and the men,
after a hasty view of Glasgow, returned to Nottingham, which they

reached early on Tuesday, all agreeing that they had never enjoyed an
outing better.

The staple trade of Nottingham at present is in a most depressed

condition. The leading local paper, in one of their July editions,

actually states that " the town is at the lowest point of commercial

stagnation ever reached." The fact that, notwithstanding this, the

Nottingham branch has largely increased its returns, both as regards

sales and remittances, no doubt largely helped to conduce to the enjoy-

ment of the excursion.

Among those present were Messrs. H, T. Sang, district manager; J.

Stewart, Chesterfield ; A. Watson, Nottingham ; C. Beighton, Lincoln ;

C. Connell, Boston ; T. Tacey, Newark ; H. Lovelee, Grantham ; and

J. Briggs, Ilkeston.
" Nottingham.''

End of the Wanzer Company.

^^^N Wednesday last a petition presented by T. Drew,

X®i a creditor for X^^S ^^^- 9'^-i for the winding up
of Wanzer, Limited, was heard before Mr. Justice

Lawrance.
Mr Young, for the company, admitted that he could

not resist an order being made.
Mr. Brickdale, on behalf of James William Vickers,

supported the petition so far as it asked for a winding-up

order, but asked that the carriage of the order might be

given to his client, who was a large creditor, and not to

the petitioner, as one member of his firm had been a

director of the company.
Counsel appeared for unsecured creditors, and objected

to any order being made, alleging that there was sufficient

to pay all the creditors, and that the only result of

winding up would be to hand over everything to the

debenture holders.

His Lordship made the usual winding-up order, and,

on the application of the petitioner, appointed Mr.

Ernest Cooper provisional liquidator, with liberty to

complete existing contracts.

In a debenture-holders' action instituted by the Inter-

national Trustees, Assets and Debenture Corporation,

Limited, against Wanzer, Limited, for the appointment

of a receiver and manager, his Lordship appointed Mr.

E. Cooper, on the application of the plaintiffs.

Mail Cart Catalogue.—Messrs. Lloyd & Co., of the

Borough, London, have just issued their new illustrated

catalogue of Mail Carts, Baby Chairs, Swings, &c. It

contains several excellent articles which should find a

ready sale, and shows increased enterprise on the part of

the wideawake Borough perambulator manufacturers.
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Dunkley's Patent Wheel and Tyre
Company, Lim.

4ai?j COMPANY under the above title has recently been

^^ formed with a capital of ^'10,000, in 2,000 shares

of ;^5 each.

The Directors are as follows :—Samuel Saddington,
Esq., Chairman, merchant, 30, Lime Street, London

;

C. W. M. Wilson, Esq., merchant, 153, Fenchurch
Street, London

;
John Thomas, Esq., Cornbrook. Rubber

Works, Manchester
;
W. H. Dunkley, 41 and 42,

Jamaica Row, Birmingham.
The Consulting Engineer is Mr. Henry J. T. Piercy,

\LLM.E,, 54, Broad Street, Birmingham ; and the

Secretary, Mr. Louis Monaet.
The Registered Offices of the Company are at i and 2,

Market Street, Smithfield, Birmingham.

PROSPECTUS.
This company has been formed to acquire and develop

the provisional patent rights of Mr. W. H. Dunkley for

improvements in metallic spoked wheels for perambula-
tors, bath chairs, and other vehicles, No. 2564, dated 21st

(2) Reduced cost of production :—
Cost of new hub in wrought iron, finished

ready for use, ijd.

Cost of old hub in rough, unfinished malleable
iron, 2d.

Cost of labour in making new wheel (24in.), id.

Cost of labour in making old wheel (24in.), 4d.

or 75 per cent, cheaper by new process.

(3) Reduced cost of transit :

—

Great saving to shippers, hubs of new wheel
bemg detachable, 100 can be packed in the
same space as 25 of the ordinary kind.

The principle of the patent is applicable to all kinds of

cycle wheels, from the very smallest toy wheels to the
largest suitable for broughams, landaus, waggonettes,
dogcarts, handcarts, pulley wheels, and also to various
other purposes.

The great difficulty hitherto experienced by coach-
builders with vehicles having cycle rubber-tyred wheels
has been the danger of the tyres coming off. With
Dunkley's improvements in the rims or felloes of wheels
for bicycles, tricycles, and wheel carriages. Patent No.
1613, 30th January, 1890, these obstacles and dangers are

overcome. The rubber being moulded and vulcanised

around the steel felloes of any shape completely embody-

December, 1889, and for improvements in the rims or

felloes of wheels for bicycles, tricycles, and other veloci-

pedes, and for wheel carriages. No. 16 13, dated 13th

January, iSoo.

In Dunkley's new expansion wheel, the hub, instead of

being cast, is produced from wrought welded tube, which
is both lighter and stronger than cast iron, and circular

flanges to which the spokes are attached are separately

screwed on. The flanges are first stamped with a

number of eyes or keyholes corresponding to the number
of spokes they have to carry, and to these eyes the spokes,

which are suitably shaped at one end, are securely

hooked, the other extremity of the spoke being

previously attached to the rim in the ordinary way by
means of a round or cone head. \\'hcn the spokes have
been threaded through the hollow rim and hooked on to

the flanges, the wheel is tightened up by screwing tiie

flanges asunder. This is effected by simply turning the

threaded tube upon which the flanges are screwed, and as

they separate, pulling the spokes with them. The
tension upon the rim causes the entire wheel to become
as rigid as though it were made in one piece.

The advantages claimed for Dunkley's Patent No.

2564 for metallic spoke wheels arc :

—

(]) Reduced weight :

—

Weight of new hub, 3 or..

Weight of old hub, 9 oz.

ing the same, makes it quite impossible for the rubber to

be in any way forced off, cut in two, or broken, or for

tram grooves to have the least effect upon it. Slipping

off is an impossibility. No cement is required, no splice

in the rubber, no stretch, no attachments whatever.
Mr. Henry J. T. Piercy, Consulting Mechanical Engi-

neer, Broad Street, Birmingham, has made an examina-
tion of, and a full report upon, the invention. This
report is dated iQth March, 1890, andean be inspected

b)' intending investors at the registered oflices of the

company. The following are extracts from the report :

—

"By .Mr. Dunkley's process the hub or centre consists of a piece of

wrought iron tube, parli.Tlly screwed, and two wrought flanges, one
screwed to fit the tube, the other tilting up to a shoulder, the flanges

being punchcil with oblong holes to receive the spokes. As in the

old method one end of each spoke is headed, but the other, instead of

being screwed, is made into a crooked he,ad ; half of these crooked
heads are simply inserted into the oblong holes of each flange, and
when they are all so inserted, the hub is turned round and round, by
which means the two flanges are screwed further and further apart

which operation tightens the spokes, and makes the whole very lirm

and rigid.
^; « • • »

" The cost of labour upon fitting up the whole of the new wheel
would, I think, be about one quarter of that of the old wheel."
Mr. rieicy also stales that a veiy small amount of machinery would

be needed to manufacture the increased su,iply ol these wheels in

accordance with estimated output.

Mr. T. Birkett Barker, M.LM.E., Gas Motor Works,
Birmingham ; and Mr. C. Hill, City Carriage Works,
Birmingham, write as follows :

—
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(ias MolDr Works, Scholclifld Slrccl,and Wcslon Slrcet, l;innin(^liaiii.

May iQlh, iSyo.

Dear Sir,—Having examined your new patent wliecls, I am so very

favouralily Ini pressed willi the mechanical aclvanta(;es secured, and the

Krcat structural economy effected by your patents over the old style of

wheel, that I shall be glad to take shares in the company you are

promoting.
Vours truly,

T. HlRKETT Bakkc^r, M.I.M.E.
City Carriage Works, Bradford Street, Hirmineham.

February i8th, 1S90.

Sir,—Please supply a set of your patent wheels, with fast-moulded

tyres. Carriage customers frequently ask for their vehicles to be fitted

with rubber-tyred wheels, if we could ensure their not coming loose ;

with your improvements I consider it impossible for them to come off.

Vours truly,

ToW. H.Dunkley. C. IIii.i..

From the wheel statistics and other sources it is com-
puted that 10,000,000 wheels are made annually in

England i'or various purposes, for all of which purposes

Dunkley's new wheel is suitable. The demand for

perambulator wheels alone, during the last three years,

has almost doubled ; many manufacturers have lost large

orders, owing to the supply not being equal to the

demand.
It is estimated that the new company will be in a

position to turn out at least 200,000 wheels per annum.
Orders will forthwith be placed with the company for

40,000 wheels, and applications are being constantly

received from all parts of the country for further quota-

tions.

We illustrate herewith the patent wheel described in

the foregoing prospectus. Although a new invention, it

has been thoroughly tested by perambulator manufac-
turers and found to possess all the advantages claimed for

it, and it is generally recognised that Mr. Dunkley, who
enjoys world-wide fame as an inventor, has once more
" struck ile." Already orders for large numbers have
been received by the company, who are now in a

position to turn out the " Dunkley Wheel " at the rate

of 5,000 per week.

Novel Domestic Appliances.

^jJ^i^E have recently inspected several novel domestic
^\ii^ appliances which Messrs. Wright & Harrington,
of Bradford Street, Birmingham, are introducing to the
trade.

: /

-A
Our first two illustrations show their Patent Deside-

ratum Cabbage Strainer, which instantly strains all the

superfluous moisture from vegetables, and presses the

latter into an ornamental shape ready for the table. This

is sucii an excellent contrivance that we are surprised it

has not been introduced before.

There are few lionies in which at times hot water is not

required hurriedly. The Patent \Viinbledon Stove

Kettle in such cases would be a great boon. It is made
in two sizes, as shown, and in both cases the water is

boiled in an astonishingly short space of time, owing to

the peculiar construction of these vessels.

Our next illustrations almost speak for themselves.

The appliance shown is called the '' Workman's Friend.''

As will be readil\- understood, a dinner can in this

ingenious contrivance be kept hot by means of tea,

coffee, or hot water. The " Workman's Friend '' is

useful in the home as well as at the factory. It can be
employed in making porridge or custards, being much
better than the ordinary saucepan, as owing to the water
surrounding the basin the contents can never be burn. i.

The price of this vessel complete is only one shilling.

Messrs. Wright & Harrington also make several other
domestic appliances, among which we would specially

notice their " silver grid " and their plated cruet. The

latter is a marvel of cheapness. It comprises a strong

wire frame standing 6J in. high, bottles with nickel

plated tops, the whole packed in a strong box to retail at

one shilling.

We are often asked by dealers to mention a few quick-

selling, useful articles. The above seem to us to answer
admirably.
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These Beautiful

Designs of

Goldendine are

a Most ^

astounding

Success.

Never Before

were Carriages

received with

such Delight by

the Public.

All other classes of

Carriages (however

good they may be)

sink into complete

nsignificance when

placed by the side of

the Patent Golden-

dine.

Come and see them

for yourselves. It

will pay you to do

so ; or write for

illustrated list to the

Patentee and Sole

Manufacturer,

LEON L'HOLLIER,
BATH PASSAGE, BIRMINGHAM.
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HARROPS
MADE SPECIALLY FORiTHE "HIRE TRADE."

WRITE FOR NEW LIST.
Sells

at

Sight.

Greatest

Success

of

the

Season.

MADE WITHOUT SMALL WHEELS IF EEQUIBED.

THE "ASH' CART.
(,

FLYING DUTCHMAN" CARj

Beg. No. 103030.

Patent No. 6303.

THE GflBAT SHOW OP
WHEELS AND RUBBERS

MANUFACTURED.
Sold in Sets or

Separate

Prices on

Applica

TION.

Chief Office and Wholesale Warehouse
(LARGE SHOVS^ROOIVIS),

.fiS n^TR <;TREET- MANCHESTER,
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GENUINE AMERICAN
LAMB KNITTING MACHINE.

The most reliable and moBt easy runBing StocklDg aud
Q love Knitter In the Market.

SWISS KNITTER.
EUROPEAN KNITTER.
CHEMNITZ KNITTER.

For all kinds o( Garments, with special

automatic attachments.

BIERNATZKI & CO.,
44, MANSFIELD ROAD, NOTTINGHAM.

Principles and Practice of the Law
of Hire and Conditional Sale.

By H. E. Tudor, Esq., Solicitor,

Author oj " A Dejence of the Hire System,'''

CHAPTER XXXIX.
The Married Women's Property Act, 1882, and the

Hire System.

The remaining portion of this sub-section is very im-

portant. It states that any costs or damages which she

may recover are to be her separate property, and, on the

other hand, that any costs or damages recovered against

her in any such action " shall be payable out of her

separate property, and not otherwise."

If any doubt could exist on the opening sentences of

this sub-section, it is certainly removed by these words
which declare that when a person has obtained a judg-

ment in an action against a married woman, it is not to

be regarded as a personal judgment against Mrs. Browne,
but a judgment against Mrs. Browne's property, ^' and
not otherwise" i.e., not personal. In other words, if we
may be allowed to coin an e.xpression, ajudgment against

Mr. Browne is a personal judgment, but a judgment
against a married woman is a separate propertyjudgment.
Accordingly a personal decree against a married woman
is irregular, and an enquiry has to be made as to the

extent of her separate property, and the Court will enforce

payment against that, and not against her. And this

doctrine that a married woman's property and not the

married woman is liable for breaches of contract and for

wrongs done by her independent of contract, may be

clinched by the fact that, with a few exceptions, a married
woman cannot be sent to prison for not paying a debt,

because the ground for sending a person to prison for not

complying with an Order of Court which directs such

payment to be made is for contempt of Court in not

complying with its order. But as a married woman
cannot be made personally liable on a contract, neither

can a personal decree be enforced against her. Therefore,

as the Court cannot order her to pay, it cannot send her

to prison, for where there can be no order neither can

there be any contempt, where there is no command there

can be no disobedience. And, as we have said, that is

the ground on which a man or single woman, or marrietl

woman trading apart from her husband, by the custom of

the City of London, can be sent to prison in default of

complying with an Order of Court.

In Wilson's Judicature Practice, 7 Ed., page 181, it is

stated:— '' Such a judgment does not create a personal

liability on the part of the married woman. It is a ' pro-

prietory,' not a personal judgment. There is, therefore,

no debt due from the married woman within section 5

of the Debtors' Act, 1869, and no power to commit her

Scott?'. Morley, 20 O.B.D., 120." As to the form of

judgment, the learned author gives the following, tnk ,'n

from Scott V. Morley :
—

"' It is adjudged that the plaintitT

recover £ and costs to be taxed against the defendant,

such sum and costs to be payable out of the separate pro-

perty as hereinafter mentioned, and not otherwise ;
and it

is ordered that execution herein be limited to

the separate property of the said defendant, not subject

to any restraint against anticipation (unless by reason of

section 19 of the Married Women's Property Act, 1882,

and property shall be liable to execution, notwithstanding
such restriction," see also p. 107 and 240.
Now it is often difficult to know whether the married

woman has any separate estate. In this event due

• AU Kig/Ui Jitstmtd,

inquiry may be directed for information on this point.
An appointment is obtained before one of the Masters of
the High Court of Justice, and the subject will be gone
into by him, and if necessary witnesses may be called,

see Chitty's Archibold's Practice, 14 Ed., p. 1,158. Execu-
tion is issued in the ordinary way (we shall subsequently
explain how execution is issued), see also Daniell's
Chancery Practice, 6th Ed., pp. 119-153 ; 185-193.
To sum up then what we have said on this sub-section.
(i.) This Act does not invest a married woman with a

general power to contract as if she were a man.
(2 .) It invests her with power to contract " to the extent

of her separate property.''

(3.) A married woman can only contract if she has
separate property at the time the contract is made. Thus,
at one time a married woman may not have power to
contract, e.g., when she has no separate property, whereas
at another time she may have power to contract because
she happens to have at the time separate property.

(4.) This sub-section presupposes the existence of
separate property. Therefore married women having no
separate property are unaffected by this part of the
section.

(5.) By contract a married woman can render her pro-
perty liable to fulfil her engagements, but she cannot
render herself personally liable.

(6.) A married woman may sue and be sued in her own
name only,

(7.) Damages recovered by her are to be her separate
property.

(8.) Judgment is to be enforced against a married
woman's property and not against her.

(9.) She cannot, with a few e.xceptions, be sent to
prison for not paying a debt, but her separate property
may be seized.

(10.) The Court will direct an enquiry as to the
extent of her separate property before one of the
Masters in the usual way.

(To be continued.)

The Development of the Sewing
Machine.

By E. Ward.

{Contintied from our August Number.)
jR. JULIAN BERNARD obtained a patent on the

31st of December, 1853, for improvements in
stitching and ornamenting various materials, and in
machinery and apparatus connected therewith. Mr.
Bernard's invention is described under five different
heads :

—

Firstly, the production by means of machinery of a
peculiar kind of^ stitch, somewhat similar to that known
as herring-bone stitch, which stitch is used for uniting
materials and sewing their edges, and also for ornament-
ing the same, to which the inventor gives the name of
the diamond stitch.

Secondly, the production of another improved form of
stitch, suitable for uniting and ornamenting materials and
sewing their edges, and applicable also to the stitching of
button holes.

Thirdly, the production of another improved stitch
and part of ihe means employed therein, which is similar
to a certain extent to that known as crochet, tambour,
or chain stitch, but unlike it in so far that the tendency
to unravel or rip will be diminished or entirely
prevented.

Fcurlhly, a peculiar arrangement and construction of
mechanism for hemming or sewing the edges of
materials.

A DEFENCE of the HIRE SYSTEM, based
on Legal andCommercial Considerations,"

by H. E. Tudor, Solicitor. Onk Shilling. The author
fully discusses and criticises— i Registration. 2 I'late or

Stamp on hired goods. 3 Should hired goods become the
absolute property of the hirer on payment of half the
money. 4 Should the hire system bj, declared illegal.

"Sewing M.xcmink Gazette ' Office, 28, Paternoster

Row, London, E.C.
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P'iftlily, phiciiij,' or securing on one common bctl-platc

two or more sols oi muclianism, each having indepeiulcnl

needle meclianisni for sewing or stitching.

In i)ro(lucing ihe diamond stitch an alternate lateral

motion or side travel is im[)arted to the material to be

stitched or ornamented, in conjunction with the usual

forward travel or feed, which compound motion has the

efTect of presenting the material beneath the needle in

such a manner as to produce the peculiar arrangement of

stitch.

The arrangements adapted for producing the stitch above
mentioned are clearly shown in the drawings (which we
cannot take advantage of in this description).

A portion of the bed-plate of the machine is a move-
able plate, which gives the lateral motion to the feeding-

wheel or friction band. This band is passed through
slots in the plate, and travels over its surface much in

the same way as in the arrangements used in a former
machine. It is actuated by wide driving pulleys ; the

pulleys which carry the band may be made to slide to

and fro laterally along fixed stud centres. There is also

a crank bell lever working on a fixed centre in the under-

side of the table or bed-plate, and connected by a pin and
slot with the plate. The longer arm of this lever is

actuated by a double-grooved cam, which is provided
with a movable director or guide hinged between the

two grooves, for the purpose, during the rotation of the

cam, of guiding the end of the lever from one groove to

the other, thus producing a lateral or vibratory motion
at each turn of the cam, which motion is imparted by
the smaller arm of the lever to the plate. The needle of

the machine works in an elongated hole or slot in the

plate, so as to allow for the lateral traverse thereof. In
stitching or ornamenting by this machine, the needle

with its thread is brought down through the cloth, and
the thread is retained therein by any suitable mechanism.
The needle then rises and the material is traversed

forward and laterally, so as to bring a different part of its

surface under the needle, which again descends and rises,

and the material is again traversed forward and laterallj'

to the extent of the stitch to be produced. The apparatus
required for the production of the diamond stitch

being of such a simple nature it may be adapted to most
of the ordinary sewing machines and used when required

—it being solely requisite in and out of gear or action to

withdraw a pin, when the plate will remain stationary

and the macl ine may be used as an oidinary sewing
machine. The adaption is most ingenious, and one
tending to extend the use of the sewing machine, as it is

obvious that when one machine is made to perform
several varieties of stitching without materially compli-
cating its mechanism, a step is made towards the general
applicability of this modern wonder.
As regards the fifth novelty of Mr. Bernard's stitch and

apparatus we think there is no question of a doubt that

Mr. Bernard does not confine himself to the imparting
of a lateral motion to the fabric, as such may in some
cases be imparted to the needle. This would certainly

answer the same end, and would be better adapted for

heavy fabrics, such as carpets and sails.

{To he continued.)

The New Mail Cart.

.s]5iK]jF.E illustrate herewith a new mail cart, the invention

^^Wil'Y of Messrs. f<2. Smith & Son. The body is of
oak, in the form of a boat swinging backwards and
forwards as propelled. We have tested the movement
ourselves, and find it very pleasing. The cart is as

handsome as it is ingenious, and being thoroughly well
made and durable, we can safely recommend it to the
attention of dealers.

In the present issue we give a second illustration,
which will be found on page 26.

Messrs. E. Smith & Son, the patentees of this mail
cart, will be pleased to forward further^details on applica-
tion to their offices at 19, Alcester Street, Birmingham.

Jones' Sewing Machine Company,
Limited.

FIRST ANNUAL REPORT.
^BHE ordinary general meeting of shareholders in
t/DK Jones' Sewing Machine Company was held at the
Works, Guide Bridge, on Thursday, the 14th day of
August, 1890, at three o'clock, when the following report
was presented :

—

DIRECTORS' REPORT.
To THE Shareholders.

In presenting their first annual statement your directors have great
satisfaction in reporting that the prospects held out at the formation of
the company have been more than realised.
The accompanying statement shows that after allowing a sum of

^2,117 for depreciation the profit on the j-ear's trading amounts to
A'6,543 19s. 5d. The interim dividend paid in February last,
together with interest on the debentures and the directors' fees,
absorbed £6,g^(> los. Jd. And your directors recommend the appro-
priation of the balance, amounting to £9,S17 9s., as follows:
^3,000 to reserve fund, a dividend upon the preference shares for the
half-year at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum, and upon the ordinary
shares at the rate of 10 per cent, per annum, and the balance of ^877
9s. to the reduction of formation expenses. Your directors have
pleasure in stating that the works have been maintained and remain
in the most efficient condition.

For the directors,

WILLIAM JONES, Chaik.man.

NOVELTY HOUSEHOLD & SUPERIOR WRINGERS.
'ry the Bailey Wringers, and you will buy no

others.

ABSOLUTELY TRUSTWORTHY.

Do not think we make only one pattern. We
make all the best patterns and sizes, and sell a
reliable article at a reasonable price.

If you want a Machine to sell on Easv Terms
take our advice and buy the HOUSEHOLD
WRINGER. It costs a little more than a
common article, but you can get full price for
it, and it will do you good.

BAILEY WRINGING MACHINE GOMPANY, 26, SOUTHWARK STREET, LONDON, S.E.
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Capital and Liabilities.

L s. .!.

Nominal capital

—

13,000 six per cent, cumulative prefer-

ence shares of ;^5 each 65,000 o o

19,000 ordinary shares of /^5 each 95,000 o o

BALANCE SHEET, 31st May, 1890

^T s. d

32,00 shares 160,oco o o
Subscribed capital

—

13,000 six per cent, cumulative prefer-

ence shares of ;^5 each ... 65,000 o o

15,000 ordinary shares of ^5 each 7S,ooo o o

28,000 shares .: 140,000 o o
Less arrears 204 10 o

139.795 >o

Five per cent, first mortgage debentures—800 of ;^5o

each 40,000 o

Creditors 8,566 o

Balance of profit and loss account 9>577 9

Property and Assets.
£ s. d.

Land, buildings, machinery, plant, fixtures, furniture,

tools, goodwill, and formation expenses 69,43^13 o

Stock-in-trade, book debt.s, ca^h in hand at bankers ... 128,506 8 4

/i97,939 « 4 /;)07.939 I 4

L s. d.

Interest on debentures 1,762 i 4
Directors' fees .... 1,000 o o
Interim dividends, paid February, 1890... 4,204 9 I

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT.

L s. d. C s. d.

Net profit of the working, from 1st June, 1889, to 31st

May. 1890 k''.543 >9 5

Balance as per balance sheet

—

Recommended to be disposed of as

follows :

Reserve fund 3,000 o o
Dividends ....: 5,700 o o
Reduction of formation expenses... 877 9 o

6,966 10 5

9.577 9 3

;£. 16,543 '9 5
;£i6,543 19 5

Examined and approved, and in our opinion the foregoing Balance Sheet is a lull and fair .slatemenl, and exhibits the tiue

position of the Company's affairs.

BROOME, MURRAY, & CO., Auditors.

WILLIAM JONES In.RFrroRs
JOHN EDWARD MELLOR f

^"'^"°'''-

Manchester, 1st August, 1890. EDWIN SLANEY, Secretary.

THE NEW EXCELS
ALL OTHERS.

THE
MOST VERTICAL FEED
CAPABLE. SEWING MACHINE
-LIGHTEST RUNNING, SIMPLEST, AND BEST.
u^23HIS Sewing Machine contains an arrangement which involves a new departure from the ordinary <lyle of
«»» working. The Machine is fed from the top, and has a smooth pla'e for the work to tra\el on. The needle

descends into the material, pinning the several plies together, and the feed carries the needle and material along
with it. When the needle is withdrawn the pressure foot is put down and the work held fast. There is no
necessity whatever for assisting the work on uneven surfaces or scams. It will do the most wonderful variety of

work, and will sew ALL MATERIALS, from MUSLIN to LEATHER, without change of stitch or tension
;

as no matter what may be the difference in thickness, the stitch MUST BE REGULAR. Having the
FEWEST PARTS' of any Machine made, it is the ACME OF SIMPLICITY, and the hcrc^tofore

difficult operations of HEMMING, QUILTING, BRAIDING. RUFFLING, FRILLING, &c.. can
be leanit by any lady as easily as plain sewing, and in the same time.

NOTE.—All the above operations are done without tacking. The Machine has no COGS, SPHINQS, or

TEETH to cause friction or get out of order.

READ ONE OF THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS.
licll Street, Rcigale, Augu.st I2(h, 1890.

Dear Sik,— I have had your Family .Machine in use for nearly eight years, during the past two it has been put to rather severe

tests, having been used by about a doeen different workmen who were previously unacquainted with the machine, and all agree that

the " Vertical Feed " is the best for tailors. All garments have been sewn with it, from a white vest to a box coat, and all sewn
equally well.

There is an ease and freedom that is not found in the under feed machines. With the " Vertical Kccd " there is no sticking in

sewing uneven surfaces, neither in sewing seams are the under parts fulled on, and in sewing the edges of coats and vests it does not
stretch ;

these are points which all tailors will recognise. Yours faithfully,

W. (".. Llewei-LYN, Tailor.

We shall be happy to show the Machine to anyone who will favour us with a visit.

SAMPLES OF WORK, PRICE LISTS, AND ALL i'ARTlCULARS ON APF^LICATTON TO

THE VERTICAL FEED SEWING MACHINEJX), 24, ALDERSGA|E STREET, LONDON, E.G.

AGENTS WANTEDWHERE NOT REPRESENTED. LIBERAL TERMS.
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Bradbury &. Co-'s Dividend.

^piIE liaif-ycarly meeting of the Bradbury Company
uiS> "'^^ '^'-'''^ "" Ii'^-'sday last. Mr. Alderman Hall

presided. The Chairman said that the profit for the liaif-

year was ^^5,380. There had been an increase in the

company's sales of over _^6,ooo, and the future looked

bright for the shareholders. The directors proposed to

dispose of the profit by paying 7^ per cent, dividend,

allow ij more discount ofiFthc depot stock, and 1} more
off other stock, which will absorb ;^i,i2o, and carry

forward the balance of ^^1,178 to next account. The
meeting only lasted a few minutes, and the shareholders

went away assured that they would soon see their shares

at a premium.

Correspondence

.

%• TTtis column is at the service ofall classes oj readers jor

the disaission of trade matters. iVe need not say that the

inscrton of a letter from a correspondent does not necessarily

imply that we endorse the views expressed. The responsibility

rests entirely with the person signing the letter. As an
independent Journal we offer facilities to all parties to

ventilate their grievances or express their views on the condi-

tion that the right of reply be allowed anyone who feels

himself aggriei'ed or considers an explanation necessary.

PLEDGING HIRED GOODS.
To the Editor of the Sewing Machine Gazette.

^S^EAR SIR,—In reply to your correspondent's in-

^gjj quiries, I may say I have had a case this week
which will be a guide for inquirers.

A man bought two watches of me last March, paid the

deposit, and pledged them almost immediately, one for

27s., the other for us. I obtained the pawn tickets, and
proceeded against him in the police court for " illegally

pledging." The Bench, after hearing the evidence, which
was conclusive, fined hirer 30s. or fourteen days. Not

being able to pay, although a pensioner, he went into

private meditation at her Majesty's temperance hotel,

where he now is.

At first the pawnbroker refused to deliver up the
watches, but a lawyer's letter, acquainting him with the
fact that I should proceed against him in the County
Court, acted like a magic cough pill, he bringing them
up to my place rather hurriedly.

Truly yours,

H. C.

Jottings.

We are pleased to hear that the Singer Manufacturing
Company's employes, at their Bournemouth branch, con-
tributed the sum of £1 13s. 8d. to the local Hospital
Sunday Fund on August 8th.

•
•

We regret to announce the death on the 12th August,
at his house near Paris, ot Antoine F. Escande, aged
fifty-three, who has for the past twenty years represented
Bradbury & Co., Limited, at 3, Rue Greneta, Paris. He
was well-known and respected by all connected with the
sewing machine trade in France, and a prominent
Freemason. The business will be carried on by his son
Ferdinand, who has just completed his term of military
service, prior to which he made a sojourn in this country
to gain experience in the trade.

The White Sewing Machine Company have just

received in London the first consignment of a new hand
machine, which they call the " Gem.'' It is a thoroughly
practical machine, specially intended to suit dealers who
require a machine to sell at a lower price than is usually
obtained for first-class hand machines.

* *

The Ashton-under-Lyne Herald recently gave an
illustrated description of the factory of Jones' Sewing

The "Special" Safeties &Tric|cles

^^ PRICES

From £8 los.

ill Machines Warranted. Discount for Cash,
or Machines sold on Easy Payment System.

Machines taken in Exchange.

AGENTS IftfANTED.
Agents wishing to do a Hire Purchase Trade should write

for Terms. No risk. I take all risk as to Payments.

HARRY STROBERTS,
CYCLE WORKS,

DEANSHANGER, STONY STRATFORD, Buck

W. FOSTER & CO.,
4i, MMmm m'tMMM'E- f

im:.

Manufacturers

of every De

scriptlon of

Per a mbulator

Fittings,

Hood Joints

Handles in

Brass, China,

and Wood,
Brass Handle
Rods, Toy Fit-

tings, &c.
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HERMANN LOOG,
85, FiNSBURY Pavement, LONDON.

q:

org-
HI _H

UJ

Sole Wholesale Agent for

SEIDEL & NAUMANN'S SINGER MACHINES,
NOT EQUALLED BY ANY OTHER MACHINE FOR

QUALITY, COMPLETENESS, & APPEARANCE.

SHIPPERS AND THE TRADE Supplied on Terms to defy Competition.

" The Lion in the Donlcey-skin " is a pamphlet by Mr. LOOG, dealing comprehensively witli the
' peculiai " construction attempted to be put by the Singer Manuf.^cturing Company on the New

Merchandise Marks Act. Free on Application.
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i in. xl6J in. x 13 in.

WILL PLAY ANT TUNE.

Also Sole Wholesale Agent for

THE VICTORIA. The only Automatic Musical Instrument which
does not disclose by its appearance the stereotype hand organ.

A Fancy Cabinet tastefully executed in black and gold ; it is a
Deantiful piece of furniture, fit to go anywhere.

Its music, soft and pleasant, is equalled by none, and can by means
of a swell be made loud enough to fill the largest

Mission Hall, Drawing Room, or Ball Room.

Its Price is lower than any 48 reed instrument in the market.

: The great success the " VICTORIA " has met with since its

appearance has induced the manufacturers to bring it out in two
more sizes—one smaller, 24 reeds ; one larger, 72 reeds.

1 WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LIST.

BASSINETTE PERAMBULATORS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND STYLE IN

#:

BABY

CHAIRS
.O

.<

s«^M
kV
#

,»^

The best of Mi,ta ials used,

and First-class Work-

manship Employed.

Years repa-

tation for high-

y class finish and
style, durability and

reliableness.

LDREN'S CARS.
We are making a great variety of strong »nd

elegant desigCE in these goods.

A^
>^

*

^.#

T ho demand for our goods atill increase.-;. During the year 1889 we turned out a much large

number of Perambulators than ever before

Oar New lllostrated Catalogoe for Present Season sent on receipt of Business Card or Memo.
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Machine Cumpany aL Guidi: RriclRc. Il is cxtccilinijly

well written and most intcrcstinjr, detailing as it. does the

history of the eoncern, which from a very small begin-

ning has assumed enormous proportions.

The Singer Manufacturing Company are advertising

from their metropolitan branches that they will present a

drop cabinet sewing machine, "valued at £\(>, to the

possessor of the oldest Singer's machine found in the

London district by the end of June, 1891." By the way,
they are certainly taking " time by the forelock," as they

have issued a calendar from July, i8qo, to Jime, iSgr.

We are pleased to hear that Mr. Samuel W. Johnson,
o( Oldham, who last spring commenced the manu-
facture of cement for fixing rubber tyres to peram-
bulator, cycle, and other wheels, is working up quite a

large business. We are not in the habit of repeating in

these columns the numerous favourable reports we receive

from time to time as to the value of our journal as an

advertising medium, but we have to thank Mr. Johnson
for the following remarks in a letter we have just received

from him :-

—

" I roust say I received more orders and inquiries about my cement

tlirough your ' valuable Gazette ' than any ottier two papers put

together."

Mr. Johnson has just removed from 43, Windsor
Road, to 40, Broughton Street, Lee, Oliham.

A correspondent sends us a copy of the Sheffield Weekly

Telegraph, which, under the heading "Tricks of Trade,"

has been dealing with " the travelling sewing machine
agent." The writer attacks principally the dealer, as he

says that the big companies usually exercise the right of

seizure in a very lenient spirit, but not so the small man,
who, we are told, pounces down on hirers in the most
ruthless fashion.

*
The Staroi the 27th ult. contained the following para-

graph, under the heading of " A Sewing Machine for

Nothing," in its Police Court column :

—

A woman said at ThaniL-sthat three; months ago a Mr. Jones left a
sewing machine at her house. He had not since called, and she did
not know where he lived. A.s she wanted to move, could she take the
sewing machine with her? Mr. Montague Williams : Vou arc a very
fortunate woman to have a sewing machine for nothing ; and Jones is

a very unfortunate man. Take the sewing machine with you, and use
it if you like."

Mr. Leon L'J^ollier. the well-known perambulator
manufacturer, of Bath Passage, Birmingham, has opened
new and extensive showrooms at Qr, Smallbrook Street,
Birrningham. Here is to be found a choice range of
carriages, mail carts, and wicker goods.

*
The Wanzer Company, which was floated a few months

ago with such a flourish of trumpets, is no more. It was
certainly weighted with too heavy a capital account, and
to pay a dividend at all required careful management.
The directors, however, appear to have totally ignored
the teachings of experience. They conducted their busi-
ness on such lines as were bound 'to fail, and their lamp
has now gone out. In November last the company paid
a dividend of 10 per cent., but they issued no profit and
loss account. The shareholders are now asking themselves
where the 10 per cent, came from.

Mr. T. Cauty, the well-known representative of the
Bailey Wringing Machine Company, has taken up a new
department of trade, viz., the supply of bedsteads and fire

brasses from a large stock kept in London specially for
the hire trade.

* *

Mr. A. W. Brown, of 521, Fulham Road, S.W., has
opened new showrooms a few doors from his old premises,
devoted specially to domestic machinery.

•'.- ^•*

The liquidator of the Howe Machine Company is now
advertising in the Glasgow papers the sale of that business
" by private bargain, with immediate possession." Offers
will be received either for the whole concern, "or for any
of the assets separately." This looks as though the
attempt to form a new company has failed.

WILSON BROS. & CO.,
STANDARD BEDSTEAD WORKS,

WOVEIT WIKE MATTKESSES.
Patterns and Prices on Application.

BRA.SS AND IKON BEDSTEADS, COTS, FOLDERS, Ac.

UMBRELLA HOLDER FOR PERAMBULATORS.
3s. PER DOZEN CARRIAGE PAID. SEND FOR SAMPLE DOZEN,

y,P^T^IS, in, ALDEHSGATE ST., LONDON, E.G.

E. SMITH & SON,
19, ALCESTER STREET, BIRMINGHAM,

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OP THE

MEYir ]MiLIL OiLRT-
Fancy Dealers and others will

find this a

General Favonrite.

The body is ot oak in the

=hape o£ a boat, swinging
1 actwardsand forwards,
thus causing a delight-

ful sensation.

:-=*^-
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Wheeler&WilsonNo.9 (D.A.A.)
OsLlsinet lArox*k in Oa,k a>n<l 'W^a.ln.iJit.

These Machines are high class in every respect, are warranted for five

years by the Company, and can be fully recommended.

We solicit correspondence from all first-class dealers desiring to take up the sale

of this Machine, and to whom Liberal Terms will be given.

WHEELER & lESON MAMACTDRraG CO,

21, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.
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An">algamated Association of Peram-
bulator and Carriage Manufacturers.

^IfJHE August (|unrlcrly nicctinp; of the above associa-

CrsKc tion was held on Mmulay, August i8th, at tlie

Colonnade llolel, Birininf^bani, Mr. L. L'Hollicr, the

resident of the association, in the chair.

In the course of his address the Cliairinan commented
on the present state of the bassinette trade, and attributed

its unfavourableness to the season and to the extraordinary

run upon mail carts. As to prices obtained for their

goods, he was of opinion that the members of the asso-

ciation would, at the end of the season, be fairly satisfied,

for, although the season had not been a busy one for the

members, yet the improved prices obtained by them must
yield a better result than the impoverished prices obtained

by a number of the non-members with their increased

output. He strongly advised the members not to rely

solely upon the perambulator trade as a trade by itself for

the future, but to combine with it some other suitable

branch of trade. He was sorry they were not supported

by more of the manufacturers, especially those who
expressed their willingness to join the association in its

early stages, and gave as their opinion that the lowest

price of the cheapest bassinette should be much higher
than the fixed price of the association, but who l.ad, since

its formation, sold at a lower figure.

The Treasurer (Mr. Thos. Harris, Birmingham)
reported the financial state of the association, which
showed a balance in hand of;^8 9s. 6d.

The Secretary (Mr. Allen) reported the steps taken in

reference to the proposed action of the railway companies
in their new rates of carriage, when the carriage of

bassinettes was raised from Class HI. to Class V.
The Secretary was instructed, on the proposition of

Mr. Twiggs, seconded by Mr. J, D. Wilde, to write Mr.
F. Impey (Birmingham), and accord him the thanks of

the association for the information rendered by him.
Mr. T. G. Wells was of opinion that with more support

from outside steps should be taken to try and get the rail-

way companies to carry the bassinettes in whole, fitted

complete, at the same rates as they carry them in parts.

The meeting took into consideration the question of

the keeping of a " Blue Book," and after a lengthy dis-

cussion it was deferred until further information as to its

working could be obtained.

It was decided to hold the annual meeting in London
on Wednesday, November 5th next, at 2 p.m., and a

committee, consisting of the President,Treasurer, Messrs.

J. D. Wilde, E. Humphery, T. G. Wells, and D. Davis,

was appointed to make the necessary arrangements in

preparing the agenda, &c., for the meeting.

On the proposition of Mr. Twiggs, seconded by the
President, Messrs. J. D. Wilde and E. Humphery were
appointed auditors for the current year.

Mr. Twiggs read the second part of his paper on
" Patents in connection with Perambulator Manufac-
turing." The paper was again well received, and Mr
Twiggs consented to the wish of the members present
that the paper should be printed with the report. Mr. J.

D. Wilde, in moving that the best thanks of the associa-

tion be given to Mr. Twiggs, expressed his surprise that
more manufacturers did not avail themselves of the
privilege in joining the association, and thus obtaining
such important information as the paper and other matter
had rendered. The motion was seconded by Mr. Green
(Nottingham), and carried unanimously.
The meeting closed with the usual vote of thanks to

the President.

Patents in Connection with Peram-
bulator Manufacturing.

By Mr. H. W. Twiggs.

^iT the February quarterly meeting of our association

it was decided to keep a list of patents granted in

connection with perambulator manufacturing, and I was
invited by the members present to prepare a paper on
patents affecting the interests represented by our associa-

tion. I assented to this, and as a consequence have
searched the records and prepared a list of all the patents
granted from the earliest times to the end of 1888 that I

have been able to trace.

,\ii\ i<Ti;runcc to patents would be incomplete that did

not take note of the fact that since 1884 a great stimulus

has been given to the cultivation by the English people

of the inventive faculty by the amendments in the Patent

Laws, which came into operation on January ist of that

year. For a small sum any jjerson can now protect an

invention for nine months, the result being the reception

at the Patent Office of a large number of provisional

specifications for inventions in connection with perambu-
lator manufacturing, many of which, however, have

subsequently been abandoned. Up to the end of 1883 it

wan the rule of the Patent Office to print all specifications,

but since that date the specifications of abandoned or void

applications are nor printed, or open to inspection.

It is somewhat difficult, in consequence of the classifi-

cation in the Patent Records, to obtain, with absolute

accuracy, a complete list of all applications, reference

being necessary to wheels, axles, brakes, &c. Many
inventors obtaining patents for improvements primarily

affecting, say, railway carriages, claim that their inven-

tion is also applicable to other vehicles, including peram-

bulators. In the same way, inventions relating princi-

pally to velocipedes, such as the construction of the

wheels, the steering of the machine, or the application of

a brake, are claimed to be also applicable to invalid

carriages, perambulators, &c. The system of classifica

tion has also been subject to repeated changes ; and

these things all tend to make the work of the record-

searcher very uncertain, so that, in spite of his using the

greatest care, and devoting a considerable amount of

time to the task, he still feels that it is quite possible

that he has overlooked some really important invention.

The first letters patent that I found in connection with

perambulators is dated May 27th, 1854, No. 1,179, and

was granted to Julius Smoork, of Oxford Street, London.

It was a very ingenious arrangement for steering a

carriage mounted on four wheels. During the thirty

years from that date to the end of 1883 122 patents were

applied tor, many of them only receiving provisional

protection. As somewhat indicative of the growth of

the art of perambulator manufacturing, we may note the

rate at which the applications were made. From 1854

to 1869 inclusive, a period of 16 years, there were 24;

from 1870 to 1879 inclusive there were 48 ;
and from

1880 to 1883 inclusive there were 50.

It would be tedious to attempt a description ofthe objects

of the various inventions, yet in carefully going through

the specifications you can easily note the various develop-

ments in construction. Many of the earlier patents were

for folding carriages. There appears to have been a great

effort to produce a carriage that should occupy but a small

space when not in use, and thus be easily- packed for

transit. The invention of brakes for preventing carriages

from running down inclines, or, as one patentee says, into

canals, have occupied a very important part in the con-

sideration of many persons other than those engaged in

the production of perambulators. It would be unwise for

one to sit in judgment on the various methods adopted.

I can only say that many of them display considerable

ingenuity and'skill in their construction. Wheels come

in for considerable attention, and with the development

of four-wheel carriages several devices for steering

purposes. At one time there appears to have be-:n a

great desire to produce carriages that could be propelled

from either end, or that would allow the occupant to sit

either with his back towards or facing the driver, having

also the advantage of protecting the child with the hood

from either the rain, wind, or sun. Reversible bodies,

handles, and hoods were the chief means adopted to give

effect to this desire.

For the five years, from 1884 to iSSS inclusive, over

330 applications w^ere made for patents, and provisional

specifications were left at the Patent Office. Of this

number about 200 were subsequently abandoned, and

130 were sealed and letters patent granted. The inven-

tions deal with every conceivable partof a perambulator,

and there is ample evidence in the specifications that

considerable thought and time have been devoted to the

perfection of carriages for the health and comfort of the

youngest, and, in the opinion of many mothers, the most

important members of the community.

After very careful consideration, I have concluded that

it would be best not to attempt to review in detail any of

the inventions, many of which are in full operation at

the present time, and are evidently giving satisfaction to
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buyers, and companies are being formed for tiie acquiring

and working of others. Members will be able, on refer-

ence to the list appended, to ascertain the number, name,

year, and price of the respective patents, and can, by
sending to the Sale Branch of the Patent Office,

Southampton Buildings, Cursitor Street, London, obtain

what specifications they may require. Some of these

they will find very interesting ; for example, there is one.

No. 10927, of 1888, having for its object the prevention

of vibration, the jolting or shaking of the occupant, and

injury to or displacement of the tyres, springs, and frame-

work of the carriage when turning or steering, twenty-

three sheets of drawings accompany the specification,

illustrating the working of this particular invention.

Although great progress has been made in the

various departments of perambulator manufacturing, wc
have not yet e-xhausted the possibility of improvement.
There is still great scope for the exercise of ingenuity in

construction, taste in decoration, and skill in design.

Every month new applications are made for letters patent

to protect fresh improvements, and there is no doubt that

with the further development of ideas and styles this

number will considerably increase.

I have not brought my researches down to a later date

than the end of 1888, my reason being that sufficient time

has not elapsed for the sealing of the letters patent for

many of the applications made in 1889. I purpose, if

agreeable to the association, to prepare, by the first

meeting held in 1891, a complete list of all applications

made during the years i88q and 1S90, with a statement

of those that have been sealed and patents granted, and

also of those that have, according to the official journal,

been abandoned. I would also .^uggest the advisability of

either myself or some other member preparing a statement

for presentation to the quarterly meetings of the associa-

tions of all the applications made during the previous

quarter, and also of those sealed or abandoned during the

same period. By this process the members will be able

to keep in touch with all the inventions relating to the

interests we represent.

There are two points in connection with the administra-

tion of the patent laws to which I wish to call your atten-

tion. In the first place, prior to 1884 it was the practice of

the Patent OflEce to publish the specifications of abandoned
applications—that is, applications that received provisional

protection only, but since that date they have not been
published, nor are they open to inspection. Possiblj'the

authorities are able to assign apparently good reasons for

this course, but I have not been able to ascertain them.
If it should be on the ground of economy, I am not sure

that it is a wise economy. So far as I have been able to

understand the principle, the granting of letters patent

by the country to individual members of the community
for inventions, the result of their thought and energy,
giving them the sole property in their invention for a
definite period, is conditional on the inventor supplying
a specification explaining clearly and in detail the nature
and particulars of his invention, so that at the end of the
term of the patent the public shall be in full possession of
the knowledge and working of the discovery in return for

the privilege of sole ownership during the period of pro-
tection. If, therefore, I am correct in concluding that the
patent laws are framed and administered for the benefit of
theentiie community, and not in the interests of a section
then it does appear that the publication of provisional
specifications, many of which undoubtedly contain the
germ of new idtas, would be of public utility and service.
The second point to which 1 wish to direct your con-

sideration is the advisability of obtaining, if possible an
agreement whereby all letters patent issued in Great
Britain, or in any part of the British dominions, should
operate alike throughout the mother country and all her
dependencies. During the past few years considerable
discussion has taken place relati\'e to the federation of the
colonies with the home country, the supporters of the
federal principle arguing that much good would result
from bringing Great Britain and her colonies into closer
touch with each other. Without attempting to deal with
the political operation of the federal scheme as a whole it

does appear that much may be said in fa\-our of the
endeavour to obtain a closer relationship with our colonies
commercially. An agreement that all patents issued in
any part of " Greater Britain " should operate through-
out the whole would be _a. considerable step towards

bringing about the closer bond that many so urgently,

desire, and would no doubt prepare the way for a much
greater scheme of international Patent Laws. This idea

isnotanew one. In 1872 a Select Committee was appointed
to inquire 'of foreign and colonial Governments if they
were ready to concur in international engagements rela-

tive to the granting of patents. Many of the replies were
favourable, but others were unfavourable, and nothing
further was done until February, 1875, when a discussion

was raised in the House of Lords which partly took up
the question, more particularly with reference to foreign

countries, and a Patent Bill was introduced which was
ultimately withdrawn. Since then a period of fifteen

years has passed away, a great development has taken
place in all international relations, the tendency being for

nations year by year to become more and more interde-

pendent. And now, if negotiations were again opened, it

is highly probable that a better reception would attend

the proposal, and I think the general opinion will be that

nothing but good would come of the operations of such
an agreement.

Before closing this paper it may be of interest to

members to know the financial result of the administra-

tion of the Patent Laws in this country. I have been
favoured with the following particulars of receipts and
expenditure for 1888 and 1889 :

—

Receipts.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Patent fees ... .. . 128,588 7 8 151 794 4 4
Designs fees 4.912 12 4.833 8
Trade Marks 10,234 2 6 9.905 18 8
Sales of publications ... . S.S78 12 7 6,287 7 6

p^i49.623 14 9 ;ff 1 72,820 18 6
Expenditure.

£ s. d. / 3. d.

Salaries ... 47,524 14 10 490S6 11
Pensions 2,229 2,229
Compensations 1,150 1,150
Incidentals ... 2,414 16 4 2,284 19 II
Stationer)', binding, &c. 2,680 2,600
Rent, taxes, iS;c 1.034 1,050 9 II
New works ... 7S6 II 6 86 8 8
Printing, iS:c. . 23,026 18,200
Paper ... ... • 1,800 1,450
Coals, furniture. &c 1,28s 8 8 1,149 10 4

^83,924 II 4 ;f79,286 9 9
Surplus . 65,699

£ 149 623

3 S

14 9 £

93.534 8 9

72,820 18 6

SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED.
Year. No. Name. Town. Price.
1854... 1179 Julius Schmoock London 6d
1855... 1295 Henry Nunn London 7d
„ ... 1657 Wren London 8d
„ ... 1938 Smith Bristol 3<i

„ ... 2402 Geyelin London 3d
„ ... 2411 Kennard London 3d

1856... 799 Hine London 6d
1857... 1813 Biggs London 3d

„ ... 1819 Meakin London 7d
1858... 285 Tall London 6d

1220 Thomber Halifax 9d
1859... 2216 Smith London 3d
i860... 310 Boyd Lewisham 4d
1S61.,. 827 Woodrud & Milnes Nottingham 3d
1S62... 273 Hill London 8d
1863... 100 Lewis London 6d
1S65... 14 Lloyd Liverpool i8d

.. ... 23S9 Lloyd Liverpool 4d
1866... 27S2 Titfin, jun. London 3d
1S67... 2362 Leveson Manchester 8d

2910 Shaw Manchester 3d
1868... 1643 Fry London 4d
1869... 1538 Marlin Manchester lod

2230 Walsh Manchester 4d
1870... 2716 Gedgc Manchester 4d
1S71... 719 (ledge Manchester 8d

„ - 1475 Thonipsjn London lod
1972 Warsop Nottingham 4d
3393 Prince Birmingham lod

1872... 1450 Kern London lod
2375 Shaw Manchester 4d
25S2 Bonneville Paris and London 8d

IS73... 2539 ^Vshion Warrington 8d
3569 WilUns Wolverhampton 1/4

1874... 2240 Pasco & Hawkins Old Basford 4d
2333 Gadd Manchester 8d
3270 Simpson & Fawcett Leeds 4d
4098 Dale & \anJenweghe Brussels 6d

1875... 134 StanilanJ Bury St. Edmund '.i 8d
„ ..• 546 Shaw Manchester lOd
„ ... 1728 Robinson & Kendall Stockport 4d

I8I8 Ibbotson London 4d
.. - .3362 Henderson London 8d
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Year. No. Name.
1875. -• 3592 Infiicy

1876. .. 1956 Aslro|)

11 .. 305S Hl.amplim

11 • . 3546 ll,ir|.cr

M • . 3969 I'.irkcr

. 4898 Leigh & McDowell
1877! . 2902 Meredith

. 43S3 .Smith

n • • 4520 Owen
„ . . 4548 Dunkley

1878. • 239 Wadsworth

11 • S'o Lord & .Skinner

)> • • 535 Carter

n • . 2071 Garvey

n • . 2089 Ash

It * • 2315 Browne

M • 2367 liell

tl ' . 2879 Aves & Gilles

11 . 3162 Hiil-e

l» 4625 Hale

1879. • 77 Ilatchman

. 1928 L'Hollier

11 2079 Von Nawrocki

tt •• • 2522 Pieper

M •• . 3090 Owen
n •• 3366 Clark

)i •• • 4047 Wilkins

. 4840 Brookes
1879'-

. S'9S Mewburn
1880.. 354 Watterworlh

?» • • 2034 Powles

n • . 2436 Lloyd

J) * • 2857 Lloyd

)i •• . 2908 Wells

» • . 3200 Bailey

• 3892 Wood
mi". • 231 Walterwoith

»! • 2432 Wells

)» • 2903 Lovedee

• 3432 Foster & Williams

t) . 3608 Shaw & Meredith

. 3626 Mansel

M ** • 3925 Von Nawrocki

)) •• • 3970 Asher

n *• • 43S2 Brassington

)» ' . 4467 Miles

• 4470 Middleton & Scott

n "• . 5106 Price & Overton

5148 Steen
1882!'.

. 207 Miles

)i •• 459 Andrews
. 1289 St. Aubyn

n •• • 1344 Whilehousa

. 2114 Cooke

» "* • 2314 Von Nawrocki
• 2352 Preston

,, . 2680 Wood & White

» •• • 3363 Gibson

)) •• • 3400 Aylward

n 4531 Ingram

»t •• 4912 Simmonds

*t •• 5103 Hughes

" * 5707 Simpson & Fawcett

J) •• • 5777 Lloyd

5877 Hatchman
1883!^ . 164 Coleman

n •• • 4" Thompson

)i •• . 1012 Cunliffe & Crooni

n . 1 183 Collett

1) •• I3?7 Brassington

n •* • 1499 Swindells

») •• . 26b6 Lee

)) '• • 3106 Thompson
n •• 3270 Cook & Cook
1) •' 3552 Shaw

4929 Singer & Ilinterleitnet

M " 5313 L'Hollier

It " 5573 Dawson

5* • 5695 Webster

I8S4.. 390 Smith
.. . 1080 Dunk'.ey

» " • 1599 Hitching

. 1609 McGrath
• 1748 Hitching

» •• 2248 Redgate

)l 2257 Twiggs
2642 Andrews

u 3237 Singer & Ilinterleitner

» 3799 Jefferies

3866 Saunders & others

5719 Bond S: Sailer

)» •• 658S Schmetzer

1) 6845 Jones

)( 7689 Smith

1) •* 7871 Reinhold

t) •' 7906 Mcllroy

)»
S031 McGrath

5)
8178 Lee

8294 Harv-ie

18S4.. 9299 Fletcher

•• 12240 Shaw
133S2 Preston

11 •• 13724 Wilson & Woods

« •• 14383 W. J. Rae
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'I'ciwn. Price. Vuar No. Name. Town. Price.

London lod 1884 ...15929 Beasley Northampton 4d
London 2d M -..16059 Saunders iV others Birmingham 6d
Liverpool 6d ...16200 Aylward Coventry 6d
Manchester 2d „ ...16720 Koopman Munich, Germany 8d
London 2d 1885 ... 415 Hoghton Preston 4d
-Manchester 6d ,, ... 934 Bond & Sadler Nottingham 8d
Manchester 6d ,, ... 955 Nunan London 8d
London 4d ,, ... 1S45 Dunkley Birmingham 8d
Manchester 2d )J

... 1925 Wcatherill & Wealherill Manchester 8d
Manchester 6d ... 236S Darling & Osborne Glasgow 81
nalifa.x 6d „ .. 5761 Urf|uhart Manchester 6.1

Manchester 2d ,, .. 7251 Taylor Birmingham lid

Nottingham 2d „ .. 7.S12 Parker & Dunkley Birmingham 8d
Manchester 2d I» .. 8224 Brett London 6d
Stoke-on-Trent 6d „ .. 9005 Main London 8d
London 6d ,, .. 9943 Evans & Harcourt Birmingham 8d
Durham 4d „ . .10303 Wiseman London 8d
London 6d M ..10360 Dixon & Flatters Cambridge 6i
Hamburg 6d „ ..10793 Brassington Manchester 4d
Wolverhampton lOd M ..11254 Collier & Musgrave Manchester 8d
London 4d 1) ..11601 Lake London 4d
Birmingham 2d ,, . . 1 2 1 44 Fox London 8d
Berlin 6d M ..1 3455 Dunkley Birmingham 8d
Berlin 8d ,, .13534 Beauchamp London 6d
Manchester 6d „ . .13971 Tozeland London 6d
London 4d )» • ..14833 ]ackson Birmingham 8d
Wolverhampton 2d >t • ..15978 Simpson & Fawcett Leeds 6d
Smethwick 6d 1886. .. 1777 Andrews Birmingham 8d
London 6d „ . .. 2731 Smith Blackburn 6d
Hull 6d I» • •• 3534 Davis & Benford Brighton 8d
Birmingham 2d 1886. .. 5280 Hillyard & Newnes London 6d
Birmingham 2d »» • . 6243 Gorman & Fletcher Birmingham 8d
Birmingham 6d »> • . 6330 Stables & Selley Manchester 6d
Birmingham 2d )? • . 6448 Dunkley Birmingham i/i

Barnsley 2d 1) . 6832 Moses London 6d
London 8d J) • . 7246 Hooton Blackpool 8d
Hull 2d )I • . 8674 Gorman & Fletcher Birmingham 8d
Birmingham 4d JJ • .10201 Weston Blackpool 8d
Birmingham 2d ,, . .H122 L'Hollier Birmingham 8d
London 4d »> * ..12392 Urquhart Manchester 8d
Manchester 2d Jt . ..12785 Simpson & Fawcett Leeds 6d
Birmingham 2d »J • .12851 Rae Grimsbury 8d
Berlin 6d » • .14067 Burman Moseley 8d
Birmingham 6d )» • .15127 Dunkley Birmingham 8d
Manchester 2d IJ • 15775 Spong London 8d
Birmingham 2d Jl •

.16166 Lloyd Birmingham 8d
Birkenhead 6d 11 .16445 R^* Grimsbury 8d
London 6d 1887. 56 Simpson & Fawcett Leeds 6d'
Ripley 6d I» • . no Hughes Birmingham 8d
Birmingham 8d »l •

. 234 Nicholls Manchester 8d
Sudbury 6d )) • . 1252 Parker London 8d
Bloxwich 6d It • . 2700 Pipe London 6d
Birmingham 2d 11 . 3361 Thompson London 8d
Manchester 2d ,, . 3935 Jelley London 8d
Berlin 6d I» •

. 5216 Simmonds London M
London 6d I) • . 6155 Simpson & Fawcett Leeds 6d
Manchester 2d „ . . 7403 Lightbourn Manchester 6d
Birmingham 6d ft * . 7636 King Manchester 6d
Birmingham 6d . 7665 Holt Southport 8d
London 2d ) ' •

.11220 Powell Bristol 8d
Croydon 6d .11337 Snyers London 8d
Birmingham 6d n • .12170 Willard Eastbourne 6d
Leeds 6d M 131 31 Billington Liverpool I Id
London 6d ») • .14203 Wilson Leeds 8d
London 2d *) • .14220 Hewitt London 6d
London 2d .14611 Thompson London 6d
London 2d i» • .14913 Peets Manchester 6d
Manchester 2d i» • .15920 Price & Nash London Sd
Birmingham 6d n • .16535 Lee & Wiggins London 8d*
Manchester 6d ,, . .17202 Caveney & Wrench Birmingham 8d
Manchester 2d 1888. 20 Sherring Ramsgate 6d
Manchester 2d »' • 73 WiUon Leeds 8d
London 4d j» • . 499 Taylor Birmingham 6d
London 4d . 500 Hooper Birmingham 8d
Manchester 2d 11 • . 552 Fletcher Heaton Norrii 8d
Berlin 4d ) 1

* . 063 Matthews London 8d
Birmingham 2d . 1610 Mullinar & Robinson Northampton 8d
Leeds 6d . 3274 Maxfield London 6d
Ncttingham 6d j» • • 3375 Harris & Smith London 6d
Nottingham 6d »i •• • 3396 Wetherell Manchestei 8d
Birmingham 6d »» • . 4571 Hopkinson Doncaster lid
London 6d . 4883 Murgatroyd Colne 8d
Sheffield 6d 11 • . 4906 Schroeter Delitzsch 6d
London 6d . 5289 Ashton Manchester 8d
Sheffield 4d . 6384 Graham & Macdonald London 8d
Bristol 4d

'
. 75S6 Phillips Redhill 6d

Birmingham 6d . 8060 Phillips RedhiU 6d
Berlin 4d

"
. S209 Whitehouse & Marlow Birmingham 8d

Birmingham 4d .. . 9529 Brown Glasgow 6d
Birmingham 4d . 9734 Kent Leek ford 8d
Nottingham 6d '1 • .10139 Dunkley Birmingham 8d
Rothenburg, Germany 6d | 10502 Gopsill Birmingham iid

Manchester 6d 10927 Garsed & Green Halifax 1/8

Manchester 4d .11143 Izod London 8d
Woolwich 6d 114S9 Macrostie Kingston-on-Thames 8d
London 6d '

.. 1 242 1 Price Birmingham 8d
Sheffield 6d < .12793 Bolt London 6d
Manchester 6d 128S9 Wiseman London 6d
London 4d .14393 Smithers Kingston-on-Thames 6d
Dover 6d 14482 Maddox London 8d
Manchester 2d

"
14553 Humphrey & others Birmingham 6d

London
Nottingham
Grimsbury

4d j» • .1571: Twitching London I Id

6d
4d

* Out of print
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Year No.

1888-16341
„ ...16440

l8o6«

18267

Name.
Cousins
Plant & Brown
Parker
Parkin

Town
London
Brierley Hill

London
London

Price.

6d
8d
6d
8d

Tht ftllowing list has been compiled expressly for this Journal by

Messrs. G. F. Redfern £ Co., Patent Agents, 4, Sout/i Street,

finsbur/, B.C.

APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.

1 1019, W. P. Thompson, a communication from the Stone Manu-
facturing Co., United States, for improvement in clothes wringers.

1 1269. F. Wild, for a self-acting brake, applicable to perambulators,

bath chairs, and other carriages propelled by hand.

1 1340. A. M. Hatchman, for improvements in perambulators.

11697. J- J- Nail and C. Gilkes, for improvements in go-carts and

other like vehicles.

11718. G. Hastie, for improvements in or appertaining to carts or

carriages for children.

1 1770. R. Weiss, for improvements in embroidery machines.

1 1946. H. H. Lake, a communication from W. R. Perce, of United

States, for improvements in sewing machines.

12163. D. Hermann and L. Flatau, for improvements in button-

hole sewing machines.

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED.

Postage id. each extra.

19901. Srwing Machines. R. Chandler, of Bridgeport, Conn.,

U.S.A.—Dated December loth, 1S89. Price nd.
Relates particularly to double-acting machines, the object being to

provide an improved machine of this class, in which provision is made
for operating two sewing machines jointly, and for removing one of the

mechanisms to convert the machine into a single right or left-hand

vertical one.

6510. Sewing Machines. R. G. Woodward, of Waukegan, 111-,

U.S.A.—Dated April 29th, 1890. Price 6d.

Consists in providing a sewing machine with a thread-controller

capable of having its position automatically varied to provide for

variations in the thickness of the cloth or other material under the

presser-foo', and thus give to the needle and stitrh-forming devices

sufficient slack thread to accord with the thickness of the material.

8010. Sewing Machines. E. W. Broadbent, of 261, The Broadway,
N. v., U.S.A.—Dated May 2Jnd, 1890. Price 8d.

Relalts particularly to the feed of stitch-forming mechanism of a

single threid or loop stitch machine, the object being to simplify such

mechanisms, materially reduce the friction of the operating parts, and
to provide adjustments by which the ma:hine will be adapted to all

kinds of word.

UNITED STATES PATENTS.

Issued and Dated July 15TH, 1890.

432010.
machines.

43201 1.

432449-

J. E. Bertrand, Boston, Mass, shuttle for sewing

J. E. Bertrand, Boston, Mass., sole-s ewing machine.

J. Stewart, jun., Yonkers, N.Y., sewing machine.

Issued and Dated July 22ND, 1890.

432746. J. W. Dewees, Philadelphia, Pa., sewing machine.

432955. C. R. Squire, Brooklyn, N.V., sewing machine.

432957- C. R. Squire, Brooklyn, N.V., sewing machine.
Issue D and Dated July 29TH, 1S90.

433130. C. Leak, San Francisco, Cal., spring presser foot for

sewing machines.

Issued and Dated August sth, 1890.

433661. W. J. Stewart, Chicago, 111., tension mechanism for

sewing machines.

433690. L. L. Miller, Newport, tube support for box-loop sewing
machines.

433900, L. Marcy, North Bergen, N.J., sewing machine.

Mr. George Macleod.

lO Scotland belongs the honour beyond any other
country of producing self-made men. Mr. George

Macleod, of 367, Dumbarton Road, Partick, can fairly

claim that honour, and a thorough Scotchman, as his

name implies. The " Man You Ki^-ow " commenced his

business career at an early age. In Dumbarton's historical

town he served his apprenticeship as a mechanic, and with
a self-denial and perseverance worthy the emulation of our
youth of to-day studied well and diligently during its

continuance in his spare time to fit himself for any position
he might be afterwards called upon to occupy. His
application was soon rewarded, as shortly after the com-

pletion of his apprenticeship he obtained a situation at

the desk, in one of our large Clyde shipbuilding yards.
Still his ambition was unsatisfied. With " Excelsior " for

his motto, and the rugged Scotch character of deter-

mination and perseverance to back it up, when offered a
more lucrative, if more responsible post, he at once
accepted it. This was from the largest firm of sewing
machine makers in the world, and so well did he fulfil the
duties imposed upon him that he acted for eight years as

branch manager. The sewing machine business, as the
others, the " Man You Know " at once set himself to
master thoroughly in every detail, and from the work of
the mechanics' shop to the saleroom and operating of the
finished machine Mr. Macleod is perfectly au fait. In
regard to the latter accomplishment, any of our readers
who may be passing Mr. Macleod's premises in Partick
will doubtless, like ourselves, be gratified and amused at

the specimens of his skill to be seen displayed in the
windows—evidences at once of his patience and dexterity.

Mr. Macleod has been for some years in business for

himself in Partick, and deals in all kinds of domestic
machinery. His works are in Hamilton Street there, and
are under his strict personal supervision, where he turns
out, besides domestic machinery, the Montgomerie
Freezers, a description of which we give in another page.
We congratulate Mr. Macleod on the success he has
attained by his upright dealing, energy, and practical

enterprise, and proudly offer him the hand of friendship
as a worthy brither Scot.

—

The Victualling Trades
Review for August.

GOAT SKIN RUGS FOR BASSINETTES, &c.,
From 18s. per dozen.

Send 2 Is. for assorted dozen, three different sizes.

WHOLESALE ONLY.

HANDEL WHEATLEY, EYESHAM-

THE "HANDY"

lock-stitch' 'sewing machine,
SIMPLE, DURABLE, AND CHEAP.

COMPLETE
Japanned Tla

Box.

30/-

Perfectly Reliable and Suitable for all ordinary purposes.

HARPUR & MASON,
MANUFACTURERS.

\l LOZELLS ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.
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THE

Eclipse
n

imFi. ^M©iie
The Eclipse Hand Machine is the BEST and CHEAPEST in the Trade

It pays AGENTS and SHIPPERS much better to handle this machine in

preference to any other, and no dealer's stock Is complete without it.

Once tried always bought

SHIPPERS specially invited to write for sample Machine and terms.

Manufacturers and patentees of the ''ECLIPSE" MEDIUM FAMILY
OSCILLATOR AND FAMILY HAND SEWING MACHINES.

THE "ECLIPSE" KNITTING MACHINE. The QUICKEST and BEST
Machine in existence for MANUFACTURING AND DOMESTIC USE.

SIMPLE IN CONSTRUCTION. EASY TO LEARN and LIGHT RUNNING.

Send for Illustrated Lists and Wholesale Terms to the

Sole lVl£LXi.ufia>ciivix?ex*s:

The "ECLIPSE MACHINE CO., OLDHAM
(LATE SHEPHERD, ROTHWELL, & HOUGH).
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VARLEY & WOLFENDEN
KEIGHLEY, ENGLAND,

SOLE

MANUFACTUEERS
OF THE

CYCLOPS

Lockstitch

SewingMachines
FOR

Domestic

and Manufacturing

Purposes

Aleo Manufaoturera
of Wringing and
Mangling I^laobines.

These Machines are

made from the Best
Materials, and cannot
he surpassect tor excel-

lency of finish and
durability.

SHIPPING OEDEHS
EXECUTED ON THE
SHORTEST NOTICE.

NS00835 -SitJ IM^EOZSe

The*llTLllS*6E0STEilD*Co.

BILSTON.
EVERY SEWING MACHINE DEALER

SHOULD SELL BEDSTEADS.
Many DO NOT because of the ROOM they

take up. BEDSTEADS can now be sold by
Sewing M.ichine Dealers from DRAWINGS
and delivered to THEIR CUSTOMERS'
ADDRESS the NEXT DAY.
Write or wire TO-DAY for Book of STOCK

PATTERNS. ALL patterns in this book are
ACTUALLY IN STOCK, papered ready to
leave SAME DAY as wired for. Finish and
value guaranteed.
N.B.—EVERY Bedstead FITTED UPWHEN FINISHED before leaving the WABE-

HOUSE.
A Large Stock of these Patterns is kept at

120, 122, CURTAIN RD, EC.
For London Trade only.

First Orders shouUl be Rccoaipanied by KefereDces er
Kemittnnee.

VICTOR" WRINGER is a Machine we can cun-
tidently recommend. It fixes with ease on to a round or
square tub, and the clamp is so arranged that no matter at
what angle the side of the tub may be the Wringer, when
fixed, stands straight up.

TRADE PRIGS.
12 in. 14 in. 15 in. I All with Best White Solid
13/3 14/6 16/- f Rubber Rollers.

Cog Wheels, 8d. extra each Machine

The A.^r.Co. are the largest manufacturers of Rubber Roller Wrinper
in Lurope. Makers of the " Acme." " President," " Nonpareil." and

Victor \\ ringers ; al>o Knife Cleaners anil Ice Cream Ffeexers.

THE ACME MACHINE CO.,
Henrietta Street, GLASGOW^
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HENRY VORLEY'S
Pure White "Scentless d Stainless" Lubricating Oil,

For Sewing and Knitting Macliines, Physical and Surgical Instruments, Guns, Clocks, Lathes, &c., &o.

BEWARE OP IMITATIONS.
jCOHIS very beautiful oil is incapable of thickening in use or of gumming the bearings, being an "absolutely

^J^ neutral " substance, unaflFected by the weather or age. It may now be obtained in bottles at all respectable

Sewing Machine and Bicycle Depots, and Wholesale at

23, SHAFTESBURY ROAD, HO f^NSEY RI SE, LONDON, N.

Low^er Qualities of the White Oil may now be had. Also Fine Lamp for
Bicycles, and American Golden, in Casks direct from the Docks, or

packed in Cans, Drums, or Bottles Suitable to the Trade.

BIELEFELDER

NaeliinasclimenFaM
Saalfeld on Saale, (GERMANY),

MANUFACTURE

SINGER A & B MACHINES
(For Hu:iJ or Treadle),

SAXQNIA MACHINES .

WHITE MACHINES.

These splendid Machines are always
to the front.

The lightest running Shuttle Machines out.

Illustrated Price List on application to

R. J. JOHNS & CO.,

89, Holiborn Viaduct,
LONDON, E.G.

TO INVENTORS.

Creneral Patent Office. Established 1830.

G. F. REDFERN & CO.
4, SOUTH STREET, FINSBURY,

LONDON
PROVISIONAL PROTECTION for 9 months under the

new Act, ;f3 3s. ; to complete the Patent for 4 years,

£7 7s. French Patent, including first year's tax, £8

;

Belgian Patent, £4 ; Imperial German Patent, ;^io 10s.
;

United States Patent, including all e.xpenses for the whole
term, £17 los. Circular of information as to the mode of
proceeding in applying for Letters Patent, cost of European
Patents generally, and also of Colonial Patents, forwarded
upon application. Trade Marks and Designs registered in

England and Abroad. [Telephone No. 169.

Registered Telegraphic Address;—" INVENTION, London."

AIRE AGREEMENT FORMS.

The best form compiled, used by most of the trade.

Price 6d. per dozen, 3/9 per 100.

HIRE INSTALMENT CARDS.

strongly bound instalment cards with the hire

terms at the back. Price 1/- per dozen, 7 6 per 100.

Dealer's name and address printed if required.

8 ewell & Co., 28, Paternoster Row.London, E.C.

G. R PRICE,
PATENTEE AND MANUFACTURER OF

PERAMBULATORS, Bassinettes, invalid Carriages, 4c.

18T &, XSS, GOOCH STREET,
BIRMINGHAM.

7»o.,: ,j3Qj, 20/. auBjECT. G. R- P' has had over 20 yeara' practical experience in the manufacture o{ Perambulators.
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Grimme, Natalis & Co.,
BRUNSWICK, GERMANY.

MAKERS OF THE CELEBRATED

if ORIGINAL PRINCESS." FAMILY HAND."
And other Machines.

SEND FOR ttaJL\jsttiilt^t> ^oh^oj^ebat^t: i^ist
TO

Representative-CHAS. BRADBURY,
249a, high HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

THE BEST RUBBER WRINGERS
NOW IN THE MARKET

ARE THOSE MADE BY

The Cherry Tree Machine Co.,

€WMm
TflEY WILL LICK

ALL IN

CREATION,

AND PRICES ARE

AS LOW AS ANY OTHER

MAKE.

^^W-9)

STRONG FRAMES.

BEST RUBBER.

METAL BEARINGS.

TURNED AND FITTED.

ONCE TRIED

..^, , ,.. ALWAYS USED.
"The Express.

REPRESENTATIVE FOR LONDON AND THE SOUTH—

J. JOHMTS, 59, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, EX.
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FAFF SA JOJx

I The most reliable Family and Tailoring

Machines; are unequalled by any Machine
for their quality^ exquisite workmanship, and

appearance.

All the Impor-

tant parts ex-

posed to

friction are

forged of tiie

best quality

steel.

Perfectly

Noiseless

Motion,

and numerous

other

Improvements.

The Pfaff " B " Perfect Sewing Machine.

iNUFJCTURED Bv G. M. PFAFF, Kaiserslantera, GERMANY.
Telegraphic Address: M. PFAFF.

QUOTATIONS AND TERMS ON APPLICATION.

THE "BRANSTON ))

M .^ewm etg^o.,

LIMITED.

PATENTEES AND MAKERS OF

THE ONLY TWO-REEL SEWING MACHINE
Making a perfect lock-stitch direct from two ordinary reels of cotton

without a shuttle or take up. Rotary movement throughout.

Simple, Light running, and Noiseless, and with fewer parts than any

other Lock-stitch Machine.

Address-

;9, WmVbmum Tladlnrtt %,mmAmm^ B,© •

Printed and Fublisbed by Sewell & Co., St. Paul's Buildings, Paternoster Row, E.C , to which address
all cominunications should be sent.
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SIMMONS & CO.,
LATEST NOVELTY.

I>ERAlVIBXJLATOR CART.
1. Warm and Snug for Winter. I 3. Mounts Kerbstones readily.
2. Very Light to Push.

| 4 Very Safe, Strong, and Handsome.

^

Export Perambulator Works,

TAPER ST., S.E., near London Bridge Station.

X
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WHITE SEWING MACHINES
Are Light Running, Noiseless A Dnrable. & Warranted for 5 Years.

0"V"EI?, 800,000

WHITE MACHINES
II 111 1 JJ NOW IN USE.

See a WHITE before purchasing any other.

.Siyle No. 3.—Price, £8 10s. Od.;

DAILY SALES EXCEED 1,000 MACHINES.

NO OTHER MACHINE CAN BOAST OF SUCH A RECORD.

GOLO IVTEDAIL. awarded at I>ARIS EXH:iBITION,X889.
MACHINES TO WORK BY HAND OR TREADLE OR BOTH COMaiNED.

THE

WHITE
SEWING

MACHINES
ARE

SUITABLE FOR ALL CLASSES OF WORK
LIGHT OR HEAVY.

lVEa.]:i.u.fa,ctiox>y

—

CLEVELAND,
OHIO, U.S.A

Style PEERLESS B.—Price £4 ISs. Od.

EASY PAYMENTS ARRANGED TO SUIT INTENDING PURCHASERSAGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.
MACHINES FOR DRESSMAKERS,

TAILORS, UPHOLSTERERS,
CORSET MAKERS,

AND EVERY VARIETY OF WORK.

SAMPLES OF WORK
AND PRICE LISTS

SENT POST FREE
UPON APPLICATION.

Ifew Rotary Shuttle Machine. Price. £9 Os Od I

White SewJDgMacbineGo.,

48, HOtBOi raOOCT,

LONDON, ENGLAND.
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HARROFS
ASSIiTTES m I CARTS,

MADE SPECIALLY FOR THE "HIRE TRADE,
))

WRITE FOR MEW LIST.
The

Best

in the

Market

for

to

Buy.
CmLdGlJ£iSo/^y^PPL/(y^dN:;^

Sells

at

Sight-.

Greatest

Success

of

the

Season.

MADE WITHOUT SMALL WHEELS IF HEQUIRED-

^FLYING DUTCHMAN" CARTHE "ASH CART.

Eeg No. 103030.

Patent No. 6303.

>.. xf^~

Ufii WHEELS AND RUBBERS
THE GHEAT SHOW O

MANU
Sold ii

Sep

PRIC

TK)\

Chief Office and Wholesale vs/arehouse
(LARGE SKCO^WROOIVIS),

55, TIB STREET, MANCHESTER.
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BIESOLT 8c LOOKE,
MEISSEN SAXONY),

(ESTABLISHED 1800)

THE "CINDERELLA."

^^fctrtlittj—SACK

Perfected Automatic Hand and Treadle Sewing
Machines for Domestic and Trade use. 12 patented
improvements. Working parts finest tempered
steel. Undoubtedly the best Machine in the market.
Silent, uniform, rapid, easy movement.

MACHINES.

4,

Wholesale Agents:

S. BETTMANN & CO.,

AGENTS WANTED.
E.C.

Pi.-'XTFORM Up.
lXt:xt ^^onth tlic FlntTorm will be shown down.^

BY HER MAJESTY 'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

E. WARD & GO. S
Compound ilrm and Platform Domestic Lock-

slitcli Shuttle

SEWING MACHINES
IsarAMILV HAND SEWING MACHINE worked with a
straight needle and shuttle, making the LOCK. i>TlTGH both
sidesalike. Combining both the Ar.m—?q essential to many of
the wants of family sewing, such as putting in sleeves je-.ving

round the arms of dresses, and such work sj dirficu't to be done
with any other hand machi'ie, and the Platform for pljiii

sewing, quilting, &c. Ihe plate wh:cli constitutes the planttrra

is part of the base ; when required il is raised to its place by a
simple mechanical contrivance, and there secured by a projection
which passes into a hole in the arm. The Machine is sell-

threading throughout with self-threading Shuttle.
Encouraged by the unparaUeled success which has attended

this Machine, and the satisfactorj* manner in which it is spoken
of by all who have tried it, the PATENTEE HAS MADE
FURTHKR IMPf<OVE\lKNrS ecured by new Patents, and
trusts that it will now Ic found t!;e M st Periett, Simple,
and Sizeable MacMne m llie Market.

Patentee and Sole Manufacturers :

E. ISZ^iLI^ZJ & CO.,
9, WELLS STREET, OXFORD STREET,

LONDON, W.
Tcltpkone A'o. 166F. T<.l''gr.im^,'' Grovod, London.

AMERICAN ORGAN AND HARMONIUM
MANUFACTURERS,

62, 6LENGALL ROAD. OLD KENT ROAO,

LONDON, S.E.

First-Cl^ss Qualitt'. Low Prices, Latest Lnx^roioncJits.

d^ WBITE FOR -NE}.W IliLUSTRATED LIST-

E:5TABLISHED 1851.

BIRKBECK BANE.—Stuthamplon Buildings, Cnar;cery Lane.—Three per
cent, lutereit a-Iowed on Dfpisits, repavaoie oq demaDJ.

Two per cent. Interest on Current Accounts calculated on the xcinimuai
monthly b^Linces, v. hen not drawn below £IC0.
The Bank undertakes for it^ Customers free ofcharge, the custodv of De?ds,

Writings,and other3ir.;uritie3 anl Valuables, thecnllfction r.f Bills of'Exchaiigf,
Dividends, and Coupons ; and the purchas- and sale of Stocks, Sbare5, anJ
Annuities. Letters of Credit and Circular Note^ issued.

Tha Birkbeck Almanack, with full part'culars, post fr^-e on application.
FrtAXCIS liAVENSCKuFT, Manager.

TheBi.kbeck Building Society's Annual flecaipts exceed Five MiiIion3.

BOWTO PCRCHASE A HOUSE FOR x'Vv O GUINEAS PER MONTH, with
imnaediate Possession and no Kent to pay. Apply at the Ortice ot the

BIKKD&.CK BviLDiNG suciETY, 2B, Southampton Buili-iiitts, Chancery tanc.
irow TO Purchase a plot of la.nd for five shiel .^gs pk:*
fl- ilONTH, with immediate poissssion, ti"her for Build'Dg t.r Gaideniug
purposes. Apply at the Office of the Biekblck Freeh-jid Laicd SucitTr, iia

aoove.
Itic Birkbeck Almanack, ^ith full partica'urs, on applicaiion,

FRANCIS RAVE.^dCKOFT. Manage.-.
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BRADBURy

G" LiM-

EST*BU§Hto

1852 •]

NO COMPLICATED COGS, CCMS, OR ELABORATE

MECHANISM.

SIMPLICITY WITH EFFICIENCY.

DURABILITY WITH SPEED.

THE BEST FOR THE AGENT.

SEWlNt)
THE BEST FOR THE MERCHANT.

THE BEST FOR THE MANUFACTURER.

THE »

OLDESr 1

EUROPEAN

MAKERS

MOST LIBERAL TERMS TO AGENTS.

Awarded the Highest Honours at all the

Great Exhibitions.

12 GOLD MEDALS SINCE 1879.

RADBURY'S BASSINETTES,
"C^ *E are now in a position to sell some of the best and most elegantly designed Carriages ever offere.l to the public. The variety is

still larger than that of previous yeirs, and the buyers of our goods will be enabled to sell an article that cannot be equalled for

elegance of design, neatness of finish, quality, and price.

The material for this season's goods was purchased before the recent advance in prices, and we can, in consequence, give our
customers an important advantage in this respect. No advance will be made on the prices of last season, and the quotations for the New
Carriages are based on the same List.

Bradbury's K"o. 20- Bradbury's No. 21.

VVo^d body, square end:, h\nl-p.iinLel panels and fljwjrce.Ure
uph)lstered in Criickell's leaih'r, m ninle I on steel shxcke sprni's, 2 fin.
rubber lyre bicyck wheels, fi' ted with registered pittern Chiaa'nandic,
Will cover, three looic cushions, strap;, br.isi-j jinte 1 rei-ersible h r) 1, &c.
Made of well-seisoned timber, beaulilully orn»m:;nled, and upholstered
in the best possible manner.

Ciriul.ir w.«d body, beiutifuUy painted in new colours,
hinlpaiitjl fliWw-r cjntre, upliolstered in Crockett's leather,
m)unt;l oi ste.d shickle sprin;s, 24 in. rubber lyre bicycle
wheels, fi't'.-d with regi-iterei pattern China handle, well-cover,
three looie cushio.is, str.ips, and brass-jjimcd reversible hood.
Ml le of th.- b.'st mi'erials, an.' Iinishe.1 in first-class style.

UNEQUALLED FOR QUALITY AND FINISH.
Price Lists to be obtained at our Depots or from the Manufactory.

BRADBURY & CO., LimM, Wellington Works, OLDHAM.
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HARRIS' PERAMBULATORS.
W. J. HARRIS & CO., LIMITED,

TKLEGFIAI'll AUDkESS,

"Admired, London."

Do not fail to

send for

Designs and

lowest prices

for 1890.

FROM

1 to 10 GUINEAS

Do not fail to

send for

Designs and

lowest prices

for 1890,

THE HAYMERLE.
Lightness, Strength, and Elegance combined Carriages made specially for the Hire System, and
delivered without the least possible delay. Compare our wheels, fittings, and finish throughout, wiih those

. of other Makers.
Sample carriage willingly sent on approval. Special Terms to Shippers and large Buyers.

Offices and forh, HAYMERLE ROAD, PECKH4M, LONDON, S.E.

J. R. BR
Manufacturer of

NOVELTIES & FANCY GOODS,
59 & 60, HATTON GARDEN.

Stea.m Factory—Ashfey ISTorlis, 31,Hackney fioad.
Flower Vases for Windows suspended by Chains.
Flower Vases for Windows in original Cocoanut suspended by

Chains, also in polished Cocoanut.
Totacco Jars mounted on tripods.

Cigar Stands, various, and elaborately mounted.
Flower Stands in polished Cocoanut and also in original

Cocoanut, on Bamboo Stands suspended by Chains.
Wall Brackets in polished Cocoanut mounted on plush.

Photo Frames in polished Cocoanut mounted on plush.

Whole Cocoanut polished, mounted, and finished to order.

BEST TERMS TO SHIPPERS.

CHEQUES ID POSTAL ORDERS CROSSED BIRKBECK BiK.
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E. WARD & CO.,
Cycle Engineers,

Are prepared to build Cycles for Gentlemen to any design and
weiijht required.

ENAMELLING IN VARIOUS COLOURS.
REPAIRS FOR THE TRADE.

Wheels Made, Frames Brazed, Hardening. Screwcutting.

Balls, Belts, Lamps, Saddles. Sundries, at manufacturers'
prices.

9, WELLS ST., OXFORD ST., W.

ESTABLISHED I860

BFSr MATERIULS ONLY USED.

TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.

Impoitant Rise iu Prices of Sewing Machines.

We beg t3 info m out cubtime-s acd all those engaged ia the
Sewing Machine Trada that Messrs. Junker & Ruh, of Karlsruhe,
are still selling thsir «ell-bnowa Machine* at old prices. Illus-

trated Li ti forwarded upon application with business ca:d to

Ar>. fME:S Se, CO.,
45, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON,

Importers of Gold and Silver Watches, Clocks, Vienna
Regulators, and all kinds of Gold and Silvs' Jewellery,

at Lowest Wholesale Prices.

DOLL'S SWING COT

LAWRIE & BISHOP,
WirsASTorkers and Makers of every description of Fancy Bird

Cages.

•J J, £G, and 57. BRADFORD STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

Thousands abe being Sold.

G. H. WELLS,
MANUFACTURER,

151 & 153,

BISilOP ST. S0DTJ1
BIBMINGHAM.

B i3si i',',33 from ISs. ESTABLISHED 186 2.

KOCH'S NEW CIRCULAR ELASTIC MACHINE.
THE BEST BOOT REPAIRING IVIACHINE.

Manufactured by the

Bielefeld Sewing Machine Manufacturing Co.
H. KOCH & CO.

Ho Shuttle S ^
Carrier.

No Co^s.

The Icnnth of arm of tlie above macliinc is 10 in. ; ilie head is the smallest hitherto produced, beiu"; smaller than

a sixiH'uny pTece, iIuh enabling repairs of the snialle.st slioe.i to be done. The stitch is beautifid and uniform, feeding on or from

the cviinder iu any direction ; this i.s a great adv,uit;ige not iwfsessed by any other Elastic niacliine .if ulder construccion. The

shuttlodoes not wear out as it lies immovably in the cylinder : this is also a great feature, as other Elastic machines are subject

to "reat wear and te.ir of shuttle,-', .shuttle diivers and cog?, causing freiiutnt repairs.

SOLE WHOLESALE AGEiNr—

C. LOHMANN. 22, Jewin Street. London, E.G.
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KIMBALL & MORTON, Limited
(ESTABLISHED 1867), ^

SEWING MACHINE MANUFACTURERS,

B01CHWELI. CIRCUS, GLASGOW.
Branches— 52, Reform St., DUNDEE, and 11a, Norfolk St., Pall Mall, MANCHESTER.

ft* rg
™^ ^
STEEL

IRINGER.
li inch X li lEch

15 inch X 2 inch. ; i

16 inch X 2 inch.

^^«PU— jJ- '-^BiTji

'*<:

THE

'' MEDIUM.
"

SAIL
TARPAULIN,

FAMILY
(TREADLE)

AXD

MORTON
(HAND)

MACHINES

Ga'ihering

ff^acliioes.

No 2

H^arufactirino

fi^acfiinfs

IN'

FOUl
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THE IMPROVED

''Bonnaz" Universal Crank Embroidering Machine

New,

Simple,

Eelialile,

Made in

Six Styles

accorcliiig

to

reqoi'ements,

Fur TA;vIBOURINCr, BRAIDING, CTiRrHNO. or FANCY LINING the Res'; MacLire in tha ^farte^
Manufactured by LINTZ & ECKHABDT, BERLIN.

Sole Agent, C. LOHMANN, 22, Jewin Street, London, E.G.o

THE NEW PATENT BRUSH LATCH OPENERS,
A GREAT IMPROVEMENT IN KNITTING MACHINES. ^̂KNITTING

WOOLS-^
M The 'FDF' KNITTING WOOLS.

SPLENDID VALUE IN SPECIALITIES FOR

MACHINE KNITTING.

Samples post free of the Sole Wholesale ^geat, as below.

l.-uM particulars of Tr 5 .liid [he numerous otliL-r imp'ovcmcnts nn the DUBIKD
PATENT KNITTING MACHINKS of the Wholesale Agcit. AN IMMENSE STOCK ALWAYS KKl'T IN' \ AKK HS l^l Al.ITIKS.

G. STIBBE. 25, JAMAICA ST., GLASGOW.

LLOYD & CO.,
Largest Makers of Better Class Cars in London.

MOST DESIGNS REGISTERED AIW~ PROTECTED.

Go for Car's no^wr the Sassinette Season is o^ver.

BORO', LONDON, S. E.
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THE

BABY ES.
UNIQUE DESIGNS. SOUND CONSTRUCTION.

ARTISTIC, ELEGANT AND DURABLE.

The STAR Carriages

are in use throughout

the World, and in Every

Country have ^iven the

utmost satisfaction.

DEALERS find the

Star Goods ^ive finest re-

sults^ yieid biggest Profits,

and sell at si^ht.

ORDERS should be

placed at once for Season's

Goods to avoid delay when

the usual rush comes.

The STAR Patent SPRING.
Tte Most Successful Antl- Vibrator Ever Invented tor the

T C A m M I IJ,"

New Season's Illustrated Catalogue Post Free upon Application.

GOODINGE RD., YORK RD,
I^ONUON, N.
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SINGER'S New Vibrating Machines
(HAND OR TREADLE)

Are the BEST HOUSEHOLD SEWIXG .MACHINES ever offered to the PubHc
They have the SIMPLEST SHUTTLE, SHORTEST NEEDLE, BEST STITCH ADJUSTMENT

MOST PERFECT TENSION, AEE NOISELESS, and MAZE THE PEETTIEST STITCH. '

(f^oixtpleic Accessories, fJlt^t^sc^mc ©ttbtttct ^ovk*
EASY TO BUY. EASY TO LEARN EASY TO WORK.

FOR CASH 10 PER CENT. DISCOUNT. Or on Hire with Option of Purchase.
LIBEEAL ALLOWANCE FOR OLD MACHINES.

is upon the Arm of theCAUTION.— Beware of Imitations, and to avoid deception see that the Company'aTrado Name " SINGER
IMachiuG.

\ 1 I

THE SINGER MANUFACTURING CQMPAHy^
(Formerly I. fll. SINGER & CO.). ' ^

' '

Management for the United Kingdom: 39 FOSTER LANE, CHEAPSIDE, L
And i91 Branches throughout Great Britain and Ireland.

D!9N,E.C.
^

Sc7i'iiig Mac/line Gazette OFfice, 28, Paternoster Row, London, E.C.

RATE.— ^d. per Word ; Minimum, 6d.

OIL.—About 50 gross left of our 4 oy,. bottle of

Sewing Machine Oil. Our clearing price is 24s. gross, and
would be good value at 42s. Smartest 6d. bottle in the market.

Buyers are astonished at the value. Sample bottle, parcel post free,

on receipt of 6d.—J. W. DRAKE, Oil Importer, Ilfracombe.

TXTANTED to purchase a quantity of Second-hand
• * Sewing Machines. Singer principle. Or would purchase

dealers or depot soiled stock and job lots.—Address S. H. M. E.

(Yorkshire), care of Sewing Mm-liine Gazette.

SCOX & CO., Alcester, makers of every description
• of Neeiles.

A SSISTANT MECHANIC requires Situation ; has
knowledge in Repairing Sewing Machines.—Bradbourne

Cottage, Elm Road, Kingston, Surrey.

oILS.—Sewing Machine Oils, 2 oz. panelled bottles
145. per gross

; 3 oz., i6s.
; 4 oz ,

iSs.—Address " Lady Bridge
Oil Works," Spring Street, Hull. Special quotations for quantities.

"C^IFTY good Second-hand Sewing Machines Wanted,
for Cash.—VERNAV, 42, St. James' Road, Liverpool.

CEWING MACHINE MECHANIC and expert
'^ MACHINIST, wide experience, requires Situation.—" P.,"
Gatette Office.

A FIRM of Sewing Machine Factors and Merchants
^^ are wishful to represent a good firm of Sewing Machine Manu-
facturers not already represented in this country.—Address, full

particulars with list, to Bo.\ 6, Scv.'iiig Mae/tine Gazette Office,

London.

The Hire-Purchase System.

The Bassinettr Hirino Case.

In our last issue we reported a case tried at the Gloucester Pulice

Court, in which Walter George Biggs, of Vauxhall Road, Gloucester,

was charged with having stolen a bassinette, of which he was the

bailee, on the 2Sth .-Vpril, the property of Mr. Edward Pitt, domestic
machinery dealer, Gloucester. Mr. Chipp having staled that the case

was an adjourned one for the production of another witness, the evi-

dence given at the first hearing was lead over. Elizabeth Prosser, wife

of Robert Prosser, general dealer, of 92, N'ictoria Street, sail that on
a Saturday in April prisoner went to their house and xsked her
husband to buy some furniture. Her husband went away with him,

and afterwards returned with some furniture. On the Monday follow-

ing prisoner's brother took a bassinette to their shop, anl left it with

her. The same night prisoner went there, and she said "
I suppose

you have called for the money for the bassinette?" and he replied "
I

have." Witness paid him 5s., but the ba«sinettc w.as afterwards

claimed by Mr. Pitt as his property. I'ri.soner said his wife toll him
she bought the carriage from Mr. Pitt for los-, a.nd he did not know
but what that was so. Mr. Pitt (recalled) said that was the first

he had ever heard of the bassinette being bought. Sentenced to 2S
days' hard labour.

E.XTRAORDINARY SEIZDRE.

At the West London Police Court, Garner Harvey, an analyst, w.as

recently charged with being concerned in .'stealing a quantity ol

jewellery, wearing .ipparcl, money, and (iroperty, value ^500, belong-

ing to Warden Hay word. George Weaver, a liorsekceper, living

in Lodge Avenue, Fulham, who had been im icr remand on a charge of
stealing a numlicr of dresses, the properly of Kale Osey and her
sister, the landlady of the house in Oxberry .\venue, was pl.iced in the

dock with the accused.

Mr> C. H. Wadham defended Harvey.

In opening the case, Mr. Inman, for the prosecution, said money
w.is borrowed of Mr. Saunders, who b,,ught the furniture, there lieing

an objection to a bill of sale, and restored it on Ihch're system to Mrs.

1 lay ward. The prosecutrix removed to Oxberiy Avenue, where all the
furniture was seized, together with other property, one box beintr
traced to the residence of Mr. Wadham.

Mr. Wadh.am rose, and said he attended as solicitor to Ihe prisonerwho was a lodger in his house. '

Mr. Inman, proceeding, said that bottles of wine and spiri's were
opened and drunk, cigars being distributed broadcast amonest
labourers in the road. °

Kate Osey was recalled, and said the prosecutor and his wite hidrooms in the house. In cross-examinalion the witness sairl the nrFsoner
Harvey asked her sister to take care of the money and jewellery but
she refused to have anything to do with them. He said they must
take the furniture, but they must not touch the wearing apparelU hen she saw Weaver taking the dresses belonging to her and her
sister she went for a constable and gave him in charge. The prisoner
Harvey assisted to tike Weaver to the station. Mrs. Hayward
deposed that she was residing with her husband in Claro-Terrace OldBrompton. In March last she entered into the ac^reement with Mr
Saunders in her own name. On the 2nd instf she removed" toOxberry Avenue, and slept there three nights, the things not beintr
unpacked. She had two trunks, a box, and two bags. Her husband
had a rifle, sticks, and umbrellas. She had /20 in money jewell-rv
and other property of the value of ^500. She returned on the 6diand found all the furniture and her property removed. She had left
three dozen bottles of wine and spirits and two boxes of clears\\hen she returned she found the cash-box, broken open, lyine on
the floor, the money having been abstracted. Replying to MrInman, the prosecutrix said £1 was due under the agreement. In cross-
examination the prosecutrix said she was living at the Grapes Mill
Street, Hanover Square, at the time she entered into the agreement' She
did not know that a loan on the furniture required to be registered' Mr
Curtis Bennett rei'erred to the agreement, which specified househo'd
goods and efl'ects. The schedule enumerated the articles The prose
cutrix was questioned by Mr. Wadham as to whether she had <nven ary
trouble. She said she had not paid the instalments weekly but she
denied having given any trouble. She had one letter from MrWadham, who charged 6s. Sd. for it. Mr. Wadham : Have you paid
it ? Witness : No ; I do not intend to p.iy it. (Laughter ) Other
questions were put, Mr. Wadham stating that they were for the
purpose of testing her credit. Mr. Curtis-Bennett: The credit co°s
to the other side. Mr. Wadham alfo referred to the agreement and
said the prosecutrix received .v;'55. The Prosecutrix : I never had /re
I only had ^30. About ;flo is due. I signed the .igreement but I
did not read it, as my husband had approved of it. Mr. Curtis-
Bennett remanded the prisoners, and siid he should require two
sureties in / 2 50 each forlhe appearance of Harvev, with twenty-four
hours' notice to the police. The prisoners were then removed
At the further hearing of the case William Struttun, a green"ro-er

of High Street, Fulham, deposed that at midday on September 4thWeaver engaged him to remove some goods to Walham Green Hewent to Oxberry Avenue, where he saw both prisoners, a man name.i
Burke, and a commissionaire. He was assisted to load up the furni
lure, and among the things brought out were a Gladstone bac and'
other articles. The landlady refused to allow any more to be rcnioved
until the van w.is searched, as some of her dresses had gone A
constable was called, but the dresse; were not in the ?an. The I'oi I

ing was finished, and he conveyed the goods to an auc'ioneer'.s' itWalham Green. Alfred Pendez, a carman, s.iid he was cmplove-i bvHarvey to remove some of the things, which lie conveyed to the
auctioneer's at Walham Green. He called Harvey's attention to the
broken locks in a chest of drawers. The prisoner said the locks were
broken by some one he had employed. Cross-examined. Harvev said
everything was to be removed except the clothing. He understooct
Harvey me.int Weaver .is the man who had broken the locks in the
drawers. H, Gould, manager to .Mr. Medina, auction-'er at Wilham
Green, said he asked Harvey for whom he w.is selling the things Ue
proiluced the card of .Mr. Wadham, solicitor, Finsbury Pavement and
Slid some of the things were to be sold and others warehoused
Subse<iuently a carman, by direction of Harvey, removed a box'
portmmteau, gun, and o:her articles. The sile did not take place as
It was restrained by an injunction from the High Court Henr\-
George Stokes, the carman mentioned by the auctioneer's "manarrer
proved going to Mr. Wadham's house and delivering a large box'
Harvey assisting to carry it in. He also delivered some bkinkels'
which Harvey assisted to carry into the house. He saw Mr'. Wadham
and Harvey in the room with the box open. When Harvey s.iw him
enter the room he sent him to fetch a table, which was carried with
the other things to some dealer in Barrington Road, Loughborough
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Jiinclion. Amrng the articles be left (here was a Rim. Mrs.
Cunsinnce Il.nyward wns c.nllid with respert to the Ijox delivered at

Mrs. Wadhani's house in Claphoni, and snid it was her ]iro))er'y. It

icn'aiiud vcaiiny apparel and other articles. This I'eing all the

evidence, Il.nrvey leservid his defence, and Weaver sai<l he knew
nothinfj nboul the jewellery and 1 ox'S. Mr. Curtis-Hennelt thoiij^ht

it was a case which reauired strict investigation, and observed that it

was monstrous for poods to he seizeil in that way with only an instal-

ment of /^l due. it was high time the jniblic should have a know-
ledge of such a case. As to where the guilt was he would leave a

jury to discover. The prisoners were fully committed for trial, 'llie

second charge against Weaver, for stealing a number of dresses

belonging to Kate O.sey and her sister, the landlady, was also coni-

|)letcd. Mr. Curtis-Bennett committed him for trial.

Charge of Trigamy against an Old
SeAA/ing Machine Traveller.

[ANY of our readers will remember the dashing John Clifford

Arnold, who sold a large number of the vertical Feed, after-

wards White machines up and down the countiy a few years since.

Latterly he has been travelling for the Tiell American Organ Company.
Sewing machines and musical intruments interest him no more, at least

for the present, he now occupying quarters in one of Ilcr Majesty's

prisons, awaiting his trial at the Central Criminal Court on the serious

charge of trigamy.

Ainold was a very successful salesman, aged 47, gentleinanly, and,
indeed, h.andsome in appearance. The last quality was due, it used to

be whispered in the trade, not alone to nature ; but let that pass. The
following is a record of his matrimonial adventures :

—

In 1867 Arnold formed the acquaintance of Miss Mary Ann Good,
of Pcckham, and was marriet' to her on the 9th September of that year

at the Roman Catholic Church of the Sacred Heart, Cambervvell. On
that occasion he gave the name of Charles Arnold Bordelius. He
continued to live with his wife till 1876, when there were five children

of the marriage In that year he said he was obliged lo go into the

provinces to solicit orders, and agreed to allow his wife a weekly sum
to maintain herself and children. He was traced to Manchester, where,
representing himself as a single roan, he formed the acquaintance of
Miss Rachael Rancy at the King's Arms, Chealhani Hill, Manchester.
After " keeping company " for about a twelveiricnth they were married
at St. Mark's Church, Cheatham Hill, the 7ih, March, 1S77. The
prisoner then described himself as Carl Arnold, a bachelor. They
went to live at Limerick, and there he became a church organist

and teacher of music. From there they removed lo another town,
where he acted as clerk to a perfumery firm. Subsequently they
removed to London, and in 1S83 he told his second partner the same
story as he told his first, and left her and her four children. From the
metropolis he was traced to Wolverhampton and Birmingham. At the

last named place he ceurted Harriet Phillips, a shop assistant, who
formerly was saleswoman at the Vertical Feed Sewing Machine Com-
pany at the same time as he was connected with that firm. He told

her that he was a bachelor, and married her in the name of John
Cliflord Arnold at a registry office in June, 1SS4. With Miss Phillips

he lived at Edward Road, Bedford. After a time his payments to his

first wife ceased, and lately she found out somehow that he had
marriefi again. On the l6th ult., while passing along Clerkenwell
Road, she saw him and gave him into custody for bigamy. There are

three children by the third marriage, and the poor woman is expecting
shortly to be confined again. When told the charge against him he
said it was true, and seemed to treat the matter with the utmost
indifierence. Each of the three wives described him as being dearly
attached to the children.

The case at the first hearing was remanded for a week to enable the
detectives to try and discover if there were any more Mrs. Arnolds in

existence, but he does not appear to have contracted more than two
bigamous marriages.

On Wednesday last Arnold was again before the magistrate at the
Clerkenwell Police Court. He described himself as a commercial
traveller, of the Ferns, Edward Road, Bedford, and the oflence he was
charged with was feloniously intermarrying with Harriet Phillips, his

wife Anne being then and now alive.

Hannah Crisp, residing at Bournemouth Road, Rye Lane, Peckhani,
said on September 9th. 1S67, she was present at the marrisge of the
prisoner with her cousin, Mary Ann Good, at the Roman Catholic
Church of the Sacred Heart, Camberwell. Prisrner then gave the
name of Charles Arnold Bordelius. Witness herself signed the
legister produced. There were five children by the marriage, four of
whom are now living.

Rachael Rancy, of 37, Heath Road, Clapham, said she was married
to the prisoner on March 1st, 1877. at St. Mark's Church, Cheatham
Hill, Mancf ester. Prisoner represented himself to be a bachelor, and
gave the name of Carl Arnold. She had had four children by him.
SI e was a waitress in an hotel in Manchester, and knew the prisoner
twelve months prior to marrying him. He left her two years last

January, telling her he was goirg away on business. During the whole
of that time he had sent her sufficient money to support herself.

Police Constable 122 P proved arresting the prisoner in Gray's Inn
Road.

Detective Inspector Leach slated that he had ascertsired that the
prisoner had n.airied a third woman at Bedford, by w hem he had
three children.

Prisoner, who stated that he had supported all his wives, was
committed by Mr, Eros for trial at the Central Criminal Court.

A New Chain-stitch Invention.

B^JGHR production of a tewing machine which will

t^h make either a lock or a chain stitch as required has

been a favourite study with a number of inventors. There
is no doubt but that a really practical combination
machine would be of considerable advantage,

The latest invention of this character is now on exhi-

bition at the offices of Messrs. Bate & Kempson, 307, High
Holborn, London, E.G. It differs materially from any-

thing of the kind hitherto introduced. We might term
it a permanent attachment, as it has been applied to an
ordinary Singer family machine, and was so shown to us.

The method of producing the chain-stitch is very
simple. All that the operator has to do is to take the

bobbin out of the shuttle, or replace the existing shuttle

with one that is empty, turn a small button at the back of

the machine, and the change in stitch is at once made.
The empty shuttle, it will be at once understood, is used

to make the loop, and the button referred to operates a

small looper working transversely from the shuttle. This
looper, when the machine is making a lockstitch, remains
stationary under the needle plate, but a small turn of the
button brings it into operation when a chain-stitch is

required.

The looper receives its motion from a connection with

the eccentric.

Mr. Kohler, the inventor, says that his chain-stitch

attachment can be applied to any existing shuttle machine
at a cost of a few shillings only, and the extra expense in

putting it to a machine in course of manufacture is only

nominal.
We must say that this invention is very simple in its

construction and operation, and the quality of the chain-

stitch produced leaves nothing to be desired. Further,

it interferes in no way with the ordinary lockstitch

action.

Among the many new music toys lately patented
abroad is one that places the mechanism of a musical box
in the handles of a skipping rope, the music beino-

sounded as the rope is turned.

Se-wing Machine Trade in Dublin.

^j^-y^E have had a bad time of it during the past month.

^fW During the last quarter of the year 1889 and the

beginning of the present, the infiuenza epidemic caused

immense less to the working classes, when there was
scarcely a family but felt its sad effects ; and now, when
we had just recovered from its baleful influence, we are

subjected to strike after strike, causing poverty and sorrow
to thousands cf what were formerly happy homes, and the

honest mechanic and labourer have had their minds
poisoned by the dishonest doctrines charlatan emissaries

preach to a too easily gulled people.

Under the present state of things the machine trade

cannot have good sales or collections. Is it not strange

that Englishmen come here to teach Irishmen the worst

description of trade unionisui ? The meaning formerl)'

attached to " Englishman " was honourable, just,

generous, and manly, but now, if tiie gentry to whom I

refer are to be considered as really representing the trades

of England, the less we say about such scum the better.

I am really sorry to advise that the Wheeler & Wilson
Company are about to give up their depot here, and are

gradually making the necessary preparations for doing

so. Their loss will be very much felt in the machine
trade, as they paid their employes very well, and
encouraged the honourable, hardworking men, and did

not countenance the shady men, although they might be

clever after their way.

The retirement of the Wheeler & Wilson Company,
which acted as a buffer between the Singer Company and
Bradbury Company, leaves the rivals face to face, and it

is easy to see that the struggle will be severe, for the

Singer Company, flushed with having driven opposition

out of the south of Ireland up to Dublin, will make a
great effort to roll it up to the north of Ireland. The
machine companies will, after a little, find out why the

Singer Company built their huge factory at Kilbowie,

No matter how the struggle ends, Mr. Leopold, of the
Bradbury Company, will acquit himself as a good business

man and a good strategist. [We understand that the

AVheeler & Wilson Company's machines will be sold at

the old address as usual, but by Mr. M. Owens, of Cork.

The change will therefore be one in name only.

—

Ed.

Sewing Machine Gazette.'} NEEDLE.
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The New Bankruptcy Law.

^pjHE following are the outlines of the provisions of the
0^^ new Bankruptcy Law which received the royal

assent on the i8th August, and will doubtless be read with
interest by thqse of our readers whose business compels
them to gi\'e credit to dealers and others.

The bill—or, rather, act— contains thirty-one clauses,

some of them having very numerous sub-sections. The
first section makes additions to acts of bankruptcv, and
also enables an assignee of a judgment debt—such as a

mortgagee or a trustee in bankruptcy—to file a petition.

The second section secures that the notes of a bankrupt's

public examination shall be read over, either to or by him,
and facilitates or permits the postponement of the public

examination of disabled bankrupts. Section III. (con-

sisting of nineteen sub-sections) creates a new practice

and procedure in compositions, which it expedites by
reducing the number of meetings ot creditors, and it also

gives the court additional power to approve, or otherwise,

of such proposals. Music trade creditors will be glad to

know that if bankruptcy offences are proved against the

debtor, the minimum composition to be approved as

binding on the whole of the creditors is one of seven

shillings and sixpence in the pound.
By Section IV. no person is in future to be appointed

a trustee who has been previously removed for miscon-
duct or neglect of duty ;

and by the following section the
area of selection of the committee of inspection is

enlarged by making eligible any creditor who is entitled

to prove, though no member can act until he has proved
his debt.

Section VII. enlarges the powers for the arrest of

absconding debtors. Section VIII. regulates for the

future the discharge of bankrupts, and provides that if a

bankrupt is proved to ha\-e committed certain .specified

frauds and offences (but in such case only) the discharge

must cither be suspended for at least two years (or until

a dividend of ten shillings in the pound has been paid),

or the bankrupt must be placed under an obligation to

discharge the balance, or some part of the balance— in

the discretion of the court—of his debts
;
and provision

is made for the abatement of such an order if, after two
years", the baiikrupt satisfies the court of his inability to

comply with its terms. Further, exemption from the

obligation to pay ten shilling.- in the pound is also made
if the bankrupt satisfies the court that the fact that his

assets are not of a value equal to ten shillings in the

pound has arisen from circumstances for which he cannot

justly be held responsible.

The. trade will note with satisfaction that the bank-

ruptcy offences referred to in this section are fraud or

fraudulent breach of trust, omission to keep usual and

jiroper books of account, bankruptcy caused or contri-

buted to by rash and hazardous speculations or unjustifi-

able extravagance in li^-ing or gambling, or culpable

neglect of business affairs, frivolous and vexatious litiga-

tion, knowingly trading after insolvency, &c.

. Section IX. mitigates the law as to civil disqualification

on bankruptcy by limiting the period to fi\-e years after

•discharge, and includes in disqualifications that of being a

county councillor.

- Section X. prevents a discharge operating to release a

bankrupt from the pecuniary consequence of seduction,

affiliation orders, or damages against a co-respondent in a

matrimonial cause, except so far as the court may thnil>-

fit under the circumstances of each case. Sections Xf.

and XII. regulate the duties of sheriffs in relation to

goods taken m execution if bankruptcy supervenes, and

protect the interests of the general body ot creditors on

the principle that " equality i.- equity." Section XIII.

enlarges the trustees' time for disclaimer, and contains

provisions in favour of the operations of buildin>;

societies.

Sections XVI., XVII., and XVIII. rtqune the trustee

and official receiver to furnish upon demand by a creditor,

lists of the creditors and statements of the estate accounts,

and to summon meetings of the creditors. Section XIX.

enlarges the power of removal of trustees for incapacity

or ncMi-performance of duty or want of impartiality.

Section XX. amends the procedure in relation to judg-

ment debtor bankrupts, and Section XXI. in relation to

deceased insolvents' estates. Section XXII. reforms the

proxy system in the direction of giving further righ s

and privileges to craiitor« ai Mjjainat the official receiver.

I A Machine for Repairing Shoes.

J^ MERICA sends us a large number of sewing ma-
iPj» chines for clothing purposes, and it is satisfactory
to know that in spite of high duties she imports a sewing
machine of English make. We take the following which,
under the above title, appeared in the Sewing Slachinc
News of New York :

—

Such a one we lliis month present to our readers True, it i.s not a
new one on the market, but it is rather one that is well known, hiving
been in use by thousands of repairers in this and other parts of the
world for years. We refer to the genuine English Bradbury. It is

by far the best machine of its class, and to a shoemaker doing first-class

repairing is really indispensable, as by its u=e he is enabled to do more
work and do it better than by hand. We do not say than by an
ordinary sewing m.ichine, as they do not come in competition with this

at all, for it is evident to anyone that it would be impossible to sew a
patch on a shoe or insert a pair of new elastic gores in an old shoe
with a seeing machine arranged to do straight sewing only. With
this machine these tasks are as easily performed as if the upper were
not encumbered by the addition of the sole, and when done it looks as

neat as when new. l!ut tl'.is is not all. Vou can use this machine
just the same as if it were not capable of doing these special j^bs. By
putting a table into position you have as perfect a table machine as any
in the market, on which you can do vamping, closing, stitch linings or

do any other kind of sewing that may present itself. The arm is so

small at the end that it can be used for work on smaller articles even
than shoes, such as mittens, gloves, pocket-books, satchels, bags and a
host of other things, to mention which puzz'es our memory.
Now, then, .Mr. Canvasser, if you step into a cobbler's shop and

your eloquence fail to bring forth any answer from the son of St.

Crispin but, " Give me a machine that I can sew patches on shoe; and
do it well, and I will buy one," you can supply his wants in a twinkling

i( you have a Bradl)ury at hand, and you will make the sale nine times

out cl ten. Try it ; ca'.er to this trade ; very few sewing machine men
do because it cauie; them to enter places not as nice, perhaps, as the

housewife's sitting or dining room, but it will pay you to look it up.

Many a shoema'her would buy one of these machines were he
approached in a proper way, but in many cases he is ignorant of the

existence of it, or, i( not, has never seen one. let a'one used it, and to

shoe stores where a nice class of work is done the r'emand for tliis

machine is i.uperalive. Remember this is not a chainslitch machine,

but one that makes a firm lockstitch.

The £ole agent in the United States for these justly celebrated

machines is Mr. Benjamin K. Dunlap, 9, Spiuce Street, New Vcrk
and it would be advisable for you to write him and get lull parli-

cula's.

John G Murdoch & Co., Lim.

CjS;r3HIS well-known firtn possesses, at 91 & Q3, Farring-

&s don Road, London, E.G., one of the finest show-

rooms for musical instruments iti London. Their variety

also is unusually extensive. Firstly, there are the Spencer

pianos, which bear a high reputation, all being of English

make, and, whilst some of them run into high figures,

there are others which are within the purchasing power

of most persons. For the sum of thirty guineas the

public can have a Spencer pianette, standing 3 ft. 7 in.

high, with iron frame, check action, and ivory keys.

The case is handsome, atid the tone powerful and rich.

In American organs Messrs. Murdoch are able to

satisfy nearly all purses. There are the " Peerless," for

persons who do not want to spend more than ten to

fourteen guineas, and really grand instruments they arc

for the money. The Farrand and \'otey organs' arc

more expensive, the cases being unusually elaborate, and

the tone very fine.

The Carpenter organs have gained an enviable reputa

tion for tone and touch, and jMessrs. Murdoch keep a

variety always in stock. Their prices range from eighteen

to two hundred and fifty guineas.

This firm, however, are, perhaps, best known to many

of our readers for their automatic instruments, such as

the " Celestina.'' They have supplied many thousands

of these hatidy, cheap instruments, which sell well alike

in rural and urban districts.

Entering to Seize Hired Goods.

,f \L"R readers will have noticed that Mr. H. K. Tudor

'k-^ has completed his consideration of the entry clause

in hire agreement. This subject is of the greatest im-

portance to hire dealers, anil it is suggested that the

articles thereon, with a complete index, be issued itt

pamphlet form, at a charge of od. per copy.

Would any reader, desirous of possessing a book of

reference to the law of seizure of hired goods, kindly

drop us a note to that effect, and if the response i*

favourable, the paitiphlet will be issued at once.
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Musical Jottings.

jESSRS. G. Kogers &Sons, of High Street, Camden
Tinvn, N.W.,"_have found it necessary to increase

the size of their piano factory to almost double its pre-
vious area.

The pianoforte factory of S. & P. Erard in Warwick
Road, Kensington, is now dismantled. During the past
month the whole of the niainifacturcd stock, as well as

machinery, was sold by auction. Henceforth the Erard
pianos and harps wid oidy be made at the firm's Paris
factory in accordance with the will of the late Madame
Erard.

Messrs. White & Hicks, who recently purchaicd the
entire plant and stock of the late firm of Hinton & Co.,
and intend to make pianos on the designs of the last-

mentioned firm, have already completed a new
model for the present season, which they call the
" Birkbeck."

The pianette recently introduced by Messrs. R.
Wornuni &: Sons is a pleasing instrument. It stands

3 ft. 8 in. high, and is made in rosewood, walnut, or
ebony, and retails at 36 guineas.

It is well known that most of the musical boxes
imported into this country are of Swiss origin, but
certain statistics of the trade just published are rather
surprising in their magnitude. During the past twelve
months there were exported from Western Switzerland
musical boxes to the value of nearly ;^i 50,000.
From time to time we hear of various geniuses having

successfully applied to a harp mechanism for picking the
strings so that it can be played as a piano. Yet another
inventor, an American, has come forward with such a
contrivance, and has taken out a British patent for
same.

Mr. C. E. Flavell, whose Kaps Pianoforte depot has
previously been located at 26, North Audley Street,
S.W., is now installed in new premises, at 35, Maddox
Street, Bond Street, W.

Messrs. F. & C. Cons' piano factory, at 17, Argrave
Street, Haggerston, has been totally destroyed by fire.

From Messrs. George Rodgers & Co., of 60, Berners
Street, W,, we have to acknowledge the receipt of photo-
graphs of their many- specialties. They have five new
models for the present season, which they term as
follows :—Class A, B, F, G, and G2. They are intended
for a trade in which a high-class instrument is required.
Class A has a cupola steel frame, trichord, check action,
bushed keys, and stands 3 ft. loi in. high. It retails at
36 guineas.

We have received from Messrs. Lachenal & Co., of
Little James Street, W.C, a catalogue of their concertinas.
This is a well-known firm, with an established reputation
for English patent and Anglo-German concertinas.
Mr. William Sanies, Limited, sends us his catalogue of

American organs and harmoniums for the present season.
This firm have risen into great prominence of late, and at
their extensive factory in Birmingham produce over
2,500 of these instruments a year, besides pianos. We
observe several new handsome designs are given in their
well-printed catalogue.

Messrs. Alfred Moritz & Co., of 24, Wool Exchange,
London, E.C., are now wholesale agents for an automatic

musical instrument called the " Herophon," and another
smaller instrument called the " Herophonctte."

At the Neumeyer piano depot, 62, Great Russell Street,

W.C, is to be seen a full range of the famous Neumeyer
pianos. The prices of these instruments are not so low
as many in the trade, commencing at 48 guineas and
ranging as high as 84 guineas. Although not low-priced
they are undoubtedly cheap instruments, considering
their perfect action and tone and their handsome cases.

All inspection of the well-known Apollo factory of
Messrs. Avill & Smart, Limited, in Tabernacle Street,

K.C., is always interesting, as this is an essentially go-

ahead concern. The variety of their styles is surprising.

As our readers will see from their list, they supply a really

good piano to retail at 25 to 35 guineas. They also make
a variety of American organs, of artistic design and full

compass. Mr. Edward Lloyd has just given them a

splendid testimonial, in which he says that the tone of

their pianos is rich and powerful, and the touch excellent.

Messrs. J. Rintoul & Sons, of Portshall Road, Kentish
Town, London, N.W., are to the fore this season with
several first-class pianos for both the home and export

trade. We greatly admire their Style B, which stands

4 ft. high, and is 4 ft. 6 in. wide. It has a \'ertical iron

frame, check repeater action, is trichord throughout, and
has celluloid keys and sconces.

Jarrett & (loudge, of Triangle Road, Hacknej', London,
E., are makers of pianos of all qualities, ranging from

23 guineas upwards. Their list illustrates a number of

really first-class instruments, at a low price. This firm's

" Multum in Parvo " pianette, to retail at 23 guineas, is a

marvel of cheapness.

Messrs. Ellis Parr, & Co., of 99, Oxford Street, W., are

the agents for Shiedmayer & Sons' pianos, as well as the
" Haacke " pianos and the " Packard " organs. Their
list contains details of all these instruments, which have
now been before the trade some years.

Messrs. Grover & Wood, of Glengall Road, Peckham,
S.E., are shortly introducing a new American organ,

which will be larger than their present low priced style,

yet will sell at only a comparatively small increase in

price. They intend to make a special line of this new
instrument.

The important firm of Jerome, Thibouville-Lamy,

of 10, Charterhouse Street, E.C., have sent us a copy of

their new catalogue. It would be difficult to name a single

musical instrument which is not illustrated or described

in its 200 pages. They range from pianos to musical

toys.

The Smith American Organ Company's new catalogue,

which we have received from their depot at 84, Oxford

Street, W., is a choice specimen of the printer's art.

The numerous illustrations here given are " brought up "

in an unusually fine manner. The company have several

novelties for the present season, among which we might
specially mention Style 75, which looks very handsome
with its bevelled mirror, and is a really cheap line at 35
guineas. Many other instruments of novel design and
powerful tone, for a low price trade, are included in this

company's list.

Automatic musical instruments have gained in favour

so much of late, that a lawsuit recently decided in Ger-

many is of interest. It is well known the makers of these

6c 00-='S
CHILDREN'S CARTS

ARE OF THE LATEST DESIGNS.

HAVE BENT SHAFTS, TILT

WHEELS, AND EVERY IMPROVEMENT,
ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST NOW READY.

Export Perambulator Works,

TANNER ST,, S.E., near London Bridge Station, THE "CRESCENT."
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instruments have hitherto considered that they had a

perfect right to perforate their tune sheets in whatever

manner they likod. A certain Herr Waldmann objected

to this on the ground that the automata made by a

Leipzic company were giving out tunes which were his

copyright, and claimed the sum of _^4,5oo for the use of

four of his tunes. The Court of Leipzic, however, would

not recognise any infringement, and ga\e judgment for

the defendants with costs.

During the present month, the question of what firm

is to supply the pianos for the London School Board will

be settled. As is now well known, it has been decided to

purchase 50 instruments at first, to be followed by another

100 next March. The tenders sent in for the first order

range from £i() to ,^25, the latter figure being quoted by

Messrs. CoUard & Collard, Kirkman & Son, and J, & J.

Hopkinson.
Mr. Jno. N. Mervill, who is well-known in connection

with the Smith American Organ Company, has returned

from America. He at once resumed control of his com-

pany's business " on this side."

Messrs. Haynes & Co., dealers in \'iolins, flutes, and all

kinds of other instruments, have removed from Holborn

to 14, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C , where they have

more commodious and handsome premises.

Mr. Edwin Smith, of Blackburn, has been appointed

agent for the Weaver Organ and Piano Company, of

York City, Pen., U.S.A.
Messrs. H. Schuppisser& Sons, of Buck Street, Camden

Town, are now busy on a specially low priced piano, which
they will shortly have ready for the trade. They have
taken additional premises in order to cope with their

increasing trade.

Last year we made in this country for the export trade,

musical instruments to the value of ^^"202, 608. Our
imports in the same period amounted in value to

_^8ii,i78. So that we import instruments to about four

times the value of those we export.

Germany sent us last year musical instruments to the

value of about _^"5oo, 000.

The latest novelty in pianos is to fit them with four

pedals. No. i is the ordinary soft pedal
; No. 2, the

" seolian echo'' pedal, which can be fixed provisionaih', it

required , by sliding it to the right with the foot; No.

3 is the solo pedal, which opens the dampers from the

middle C up, leaving the bass accompaniment in its

original tone ; No. 4 ii the usual "forte" pedal. A
beautiful efifect is produced bv using No. 2 and No. 4 in

combination.

It is said that American made organs to the number of

10,003 are imported into this country annualh'. Addtc
this the very large number that are made in England,
and our musical instrument trade is certainly not the

smallest of our industries by a very long way.
A piano case fitted with two 'cellos, two violos, and siv

violins, all played with keys of the usual piano type. This
has been exhibited recently in Germany. Between the

strings of this novel instrument, endless bows of fine

leather are set in motion by the pedal. When a key is

touched, the bow moves over the corresponding string as

long as the finger I emains on the key, and a lighter or

heavier touch produces differences in tone. Kechmeyer,
the inventor, has been some years engaged on the pro-

duction of this keyed string instrument; formerly he used
electricity to set the bow in motion, but this is now per-
formed by a simple arrangement of pedals. One
remarkable thing about this invention is that its creator

is not musical, and cannot even play his own instrument.
At the same time, it is said to produce grana music.
The paper read by Mr. W. II. Cummings before the

Society of Professional Musicians at Bristol, advocating
the foreign system of fingering the pianoforte, has met
with much adverse criticism. The English system of

X (thumb), I, 2, 3, 4, which has been in use for upwards
of 130 years, it is suggested should be abandoned for 1,

2, 3, <,', and 5, which is the Continental system. From
this it will be understood that the foreigner treats the
thumb as a finger, numbering the index finger 2 instead
of I.

Mr. Coldershaw, in a recent treatise, calls attention to
the great confusion that would result in changing our
present system, not only to pianoforte players and
learners, but to players of other instruments. It is no
easy matter to get a nation to call their thumbs fingers,

when hitherto they have given that useful member another

name. Any crusade having such an object in view, should

be able to show more important advantages than Mr,
Cummings has yet brought forward.

It is well known that the remarkable ingenuity of the

American people is due in no small measure to the

excellence of their patent law. The Go\'ernment of that

country has always striven to encourage inventors. The
Government of this country has worked in the opposite

direction. The last Act of Parliament certainly made
the path of inventors somewhat easier than of yore, but

still there is much room for improvement before we can

say that we place no tax on ingenuity. We see from a

recent Government publication that the income of the

Patent Office for last year was ^151,794, of which
amount ;^"93,000 was for " renewals.'' The profit made
reached the respectable sum of X93i534- ^^ '^ "^^^

suggested that the renewal fees be abolished, as there

arc no such charges in the United States.

Mr. John G. INIurdoch, jun., is once more in London,
having returned much better for his six months' journey

to Australia in search of health. During his absence he

visited several of his firm's agencies.

Hermann Loog.

'-^JJy'E illustrate herev/ith two automatic instruments

'\}/W' whii-h Mr. Hermann Loog is now introducing to

the trade.

The first of these is called the " Victoria." It is really

handsome in appearance, resembling a black and gold

cabinet in such a manner as to quite dcTeive a person as

to its piui)ertiLS. lis lone is >iu line that \i nia^-L cc heard
to be appreciated, and an immense selection of music is

kept in stock to suit all tastes.

The " Syniphonium," which we also illustrate, is a

musical box with interchangeable steel tunes. This
instrument is both powerfid and rich in tone, and any
number of tunes can be played on ii.

Mr. Loog has also in ;tock other nui-icil novelties,

including a musical money box. The dropping of a

I
enny in the latter causes a small door to open and a

trumpeter then appears, and after playing a tune grace-

fully retires, to return when the next penny is dropped
into the slot.
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Germany and the Merchandise
Marks Act.

^^R. OPPRNHEIMKK, our Consul-Gcncral al

iJjVjt Fi'aiiklurt, in a report issued rccciuly by the

Foreign Ollice, refers to the elTect of the Merehandise

Marks Ael on German trade. It is well-known, he says,

that the statistics of goods exported to Great Britain

from the (ierman Customs Union include a great many
shi[)nienls made to Transatlant'c countries through British

ports, which appear as British exports or imports on the

table of statistics of the lespective countries. A comparison

of the tables of export from Germany to Great Britain

shows that in spite of the Merchandise Marks Act and

other measures exports from Germany to Great Britain

have by no means decreased. It appears that quite a

number of articles were shipped in larger quantities to and

by way of Great Britain than in former years. The
experience of the past year has demonstrated that the

Merchandise Marks Act, 18S7, which has been extended

to almost all the British colonies by this time, far from

damaging German export industry, has called the

attention of foreign buyers to its capability, which prior

to the coming in force of the Act h'ad not been sufficiently

appreciated. It appears that goods bearing the inscription

" Made in Germany " are frequently demanded, and direct

relations of German merchants with foreign purchasers

have been increased.

A Feep at the Home of Musical Boxes.

^jT^i^E could not find out exactly how many musical-box

X^WT' manufactories there are at St. Croix—about
twenty small and large, and some say that 400,000
musical-boxes are sent out of the town every year. We
saw ourselves hundreds of them packed up in cases ready
to be despatched to America, Australia, and India. In

America especially there is a great demand for them.
The more expensive kinds, which play fifteen or twenty
different tunes, cost 250 francs (Xio)) 3-nd the cheapest
are 10 francs (about eight shillings). There are also little

round boxes ornamented with coloured paper, which may-
be cheaper, but we did not ask the price of these. The
favourite tune, played by all the boxes, is the " Soldier's

Chorus," from Faust; next to this is " Casta Diva," from
Norma. Some of the boxes play a selection of English,

Scottish, and Irish airs
—"Home, Sweet Home,'' "The

Last Rose of Summer," and " The Blue Bells of Scotland,"
but operatic airs, interspersed with a few valses and
polkas, is the usual programme. One interesting thing
is that all the work of a musical-box must be done entirely

by hand ; no machinery whatever is used, so that when
the door of the workshop is opened, instead of the whirr
and roar of noisy wheels, we see a number of heads bent
in silence over tiny pieces of metal, the hands moving
deftly as the little pegs are fixed into their places. Verv
little talking seems to go on ; indeed, the whole attention
and thought of the workers must be fixed on what they
are about. Atone of the fahriqucs the workshop was
downstairs, but at the first we saw the rooms were all

upstairs, and very bright and cheerful they were. I

thought as I looked down at the beautiful valley full of
misty sunlight, illuminated by the bright tints of the
autumn trees, with the silvery lake gleaming in the
distance, how different a v:ew some of our poor factory
hands in Manchester and London have to look at :

nothing but brick and mortar and smoke and chimnevs
day after day.—From Little Folks for October.

Failures and Arrangements.
COUNTY COURT JUDGMENTS.

A County Court Judguient was registered against ^Y. G. F.
Webster, perambulator manufacturer, Alexandra Works, Folkestone,
for the sum of ;^io 9s. on August 9th.
A Coun:y Court Judgment was registered against Ralph Cherry,

18, Rokeby Street, Stratford, and James Henry Wiber, 53, Wood-
grange Road, Forest G.-ite, dealers in domestic machines, for the sum
of ^13 4s. on August 2lst.

A County Court Judgment was registered against F. Potter,
perambulator dealer, 34 Jewry Street, Winchester, for the sum of
£\\ 14s. 2d. on August 2 "th.

CHARLES RATCLIFFE, domestic machinery and musical in-
strument dealer, 122, High Street, New Brompton.

In the matter of the above a first and final dividend of 63. 9d. is

now bL-intj |)aiil al P. Mason & Cu.'s, 29 and 30, King Street,

Chcapside, K C., C.A.
WALTER IIEV, perambulator duller and cabinet maker, 64,

Laisterdykc, Bradford.

Adeed of arrangement was filed In the ab^ve on September i6ih,

the trustee being Samuel C. Dixon, accountant, Graflon .Street,

Bradford. The unsecured liibilities are j^lSj 31. 3jd., and the net

a'isels are cstimat,;d at ^45. Among the creditors arc Thomas & Rae,

Banbury, £\^ 191. 6d

LOUIS II.VKKLS, perambulator and furniture dealer, Penanli Road
Cardiff; and 63, Commercial Road, NeW|<ort (.Mon).

.\ deed of arrangement was filed in the above on September 6th,

the creditors accepting a composition of 75. 6d. in the pound, payab
5s. al one month from August 2lst, 1890, by one L. J. Smith, of

Great Matlow, in consideration of debtor assigning Id him certain

properly. Is. 3d. at three months and Is. 3d. al six months from
September 2lst, 1890 The unsecured liabilities are ;i^5ll 17s. gd.

Among the creditors are : The Halesowen Perambulator & Carriage
Co , Limited, Birmingham, £2^ 13s. 6d.

How to Adjust Sewing Machines.

THE AMERICAN SEWING MACHINE.

By Wm. Funk, in the U.S. Sewing Machine News.
^[piHE instructions in this chapter relate to the old

t/2> American Sewing Machine.
No doubt the repair shops throughout the country at

the present time are called upon, for the first time in ten
years, to put in order American sewing machines.
The writer believes that it requires more skill now to

put in perfect order the old sewing machines than a few
years ago, when they were in good condition and not
worn, and required only general instructions about the
tensions, setting of the needle, &c., where a good share
of the difficulties were traceable directly to the operator
and repairer, and not to the new machine. Good sewing
machines were often ruined by inexperienced sewing-
machine men. The file and hammer did the work. Some
of the old machines show to this day the work of the
chisel, file, and punch in the hands of some inexperienced

repairer, who left his mark by battering up the parts.

The repairers of this day—those who read and keep up
with the age of sewing machines—do better work than
repairers who did all the adjusting and repairing by
guess-work.

When repairing an American sewing machine of the old

button-hole or plain description, if the machine is old,

having been run eight years or so, all the parts should be

takenout of the head. When taking down the machine,
keep an eye on the position of the cam as it relates to the

shaft. First remove the camp-pins, next the feed-bar,

unscrew the shuttle eccentric, then pull out the shaft,

and the balance of the work underneath will come out
without any difficulty. Take out the arm-pin, needle-

arm bar, and presser-bar.

The machine being now taken apart, clean and grease

the dirt from its different parts, and after they are cleaned,

if you will examine, you will find in old machines the
friction-ring, and the parts to which it is connected, have
become so much worn as to allow as much as a quarter of

an inch lost motion to the shuttle carrier. This lost

motion can be taken up by bulging the friction-ring and
upsetting the shuttle eccentric.

Examine the feed-lift on the shaft. You will find it

so much worn that it is not under the control of the
feed-bar eccentric, and the feed regulator has no control

to regulats the length of the stitch. It would notpa3'to
put in a new shaft ; or, in other words, the owner would
not consent to pay for a new shaft in an old machine,
therefore, }'0u will be compelled to resort to bushing.

Taking up the lost motion in the old American
sewing machine is necessary in order to make it work
properly. Unfortunatelv, too many repairers fail to attach

sufficient importance to taking up the lost motion in old

machines, and they slight what appears to them trivial

points, which accounts for the many camplaints of badly-

repaired sewing machines. The sewing machine supplies

an abundant field for the good repairer, but not for the

butchers of sewing machines, who crunch, file, batter,

and destroy. By good repairers, I mean those who make
the business a study, and have taken advantage of the

ingenuity and experience of others. Man}' will not take

advice, nor profit by experience—they know it all by
instinct. Such people cannot be taught, and they are

the very ones whom I find do not succeed in the sewing
machine business.
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BISHOP'S CLUSTER CO., LD.,

147, ALDERSGATE ST.,

New

Curved

Cover.

New

Curved

Cover.

More improvements than any other Machine in the Market, beauti-

fully Japanned and Silent.

THE

'GLORIA'

TREADLE

MACHINE,

THE

GLORIA'

TREADLE

MACHINE.

We have just broup;lit out the " Gloria'' as a treadle iiiachiiio, audit affords a splendid

opportunity for I)ealers wanting as a special line a good cheap treadle machine. A\'e

are prepared to give Sole Agencies.

Sole Agents for J. SILBERBERG & CO., HAMBURG.
Fall Lists of all our Machines and Specialities on application.
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The Vertical Feed Sewing Machine
Company's Factory.

THE accompanying illustration will give our readers

a very fair idea of the Vertical Feeil Sewing Machine

Company's new factory at Dayton, Ohio, U.S.A.

As we have before rejiorted, this company found their

factory at Watcrtown inadequate to cope with their

grand (jrgan and knee swell, and three sets of reeds.

Hotli in-truinenls are of handsome design, and finished

in the Bell Company's usual first-class manner.
This company issue one of the finest and most complete

catalogues in the trade, to which we must refer our

readers for further details.

We might add that the Bell Company have just intro-

duced a new piano, made at their own factory. This

I they call style E., and it possesses several novel features

The Veriic vl FLrn Mlwinc. Machine Co.'s Factory.

large and increasing trade, hence its removal to another

town, where there is ample room for e.xpansion.

Already, however, as will be understood from the

woodcut, the Vertical Feed Sewing Machine Company's

new premis9s cover an immense area, devoted solely to

sewing machine manufacture, on the vertical feed

principle. They were specially built for this purpose,

and have been fitted with the best machinery and ap-

pliances obtainable.

among which we specially observed that the front half of

the lid slides in under.

The Bell Company's Organs.

B^^HE Bell Organ and Piano Company, Limited, of

^ 58, HighHolborn.E.C, are constantly bringing out

new designs in American organs, and a visit to their

handsome showrooms is always a pleasure.

Last season we commented fully upon this company's
several specialities, which are now so well known that we
need not explain them in detail. Their sales in this

country have been very numerous the past few years,

and there is no doubt but that the Bell organ has now a

reputation for tone, design, and finish second to none in

the market. Their " Gem " model has been singularly suc-

cessful in this country, over 2,000 having been sold in

the United Kingdom.
One of their latest styles is called " The Little Beauty."

It is proposed to retail it at from 18 to 20 guineas, and is

really splendid value for the money. Style No. 5, price

retail 18 guineas, has eight stops, grand organ and knee
swell, and two sets of reeds. Style No. 6 has ten stops.

Cycles on the Hire System.

.^^:URING the past season Mr. Henry S. Roberts, of

cl^ the Cycle Works, Deanshanger, Stony Stratford,

has been conducting a trade in cycles on somewhat
novel lines, which have proved very successful.

He appoints agents in various districts, who are sup-

plied with all the printed matter necessary for them to

take orders for cycles. Having got the necessary forms
filled up, they are forwarded to Mr. Roberts, who, as

soon as the machine is delivered, pays the agent 15 per

cent, commission. Tho agent has no more trouble in the

matter than getting the agreement signed.

These liberal terms have induced many persons to take

up this cycle agency as an adjunct to their existing busi-

ness, and we commend them to the consideration of

others in the trade.

Mr. Roberts writes us that he is now able to deliver

all machines promptly.

The "Gazette" Portrait Gallery.

*E regret that the continuation of this series of
portraits has been interrupted by an accident.

We shall, howeve. resume the portraits next month.

BELIi AMERICAN ORGANS,
AS SUPPLIED

TO ROYALTY AND THE ELITE OF EUROPE.
Every Instrument fitted with our Patent Mouse-Proof Pedals,

AND GUARANTEED FOR SIX YEARS.
CATALOGUES SENT FREE ON APPLICATION, AND INSPECTION INVITED.

THE ''BEIX"TiArTMir5MPANY, LTD.,

58, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON,E.C.
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JOHN G. MURDOCH & CO., LTD.
91 & 93, FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, EC-

MAW Y@iliiiiiiiiiiuESfiHM
It is a little dearer than other

automatic organs, but in-

comparably the best. No
otherapproaches it for RICH-
NESS of TONE, ARTISTIC
ARRANGEMENT of MUSIC,
GREAT VARIETY of

ENGLISH TUNES. HAND-
SOME APPEARANCE,
STRENGTH and FINISH, and

EASY REPAIR. Each instru-

ment is supplied with our

endless Band Tune adaptor,

by which Dances, Songs, or

Hymns may be repeated

without break. Endless Band;

from 3d. each, Spool Music

from Is. per Spool.

Price £5 15s. with 10 Band
Tunes and Spool free.

SPECIAL PRICES FOR QUANTITIES OF TWELVE OR OYER.

Try the PEERLESS ORGANS,
OUR OWN MANUFACTURE,

Our three lines, as below, oi'e eminently suited
to the sewing machine trade. They are well-
made organs, handsome in appearance, and

extremely moderate in pi ice-

PULL TRADE DISCOUNT.

GEM MODEL
In solid Americaii walnut, with tret

fronts, panelled batdc, extra large

l>ollows ; ]-)ow(Mfnl ton '.

PRICE 10 GUINEAS.

iXCELSIOR MODEL.
In solid American walnut, with

]ianelled back, five stops, vox

huiiiaiia. Ian. cVc.

PRICE 12 GUINEAS.

ECLIPSE MODEL.
In solid American walnut, lari^e

case, with music cahinct.

PR ICE 14 GUINEAS.
FULL DISCOUNT to the TRADE-

MaM.iifactiArer»5> and Agents,

JOHN G. MURDOCH & CO., Ltd., 91 & 93, FMRINGDON ROAD, E.G.
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Revolution in the Sewing Machine Trade.
THE

NEW WILLIAMS SEWING MACHINE.

Works upon cone- bearing

centres, and from a perfect ,y

'

and adjustable eccentric

Friction reduced to a

minimum.

Free from Cogs, Cams, and

Gears, and every part liable

to wear, besides being case-

hardened, is adjustable.

Light, Rapid, and Free from Vibration,

The new WILLIAMS MAIOFIGTUBING CO.
MONTREAL (CAN.)

VARIOUS STYLES.

ELEGANT

WOODWORK.

THE BEST OF ALL

AMERICAN MACHINES

FOR DOMESTIC

PURPOSES.

READ HOW EVERY LETTER IN THE NAME SHOWS WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT.

T^e Pejts are Hardened and all Adjustable.

Handsome in Appearance and thoroughly Constructed.

Elegantly Finished in all its details.

Wherever one ia sold it is sure to sell another on its merits.

luBpectedmost thoroughly before it leaves the Factory.

Light running ! The most delicate Lady can operate it.

Large amount of room under the Arm.

In all respects in the front rank of Sewing Machines.

Attachments are Elegant, Useful, and of Approved Style.

Material the beat procurable, and good all through.

Stand has Automatic Leveller and Swing Treadle, both

Patented.

Noiseless in its Operation, will not excite nervougness.

Every one fully Warranted for five years.

Winds the Bobbin Automatically in perfect manner.

Manufactured by a Solid Canadian Company.

All points are covered by good valid Patents.

Olieapest Machine inthe Market, Material, F Dura-
bility considered.

Has a Vibrating Presser Bar and Under Brai r-

Intending Purchasers should not fail to see the New Williamg
and buy it.

No expense spared in making it Advertise Itself.

Every Person Owning a New Williams will gratefully and
g adiy acknowledge the truth of the above facts.

GENERAL AGENCY FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM AND COLONIES—

C. liOHMANN,
22, JEWIN STREET, LONDON, E.C.

First-class Dealers should apply at once to take up the sale in districts

where not yet represented.
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GENUINE AMERICAN
LAMB KNITTING MACHINE.

The meet reliable and most easy runniog Stocking and
Glove Knitter luthe Market.

SWISS KNITTER.
EUROPEAN KNITTER.
CHEMNITZ KNITTER.

For all kinds of Garraenta. with special

automatic attachmente.

BIERNATZKI & CO.,
44, MANSFIELD ROAD, NOTTINGHAM.

Principles and Practice of the Law
of Hire and Conditional Sale.

By H. E. Tudok, Esy., Solicitor,

Author oj " A Dejence of the Hire System^

CHAPTER XL.
The Married Wo.men's Propektv Act, 1882, and the

Hire System.

Notes.
Having explained the woi'ding of section i, sub-section

2, relating to a married woman's capacity to contract,

we are now in a position to consider the leading cases

which have been decided on this very section. The lead-

ing case of Palliser v. Gurney, 19 Q.B.D., p. 519, decided

in 1887, throws great light on its meaning. The Court
consisted of the judges of the Court of Appeal, sitting as

a divisional Court. It was a motion by way of appeal

from a decision of the judge of the City of London
Court. The action was brought against a married

woman for the price of certain goods. Her husband was
not a co-defendant. The defendant admitted the sale ai;d

delivery of the goods to her, but at the trial the plaintiff

did not offer any evidence to show that the defendant

was possessed of any separate property at the time the

goods were sold and delivered.

The learned commissioner gave judgment for the

defendant with leave to the plaintiff to appeal. Accord-
ingly the plaintiff appealed, and the action came on for

hearing before the Lords Justices sitting as a divisional

Court. The counsel for the plaintiff contended that the in-

tention of the Married Women's PropertyAct, 1882,was to

render a married viom2i.n personally liable upon contracts

entered into by her in her own name, independently of

the question whether or not she had separate property at

the time she entered into the contract.

He further contended that if that were not the true

intention of the Act, then sub-section 3 of section 7 threw
the duty upon the defendant of proving that she
had not separate property when the contract was
entered into. This the defendant had not proved, and
judgment, he contended, should have been given for the

plaintiff. Counsel for the defendant was not called upon
to argue the case for the defendant because the Lords
Justices v,-ere so clearly convinced that the defendant
was entitled to judgment, on the ground that a

married woman cannot contract unless it be shown
that she had property at the time she entered

into the contract. In other words, the old

common law rule that a married woman cannot
contract is still in force, because the Married Women's
Property Act only gives her jiower to bind her property,

and not power to bind herself personally, as is the case

with a man. A man when he enters into a contract is

personally bound by that contract, and any one claiming

under such contract can enforce a judgment against any
property which the man may happen to have. Rut it is

not so in regard to a woman. As the Married Women's
Property Act only deals with lier power to bind her

separate estate, and does not gi\e her the power to bind
herself personally by contract, it must be obvious that if

it can be shown that the married woman had no property

to bind at the time the goods were ordered and supplied,

it cannot be binding, nor can the fact of her afterwards

acquiring separate property make any difference, for an
illegal contract cannot be made legal by any subsequent

act of the parties, nor b)' any property coming to them.
We think it is regrettable that such should be the stale

of the law, but still, until it is altered, married women
' AU Rights Keservtd,

may shelter their frauds under the protection of the law
itself. The simple effect of this enactment appears to us
to legalise fraud. We are not for one moment imputing
fraud to the conduct of the defendant in this case. We
do not know all the facts and circumstances on which she
felt justified in taking up such a line of defence, we simply
deal with the general principle of law involved in this

particular instance.

The judgments delivered by the Lords Justices are well

worth careful perusal, and we therefore give them. Lord
Esher, M.R., said :

" This judgment must be affirmed.

The defendant Avas sued for wine ordered by her in her
own name, as Mrs. A. Gurney ;

and she was sued without
joining her|husband as defendant. The question is, whether
the order, which would be a binding contract if she were
a feme sole, binds her as a married woman

; and this

depends- on the construction of the Married Women's
Property Act, 1S82. It is said that this statute makes a
married woman personally liable upon contracts entered
into by her in her own name ; hut if that zcas the

intention it is not expressed, though it might easily

have been expressed. If there are any words
in the statute which express that intention, they are to

be found in sub-section 2 of section i (see chapter 37 for

this section verbatim). The section limits the capacity of
the married woman to bind herself by the words 'in

respect of and to the extent of her separate property.'

// is clear that she is notgiven an unlimited capacil\ to enter

into and be hound h\ any contract.
" Moreover, this point was considered by Pearson J. in

re Shakespear Deakin v. Lakin (30 Ch. Div. 169), and in

giving judgment he said :— ' In my opinion, according

to the true construction of the Act, the contract which
is to bind separate property must be entered into at a

time when the married woman has existing separate

property. If she has such property her contract will

bind it.' With that statement I entirely agree. As to

the argument founded on sub-section 3, that sub-section

pre-supposes the existence of separate property, and the

capacity of the married woman to contract which arises

therefrom, and provides that, if that capacity exists, then
the contract shall bind her separate property unless the

contrary be shown."
Lindley L. J : "I am of the same opinion. The true

construction of section i of the Married Women's
Property Act, 1882, is to confer upon married women
who have separate property a power to contract with
reference to it. Sub-section 2 of section i, which is the

clause giving this power, is an enabling clause, giving

a power of contracting in respect of and to the extent o
the separate property, and it is obvious that, unless the

separate property exists, the married woman is not bound
by the contract ;

and, therefore, those who assert the

existence of a contract binding the married woman must
first show the existence of the separate projierty. Sub-
section 3 pre-supposes that some contract binding separate

property has been entered into—that is, pre-supposes the

existence of separate property at the time of making the

contract, for otherwise there is no power to contract

—

and then provides that such contract shall bind her

separate property, that is, that her separate property

shall be liable to her general engagements, a matter

about which there was some question before the pass-

ing of the Act. I agree with the decision of Pearson J.

in re Shakespear Deakin y. Lakin.''

Lopes L. J.: "I am of the same opinion. The disability

of a married woman to contract was removed by the

Married Women's Property Act, 1882, but only to this

extent, that she may now enter into a binding contract

in respect of her separate property. If she has no

property she still cannot contract. I entirely agree with

the decision of Pearson J. in re Shakespear Deakin v.

Lakin, that the contract which is to bind future separate

property must be entered into at a time whon the married

A DEFENCE of the HIRE SYSTEM, based
on Legal and Commercial Considerations,"

by H. E. Tudor, Solicitor. O.ne Shilli.ng. The author

fully discusses and criticises— I Registration. 2 Tlale or

Stamp on hired goods. 3 Should hired goods become the

absolute property of the hirer on payment of half the

money. 4 Should the hire system be declared illegal.

"Sewing M.\chine Gazette" Office, 28, Paternoster

Row, London, E.C.
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woman has existing separate properly. Sub-seetioii
;}

does iiol aid tlie ar^iimciil for the |)laiiilill, as it clearly

pre-supposes the existence of separate property. I think,

llierefore, that to entitle the plaintilTto succeed he must
])rove the existence of some separate property at the time
of entering into the alleged contract. The plaintifl" in

this case failed in this respect, and tiie judgment for the

defendant was riglit." Appeal tlisniissed. It will be

observed that the whole Court entirely agree with the

decision of Mr. Justice Pearson in Shakespear Deakin v.

Lakin. It follows, therefore, that the last-named case

has all the authority as if it had been oiiginally decided
by the Lords Justices themselves. We, therefore, proceed
to give a short account of it.

In re Shakespear Deakin v. Lakin, 30 Ch. Dir., i6q,

in 1S85, a married woman, if she should survi\'e her
husband, would not have a separate estate, but, if she did

marry again, then, and then only, was she to be entitled

to cercain property as separate estate. The question to be
decided in this case was whether or not before these con-
tingencies happened she could enter into a binding
contract to part with that future contingent separate
estate. It was admitted that she had not at the time the
contract was contemplated any separate estate in the fund.

It was, however, contended that section i, sub-section 4,

of the Married Women's Property Act, 1882 (45 and 46
Vic, chap. 75) gave her such power. That section is :

—

" Every contract entered into by a marriei woman with
respect to and to bind her separate property shall bind
not only the separate property which she is possessed of

or entitled to at the date of the contract, but also all

separate property ^vhich she may thereafter acquire."

Mr. Justice Pearson, in giving judgment, said :
" In my

opinion, according to the true construction of the Act,

the contract which is to bind separate property must be
entered into at a time when the married woman has existing

property. If she has such property, her contract will bind

it. If she afterwards commits a breach of the contract,

and proceedings are taken against her for the breach of

contract, any separate property which she has acquired

since the date of the contract, and which she has at the

time when judgment is recovered against her, will be

liable for the breach of contract. But the Act does not
enable her, by means of a contract entered into at a time
when she has no existing separate property, to bind any
contingent sejiarate property."

We must reserve our notes on these cases for a sub-
sequent date. We will, however, add that these two
important cases exactly bear out the princijjle previously
laid down by us, and they must be taken to be the law of
the land. When these cases were decided they caused
some surprise even amongst members of the legal pro-
fession, who looked on the Act in a far more liberal and
loose way than which the Judges appear to have done, and
no doubt the Judges had such thoughts as these in their
minds when they say, whatever was the iiitenlMt of the
Act, the words of the Act do not place women in the
same contractual capacity as a man,

( To he coniiiiiied.)

The Manufacturing Trade in Sewing
Machines.

B^;raHE big sewing machine companies appear to attach
iSi? the greatest importance to maintaining and
increasing their trade among manufacturers. One of the
latest methods of influencing business is that adopted by
the Singer Manufacturing Company. At their "central
offices for the London district," 17, Chiswell Street, E.C.,
they have a sewing machine instruction room specially
fitted up with power. Here girls can be taught machine
sewing absolutely free of any charge.
We have received a copy of a letter which has been

sent to every manufacturer in London which, as showing
the efforts now being made in this direction, we cannot
do better than reproduce :

—
Machinists.

There is at present experienced by most manufacturers, a difificulty

in finding machinists. Permit us, therefore, to place at your disposal,
our large organisation of over 300 salesmen daily visiting private
families in London, for securing operators, which will first confer a
benefit on the worker, ne.xt will relieve your particular difficulty and
help ourselves by finding work for those who purchase our machines.

"NOVELTY " WRINGER, Largest Makers of

SIMPLE AND CHEAP. Wringing MacMfles iQ the World

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS, 1889

The leading feature of our Machines
is DURABILITY combined with
LIGHTNESS. Considering the
quality of the materials used they
are also the Cheapest Machines in

the Market.

" SUPERIOR" WRINGER.

Entirely Self-adjusting.
No Thumbscrews required.

((

HOUSEHOLD " WRINGER.

"COTTAGE" WANGLE,

WOOD ROLLERS, 20x4.

^^
'STAR" KNIFE GLEANER.

A Cheap Cash Line.

MADE EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE
INSTALMENT TBADE.

30 YEARS ESTABLISHED REPUTATION

FOR QOALITY.

lSrii.olesa.le only* Plaices oxi JS-pplicatioia..

BAILEY WRINGING MAGHINECO., 26, SOOTHWARK ST., LONDON, S.E.
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If you will say in enclosed stamped envelope, how many machinists

you require, and whether fcr machines of our own manufacture or not,

and for what class of worU, we will do our best for you free of any

charge.
Mechanics fou adjustinc, and repairing.

We are further prepared to contract for looking after miichines in

factories, where no inside mechanic is employed, at a small sum per

machine per week, no matter of whose make they may be, or we can

arrange, as we are doing in other cases, for one ol our mechanics to

visit your factory at set periods, daily or otherwise, to do necessary

adjustments on an economical basis.

Equipments.
We have specially fitted up a department at above address, and invite

manufacturers to call and inspect the difference between driving

machines by foot and by power, or placing machines on a bench ana

worked by a special foot motor (instead of the ordinary stand), which

costs lesi, and saves space, and further, we have much improved the

mode of f
owei driving, and are willing and anxious to demonstrate

this by placing a bench of six machines and fittings in any factory free

and remove the same Iree i/ they fail to satisfy the user. W"^ '"'^ "'^°

prepared to make a liberal allowance for any kind of machine or any

style of driving appliance or stands that manufacturers may wish to

give in part exchange for new goods. We have especially provided for

speed, cleanliness, manipulation, economy, and good work, and have

skilled women as well as mechanics, to instruct in all initial work free

of cost.

We have added more improvements to our machines, and have further

simplified them, thus allowing machinists (wh) in isolated cases have

bten accustomed lo working other machines than ours) to e.isily control

those of our own manufacture.

Adjdstaki.e Stool for Operators.

We have a new design to suit any sue or height and applicable to

any kind of machine ; sample and price on application.

Specialities.

We have introduced several special machines. Enclosed please find

a few samples of work ; it is possible none may be suitable for you, or

you may have special features in your trade which none of these cover,

and if you will wriie us or invite us to call, one of our representatives

: hall wait upon you, and we will try and trade with you; if we cannot

do what you require it will cost you nothii^g.

If you will give us a call, you will see our special facilities fcr meet-

ing our clients' wants.

Thanking you for your good support in the past, or in anticipation ol

your favou'ing us with a trial in the future,

We are, yours truly,

The Singer Manufacturing Company.
II. RAPER,

Manager.

p.S.—Our entire London business is, and has baen for the jiast

Iwelvi; months, under new management ; and we mean lo do in the

future, what in some ca;es should have been done in the past, and all

we ask is a trial.

Annual Pic-Nic

'S'/^'N thie 2Sth August the employes of Bradbury & Co.'s

yl^ Glasgow district, numbering nearly 60, held their

annual pic-nic at that beautiful seaside resort Blairmore,

leaving Glasgow per steamer at 9 a.m., arriving in time

for dinner at 12 o'clock. Mr. iM'Farlane, hotel proprietor,

had everything ready for the company, so that no time

was lost in looking after the inner man. The chair was

occupied by Mr. A. J. Sewell, manager, Messrs. Hardie

and Goudie acting as croupiers. The chairman stated

he was sorry that a good number of the collectors could

not be present, owing to their having to attend to the

getting in of money, &c, but they would get a day in

lieu of this. The Dundee branch were having their

pic-nic the same day to Blairgordin, and the Edinburgh

depot had given up the idea of having one this year,

owing to the e.xhibition taking up so much of their time.

He also mentioned that he was pleased to be able to say

that Bradbury & Co., Limited, were on a fair way to the

top of the sewing machine ladder
;
they had paid good

dividends to the shareholders, that the business done

was sound, as they knew from their cash collections,

which had never been better, or had ever reached by a

long way what they were at present, and he only hoped

every man present would put forth greater effort between

now and Christmas, and make 1890 something to be

reniembered.
Superintendents Hardie, Goudie, Gilmour, Hendry.

Messrs. RobertsandAitken, each did their part to stimulate

their men, and assist them to make the day's outing an

enjoyable one.

The company afterwards adjourned to a field to engage

in outdoor games, a very interesting shooting competition

with an air-gun (kindly lent by Mr. J. R. Wylie,

collector),between six ladies and si.x gentlemen, gentlemen

winning, of course ; football, cricket, running, and swings,

&c., being on the programme. All interval took place,

when many of the company went for a climb up the steep,

rugged hills of Argyle, and' came back laden with flowers,

heather, &c. Tea was next served, and thoroughly

enjoyed by those who had been exerting themselves. Next

THE NEW EXCELS
ALL OTHERS.

THE
MOST

VERTICAL FEED
CAPABLE. SEWING MACHINE.
LIGHTEST RUNNING, SIMPLEST, AND BEST.
te^jaHIS Sewing Machine contains an arrangement which invoh'cs a new de^,artiire from the ordinary style ofS working. The Machine is fed from the top, and has a smooth plate for the work to travel on The needle

descends into the material, pinning the several plies together, and the feed carries the needle and material along

with it. When the needle is withdrawn the pressure foot is put down and the work held fast. There is no
necessity whatever for assisting the work on une\-en surfaces or seams. It will do the most wonderful variety of

work, and will sew ALL MATERIALS, from MUSLIN to LEATHER, without change of stitch or tension
;

as no matter what maybe the difference in thickness, the stitch MUST BE REGULAR. Having the
FEWEST PARTS of any Machine made, it is the ACME OF SIMPLICITY, and the heretofore

difficult operations of HEMMING, QUILTING, BRAIDING, RUFFLING, FRILLING, &c., can
be learnt by any lady as easily as plain scwi:ig, and in the same time.

NOTE.—All the above operations are done without tacking. The Machine has no COGS, SPRINGS, or
TEETH to cause friclion or get out of order.

READ ON E~0F THOUSANDS OF TESTrMONIALS.
(J6, 'I'owEi; SiKEET, Di'Di.KV, 24 J II Septemuer, 1S90.

HEAR SIR,—We have pleasure in bearing testimony to the excellence of the vertical feed sewing machines. We have had a large

number in daily use for the last seven or eight years, and find them all that the manufacturers claim for them. One special feature, \\i , the
allowance for taking up wearing parts makes them work as well and sni lothly afier years of hard wear as if they had had only a few weeks
work. We use them for making children's suits and dresses, and once put together there is no chance of these articles ever coming apart ; a
most important matter with children's clothing. Our repairs account has been but trilling during the whole period we have li.ad them in use.

Vours truly,

PRICE BROS.
We shall be happy to show the Machine to anyone who will favour us with a visit.

SAMPLES OF WORK, PRICE LISTS, AND ALL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION TO

THE VERTICAL FEED SEWING MACHINE CO., 24, AIDERSGATE STREET, LONDON, E.G.

AGENTS WANTEDWHERE NOT REPRESENTED. LIBERAL TERMS.
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came the dislributioii of prizes, which consisted of ladies'

handbags, jiurses, hair ornaments, walking sticks, pocket

knives, and a ladies' " surprise " prize, which was supposed

to consist of a laily's trimmed hat in box. The winner,

on opening box, found she had a toy liat, value 3d., suit-

able for a doll, instead of being a full sized lady's trimmed
hat. The steamer was now in sight, and we all had to

run to get our plates (6 p.m.), having spent a most
enjoyable day, without a drop of rain, or miyt/nng

stronger.

GLESCO.

Jottings.

The Harrison Patent Knitting Machine Company
have removed their head office and wholesale department
from 113, Portland Street, to 48, Upper Brook Street,

Manchester.
* *

A watchmaker in Newcastle is credited with the

manufacture of a set of three gold shirt studs, in one of

w-hich is a watch that keeps excellent time, the dial being

only 3-i6ths of an inch in diameter. The three studs

are connected by a strip of silver inside the shirt bosom,

and the watch contained in the middle one is wound up
by turning the stud above. The hands.are set by turning

the one below.

The trade creditors of the Howe Machine Company
have every reason to be pleased with the manner that

Mr. Hutton, the liquidator, has wound up the concern.

They have already received their accounts in full, although

the company was only wound up in April last.

*

'•What a pity the long-suffering creditors of Hermann
Loog, Limited, did not appoint a liquidator of the stamp

of Mr. Hutton I The Loog liquidator has' now had the
run of the estate for over three years, and appears to

have treated it as a gift to himself, as he has never
declared a dividend, nor communicated with the creditors

in any way, except to say that their accounts had been
passed !

Mr. ^\. Midgley has opened premises in Wheelgate,
Malton, for the sale of sewing and washing machines, &c-.

He has had considerable experience of the trade acting for

others, and we hope that he will be equally as successful

now that he is '' on his own hook."

The Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing Company have
now received from Paris the grand Prix that was awarded
to them at last year's International Exhibition.

Messrs. Joyce & Moore have opened handsome sho-w-

rooms for sewing and washing machines, musical

instruments, &c., at 126, High Street, Stoke Newington,
N.

* .. *

Six large vans, painted in vermilion and lettered in

white " Singer's .Sewing Machines," are now to be seen

supplying the company's forty London branches with

sewing machines from their central office in Chiswell

Street.

In our last issue we reported the granting of a summons
against Mr. James Burchill,of Cork, for having abstracted

a hired seiving machine. The summons failed, the

magistrates agreeing that the prosecutrix ought never to

have brought it, as Mr. Burchill had treated her most
liberally. They commented very strongly on the case,

and gave costs against the prosecutrix.

THE "SPECIAL" SAFETIES.
PRICES

From £8 lo^
Best Material. Good Finish. Prices Mode-
rate. Cushion Tyres fitted to any of the
" Special '' Safeties. Prompt Delivery.

Agents wishing to do a Hire P'archase Trade should write

/or Terms. No risk. I take all risk as to Payments.

HARRY S. ROBERTS,
CYCLE WORKS,

DEANSHANGER, STONY STRATFORD, Bucks.

W. FOSTER & CO.,
4§, MMmm w^EmMM%

Hood Joints

Handles in

Brass, China,

Manufacturers

of every De-

scription of

Pera mbulator

Fittings,

and Wood,
Brass Handle
Rods, Toy Fit-

tings, &c.
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HERMANN LOOG,
85, FiNSBURY Pavement, LONDON,

Sole Wholesale Agent for
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SEIDELL NAUMANN'S SINGER MACHINES
NOT EQUALLED BY ANY OTHER MACHINE FOR

QUALITY, COMPLETENESS, & APPEARANCE.

SHIPPERS AND THE TRADE Supplied on Terms to defy Competition.

•" The Lion in the Donkey-skin '' is a pamphlet by Mr. LOOG, dealing comprehensively with the
'' peculiai " construction attenipted to be put by the Singer Manufacturing Company on the New

Merchandise Marks Act. Free on Application.
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•- in. x16.', id. x 13 in.

wjLL PLiir A^'^ ttne.

Also Sold Wholesale Agent for

THE VICTORIA. The only Automatic Musical Instrument which
does not disclose by its appearance the stereotype hand organ.

A Fancy Cabinet tastefully executed in black and gold ; it is a
oeautiful piece of furniture, fit to go anywhere.

Its music, soft and pleasant, is equalled by none, and can by means
of a swell l>e made loud enough to fill the largest

Mission Hall, Drawing Room, or Ball Room.

Its Price is lower than any 48 reed instrument in the market.

The great success the " VICTORIA " has met with since its

appearance has induced the manufacturers to bring it out in two
more sizes—one smaller, 24 reeds ; one larger, 72 reeds.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LIST.

BASSINETTE PERAMBULATORS

The demand foe our goods jtill inocaasa.-'. During tha jsftr ia89 w« turnad out a much larger

number of Perambulators than •var befora

Our Hey, Illustrated CataloKne for Present Season sent on receipt of BttslneMiCard or Memo.
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Mr. Thomas Waiizcr, nephew of Mr. R. M. \Vanzer,of

the Wan/er Sewing Machine Com()any, has been on a

visit to London the past week, having come over from

Canada to escort home his aunt, Mrs. Wanzer. He returns

to Canaeia today.

The Bielefelder Nahmaschinen Fabrik, of Saalfeld,

write us that Mr. R. J. Johns, of 59, Holborii Viaduct,

has ceased to represent them in this country.
Ik Us

:k

Mr. F. A. Venning, sewing machine and cycle dealer,

late of 218, Loughborough Parade, has removed to 4 and

5, Rathgar Road, Loughborough Junction.

*

Reynolda has been recently writing up, or, shall we
say, writing down, the hire system. The ignorance of

the writer is betrayed by a single sentence. He says that
" the average price of a machine is _^8, and the actual

cost of production some 30s."
If -J,

^ *

bur editorial office has recently been adorned by two
gifts of the Singer Manufacturing Company. One of

these is a large cloth sheet containing about fort3'-five

photographs of natives of various countries working

a sewing machine. The other is a really magnificent

reproduction of a photograph of workmen leaving the

Singer factory at Kilbowie.

It is not generally known, says Truth, that all watches

are compasses. Point the hour hand to the sun, and the

south is exactly half-way between the hour and the figure

XIL on the watch. For instance, suppose that it is four

o'clock. Point the hand indicating four to the sun, and
11. on the watch is exactly south. Suppose that it is

eight o'clock, point the hand indicating eight to the sun,

and the figure X. on the watch is due south. " My
American friend was quite surprised that I did not know
this. Thinking that very possibly I was ignorant of a

thing that every one else knew, and happening to meet
Mr. Stanley, I asked that eminent traveller whether he

was aware of this simple mode of discovering the points
of the compass. He said that he had never heard of it.

I presume, therefore, that ihe world is in th'.? same state
of ignorance.''

During the past month the following changes have
taken placj in the addresses of the undermentioned Singer
branch, offices : Spalding to Station Street, Barry to 115,
High Street, Keith to Church Road, Woolwich to 88,
Powis Street,

We have pleasure in congratulating Mr. N. Gucken-
heimer on his recent marriage with Miss Phillips, of
Ballarat. This gentleman's name is probably only known
to a few persons in this country, but among the sewing
machine trade of Australia he is much esteemed as the
general manager for Australia for Mr. Hugo Wertheim,
importer of the Wertheim sewing machines. In August
last ihe einployis of the Victorian and South Australian
branches of the business met at Mr. Wertheim's Mel-
bourne office, and made several presentations to Mr.
Guckenheimer, as follows :—A handsome oak cabinet of
cutlery, &c., a morocco case containing a dessert set, an
illuminated address from the Victorian branch, and an
elegant case of dessert knives and forks, and a claret jug
from the South Australian section of the business. Air.

Guckenheimer, having suitably acknowledged these gifts,

invited the company to take wine with him.

They have some strange ways of advertising in the
States. What do our readers think of the following,

which we take from an American paper :

—

" Trip Ticket and Two Weeks' First-Class sea5hore (or equivalent
in cash) to any one telling me where can sell new upright piano, stool
and scarf for cash. Address W."
It is a well-known fact that in the agricultural districts

ofAmerica a deal oftrade is done on the "swopping" system.
For instance, a person will buy a sewing machine with so

many bushels of potatoes or other produce of the land ;

but offering free trips to the seaside as a'l inducement
for persons to infiuencebusiness is quite a new departure.

WILSON BROS. & CO.,
STANDARD BEDSTEAD WORKS,

B IR m: IM oMA m:.
"WOVEN WIRE MATTHESSES.

PatterUB and Prices oa Application.

BRASS AND IBON BEDSTEADS, COTS, FOLDERS, &c.

[Jftiiniir vJSmt^Lei ^9 ^^a

UMBRELLA HOLDER AMBULATORS.
3s. PER DOZEN CARRIAGE PAID. SEND FOR SAMPLE DOZEN.

y. p^-^ie^ ]n, aldersgate st., London, e.g,

E. SMITH & SON,
19, ALCESTER STREET, BIRMINGHAM,

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE

KE^KT IMiLIL OA.R:T-

Fancy Dealers and others

find this a

General Favonrite.

The body is ot cak in the

sbape of a boat, swicging

"Ir^^'"^^^' ^y\\
backwards and (otwbrcp,

k-^ \s ^--^?^-^A ^^"^ causing a delight-

ful seDsatiou.
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Wheeler&WilsonNo.9 (D.A.A.)

These Machines are high class in every respect, are war. anted for five

years by the Company, and can be fully recommended.

We solicit correspondence from all first-class dealers desiring to take up the sale

of this Machine, and to whom Liberal Terms will be given.

WHEELER & WILSON MANOFACTURING CO,
21, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.Cc
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Papers for the Counting House.
Calculation op Wages.

Pkoiilkm r.

A'liou'iiif;; Ihe ilaily wdges, or fay, tofind tin yearly salary.

Riilf I. — Kogard llu uenceiisso many pounds; add to this sum tlir

liair iif ii, and also five days' wages.
Examples,

I. What will iS'/d. per day amount to in a year?

L s. d.

L^li- IS '5 o
Tlie lialf=; 7176

Pay for 5 days= o 6 6;/

423 19 oJ
.
-^'"

By laUing tlie pence for [lounds, we virtually multiply llie daily pay
liy 240 ; that is, we get the pay fir 240 days ; the half of this is the pay
for 120 days; and therefore the two added together, with 5 days' pay
besides, gives the pay for 365 days.

A'«/f 2.—Multiply £1 los. 50. by the number of pence per day;
the product will be the amount in I year, because £\ 103. 5d. is equal
to 365 pence. (This is a very convenient rule when the daily pay is

free from odd faith'ngr-.)

2. What will 5d. per day amount to in a year ?

By Rule ?.

I s. d.

I 10 s005
ll 12 I

day amount to year ? Aiis.

A)ts. £2i, 6~. 8d.

.h:s. /5 63. s!d.

By Rule i.

£ s. d.

5

2 10 o021
Alls. £j \2 I

3. What will i8:]d. per

£2j 15s. rid.

4. What will i6d. per day amount to in a year ?

5. What will 3!d. per day amount to in a year ?

Note.—When the pay is only for the ordinary working days, that is

wlien "t is stopped for the 52 Sundays, for Good Friday, and for

Christmas Day, only 311 days are paid for in a year. The amount, at

id. a day, is thcrel'oie £1 5s. lid.; and, at a farthing a day, it is

6s. 5jd. Consequently, the rule viill then be this : Multiply £1 5s. iid.

by the number of pence per day, and 6s. 5jd. by the number of addi-

tional farthirgs, and add the results ; thus :

—

6. \\ hat will be the amount of 3jd. per day lor 311 days ?

£ s. d.

I 5 II

004

Subtract

Or thus

:

s .3
8

6 a for 311 days at id.

£4 17 2j Alls.

£
I

s.

5

d.

II

^

3 17 9
Add o 19 5J = 3 times 6s. 55d.

^4 17 2i Alls.

7. At I4d. per day, what will be the amount in 311 days? Aits,

£\?, IS. lod.

S. If a workman's wagps be 5s. lod. per day, what is his yearly

income? Aiis. ;,f90 14s. 2d.

Probleji 2. (Converse of Proulem i.)

Knowing Ike yearly salary tofind the pay per day.

A'w/;.— Regard the pounds in the salary as so many pence, and con-

sider ihe shillings, when los. or more, as Ad., but when less than ics.

reject ihtm. Multiply these penc.e by 2, and divide the product by 3,

olisciving to allow {id. should there be I for remainder, and ^d. if the

remainder le 2 ; the result will be the daily income nearly, if not to the

nearest fai thing.

Note.—The year is here the whole 365 days.

Examples.

1. It a servant's wages be ;^24 a year, what is his daily pay? Ans.

24d. X 2-=-3 = Sd.X2= i6d., to the nearest farthing.

2. If the yearly wages be 26 guineas, what is the pay per day ?

Ans. 27d. X 2-^3 = 9d. X2 = i8d. , to the nearest farthing.

3. If the yearly wages be ;^23 15s., what is the pay per day ? Ans.
23v;d.X2.f 3 = 47d.-=-3 — I5|d., 10 the nearest faithmg.

4. If the yearly income be ^^150, what is the amount per day?
.Ans. i5od. X2-^3 = icod. = 8s. 4d. nearly.

The foregt'ing Rule is suggf sted by the following considerations. If

the year consisted o( only 33^ d.-iys instead of 365, then, by dividing the

salary by 360, we should get the daily pay. Now if the salary e.^:pressed

in pounds be legarded as so many pence, it becomes virtually divided

by 20 X 12= 240 ; so that the salary is 240 tiires this number of pence ;

but muitiplying anything by 240, and then dividing by 360, is the same
as n.ultiplying by 2, and then dividmg by 3 ; and hence by proceeding

in ihis way, the 360th part of the salary will be accurately determined.

And since the difierence between the 36oih part and the 365th part of

a comparatively small sum is but tiifling—being only the dcoxis part of

the whole, which is but a farth.ng in ;^28— it follows that, for an in-

come not cNceeding ;^27. the error cannot be so great as a farthing
;

and it is always in excess. If a few sliillings—say 53.—be deducted
from the yearly income, this excess will be pretty nearly counter-

bdanced, for then there will be deducted from the daily payolss., about
? of a farthing. l'\ r an income much above the limit (£2^) this de-

duction will I e insufficient, and to avoid division into cases, and like-

wise to preclude a fractional remainder, from the divisor 3, the rule

recommends, generally, that if the .shillings connected with the pounds
in the income be fewer than los. they should be rejectel, as also the
overplus above los. This rule is pr.)fess»dly only (in most cases) a close
approximation to the strict truth, but it is simple, and easily worked
mentally. We merely caution the reader that it is not lo be relied upon,
within a halfpenny or penny of the truth, for incomes yieljling several
shillings ])er day. Thus, take the yearly income at £\ya\ the tabic
below shows that, to the nearest farthing, the daily pav is 8s 2jd. ; we
have seen above (V.\. 4) that the rule makes it 8s. 4d., which is l.|d.

too much. On the whole, when the daily payment is to be found with
greater exactness, we recommend recourse to the subjoined table.

TAIiLK VI.a.—WAGES TABLE OF SALARIES, ETC., FROM
£1 TO /150 pi;r annum reducfd to so much
I'ER MO.NTH, PER WEEK, PER DAY."

V. Pr. M. Pr.W. Pr. D V. Pr. M.
i

r.-. W. Pr. D.

I £ s. d. s. d. s. d. ;r i ^ s d.
'

/: s. d. s. d.

I I 8 4f|' 0.? 16 I 6 8 6 17 lol

2 3 4 9J ij 17 I 8 4 6 C'i lij

s ; I v\ 2 iS I 10 6 II II.v

4 6 8 I 6i 2-:: 19 X II 8 7 3i I Oh

S
8 4 I II 3:: 20 I 13 4 7 81 I n

6 10 2 34' 4 30 2 10 II <4 I 7'i

7 II 8 2 8i 4( 40 3 6 8 15 4i 2 2i
8 13 4 3 0:; S:^ SO 4 3 4 19 2., 2 9

9 i.S 3 S^ 6 bo 5 I 3 oi 3 3i
10 16 8 3 10 6.^ 70 ; 16 8

i
I 6 II 3 10

II iS 4 4 ^i 7i 80 6 13 4 I 10 9i 4 4i
12 I 4 Ik S 90 7 10 I n 7t 4 I'

IS I I S 5 Si 100 8 6 8 I iS Si 3 iT
J4 I 3 4 S: A\ 'A 125 10 8 4 2 8 6 10

1

>5 I S 5 9! p 10 150 12 10 2 17 H 8 2,'

fi'ote-—One farthing per day is 7s. 7jd. per year.

We shall now sfow the use of this Table by cpp'ying it tj the

Examples wriked by the Rile given above.

Ev. I. . Ex. 2.

per dav.

For ^20 IS. I^d.

,. £-i 2i^

^24

For ^20
„ £7

6s. (Note)

lid.

4*

i
40.

IS. 6d.

For ;A20 .

,, x,3 •

15s. (Note)

Ex. 3,

lid.
2

4

IS. 3Sd-

We thus see that for such small incomes as these the rule is sultici-

ently accurate ; but, as already shown, for an income of /150 it errs

in excess by lid.

As another Example, let us take an income of ^40.

By the Ride. By the Table.

3)8od. For ^^40 2s. 2id.

26|d. = 23. 2jd. The diffc rence here is Ad.

If the income had been ;/^ioo, the difference would have been one

penny. . , „ i. ^ t
In concluding these remarks, it may be as well to observe that the

reason why the rule directs that when the remainder from the division

by - is I , a farthing should be allowed for it, but that when it is 2, three

f.irlhiings' should be allowed, is because Jd. — Jf. = if and Y- ; and

§d. = |f. ^ 3f. all but Jf.

Problem 3.

The number of shillings in a week's earnings being given, to find the

earrings per year.

/^•„/^.—Aeld together 2^ limes as many pounds as there are shillings,

.and twice the shillings themselves; the result will be the earnings for

the year.

For 20 times ibe number of shillings make so many pounds, and

these pounds are,the earnings of 20 weeks ; so that 2A times this sum

must be ihe earnings of 50 weeks; and twice one week's earnings being

.added, the result must be the earnings in a year.

Examples.

1. A year's earnings, at lis. a week, are ;£'il x 2l-f22s. - ^^28 12s.

2. A year's earnings, at 16s. a week, are ;{^i6x 24 + 325.= .,^41 12s.

3 Ayear's esrnings. at 18s 6d. a week, are ;fiSiX2i+ 373. —;^37

+£9 55+jfl 17s- = ^1^ 2s Or thus: Since 52d. = 4s. 4d., we

hive only to add six limes this, namely, £ 1 65. to the year's income at

iSs per week ; so that the work may stand as follows, namely, pJ'iSx

2i + ^l i6s. + .^l 6s. = ;f45+.^3 25. =/4S 25.
_
And in ihis manner

we may always proceed wi.en there are odd pence in the week's wages.

4. How much is earned in a year at the rate of 16s led. per week ?

Ans ;^43 155- 4d.
, , ,

'
, r 1 j

5. Jf a family -spenci, on the average, 7s. 3Jd. per week for bread,

whatis the expenditure per year? W«J. ^iS 193. 2d.

6. What is the yearly income of a person who earns £z 17s. Sid.per

week? .J«j- ^149 19s- 9'1-
,, ^ ^ ..j

[See the Table, in which the weekly piy, for ^150 a year, is stated

to b"e the above sum, and allowably so ; because the overplus 3d.

divided by 52, gives a fraction too small for representation as money.]

• The above Table is calculated to the nearest amount that cither

employer or employed can insist upon.
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The Development of the Sewing
Machine.

By E. Ward.

{Coiltinned from our September Xiimber.)

^•N that part of Mr. Bernard's .specification which relates

^|K to the securing of the edges of materials and the

stitching of buttonholes, there is described an ingenious

combination of instruments for effecting that operation.

In carrying out this part of the invention one or more
threads are employed, and the thread is turned in a double
or looped form from the one side of the material to the

other, so as to overlap the edge thereof, and the needle is

then inserted through the loop so turned over. This
turned over loop, when two threads are used, is obtained

from the second or under thread, which is carried and
passed by a suitable instrument or '' opener " through the

loop formed by the needle thread beneath the material.

This loop of the second threa.l having been inserted

through the loop of the needle thread is caught by a

forked instrument or " returner," which extends it and
raises it above the edge of the material, and; when in this

position, it is laid hold of bv a spring rod or finger, which
draws it over the upper surface of the material in a proper

position for the next descent of the needle, so that the

needle may pass through it and through the material.

When only one thread is useil the "opener" does not
carry a separate thread, but merely catches the loop of the

needle thread below the material, «nd by a lateral or

partial circular motion expands the loop, and admits of the

entrance of the " returner " therein. This loop is carried

up by the ''returner," and laid over the edge of the

material by the ' finger," as before described. The needle

then passes through the turned over loop, and through the

material, when a second loop is formed, and the operations

are repeated. The principal or main feature of this stitch

is, that the loop, previous to the passage of the needle
through it, is twisted or turned once or twice, so that the

stitch will afford greater resistance to being drawn out or

unravelled. The loop of the needle thread on being
passed through the material is caught by a hooked instru-

ment, pre\-iously brought into a position to receive it.

On seizing the loop, the hook commences to revolve by a

rack being brought into action and gearing with a long
pinion. This has the effect of imparting a more or less

twist to the loop.

The hook is carried by a slide, a grooved boss being
formed on the base of the hook, which enables it with its

pinion to revolve freely in the slide, whilst a pin, fitting

into an annular groove, keeps it in its place. The slide

is worked to and fro longituilinally by a lever actuated b}'

a cam, and india-rubber spring serving to draw the lc\'er

and slide back after each impulse of the cam.
A guiding slot or groove i.- formed on the crown of the

hook for the purpose of partly guiding the needle so as to

enter the loop held by the hook, the hook during the

de-cent of the needle being always vertical,

The needle having entered the loop, the hook makes a

slight turn and simultaneously moves forward, the length

of tiie pinion allowing for such forward motion, thereby
releasing the loop, and passing beyond the needle in a

posiiioi. in readiness for taking a second loop therefrom.

In order to enable the hook to pass beyond the needle it

must move to one side slightly, so as to avoid the needle

in passing, and this lateral motion is obtained from a swell

or incline on the shank of the hook acting against a fixed

])in, the inherent spring of the shank admitting (jfthis

lateral displacement.

The fourth part of Mr. Bernard's invention relates to

the " hemming " of the edges of materials by the use of

blades holding the fabric in a proper position for being

hemmed.
The material to be hemmed is doubled over the edge of

a blade, which answers the purpose of the finger of the

seamstress. The material having been folded over the

first blade is laid upon a lower blade, and is firmly held

between these two b!ade> by points in the under side of

the lower blade. It is then tunieil o\er the rounded etlge

of the lower blade, and is doubled back over the toji of

the blade and held by the points therein. A portion of

the material is then doubled back again according to the
breadth of the hcni rciiuired, and its e.xtremc edge is made

to project slightly beyond the part turned over the
rounded edge. In hemming, the needle first penetrates
the top fold, and then passes through the turned over
portion of the material.

It will be seen from the above that the cheap kind of
hemmer now in use was in the mind of Mr. Bernard at

that time, although not in the simple form we now have
it.

(To be continued.)

A Convertible Mail Cart.

i?^Jf3HE Halesowen lerambulator and Carriage Com-
^-^^ pany, Limited, of Halesowen, near Birmingham,
have just introduced a convertible mail cart and
bassinette, which is an admirable contrivance with a

registered well and cover, and can easily be transformed

Awaata**'-

from mail cart to bassinette, or vice versa, by the most
inexperienced nurse or attendant. These carts are
manufactured of the best seasoned materials, and are well
finished in every respect. The low price at which they
are produced must create a great demand, and leave the
dealer a good margin.
They are all fitted with bent shafts, which by a simple

brass rack arrangement, they can be easily adjusted to

suit the height of the person propelling them. We illus-

trate the cart as a mail cart, and as a bassinette. As
will be seen from the illustrations a portable hood or
canopy can also be fitted without requiring any straps to

secure it, which is a great advantage. This is achieved
by a sliding bolt fitting into a socket at each side of the
cart, an invention of the company.
Our readers would do well to v.-rite for prices and

designs of this article. I'he oiiipany ha\e been, and
a-e still, very busy in all departments, a very great

demand having been made upon them for their inlaid

bassinette, which we described a few months ago. In

these they have brought out several new and taking

designs. Another new and wanted invention has this

company also patented, viz., a perambulator, foot, or

carriage warmer, which is in the form of a flat can or

bottle made to lay in the well of a carriage and covered
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in a \aiicty of ways. Tiiis being filled with hot water

will kcL'|) the carriage warm for a considerahlc time, and
undoiibledly prove a boon to many people by enabling

them to take out a child on a cold day, when otherwise

this coukl not be done. The price of the article is only

nominal.

An Automatic Brake.

'N our last number we reported a sad case of the death

of an infant, which could not have happened had
the carriaRU been fitted with a brake, which undoubtedly

every perambulator requires.

Recently we \-isitcd Halesowen, and opportunity was
alTorded us of inspecting and testing a truly automatic

brake for perambulators, and we make no apologies in

calling the attention of the trade to it. It is the invention

and patent of Mr. T. G. Wells, the manager of the

Halesowen Perambulator and Carriage Company, Limited.

We were at once struck with the simplicity of the con-

trivance and the thorough practicability of its use as an

ciTicient perambulator brake. It is impossible for a carriage

fitted with this patent to move when the hand of tl:e

attendant is removed from the handle. When this article

is placed upon the market — which will be imme-
diatel}' done—undoubtedly there will be a great demand
for it, as the price is such as to scarcely enhance the price

of any carriage to which it is affixed ; and, further, it can

be easily adjusted to any existing carriage with little

trouble-

In conclusion, we heartily congratulate Mr. Wells on his

patent, and wish him every success, and in our ne.xt issue

we hope to give an illustration and more particulars

of this invention.

Trade Excursions,

ipHE employes of Ihe Singer ManufacturiDg Company, King Street,
•^ Wig.nn, held their annual pic-nic to Cioft by waggonettes on the
lolh ult., and were joined at their destination by the St. Helens con-
tingent, the company numbering altogether over forty. A glorious day
enhanced the pleasures of all, ladies and gentlemen alike joining in the

outdoor sports. The genial host of the General Elliot Hotel provided
a splendid spread, over which Mr. W. F. Osterstock. the manager,
presided. Towards evening a social meeting was held under the

presidency of Mr. Burgess, of St. Helens. After the loyal toasts had
been proposed and duly honoured, Mr. Brown, of St. Helens, proposed
" Continued success to the Singer Manufacturing Co.," to which Mr.
Osterstock responded, and spoke of the marvellous progress he had
seen in the company during the 14 years of his connection with it.

After some singing and reciting, Mr. Burgess, in a neat speech,
addressed Mr. and Mrs. Osterstock, announcing that those present had
ascertained that it was the anniversary of their wedding day, and he
was desired by all employed in the district to acknowledge their kindest
wishes for their future happiness, and a^k them to accept a small token
of respect. This consisted of spirit stand, containing three elaborately
cut-glass decanters, bearing an inscription as follows :

— " Presented to
Mr. and Mrs. Osterstock by the employes of the Singer Manufacturing
Company, Wigan district. 1S90." Mr. Osterstock thanked them all

on behalf of Mrs. Osterstock and himself, not so much for the present,
but for the kindly feeling which prompted it, and hoped that they all

would meet together on some not far distant date. Other toasts fol-

lowed, and the party then drove home, p.irting with the St. Helens
friends at Haydock, all agreeing that a most thoroughly enjoyable day
had been spent. The entire proceedings were conducted and arranged
by Messrs. T. Chadwick and Frank Clarke, of Wigan, and Mr.
McCallom, of Earlestown.

s

SiNGiiR's Bkightox EMPLOYES.—The salesmen and superintends nt
of the Brighton and WoUhing branch of the Singer manufacturing
Company had their first outing on Saturday, the 27lh ult., the place
selected being Arundel. The party, numbering about 25, inspected
the Castle and other p'aces of interest in the ncighbDurhood, and
dinner was served at si.\ o'llock at the Bridge Ilotfl. .\t the con-
clusion of the repast the usual loyal toasts were proposed, and "Success
of the Singer Manufacturing Company" was received with enthusia'm.
A vole of thanks was passed to Mr. Long, the Brighton manager, for
his kindness in presiding on the occasion, after which the party
separated, having spent a most enjoyable lime. During the day Mr.
Long was presented with a deck for his office as a token of regar J at d
esteem.

BiiADi'.rJRY, Dundee EMn.oyrs.—The Dundee and district branch
of the Messrs- Bradbury & Co., Limited, of sewing machine fame, held
their annual pic-nic on the 29th of August, the place selected being
Blairgowrie. The tv;;//.>iv.(, 10 the number of twenty, along with
their friends, left th= company's depot, 50, Victoria Road, in brakes,

ai riving in Coupar-Angiis about noon, where refreshments were
served. The company then pioceeded byway of the famous Beech
Hedges, .\rrived in Blairgowrie, dinner wr.s servtd by Mr. M'Cullum
in first-class style, after which Mr. Marshall proposed success to the
Bradbury Company, the toast being ably responded to by Mr.
Templeton, their popular manager in Dundee. The afternoon was

spent in viewing the surrounding scenery, lea afterwards being served.
The company arrived home about 9.30, all thoroughly satiblied v^ilh

their day's enjoyment.
Si.NCRK Biu.FAsi Ofkick.—The f/ii/'/ajrs al the Singer Manufactur-

ing Company's Helfist office on Ihe l-it ull. took their annial
excursion. The place selected was Rostrevor, Carlingford Loch. At
dinner the chair was l.-iken by Mr. I). J. Ka'concr, the esteemed
di trict manager, and the success of the company was drunk willi

enthusiasm.

Inm^stk patents.
T/u following list lias been compiled expressly for this Journal ly

Messrs. G. F. Kec/ferii S Co., Patent Agents, 4, South Street,

Finshury, E.G.

APPLICATIONS FOR LETTERS PATENT.
12527. C. Longbottom, for improvements in children's rrjad

vehicles.

126 10 H. J. Haddan, a communication from D. H. Coles, of Ihe
United Slates, for improvements in sewing and rjuilting machines.

12623. H. Lefeber and J, Calhoun, for improvements in sewing
machines.

12770. fi. W. Oldfield, for improvements in children's mail cars.
12829. N. Wheeler, for improvements in sewing machines.
12959. C. B. Hunt, for improvements in or connected with

sewing machines.

•3'38. W. F. Beardslee, for improvements in sewing or stitching,
and in the means or apparatus wiiployed therein.

13181. A. Ric1;etts and H. Hough, for improvements in and
relating to vis- it-vis perambulators.

13226. C. R. Bonn6, a communication from C. A. Ha.ib, of
Switzerland, for an improved book-stitching machine.

13295- A- ^- Vcrke, for improvements in perambulators.
13537. E Reeve, for improved metallic children's go-carls.
135S4. R. Todd, for improvements in sewing machine attachments

for stitching button holes in and for edging clcth and other materials.
13602. E. L. Bl-jke, fcr improvements in automatic wheel-locking

devices for perambulators, bassinettes, dog-carts, and like vehicles.
13666. B.Hague, for improvements in or applicable to knilting,

turning-o(T, linking, slitching, and like machines.
13706. G. F. Sturgess, for improvements in and relating to knittirg

machines.

13729. H.J. Haddan, a communication from F. Engel, ofGermany,
for improvements in button holders for buttou-sewing machines.

13993- W. R. Lake, a communication from W. Nordin, of Sweden,
for improvements in sewing machine tables.

14019. C. Longbottom, for improvements in children's carriages.

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED.
Postage id. each extra.

13121. Embroidety Machines. f- Malhieu, 5, Rue Mazagran,-
Paris.—Dated August 20, 1S89. Price Sd.
The main object of this invention is to provide an altacbmenl appli-

cable to embroidery machines in general, but specially to machines of
the Bonnaz and Comely type, whereby two or mere gimp cords or
metallx threads inay be twisted together while being attached to Ihe
work by the sewing thread, and .also to provide a disengaging device
whereby the embroidery attachment may be disen:aged from the
machine to refill or change the bobbins, or for other purposes.

13186. Se-j.'ing Machines. W. P. Thompson, a communication
from E. Stein, of 29, Wassmannstrasse, Berlin.— Dated August 21,
1SS9. Price IS. id.

Relates to improvements in sewing machines, particularly of that
class employed for s-iwing the stays or bases of corsets, bodices, and
garments into the fabrics parallt-l to each other, and in general for such
work in which two or more parallel seams are pro-luced at a time by a
corresponding number of needles carried by a reciprocating needle
holder, and by a corresponding number of shuttles working in connec-
tion with the several needles.

16390. Embroidery Machines. F. T- Perry, of 5, Arboretum Street,

Nottingham.—Dated'October 17th, 1S89. Price iid.

Relates to improvements on a former patent. No. 1206, cf 1S88, and
consists in a novel construction and method of operating the thick
thread guides by which simplicity of construction is secured, and a
better view of the work is obtained as it progresses.

1S413. Lcci-stitch Sc-:i'ing .}/achincs. J. V. Johnson. A communi-
cation from the Willcox & Gibbs Sewing Machine Co., of New York
U.S.A.— Dated November iSth, 1SS9. Price lid.

Relates to lockstitch sewing machines in which a rotary hook carries

the loop of the upper thread around the bobbin or carrier containing
the spool of the lower thread, and a take-up draws up this loop 10 as

to tighten and complete the stitch before the ne.xt loop is taken bv the

rotary hook, and is more particularly an improvement upon a modifica-

tion of the machines of this kind wherein the needle bar and take-up
are operated frani a main shaft in the goose neck or overhanging
sta'ionai-y arm, and the rotary hook mounted on a shaft below the

work plate is driven at a higher speed than the main shaft through
gearing at the standard ot the goose neck.

2770. Thread Feeding Mechanism for .^e-d%ng .Machines. A. J-
Eli. A communication from E. B. Welch, of 1 86, Main Street,

Cambridge, Mass., L'.S..\.—Dated Febru.iry 20th, 1890. I'rice 8d.

The object of this invention is to provide improved means for auto-

matically pulling thread from the supplying bobbin or spoolof a sewing
machine and feeding it forward to the slitch-formins mechanism at a

rate directly proportioned to and governed by the speed of the machine.
The invention also enables ihe rate of the feeding of Ihe thread to be
varied by the operator, and provides means whereby the thickness of
the work or material being stitched by the machine may be caused to

regulate the rate of ihe feeding of the thread.

9933. Shuttle Apparatusfor Sewing Machtncs. Z. T, French and W.
C.Meyer, of Boston, UiS A.— Dated June 26th. 1890. Price 6d.
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Tension re'e.sin^ device

N.J. Thread tension

Tl is invertion rel.ites lo imiiroven.enis in that class of sewing

mpchines having a substantially circular shuttle working in a circular

lace.

10572. Tn'nn/iiiij^ Attacltmenh for Machims for Sewht^ Looped
Fahria. A. L. Traver, of Philmont, Colun.bia, N.V., U.S.A.—Dated
July Sth, 1890 Price 8d.

Consists of an attachment applicaljle to mnchines for sewing looped

fahr'csol the class known as "turning off" machines, which atiachmei.t

derives ijs motion from the main shaft of the sewing mechanism, and
by a process of stitch hreakinc and ravelling Uvels to a uniform height,

and prepares the edges of the fabric after they arc impaled upon the pin

jjlale and are being carried by it to the sewing mechanism.

UNITED STATES PATENT.-?.
Issued and Datf.d Atf;u.sr izTir, 1890.

4339 >o- t'. Hjxley, Troy. Combine 1 crimping wheel and t-rn-

down folding attachment for sewing machines.

433*^46. H. Lefel)er, Philadelphia, Pa. .Sewing machi'

43397'" I^- Wheeler, Bridgeport, Conn,
for sewing machine.

434002. E. M. Staples, Eliz.d)eth,

releasing device for sewing machines.

434003. E. .M. Staples, Elizabeth, N.J. Presier foot acluiting

mechanism for sewing machine.

434009. E. B. Welch, Cambridge, Mass. Th ead feeding

mechanism for sewing machines.

4341 18. F W. Roberts, Haverhill, Mass. Thread holder and
cutter for buttonhole sewing machines.

434155. F. T. Leilich, Bridgeport, Conn. Buttonhole sewing
machine.

434156, O. L. iMerrow and A. E. Sanborn, Laconia, N.H.
Sjilicing thread attachment for knitting; machines,

434205. L. E. Salisbury, K. I. and A. Wrightson, Philadelphia,

Pj. Knitting machine.
Issued and Dated August 19T11, 1890

43452S. A. Sedmihradsky, Milwaukee, Wis. Circular knitting

machine.

431851. A. O. Very, Boston, M.ass. Sewing machine
IsstJED AND Dated August 26th, 1S90.

434996. A. H. Sawtell, Lynn, Mass. Sewing machine.
435C62. J. A. House, Bridgeport, Conn. Embroidering attach-

ment for sewing machines.

435174. G II. Gilbert,

knitting machines.

435181. D. Hurley, Bennington, Vt. Straight knitting machine.
"

<; K. Smith, B. F. Collins, and J. W. Shook, Eliz-Aeth-

Sewing machine motor.
H. S. Long, Philadelphia, Pa. Circular knitting ma-

Phil ulelphia, Pa. Web-holder for

435328.
town, Ky.

435378-
chines.-

Issued and Dated Septe.miier 2nd. iSgo.

435394- *-^. f". Carr, Laconia, N.H. Circular knitting m.achine.

435449- I- II- Reed, Lynn, Mass. Knitting machine.

4355I7- D. M. Pickett, Dearb:)rn, Mich. Tucking guide for

sewing machines.

435605. A. J. Jacob, Hartford. Conn. Book sewing machine.

435609. C. H. Otis, Hartford, Conn. Needle and cast olT for

book sewing machi les.

435611. J. R. Reynolds and A. J Jacobs, Hart for .1, Conn. Book
sewing machine.

4.356'3- J- R- Reynolds and A. J. Jacobs, Hartford, Conn. Book
sewing machme.

435616. D. M. Smyth, Northwood, N.H. Book sewing ma-
chine.

435686. 11, H. Cummings, Maldon. Sewing machine for barring

button holes.

GOAT SKIN RUGS FOR BAS^INETTiSS, &c
From I83. per dozen.

Send 2 la. for assorted dozen, three different sizes.

WHOLESALE ONLY.

HANDEL WHEATLEY, EYESHAM

THE "HANDY"

lock-stitch' SEWING MACBINE.
SIMPLE, DURABLE, AND CHEAP.

COMPLETE
Japanned I in

30/-

Perfectly Reliable and Suitable for all ordinary purposes.

HARPUR & MASON,
MANUFACTURERS.

n, LOZELLS ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

THE

ambulatorMarriE Co., Lt\A I

HALESOWEN, near BIRMINGHAM.

Best Horns© i^^^rt^y
FOR

BASSINETTES, #
MAIL CARTS,

TOYS,
imkUD CARRIAGES,

&.C , &.C.

All the Latest Designs and

Koveltiee.
The '• COMET " Landau. Uhe "PLAMET" iundau.
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THE

Eclipse
1 1 /^''^V^f^aTHiJft

SWlF*r

JhQ Eclipse Hand Machine is tiie BEST and CHEAPEST in tlie Trade.

It pays AGEf^TS and bl^iPPERS mucii better to liandle tiiis machine in

prejerence to any ottier, and no dealer's stocl< Is complete without it.

Once tried always bought.

SHIPPERS specially invited to write for sample Machine and terms.

Manufacturers ard patentees of the "LCLlPSE" MEDIUM FAMILY
OSCILLATOR AND FAMILY HAND SEWING MACHINES.

THE ''ECLIPSE" KNITTING MACHINE. The QUICKEST and BEST
Machine in existence for MANUFACTURING AND DOMESTIC USE.

SIMPL E IN CONSTRUCTION. EASY TO LEARN and LIGHT RUNNING.

Send for Illustrated Lists and Wholesale Terms to the

Sole IVIarmfactjur-ex's:

HE ECLIPSE" MAGH II OLDHAI
(LATE SHEPHERD, ROTHWELL, & HOUGH).
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VARLEY & WOLFENDEN,
. KEIGHLEY, ENGLAND,

SOLU

MAXrPACTL-liKU.S

UF TIIK

CYCLOPS

Lockstitch

SewingMachines
I ou

Domestic

and Manufacturing

I'arj'oses

AUo Manufacturers
of Wiinging and
Mangling Machines.

T'lese Machines are

made from l/ie Best
A/ateriiiht and cannot
be sinpasscii tor excel-

lency of finish and
durability.

SHIPPING ORDERS
EXECUTED ON THE
SHORTEST NOTICE.

N500835^^W;rg|jtgfjgjf%». N=E0Z(i6

J

Ihe^AILIlS'^BEOSnilD-^Co.

BILSTON.
m-EBY SEWING MACIIIXE DEALER

SHOULD SELL BEDSTEADS.
Many DO NOT because of the ROOM they

take up. BEDSTEADS can now be sold by
Sewinj,' JLicLine Dealers fiom DRAWINGS
and delivered to THEIR CUSTOMERS'
ADDRESS the NEXT DAY.
Write or wire TO-DAY for Book of STOCK

PATTERNS. ALL pitterns in this book are
ACTUALLY IN STOCK, papered ready to
leave SAME DAY aa wired for. Finish "and
value guaranteed.
N.B.—EVERY Bedstead FITTED UP

WHEN FINISHED before leavi.u' the WARE-
HOUSE.

.4 Larqc Slock of these Patterns /s kept <:l

120, 122, CURTAIN RD., EC.
For London Trade only.

Kirst Orders sliould he nccinii aiiitd by Htfertnc.s or
R millaDcr.

"VICTOR" WRINGER is a Machine we can con-
lidently rcconuiiLiul. h lixcs with ease on to a round or
square tub, and the clamp is so arranged ihat no nntier at
what angle the side of the tub may be the Wringer, whe-.
Iixed, stands straight up.

TRADE PRICS.
ij!in. 14 in. 15 in. ( All with Best White Solid
13 3 14/6 16/- \ Rubber Rollets.

Cog Wheels, Sd. extra each Machine:

The A.>r.Co. are the largest manufaclurcrs of Riil.hcr Rjller Wiinger
in Kuro| e. Makers of the '• Acme." " President." " Nonpareil," and

Victor Wringers
; also Knife Cleaners and Ice Cream Freezer.

THE ACiHiE NIACHJNE CO.,
Henrietta Street, GLASGOW.
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HENRY VORLEY'S
Pure White "Scentless d Stainless" Lubricating Oil.

For Sewing and Knitting Machines, Physical and Surgical Instruments, Guns, Clocks, Lathes, &c., &c.

BEWAHE OP IMITATIONS.

fmS very beautiful oil is incapable of thickening in use or of gumming the bearings, being an " absolutely

neutral "substance, unadected by the weather or age. It may now be obtained in bottles at all respectable

Sewing Machine and Bicycle Depots, and Who'ebale at

23, SHAFTESBURY ROAD, HOf^NSEY RI SE, LONDON, N.

Lower Qualities of the White Oil may now be had, Also Fine Lamp for

Bicycles, and American Golden, in Casks direct from the Docks, or
packed in Cans, Drums, or Bottles Suitable to the Trade.

TO CYCLE & BASSINETFE MANDFACTuR5RS & REPAIRERS.
USE ONLY

JOHNSON & CO.'S
SUPERIOR

GUTTA-PERCHA "HOLDFAST " TYRE CEMENT,
Acknowledgeu by many users to ba Iho

BEST AND CHEAPEST IN THE MARKET.
Sold in Bulk, Blocks, or 6d., ^d., and 2d. Tablets Boxed.

SPECIAL CEMENT FOR BASSINETTES.

ALSO

JOHNSON d CO.'S
JET BLACK " HABD DRYING " ENAMEL.

"OWL" BRAND.
Tr-de Price Litt and Samples on receipt of Business Card.

Note the Address

—

S. VST. JOiiNSON & CO.,
TYRE CEMENT MANUFACTURERS, OLDHAM.

cc

A MOMTHLY MAGAZINE,

PRICE Id., or sent Cirriage Paid at 8d. Dozen.

Commission Agents would find no diEBjuU-y in se'liug a fe T dozen
every month.

"HOPE" ij an interesting paper for Young Folks.

Prizes for Children moathl?. No entrance fee

HOPE" is published by J. N. Mastars, the maker of the Veracity
Watch.

Many Agants who se'.I " HOPS" Beiuta ordjri fjr J. N. Masters's
watches and jewellery. A liberal commiasion allowed.

CATAtiOQUE OP WATCHES, &c., ON APPLICATION TO

J. N. MASTERS, JEWELLER, HOPE HOUSE, RYE.

TO INVENTORS.

General Patent Office. Established 1830.

G. F. REDFERN & CO.
4, SOUTH STREET, FINSBURY,

LONDON-
"PROVISIONAL PROTECTION for 9 months under the

I new Act, /3 3s. ; to complete '.he Patent for 4 years,

£7 7s. French Patent, including first year's tax, £S
;

Delgian Patent, ^4; Imperial German Patent, ^10 10s.:

United States Patent, including all expenses for the whole
term, 1^17 los. Circular of information as to the mode of

proceeding in applying for Letters Patent, cost of European
Patents generally, and also of Colonial Patents, forwarded

upon application. Trade Marks and Designs registered in

England and Abroad. [Telephone No. 169.

Registered TELEGRAraic Address:—" INVENTION, London."

HIRE AGREEMENT FORMS.
The bsst form compiled, used by most of the trade.

Price 6d. per dozen, 3/9 per 100.

HIRE INSTALMENT CARDS.
strongly bound instalment cards with the hira

terms at the back. Price 1/- per dozen, 7 6 per 100.

Dealer's name and address printed if required

Sewell & Co., 28, Paternoster Row,london, E.C.

FROM 20/- SUBJECT.

PATENTEE AKD JIANDFACTCRER OF

PERAMBULATORS,
Bassineltes,InvalidCarriages,&c,

187&188,GOOCHST.,

BIRMINGHAM.
G. R. P. has had over 20 years'

practical experience in the manu-
ture of Perambulatois.

If you do not obtain the

"Gazette" regularly and punc-

tually through the Newsagent,

kindly write to the Publishers,

whowill inquire intothematter.
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Grimme, Natalis & Co.,
BRUNSWICK, GERMANY.

ii/iteiin/fi/ '•'

Representative cHAS. BRADBURY,
65, GUILFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C.

THE BEST RUBBER WRINGERS
NOW IN THE MARKET

ARE THOSE MADE BY

The Cherry Tree Machine Co.

TBEY WILL LICK

ALL IN

CREATION,

AND PRICES ARE

AS LOW AS ANY OTHER

STRONG FRAMES.

BEST RUBBER.

METAL BEARINGS.

TURNED AND FITTED.

ONCE TRIED

MAKE. ..r^ .. ALWAYS USED.
"The Express.

REPRESENTATIVE FOR LONDON AND THE SOUTH—

R. J. JOHlsrs, 59, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.C.
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P
iS4 Ks7FAFF iiWJif iMiJi

The most reliable Family and Tailoring

Machines; are unequalled by any Machine
for their quality^ exquisite workmanship, and

appearance.

All the Impor-

tant parts ex-

posed to

friction are

forged of the

best quality

steel.

Perfectly

Noiseless

Motion,

and numerous

other

Improvements.

The Pfaff " B " Perfect Sewing Machine.

MANUFACTURED Bv G. M. PFAFF, Kaiscrslantern, 6ERMNY.
Telegraphic Address : M. PPAFP.

QUOTATIONS AND TERMS ON APPLICATION.

THE "BRANSTON JJ

m Sewlftfl WW^- llfie %0 »J

LIMITED.

PATENTEES AND MAKERS OF

THE ONLY TWO-REEL SEWING MACHINE
Making a perfect lock-stitch direct from two ordinary reels of cotton

without a shuttle or take up. Rotary movement throughout

Simple, Light running, and Noiseless, and with fewer parts than any

other Lock-stitch Machine.

Address-

;9^ M@lb@r^ Tiadliirti %,mm€mm^ E«©,
Printed and Fublished by Sewell & Co., St. Paul's Buildings, Paternoster Row, E.C., to which address

all communications should be sent.



. JSE "VERTICAL JEEP" SEWING MACHINE, gold medal, paris, 1889.

l>OMESTIC ^PPLJANCES

|)^&KiyliTriHq,MAcHiNESSEWIIsJQ,WASHlNQ°i
CHildkeNs Carkiaqes,

AND ALLKIfslDSOF
noMccjTic Appliances.

NOVEMBER 1st, 18S0. Monthly, Price 4d.
Post Free. 38. Bd. per annum.

JONES'
HAND ( AS SUPPLIED TO H.R.H. 1 SILENT, LIGHT RUNNING,

MACHINE 1 THE PRINCESS OF WALES f MAKES PRETTIEST sflfcH

k^/f fr 4 t ' :^^t .-

1

Wr^ —

-

^^^^m^^

^^ffv
~~1

"^T--- Ha ^ :

LARGEST SALE IN TH£ WORLD SELLS EASILY Yields most Profit to the Dealers-

BEST MACHINE FOR AGENTS AND SHIPPERS TO HANDLE-
FACTORY; GUIDE BRIDGE._Nr._MANCHESTER

SIMMONS & CO.,
LATEST NOVELTY.

n
I>ERi!LlVrBULATORCART.

1- Warm and Snug for Winter- I 3. Mounts Kerbstones reaiilv
2. Very Light to Push.

| 4. Very Safe. Strong, and Handsome

Export Perambulator Works,

TAMER ST., S.E., near London Bridge Station.
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TH E

WHITE SEWING MACHINES
Are Light Riinning, Noiseless. & Durable, & Warranted for 5 Years.

O^VEK/ 800,000
WlITTl? MACHINES
ll ill 1 iJ NOW IN USE.

See a WHITE before purchasing any other.

DAILY SALES EXCEED 1,000 MACHINES.

NO OTHER MACHINE CAN BOAST OF SUCH A RECORD.

GOJL.X> ^M.'EJ^ILTa awarded atPARIS EXMIBITION.ISSS.
MACHINES TO WORK BY HAND OR TREADLE OR BOTH COMBINED-

THE

WHITE
SEWING

ffiAGBINES

ARE

SUITABLE FOR ALL GLASSES OF WORIQ

LIGHT OR HEAVY.

CLEVELAND,
OHIO, U.S.A.

^fJCZ^

Style PEERLESS B.—Price. £4 ISb- Od.

EASY PAYMENTS ARRANGED TO SUIT INTENDING PURCHASERS.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE. .

MACHINES FOR DRESSMAKERS,
TAILORS, UPHOLSTERERS,

CORSET MAKERS,
AND EVERY VARIETY OF WORK.

SAMPLES OF WORK
AND PRICE LISTS

SENT POST FREE
UPON APPLICATION.

WhiteStwingHacMiieCo.,

48,

LONDON, ENGLAND.
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HARROFS
BASSINETIK

MADE SPECIALLY FOR THE ''HIRE TRADE.

S
))

WRITE FOR NEW LIST.

MADE WITHOUT SMALL WHEELS IF REQUIHED

THE "ASH CART. ..^^=^.--:^ '\fLYING DUTCHMAN " CAR-

Heg. No. 103030
Patent No. 6303,

Pricks on

isJi^^~^^ Ai'Pi.icA-
""'

TIUX.

THE GEEAT SHOW OF

I WHEELS AND RUBBERS
MANUFACTURED
Sold in Sets or

Separate.

Chief Office and Wholesale V/arehouse
(LARGE SHOIVROOIVIS),

55. TIB STREET, MANCHESTER.
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BIESOLT & LOCKE,
MEISSEN ^SAXONY),

(ESTABLISHED 1800)

THE "CINDEJ^ELLA."

^peciam%)—SACK

Perfected Automatic Hand and Treadle Sewing
Machines for Domestic and Trade use. 12 patented
improvements. Working parts finest tempered
steel. Undoubtedly the best Machine in the market.
Silent, uniform, rapid, easy moYement.

MACHINES.
Wholesale Agents:

E. ZELGER & CO.
5

4, GOLI>EN LANE, T^ON^DON,
AGENTS WANTED.

E.G.

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL^LETTERS PATEMT.

E. WARD & GO. S
Compoimd Arm and Platform Domestic Lock-

stitch Shuttle

SEWING MACHINES
Is a FAMILY HAND SEWING MACHINE worked with a
straight needle and shuttle, making the LOCKSTITCH both
sidesalike. Combining both the Arm—so essential to many of
the wants of family sewing, such as putting in sleeves, sewing
round the arms of dresses, and such work so difficult to be done
with any other hand machine, and the Platform for plain
sewing, quilting, &c. The plate which constitutes the piatlcrm
is part of the base ; when required it is raised to its place by a
simple mechanical contrivance, and there secured by a projection
which passes into a hole in the arm. The Machine is self-

threading throughout with self-threading Shuttle.
Encouraged by the unparalleled success which has attended

this Machine, and the satisfactory' manner in which it is spoken
of by all who have tried it, the PATENTEE HAS MADE
FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS secured by new Patents, and
trusts that it will now be found the M- St Perlect, Simpldt
and Saleable Machine in the Market.

TJephone No. 4667. Telegrams, ^^ Grovod, London.'

GROVER & WOOD,
AMERICAN ORGAN AND HARMONIUM

MANUFACTURERS,
62, GLENGALL ROAD, OLD KENT ROAD,

LONDON, S.E.

F%rst-Clas3 Qiuility. Low Prices. Latest Jmjiiovemmts

.

m- WBITS FOB ISSW ITxLUSTRATED LIST-

Patentee and Sole Mannfactuiers :

E. inZ^ARO & CO.,
9, WELLS STREET, OXFORD STREET,

LONDON, W.
ESTABLISHED 185L

BIRKBECK BANK.—Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.—Three per
cent. laterest allowed on Deposits, repayable on demand.

Two per cent. Interest on Current Accounts calculated on the minimum
monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.
The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free ofcharge, the custody of Deeds,

Writings,and otherSecurities and Valuables,thecoUection of Bills of Exchange,
Dividends, and Coupons; and the purchase* and sale of Stocks, Shares, and
Annuities. Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued.
The Birkbeck Almanack, with full parL'Culars, post free, on application.

FRANCIS EAVENSCBOFT, Manager.

The Birkbeck Building Society's Annual Receipts exceed Five Millions.

HOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOR xWO GUINEAS PER MONTH, with
Immediate Possession and no Rent to pay. Apply at the Office of the

BiRKBhCK BuiLDiNQ SOCIETY, 29, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.

HOW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LAND FOR FlTE SHILLINGS PER
MONTH, with Immediate possession, either for Building or Gatdening

purposes. Apply at the Offic« of the Bibkbkck; Freehold La2vd SociiTy, aa
above.
The Birkbeck Almanack, with full particulars, on application,

FRANCIS &AV£lfSCBOPT, MiuugAr.
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NO COMPLICATED COGS, CAMS, OR ELABORATE

MECHANISM.
-

SIMPLICITY WITH EFFICIENCY.

DURABILITY W!TH SPEED.

THE BEST FOR THE AGENT.

THE BEST FOR THE MERCHANT.

THE BEST FOR THE MANUFACTURER.

MOST LIBERAL TERMS TO AGENTS.

Awarded llie Highest Honours at all the

Great ExUMtlons.

12 GOLD MEDALS SINCE 1879.

RADBURY'S BASSINETTES,
''(,7 Y;jVE are mow in a posilion lu sell some of ihe best and most elegint'y designed Carriages ever oflerel to ihi public. The variety is

'X'/'XJ 'l'" I'lrger llirin that of previous years, and the buyers of our goods will be enabled to sell an article that cannot be equalled for

X'X elegance of design, neatness of finish, quality, and price.

The material fur this sea.^o I's gjods was purchased before the recent advance in prices, and we can, in consequence, gfva oar
custonifrs an important a Iv.intage in this respect. No advance will be made on the prices of last season, and the quotations for the New
Carrajes are basid on the same Li^l.

Bradbury's No- 20- Bradbury's No. 21.

Wood body, square end^, hand-painted panels and (lower centre
upholstered in Crockett's leather, inounled on steel shackle springs, 2\ in.
rubber lyre bicych: wheels, littoil with registered pattern China handle,
well-cover, three loose cushions, straps, l>rass-jointed reversible hood, &c.
Made of well-seisoned timber, beautifully ornamented, and upholstered
in the best possible manner.

Circular wood body, beautifully painted in new colours,
hand-painted flower centre, upholstered in Crockett's leather,

mounted on steel shackle springs, 24 in. rubber lyre bicycle
wheels, fitted with registered pattern China handle, well-cover,

three loose cushions, straps, and brass-joinled levcrsible houd.
Made of the best materials, anc' finished in lifst-class style.

UNEQUALLED FOR QUALITY AND FINISH.
Price Lists to be obtained at our Depots or from the Manufactory.

BRADBURY & CO., Limited, Wellington Works, OLDHAM.
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HARRIS' PERAMBULATORS
W. J. HARRIS Sc CO., LIMITED,

mKYD.V X^JiTDTDY A /^Y^ YD Y YY Y. in> Y^ YD 0<

TELEGKAIMI ADDRESS

" Admired, London.'

Do not fail to

send for

Designs and

lowest prices

/bM890.

FROM

1 to 10 GUINEAS

Do not fail to

send for

Designs and

lowest prices

for 1890,

THE HAYMERLE.
Lightness, Strength, and Elegance combined Carriages made specially for the Hire System and
delivered without the least possible delay. Compare our wheels, fittings, and finish throughout, with those

of other Makers.
Sample carriage willingly sent on approval. Special Terms to Shippers and large Buyers.

Offices iffld Worb, HAYMERLE ROAD, PECKHM, LOtlDON, S.E.

HERMANN LOOG,
85, FiNSBURY Pavement, LONDON,

Sole Wholesale Agent for

LU ^H

< DQo

LU

SEIDEL & NAUMANN'S SINGER MACHINES
NOT EQUALLED BY ANY OTHER MACHINE FOR

QUALITY, COMPLETENESS, & APPEARANCE.

SHIPPERS AND THE TRADE Supplied on Terms to defy Competition.

" The Lion in the Donkei/sl-iii ''
is a pamphlet by 2*Ir. LOOG, dealing comprehensively with the

"peculiai" construction attempted to be put by the Singer Manufacturing Company on the New

Merchandise M arka Act. Free on Application.

>

z

o
o

H
W
3

>
•-3
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. J in. X 16i in. x 13 in.
* WILL PLAT XSX TUNB.

Also Sole Wholesale Agent for

THE VICTORIA. The only Automatic Musical Instrument ^hich
does not disclose by its appeai-auce the stereotype hand organ.

A Fancy Cabinet tasteftiUy executed in black and gold ; it is a

beautiful piece of furniture, fit to go anywhere.

Its music, soft and pleasant, is equalled by none, and can by means
of a swell be made loud enough to fill the largest

Mission Hall, Drawing Room, or Ball Room.

Its Price is lower than any 48 reed instrument in the market.

The great success the "VICTORIA" has met with since its

appearance has induced the manufacturers to bring it out in two.

more sizes—one smaller, 24 reeds ; one larger, 72 reeds.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LIST.
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E. WARD & CO.,
Cycle Engineers,

Are prepared to build Cycles for Gentlemen to any design and
weight required.

ENAMELLING IN VARIOUS COLOURS.
HEPAIBS FOR THE TRADE.

Wheels Made, Frames Brazed, Hardening, Screwcutting.

Balls, Bells, Lamps, Saddles, Sundries, at manufacturers'
prices.

9, WELLS ST., OXFORD ST., W.

ESTABLISHED I860

BEST MATERIULS ONLY USED,

TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
Impoitant Rise ia Prices of Sewing Machines.

We beg to inform our customers and all those engaged in the
Sowing Machine Trade that Messrs. .Tunker & Ruh, of Karlsruhe,
are still selling theic well-known Machine? at old prices. Illus-

trated TiUti forwarded upon application with business card to

Ar>. i^i£:s «sc CO.,
45, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON.

Importers of Gold and Silver Watches, Clocks, Vienna
Regulators, and all kinds of Gold and Silver Jev/eMery,

at Lowest Wholesale Prices,

DOLL'S SWING COT

LAWRIE & BISHOP,
"Wire Workers and Maliers of every deBorlptlon of Fancy Bird

Cagea.

,05, 56, and 57. BRADFORD STREET, BIRjnNGHAM.

Thousands abb dehtg Sold.

G. H. WELLS,
MANUFACTURER,

151 & 153,

mm? ST. soDTJi
BIRMINGHAM.

Disainectss from I83. ESTABLISHED 186 2.

KOCH'S NEW CIRCULAR ELASTIC MACHINE.
THE BEST BOOT REPAIRING IVIACHINE.

Manufactured by the

Bielefeld Sewing Machine ManufacLuring Co.
H. KOCH & CO.

No Shuttle § \^

Carrier.
No Cogs,

The length of arm of the above machine is 16 in. ; ihe head ia the sm.allest liitherto produced, being smaller than

a sixpeiniy pTece, thus enabling repairs of the smallest .shoes to be done. The stitch i.s beautiful and uniform, feeding on or from

the cylinder in any direction ; this is a great adv,iiit;ige not possessed by any other Elastic machine of older cor.rttruction. The

Bhuttledoes not wear out as it lies immovably in the cylinder ; this is also a great fe.iture, as other Elastic machines are subject

to great wear and tear of shuttles, shuttle drivers and cogs, causing frequent repairs.

SOLE 'wholesale AG^NT—

C. LOHMANN, 22, Jewin Street. London, E.G.
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KIMBALL & MORTON, Limited
(ESTABLISHED 1867), ^

SEWING MACHINE MANUFACTURERS,

®@^HWEi.i. CIRCUS, GI^ASGO W«
^ranches—52, Reform St., DUNDEE, and Ha, Norfolk St., Pall Mall, MANCHESTER.

Family

THE

STEEL

WRINGER..
14 inch X IJ inch (^-i^n wj
15 inch X 2 inch.

fU'-^/' fc'V"^
X 2 inch. -^'' *O ,....16 inch

THE

" MEDIUM."

SAIL
TARPAULIN,

Eslt Machines

FAMILY
(TREADLE)

AND

MORTON
(HAND)

MACHINES

5 Gathering

Machines.

No 2

Manufacturing

FOUR

VARIETIES
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LOHMANN'S

DEFY

COMPETITION.

BEST IN

THE MARKET.

PRICES ON APPLICATION.

The most important parts—the rollers—are of best white rubber, and are vulcanised

to the shafts, which renders it impossible to displace them by hard wear. Theie are two

cog wheels at each end, to equalisa the strength; the wooden frame is of b:st American

maple, strong, well finished, and fitted with improved folding clothes board, and double

pressure screws. All iron parts are malleable and galvanised, so as to avoid rust and

breakage.

22, JEWIN STREET, LONDON, E.G.

THE

liCNlliTTlNG

BEST VALUE
IN

2, 3, 4, And 5 PLY
SUPER FINGERINGS. SOFT SPUN VEST WOOLS.

SHAWL AND FANCY WOOLS.

BERLIN FINGERING, &C., &G.

At Spinners' Prices and on Spinners' Account. A very extensive

and varied Stock always on hand.

G. STIBBE, 25, JAMAICA ST., GLASGOW.

LLOYD & CO.,
Largest Makers of Better Class Cars in London.

MOST DESIGNS REGISTERED AND PROTECTED.

Oo for* Ca>x*s now tine Bassinette Season, is o^rei?.

BORO', LONDON, S.E.

IWL ^"if.L
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THE
CC

w/
*VA>

J^SJ

"PRACTICAL"

AND

USEFUL

DESIGNS

THE ABOVE ARE EXACT MINIATURES OP OUR WELL
KNOWN BABY CARRIAGES.

dUALITY

FINISH

UNSURPASSED.

Send for Samples. Illustrated Lists Post Free.

STAR MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

GOODINGE RD., YORK RD.,
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DIPLOMA OF HONOUR (Highest Possible Award), EDINBURGH EXHIBITION, 1890.

T H F

SINGER MANUFACTURING COMPANYj^
NOHT OFFERS >*<^x«'^^«<>i

A VARIETY OF NEW MACHINES, f Noyi9i8,,o

NEW AND ELEGANT CABINET WORIC^Iiili^'-^

NEW ATTACHMENTS
Their New Machines for Family Use Include every Principle which has

ever Succeeded, and In BEAUTY, LIGHT-RUNNING, SILENCE, and all

Modern Improvements and Selling Points,

THEY DEFY COMPETITION!
m i^ W@l^Mm urn %mxDX

a

m x
In all the Latest Forms and in the Best Woods challenges comparison

with any Art Furniture in Style, Reliability, and Beauty of Finish.

THE SINGER MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
(Formerly I. M. SINGER & CO.).

Management for the United Kingdom: 39 FOSTER LANE, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.G.

And 497 Branches throughout Great Britain and Ireland.

Saving Machine Gazelle Office, 28, Paternoster Row, London, E.C.

RATE.— id. per Word ; Minimum, 6d.

TVrEEDLES.—S. COX & CO., Eagle Works, Alcester,
•^ * will send .Samples of any make of Needle to pattern. Stamps
to amount of samples required.

J DANIEL, Jun. (of J. Daniel & Sons), Battersea, is

OPEN to an ENGAGEMENT. Well versed in every detail

of the sewing machine and general easy-term trade. Could run

branch in town or covmtry.—8, Lambourn Road, Clapham, S.W.

/^[LS.—Our Cash Prices, with special diss, for Sewing
^^ Machine Oils are; 2 oz. 14s., 3 oz. r6s., 4 oz. iSs. per gross,

in panelled bottles. Oil guaranteed the best, or oils matched.—

•

Address " The Manager," Lidy^Bridge Oil Works, 54, Spring Street,

Hull.

f"\IL (Sewing Machine and Cycle).

—

The best 6d.
^^ bottle in the trade, 24s. gross. There is inferior oil in the

market now being sold at 42s. Send for a sample bottle (carriage

paid for 6d.), and you will be astonished at the value.—F. W.
DRAKE, Oil Importer, Ilfracombe.

^EU'ING MACHINE AND CYCLE BUSINESS^ FOR SALE in a populous London district ; old-established
;

good repairing trade. Low rent. Tools and stock on valuation.

—

"Business," care of Sewing Machine Gazelle, 28, Paternoster Row,
London.

The Hire-Purchase System.

jt T the Worthing County Court, on the 13th ult., his Honour (udgc

tii'ifc
Martineau had before him the case of the Singer Manufacturing

Company ;. H. Compton, which was a claim for the recovery of a
sewing machine. Plaintiffs were represented by Mr. Trevor Pollard
solicitor, of Brighton. An agreement was produceil, but defendant
declared he had never signed it. The Judge : Do you mean this is a
forgery, then? Defendant said he couM nut tell, but he signed no
agreement. Mr. Pollard : We have a witness here who attested it.

I'rank Wells, one of the company's representatives, said he attested

the agreement, which was signed by defendant in his presence. Mr.
Long, the manager of the Brighton district of the company, said that

a mistake was made in the number of the machine in the first agree-
ment, and a second agreement was subsequently prepared. The
Judge: According to this he signed two. Defendant: I have signed
nothing at all. Mr. Long said a copy of the agreement was affixed to

the receipt book. This was shown to Jiis Honour, who thereupon
m.ide an order for the delivery of the m.ichinc within a week, assess-
ing its value, in the event of its not being returned, at £(> 6s. 6d.

'

CiAiM FOR Return of Hire Money.
At the Brompton County Court, before his Honour Judge Stonor,

on Thursday, the i6th October, Mrs. E. King, of Flood Street,

Chelsea, sued the Singer Manufacturing Company for the return of

15s., amount of hire money paid by heron a sewing machine, which
she alleged to be useless. Mr. G. D. Wansbrough, the company's
solicilor, appeared for the defendants. It appeared that plaintiff was
supplied with a machine under the usual hire agreement, in March,

1890, and after keeping it some two or three months, she returned it

to the defendants, saying she could not work it, and claimed the money
she had paid for hire of it. His Honour, on reading the hire agree-

ment, said it was clear she had agreed to hire the machine and not to

claim anything if it was returned ; and, without calling upon Mr.
Wansbrough for the defence, he gave judgment of noa-suit, with costs

of one witness.

Action to Recover Possession.

The case of Moore 7\ Robins, heard before Mr. Deputy Registrar

Tattarshall, in the City of London Court, on the nth ult., was a

claim for the return of a walnut cottage pianoforte and music-stool,

which the plaintiff alleged the defendant wrongly detained. Mr. J.
Wdls appeared fjr the plaintiff, and Mr. J. T. Moss for the defendant.

The plaintiff, Mr. Henry Moore, a pianoforte manufacturer, of 104,

Bishopsgate Street, is in the habit of letting out pianos on the hire-

purchase system. The defendant purchased a piano from him on this

system for £^l 8s. After paving £41 he fell into arrears with his

payments, and not having paid anything since December, the plaintiff

now sought to regain possession of the piano, which he was entitled

to according to the terms of the agreement. Mr. Moss, on behalf of

the defendant, said it was hard upon his client to be called upon to

give up the piano. He consented to an order for immediate payment
of the balance due. The learned judge made an order for the return

of the piano on the 13th ult. if the balance were not paid before noon.

Action Against a Pawnbroker.
An action was tried at the Walsall County Court on Thursday, the

23rd ult., before the Registrar, which Mr. Thomas Blanch.ard, sewing

machine dealer, brought against Wdliam Preston, a pawnbroker, for

detaining a bassinette perambulator belonging to the plaintiff, and

hired by him to a person who had given the name of Cooper, and
which was pawned by her, under the name of Heath, with the

defendant. Mr. Fredric Bill appeared for the plaintiff, and .Mr. A.

H. Lewis for the defendant, Mr. Bill said that after the .action h.ad

been brought he h.id made applicaiijn for an order upon the<lefendant

to allow the plaintilT an inspection of the peramliulator. The defen-

dant had denied that he had a perambulator in his possession of the

description stated by the plaintiff. The application was .adjourned for

a week fcr the fding of the affidavits, but the day before the aJjourned

hearing the peramliulator had been redeemed ami returned to the

phainlitf, and he (.Mr. Bill) submitted that as at the lime ihe action was
brought there was a good cause of action, he was entitled to a verdict

to the full amount claimed, less the value of the perambulator and also

costs. Theplaintitf and his assistant; were called to prove that they

had demanded the perambulator 'rom the defendant before the .action
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was liroiiRht, anil tliat he had refused topivcil up until tlic amount he
had lent upon it had been paid, Mr. Lewis, for the ilefence, suhniitteil

thai the piainliff had not taken proper precaution in hiring a peram-
liuhtlor lo an entire stranper without making in([uiries, and that it was
a case in whieh ihimapje and costs ought not to Ijc allowed. The
defendant and his wife wore called lo prove that the plainlillhad not
properly descril)c<l the perambulator when he had demanded it. The
RcRislrar, ajter hearing Mr. Hill in reply, gave judgment for the plain-

tifl" for /'2 3s., less the value of the perambnlator returned. He also

allowed the plainliirs costs.

Carrikrs and Hired Goods.—Sint.ui.ar Action'.

At the Manchester County Court, on the 22nd ult., before Mis
Honour Judge Heywood, Samuel Gordon, furniture dealer, Strange-

ways, M.inchesler, sued John lialten, carrier, Vo^k Street, Chcctham,
Manchester, to recover the sum of ^n 13s 6d. for unlawful detention

of goods. From the opening statement of Mr. Vates, wdio appeared

on behalf of plaintiff, it appeared that a man named Benjamin Capland
h.ad in .March, 18S8, and in April, 1889, purchased or hired under an
agreement which made the purchase payable by instalments, furniture

of the value of ^59 5s. gd. Capland at that time lived in Brighton

Street Manchester, and one of the clauses of the agreement under
which he hired the furniture, stated that the latter must not be removed
unless by permission of the owner. Capland obtained ihe consent of

Mr. Gordon to go to York Street, Cheetham, but he afterwards

removed again to Strangeways, wilhout this necessary sanction. While
the furniture was beint; so removed Gordon met defendant's van, and
informing the defendant the goods were his property, ordered them to

be taken to bis warehouse. This the defendant refused to do, but he
agreed lo keep them in his own possession. On being pressed, he,

however, afterwards delivered them to Capland at Strangeways, with
the result that portions of the amount named in the particulars were
distrained by the landlord there. Mr. Vales argued that there had
at no time been a conversion to Capland, and that after receiving

notice from Gordon, the defendant was distinctly liable. For the

defence Mr. Jordan, on behalf of the defendant, urged that Batten was
being threatened with an action by both parlies. He had been fengaged

by Capland, and as he had no means 01 ascertaining the real owner-
ship, he as bailee was bound to deliver up the goods to the person who
had hired him. The Judge thought there was really no defence to the

action. The defendant might have interpleaded, but no portion of the
law ought to be more thoroughly known to carriers than that relating

to their duties as "bailee," and the defendant having received due
warning, should not have delivered up the goods. Mr. Jordan then
endeavoured to set up the defence that, as the goods had been booked
to Capland in the ledger of Messrs. Gordon, such booking made a
sufficient sale to override the hiring agreement. The Judge thought
not. The verdict would be for the plaintiff, the value of the goods to

be decided by the Registrar of the Court.

Prosscution for Illegal Sf.kure.
At the West London Police Court on Saturday last, Charles Henry

Wadhani, a solicitor, residing at 135, Leathwaite Road, Clapham
Junction, and Frederick Robert Haines, a messenger, living in York
Road, Battersea, were finally examined on the charge of being con-
cerned with Garnew Harvey and George Weaver, who have been
committed for trial, in stealing wearing apparel, jewellery, and other
property, value £s°°> belonging to Warden Raywood, a commercial
traveller, of 7, Claro Terrace, West Brorapton, and his wife Constance
Raywood, which was carried away from 46, Oxberry Avenue, Fulham,
with certain furniture. The furniture h.ad been obtained bv Mrs. Ray-
wood under the hire system, and it was in the seizure of it that the
jewellery was carried off. Garnet Harvey, who had been committed
for trial in the case, said (see October Gazette), that W^adham
requested him to seize the property in three rooms, and if there was
any difficulty, to flourish the agreement and call in the police. Mr.
Inman appeared for the prosecution, and Mr. Bankes and Mr. E.
Hume Wdliams for Wadham and Haines. On this occasion witne.'ises

were called on behalf of the prisoners to give evidence in contradic-

tion of Garner Harvey, who was called for the prosecution. An
application for bail was made, the magistrate being asked to consider
that the whole case rested on the evidence of the discredited witness
Harvey, who alleged that he took the goods with the cognisance and
knowledge of Wadham. Mr. Curtis Bennett, in refusing to grant
bail, said the case sprang out of a small matter. Some furniture was
purchased by Mrs. Raywood of Mr. Saunders, Wadham acting as his

solicitor, and at the time of the seizure an instalment of only i^\. was
due. The letter written on behalf of Wadham, alleging that Harvey
acted under the instructions of Mr. Saunders, was a tissue of lies, as

it was proved in evidence that Wadham gave Harvey instructions to
seize. The magistrate next referred to the fact that Wadham went to

one of the witnesses and asked him not to aid the prosecution, saying
that he did not tell him to lose the list, but that the list could be lost.

That was the conduct ot a respectable man and a solicitor of the
High Court of Justice- ! He (Mr. Curtis Bennett) refused to admit
Wadham to bail, but an application was made to one of Her Majesty's
judges, who did Ihe almost unprecedented act of granting it. Defen-
dant was liberated, and while under remand, and with a knowledge of
the law, he went to the house of the prosecutrix and suggested to Mrs.
Raywood a settlement of the case by a payment of /,"ioo. In his
experience as a magistrate and as a barrister at the bar it was the
worst case he ever came across in the conduct of a professional man.
He could only say that the prisoner had disgraced the profession to
which he belonged, and he certainly should decline to grant bail.

Referring to the case against Haines, the magistrate said he removed
two boxes from Wadham's house, and those had not been produced or
traced. The prisoners were committed for trial at the sessions on the
3rd of November, and Mr. Curtis Bennett marked the sheet as follows :—" I beg to call the attention of the authorities to the high intel-

ligence, judgment, and tact displayed by Sergeant Drew in this and
many other cases during the last five years, and to recommend him
to their best consideration."

AfjTioN TO RRcovKR Rrvt.— Canva.ssers' TACTrcs,
At Ih.; Hull County Court, on the 24th ult., his Honour Judge

licdivell heaid an adion brought by the Singer .Manulacturing Com-
pany .agamst a seafaring man named Lynch, to recover Cl Ss. for the
hire of sewmg machines. .Mr. Hare appeared for the plaintiffs, and
Mr. C. U. Summers for the defendant. It seemed that a seven-
guinea ni.ichine was first sent to Mrs. Lynch, who, after a time, took
a dislike lo it, and had it exchanged for another on the system of hire
or purch.ise by weekly payments. Owing lo the advice of an agent who
had left the employ of ihe plaintiffs, and was now canvassing for
Bradbury & Co., Mrs. Lynch sent the second machine back, and got
a Bradbury in its place.—In the course of the evidence Mrs Lynch
w.as put into the box at the desire of his Honour, who, examining her,
ehciteil the information that her hus)-and did not authorise the machine
to be sent

;
in fact, he told her n<j{ to order it?— His Honour : Then,

why did you order it ? did you think he would not see it? were you
going to put it in the scullery, under the bed, or in a loft ? Witness:
No, sir. —His Honour : Did he see it? Yes, when he came up from
sea, and he told me to send it back.—Did you send it back? No,
sir, because he went to sea.—Which is master in your house ? Mr.
Lynch.—His Honour: I very much begin to doubt it ; I don't know
who is master and who is servant now. The new law enables the
wife lo be mistress when she likes to make herself so, and j//« z/ifrjj.

What did your husband say to the Bradbury '—Witness : lie said it

had to go back, because we could not afford to pay for it. We did
not give orders for a machine ; the agent sent it.— His Honour: Here
you make your home miserable, and utterly disregard your husband's
desires. Shall you please yourself about sending the Bradbury back ?

Witness: Yes.—His Honour : You will! exactly; poor Mr. Lynch;
stand down, Mrs. Lynch. (Laughter.)—For the defence an agent of
the Bradbury Company named I'ougherwas called, and said that when
he was in the employ of the Singer Company he and the superinten-
dent, Mr. Morris, called on the defendant, who objected to a machine
being sent. However, outside they agreed to fill in the application
form, sign Lynch's name, and send the machine, which was accord-
ingly done when Lynch had gone to sea.— His Honour : How long
have you been an agent ? Five or six years.—Then were you surprised
at that? No, I was not.—Why do you not go singly? We like to
get hold of the money.—Why do you go in pairs? In getting an
order we take the superintendent with us, and if we don't do as he
tells us we have to clear out.—Witness further admitted that he
filled in Lynch's name in the original application form. — His Honour
said that he wanted to get a few actions for trespass into private
houses before him. He wanted people to know that there was a
law against persons who trespassed in poor people's houses, and
would not take "no" for an answer. Such men must be put a
stop to somehow. He would have liked to have seen Lynch, but,
unfortunately, he was at sea. In his absence, he must certainly find

a verdict for the plaintiffs.

Action for Trfspass and Assault at a Seizure.
On the 20th ult., at a special sitting of the Croydon County Court,

his Honour Judge Lushington had before him the case of Dassett and
Wife V. Couzens and Edwards, the hearing of which disclosed some
very extraordinary evidence.

The plaintiff, a clerk in the London Docks, living at 25, Inglis Road,
sued the defendants, a pianoforte dealer of Peckham, and his assistant,

to recover ^£'30 damages for trespass and assault. Mr. H. R. Hodson
(instructed by Mr. Jennings, of Coleman Street) appeared for the
plaintiffs, and Mr. Moyses (instructed by Mr. Dallimore, of Camber-
well) for the defendant, Couzens. The other defendant, Edwards,
was represented by Mr. S. G. Edridge.

Jlr. Hodson, in opening the case, said that a more high-handed pro-
ceeding on the part of the defendant Couzens it would be difficult to
imagine, and a more outrageous assault than that committed by
Edwards had rarely come before his notice. The action, as he
explained, arose out of what was known as " one of those hire agree-
ments. '' In the month of June, 1885, the plaintiff, who was then
living at Peckham, hired an organ from the defendant Couzens on the
hire-purchase system, the price of the instrument being ^^36. On Ihe
tth September, 1SS9, there was only 30s. due of the .^36, and on that
date Mrs. Dassett paid Couzens the sum of los.on account, the balance
being sent lo Couzens by registered letter-post on the following day.
About the same lime plaintiff removed from Peckham to -•Vddiscombe,

and on the I2th June the defendant Edwards forced his way into the
house and committed the assault and trespass complained of. Mr.
Dassett was telegraphed for immediately after, and on the i6th June
he wrote to Couzens demanding compensation. On the following day
Couzens returned Ihe last instalment of £^l due on the organ (which
had been paid to him on the 7th of the previous September), and on
the 8th July he commenced an action against Dassett in the Lambeth
County Court. The case was heard by Judge Powell, who gave judg-
ment on the 15th July, reluctantly awarding Couzens ^5 out of the

^^ los. claimed. The verdict, however, was given upon a mere
technicality, and the judge who heard the case expressed a very strong
opinion as to Couzens' conduct in the affair, and refused to allow him
a penny in the way of costs.

Mr. Moyses submitted that Couzens was entitled, under the agree-
ment, to send his agent into the house to take possession of the organ.
His Honour held that the agreement clearly gave him no right to

enter the house.

Mrs. Selina Dassett, one of the plaintiffs in tht action, stated that on
the I2th of June the defendant Ed wardr, called at her residence between
twelve and one o'clock in the day. Witness went to the door, and
defendant, after inquiring if the house was occupied by Jlr. Dassett
from Peckham, said he had called respecting an organ her husband
had had from Mr. Couzens, and that he wanted either the organ or
y,"7 los. Witness replied that nothing was owing in respect of the
organ, which was the property of her busband. Defendant replied,
" That's a lie." Witness rejoined, " Well, if that's your opinion, 3-ou

had better tell Mr. Couzens to write to Mr. Dassett and tell him so."
Defendant then said he would see plaintiff, but witness told him that

was impossible, as he would not return from business till six o'clock.
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Defendant ihea said, "Oh, well, will you let me leave a note for

liim?" Witness answered, "Certainly," naturally thinking lie

had the note with him. Defendant then asked to bo allowed to

enter the house to write the note, but as he had a screwdriver in his

pocket, and othernise presented a suspicious appearance, she refused

to admit him. After further parley, defendant suddenly lified his fists

and struck her simultaneously on the right breast and on one jaw.

Witness was thereby forced from the door, and would have fallen had

she not caught the man by ihe coat sleeve. Defendant then took her

by ihe shoulders and hurled her back against the wall in a most violent

manner, exclaiming repeatedly, " I will have the org.in, I will have

the organ." Witness screamed for assistance, and her sister. Miss

Maria Letitia Willy, came up from doivnstairs and asked the man if he

knew whether Mrs. Dassett was an invalid. He replied, ' I don't

know, and I don't care ; all I want is the organ, and that I'll have."

Witness's mother—an old lady between seventy and eighty years of

age—then came on the scene unknown to witness, and quietly locked

the door of the parlour, in which was the organ. Witness then felt to

a ceitain extent relieved, but defendant seized her again, forced her

against the parlour door, and threatened her with a slick he had i 1 his

left hand. He threatened her with further violence, and acted more
like a raving maniac than anything else, shouting out that he had two
men outside who would fetch the organ away. He then attempted to

go upstairs, and threatened both witness and her sister, and subse-

quently he jumped off Ihe stairs—pitching on witness's foot—and went
to the door, whence he beckoned, apparently to some persons in the

road. A few seconds afterwards two railway porlers with a truck hove
in sight. A neighbour then came in and asked if she should go for a

policeman. She received instructions to do s3 in defendant's hearing,

and at once went for a constable. Defendant then left the house, and
nothing further was heard of him. Witness added that in consequence

of a very painful c jniplaint she, as a result of defendant's violence, h id

since been obliged to keep her bed and to call in the attendance of

two doctors.

Mr. Moyses submitted that there was no case whatever against

Couzens, but

His Honour held that there was ; there was evidence at once that

Edwards had said he had been instructed to enter the house by

Couzens.
Albert Edward Edwards, the defendant, said he lived at New-

Cross. He received written instructions from Couzens, in whose employ
he had been for seven or eight months as a pianoforte tuner, to go
down to Mr. Dassett'sand obtain possession of an organ. He went
to the address given, and demanded possession of the organ, at the

same time binding the demand note, which were the written instruc-

tions referred to, to the plaintiff. Mrs. Dassett tore up the paper, and
then, catching him by the cellar of the coat, said the witness, she

pushed him backwards saying, "I'm if you shall have the

organ." She retained her hold, and dragged me into the house, and

said, " I shall give you in charge for assault and tre.spass." (At this

stage some of the spectaors expressed their disapproval by subdued
hissing of the witness.) I said, " Madam, I've not touched you ; I've

had my hands in my pockets ever since I handed you the note." At
that moment I saw three females come out of what appeared to be a

side door ; twj of them have given evidence to-day, and the other,

who was a cripple, was in court this morning, but she has not been
called. I had no sooner said that I had not touched her than they all

three said, " You did, you did; we all .saw you.'' Mrs. Dassett then

sent one of the other females—the crippled one—to fetch a policeman,

and said tome, '' I shall not let you go till the policeman comes." I

was ill the passage then, and she stood at the door and saiil, " I defy

you to leave the house." .She was very excited, raving and stamping

all over the house. I remained quietly in the pass.ige, and asked hosv

I struck her. She then came up in a most threatening manner, and
I backed on to the stairs. The three elderly females then came up in

a most dangerous and threatening manner—(laughter)— put their lists

into my face, and threatened me. I remained in the pass.ige like this

about one hour and a half. They were all talking at once, and I could

not get a word in edge-ways. I said, " If you'll show me the receipts,

I'll go," but she said, " I defy you to go." So I waited for an hour

and a half, and then she s.iid, " \'o\i can leave, but you'll hear more of

this." At the door Mrs. Dassett said, " The fright of this has made me
quite ill, and you'll hear of it ; you shall pay for it." From first to

list the door was shut once, immediately alter the assault, when she

first defied me to leave. She opened it herself to see if the policeman
was coming. From first to last I never struck her a blow in any part

of hoi body ; I did not throw her from side to side of the pas!ago at

all. There was no struggle in the passage, and I did not lay hold of

her. 1 had two railway men with me.
Cross-examined by Mr. Moyscs : Witness said to the policeman in

passing, " Oh, we wanted you before," and the officer replied, " Oh,
did you ? " Witness's written instructions from Couzens weie '' I'lease

to deliver my org.in to bearer, who is authorised to receive it.' Wit-

ness denied that ho had e/er stated that he had been told by Couzens
to use force if necessary. He had been told to find out where plaintiff

lived, .and to obtain possession ol the organ if possible, but not to use

force, as Mrs. Dassett was a very desperate woman. He denied Ubing

any force whatever to get across the tlireshold.

Cross-examined by Mr. Ilodson : Witness was paid a fixed salary of

35s a week and his travelling expenses, lie carried on a certain

amount of business on his own account as a pianoforte and organ tuner

in Whitechapcl, and he had let out pianos and organs on the hire

system. His age was about 23. He could not remember whether ho
askeil to be allowed to write a note for .Mr. Dassett or not. Sub-
sequently he st.Tled that he remembered asking permission, but he
could not remember whether or no .Mrs. Dassett told him the proper
course would bo to write to her husband. Witness adhered to his

statement that when he demanded possession of the organ or £? 'os.

in cash Mis. Dassett seized him by the front of his coat and dragged
him inside the door. Ho was not a bit afraid until three other fem.ilcs

put in an appearance. He did not know what the word "funk"
meant, but he began to be afraid when they all said, " Vou diil, you
did," .It once. The door was partly open, and at something like twelve
or fifteen feet from where witness stood, but he could not get out

because Mrs. D.>sselt defied him. Witness paid the two railway
porlers he had with him either half-a-crown or three shillings between
the two. During his employment at an establishment at Ludgate Hill
he had been engaged in taking possession ol some dozens of organs,
but since he had been in the employ of Couzens he had only beized
two.

John Henry Couzens, the defend int, slid that when he gave instruc-
tions to Edivards he told him to be mo-t careful in his dealings with
the plaintiff, as if he had never met with his match before he had met
with it in Mrs. Dassett. Ho grounded his instructions upnn th:
remembrance of a very painful i]uarter of an hour he had spsnt w.t!t

Ihe lady on one occasion.

Cross-examined by Mr. Hodson, witness swore he told Edwards h;
must either biing back the organ or the £y los , but he was po>iiiv:
he added a proviso to the effect that possession, must be ob'aine I

peacefully.

Mr. Moyses, in concluding his case, called the attention of the
judge to the fact that there had been no independent witness called by
the plaintiffs.

His Honour : Do you really suggest that this woman pulled this

man into the house and kept him there for two hours ?

Mr. .Moyses : V'es, I do more than suggest it.

His Honour: Well, I am afraid you will find it diffici't to ge me
to hold that.

Mr. Moyses : Then I am afr.iid it is hopeless for me to attempt
His Honour : I think it is.

Mr. Moyses : Then does your Honour think ibese two witnesses
have committed perjury?

His Honour: Well, there has been a good deil of rrsh sweiring
here to-day.

Mr. Moyses, in conclusion, said the case had been more or less

bolstered up, inflated, and exaggerateJ from beginning to end.
His Honour, in giving juogment, pointed out that the previois legal

proceedings had resulted in no love being lost Le ween the i^o p.ini.s,

and that the eng.-igement of the barro.v and porters by Edwards was
ver)' good evidence of his intention to get the org.in if he could. He
had no he.itition in declnii g to believe the tt.itement made by
Edwards to the off c: ihit he h-id been kept piisoner by .Mrs. Dxssett
for two hours. He believed that Edwards had forcibly entered the

house and declined to leave without the organ or the money. He
rejected, with an expression of censure, ihe statements made by Mr.s.

Dassett, and her sister to the effect that Edwards had struck her with

his fi'ts and thrown her backwards and forwards " uke a dog worrying

a cat." He rejected this with shame to think that women should

come into Court and state what was not true. He regarded Edwards
as an unscrupulous man, and possiblv prepared to a ceitain extent to

resort to violence, but he did not think the man would go so firasthat,

because it would neithir be to his own interest nor to that of his

e.nployers. There was no doubt Edwards haJ covered himself with

perjury, but a little allowance must be made for 'hat exagjeration

had taken place on the .I'.her side. Edwards had clearly acted in an

illegal manner, and apparently it was solely in iht interest of his

employer, therefore Couzens was clearly liable. His Honour gave

judgment for the plaintiffs for /12 (ihe dtfend.ints being male jointly

liable for that sum), and costs,

Mr. Hodson applied for costs on the higher seal".

His Honour ; No, I must refuse that application ; your witnesses

have not behaved rightly in the case.

The hearing lasted six hours.

Di-;T.\iNiNr, A Hired Machixf/
At a Small Debt Court at Greenlaw, recently, before Sheriff Jamieson,

the Singer Manufacturing Company sued John I'orJ, of I'axton, lor

there turn of a sewing machine hired by them to his son, Thomas Ford,

or its value, £7 3s. Mr. Wilson, of Duns, appeared for the pliintiffs,

and Mr. Gibson, of Duns, for the defendant. In December last Thomas

Ford hired from the agency at Berwick a sewing macliine und;r the

usual hire agreement In July this year he went to .\merica, leaving

the machine Ijchind, which his father (the defendant) took posse-sion

of, and on application being made by Mr. Robson, the agent at Ber-

wick for the Singer's Manufacturing Company, he refused to give it

up unless the sum of ^^3 was paid to him. After proof being led by

Mr. W ilson as to the hiring of this machine, and remarks thereon by

the'defendant's agent, the Sheriff, in summing up, said his impression

was that the agrciment was a very fair one, and th.it if Thomas Fori!

failed in executmg his part of it, lli.at was no reason why the plaintiffs

should sutler on his account, they having a cl dm on the m.achine until

the full price was paiil ; therefore, th;: defendant h.ul no right or

authority to hold the machine, and he must, therefore, give a verdict

for the plaintiffs that the machine be returned to them within ten diys

or its full value ; expenses to be paid by the defendant.

The Edinburgh Exhibition Awards.

{^URING the past month the official list of awards in

S^^ the above has been isstied.

Roth the Singer Manufacturing Company and llie

Wheeler Manufacturing Company have obtained the

highest possible awards, viz., the Diploma of Honour.

Messrs. Bradburv & Co., Limited, have Ken awarded

the Gold Medal.
. „ t.

To Mr. Peter Scott, of Edinburgh, has fallen a Bronze

Medal " for sewing machines, mangles, &c.''

The Hitchcock mechanical lamp, for which the Vertical

Feed Sewing Machine Company are wholesale agents,

have obtained the highest award for oil lamps, viz., a

Silver Medal.
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The Singer New Belfast OfTice.

IHIIIC Sinper Mnnufacturing ComFany rjccntly opened their new Bel-

Jl fnsi oflicc, the Iniildinf; of which we have formerly noticed. They
have now been established in " Linenopolis " some thirty years, and

have met with a long run of success, culminating in tlic necessity of

takinfj olher premises.

These premises are lofty and commodious, being divided by parti-

tions into showrooms, counting-house, manager's office, and testing-

rooms, each department being replete with every requirement. The
show-rooms claim special attention. The fittings, which are all of the

best Spanish mahogany, show e.iicellence of design, combined with good
workmanship. The interior is very handsomely decorated. Around
the shop arc numerous mirrors, ornamental lirackets, cases of medals,

specimens of work in artistic and beautiful designs, pictures, and
flowers. A very fine show-case, with mirrored sliding doors, adorns the

wall liehind the counter, while above (all in crimson plu'h frames) arc

large gilded medallions or the " Singer " trade marks ; to this add a

judicious display of Singer's celebrated machines, and the enscntblc is

complete. The illuminating power consists of six Eclipse Wenham
lamps, and ten pillar lights, with opal globes, on which the name
" Singer " is painted. When the establishment is lighted up the effect

is very fine indeed. The many soft and brilliant lights flash, reflect,

and sparkle in the score, of miirors surrounding the shop, and stamp it

at once as by far the handsomest and most attractive sewing machine
depot in Ireland,

Farewell Presentation to a Manager.

kURING the past month Mr. Salmon, who has resigned his position

[J as manager of the Singer Co. 's Warrington district, entertained

the employes of that district at his residence in Warrington. After a

substantial repast, the tables were cleared, and Mr, Jones, of the

Runcorn office, voted to the chair.

He said he felt greatly honoured in holding the position of chairman
that night. They were all aware that they were losing their respected

friend and manager, Mr. Salmon, who had been a very energetic and
hard-working man for the Singer Company in Warrington, and would
leave the district in a brighter and more flourishing position than when
he took charge of it a Uttle over two years ago. He was sure they were
all equally grieved to part with him, as he was always willing to give an
helping hand, and whatever they had asked him to do he always did it

with a good will. As a token of their respeci and esteem, they had
thought fit to make him a present. He had very great pleasure in

calling upon Mr. Henshaw, of the Widnes office, to make the

presentation,

Mr, Henshaw said that, having been called upon to make the

presentation, he had very great pleasure in doing so. He endorsed
everything the chairman had said, and he was certain thatWhatever
sphere of life Mr, Salmon might be placed in he was bound to win the
respect and esteem of all who came in contact with him. During his

residence ill Warringl'in he had won the respect and esteem of the

tr.idcspeople and public in general, and he had great pleasure in

presenting him with a gentleman's smoking companion, on behalf of

the friends present, as a token of their esteem. He sincerely trusted

that he might have health to enjoy the use of it,

Mr, .Salmon, in responding, said he felt deeply moved, and could
scarcely find words to thank them for the beautiful testimonial that had
been presented to him. He assured them that he would always prize

it, because it would remind him of dear friends who had always shown
bim much kindness and respect. He advised them to work for and
respect his successor as they had done him. He had been in the

company's service for nine years, and had served tlicm faithfully and to

the best of his ability. He thanked them again on his own and his

wife's behalf for the beautiful present.

After a vote o( thanks to the chairman, the rest of the evening was
spent in a social manner.

Useful for the OfTice.

Many of our readers no dcubt remember the "A.B.C."
machine now long since considered obsolete, Mr, G, W,
Jennings, who formerly supplied it to the trade, has shown
us a new invention, he is now introducing, viz., a non-

spillable bottle.

It is a very simple contrivance, being nothing more
than a plated cone shaped top as shown in our illustra-

tion, which can be readily removed for cleaning or re-

filling. Although so very simple, it is undoubtedly

useful, as it prevents too much ink being taken up by the

pen, hence rendering blots and soiled fingers next to im-

possible. Those of Qur readers who will obtain one of

these ink bottles, which only cost a few pence, will have

good cause to thank us for giving them a notice in our

columns, Mr, Jenning's address is 86, Albany Street,

Regent Park, London, N,W.

BIELEFELDER

NaahmascMnenFaMk
SsLalfeld on Saale, (GERMANY),

MANUFACTURE

SINGER A & B MACHINES.
(for Hnnd crTrcadle).

SAXQNIA MACHINES
,

WHITE MACHINES

Illustrated Price List on application to

BISHOPS CLUSTER CO., Lim.,

147J Aldersgate St,
LONDON, B.C.

CO_='S
CHILDREN'S CARTS

ARE OF THE LATEST DESIGNS.

HAVE BENT SHAFTS, TILT

WHEELS, AMD EVERY IMPROVEMENT,
ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST NOW READY

Export Perambulator T^orks,

TASNER ST,, S.E,, near London Bridge Station. THE "CRESCENT.
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No. i.^The Hon, Nathaniel Wheeler.

yVMONG tlic

^'Jo States no
ic suuing macliine trade of the United

name is more respected than that of

the Hon. Nathaniel Wheeler, whose portrait we subjoin.

His personality is not so well known on " this side,'' but
his firm, the Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing Compan)-,
need no introduction at our hands, an.d it is quite unne-
cessary for us to state that for honourable and upright
dealing they stand in the front rank of the trade. In
this respect they fully reflect the character of their

esteemed president, the subject of our sketch.

Were we to record the whole career of Mr. Wheeler
we should have to review very fully the history of the
sewing machine, and such

is not our present inten-

tion.

As is well known the

late Allen B. Wilson, like

Elias Howe, was a poor

man when in 1848 he
first turned his attention

to the invention of a

sewing machine, and for

several years had to battle

with disappointment and
poverty. Ultimately he
succeeded in producing a

satisfactory machine, and
in an upper chamber of a

little hotel in Watertown,
Connecticut, U.S.A., he
demonstrated its working
to Messrs. Nathaniel

Wheeler, Alans on
Warren, and George F.

Woodruff, who presently

united to form the

firm of Wheeler, Wilson,

& Co.

At this time the sewing
machine was quite in its

infanc\-, and its mecha-
nical laws had j-et to be

drawn up. The Wheeler
iS; Wilson machine when
first brought out worked
with a shuttle, but its

proprietors were not

content with that prin-

ciple which they very

shortly discontinued for a

rotary movement. To
]\Ir. Allen B. Wilson is

ascribed the invention

of the rotating hook
which is certainly correct,

and also the four-motion

feed which is now adopted

in nearly lall sewing

machines.

His partner, how-
ever, had much to do —
with its development, and

although his name as an inventor has not come so

prominently before the trade as that of Mr. Wilson, Mr.
Nathaniel Wheeler has long been recognised at the
factory of his company, at Bridgeport, Connecticut, as a
mechanical genius of the highest order.

At the moment of writing we ha\'e before us a copy of

The Needle, of New York, which paper, in 1873, gave a

few details of the origin of the Wheeler & Wilson
Company, and in speaking of the meeting at the Water-
town Hotel, described above, says :

—" The youngest of

these pioneers was a dark haired son of Connecticut, with
his place to make in the wide world before him, with
nothing to aid him save nature's gifts : the quick intellect,

the facile and ready haijd, a sense of honour and
honesty than which was never finer, and qualities of

heart which made all men love him, and those who knew
him best to love him most."

THE HON. NATHANIEL WHEELER.

From con\-ersations we have had with many person''

intimately acquainted with Mr. Wheeler, we are able
state that the above sketch is by no means overdrawn.
His disposition is so pleasing that the Wheeler & Wilson
Company have never had any trouble with their factory
hands. If the men had grievances, they knew that they
could always find a patient listener in the person of the
president of their company. Further, Mr. Wheeler has
acquired in municipal affairs a reputation for uprightness
and honesty which has gained for him respect ana
esteem by no means confined to his own trade.

Mr. Wheeler has been undoubtedly a successful man,
but few know what efforts this has cost him. When he
first entered the business sewing machines were but little

understood, audit was necessary to teach the people their

advantages. Further the capabilities of the machine
had to be found out. To all this Mr. Wheeler applied

himself with zeal. He
visited personally many
households, workshops,
and factories, in order
to test the machine on
the various classes of
goods, and to demonstrate
its usefulness. Soon other
duties of no less importance
and requiring equal skill

and industry engaged his

attention. As the demand
for Wheeler & Wilson's
machines grew apace con-
stant enlargements had to

be made in the factory,

branch offices, and agencies
opened in the leading
cities of the world, and
an extensive organisation
planned and set going.

The president of the com-
pany was found to possess

all the necessary construc-

tive and administrative

abilities, hence to a large

extent the giant strides

made by his company
during the thirty vears

he has been president.

Even though he has n«w
attained " the allotted span
of life," he is as interested

as ever in the business,

and, down to the very
latest, every machine
which has been invented

at*the famous Bridgeport

factory owes some of its

merits to his mechanical

skill.

The Hon. Nathaniel

\Vhceler is a man of supe

rior taste, and though he
never sought political or

civic honours, several of

these have been thrust

upon him, both by his own
countrymen and others.

In 1873 the Emperor of

Austria conferred upon him the Imperial Order of Francis

.loseph, and only la^t year the President of France

bestowed upon hi'm the Grand Cross of the Legion of

Honour.
All hough the labours of such inventors as

Mr. Wheeler have a purely commercial basis they

sometimes confer untold benefits on the world at

large. Such has certainly been the case here, and

therefore the Austrian and French decorations

herewith illu.strated were thoroughly deserved, as

we are sure all members of the sewing machine trade

will agree.

Nothwithstanding his length of years we understand

that Mr. Wheeler still enjoys the best of health, and we

sincerelv hope that for a long time to come he will

continue to preside over the fortunes of his worthy

cojnpany.
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Musical Jottings.

Tlic American Keynote says that Mr. L. V. liarnanl, of Robljins

Avciuic, riltsridd, Mass., United Slates, is the patentee of a new

instmnient of the violin cbss—the .^gillo. The neck is elevated and

extcmlcd over the breast of the instriinieni, thus forming an uninter-

rupted p.i.s.saye under the necl; or linger-ljoar I for tliunili, wliereliy the

|iiifornicr may yuide his hand anil carry it dcdiy from the Hist to the

hii;liesl position without olistruction, while the special form of the left

side of the upper [lart of the instnnnent— it being S shaped, and the

ed^e of the breast curved or bent down— permits the hanil and arm
to move easily to any desired position on the (ijijjerdjoard, enabling llic

performer to bring into action every note the strings are capable of

with great facility.

The Agillo has live strings, and is tuned by fifths. When played it

is held in the lap. The reach being short, the fingering is easy for

fingers of .all sizes. In compass of tone it is designed to exceed all

other instruments of the bow, ranging from the lowest notes of the

'cello to near the highest tones of the violin. It has a particular

.adaplalion for pizzicato, harmonic, and glide effects,

and, like the violin, commands
several parts simultaneously.

By reason of its capacity for

active execution, it is named
Agillo (from the word agile).

It is said that the highest

musical authorities in New
York have examined the instru-

ment, and have given it their

endorsement.
" On examination of the

history of the viohn," says an
American contemporary, " even
back to its earliest date, we
find no invention connected

with that instrument that will

at all compare in practical value

wiih this new instrument.

There have been several in-

ventions— such as viola

d'amore, viola di gamba, &:c.

—all of which have become
obsolete by their impracti-

cability. The instruments in

common use, as the viola, 'cello,

and double bass, are very

practical instruments, but

strictly speaking could not be
call-d inventions, but rather

enlargements of the violin, as

the difference is principally in

lie. We think it safe to say

that the Agillo is the greatest

invention of the violin class

since the earliest history of

that instrument, it being

manifestly of great practical

value, and one that will add
another laurel to our inventive

nation."

In another column we refer

to Janko's new key-board
system. It may be interesting

for us to remind our readers

that Messrs. J. J. Hopkinson,
the well-known London piano
manufacturers, have produced*"

instruments of this character.

An improvement in reed

organs, invented by G. W.
Scribner, of Chatham, Canada,
consists in placing at the b.ick

of the keys and over the wind
chest a socket board, containing
I wo alternating rows of reed

c;lls under a row of alternating

openings in communication with
a series of resonant pipes or

C lambers.

A writer in a foreign paper
gives some reasons for the
decline in the use of the harp.
He says one of the causes, if not the chief one, is the difficulty

and expense of getting repairs done, or the action oiled. The
harpist can only, ai a rule, oil the outside portion. The instrument
being full of complicated machinery, no one but the maker can with
safely be trusted to put it in order. The amateur, however clever,
being destitute of the requisite tools and experience, cannot do so If
he does succeed in taking it to pieces and putting it together again, it

generally ends in the instrument being scratched, or, what is worse
jarring sounds are heard when it is played.

'

The Steinway piano factory at Hamburg is the same building as was
formerly used for the manufacture of the Pollack Sewing Machine.

Messrs. A. Moritz & Co., the agents for the Herophon, mentioned
in our columns last month, have removed from the Wool Exchange to
larger premises, at 37, Jewin Crescent, London, E.G.

In 1SS9 there Were made and sold in the United States as many as
170.000 pi.inos and reed organs.
Messrs.

J.
Muir, Wood, & Co., of Buchanan Street. Glasgow, have

been appointed sole wholesale agents for the celebrated Hardman
pianos.

The Be.lin MitsU- Zeiiii/ig says th e number of pianos, uprights and
glands, manufitaured in ibSg in that city reached a total of 3,003

instruments, the greater part of which went to South America. Of
course, we liavc no statistics, but we should say if our contemporary

jiut another o in anywhere after the initial figure it would be nearer

the mark. It has been estimated that London turns out 90,000 pianos

annually. -Piano Journal.

In our last issue we reported a fire al the works of Messrs. Cons
Bros. We understand that this will not inlerfcre with their output of

]iianos, as they possess two other factories.

.Messrs. John Brinsmead & Sons will shortly have completed
several new models. One of these is an art piano to sell at fifty-six

guineas.

According lo a German export paper, Australia is pn extensive pur-

chaser of German pianos and other musical instruments. In 1887 the

value of these goods imported direct from fjermany was j^44,oco ; in

1888, ;^8i,ooo ; and in 1889, /^i44,ooo. It is said that almost all the

])ianos are of German origin. English makers should certainly look
to their laurels.

In 1889 there were in Germany 749 factories using machinery in Ihe

manufacture of musical instruments. These gave employment to

22,166 persons, who were paid wages to the extent of ^^789,604.

Messrs. Jones S; Co., of Bristol, the manufacturers of the famous
Choralion Organ, arc introducing

several new styles of that instru-

ment. These include models
with mirror and pipe backs, as

well as certain mechanical
improvements.

Messrs. Healy 6c Richards,
piano-makers, 92, Duncombe
Road, N., have removed to

more extensive premises at 61A,
Fortess Road, Kentish Town,
London, N.W.

Jfr. W. Wyatt, of 123,
Portman Buildings, Marylebone,
has just patented a new trumpet
which has proved a great
success. He us;s a double slide,

which enables the player to

obtain every semitone, or eight

more notes than is usual with the
ordinary single slide instrument.

According to a recent calcula-

tion the annual sales of pianos
in the United Kingdom reach
the huge total of 50,000
instruments.

Some of the \icissitudes of the
pianoforte ! The invention has
been claimed, says Musical
Opinion, in turn by Italians,

Germans, French, and English.
In 1767 the piano was introduced
on the stage of Covent Garden
Theatre as " a new instru-

ment " (according to a playbill

bearing date May l6th of that
year, and now in the possession
of the Messrs. Broadwood).
About 1775 the poet Mason had
invented an action for the piano,
but it does not seem to have
come into permanent use. In

1774 a patent was granted to

Joseph Merlin for a compound
harpsichord, having hammers on
the plan of the piano. A more
positive claim on the part of
English makers is that concern-
ing the first invention of a

grand action, it being admitted
that, about 1 772, Americus
Backers, a German, assisted by
John Broadwood and Robert

-
Stodart, all in the employ of
Tschudi, together succeeded in

applying an action similar to

that then in use in pianos to
the harpsichord. The action
devised by them is essentially the
same as that still used by Ihe
firms of Broadwood and
Stoddart in London, early

adopted by Pleyel and by Hertz in Paris, and known among European
mechanics as the English action ; but in this country it is more
commonly known as the Pleyel action. The pianoforte is now made in

three distinct forms—the grand, the square, and the upright ; of these
the upright is the form most commoaly used in England. The grand,
upright, and square are all used in the United States, and the pianos
in this country surpass in workmanship and perfection of tone those
of any other country.

Hardening Wood.—A new process is reported which
densifies soft wood and renders it hard and workable
with all the properties of good lignum vitee. The wood
is soaked in oil, put under heavy pressure, and then
allowed to stand for some months, when it has become
dry. It is thought that wood so treated will make
excellent mangle rollers.
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BISHOP'S CLUSTER CO., LD.,

147, ALDERSGATE ST.,

New

Curved

Cover.

New

Curved

Cover.

More improvements than any other Machine in the Marltet beauti-

fully Japanned and Silent.

O
O 3

ELSA.

we have ,,. ...e^^r'4^^'ols"3o'^;:„li^:.?&it::.
^' -'^ »''™"'-»-

Sole Agents for j. SILBERBERG & CO, HAMBIIRrFull Lists ofallour Machines a»d SpecialitlTs on aoolL."„
'^^^"°'

on application,
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Failures and Arrangements.

JOSEPH PKRCV CHISLKTT, sewing machine agent and furniture

dealer, ICdfjcumbe Sircct, Kast .Stonchouse.

The slalulory nicelinn uf tlie c.rcdilors interested in the above

failuie took place on the Mlh ult. at the offices of the Official

Receiver, Plymouth. The suniniaiy of accounts filed by the debtor

disclosed liabilities aniountinf; to /i53o 8s. 5d., of which JCW '*•'>• 5<''

was due to unsecured creditors. The assets were estimated at

^^251 15s. 9d.,and which, adir deductinp the claims of jireference

creditors, paval>Ie in full, amounting to ^28 8s, 6d., left a deficit of

;/^307 IS. 2d. The ilebtor attributed his failure to pressure by

creditors, and inability to satisfy their claims at once. The Official

Receiver's observations showed that during the period in which the

ilelitor's present liabilities had been contracted he had resided at East

Stonehousc, his business being that of a sewing machine agent,

furniture dealer and repairer. He also said that when he commenced
this business, about eighteen months since, he had no re.ady cash, but

his father, in whose service he then was, gave him the l)Ook debts in

the rounds he had been travelling for his father, and which he consi-

dered were worth about ^Soo. The Devon and Cornwall Banking
Company, Limited, were scheduled as creditors for ^^33, being over-

draft on a current account, and for which they held a policy on the

debtor's life, the estimated value of which was set down at J^2 The
debtor's book of account consisted of a cash-book, scrap-book, and

travelling book, but they gave no particulars as to his trading or

linancial position. Nearly the whole of the liabilities appeared to

have been contracted in 1S90. The deficiency account attached to the

statement of affairs was most incomplete. The net loss from carry-

ing on business since 2C/th .September, 1S89, was set down at

;^82S lis. 4d. The good, doubtful, and bad debts were set down
at j^l,934 IS. lod ; yet the debtor's estimate thereof on realization

was ^^251 15s. gd. only. The receiving order was made on a

creditor's petition. The debtor offered a composition of los. in the

£, but the creditors not being prepared to accept this amount the

date of the public examination was fixed for the 20th October.

The Official Receiver stated that he did not consider the statement

of accounts satisfactory, and therefore advised the debtor to amend
them before the examination.

The debtor came up for his public examination at the Plymouth
Bankruptcy Court on the 20th ult., before Mr. Registrar Edmonds.
In reply to Mr. Skardon, who appeared on behalf of the petitioning

creditor, the debtor staled that his father gave him half his business to

start with. The value of the half to him, including stock, book debts

(good, doubtful, and bad), was about ;i 1,642, but, if sold, he did not

think it would fetch more ihan ;,£'2oo. The Registiar stated that he
wanted no consideration of that kind. His credulity would have to

be stretched a good deal before he should believe it. In reply to

further questions put by Mr. Skardon, the debtor stated that he had col-

lected on an average /.^ weekly since April, 1S89, and the debts given

him by his father, together with the same amount weekly on new debts

made by himself, about ;^8oo. That money had been invested in

stock, which was now in customers' hands, principally on hire. He had
to give up his business through creditors pressing him, and to escape

it, he went away to Liskeard. He had a sewing machine agency at

Liskeard. He afterwards wtnt to Portsmouth. He was not aware
that an execution had been put in, and his effects sold by the sheriff,

until his return from Liskeard. On his return he went to Knollys
Terrace, wlierc his wife had taken rooms in the name of Percy.

The furniture was taken from his late place of business, and was the

property of his wife, who had purchased it with money given to her
by her family. The debtor further admitted having taken sundry
articles of stock-in-trade and tiis wife's piano to the salerooms of Mr.
Hamley. The Registrar remarked that he could not for the life of

him understand why this man was made bankrupt. It appeared to

him that the debtor cculd pay 20s. in the pound from the accounts he
had made out. Debtor : 1 was advised when preparing the accounts.

The Registrar : Then whoever advised you is liable to be criminally

punished in conjunction with yourself. It appears that there are

^^548 shown as good debts and ^f1,064 as doubtful debts. I am not

going to believe that ;,£'!,064 will realise ;^25i. Mr. Croft, on behalf

of the debtor, said he wished to make an explanation, but the Regis-

trar assured him that he had in no way referred to him. Mr. Croft

said, what the debtor meant was, that if he could personally recover

these debts they would be worth 20s. in the pound, but if sold b)'

auction they would not average more than ^250. The Rejjistrar

:

But these are mostly sewing machine debts and are secured. The
Official Receiver said the debtor had handed over his business to

his wife, and was damaging the estate very considerably

by visiting the same creditors, but u:>/oilUhately llicr-.- was no law to

prevent liim from doing so. Mr. Skardon .said he could give an

instance where the wife had collected £2 13s., the property of the

estate, which had not been accounted for. The Registrar observed that

it appeared very much to him, as if an attempt had been made to force

a smaller composition on the creditors than they ought to have. The
Official Receiver stated that the debtor had made an offer ofios.inthe

pound, but it was not guaranteed ; however the debtor now stated that

he could guarantee the offer. 1- inally the Oflicbl Receiver applied for

an adjournment, and lor an order for the debtor to file a goods and cash

account from April 1st, 1889, to the date of the receiving order, to be

verified by affidavit, the same to be filed within fourteen days. The
Registrar adjourned the examination and made the necessary order.

WILXIAM ROBERT liRADLEV, jeweller, domestic machinery,

and furniture dealer, AttcrclilTc Road and Worksop Road,

.Sheffield.

An application was made at the Sheffield Bankruptcy Court on the

2jrd inst., for the discharge of the above debtor. The report of the

Official Receiver stated that the receiving order was made on the

debtor's own petition. His liabilities were put down at ^1,326 5s. lid
,

and the assets were estimated to realise /l,203 i8s. lid., but they had

only yielded /557 14s. id. A dividend of 5s. 2d. in the pound will

be declared. The defendant had failed to keep proper books of

account, notwithstanding that he carried on a large business on the

weekly payment systein. The debtor attributed his failure to the action

of Messrs. Rylands & Co., of Manchesfr, which caused his other

creditors to press him. The Official Receiver was satisfied that this

firm's action probably brought about the bankruptcy, but considering

the exceedingly specclative business of the bankrupt, the fact that he

was trading largely without keeping any accurate record of his tran-

sactions, or any accounts which showed his financial p.osition, and also

that he Iiad not taken stock, he (the Official Receiver) did not see how
he could have gone on much longer without filing his petition, or

making some arrangement with his creditors. The debtor had con-

tracted several debts without having a reasonable expectation of paying

them. Mr. Neal, on behalf of the debtor, spoke warmly about the

action of Messrs. Rylands, and argued that they had carried things

their own way since the bankruptcy was started. The trustee was their

nominee, and the committee ofinspection even passed a vote of thanks

to Messrs. Rylands for returning the jewellery they took from the

bankrupt's shop. His Honour said this matter of trustee was the

weakest part of the Bankruptcy Act. He reserved his decision.

EXFLANATIOX.—In our last issue we reported a County Court

judgment which had been registered against Mr. Ralph Cherry and

Mr. J. H. Wibsr. We understand that this judgment was not on

account of any debt incurred with any firm in the sewing machine

trade during the partnership of Me.-srs. Cherry and Wiber, but on

account of Mr. J. H. Wiber standing as security for a loan to Mr.

Ralph Cherry.
BILL OF SALE,

A bill of sale was filed on October gih for £30 in favour of the

Charing Cross Bank, against Walter Byron bew, machinist, and dealer

in bicycles, sewing and washing machines, perainbulalors, and musical

instruments, I, Broadway, Sutton, Surrey.

WILLIAM BELLAS, sewing machine dealer, Stockton.

A first and final dividend of 5s. in the pound is being paid in respect

of the above.

F. G. MUNDAY, sewing machine dealer, late Wimbledon.

A second and final dividtnd of Is. 3id. in the pound is being paid

in this failure.

GEORGE NOBLE, sewing machine dealer, Goole.

The above is compounding with his creditors. The lialiilities ars

stated at ^51, and assets, being book debts, estimated to produce

;^32 2s. 9d. _________________

Charge of Bigamy against a Traveller.

N our last issue we reported criminal proceedings gainst John
CUfford Arnold, late sewing machine traveller. On the 21st ult.

the case came before the Common Serjeant at the Central Criminal

Court, when it was stated that the prisoner married his first wife in the

year 1S67, and ten years later, in 1S77, he married the second woman,
Rachael Kinsey, in the parish of St. Mark's, near Manchester.

Prisoner was not arrested until October of this year, when it transpired

that for the past few years he had been maintaining both women, and

providing for them in a very kind manner. He had also obtained good

situations for children of his first wife.

The Common Serjeant said under the circumstances of the case he

should bind the defendant over in the sum of £s° '° "^o^s up for

judgment when called upon to do so.

1

BELL AMERICAN ORGANS,
AS SUPPLIED

TO ROYALTY AND THE ELITE OF EUROPE,
Every Instrument fitted with our Patent Mouse-Proof Pedals,

AND GUARANTEED FOR SIX YEARS.
CATALOGUES SENT FREE ON APPLICATION, AND INSPECTION INVITED.

"BELL" ORGAN & PIANO COMPANY, LTD.,

58, HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON,E.C.
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Have You Tried Our
IMPROVED CELESTINA?

It is a little clearer than

other automatic organs, but

incomparably the best.

NO OTHER APPROACHES IT FOR

RICHNESS OF TONE,
ARTISTIC ARRAMGEViENT CF MUSIC,

GREAT VARIETY CF ENGLISH TUNES.

HANDSOME APPE^RANCE.STRENGTH

and FINISH, and EASY REPAIR.

Each instrument is supplied with our
endless Band Tune adaptor, by which
Dances, Songs, or Hymns may be
repeated without break.

ENDLESS MUSIC BANDSfrom 3cl. each.

SPOOL MUSIC from Is. per Spool.

Price £5 15s.
WITH 10 BAND TUNES AND 1 SPOOL FREE.

1^ FULL TRADE DISCOUNT.

SPECIAL PRICES FOR QUANTITIES OF
TWELVE OR OYER.

Try the PEERLESS ORGANS
OUR OWN MANUFACTURE,

OUR three lines, as below,- are
eminently suited to the Sewing
Machine Trade, They are well made
Organs, handsome in appearance,
and extremely moderate in price.

THE GEM MODEL.

GEM MODEL
Oui- owu Mau\ifaeture. Solid American
Walnut. American Bushed Keys. Best
American Beeds. Extra Large Bellows.

Rich and Powerful Tone.

PRICE 10 GUINEAS.

EXCELSIOR MODEL.
FIVE STOPS, VOX HUMANA, FAN, &c.

PRICE 12 GUINEAS.

ECLIPSE MODEL
Seven SLops, Bass & Treble Coui'leis. &c

PR ICE 14 GUINEAS.
FULL DISCOUNT to the TRADE-

IVIaixxifactvirers". and Agents,

JOHN G. MURDOCH & CO., LTD.
91 A' 93, FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, EC-
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Revolution in the Sewing Machine Trade.
T II E

NEW WILLIAMS SEWING MACHINE.

Works upon cone-bearing

centres, and from a perfect

and adjustable eccentric.

Friction reduced to a

minimum.

Free from Cogs, Cams, and

Gears, and every part liable

to wear, besides being case-

hardened, is adjustable.

Light, Rapid, and Free from Vibration.

The new WILLIAMS MANUFACTURING GO.
MONTREAL (CAN.)

VARIOUS STYLES.

ELEGANT

WOODWORK.

THE BEST OF ALL

AMERICANMACHINES

FOR DOMESTIC

PURPOSES.

READ HOW EVERY LETTER IN THE NAME SHOWS WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT.

'Yhe Parts are Hardened and all Adjustable.

Handsome in Appearance and tliorouglily Constructed.

Elegantly Finished in all its details.

Wherever one is sold it is sure to sell another on its merits.

Inspected moat thoroughly before it leaves the Factory.

Light running ! The most delicate Lady can operate it.

Large amount of room under the Arm.

In all respeots in the front rank of Sewing Maohines.

Attachments are Elegant, Useful, and of Approved Style.

Material the best procurable, and good all through.

Stand has Automatio Leveller and Swing Treadle, both
Patented.

Noiseless in its Operation, will not excite nervoujness.

Every one fully Warranted for five years.

Winds the Bobbin Automatically in perfect manner.

Manufactured by a Solid Canadian Company.

An points are covered by good valid Patents.

(Jheapest Machine in the Market, Material, Fitness and Dura-
bility considered.

Has a Vibrating Presser Bar and Under Braiders

Intending Purchasers should not fail to see the New Williams
and buy it.

No expense spared in making it Advertise Iiself.

Every Person Owning a New WiUiams will gratefully and
gladly acknowledge the truth of the above fact".

GENERAL AGENCY FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM AND COLONIES—

C. LOHMANN,
22, JEWIN STREET, LONDON, E.G.

First-class Dealers should apply at once to take up the sale in districts

where not yet represented.
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GENUINE AMERICAN
LAMB KNITTING MACHINE.

The most reliable and most easy running Stocking and
Q love Knitter In the Market.

SWISS KNITTER.
EUROPEAN KNITTER.
CHEMNITZ KNITTER.

For all kinds of Garraenta, with special

automatic attachments.

BIERNATZKI & CO.,
44, MANSFU'XD ROAD, NOTTINGHAM.

Principles and Practice of the Law
of Hire and Conditional Sale.

By H. E. Tudor, Esq., Solicitor,

Author oj^^ A Dejence of the Hire System.^'

CHAPTER XLI.
£N''s Property
Hire System.

The Married Wcmen's Property Act, i >2, AND THE

Notes.

CEIplO understand the full force of the learned judge's

^|K opinion.^ given in the leading case of Palliser f.

Gurney, which we were considering in our last chapter,

we must refer to section i, sub-section 4, of the Married

Women's Property Act, 18S2. That section states :
—

" Every contract entered into by a married woman with

respect to and to bind her separate property shall bind

not only the separate property which she is possessed of

or entitled to at the date of the contract, but also all

separate property which she may thereafter acquire."

And, perhaps more important still, section i, sub-

section 3 :
—" EYcry contract entered into by a married

woman shall be deemed to be a contract entered into by
her with respect to and to bind her separate property,

unless the contrary be shown." Now this sub-section 3
has a little history of its own, and when a person knows
its history he will be able to understand the object and

meaning of these apparently strange words.

This section was intended to meet a specific wrong by

a specific remedy. We will, therefore, state very shortly

what that wrong and remedy were. Until the passing of

the Act cf 1882 the plaintiff, in an action against a

married woman, had to prove, not only that the woman
had separate property at chc time the contract 7C'as entered

into, but also that she intended to bind such estate by the

contract which was the siihjectoflitigation. Of course this

fell very hard on plaintiff tradesmen, who often ex-

perienced the greatest difficulty in proving that the

defendant had shown an intention to bind lier separate

property by the particular contract with them. Indeed,

so difficult was this to prove, that many cases failed, not

because the married woman had not ordered the goods, not

because she had not separate property of her own at the

date of the contract, but simply because the plainlitT

could not prove that the defendant had signified her

intejition of binding her separate property at the lime.

To remedy this great injustice, sub-section 3 of section i

of the Married Women's Property Act, 1882, declares

that " every contract entered into by a married woman
shall lie deemed to be a contract entered into by her willi

respect to and to bind her sejiarale pruperty, unless tiie

contrary be shown."
Now, therefore, the plaintiff will only have to prove

that the contract was made by the woman, i.e., that she

ordered certain goods and the fact of her having separate

property at the time of contracting. He will not have to

prove in the first instance that tiie defendant intended to

bind her separate property, because this sub-section sup-

poses such an intention on her part, and throws the onus

of showing that she had no stich intention on the

defendant. It is perhaps almost needless to add that if

the defendant proves that, to the plaintitT's knowledgs, she

had no intention of binding lur pruperty, the plaintilT will

lose his case, because this subsection does not make the

mere fact of the existence of a contract conclusive evidence

of her intention to bind her property
; but it merely says

that such intention will be assumed from the mere existence

of the contract. It is, therefore, still necessary that a

• AU Rights Kmrwd,

married woman should have the intention to bind her
separate property. This sub-section only shifts the burden
of proof from the plaintiff to the defendant.

Such, then, being the wrong done to tradesmen by
their not being able to show that the married woman had
the intention to bind her property, and such being the
remedy proposed in sub-section 3 of the Act of 18S2, by
making it unnecessary for a plaintiff tradesman to prove
in the first place the presence of such an intention in the
mind of the married woman, it is surprising to find
counsel in the case of Palliser ?. Gurney, 19 O.B. D., p.519,
given in our last chapter, arguing that the intention of
this section was to give, or, if it did not give, that it

assumed that a married woman had a general capacity to
contract, whereas in point of fact we find that the words
of the section do not justify such a construction, and the
history of the evil which this clause was to remedy shows
beyond all doubt that the sole object of the sub-section
was to aid tradesmen in suing married women, by
releasing them from proving the defendant's intentions
before they could prove their case.

Accordingly we find Lord Esher says that this section
"presupposes" the existence of separate property, and
the capacity of married women to contract, which arises

therefrom, and when such capacity exists the contract
shall bind her separate property unless a contrary inten-
tion, i.e., that she did not intend to bind her property,
be shown by the married woman. It is clear, therefore,
that a section which merely " presupposes " a capacity to
contract does not of itself " create " such a capacity. If,

therefore,the capacity to contract is not present in any par-
ticular case, on account of the married woman not having
any separate property, then the sub-section can have no
reference to such a state of things, and does not assist the
tradesman in his case in the least degree. We might
express the whole effect of these parts of sub-section 2

and sub-section 3 in this way. If the married woman
has property at the time of entering into the contract
with the hire-dealer, such contract will be binding on her
property, her intention to bind such property being
assumed in the absence of evidence showing a contrary
intention. Lord Justice Lopes says in thi above case,
" If she has no property she still cannot contract."

{To he continued.

J

Correspondence

*^* This column is at the senice ofall classes oj readers for
the discussion of trade matters. li'e need not say that the
jnserton of a letter from a correspondent does not necessarily

imply that we endorse the views expressed. The responsibility
rests entirely 7vith the person signing the letter. As an
independent Journal u<e offer facilities to all parties to
ventilate their gricTances or express their vien'S on the condi-
tion that the right of reply be alhrwed anyone ivho feels

himself aggrieved or considers an explanation necessary.

THE CHARGE AGAINST VARTY & MILLS.
To the Editor of tlic Sewing Machine Gazette.

TfVEAR .SIR,— Kindly allow mc the space in your v.iliiablc paper to

jEJ mention some items respecting nur cases omitteil in evidence at
Lewes, March 29th, 1S90, \arty & .Mills vcrsii.s Met2ler& Co., oryan-
piano prosecution, which in justice to us should he brought before
the iiublic. In tile first place we wmte letters to three firms, mention-
ing that we contemplated holding a free exhibition in Fast (Irinstend,
of musical instruments and domestic machinery in the I'ublic Hall, fur
three days, and that we anticipated, by ailvertising it well, to repay
ourselves by sales, and be a splendid advertisement for all exhibitors.
Other firms we called on, on October 7th, mentioning .as above, and
asking them to aid us in the undertaking, in printed mailer, &c.,
explaining on our part that we should thank them to pav carriage, as
we fitted and decorated all stands free, and charged no rent for same.
Several .American lirms very heartily responded to our reijuest, p.aying
carriage both ways on goods unsold. Docs it not strike your readers
as unreasonable that we were going to have goods (of lirms we were

A DEFENCE of the HIRE SYSTEM, based
on Legal and Commercial Considerations,"

by II. 1- ludor, Solicitur. One Siiii.i.i.Nt;. The author
fully discusses and criticises— i Registration. 2 Plate or

Stamp on hired goods. 3 Should hired goods become the
absolute property of the hirer on payment of half the
money. 4 Should the hire system be declared illegal.

" Sewino Machine Gazette " Office, 28, Paternoster

Row, London, E.G.
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tlcalini; of ;iiiil niniiiiif; accDiinls) aii'l pay c:uii:n,'o l"illi way,
iinil iiol Ijc able lo sirll, wlicii sales were the only object ol' tlie cxiii-

bitiiin.

At (inn. of chooslnu inslriiinciUs, we were supplied by Mr. Coward
with two Ir.ide lists, one of the M .N; II Organs, and the other of pianos,

with six months' terms printed at foot of same; the same terms as wc
weic then (loaliii^; with Metzler iV Co. for all yoods supplied. I am pre-

pared lo swear on oath that I lold Mr. Cow.ard distlnclly that we did

not want Iheiii lo scnil instruments for nothing, and we would try and
sell their goods as much as any other (irms.

I have always found when dealing wilh other lirnis, that if goods arc

not lelurned within a reasonable time, they charge them to account,

which wc exiH'Cted they would do, having a running account.

Being pressed for payments in January, 1S90, our solicitor recoin-

niendecl us to maUc an assignment, which we did on [anuary 14th,

1890, taking all accounts due out of trade ledger, and giving iVIetzler

account with fame, as /i'130 odd, which included the organs and
pianos.

On the following day, the 15th Janunry, the summons was lakenout
against us, charging us vilh fraudulently converling it to our own
use. &c.

Therefore we offered |)ayment for organs, and intended to pay in full

for same (had we been able to on six months' usual terms). As regards

the statement made that after making inquiries, that Metzler & Co.

found pianos at Mr. Polls, Mr. Coward called at our address music

warehouse, 2S, Glen Vne Road, and sav my wife, who distinctly told

him we had sold organs, and who to.

On asking Mr. I'otts if he had bought and paid for it, lie answered

yes, and .'how ed Mr. Coward receipt, remarking is there anything

wrong, then, that you ask me these questions? and Mr. Coward re[died

oh, no, if you have bou(;ht and paid for it ; that is all right and we
are pleased to hear it. (This part of the evidence was omitted to be
mentioned at Lewes on March 29th, 1890).

AVhen we returned two A organs in December we mentioned in

letter that we returned them as they particularly wished it, but we
were afraid we had lost the sale of one organ by so doing as we had
been trying to sell to a chapel.

Why did the jury stop the evidence of Mr. Coward, asking the

Judge if they could lake repeated evidence ol I think so and so in

cross-examination ?

Our letter of January the jury requeited to see, where we mentioned

that we were surprised at the manner we had been treated (by letter),

and saying that we understood at li'ne cf selecting instruments, that

Metzler & Co. would be pl£.ised for us to sell any ins'.rumen's we
might be able lo.

In conclusion, thanking you, Mr. Editor, once moie for your valu-

able space allowed me, and apologising for this extraordinary long

letter, may I mention, we were sent for on 20th January, previous to

trial, by our solicilor. saying by letter received, important communira-
tion received from Melzler & Co., come to Brighton on Friday or

Saturday, which we did, and were told no doubt (to use their own
wotds) that if we could pay the money or return organs the case would

be withdrawn, as our trustee had seen Metzler & Co. and, they would

ab,.i withdraw bankruptcy proceedings which tliey look out against us
aller Miaking deed of assignment (which they have done), which
certainly shows pianos were sent lor sale.

I should h.ave always pail my creditors 20s. in the pound as hitherto
had my jiartner paid in the money he promised to in the business,
when coming in par;ner.ship with mc in July last, 1889, but he failing
to <lo so compelled mc, on iieing pressed Ijy creditors, to make the
deed of .assignment.

To those crcditor-i who so honourably gave me extended credit
without irressing for account; I return many thanks, and when it is

my frjrliinc to succeeil in business (which I hope with the aid of kind
friemls lo do), I hojre to pay them in full 20s. in the pound for
accounts owing.— I remain, sir, yours very respectfully.

JSeijo Bois V.\Ki v.

London Mouse, Horsham, October 25th, 1890.

COIJJ'XTOR-SALESiMEX AND SPECIAL-
SALESMEN TERMS.

To the Editor of The Seiumf^ Machine Gazette.
j^IR,— Kindly allow me to state in your columns what
f^ I believe to be the cause of friction between col-

lector-salesmen and special- salesmen. In some cases the
special carries a coupon-book, and also a complete receipt-
book

;
and when he makes a sali- often he will lead the

person to think that he will collect the account simply
because he take^ the deposit, givinjr the customer a
proper receipt. Now bear in mind which way the wind
blows. For all the deposits the special man gets the
collector-salesman receives not one cent, of commission

;

I

and if by any means the cash is to be paid in a month or
six weeks the manager has a pigeon-hole for that ; should
they, after all, not pay cash, it is then turned out of the
pigeonhole for the collector to deal with In the event
of the machine coming back you may depend on one
thing certain—the poor collector will be sure to get full

credit for its being returned. I maintain if a collector is

not to be trusted to collect the deposits he is not a fit

and proper person to collect in any way ; and if a man
be known to upset an order after it has been duly
received by the customer that man ought to bi dismissed,

after it has been duly proved against him. I have manv
times persuaded customers to keap the machine, but I

never was credited by any special with having done so.

Now, I am convinced, after many years' hard work as

a collector, that some arrangements might be come to,

"NOVELTY
SIMPLE

RINGER, Largest Makers cf

CHEAP. WriDgiflj MacbiQes in the World.
<Sp5

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS, 18S9

((

SUPERIOR" WRINGER.

Entirely Self-adjusting.
No Thumbscrews required

The leading feature of our Machines
is DURABILITY combined with
LIGHTNESS. Considering the
quality of the materials nsed they
are also the Cheapest Machines in

the Market.

((

HOUSEHOLD " WRINGER.

"COTTAGE" MANGLE,

WOOD ROLLERS, 20x4.

y-i:.

'STAR" KNIFE GLEANER.

A Cheap Cash Line.

MADE EXCLUSIVELY POR THE
INSTALMENT TEADE.

30 YEARS ESTABLISHED REPDTATION

FOR QUALITY.

lfirii.olesa.le oxily. Prices on JL]pplication.,

BAILEYmmm machine CO., 26, SODTHWARKST., LONDON,S.E.
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or that some scheme might be brought out, whereby
both collector, salesman, and the special salesman might
be able to work more in harmony with each other.

Often both are pulling at the same order, and some hard
things are very often said respecting each other which
would be far better left unsaid. I believe it would
conduce both to man and master's benefits, and our
employers would in the end be better for some such
arrangements. Thanking you for your space,

Yours respectfully,

COLLECTOR SALEMAX.

OFFICE PAYERS AND COLLECTORS.
To the Editor of the Scwine Machittc Gacitc.

^^EAR SIR,—There appears to be a growing tendency
sdsS for customers to pay at the office. So far, so good.
But the fact is, that many managers are not alive to

their own interest, much more the company they repre-

sent. It may be some friend of the manager's, &c., or it

may be some other person's friend's suggestion, '' Oh,
pay at the office." And very often the special salesman
makes arrangements for the customers to make their

payments at the office.

Now what is the result of all this ? Simply that pay-
ments are mado for a short time and then they fall off.

Then, after a lapse of time, the collector is handed the
account with instructions to press them to pay regular
in future.

Now, sir, ihis, to my mind of thinking, is a complete
farce. No sound business man would do it- It is simply
penny wise and pound foolish. \\'hat has he to do with
friends ? If a machine is sold from a business standpoint
it should not be looked upon as sim])ly a friendly matter.
I have known accounts to be for a long time and no one
calling on them when they have been termed office

payers. I cannot refrain from smiling when I see such
proceedings. If collections are to be good and a fair

average collected why keep them back ? Oh, this bit of
commission !

Yours respectfully,

SHILO.

Using the Name "Singer."

The Singer Manufacturing Company, of New York
and 94, Boulevard xSebastopol, Paris, versus Jordy,
machinist, Pezanas, near Beziers, France. Before
Tribunal de Commerce, at Pezenas, June <^th, 1890.
Counselfor Singer Company, Maitre Rousseau, of Paris.

JUDGMENT.
The Singer Manufacturing Company having purchased

in 1873 the property, patents, goodwill, &c., of I. M.
Singer & Co. for the manufacture of sewing machines,
and being sole proprietors of the name of Singer, the use
of which they have now authorised or tolerated, and
never ceased to use it in describing their products.
From examination of the diffisrent trade marks regis-

tered in France, and named in the action, it is found that
all are valid and legally protected.

Seeing that Jordy maintains that the patents having
expired the property in the name should expire also, such
name being necessary to designate the system patented.

Seeing that this is not correct, that if the expiration of

the Singer patents give the right to imitate, such imita-

tions could be designated either by the article itself or by
a particular style, only to be used by the proprietor of
this name cr style.

Seeing that lordy cannot deny having knowledge of
various judgments inserted in the J/achine <) Coudre and
other journals

;

That he has, notwithstanding, continued to make use
of the name Singer to help the sale of his machines

;

That it appears from photographs of his shop windows
at Pezenas and Agde that the name of Singer is displayed
in large characters, preceded by the word " system " in
small letters

;

That the same applies to the panels of his conveyance
;

That on his price lists and advertisements the name of
Singer in big letters first calls attention, and it is not
doubted these inscriptions ha\'e no other object but to

lead people to suppose that Jordy (who was formerly
agent of the Singer Company) continues to sell the same

THE NEW EXCELS
ALL OTHERS.

THE
MOST

VERTICAL FEED
CAPABLE. SEWING MACHINE.
LIGHTEST RUNNING, SIMPLEST, AND BEST.
JHIS Sewing Machine contains an arrangement which involves a new departure from the ordinary style of

working. The Machine is fed from the top, and has a smooth plate for the work to travel on The needle
descends into the material, pinning the several plies together, and the feed carries the needle and material along
with it. When the needle is withdrawn the pressure foot is put down and the work held fast. There is no
necessity whatever for ?ssisting the work on uneven surfaces or seams. It will do the most wonderful variuty of
work, and will sew ALL MATERIALS, from MUSLIN to LEATHER, wiilunii change of stitch or tension

;

as no matter what niav be the difference in thickiic;^, the slitch MUST BE REGULAR. Havincr the
FEWEST PARTS ot anv MaJiinc niadc, it i> lli.- ACME OF SIMPLICITY, ;iiu! tlic herc-tofore

difficult operations of HEMMING, QUILTING, BRAIDING, RUFFLING, FRILLING, &c., can
be learnt by any lady as easily as plain sewing, and in the same time.

NOTE.—All the above operations are done without tacking. The Ntachine has no COGS, SPRINGS, nr
TEETH to cause friction or get oiU of order.

READ ONE OF THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS.
Westheld Park, Rathcai, Ddbmn, 2ist October, 1890.

Mrs. Clarke has had a Vertical Fecil for some years past. It is very simple anl the lightest runnint; m.ichlne she has ever worked.

We shall be happy to show the Machine to anyone who will favour us with a visit.

SAMPLES OF WORK, PRICE LISTS, AND ALL PARTICULARS ( 'X APPLICATION TO

THE VERTICAL FEED SEWING MACHINE CO, 24, AIDERSGATE STREET, LONDON, E.G.

AGENTS WANTEDWHERE NOT REPRESENTED* LIBERAL TERMS.
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ni.icliincs, wliich coiisliUitcs a breath ol Article 1,382 of

tlic Criiili nal Code, iS;c.

Tlic Court comluiniis Jordy to remove within ten days

from his siiop fronts, waggon, price lists, and machines

for sale the name of Singer in whatever form, untler

penalty of 10 frcs. for every such omission
;
also to pay

300 frcs. damages and costs. The present judgment to

be inserted in two journals at his cost.

Jewellery Jottings.

Tlic new Art and Technical School for Jewellers, which was opened

the other day at liirmingliam, is expected to do a deal to foster taste,

.and encourape new models and designs in jewellery.

No doubt many of our readers are ignorant of the meaning of the

word " carat," as applied to diamonds or jewellery. The carat usel for

weighing diamonds is a fixed weight of 3,'< grains Troy, and is divided

into ciuartcrs, eighths, sixteenths, thirty-seconds, and sixty-fourths. In

determining the fineness of gold trinkets the pound, ounce, or any

other Troy weight is divided into 24 p.irts, and each part is called a

carat. 2+ carats is the standard of purity, so that a 20 carat gold ring

contains 20 parts ot gold to 4 parts of alloy.

The Swiss watch trade continues to increase. In IS!<9 50,0.0

more watches were imp rted from Geneva than in the previous year-

Germany is the largest consumer, taking more than a quarter of the

Swiss productions. The value of the Swiss watches imported into

England laU year was ;{;520,oio.

Society is yet undecided, liut is very much inc'ined to adopt a new

croze, viz., the wearing of rings in the nostril. Several ladies are now

to be'seen with diamonds or sapphires so placed. The jewellers w-^dl

not object to see such a ridiculous Indian custom introduced into this

country. One thing against it is the pain of the piercing operation.

This is said to be anything but trivial.

Two of the most recent American patents are for articles for the table

of undoubted use. One of these is a fruit-knife, the blade of which

somewhat resembles a spoon. The o'her invention is anew form of

spoon. The improvemtnt consists solely in the shape of the handle,

which is so bent that the fore part of the bowl points towards the

New York ladies have started a new fad. Having tired of

jewellery, they now go into society with real Brazilian fire flies in their

hair. They are said to be perfectly harmless, and live on sugar cane.

The dudes of New York now clench their engagements by present-

ing the lady of their choice with a bracelet of dead gold, from which

user.

The

d.ingle two moonstone licarLs. Thi.-i bracelet is secured with a padlock,

and the key of same they suspend to their watch chains.

A French slalisticinn has been figuring on the value of teeth stopping

now so largely used. It is well known that gold is the stopping mostly

used in America to the extent, it is siid, of l8,C0O lbs. annually,

valued at jC<)0,ooo. It is computed that within 100 years the amount
consumed and buried with the dead will be so great, that its total

value will exceed that of the present gold wealth of Trance.

A clock of a novel character is being built for a Philadelphia Insur-

ance Company. Instead of the dial being light and the hands dark,

the reverse is to be the case. The hands will be made of glass illumi-

nated with the electric light to give them the appearance of rods of fire.

A German jeweller has got himself into trouble through trying to be

too smart. He advertised watch chains at an exceedingly low figure,

guaranteeing that they would not turn black in ten years, and under-

taking to pay a heavy sum as a forfeit if such was not correct. Quite

a number of buyers have found these chains to quickly turn brown,

and have demanded the promised forfeit, but are met with the reply

that brown is not black. They feel, however, that they have been

fairly " done brown."

Jottings.

They have some strange notions of advertising in the
United States. There the premiuin system has been
worked to death. In this country premiums have mostly
been confined to the tea trade, and it is astonishing what
a variety of articles is now to be obtained with a pound
of tea. American tradesmen of all kinds have in the

past largely adopted the system of giving away cheap
editions of books. A change is now taking place and
photos of prominent persons and places are being used as

inducements for customers.

Among other new methods of advertising recently

introduced in the United States, is a device afS.xed to the

boot. A printing stamp of the desired kind is caused to

come into contact with the pavement by pressure exerted
by the wearer of this boot, and instead of the ordinary
footprint, '' Try Buggin's soap," or other legends are

left behind for the benefit of all and sundry. Suitable

THE "SPECIAL" SAFETIES.
PRICES

From £8 lo^
Best Material. Good Finish. Pricss Mode-
rate. Cushion Tyres fitted to any of the
" Special " Safeties. Prompt Delivery.

AGENTS IK^ANTEID.
Agents wishing to do a Hire Purchase Trade should write
for Terms. No risk. I take all risk as to P.iyments.

HARRY S. ROBERTS,
CYCLE WORKS.

DEANSHANGER, STONY STRATFORD, Bucks.

W. FOSTER & CO.,

Manufacturers

of every De-

scription of

Per a mbulator

Fittings,

nvc.
Hood Joints,

Handles in

Brass, China,
and Wood,
Brass Handle
Rods, Toy Fit-

tings, &,c.
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SMALL GUTLAYr-LARSE PROFITS.
»»«»««»»««««»» * »>»«»«»«<

DUNKLEY'S PATENT
Fast Cushion Tyre

PERAMBULATOR AND MAIL CART WHEELS

WILL Fir ANY AXLE.

RUBBER TYRES CANNOT COME OFF OR BREAK.

Every Ironmonger and Sewing Machine Dealer

IN THE WORLD

SHOULD KEEP A SAMPLE SET IN STOCK
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jjrnvision is ina<lc for inking liiu slatnp,

operation is automatic.

and tliu wiioic

The French Government have proposed a new customs

taritT, which, roughly speaking, increases the duties by

about 25 per ccnl. The increase on sewing machines,

however, is much greater. At the present time 'the tax

is 6 francs, the hundred kilos, under the new law, if passed,

they will have to pay a minimum of 12 francs, and a

ma.ximum of 20 francs. The minimum rate only applies

to countries with whom France has a "most favoured

nation '' agreement. Tliis includes, we believe, Germany,
from whom she imports a very large number of

machines.

Mr. Reuben Parkcs, cycle agent, of Rocks Place, Black-

heath, Dudley, has taken up the sale of sewing machines.
*

Messrs. E. Zclger & Co. have taken over the agency

for Biesolt & Locke's sewing machines, previously held

by Messrs. S. Bettmann & Co., as the latter are devoting

themselves entirely to cycles. Messrs. Zelger's address

is 4, Golden Lane, London, E.C.

*.

The Bishop's Cluster Company, of 147, Aldersgate

Street, E.C, are now sole wholesale agents for the

Bielefelder Nahmaschinen Fabrik, late Carl Schmidt,
They have had several improvements introduced into

these sewing machines. The hand machine has now a

solid base, an attachment drawer is placed under the

hand appliance, and the head is held to the base by a

plated catch. The woodwork, both cover and base, has

also been improved and the latter enlarged.

During the night recently the large plate-glass window
of Jones' Sewing Machine Company's Walworth Road
depot was broken, and three hand machines extracted.

This was a very bold robbery, as the premises are located

in a thoroughfare which is never quite deserted, day or

night. The thieves got off safely with their booty.

'I he automatic brake mentioned in our issue of last

month is now perfected, and can be inspected at the
ofllces of the London agent of the Halesowen Perambu-
lator and Carriage Company, Limited, Mr. W. C. Wale,

23, Aldermanhury, E.C, and full particulars can be had
on application to Mr. T. G. Welh, Halesowen, near

Biiniingham, the patentee.
* *

Mr. C Lohmann finds that his business grows apace.

His removal from London Wall to Jewin Street a year
or two ago allowed him much more space, but this he
now finds insufficient. He has accordingly taken a large

warehouse in Howard's Building>, Old Street, E.G., some
five minutes' walk only from his Jewin Street address.

The latter he will keep on as showrooms and offices.

* *

Messrs. S. Cox & Co., of Alcester, write us that they
are now prepared to make any kind of sewing machine
needle to order, or to supply any of the standard sorts.

We have just inspected a new button-hole machine,
made by Messrs. Bradbury & Co., Limited, of Oldham.
It is on an entirely new principle, absolutely automatic in

action, and makes a capital shirt button-hole. We shall

fully describe it shortly.
•

m

A dissolution of partnership has taken place in the

firm of Messrs. James Francis Allen and Ernest John
Coleby, trading as the London Bassinette Manufactory,
la, Bank Buildings, Chiswick Broadway, and xi, Church
Street, High Street, Kensington. Debts by E. J.

Coleby.
<: -:

A dissolution of partnership has taken place in the
firm of Messrs. Morris, Wilkinson, & Co., basket and
perambulator manufacturers, Nottingham, as regards

Mr. John Wilkinson.

WILSON BROS. & CO.,
STANDARD BEDSTEAD WORKS,

WOVEN WIKE MATTHESSES.
Patterns and Prices on ipplioation.

BRASS AND IRON BEDSTEADS, COTS, FOLDERS, &c.

DMBRELLA HOLDER FOR PERAMBULATORS.
3s. PER DOZEN CARRIAGE PAID. SEND FOR SAMPLE DOZEN.

w-.m&:wim, 179, aldersgate st., London, e.g.

E. SMITH & SON,
19, ALCESTER STREET, BIRMINGHAM,

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OP THEMEY^ IMAIL OiLRT-
Fancy Dealers and others will

find this a

General Favourite.

1^ ;^£^»S*- ' Tte tody is ol cak in the

-fj shape of a boat, swinging
I liackwards and forwarde,

n^:^^f,~.\\
ihns causing a delight-

'^^ U ful sensation.
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Wheeler&WilsonNo.9 (D.A.A.)
Ca.l>iiaet IVork: in Oa^k a,ndL IVetlnut.

These Machines are high class in every respect, are warranted for five
years by the Company, and can be fully recommended.

We solicit correspondence from all first-class dealers desiring to take up the sale
of this Machine, and to whom Liberal Terms will be given.

WHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO,
21, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.
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Embezzlcraentby a Singer Collector.

KV T the Wandsworth Police Court on the 30th Sep-

liSSs tcnibcr John Karsley was charged with embezzling

money beifuiging to his employers, the Singer Manu-
facturing Company.
The prosecutors were represented by a solicitor, who

stated that prisoner was in the employ of the company as

a collector and a salesman at a salary of 12s. 6d. weekly,

with commission, which brought up his remuneration to

about 35s. He left his employment without notice, and

sent a note to the company stating that they could do as

they liked.

Mr. Henry Raper, the London manager, was called to

give evidence of the defalcations, which amounted to

about £^. The prisoner, he said, was attached to the

Clapham branch.

Mr. Hanson, solicitor, who represented the accused,

elicited from the manager that the prisoner had paid

about £b to the company's guarantee fund.

The company's representative explained that the

employes of the company contributed to a guarantee fund,

which amounted to _^5o,ooo, and the company paid them

3 per cent, for their money. In another case the accused

set up a defence that his payments to the fund exonerated

him from any charge, but Mr. Justice Field sentenced him
to three years.

As. Mr. Hanson was desirous of calling a witness, the

magistrate granted a remand.
On the 7th October the case was again before the

magistrate. The evidence was to the effect that prisoner

was in the company's employ as collector and salesman

at a weekly salary of 12s. 6d., with commission, which
brought up his remuneration to about 35s. He left his

employment without notice, and, when spoken to, said

the company had £(> 14s. of his money with which to

meet his defalcations of _;^4 los., and they could do as

they liked.

Mr. Wansborough, on behalf of the company, said

their cmplovcs contributed a fourth of their commission

to a guarantee fund until they had paid in £s°- When
their contributions reached j^io the money began to

carry interest at 3 per cent., which was paid to them
annually. The men agreed that if they made default in

respect of the terms of their engagement, the deposit

should be forfeited as liquidated damages, but without

prejudice to the company's right to take proceedings.

The company made nothing out of it, sustaining a

small loss.

Mr. Hanson said prisoner would plead guilty to taking

the money, but that he was ignorant of the fact that by
so doing he was breaking the law. He looked upon it as

a kind of set-off, and had no intention of embezzling the

money.
Mr. Plowden said the plea that prisoner took his

guarantee money to make up for his defalcations could

not be tolerated for a moment.
Prisoner : Most of the men don't understand about the

guarantee fund.

Mr. Plowden : That is nothing to do with me. You
have pleaded guilty. It is a very serious matter, and you
must go to prison for three months, with hard labour.

The Singer Manufacturing Company, on the 7th

October, sent out the following circular from their

central office for London district :

—

to every svperintendent (including assistants and
Reserve Staffs).

To every Collector and to every Salesman.
I send you by this post a copy of the Daily Netvs of Tuesday,

October 7th, containing a report of a case tried at the Wandsworth
Police Court.

I regret that proceedings cf this kind must be taken, but, for the

sake of discipline and good conduct, they are unfortunately necessary,

in order that these principles may be maintained throughout our
establishments, which find employment for such a large body of men.

' The reason why I send this report to you is because of the statement

made in the report, that "most of the men do not understand about

the guarantee fund."

You must by this time be thoroughly well aware that I strive hard

to prevent men going wrong, and 1 am particularly anxious that none
should go wrong through ignorance or not understanding clearly our
plans, and therefore 1 wish to make it impossible for- any of our
employes to raise such a plea in the future. Of course, I cannot tell

who may be in doubt about this subject, and therefore I am obliged

to send a copy to everybody employed in the capacities mentioned
above.—Yours truly,

Hbkry RapBR.

I

A Bicycle on Very Easy Terms.

.S IiKlt;e li.acon, of the Whitcchapcl County Court, a cyclist, and
nas he at one time had trouble with a " wrong un " ? These arc

r|uestions which we cannot help asking ourselves, owing to one of his

recent decisions, which appears to us to be grossly unfair. Here are

the facts :
—

In May last a Mr. Woolf saw a safety bicycle in the shop of Messrs.
Nash & Nash, 251, Whitechapcl Road, E. liefore purchasing he was
allowed to test it, which done, he agreed to pay /8 for same on
delivery.

Some six weeks after delivery he returned the machine, with a part
of the frame broken, and told the makers that he would pay a portion

of the cost of repairs ; at the same time he asked Messrs. Nash to

re-nickel the pedals and affix to them square rubbers. The frame was
at once niende<l, and another pair of pedals sujiplied on loan. When
the original pedals were ready Mr. Woolf refused them, stating that

the machine was away from town, and that the old pedals would do.
Some time after Ihis Mr. Woolf sues Messrs. Nash for the return of
his purchase money, on the ground that the machine was not made of
Bessemer steel.

On the 23rd ult. the case came before the County Court, and, by
order of the defendant, the bicycle was brought into Court, not whole,
be it said, but in pieces. On examination defendants found that these

pieces had been in the fire, and damaged thereby. The Judge decided
the case on these grounds : he said there must have been some
contract between the parties as to a warranty. Verdict for plaintiff.

This seems to us to be an extraordinary decision. When the
machine was purchased nothing was said as to a warranty, and no
evidence of such was produced. We have satisfied ourselves that

Messrs. Nash use sound materials in making their cycles, which thejr

are open to prove to any of the trade that will call and see the identical

machine in dispute. They would gladly have given a warranty had
they been asked for same, so confident were they of the excellence of

their bicycles. Clearly the judge was influenced in his decision by the

fact that when the machine was repaired the makers did not charge

for same, and, therefore, a warranty was understood. Messrs. N.ash,

however, fully intended making a charge for repairs, together with the

cost for re-nickelling the pedals, in one bill. As it is, their customer,

after having had several months' use of the bicycle, gets back the

whole of his purchase money, and they, in return, have back the

machine in parts.

The lesson taught by this case is, never to part with repaired

machines without first being paid for same ; further, if you use first-

class materials, as do Messrs. Nash, have in court competent witnesses

enough to prove this. Judges of the stamp of the one at Whitechapel
are only too ready to believe that makers of articles use inferior

materials, and ignore altogether possible unfair treatment on the part of

users.

Suing for Commission.

p-fjSf^
the Warrington County Court, on the 9th ult.

^^ before his Honour Judge Ffoulkes, David Farrell,

an agent, claimed from the Singer Manufacturing Com-
pany the sum of i6s. 6d. as commission on the sale of a

sewing machine. It was stated that in July a Mrs.
Blakemore, of Widnes, ordered a Bradbury sewing
machine from the plaintiff. The Bradbury Company,
however, refused to supply the machine, and the plain-

tiff and the Widnes manager of the Singer Company
arranged to obtain one from the Singer Company, it

being alleged that it was understood that the plaintiff

should receive ^a commission of 10 per cent. The
machine was supplied at a cost of ^8 75., and the plain-

tiff now claimed i6s. 6d. as his commission on the tran-

saction. Mrs. Blakemore, however, on being called, said

that she gave the order to the agent of the Singer
Company, and a verdict for the Company followed

Lloyd's Annual Mangle Parade.

^T has now become a " fi.Kture" in the life of the teeming
Hi thousands of South London for Lloyd &. Co., of

the Borough, to make an annual mangle demonstration.

This energetic firm started their parade four years since

with two vans, followed in 1SS8 with four vans, and last

year with six vans. This year the number was increased

to seven vans, and the important event came off on
Thursday, the i6th ult. On the previous Monday M.
Lloyd's windows were posted with a copy of a letter as

follows :

—

From H. V. Lloyd, Blackburn, Lancashire,

to Lloyd & Co.,

Borough,
London.

" 159 washing, wringing,, and mangling machines will arrive at

King's Cross goods depot on Thursday morning next. Have six rail-

way vans, three horses to each vaii, a full brass band, and my trap

ready to meet me ihere at 9.30 a m. I will parade South-East

London, and arrive in Borough about 5.30 p.m. '. jSell all machines in

stock 25 per cent, for this day^only."
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This announcement caused great excitement among
the South' Londoners, and the demonstration was a

great - success. Firstly came the genial proprietor, Mr.
Harry- Victor Lloyd,- in a smart gig, followed by six

vans fuilot' mangles, and a seventh filled with bandsmen.
Tjie mutdjparaded included Lewisham and Blackheath,

but jiunctudlly at 5.30 the procession drew up at its

destination,; having, we sincerely hope, sown seed which
will bear good: fruit for its popular organiser.

Improved Stretcher Joints for

Perambulator Hoods.

?3]PR. a: COi'TON of 13, Peel St., Tunstall, StaflFord-

^S'jt shire, has just received Letters Patent tor a

stretcher joint for use in bassinette hoods which should

be of great value to the trade, if not to cause a complete
revolution in the manufacture of those particular articles,

It has always been known to the perambulator trade that

the stretcher joints hitherto in use have been most defec-

tive and a source of untold annoyance to the public as

well as to themselves. Many attempts have been made
to remedy their defects, but apparently with little success.

To Mr. Cotton belongs the credit of having invented

the first self-adjusting stretcher joint ever placed in the

market. Among the many defects of the stretcher-joints

hitherto in use may be noticed the following, fhey are

perfectly stiff and have no more elasticity in them than
a joiner's "two-foot." If they are not screwed to the

bassinette hood frame at proper angles they are either

too long or too short. If they are too short when
stretched out the hood looks slack and untidy. Makers,
however, prefer to have bassinette hood as tight as possible

and-invariablyfix the stretch-joint so as to obtain that result.

Great pressure is therefore placed upon the stretcher-

joint and the hood frame when the joint is stretched out.

Great strength is also required on the part of the operator

.rfjE'ri
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to stretch out the joint when attached to the hood of

the bassinettes: This is very annoying to ladies who are
frequently unequal to the task. It increases the difficulty

in selling bassinettes, and we are assured that cases are
known in which ladies have refusjd to buy bassinettes on
this account. Then when the joint has been forced

up the great pressure, upon it causes it to bend in the
centre at the knuckle part or to break either at knuckle
or ext?;erae ends, or to force the screws which hold
the joint to the hood frame out of the frame
altogether.

It may, for instance, be within the recollection of our
readers tliat they may ha\e noticed in their tra\cls,

bassinettes'wilji broken jointshanging loosely bv the side,or

badtybentin tlw.cenlre, to the great annoyance of the ladv
in charge of it,, and the annoyance is of course mutual,
becauS<;the retaile?,feels it as well as the purchaser.

. The stretthcr-jo.i,nt patented by Mr. Cotton is shown in

our engraving. T« be 5f//'-(/f////i//'//,;' it had to be made
tckscopical., The patent can be applied to cither or both
ends_©f the joint as may be required by necessity or taste.

Joint?,(Figure 4ijn the engraving represents the patent

. ^ - ;;jJS'.

I

as applied to the outer end of joint f only, From the
knuckle d in centre, is a tube «, e.xtending almost to the

extrerne end / of joint. Then a spiral spring g (see

Figure 5) is inserted in the tube <r, and falls to the knuckle
d in centre-;-the shaft, or rod cz slides into the tube,

operates against the spring, and so adjusts itself to the

required pressure and space in which it operates. Joint 3
(Figure 5) shows the patent applied to the higher end
with the spring and tube at extreme end / of joint and
shaft, operating from the knuckle, and vice versa at the

other end of the same joint. Joint 4 (Figure 6) represents

the patent so applied to both ends with the spring and the

tube in centre, and the shafts ^2 at the extreme ends of the

joint. A small groove // or open space is made near the

end of the tube, in which there is a screw or pin. fixed to

the shaft C3, to prevent the spring g from forcing the

shaft out of the tube when the hood is let down and not

in use. Figures A and B represent the body and hood of

the bassinette.

Among others, the follOM'ing advantages are claimed

for this invention :

—

' '

'

I. It can be stretched out when on the hood of bassi-

nette with greater facility by a girl of ten years of age

than those hitherto in use can be b}' an able-bodied man.
II. It adjusts itself to the stretch of the hood, and does

away entirely with the bulging and bending in the centre

of joint, and the liability to breakage is reduced infinitesi-

mal ly.

in. Injury to the frame of the hood is avoided, and
the leather of which the hood is made is not liable to be
overstretched and cut by severe contact with the outer

and interior framework of the hood.

It will be seen that the joint has a similar appearance

to those now in use when fixed on the hood of the
bassinette, They will cost about the same to produce,

and should be placed in the hands of makers at a reason-

able price. Mr. Cotton has already received applications

for his new joint from persons who wish to substitute it

for their old ones, and there should be good trade done
with persons already possessing bassinettes. The patent

is the oirtcome of a practical acquaintance with the

bassinette trade and its requirements. It is simple,

cheap, and effective, and should meet with a large sale.

The foUcwitig list has been compiled expressly for this Journal by

Messrs. G. F. Redfern & Co., Patent ^gftils^ 4, South Street,

Finsbury, E.C.

APPLICATIONS FOR LKTTERS PATENT.
14124. A. Anderson, a comniunicalion from the Singer M.inufac-

tiiring Company, of United States, for improvements in sewing machine
shuttles.

14291. J. Forbes & A. K. Forbes, for improvements in sewing
machines. -

-

14407. E. Eynard, tor improvements in or relating to motors for

operating sewing machines and the like.

14412 N. .\. R. Petriiii & C Petrini, a knitting machine to be
combined with and worked by an ordinar)- sewing machine.

14458. L. Lindley, improvements in sewing and embroidering
maciiines.

14533-
machines.

14570.
sulkies.

I4'i92-

R. J, Crowley & D. Carlish, improvements in sewing

\V. H. Brassington, improvements in perambulators and

F. Stevenson & J. T. Shaw, improvements in mail carts

and bassinettes.

I.t7l6. G. T. Reed, improvements in hand-driring mechani;ms for

sewing and other machines. ?

14721. T, B. Sloper, improvement^ in~ perambulators and other
carriages.

14730. A. W. Lay, an improved adjustable wire and earlier appli-

cable to sewing machines for sewing wires to hat rims and the like

147S5. 1). R. Uawson, improvements in ovcr^edgc sewing
machines.

14903. ]'. U. Dietrich and J. C. Dietrich, improvements in em-
broidering maciiines.

14942. r. Willis, an improved child'scot.

14991. A. Andet.son, a communication from the Singer Manufac-
turing Company of United Slates, improvements in sewiog machines.

15046. P. Jensen, a communication from. S, B. Fuller, of United
Slates, improvements in, an I relating to, the con.-itruclion of shuulcs
for sewing machines. 1

15069. T. U. Wells, improvement* in automatic brakor for peram-
bulators, bassinettes, and other like wheeled vehicles,

15181. H. Kilhy, K, C. Kilby, and R. S. Seller, ajj improved
method of manufacturing the hcefi of stockings «nd socks upon
straight bar knitting machines.
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'5S9-}- J-
Mncfarlane, cop scats for thread cops usc<l in inacliini;

sewing.

15642 W. Campion, improvements in machines for seaming

together knitted or looped fabrics.

'5773- J- Cordingley and A, Hirst, improvements in treadles for

sewing ninchinc.i.

'.S')'9- J- Morton and \V. U. Morton, improvements in sewing

niac.'iines.

16036. II. Hailey, improvements in children's mail carts.

16066. \V. (.'nnlifle and C. Shaw, improvements in rotary shuttle

sewing machines.

16073. E. J. Humphry, an improvement in the manufacture of per-

ambuiaters, Iwssinettes, and other children's and invalids' carriages.

16074. K. J. Humphry, improvements in handles for perambulators,

bassinettes, ;md other children s and invalids' carriages.

16102. T. H. B, Hitchin, a combined rigid and swinging peram-
bulator.

16181, G. E. Jekyll, improvements in sewing machines.

ABSTRACTS OF SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED.
Postage id. each extra.

16139 Snuini; macliines. J. McKenzie and R. Stewart, both of

Glasgow.—Dated October 14th, 1S89. Price Sd.

The object of this invention is to ensure the automatic stopping of

sewing machines driven through a crank or crank shaft, at the upper
centre, or a little beyond the upper dead centre when ceased to be
actuated by the depression of the foot treadle, or it might be beyond
the lower dead centre when pressed up by the treadle, and which
improvements also turn the crank and raise its connections during the

upward motion of these from the lower dead centre by the action of a

spring or springs whereby the necessity of pushing down the back arm
of the treadle with the heel is dispensed with.

17302. A Comhinca BassincUe and mail Cart. W. Powell, of 70,

Hurst Street, Birmingham.—Dated November 1st, 1889. Price lid.

Children's vehicles, commonly known as bassinettes and mail carts,

are made separate or independent articles. The object of this inven-

tion is to so construct a vehicle that it admits of being converted from
one to the other, viz., a bassinette into a mail cart and vice versa.

17571. Button-hole Sewing Machines. John Redman, Jonathan
Redman, and R. Redman, of Hebden Bridge.—Yorkshire, dated
November 5th, 1889. Price 6d.

Relates to the application of attachments to any suitable tailor's

button-hole sewing machine, by which the tacking off by hand is

dispensed with, the button holes being finished or tacked off with the

machine, and any size or length can be done in the same machine.
17909. Perambulators, Children's Carts, ic. G. H. C. Hughes, of

St. Stephen's Street Works, Birmingham.—Dated Nov. 9th, 1889.
Price 8d.

Instead of bolting the springs of perambulators, &c., direct to the

axle, or to flaps or chairs bolted to the axle, sliding or adjustable
flaps or chairs are employed for supporting the springs. Each of the
said flaps or chairs consist oi a boss having a hole bored through it for

fitting and sliding on the axle bar. At its top is a crosspiece or seat

on which the end of the spring is supported and to which it is fixed.

By these means the adjusting apart of the flaps or chairs on the axle

bars is facilitated, and the ordinary bolt holes in the axle bar are

dispensed with.

18316. Break for Peramlmlators, ^c. J. R. Tozeland, of no,
Lefevre Road, North Bow.—Dated Nov. i6th, 1889. Price 6d.
A grooved friction wheel is arranged in a line with one of the

wheels, and is connected by means of a chair with a double armed
lever, the lower arm of which carries a break block. A spiral spring
is employed to keep the friction wheel against the driving wheel, and
the friction wheel is connected to a cranked lever handle, by slightly

depressing which the friction wheel is kept from contact with the
wheel of the vehicle, but on pressure being removed the friction wheel
comes against the vehicle wheel, and by this means winds up the
chain and applies the break.

18934. Adjustable Baby Chairs. J. T. Prentice, of 22, Portman
Street, Kinning Park, Renfrewshire.— Dated Nov. 26th, 1889.
Price 6d.

The object of this invention is to effect the adjustment and locking
to any desired position of baby chairs in a simpler and more efficient

manner than hitherto.

20602. Guard Stickfor Infant's Chair. C. Chipps, ofjWoodbridge,
Suffolk.—Dated Dec. 13rd, 1889. Price 6d.
The improved guard-stick is provided with a spring placed near its

tnd, and on the stick being passed through the holes in the arms of
the chair the spring prevents it being withdrawn until such spring is

pressed down by the finger.

2027. Seii'ing Needles. C. Ludwig, of Aix-la-Chapelle, Germany.
—Dated Feb. 7th, 1890. Price 6d.
To facilitate the passage of the needle through thick material

without wetting or greasing it the needle is formed, towards its point,
with a number of recesses or shoulders at suitable distances apart,
their object being to give the needle a hold in the material and
prevent it slipping back on being pushed through the same.

8538. Embroidering Machines. L. Mick, M. Kursteiner, and E.
Tanenz, of Paris.—Dated June 2nd, 1S90. Price Sd.

Relates to improvements in combined printing and embroidering
machines, such improvements mainly consisting :

—

1. In rendering the circular printing dies movable round their
centre, so that by the motion of the die, and of the design it carries, a
great niimber of highly decorative effects may be obtained by means of
one design.

2. In providing a more simple colouring or inking device, ensuring
a more even and uniform distribution of colour or ink to the printing
dies.

10246. Wax-thread Se-cving Machines. The Wardwell Sewin.'
Machine Company, of New York.—Dated July 2nd, 1S90. Price Sd*!

Relates to various improvements in wax-thread sewing machines,
which form the subject of twenty two claims, and cannot be intelli-
gibly described without the aid of drawings.

107S1. Wax-thread Semitip^ Machines, C. H. Richards, of Col-

chester.—Dated July lltli, 1890. i'rice 8d.

Consists of an improved combination for sewing with an awl, hook,

and cast off, upon the principle of the Whittcmore Wax-thread Sew-
ing Machine.

12610. Se;tiing and Quilting Machines. H. J. Iladdan facommu-
nicalion from D. II. Coles, of Brooklyn, New York, U.S.A.). Dated
August I2th, 1S90. Price Sd.

Relates to certain improvements in sewing and quilting machines, by

means of which neat and accurate work can be obtained. One of tha

improvements consists in combining with stitch-forming mechanism
two presser plates, each movable towards and from the other, for

clamping the material, means for simultaneously moving the pre.-scr

plates away from each other and also towards each other, and an inter,

mittont feed for feeding the material between the two presser plates.

UNITED STATES PATENTS.
Issued and Dated Sei'Temiier 9TH, 1890.

435924. P. Diehl and W. Brandt, Elizabeth, N.J. Shuttle for

sewing machines.

436002. F. Kern, Newark, N.J. Bobbin retaining device for

sewing machines.

436010. H. S. Townsend and G. A. Schneebeli, Eliiabeth, Pa.

Stoppihg mechanism for knitting machines.

436026. W. C. Trask, Memphis, Tenn. Attachment for sewing

machines for sewing loops to fabrics.

436053. W. F. Dial, Bridgeport, Conn. Feeding raechanism for

sewing machines.

436054. W. F. Dial and F. W. Ostrom, Bridgeport, Conn. Feeding

mechanism for sewing machines.

436321. J. D. Stirckler, Boston, Mass. Machine for sewing on

buttons.
Issued and Dated September i6th. 1890.

436486. E. Murphy, New York, N.Y. Slack tread controlling

device for sewing machines.

436508. J. C. Touchstone and J. M. Worthington, Lovelady, Tex.

Quilting frame for sewing machines.

Issued and Dated September 23RD, 1890.

436837. L. A. Miller, Portage, sewin^' machine shuttle.

4369S2. H. M. Lecture, Milwaukee, Wis-, yielding cam stop for

straight knitting machines.

436996. J. Power, Philadelphia, Pa., thread guide for knitting

machines.

437023. P. Diehl, Elizabeth, N J., shuttle and shuttle-carrier for

sewing machines.

437083. W. E. Bennett, Boston, Mass., looping device, for sewing

machines.

437142. N. H. Bruce, Waterford, N.Y., machine for sewmg looped

fabrics.

437145. E. H. Craige, Brooklyn, N.Y., sewing machine cover.

Issued and Dated September 30TH, 1890.

437430- G. H. Fountain, Plainfield, N.J., thread -tension device for

sewing machines.

437439. H. Lefeber, Philadelphia, Pa., quilting machine.

Issued and Dated October 7TI1, 1S90.

4377S4. G. Meischner, Freiburg, Germany, feeding device for

sewing machines.

437S16. A. H. Kinder, Boston, Mass., branding device for sewing

machines.

437934. A. W. Ham, Lansingburg, N.Y., button setting machine.

437944. E. Stein, Berlin, Germany, needle clamp for sewing

machines.

43^074. H. Gansert, New York, N.Y ., sewing macnine.

438110. J. P. Lavigne, New Haven, Conn-, button sewing

machine.

The Development of the Sewing
Machine.

By E. Ward.

[Contintied from our October Number.)

/f^N the 3rd of January, 1854, Julian Bernard, Esq.,

%J^ obtained a patent, covering, amongst other things,

the employment of sewing machines for sewing the

uppers or fronts to the soles or bottoms of boots and

shoes This invention relates more to the construction

of the part of machine that holds the shuttle or filling

thread ;
a curved shuttle is used, instead of the straight

form usually employed.

Mr. Elmer Townsend obtained a patent, on the loth

of January, 1854, for certain improvements relating to

machinery for producing the chain-stitch. For this

purpose a notched needle and thread carrier was pro-

posed to be used. The needle being supplied with

thread forces a loop down through the material and

leaves it ; a hook fixed on the end of a revolving shaft

then seizes the loop and brings it into a position for the

needle to pass through it on its next descending, and

thus interloops the thread. Means somewhat after the

fashion of a ciamp are employed for holding the material

in such a manner as to admit of it being removed later-

ally as well as longitudinally beneath the needle.
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Mr. Greensiiield took out a patent on the iSth of

January, 1854, for an improved machine. Amongst other

matter, reference is made in the specification to a sewing
machine. Its use is for the purpose of working up orna-

mental parti-coloured chenile.

Mr. Nehemiah Hunt obtained a patent on the 19th of

January, 1854, for improvements relating to the needle

and shuttle machine, and which improvements consist in

imparting a slight backward movement and a pause or

dwell to the shuttle driver after each forward movement,
the object being to open the space between the heel of

the shuttle and the end of its dri-.x-r, so as to facilitate

the passage of the needle loop off the heel of the shuttle.

Mr. Hunt also refers to an improved mode of operating
the break or clamp by which the feeding wheel is

actuated.

Mr. Edward Howard and David Porter Davis obtained
a patent, dated the 3rd of February, 1854, for improve-
ments in machinery calculated to produce back stitch

sewing, or the ordinary " running stitch," by means of

two straight needles, which pass through the fabric in

opposite directions alternately, and are supplied with
short pieces of thread. In carrying out these improve-
ments the inventor and communicator, Mr. Roper, uses

a groove, tube, or thread passage in combination with a

hooked needle made to draw the thread into such passage,

the object being to keep the thread from springing back

and becoming entangled.

Another part of the invention consists in making the

shanks of the needle tubular, and causing the closing slide

to work therein. Each machine is provided with two
such hooked needles, and each needle is combined with

the two thread carriers for binding the thread in two
directions, and across the needle and into the opening
hook of the same. A set of lips or nippers are combined
with the thread binders or carriers for the purpose of

seizing the thread during the formation of each stitch,

and drawing the same closely into the material. Another
feature of this invention is the combining of a stationary

knife with the cloth presser and feeding apparatus to

separate the length of thread employed in sewing from
the roll of thread on the spool or bobbin.

{To he conttmied.)

For a long time past American tradesmen have sent

out small boys armed with rubber stamps, with which to

print on all available spaces advertisements of their firms'

wares. This system has been adopted by several London
firms, but is attended with some risks of an order some-
what painful to said small boys.

GOAT SKIN RUGS FOR BASSINETTES, &c.,

From 18s. per dozen.

Send 2l8. for assorted dozen, three different sizes.

"WHOLKSALK ONLY.

HANDEL WHEATLEY, EVESHAM-

mPOR BROS. &
MANUFACTUKERS OF

CYCLE FITTIN6S
ACCESSORIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

SPECIALITIES:—

CUSHION RIMS

CHAIN WHEELS

CHAIN

BRACKETS

HUBS

PEDALS

CUSHION TYRES

STEEL TUBES

STEEL STAMPINGS

LUBRICATORS

LAMPS

SUNDRIES

ADDRESS-

72 & 74, LOZELLS ROAD,

BIRMINGHAM.

THE

alesoinPemyipKamageCoit
HALESOWEN, near BIRMINGHAM.

Best ZXew^e
FOR

£^ BASSINETTES, <^

MAIL CARTS,
TOYS,

INVALID CARRIAGES,
&.C., &.C.

All the Latest Designs and

Novelties.
The " COME T " Landau. The -PLANET" Landou.
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IIsTE-
I SII^l^NT

ilMFl. "ERONQi
The Eclipse Hand Machine is the BEST and CHEAPEST in the Trade.

It pays AGENTS and SHIPPERS much better to handle this machine in

preference to any other, and no dealer's stock is complete without it

Once tried always bought

SHIPPERS specially invited to write for sample Machine and terms.

Manufacturers and patentees of the ''ECLIPSE" MEDIUM FAMILY
OSCILLATOR AND FAMILY HAND SEWING MACHINES.

THE "ECLIPSE" KNITTING MACHINE. The QUICKEST and BEST
Machine in existence for MANUFACTURING AND DOMESTIC USE.

SIMPLE IN CONSTRUCTION. EASY TO LEARN and LIGHT RUNNING.

Send for Illustrated Lists and Wholesale Terms to tlie

Sole 'MLSLin.x\£sict\jiTCGY}s

:

(LAT SHEPHERD, ROTHWELL, & HOUGH).
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VARLEY & WOLFENDEN
- KEIGHLEY, ENGLAND,

SOLE
MANUFACTURERS

OF THE

CYCLOPS

Lockstitch

SewingMachines
FOR

Domestic

and Manujacttiring

Purposes

Also Manufacturers
of Wringing and
Mangling Maohinea.

Thfse Afcu/iines are

made from the Best
Materials, arid cannot
be surpassed tor excel-

lency of finish and
durability.

SmPPINO ORDERS
EXECUTED ON THE
SHORTEST NOTICE.

N2Q0835 Jil N!E0286

Ihe'^ATLliyEDSTEIlD^Co.

BILSTON.
EVERY SEWING MACHINE DEALEti

SHOULD SELL BEDSTEADS.
Many DO NOT because of the ROOAi: tbev

take up, BEDSTEADS can now be sold bV
Sewing Machine Dealers from DRAWIN'CJS
and delivered to THEIK OUSTOMERSU'
ADDRESS the NEXT DAY.
Write or wire TO-DAY for Book of STOCK

PATTERNS. ALL patterns in this book are
ACTUALLY IN STOCK, papered ready to
leave SAME DAY as wired for. Finisli'and
value guaranteed.
N.B.—EVERY Bedstead FITTED UP

WHEN FINISHED before leaving the WARE-
HOUSE.

A Large Stock of these Patterns is kept at

120, 122, CURTAIN RD., E C.
For London Trade only.

Hrftt Orders ehouUl l>e acconiimiiitd bv Heftreucts or
lienilttanee.

The "VICTOR" WRINGER is a Machine we can con-
fidently recommend. It li.\ts with ease on to a round or
square tub, and the clamp is so arranged that no matter at
what angle the side of the tub may be the Wringer, when
fi.xed, stands straight up.

TRADE PRICS.
I- in- >4i"- 15 •"• / AH with Best White Solid
13/3 14/6 16/- \ Rubber Rollers.

Cog Wheels, Sd. extra each Machine.

Tlic A.M.Co. arc the Kirgcst manufacturers of Rubber Roller Wringers
in Kurope. Makers of the " Acme." " I'resident," " Nonpareil," and

\ ictor Wringers : also Knife Cleaners and Ice Cream Freezci;.

THE ACME MACHINE CO.,
Henrietta Street, GLASGOW
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HENRY VORLEY'S
Pure White ''Scentless d Stainless'' Lubricating Oil.

For Sewing and Knitting Machines, Physical and Surgical Instruments, Guns, Clocks, Lathes, &c., &c.

BEWABE OP IMITATIONS.

flllS very beautiful oil is incapable of thickening in use or of gumming the bearings, being an " absolutely

neutral " substance, unalTected by the \\ eathei or age. It may now be obtained in bottles at all respectable

Sewing Machine and Bicycle Depots, and Who'esale at

23, SHAFTESBURY ROAD, HORN$EY_RISE, LONDON, N.

Lower Qualities of the White Oil may now be had. Also Fine Lamp for

Bicycles, and American Golden, in Casks direct from the Docks, or

packed in Cans, Drums, or Bottles Suitable to the Trade.

TO CYCLE & BASSIHETfE MANDFACTORERS & REPAIRERS.
USE ONLY

JOHNSON & CO.'S
SUPERIOR

GUTTA-PERCHA "HOLDFAST " TYRE CEMENT,
Acknowledged by many users to be the

BEST AND CHEAPEST IN THE MARKET.
Sold in Bulk, Blocks, or 6d., ^d., and 2d. Tablets Boxed.

SPECIAL CEMENT FOR BASSINETTES.

JET

ALSO

JOHNSON d CO.'S
BLACK "HAED DRYING" ENAMEL.

"OWL" BRAND.
Trade Price List and Samples on receipt of Business Card.

Note the Address—

S. IV. JOHM^SON^ & CO.,
TYRE CEMENT MANUFACTURERS, OLDHAM.

cc

A MONTHLY MAGAZINE,

PRICE id., or sent Cirriage Paid at 8d. Dozen.

Commission Agents would find no difficulty in selling a few dozen
every month.

" HOPE " 13 an interesting paper for Young Folks.

Prizes for Children monthly. No entrance fee

HOPE " is published by J. N. Masters, the maker of the Veracity
Watch.

Many Agents who sell " HOPE" seouce orders for J. N. Mastsrs's
watches and jewellery. A liberal commission allowed.

CATALOGUE OF WATCHES, &o., ON APPLICATION TO

J. N. MASTERS, JEWELLER, HOPE HOUSE, RYE.

TO INVENTORS.

General Patent Office. Established 1830.

G. F» REDPERN & CO.
4, SOUTH STREET, FINSBURY,

LONDON
PllOVISIONAL PROTECTION for 9 months under the

new Act, 3C3 3s. ; to complete the Patent for 4 years,

£7 7s. French Patent, including first year's tax, ^S ;

Belgian Patent, ^4; Imperial German Patent, ^10 10s.:

United States Patent, including all expenses for the whole
term, £17 los. Circular of information as to the mode of
proceeding in applying for Letters Patent, cost of European
Patents generally, and also of Colonial Patents, forwarded
upon application. Trade Marks and Designs registered in

England and Abroad. [Telephone No. 169.

Registered Telegraphic Address :
—" INVENTION, London."

HIRE AGREEMENT FORMS,

The best form compiled, used by most of the trade.

Price 6d. per dozen, 3/9 per 100.

HIRE INSTALMENT CARDS.
Strongly bound instalment cards with the hlra

terms at the back. Price 1 /- per dozen, 7 6 per 100.

Dealer's name ajid address printed if required

Sewell & Co., 28, Paternoster Row,london, E.C.

FBOM 20/- SPBJECT.

G. R. I>R1CE,
PATENTEE AND MANUFACTURER OF

PERAMBULATORS,
Bassinettes.InvalidCarriages, &c,

187 & 188, GOOCH ST.,

BIRMINGHAM.
G. R. P. has had over 20 years'

practical experience in the manu-
ture of Perambulators,

If you do not obtain the

"Gazette" regularly and punc-

tually through the Newsagent,
kindly write to the Publishers,

whowill inquire into the matter.
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Grimme, Natalis & Co.,
BRUNSWICK, GERMANY.

'Jim

mjfipAii^i''V'^''l'

Representative-CHAS. BRADBURY,
249a, high HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

THE BEST RUBBER WRINGERS
NOW IN THE MARKET

ARE THOSE MADE BY

The Cherry Tree Machine Co.,

TBEY WILL LICK

ALL IN

CREATION,

AND PRICES ARE

AS LOW AS ANY OTHER

STRONG FRAMES.

BEST RUBBER.

METAL BEARINGS.

TURNED AND FITTED.

ONCE TRIED

..THe Express.-.
™AYS USED.

REPRESENTATIVE FOR LONDON AND THE SOUTH—

I. J. JOHNS, 59 HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, LC.
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Pp_AFF ^iwiif Hill?!
The most reliable Family and Tailoring

Machines; are unequalled by any Machine
for their quality^ exquisite workmanship, and

appearance.

All the Impor-

tant parts ex-

posed to

friction are

forged of the

best quality

steel.

Perfectly

Noiseless

Motion,

and numerous

other

Improvements.

The Pfaff " B " Perfect Sewing Machine.

MUFACTURED BY G. M. PFAFF, Kalsersliutem, GERMANY,
Telegraphic Address : M. PFAFF.

QUOTATIONS AND TERMS ON APPLICATION.

THE "BRANSTON JJ

afi ^ € <aO'»s

LIMITED.

PATENTEES AND MAKERS OF

THE OEY TWO-REEL SEWING MACHINE
Making a perfect lock-stitch direct from two ordinary reels of cotton

without a shuttle or take up. Rotary movement throughout.

Simple, Light running, and Noiseless, and with fewer parts than any

other Lock-stitch Machine.

Address—

Printed aad Fublfshed by Skwell & Co., St. Paul's Buildings, Paternoster Row, E.C., tc which address
all eommunications should be sent.
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SEWi|^Q,WAsHiNq'^iBffiES)°&K[yliTTi|^iQ, Machines

CHildreNs Cark'aqes,

aNd allkiNdsof <

omestic appliances

Vol. XYIII., No 2M. DECEMBER 1st, 1830. Monthly, Price 4d.
Post Free. 3s. 61. par anaun.
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SIMMONS & CO.,
LATEST NOVELTY.

PERiLlVTBULATOR CART.
1 Warm and Snug for Winter. I 3. Mounts Kerbstones readily.
2. Very Light to Push.

| 4 Very Safe. Strong, and Handsome

Export Perambulator Works,

TANNER ST., S.E., near London Bridge Stalion.
'
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THE

WHITE
Are Light Ranning, Noiseless, & Durable, & Warranted for 5 Years.

o^vEi?. 800,000
WUITF MACHINES
II ill 1 JJ NOW IN USE.

See a WHITE before purchasing any other.

DAILY SALES EXCEED 1,000 MACHINES.

NO OTHER MACHINE CAN BOAST OF SUCH A RECORD.

GOILrI> IVTEOAIL. awarded atI>AMS EX:m:IBITION,X889.
MACHINES TO WORK BY HAND OR TREADLE OR BOTH COMBINED.

THE

WHITE
SEWING

MACHINES
ARE

SUITABLE FOR ALL CLASSES OF WORK

LIGHT OR HEAVY.

IVI[a,nufa,ctox*y

—

CLEVELAND,
OHIO, U.S.A

EASY PAYMENTS ARRANGED TO SUIT INTENDING PURCHASERS.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

I

Uew Rotary Shuttle Machine, Price. £9 Os- Od

MACHINES FOR DRESSMAKERS,
TAILORS, UPHOLSTERERS,

CORSET MAKERS,
AND EVERY VARIETY OF WORK.

SAMPLES OF WORK
AND PRICE LISTS

SENT POST FREE
UPON APPLICATION.

White SewingMacMneCo.,

48, mmta viaduct,

LONDON, ENGLAND
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HARROPS
fiASSII[TTES

MADE SPECIALLY FOR THE ''HIRE TRADE.
n

WRITE FOR NEW LIST.
Sells

at

Sight.

Greatest

Success

of

the

Season.

MADE WITHOUT SMALL WHEELS IP EEQUIEED.

THE "ASH' CART. "FLYING DUTCHMAN ' GAR

Beg. No. 103030.

Patent No. 6303.

THE GfiEATEST SHOW OF

WHEELS AND RUBBERS
MANUFACTURHD.
Sold in Sets or

/"•^^r^ Separate;.

I
Prices on

4\J Ai'l'LICA-

TIO.\,

Chief Office and Wholesale Warehouse
(LARGE sh:oiaz^room:s),

55. TIB STREET, MANCHESTER.
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BIESOLT & LOCKE,
MEISSEN (SAXONY),

(ESTABLISHED 1800)
'

Se\^^ililg MaeMne Maiimfactuireirs,
THE "CINDERELLA."

Perfected Automatic Hand and Treadle Sewing
Machines for Domestic and Trade use. 12 patented
improvements. Working parts finest tempered
steel. Undoubtedly the best Machine in the market.
Silent, uniform, rapid, easy moYement.

4,

gtygcirtlit^j-SACK MACHINFS,
Wholesale Agents:

E. ZELGER & CO.,
GO T^T^ EN ILiiLMS, X.0:N^I30N,

AGENTS WANTED.
E.G.

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATEHT.

E. WARD & CO. S
Compound Arm and Platform Domestic Lock-

stitch Shuttle

SEWING MACHINES
Is a FAMILY HAND SEWING MACHINE worked with a
straight needle and shuttle, making the LOCKSTITCH both
sidesalike. Combining both the Arm—so essential to many of
the wants of family sewing, such as putting in sleeves, sewing
round the arms of dresses, and such work so difficult to be done
with any other hand machine, and the Platform for plain
sewing, quilting, &c. The plate which constitutes the platform
is part of the base ; when required it is raised to its place by a
simple mechanical contri\-ance, and there secured by a projection
which passes into a hole in the arm. The Machine is self-

threading throughout with self-threading Shuttle.
Encouraged by the unparalleled success which has attended

this Machine, and the satisfactorj- manner in which it is spoken
of by all who have tried it, the PATENTEE HAS MADE
FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS secured by new Patents, and
trusts that it will now be found the Most Perfect, Slmplei
and Saleable Machine in the Market.

Px.aTFORM Up.
(Next Month th p^^tform will be shown down.)

Tthphone No. 4667. Telegrams,*' CTOi'od, London.

GROVER & WOOD,
AMERICAN ORGAN AND HARMONIUM

MANUFACTURERS,
62. GLENGALL ROAD, OLD KENT ROAD,

LONDON, S.E.

First-Class Quality. Low Prices. Latest Lnprovcmcnts .

9W WEITE FOR IfEW IliLUSTRATBD LIST.

Patentee and Sole Hannfactuiers :C \MATtI> <& CO.,
9, WELLS STREET, OXFORD STREET,^ LONDON, W.

ESTABLISHED 1851.

BIEKBECK BANK.—Siiuthampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.—Three per
cent. Interesjt allowed on Deposit-3, repayable on demand.

Tsvo per cent. Interest on Current Accounts calculated on the minimam
monthly balances, when not drawn below £100.

The Bank undertakes for its Customers, free otcharge, the custody of Deeds,
Writings.and otherSecurities and Valuables,thecoUection of Bills of Exchange,
Dividends, and Coupons; and the purchase and sale of Stocks, Shares, and
Annuities. Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued.

The Birkbeok Almanack, with full particulars, post free, on application.
FiiASCIS SATENSCEOFT, Manager.

The Birkbeck Building Society's Annual Receipts exceed Five Millions.

SOW TO PURCHASE A HOUSE FOB rWO GUINEAS PER IIOSTH, ivith

immediate Possession and no Kent to pay. Apply at the Office of the

Birkbeck Bullmxo Socieiy, 29. Southampton Buildings. Chancery Lane,

now TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF LABD FOR FITE SHILLINGS PER
n MONTH, with immediate possession, either for Building or Gardening

purposes. Apply at the Office of the BiBKBtCK I'keehold Lam) Socibty, as

above. , ,, ... ,. ...

The Birkbeck Almanack, wjth full particulars, on appUcation,^
FEANCIB EAVEHSCEOFT, Manager.
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NO COMPLICATED COGS, CAMS, OR ELABORATE

MECHANISM.

SIMPLICITY WITH EFFICIENCY.

DURABILITY WITH SPEED.

THE BEST FOR THE AGENT.

THE BEST FOR THE MERCHANT.

THE BEST FOR THE MANUFACTURER.

MOST LIBERAL TERMS TO AGENTS.

Awarded the Highest Honours at all the

Great Exhibitions.

13 GOLD MEDALS SINCE 1879.

BRADBURY'S DOLL CARRIAGES
Are l)eantiful " models in miniature " of their Bassinettes, and are made from precisely

the same materials, and have had the same care and attention bestowed on their

manufacture as the most expensively finished Bassinette. They are strongly and elegantly

made, having brass fittings, bicycle wheels with rubber tyres, china handles, good springs,

brass-jointed hoods, are splendidly upholstered in best quality American leather, and

finished in a most superior manner.

Bradbury s No 5'.. Bradbury"9 No. 55. Bradbury's No. 54.

Wicker l!o<ly,

wiih eiilier Fixel or

Keversible Hood.

The Popular Rustic Body,
wilh cilher Hxcd or Reversible Hood.

Superior Woodenelto, wilh cilher fised or
Kever.sihle Hood,

tlccc rated in various designs and colouis

LIBERAL TERMS TO SHIPPERS AND AGENTS.

BRADBURY & CO., Limited, Wellington Works, OLDHAM.
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THE IMPROVED
a
Bonnaz" Universal Crank Embroiderinpacliine

New,

Simple,

Reliable.

Made in

Six Styles

according

to

repirements.

Pot TAMBOURING. BRAIDING, CORDING, or FANCY LINING the Best Machine in the Market.

Manufactured by LINTZ & ECKHAEDT, BERLIN.

Sole Agent, C. LOHMANN, 22, Jewin Street, London, E.G .

THE ORIGINAL "ELSA."

"ELSA. ELSA.
jj

N OTI.CE,—Tiiis sri.ac5liixs.e is rBrs.ai5.u:ifactii3?ed. toy
Kaacii <sSs M^lie, Bj^un-s^siricli:.

SOLE LEGITIMATE AGEHT FOR THE UNITED KINODQM AND COLONIES

C. LOHMANN, 22, Jewin Street, London, E.G.
Do not buy second hand, but apply to the SOLE AGENTS.
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E. WARD & CO.,
Cycle Engineers,

Are prepared to build Cycles for Gentlemen to any design and
weight required.

ENAMELLING IN VARIOUS COLOURS.
EEPAIRS FOR THE TRADE.

Wheels Made, Frames Brnzecl, Hardening, Screwciitting.

Balls, Bells, Lamps, Saddles, Sundries, at manufacturers'
prices.

9, WELLS ST., OXFORD ST., W.

ESTABLISHED 1860-

BESr MATERIULS ONLY USED.

TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
Important Rise ia Prices of Sewing Machines.

Wo beg to inform our customers and all those engaged in the
Sewing Macliine Trado that Jlessrs. Junker & Kuh, of Karlsruhe,
are still selling their well-known Machines at old prices. lUus-
t ated Li«t3 forwarded upon application with business card to

AD. JIIJBS Sc CO.,
45, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON,

Importers of Gold and Silver Watches, Clocks, Vienna
Regulators, and all kinds of Gold and Silver Jewellery,

|

at Lowest Wholesale Prices, '

'^-.— ^ Fs Long.—
OOLt'S SWING COT

LAWRIE & BISHOP,
Wire "Workers and Makers of every description of Fancy Bird

Cage B.

55, 56, and 57. BRADFORD STREET, B£RMINGHA5I.

Thousands ahe being Sold.

G. H. WELLS,
MANUFACTURER,

151 & 153,

BISJiOP ST. SODTJi
BIRMINGHAM.

Bissinoctea from 18s* ESTABLISHED 186 2.

KOCH'S NEW CIRCULAR ELASTIC MACHINE.
THE BEST BOOT REPAIRING IVIACHINE.

Maaufactured by the

Bielefeld Sewing Machine Manufacturing Co.
H. KOCH & CO.

Ho Shuttle I .r

Carrier.
No Cogs.

The length <if aim uf the above machine is 10 in. ; ilie head ia the smallest hitherto produced, being smaller than

a sixpenny piece, thus eiiiblius repairs of the smallest shoes to be done. The stitch is beautiful and uniform, feeding on or from

the cylinder in any direction ; this is a great .idvantiige nut possessed by any other Elastic machine of older construction. The

shuttledoes not wear out as it lies immovably in the cylinder ; this is also a great feature, as other Elastic machines are subject

to great wear and tear of shuttle.^, shuttle drivers and cogi", causing frequent repairs.

SOLE 'wholesale AGENT—

C. LOHMANN, 22, Jewin Street, London, E.G.
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KIMBALL & MORTON, Limited
(ESTABLISHED 1867), ^

SEWING MACHINE MANUFACTURERS,

BP^HWEJLI. QIMOIJS, GI.ASGOW.
Branches— 52, Reform St., DUNDEE, and 11a, Norfolk St., Pall Mall, MANCHESTER.

THE =1^

STEEL

U inch X n inch
rr-^T«4iii^ii-,

15 inch X 2 inch. ^i.„ h r
/^-^w^'

16 inch X 2 inch. '^^^

THE
'

' MEDIUK!."

SAIL
TARPAULIN

FAMILY
(TREADLE)

AND

MORTON
(HAND;

MACHINES.

? Gathering
i

' Machines.

No 2

Manufacturing:

Machines

FOUR

VARIETIES.
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THE ORIGINAL 'ARMADA .'

WITH NEW FANCY COVER.

.JCT

fUSSE.JtiHMIB

Sole Wholesale A^ent -.

22, JEWIN STREET, LONDON, E.G.

G. STIBBE. 25, JAMAICA ST., GLASGOW,
SOLE WHOLESALE DEPOT FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM AND FOR EXPORT.

THE DUBIED PATENT
KNITTING MACHINES

roil HAND AXl) POWEIl,

Manufactured Under Royal Letters Patent.

IN RESPONSF, TO THE FREQUENT F.N-

QUIKIES FOR A STOCKING MACHINE OF

L^SS COSTLY CONSTRUCTION THAN THE
KEGUIAR DUP.'EI) TYP'' . I HAVE PLEA -

SURE N .W l~ OFKERING
'

tin; nkw

'LETTER H'

KNITTING MACHINE

=1 und 101 in. needle

b(<l< and lam G t > 10

Di edits |)cr in.

THE

THE
BEST
VA LUE

IN

THE MARKET
IN

2, 3, 4 & 5 I>LY FINGERINGS AND

SOFT SPUN VEST WOOLS FOR MACHINE KNITTING.

THE KEW KO. 1 QUAL JY.

A Sofc Spun Fingering

making the Best leading line in Socks in the Market.

BERLIN WOOLS. FANCY SHAWL WOOL^ .':
.

Eiiormous Stock .n all Qualities.

— IrtTrite for» Saxxiples. —
. MKS.'^nS. F.DWAIili DUBIKD it CO.. irhose «<;mc .s a io,uhcr for UuaUhl

lur..„.jiiout Ih: II.-:,: -ri, 'I rt I ..i Ih- II'..W7, anl vh-s.- Machines obi.v.nc.! the IIIOIIKST AWABD qUxn at Ou-I*AMS EXHIBITION 1889, theONLY GOLO IVIEDAL.

WITH P.\TENT lUUsll l.ATCH Ol'RNKRS
,

COLINI'KR, DliDP-AcriON A K.\iJ:<l X J-MOi'tO^

Thcsi' Mn-hifh's m; iiutI" litj m;i Miniiif,icluri-i
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READY, JANUARY 1st, i89i.

THE

^^

H -A. ]vn INCoc k:

THE BABY CARRIAGE
FOR

1891

Comfortable, Luxurious and Safe " Swing Cot."

STAR MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

r GOODINGE RD., YORK RD.,
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DIPLOMA OF HONOUR (Highest Possible Award), EDINBURGH EXHIBITION, 1890.

SINGER MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

A VARIETY OF NEW MACHINES,
NEW AND ELEGANT CABINET WORK,

NEW ATTACHMENTS
Their New Machines for Family Use include every Principle which has

ever Succeeded, and in BEAUTY, LIGHT-RUNNING, SILENCE, and all

Modern Improvements and Selling Points,

THEY DEFY COMPETITION!
"f^nM ^wmr « imw

In all the Latest Forms and in the Best Woods challenges comparison

with any Art Furniture in Style, Reliability, and Beauty of Finish,

THE SINGER MANUFACTURING COMPAM.
(Formerly I. M. SINGEB & CO.).

^'''^ T' •

-

Management for the United Kingdom: 39 FOSTER LANE, CHEAPSIDE, LONCXDN, E.C.

And 497 Branches throughout Great Britain and Ireland.

Selling Machjji,- Ga'cllc Office, 2S, r.iternoster Row, London, E.G.

RATE.-id. per Word ; Minimum, 6d.

J DANIEL, Jun. (of J, Daniel & Sons), Battersca, is

• OPEX to an ENGAGEMENT. Well versed in every detail

of the sewing machine and geneml easy-term trade. Could run
branch m town or country.—S, Lamljourn Road, Claphain, S.W.

/^ILS.—Our Cash Prices, with special diss, for Sewing
^^ Machine Oils are: 2 oz. 14s., 3 02. i6s., 4 oz. iSs. per gross,

in panelled bottles. Oil guaranteed the best, or oils matched.

—

Address " The Manager," Lady'Uridge Oil Works, 54, Spring Street,

HuU.

CEWING MACHINE AND CYCLE BUSINESS
KOR SALE in a populous London district ; old-established

;

good repairing tr.id;. Low rent. Tools and slock on valuation.

—

" Business," care of Scu'ing Muchine Gazette, 28, raternostcr Row,
London.

NEEDLES.—Singer's Family and Medium 2s. 3d jx-r
frrnsc. —^ Criv K- Crt _ Rnifl<» Wnrt-i. Alri>cl/.rgross.— S. Cox & Co., Eagle Works, Alccsler

XrOR SALE, SEWING MACHINES. 43 Thomas's
-*- No. I Machines, lo Thomas's No. 2 machines, 1 E. SimmonV
Patent Buttonhole machine, (12 Wilcox and (;il)bs Chain .Siiich .Ma-
chines and 44 machine sir.nds, formerly used in a Collar Manufactory

:

lobe sold at a very low price ; an offtr for the lot wanted.- Warren iV

Sons, Chard, Somcrsel.

/^IL—The best value in the market is our 4 oz. bottle
^^ 24s. gross. (Sample carriage juid for 6d.). No travellers to pay,
no credit given, hence this very low price for a very superior oil F
W. DRAKE, Oil Importer, Ilfracombc.

pOMMISSION WANTED in PRAMS, Wringers
^^ Mangles, or other kindred trade by a firm covering West of
Kngbnd.—"West." Sei.'iir:; Machine Gnzefit Office.

The Hire-Purchase System.

Selling a Hired Machine.

In the Dundee Sheriff Court, on the 30th October—Sheriff

Campbell Smith on the bench—the Singer Manufacturing Company
sued James P. Casey, broker, Scouringburn, for delivery of a sewing
machine which had been sold to the defender by a man named James
Eerguson, or alternatively for the value of the machine—;^S 15s. It

appeared that Ferguson took the machine to the defender and pledged
it for los. Ferguson and his wife stated that tlie machine was given
to the broker on the understanding they were to get possession of it

.again in a fortnight, when they would be able to repay the los.

On the other hand the defender stated that the machine had been
absolutely sold to him, and that no bargain was made to its re-delivery.

Mr. Nixon, solicitor, for the defender, contended that his client had
acted in good faith, and having sold the machine w.as not bound to

deliver it to the .Singer Sewing Machine Company.
Mr. Kilgour, solicitor, who appeared on behalf of the pursuers, held

thai even as^uming defender had acted in good faith, the Feigusons
having no right of property in the machine, were bound to deliver it

to the company.
The .Sheriff said it was settled in law that sewing machines given

out on Ihe hire system continued the property of the sewing machine
company until all the instalments were paid. Whether the Fergusons
sold it out and out, as the defender said they did, or whether they
handed it over as a sort of security for the los. did not matter ; they
did what they h.ad no right to do. Their action amounted 10 fraud,

and neatly approached ihi-ft, although the Fergusons in their ignorance
might not have known that The ni.achine was pledged with the
defender for los., which his Lordship could not help thinking wis a
suspiciously small price. All iuokers were sufficiently voracious for

bargains, ami did not consider the risk they ran in getting them. He
thought Casey W.1S responsible to some extent for the legal wrong done
to ihe sewing machine company, and in these circumstances he would
continue Ihe case for four weeks to allow defender to trace the where-
al louts of the machine.

Till-. Prosecuhon i-or Ii.lfgal Seizure.
At tl-.e London County Sessions, on the 19th November, I)efore Sir

P. li. Edlin, Chairman, (J.C, Charles Henry W.idham, a6,
solicitor ; Freilerick Robert ILaines, 29, labourer ; tiarrelt llarvcy, 22.
analyst ; and George Weaver, 25, labourer, were indicted for stealing

a brooch, a quantity of Imoks and other articles, v.-Uue /'400. and j^i4,

the goods and money of Eliz.abeth Constance Rayward ; and a gun
and other articles, value £\<x>, the goods of Warden Rayw.ard.
Wadham w.as also indicted for inciting the others lo steal.—Mr. C. F.
Gill prosecuted : Mr. Murphy, Q.C., and Mr. Banks defended Wad-
ham ; and Mr. Hume Williams, Haines.— Mr. Gill, in opening the case
for the prosecution, said that, believing Harvey to be the dupe of
Wadham, he did not propose to offer any evidence against him, and a
verdict of Not tbiiliv \vn< then-fore rcoordo<l. Farlv in this vc.ir Mr^.
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Kaywaril rc(iiiirc(l £30, she ihcn licin^; about to take the Crapes

Kcstaiiranl, near Rcjjent Street. The money was procured from a Mr.

Siunilers, a money lender, he buyinp licr furnilurc and letting; it to her

on the hire system. The necessary luf;al documents were hrouRht to

her by a man named Killy, who was a clerk in the .service of Wiulham,

the consideration beinj; for ^^55, Init only £30 was received, thouph

the lolal was lo be lepaid at the rate of /^l ]ier week. The Kaywards
pave up the fJrapes, ami went lo reside in Oxberry Avcn\ie, at which

lime all llie instalments due had been pnid up. This was at the end
of Atipust, and then, when they were absent from home, Ilarvey and
Haines, who was employed as a porter in the same service, with the

aid of Weaver, entered the house of the prosecutrix, stripped it of the

furniture, together with all articles of personal clothing, drank the

wines and spirits, smoked cigars, and even threw them out of the

windows to the people in the street. Weaver took articles away on his

own account, and was stopped when endeavouring to carry off some
poods which belonged to other persons residing in the house ; and
Hainec was seen secreting silk handkerchiefs and other articles up his

coat sleeves. Some of the goods were traced to an auctioneer of the

name of Medina, who gave all the information he could to the police.

Others were taken to a store under a railway arch, and some of the

articles were found at the private house of Wadham, The cue was
given by Weaver, who was arrested for theft in the house at Oxberry
Avenue by Sergeant Drew, who subsequently arrested the other

prisoners.

The prosecutrix was called, and confirmed the opening
statement of counsel. She also said when W.adham was on bail he
went to her house, and said he came for the purpose of apologising

for the treatment she had been subjected to. She replied that it was
rather late to do that, and he then went on to suggest that if the pro-

secution was proceeded with he would be a ruined man, and that his

friends would be willing to pay ;^IC0 if it was stopped, and in such a
case she would have her things back.

In the course of cross-examination, prosecutrix said her husband
had borrowed money before, but she could not say he had been sued
for its recovery. She had agreed to pay ^300 as her share for the
Grapes ; but was only in that house one day, the money not being
forthcoming, as her husband had invested it in a brewery.
Warden Rayward, husband of the last witness, said, exclusive of

the property mentioned in the schedule of his wife's clothing, there
was property of his own, valued at about ;f8o, taken away from
Oxberry Avenue

H. M. Gould, manager ^o Mr. Medina, auctioneer, Walham Green,
said Harvey spoke to him with respect to the goods being sent to his

employer's saleroom. Subsequently, witness had a conversation with
Wadham, when the latter was out on bail, in the course of which he
stated that Harvey was not his clerk, but a young friend in whom he
was interested. He then said, " I do not suggest anything ; but if you
have only one list of the things, you know a list can be lost." Mr.
Mediral who was present, said he could not do anything of the kind
hinted by the prisoner.

At this stage of the proceedings the trial was adjourned.
On the 2lst ult. the case again came before the Court.
The first witness called was Miss Osey, sister of the landlady of 46,

Oxberry Avenue, who deposed to three men drinking in the house,
and the general wreck of Raywood's property.

Police- constable Murphy deposed to Weaver being given into
custody for stealing some dresses, which he said had been taken by a
rag and bone merchant ; but he was not going to round on anybody.
On him was found a string of pearls, some cartridges, and. a„pot of
marmalade, all of which he said had been given him by his employer.

Police-Constable Payne said he was called to Oxberry Avenue, and
saw Harvey and Haines, who said they were employed by Mr.
Wadham, and were only going to take furniture. Subsequently he
saw Haines very drunk, and champagne bottles were lying scattered
about.

William Pearce, a foreman watchman, said he saw Weaver slinging
cigars from out of his coat-pocket into the roadway, and they were
picked up by a number of men who were repairing the roadway, they
getting about half a dozen each.

Detective-sergeant Drew, S Division, deposed to arresting Harvey,
and afterwards Wadham, and to searching the latter person's house,
where certain articles, the property of the Raywoods, was found. On
the 8th of October he questioned Haines concerning the removal of
some boxes from Harvey's house, but got no satisfactory answer, and
on taking him into custody he said it was a dirty job from beginning
to end, adding, " I only acted as Wadham's servant, and I wish to God
I never had seen him."
The Prisoner Weaver, in defence, said he merely obeyed the instruc-

tions of those who employed him. When they were wrecking the
house, Haines told him he was the master there, and said he was an
officer in the army, and was shortly going abroad. Haines found a
levolver, and said to the prisoner, "'This is a nice thing to protect
oneself with, ain't it ? You had better take it, as he is a desperate
rhaiacter.'' When they got half-way through their work, Haines gave
1 im some frocks, and said, "You had better take them for your p.iy,
or else you won't get a penny from the fool downstairs," meaning
Harvey. It was true he had some cigars and drinks, but the liquor
they gave him was, he believed, a mixture of furniture polish and
methylated spirit.

Mr. Gill commented strongly on the absence of the money-lender
Saunders, and the refusal of the defence to call Kelly, who, acting as
Wadham's clerk, had witnessed the agreement, and introduced
Saunders upon the scene.

The trial was again adjourned.
On the 22nd ult., Mr. iMurphy, in addressing the Jury, submitted

that the evidence of Harvey, who was taken from the dock to the
witness-box, was utterly untrustworthy and unscrupulous. His story
of the noonday burglary was an iuvention in order to get himself out
of a scrape. Wadham was a man of unimpeachable character, and the
only instruction he gave Harvey was to take the furniture. Any act
beyond this was solely due to the conduct of Harvey. If his client
had acted in the way described, instead of showing himself to be an

astute attorney, he had proved himself to be very foolish. The state-

ment he had made at Medina aljout destroying or losing the list wa»
not criminal, but it was foolish. True, he had brought himself within
the meshes of the Criminal Law when he offered to compromise the
civil action ; but what he did then he did openly, and in the presence
of the prosecutrix's brother. The fact was he was no match for such
a clever person as Ilarvey.

Mr. Hume Williams, on behalf of Haines, contended that it was
only after Harvey had prepared a statement in Holloway Gaol that

there was a particle of evidence against him.
Several witnesses having been called, who gave Wadham an excel-

lent character, .Sir P. H. Ediin summed up the evidence at great
length.

The Jury, after an absence of half an hour, returned into Court, and
found Wadham guilty of receiving, Haines guilty of stealing and
receiving, and Weaver guilty of stealing.

.Sir P. EdIin sentenced Weaver to six weeks' imorisonment with
hard labour, and postponed sentence on Wadham and Haines to the
next .Sessions.

A Complicated Hire Transactio.v.
At the Blackpool Police Court, last month, before J. Fish and J.

Bickerstaffe, Esqrs., William Dawson and John Porter were charged,
on remand, with stealing a couch, fender, clock, carpets, and pictures,

the property of Mrs Elizabeth Darlow, 46, Railway Terrace, South-
port, ftlr. Threlfall, of Souihport, prosecuted, Mr. Banks defended
Dawson, and Mr. T. W. Kay represented Porter. Mr. Threlfall

stated that the prosecutrix had bought a quantity of household
furniture from Mr. Cure, of 5, Derby Road, Blackpool, and these
goods were subsequently loaned to the mother -of the prisoner Daw-
son, under a hire agreement. Towards the latter end of October,
Mrs. Dawson made default in payment of the instalments, and as a
matter of fact only one sum of £4 was paid under the agreement.
A man named Cockerill was put into possession of the furniture at 5,
Derby Road, but was forcibly ejected by prisoner Dawson, assisted by
others. Cockerill later obtained possession again, but on the night of
the $th November the house was broken into by a number of roughs,
who commenced to remove the furniture. Darlow, the husband of
the prosecutrix, and who had been acting in the matter, went to the
police-station, and after procuring assistance returned to Derby
Road and found the two prisoners with a handcart, on which the
goods they were charg»d with stealing were found. Dawson did not
reply, but Porter, one of the roughs, said that the furniture had been
given to him in lieu of a day's wage. Eli Darlow gave evidence in
support of the solicitor's statement, and was then cross-examined on
the matter by Mr. Banks. The case became very complicated when
various loans, promissory notes, agreements, &c., were mentioned. In
the course of the cross-examination, Mr. Banks put in a bill of sale
which Darlow had made out, and he said that the interest to be paid
on it was 135 per cent. The same gentleman drew from Darlow the
fact that he had had money lending transactions with Mrs. Dawson,
but denied that the furniture for which he had given ^50 to Cure was
worth i^ioo. He admitted, however, that the goods in the house, 5,
Derby Road, he had since sold to Mr. R. Moore for .i£'l05, and had
withdrawn the bailiff. He declined to answer a question to the effect

that he told Mr. Banks that he had made ;f250 out of a case similar
to that—buying and selling furniture—nor would he say if he told him
that he had thirty cases at every county court about stch matters.
After more evidence had been adduced from other witnesses, Mr.
Threlfall and Mr. Dickson (magistrates' clerk) had a short consultation
and the result was that the former gentleman announced that he under-
stood that the Bench did not think, from the complicated condition in

which the affairs stood, that a common jury would convict if the
prisoners were committed for trial, and he would therefore withdraw
the case if the prisoners would admit that the case was a proper one
for investigation, which admission would cover his client from any
after proceedings. Mr. Banks and Mr. Kay made the requisite

admission on behalf of their respective clients, and the case was then
withdrawn by Mr. Threlfall.

"Put Him Oct !"

At the North London Police Court, on the 17th November, a deter-
mined looking working man came before the magistrate, and detailed

an inten-iew he had had with a broker's man. 'The applicant
said he got ^^5 worth ofgoods on the hire system, and had paid £4 15s.

On Saturday a man came to put in a distress for £1 7s. 6d., and
applicant showed him his receipts. The man would not go, and sat

on applicant's table in a defi.ant manner. He (applicant) said :
" That

table is my property ; get off, and get out." But the man said he
would not go until he had the money or the goods. " Put a hand on
the goods, ''said the applicant," and,you will never go back alive." Then
the broker's man invited the applicant to go and see his employer.
The)- rode together in the van, and the employer, whilst taking the

5s. admitted to be due, said there was another;^! 2s. 6d. owing, and
he should claim for that. Mr. Haden Corser: He must take you to

the County Court. Applicant : ^^d if he sends another man ? Mr.
Haden Corser : Put him out. Applicant (with emphasis) : I will.

—

T/u: Standard.
Application to the Police for Machine to be Restored.
At the Wisbech Petty Sessions, Last month, before the Mayor (Aid.

J. Goward), Mr. F. N. Sharpe, and Mr. J. Leach, Mr. William Bush
Cox, agent for a firm of sewing machine makers, applied to the Bench
to make an order for a sewing machine which was in the hands of the

police to be given up to him. Supt. Dockerill explained that in

December last, applicant reported to the police that a woman had
obtained a sewing machine from him by fraud, and he wished to have
her apprehended for stealing it. Inquiries were made, and the machine
was recovered, but the woman absconded, and could not be found.

Under these circumstances, the police retained possession of the

machine till the woman was discovered. Applicant, in reply

to the Bench, said the woman obtained the machine in a false

name on the hire purchase system, and not only paid nothing,

but sold the machine. The Clerk said the applicant had belter wait

till twelve months had expired, and then apply again.—Applicant
thanked the Bench and retired.
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Plfdgino a Hired Piano no Crime.
Alfred Kent, on bail, was indicted at the Norwich Sessions last

month, for obtaining by false pretences from Frederick Marsh the sum

of ,f 10, the money of the said Frederick Marsh, with intent to cheat

and defraud, at Yarmouth, on the gth of September last. Mr. Blofeld

(instructed by Messrs. Wiltshire & Son) prosecuted, and Mr. Poyser

(instructed by Messrs. Chambeslin & Leech) defended. The case for

the prosecution was that the prisoner obtained a piano in March last

of Mr. G. Sharp, Market Place, Norwich, for the sum of £2,0 on the

three-year hire system, the terms being £2 los. a quarter. The first

instalment being paid, the piano was sent to prisoner's house, " I he

City of London." The second instalment was paid, but when the time

for payment of the third came he could not pay it, but later on he

paid £1 IDS., and told Mr. Sharp that he had been out of a situation

and could not pay more, but that he was going into another house, and

would then p.ay some more money. He was continually pressed for

money without effect, and Mr. E.astick (Mr. Sharp's son-in-law) at last

insisted on having the piano back in stock. Prisoner then admitted

the piano was pledged at Marsh's. Soon after that he went to Mr.
Marsh, and asked him to take the pianoin pledge for ;flo. Mr. Marsh
went to look at the piano, and being assured by the prisoner that it

was his own, and was not hired, he lent him the money on it. No
other instalment was paid, and subsequently Mr. Sharp gave up busi-

ness, and Messrs. Howlett, of Norwich, bought his stock. Inquiries

were then made about this piano, and it was found that it was pledged
with Mr. Marsh. Communication was made with Mr. Marsh, and he
was requested to give up the piano. He at first declined to uo so,

being assured that the piano was not had on the hire system ; but,

being threatened with proceedings he gave up the piano, and then he
took proceedings against the prisoner for obtaining money from him
under false pretences. Mr. Poyser, in defence, contended that the
piano was the prisoner's own chattel, and that he had a right to pledge
it, and that Air. Marsh ought to have gone to the County Court to

recover his money. Mr. I'oyser contended that there was no fraudu-
lent intention on the part of the prisoner in pledging the piano, and he
commented on what he considered the unfair means used by Mr. Marsh
in putting the screw on to get his money by criminal proceedings. The
learned Recorder, having summed up, mentioned the points for the
consideration of the jury. They considered their verdict, and found
the prisoner not guilty, which announcement was received with a burst

of applause.

Execution Creditors and Hired Goods.
At the Doncaster County Court, last week, his Honour Deputy-

Judge Lindsell had bcf .re him the case of iJunkerley v. Goodwin.
This was an interpleader action in which Jlr. ]. J. Dunne appeared for

the claimant and .Mr. Ryatls (Sheffield) for the execution creditor. The
execution creditor had sold the goods in the possession of the defendant
under a County Court execution, which goods were claimed by Messrs.
Parkin & .Sons, domestic machinery dealers, of Doncaster, as their
property by virtue of two hiring agreements. The sale realised £16
l6s. lod. After a long argument his Honour gave a verdict for £1^
17s. iQd., being the goods sold under the execution proved by the
claimants to be their properly,with costs against the execution creditor.

There was also an interpleader by the landlord for rent, but his
Honour held that the County Court Bailiff could nothand over the pro-
ceeils of the sale of the goods of a stranger for rent, therefore the land-
lord's claim would be disallowed.

.\cTioN Agai.nst Pi:kchaser of Hired Machine.
At the Whitehaven County Court, on the 2ist November, Messrs.

Bradbury & Co., sewing machine manufacturers, sued T- P. Doran, of
Roper Street, Whitehaven, to recover the sum of ^4 los. balance
unpaid on a sewing machine, value £7 17s. 6d., which had been
obtained on the hire system. Mr. .\tter, on behalf of the plaintiffs,

stated that the <!efendant admitted he h.ad purchased the machine from
a person who had not paid for it, and until the money was paid in full

the machine, according to agreement, was the properly of the company.
His Honour remarked that they were rather hard conditions, but of
course the defendant was bound by them. .Mrs. Doran stated that
she purchased the machine for 85., and resold it for los. Mr. After
said he had two witnesses who could prove that |lhe hu.sband had been
warned not to purchase tne machine until it had been paid for. In
reply to his Honour Mrs. Doran stated she had sold the machine to a
ship captain, and he was going to return it. Eventually the defendant
was ordered to deliver the machine up to the company in good condi-
tion within a month, or pay the £^ los. due on it, in addition to the
costs ot the proceedings.

Selli.ng a Hired Organ.
Adolphus Frederick James, 34, was indicted before Sir P. Ediin at

the County of London .Sesiions, on November 5th, for having stolen
an .\nicrican organ, value /,'37, the property of Charles Stiles. .\|r.

Lever was for the prosecution, and Mr. .\rlhur Ilulton for the defence.
According to the evidence the prisoner hired an organ from the prose-
cutor on an agreement under which he was to pay a guinea a month
until, after a certain number ol payments, the organ became his
property. Meanwhile it remained the properly of the vendor, who
was entitled to retake possession of it if the payments were not made.
The prisoner paid the instalments for nine months, but it was then
found th.at within a fortnight of its coming into his possession it h.ad

been sent to .an auctioneer, by whom it was sold. '1 he prisoner was
convicted, and was sentenced to six niontlis' hard labour.

CoMMis.sioNKR Kerr and the Ski/.urb Quesiion.
In the case of Moore :. Hamilton, heard in the City of London

Court, before Mr. Commissioner Kerr, the defendant, .\lr. George D.
Hamilton, of Luxford Street, Kolhcrhithe. np|.Ml d lor a new trial in

an action which the plaintiff, Mr. Henry Moore, of liishopsgate Street
Within, brought against hini. He said he had a good defence to the
action. The plainiiffs representative opposed the application because
he said there could be no defence to the action. The wife of the
defendant had written saying they were very sorry they could not keep
up the payments, but it w.-is only owing to indisposition. They added
that they would do so as soon as possible. '1 he defendant said he
bought a piano on the hire system of the plaintiffs, and pnid £•) is. 6d. [

He became out of employment, and fell in arrears to the amount of

£1 I2S. 6d. The plaintiffs took the piano away, and he considered

after they had done that the agreement was cancelled and he had no
more payments to make. The learned Commissioner said he used to

take that view, but the High Court had decided there was no equity

such as the defendant was now contending for in these hire-purchase

cases. The defendant : I say, then, it gives me a vested interest in

the piano. The learned Commissioner : No ; it does not. I used to

think so, but the High Court have decided that if you have a £^o
piano on the hire system, and you pay £t,<) ios. for it, and then fall

into arrears, they can come and whip away your piano and you are

helpless. No ; you can have a new trial upon bringing the money
into court, but I don't think it is worth while. The defendant : Will

you allow me to pay by instalments ? The learned Commissioner

:

The plaintiffs will take the money how they can get it.

Detaining .\ Hirf.d Machine.
Peter Yesson was summoned at the Hull County Court on the 6th

of November, before his Honour Judge Bedwell, for illegally detaining

a sewing machine, the property of the Singer Manufacturing Company,
Whitefriar Gate, Hull. It appeared that a man named Lottyman, who
lodged with the defendant, had hired a machine from the plaintiffs,

and had absconded, leaving the machine in the possession of defendant,

whom Lottyman owed £2 for board and lodging. The plaintiffs'

agent called as usual for the payment of the hire of their machine,

but was informed that the man had left the town, and that they knew
nothing as to his whereabouts ;

consequently plaintiffs asked for the

return of the machine, but the defendant refused to give it up, saying

that he understood it was Lottyman's property and he should keep it

for what Lottyman owed him. Subsequently it transpired that Mrs.

Yesson had applied to the magistrate for advice with regard to the

machine, and he, believing from her statements that Lottyman had
purchased the machine outright, advised her to keep it. Finally, his

Honour gave judgment for the plaintiff company, for the return of

the machine and costs.

Sewing Machine Trade in Dublin.

MKHERE has been a slight improvement during the past month, yet

% such is the keen competition that it renders the hire- trade hard

to work, the hirer being smart enough to take every advantage offered

by the rival companies, and is, to a certain extent, independent of them,

and plays the one against the other, and while he may be well able: to

pay regularly, owing to the competition (which is spoiling the market)

he gradually becomes quite careless, and gives the collector many a

weary walk ere he pays the usual instalment. Now this sort of work
causes a great deal of labour and annoyance at the depot and at head-

quarters the canva.sser and collector are censured for showing a bad
average in the collection of their accounts, and it affords the masher
clerks of weak intellect a chance of venting their bottled-up eloquence

in frothy and spiteful letters, which can do no good, but only show what
a wretched failure they are as business men. I regret th.at some of their

superiors are not versed in ordinary politeness. After a little we shall

mend all this ; an appeal to public opinion through the medium of some
of our first-class newspapers here will stir the matter up, and we shall

see all connected with the trade subjected to keen scrutiny, no matter

how high or how lowly they may be. Is it not too bad that when money
becomes dear, s.ay runs up from t,\ per cent, to 4 per cent., or from

4 per cent, to 5 per cent, or 5^ per cent., the parties who are respon-

sible for the "dividends ' immediately take the economic knife in

hand, reduce the number of collectors and canvassers at the various

depots, and, if at all possible, make the remaining men keep up the

average of sales and collections, while they,poor over-worked do-nothings

enjoy their hundreds ? Now is this not worthy of the palmy d.iys of

Shylock ? But it seems a libel to compare Shylock to them. Shylock,
after enduring many provocations, became revengeful, while they are

paltry mercenaries. .Surely it seems to be an injustice to compare
Shylock to them.
The canvassers and collectors do the work and their superiors claim

all the credit of lh=ir work. Take any one of the self-conceited, clever

men who sit in the uppermost seats of the synagogue, let him do a

month's canvassing and collection, put him on the same p.iy as the

canvasser and collector, and for all his boasting he will n:>t show any-

thing like a decent average of sales or collections ; and yet this man
censures a number of hardworking, honest men because, under adverse

circumstances, their work is not as good as usual. When there is a

prospect of a slightly diminished dividend why do not these people

begin by reducing their own salaries? Now look at the net value of

any half-dozen ol sewing machines as they stand in the factory ready

for sale. Contrast this price with the wholesale and hire .system sale,

and, allowing, say, 50 per cent, off the hire system s.ale, is not the

profit simply enormous ? Where does the diflerence go to ? Not to the
canvasser or collector, nor to the shareholder.

The Singer Company is, as usu.il, very energetic, and doing fairly

well. Their office here, as well as their showroom, is really ver)' line,

:ind rellects great credit on the company. They are by no means
niggardly in keeping up the number of their staff and paying them
pretty well.

The Bradbury Company are still holdmg their own, Mr. Leopold, as
usual, being the moving spirit in the working of their depot here. It

is a pity the liradbury Company have not a good position for their

ilcpot ; their present one is rather backward as regards locality.

The Wheeler A. Wilson Company, having banded their depot over
to Mr. Owens, have, as I believe, given it to one who will try hard to

make it pay. Mr. Owens has some samples of mangles, t\:c., on sale,

which, together with the Wheeler & Wilson machines, ought to keep
him pretty busy.

NEEDLE.
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Amalgamated Association of Peram-
bulator and Carriage JVIanufacturers-

fflnill^ animal mcelinR of Ihc above association was

^£^ liclil at the (hiccn's Arms, Ouucii Street, London,

on Wcdncs.lav, November 5tii, 1890. 'J"hc President,

Mr. L. L'lloilier occupied the chair, and the meeting was

but fairly attended.

Letters of non-attendance were read from Mr. Thomas
Harris, Birmingham, and the Glasgow Perambulator

Company.
The President, in moving the adoption of the annual

report, stated that the committee in drafting the report

were vmder a misapprehension as to the number of

members willing to continue their membership |for year

conmicncing January ist, 1891, and that since the issue

of the report several more manufacturers had expressed

themselves willing to join the association. The com-

mittee finding that they were far more numerous than

was anticipated, now had come to the conclusion not to

move any resolution as to the dissolution of the associa-

tion, but were prepared to recommend the rescinding of

the resolution adopting a fixed price, which would, in their

opinion, be the means of retaining the present members
and also of others joining.

The action of the President and committee was sup-
ported by Mr. J. D. Wilde, Mr. H. W. Twiggs, Mr. W.
J. Harris, and iMr. T. G. Wells.

After the adoption of the report the following resolu-

tion was unanimously resolved .-—That the resolution

passed in February, 1890, adopting a fixed price be
rescinded, and that the members of the association be
permitted to exercise their own discretion in the prices

they charged during 1891. This was considered a wise
course to take, as it was felt that unless the number of

members was large enough to form a strong association it

would b2 best to have perfect freedom of prices to enable
the members to compete with manufacturers outside the
association.

In the absence of the treasurer (Mr, Harris), Mr. J. D.
Wilde presented the annual statement of accounts, which
showed a balance in hand of ;^5 i8s. 3d., and the accounts
were unanimously adopted.

The various office bearers were then unanimously

LLOYD & CO.,
Largest Makers of Better Class Cars in London.

MOST DESIGNS REGISTERED AHD" PROTECTED.

Go jfor Ca>x>s M.O'Kir tlxe Bassin.©tt© Sea^soxi. is o\rGV.

B O R O', LONDON, S.E.
BIELEFELDER

MhinascliineiiFabrik
Saalfeld on Saale, (GERMANY),

MANUFACTURE

SINGER A & B MACHINES .

(For Hand or Trcadl»\

SAXONIA MACHINES
.

WHITE MACHINES .

^£jguL~ Illistrated Price List on application tom BISHOPS CLUSTER CO., Lim,

U7, Aldersgate St.,

LONDON, E.G.

CHILDREN'S CARTS
ARE OF THE LATEST DESIGNS.

HAVE BENT SHAFTS, TILT

WHEELS, AND EVERY IMPROVEMENT,
ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST NOW READY.

Export Perambulator Works,

TUNNER ST., S.E, near London Bridge Station, THE"crescent."
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a])pointed as follows : — President, Mr. L. L'Hollier
;

Vice-Presidents, Mr. D. Davis and Mr. J. D. Wilde
;

Treasurer, Mr. E. Humphrey ; Secretary, Mr. R. \V.
Allen

; Committee, Messrs. W, J. Harris, H. V. Lloyd
(Lloyd & Co.), E. G. Parker (Parker Bros.), R. M. Spurge
(Boys & Spurge), T. G. Wells (Halesowen Perambulator
and Carriage Company, Limited), P. Blee, Jno. Harrop,
Thos, Masters, W. J. Rae, Jno- Dove.

It was decided to hold the February quarterlo meeting
in Birmingham. The meeting terminated with the usual

vote (A thanks to the President.

Realising on Hire Contracts.

^^-^E have on several occasions referred to the question

'''Ss^0- of dealers being able to dispose of hire contracts

at once, instead of having to wait for the instalments as

they become due.

A few months since, Messrs. Peach & Doggett, of 48,

High Holborn, London, E.C., commenced a business on
these lines, and have been of great service to dealers in

all parts of the country. They supply to the dealer a

hire agreement form, dilTering but little from those usually

in vogue, and on his obtaining the hirer's signature to

same, they, within seven days, send him a cheque for the

full amount of the transaction, less 17^ per cent, for

themselves. These terms apply solely to cycles. In the

case of pianos or organs, if they are to be paid for in one
year, 20 per cent- is deducted from the retail price, 25 per

cent, if in two years, and 30 per cent, if the contract is

liir three years.

The dealer is not restricted at all as to where he obtains

the goods, only they must be sound, and he solely arranges

prices with the hirers.

When the contract has been accepted by Messrs. Peach
& Doggett, they become the owners of the goods, and all

the instalments must be sent to them in London.
Should the hirer fall into arrears with his instalments,

the owners claim the right to retake the article, and after

crediting him with the value of same, the hirer is liable

for the balance.

The Use of the Word Singer.

/^\ the TOth November, at the Liverpool City Police

_ Court, Dale Street, Mr. Mulholland appeared before

Mr. Raffles, and asked to be allowed to mention a set of

summonses which he held in his hand, and which had

been issued under the provisions of the Merchandise

Marks Act, 1883, and raised a very important question as

to the right of the defendants, Messrs. Frisby, Dyke, &
Co., to sell certain sewing machines, and as to whether they

had the right to call them the Singer's sewing machines.

Messrs. Frisby, Dyke, & Co. bought these machines from
people in London, who indemnified them. They (Messrs.

P'risby, Dyke, & Co.) were really doing nothing so far as

they knew that was wrong. They had communicated
with the people in London, and the matter was being

in\estigated. The summonses, of which he held six in

his hand, were only served late on Monday night, and he

therefore asked his worship to adjourn the hearing of

these in order that the defendants might communicate
again with the people in London, and prepare their

defence.

Dr. Commins, M.P., wIkj appeared to support the in-

formation, said he objected most strenuously to this

application. The object of the prosecution was, so far as

they were concerned, to prevent dealers in machines from

pirating theirs. Messrs. Frisby, Dyke, & Co. were only

acting under the protection or at the instigation of certain

people in London. Persons liad been prosecuted in

ditTerent parts of the country, and punished fir having

committed a like oflence willi which the defendants were

charged. Tlie persons prosecuted at Bristol and elsewhere

had defended lliemselvea to the utmost degree, but had

failed. He saw no fit reason why there should be a post-

ponement of the summons, which would only enable the

defendants to carry on what the prosecution called a mean
and contemptible piracy.

Mr. Mulholland, in support of his application for an

adjournment, said Messrs. Frisby, Dyke, & Co. had defences
under the statute, but he was not prepared to go into
them that da}'.

Dr. Commins said the defendants knew these proceed-
ings were coming on. They had been threatened so far

back as last April,

Mr. iMulholland retorted that the defendants were
unaware that proceedings were about to be instituted

against them. If an adjournment was granted his clients

would undertake to do nothing in the way of selling or
ex])osing for sale the machines in question.

Eventually Mr. Rallies adjourned the hearing of the
summons until the morning of Thursday, the 4th
December.

Mr. Tudor's Ne-w Book on the Hire
System.

Vp:N response to the circular sent out, in our last issue,

Sj^( many orders for the above have already come to

hand.

Will our readers please note that the book is not yet

published ? But, as soon as it is ready, copies shall be
sent to all who have ordered the same.

Notes "frae" Bonnie Scotland.

T GIVE you undernoted a few words as to what is going on in and

X, about Glasgow ; perhaps you m.ay find something that you ni.ay think

will be of interest to your readers. Business is on the whole fair at

Glasgow ; although the outlook in the iron trade is far from satisfactory.

The blast furnaces are all out yet, and have been for five weeks now ;

this is affecting the Airdrie and Coatbridge districts, also Lanarkshire

and Ayrshire principally, although Glasgow folks are beginning to feel

it too. Singer, Wheeler, and Bradbury are all making the most of

their Edinburgh Exhibition awards, and I think, on the whole have

been very successful as to sales there. I also hear that Bradbury &
Company, Limited, have booked some good orders lor their new rotary

machine. I also hear of some changes which have taken place at

Bradbury's Glasgow Depot. -Mr. N. Hardie, who has been super-

ntendent there, has been appointed to be manager at their Paisley

Depot. Mr. W. Haddow, who has been at Edinburgh, comes to

take Hardie's place, and Mr. J. J. (ivlmour goes from Hamilton Depot

to succeed Mr. Haddow, at Edinburgh. Mr. R. McRobert, who has

been at Paisley, comes to Glasgow on taking charge of J. D. Aitken's

canvassing staff. J. D. Aitken has been appointed to a higher

position. A " Social " was held on Thursday last, attended by

Br.adbury's employes, to the number of 40, at which Ntessrs. Hardie,

Gilmour, & Aitken were the recipients of testimonials from their fellow-

workers. Mr. A- J. Sewell, their esteemed manager, being in llie chair,

made a very appropriate speech, which was very ably responded to by

Hardie, Gilmour, & Aitken. A very pleasant evening was spent, and if

all the good counsel given by Mr. tiewell is taken to heart Bradbury iv:

Co., Lim., should jump to the top of the tree very soon.

Nov. loih, 1S90. SCOTIA.

Changes in the Wheeler &. Wilson
Company's Business.

B^HE Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing Company
t'S are now adopting a system of business which we

are surprised they liave not carried out more generally

in the iiast. Their extensi\e and increasing trade with

manufacturers remlers it necessary for them to have in

most of the industrial centres of the country competent

mechanics ready at a moment's notice to visit fartories

when reiiuired. What better than make arrangements

with responsible tlealers to represent them in addition to

their ordinary business .-

Fully realising the advantages of such arrangements,

the company have just arranged for Mr. E. W . Redwood,

of Castle Street, Bristol, to take up their agency for

Bristol and its immediate vicinity, and for Mr. F. J.

Cocks, of Worcester Street, Birmingham, Wolverhampton,

and Coventry, to act as agent iti the towns named. Both

these firms will keep a full stock of the Wheeler &
Wilson Company's machines, and a staff of competent

mechanics to repair same.

.Mr. .-\. Clay, who has hitherto acted as inanager of

the Wheeler iS: Wilson Company's Bristol depot, and

contributed largely to the success of same, has been

promoted to the head of a department at his company's

chief London ollice, but will occasionally visit the trade

in his old district.
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Correspondence.

*' This colKin II is at the sen^ice ofall classes of readers jar

the discussion of trade matters. t Fe need not say that the

just'rton of n letter from a correspondent does not necessarily

im/>ly that we endorse the I'iews expressed. The responsilnlity

rests entirely u>ith the person signing the letter. As an
independent Journal ive offer facilities to all parties to

ventilate their grieTiinces or express thi'ir vie7i's on the condi-

tion that the right of reply be allowed anyone who feels

himself aggrieiied or considers a« explanation necessary.

WARNING TO PRAM BUYERS.

To the Editor of the Sewing Machine Gazette.

Sir,— I should like, through the medium of your popular journal,

to call the attention of perambulator dealers to the treatment I have

received at the hands of a firm (an individual trading under a very

high-sounding title) not a hundred miles from the centre of Birming-

ham. I have enclosed for your inspection invoices, &c., which I feel

sure you will do me the favour of examining, and I think you will

agree with me that I have not been dealt with in anything like an

honest manner. In fact, I leel confident there is no other firm in the

pram trade who would act in such a disreputable manner. Should

any of your readers have any account with the firm in question, with a

slip gummed on to the foot of their invoice reading—" 50 per cent.

discount will be allowed from this invoice if paid on or before

or 52J per cent, if remitted within seven days from present date."

And invoice made out at gross instead of nett prices, I should advise

them to at once square up, and avoid any further dealings with this

individual. In my case, I did not pay up promptly. They sent in the

statement for the full amount. I wrote them (or rather, him) stating,

as soon as I received correct statement I would pay. The reply came

in the shape of an eight days' summons for ^8 5s., when I owed only

;^4 l6s., and. of course, in addition to that, the solicitor's and Court

costs. I wrote to the Court, asking the amount of costs on £^ l6s.,

which I remitted before day of trial, and with same I sent a letter to

the Judge explaining matters (which, in my ignorance of the County

Court, I concluded would be sufficient). On the day following trial I

received the summons returned, endorsed with the amount I had paid,

and no remark as to result, which I presumed after my explanation

had been in my favour. The next I heard of the case was the execu-

tion of a warrant for ;^I0 lis. 6d. I happened to be away from home
at the time, so I knew nothing of it for three days. My wife put

some of her jewellery in the hands of the man who had to execute the

warrant, and he left. In addition to the sum I mention, it cost me
fully 25s. more, so that three perambulators, which I sold lor 30s.

each, cost me in this way every copper of £/^ apiece. I heard of

another case they tried on. They addressed some goods to a man in

a town in one part of the country, and there happened to be another

town of the same name in another part, and the goods went to

the wrong town and remained there a month. Alter a lot of corre-

spondence, the prams reached their proper destination a month later,

than the invoice, which stipulated for three months' credit. At the

expiration of two months they threatened, unless he paid, to put him
in Court forthwith. I wonder if any one else has any dealings with

a certain Perambulator Company with anything like the same result ?

I am afraid I have encroached too much on your valuable space.—

I

beg to subscribe myself, yours truly, Swindled.
[We have examined all the documents sent by our correspondent,

and it certainly appears to us that he has been very badly treated

indeed. It is a pity that he did not appear at the Court, and explain

to the Judge that the amount he owed was 50 per cent. less than that

shown in the invoice, which was the retail price. He will, no doubt,

take good care in the future to insist upon all invoices showing the

exact amount due, and thus guard against a repetition of similar

troubles.—Ed. S.M C]

COLLECTOR-SALESMEN'S TERMS.
To the Editor of the Sewing Machine Gazette.

MR. EDITOR,—Your correspondent, a collector-salesman, appears

rather unkind towards the opposition staff. But I think he should
consider that those gentlemen are often canvassing in places where one-

half that have machines from him don't want them. He entices them
through the influence of some neighbour, and gets a deposit of say

los. The next day the customer wants a lot !of talking to again to

induce him to keep it. If the deposit had not been paid, the machine
would go back. Now, without the coupon book that los. could not
have been taken, and to find a collector, or to go to the office for

receipts, would be to return and find they had changed their mind and
tlie order cancelled. What remedy has your correspondent for the

sori; wound this would inflict upon the unfortunate salesman? He
says he has had many years' hard work as a collector. Now, if that be
so, he must have had scores of such cases where the business must be
done at the moment, or not done at all. So he may propose a balm,
and I certainly hope he will, for I know of a few wounds |that want
healing.

Now I do think the deposit should average to the collector's book,
and that he should have his commission upon it. It is always done
in this district, and any man that had been a collector himself before
he was made a manager would not be so mean as to deprive the collec-

tor of it. Our manager never does so, and he does not intend to. No
man can expect the confidence of his'eOT//o_)'« by"such little tricks. But
in cash transactions I cannot see how your correspondent could expect
a commission if we suppose there were one sale a month coming from
his district for cash, and he got the bonus (2s. 6d.) and 7j per cent, on the
cash jf7 los. (13s. 9d.), how long would it be suftered to continue?
Such a foolish conceit would shorten the days of any collector.

Besides, it is ungentlemanly to want such a thing ; but it is to the

canva.sscr's bcnelil to work in harmony with the collector, and let him
know when and where he has put in a machine, that he may help him
to make good business of it as soon as possible ; but there arc cases

.sometimes where the second man would upset the order. In such a

case the special man should have the right to keep the collector back,

but it is only for twenty-eight days ; then the collector can go in

defiance of him, that is, if the deposit is not paid, and demand the

deposit or fetch away the machine. That is often done because the

case was not forthcoming for a week or fourteen days. Then what

about the speci.1l man ? Where are his chances for putting it in the

second time after the collector has once been there ? It is true the

special man <locs make arrangements sometimes for his customer to

pay at the office, but a good collector could generally overcome that.

I should think at once there were some more orders about there, and

he wanted to keep me away. So I should canvass that street, and
carefully inquire at that door for a Mrs. Brown that wanted a machine

repaired, and a Mrs. Roberts that had removed from another part to

near there, and a lot of other things, and then come back again and
tell them I had found one lost, keeping well in the front who I was,

iVc. What special man could stand against that ? I have been kept

back in several cases, but have got in in every case but one. I can go
for sharp practice as much as you like, but to take away the man's

receipt book does him a great injustice that I can never excuse ; nor can

I ever expect much uniformity between the two staffs while they are

managed by two gentlemen whose interest is adverse to each other.

But why should there be two superintendents? I believe we should

do as much business with one, and at a less cost.—Yours sincerely,

COLLECTOR-SALESMAN No. 2.

Bown's Ball Bearings,

ACTION FOR PATENT INFRINGEMENT.

I N Wednesday, the 19th ult., Mr. Justice Kekewich, in the Chancery
' Division of the High Court of Justice, delivered deferred judg-

ment in this action, the hearing of which occupied nine days. Mr.
William Bown, of Summer Lane, Birmingham, well known as a maker of
sewing machines and cycle parts, sought to restrain the Centaur Cycle
Company, of Coventry, from infringing Hughes's patent for adjustable
screw ball bearings, of which he is the owner, and asking for an account
or damages. To this the defendants pleaded anticipation and con-
sequent non-infringement, and called a considerable body of e\-idence
in support.

His Lordship said that in this case he w"as called upon to decide a
question of fact, the discussion of which had occupied him nine days.
There were many witnesses, and he had the assistance of all the strength
and ingenuity the bar could command. What was the question for the
judge to put to himself or the jury? After much deliberation he had
framed the issue which he thought and hoped the most correct— had
Lambert's bicycle when delivered in July, 18S7, bearings on either
wheel such as were the subject of the subsequent patent? He knew,
of course, that the evidence went to prove that there was a bicycle
which existed in 1S77, when first made, with hearings of a similar
character— perhaps he mightsay of the same character—on bolh wheels,
so that there was an apparent absence of necessity for limiting the
question to either wheel. He knew also that a negative answer to this

question implied that, at some time or other, there was an alteration

—

some time, that was, before the trial in 1S83, because they knew that
Lambert's bicycle—there was no question it was Lambert's —was pro-
duced in Court, having in it bearings which anticipated the plaintiffs

patent. They knew further that an affirmative answer prima facie,

though not so necessarily, negatived such an alteration. But notwith-
standing these and many other questions, and the impossibility of
evading them—that was of evading their discussion in his own mind

—

he thought he had follow'cd the best and only safe guide in framing the
issue. That would in any event have been the result of applying his

own mind generally to the case, but besides that there was a special
reason here; he did not know how and when the matters in dispute
might again be the subject of discussion. It was likely enough that
some of them would be so raised, and that to his mind was a conclusive
reason for deciding nothing more than was absolutely necessary. For
the same reason the less he said by way of comment on the evidence
the better. As he thought, a judge, though occupying the place of a
jury, ought not to avail himself of a jury's privilege to give a verdict

and nothing more—he should explain why he arrived at a particular

question of fact—should, so to speak, sum up the evidence. Any future

discussion of the facts of this case should, he thought, be as far as

possible disembarrassed from any expression of judicial opinion. He
h.ad been obliged to consider, and he had carefully considered, every
question suggested by counsel arising on the endence, and many others
which had occmred to himself during its perusal. The conclusion at

which he had arrived was that he ought to limit himself to a simple
judgment, and he answered the question he put himself in the case in

the affirmative—yes, as to the front wheel. The result was that he
held the defendants to have proved an anticipation of the patent. The
plaintiffs case failed, and judgment would be for the defendants, with
costs on the higher scale. He would certify certain of the particulars

mentioned as reasonable and proper, but not all of them. He could
not conclude the case without saying a i&\\ words respecting two of the
witnesses. He had not commented on the evidence, nor did he intend
to do so, but he could not avoid expressing his satisfaction with two
members of the legal profession who had been called upon to give
evidence, and had acquitted themselves well. Mr. Lee, of Birmingham,
solicitor for the plaintiff, was plain and straightforward, and gave his

evidence in a manner which commanded attention and respect. Mr.
Francis, the solicitor who acted in the 1SS3 suit of Bown and Humber,
was in an extremely difficult position. He (the learned Judge) did not
know that he ever saw a professional man called upon to give e\-idence

under such embarrassing circumstances. Nevertheless he gave the

Court most invaluable assistance.
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Musical Jottings.

The English piano trade was never in such a prosperous condition

as at present. It seen:is, however, that the workmen are doing their

best to arrest its development. During the past two months the makers

have been much annoyed by labour disputes. The men demanded

that payment by piece should be aViolished and 8d. per hour be paid

in future. Several firms have complied, and forthwith weeded out all

but their best hands. Now many of the men are clamouring to be

allowed to return and work for less than Sd. per hour. Most of the

makers refuse to depart from the old terms, which have worked well.

The (lueslion of piece veynis day work has been referred to the Labour

Conciliation Committee of the London Chamber of Commerce.
Mr. F. [ones has opened a new shop at Weymouth, combining

children's toys with musical instruments.

The McKinley tarilT is seriously affecting the import of musical

instruments into the United States. These articles have now to bear a

duty of 45 per cent. The German makers of pianos are the heaviest

sufferers. Several of them talk of opening factories in the Stales.

Messrs. J. G. Murdoch & Co. are enjoying this season a particularly

good trade in Spencer pianos.

Mr. Arthur Scipeo, late partner in Scipeo & Scipeo, has opened a

piano factory at 190, HoUoway Road, London, N.

Messrs. C. Paillard & Co., of 62, Holborn Viaduct, the well-known

makers of musical boxes, possess one of these instruments of some
antiquity and considerable novelty. It measures exactly one inch in

length, and is contained in an ordinary watchguard seal.

The agency for the Packard organs has been relinquished by Messrs.

Ellis Parr i: Co., and taken over by Messrs. Wallis & Son, of Euston

Road, N.W.
At Peterborough market the other day a piano was offered for sale

by one of the local auctioneers. Annoyed at the want of enterprise on

the part of speculators, the vendor stated that sooner than part with

it for less than he thought it was worth he would "chop it up for

firewood." His anger not being cooled by the ridicule of the sur-

rounding crowd, he forthwith put his words into action, and there and

then battered the piano to pieces. The medley of the instrument's

internals, as well as the splintered wocd, was then offered and sold

for IS.

The Bridgeport Organ Company, whose London address is 246,

Harrow Road, W., are now turning out 200 instruments per week.

Mr. C. Bechstein is now engaged on a piano for the hereditary

Prince of Anhalt-Dessau, who will receive the instrument as a wedding
present, to cost ;i'l,5oo. It will be built after the Louis XIV. style.

Professor Max Koch, of the Berlin Academy, having been commissioned

to paint the panels. The body of the instrument will be supported by
pillars carved to represent the chief characters in Wagner's operas;

thus the three Rhine-Maidens (" Rheingold ") will support it in front,

and the various characters in the " Flying Dutchman," " Tannhauser,"
*' Rienzi," lS:c., will support the back part,

Mr. A. L. Rose, who recently visited Australia in the interests of

Messrs.Broadwood & Sons, says that in Queensland "pianos sometimes

get so infested with silver-fish, cockroaches, white ants, and other

vermin as to become useless. At Toowoomba I saw an upright piano

which had had a bucket of boiling water poured down it in order to

kill the cockroaches I You may imagine the state it was in. In

another place a local tuner had ingeniously brightened the tone of a

piano by anointing the hammer-felts with a mixture of whiting and

glue."

Dealers in musical instruments should send to Messrs. T. Fletcher

& Co., of 161, City Road, London, E.G., for a eopy of their illustrated

catalogue of music-stools, cabinets, piano fittings, &c., which they

will find very useful to keep on hand.

It is computed that the total production of pianos through .ut the

world is 200,000 annually ; of this number 72,000 are credited to

Germany.
The Piitno, Ori;an, and Music Trades' Journal for November con-

tains a supplement printed and illustrated in a very choice manner.

Among other contents are portraits of leading musical instrument

manufacturers, accompanied by short sketches, several of which we
reproduce at foot.

John G. Murdoch, sen,, is chairman of the lirm of John J. Murdoch
& Co., Limited, of Fariingdon Road. As our readers are already aware,

the firm have made a speciality of automatic musical instruments, in

which goods they do a very extensive trade. They are also sole agents

for Carpenter's celebrated organs, and the popular Farrand and \otey

organs. Messrs. Murdoch have a branch house at Melbourne and one

ill Glasgow, the latter occupying a foremost position among the many
fine Scotch firms of pianoforte and musical instrument dealers.

John G. Murdoch, jun., is managing partner of John Spencer i Co.,
pianoforte manufacturers, St. George's Road, Regent's Park, N.W.
Seven years ago this hrm acquired the business of the National Piano-
forte Co., then a small concern turning out two or three pianos per
week. Messrs. Spencer i: Co.'s determination to make a good instru-

ment at a low price met, as it deserved to do, wi:h every encourage-
ment, and their trade increased by leaps and bounds. Addition after

addition was made to the factory, until a further extension to their

premises, though imperative, was impracticable, and the firm decided
upon building one of the finest and best appointed factories in London
at St. George's Road, Regent's Park. We gave a detailed notice of
these premises when the firm removed from Goodinge Road thither.

The present output is over sixty pianofortes per week, and Messrs.
Spencer's instruments have gained awards at exhibitions both at home
and in the colonies. At the CUasgow Exhibition of 1S8S they received

a memorial diploma ; at the Melbourne Exhibition, 188S, an award of
merit ; and at the Edinburgh Exhibition of 1890 a gold medal. Mr.
Murdoch has just returned from a visit to Australia, New Zealand, and
America, where he has been visiting the agencies of the firm and
opening up new business.

W. J, Bell & J. Jenkinson. These two gentlemen are at present
joint managers of the European branch of the Bell Organ and Piano
Company, Limited. The business of Messrs. W. Bell & Company was,
as our readers are aware, converted into a limited company about five

months ago, when Mr. J. W. Bell entered into a contract with the new
company to remain for a period of three years as managing director.

Mr. Jenkinson, who came to England in 1S83, obtained his experience
of the manufacturing and commercial departments at the factory,

Guelph, Ontario, Canada, and will lemain manager of the London
branch. He is a thoroughly capable and practical man of business, and
is as well posted in music trade matters as any man in the United
Kingdom. Mr. W. J. Bell is probably the most travelled representa-
tive of the music trade that the music trade can boast of, having
traversed the five continents of the globe from end to end. Vet he does
not, as Shakespeare says travellers are apt to do, "lisp and wear
strange suits," nor have we heard him "disable all the benefits" of his

own or his adopted country. He is, on the contrary, a genial and
unassuming gentleman, pledged to the interests of a powerful and
thriving concern, and doing his utmost to maintain the distinction

which has attached to the Bell American organs since their first intro-

duction to English buyers. The same may be said of Mr. Jenkinson,
who is about the same age as Mr. Bell ; both are under thirty, and

—

but we need say no more—their countenances speak for themselves.

Re Hermann Loog, Lim.

,,;lR. JUSTICE NORTH had before him, on November 12th,

IIJE an action in which Mr. J. F. Clark, the official liquidator of
Hermann Loog, Lim., sought to recover from Lloyd's Bank certain
moneys, the property of Hermann Loog, Lim.
Although the hearing of the case took some time, we can summarise

it very shortly.

When Hermann Loog, Lim. were in full swing, they borrowed
money from Lloyd's Bank, giving as security hire contracls. This
course was pursued for sunie time, but on the iSth December, 1S86.
the company failed to make their usual payment. Their bankers were
asked to wait a few days, when a settlement would be effected. On
the 6lh of January, iSS/, however, a winding-up order was granted
against Hermann Loog, Lim., the bank being then creditors for the
sum of ;£5,8lS 5s. 4d.

Lloyds Bank then obtained from the Court an order that the official

liquidator of Loog, Lim., should collect the instalments due on the hire
agreements held by them until such time as the amount mentioned
above be received, the cost of collecting to be borne by the bank. This
order of the Court was dated from ihe 2Slh January, 1SS7.
The ofiicial liquidator in ihe present case told the Court that he had

paid into the bank collections to the amount of ^'5, 897 14s. 6d., being
£}!) gs. 2(1. more than the security. His present application was lo

obtain an order for the bankers to refund this amount together with
the sum of ^2,647 6s., which it cost the liquidator to collect Ihe
;£5,SiS 5s. 4d. on account of ihe bank.

Lloyd's Bank opposed this application on the ground that they were
entitled to receive the insialments paid in respect of their hire agree-
ments held by them as from the rSih Decendier, 1 886, when a breach
of their agreement with Hermann Loog, Lim., occurred. This would

BELL AMERICAN ORGANS,
AS SUPPLIED

TO ROYALTY AND THE ELITE OF EUROPE.
Every Instrument fitted with our Patent Mouse-Projf Pedals,

AND GUARANTEED FOR SIX YEARS.
CATALOGUES SENT FREE ON APPLICATION, AND INSPECTION INVITFD.

THE "BELL" ORGAN & HANO COMPANY, LTD.,

HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.G.
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I8lhiiilillc llicm 111 llic sum n( /,i,36i Os- 8il., coUeclcd from lli

Dcctmlicr, iSS6, to llic 28lh January, 1887.

llis Liirdslup uvcrnilL'il this objcclion, refusing to rccofjnise the

order of the Court on the hitler date as retrospective, and now granted

tlic order asl;cd for by the Olhcial Liiiuidalor.

Failures and Arrangements.

IIl'".NRY RIPLEY, perambulator maker, Leeds.

The adjourned public examination of the above debtor came on for

licaring at the Leeds Bankruptcy Court on the 2ist inst., before

Mr. I\egistrar Marshall. Li.ibilities ;{;2,039 15s. Sd., and assets esti-

mated to realise ^'278 5s. Sd. The examination was fmally ordered to

be further adjourned.

ARClIIliALD FLETCHER, cycle and domestic machinery dealer,

Ke.tding.

The above has executed a deed of arrangement. The unsecured

liabilites are slated at ^2,455 7s. 2d., and the net assets at .1^1,332.

JAMES SMITH, general dealer, 60, Great Jackson Street, Ilulme.

The above has hied adeed of arrangement with liabilities ;,^234l6s.5d.,

and assets estimated at ^^253. y\mong the creditors is the Cherry
Tree Machine Company for ^175 l5s. gd.

EDWIN TIIORNE, dealer in perambulators and fancy goods, 18,

Cecil Square, Margate.
The above has filed a petition in bankruptcy. Among the creditors

are Simmons & Co., London, for ^^60 9s- 6d.

Jic WALTER FEATHER BOTTOMLEY, perambulator maker,
Pollard's Yard, Leeds.

This debtor appeared for his adjourned public examination at the

Leeds Barikruplcy Court on the 2lst ult. Liabihties ;if2,027 iSs. 6d.,

and assets ^^584. Mr. Registrar Marshall eventually allowed the

bankrupt to pass his examination.

TIMOTHY SHEPHERD, domestic machinist, 22, Sheen Park, 9,

Upper Hill Street, and 6, Kew Road, Richmond.
Mr, P. Mason, 29 & 30, King Street, Cheapside, E.C., wasappointed

trustee in the above on November 4th.

WANZER (Limited).

In the High Court of Justice, Chancery Division, Mr. Justice North,

by order dated November Jth, has appointed Mr. Ernest Cooper, C.A.,

14, George Street, Mansion House, E.C., as official liquidator in the

above.

A County Court judgment was on October 30th registered against

Carey & Co., cycle and perambulator dealer.s, 47, Hackford Road,
Brixton Road, S.W,, late of 31, New Kent Road, S.E., (or the sum of

£13 85. 2d.

A bill of sale for £^i was filed on October zSth, in favour of Charles

E. P. Pipe, against William Jackson (andlwife), sewing machine manu-
facturer, engineer, patentee, &c., 413, Battersea Park Road, S.W.

J. !'. CIHSLETT, sewing machine dealer, Edgcumbc Street, Stone
house.'

On the 6th November, at the Stonchouse Bankruptcy Court; before
the Registrar (Mr. K. G. Edmonds), Joseph Percy Chislctt was further

examined. Mr. F. W. Skaidon (Skardon & Phillips) appeared on
behalf of the petitioning creditors (Messrs. Davis, of Bristol, and
Brooks, of liirniinghani), and Mr. C. L. Croft (Adams & Croft) (or the
debtor. Mr. Croft asked for permission to fde a supfdemenlal account,
explaining that the debtor had had to write to the wholesale houses
willi which he traded for invoices of goods supplied him in the course
of trade. The majority have sent the invoices, but it had been disco-

vered at the last moment that the debtor had unfortunately filled in

the amounts he owned instead of the value of the goods he hid had
Therefore, instead of the figure representing goods purchased being

Z^'jOy as in the statement, it should be / 1,200. The Ofticial Receiver
jiointed out that the debtor had omitted from his statement altogether

the properly taken over from his late father. The Registrar thought
it was a case in which the assets in the estate had been wilfully mis-
represented in order to induce the crcililors to take a small composition,

and that the debtor was keeping back information. On the applica-

tion of the Official Receiver he made an order ihat he .should within a
(orlnight give particulars of all his transactions, warning ' him that

otherwise his examination would be adjourned ii//^; i/ie.

At the adjourned examination on the 20th November, in an;wer to

the Official Receiver, debtor stated that, through no fault of his own,
two books were missing when he made up his previous accounts. The
Official Receiver said he made no imputation on debtor. By the
amended accounts the amount of estimated good debts had been in-

creased to £()33< doubtful debts to ^948, and b)d debts to ^'299. If

the good debts alone were realised there was sufficier.t to pay 20s. in

the pound. Mr. Croft said debtor's wife was prepared to guarantee
;^5oo on the estate in order to pay the debts in full. The Registrar

pointed out that a serious question was involved. They had to consider

whether a man ought to be allowed to come to court with a false state-

ment, and offer los. in the pound when he was able to pay 20s. Mr.
Skardon stated that debtor did not come to the court of his own accord

,

but was brought there. Debtor replied that he was willing to settle

with the petitioning creditors, but they forced him into court. The
Registrar pointed out that if debtor's wife was willing to guarantee to

pay everything in full debtor was entitled to have his estate re-vested.

Mr. Croft qualified his statement by saying that the matter of guarantee
was a question of time. The debts could not be collected at once.

Debtor said if a stranger had to deal with the account it would not be
worth los. in the pound. Mr. Croft, replying to the Registrar, said

debtor's statement was correct, because a stranger would not be able to

collect the debts so easily. The Oflicial Receiver remarked that he had
endeavoured to dispose of Ihe business, but the accounts were in such

a state that no one would tender. The Registrar, who expressed

dissatisfaction wich the statements made regarding the value o( the

estate, adjourned the examination until' December l8th, in order to

allow the Ofticial Receiver to dispose of the estate, if possible, in the

meantime.

THE NEW WILLIAMS SEWING MACHINE.

THE WILLIAMS MANUFACTURING CO.

MONTREAL (CAN.).

Works upon cone-bearing

Ctntres, and from a perfect

and adjustable eccentric.

Friction reduced to a

minimum.

Free from Cogs, Cams, and

Gears, and every part liable

to wear, besides being case-

hardened, is adjustable.

THE BEST OF ALL AMERICAN I.IACHIKES FOPJ DOIMESTIC PURPOSES.

GENERAL AGENCY FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM AND COLONIES-

22, JEWIN STREET, LONDON, KG.
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Have You Tried Our
IMPROVED CELESTINA?

k CiSLi^
It is a little dearer than

other automatic organs, but
incomparably the best.

NO OTHER APPROACHES IT FOR

RICHNESS OF TONE,
ilRTISTIC ARRlGEf^ENT GF iOSIG,
GREAT VARIETY OF ENGLISH TUNES.

HANDS0MEAPPE4RANCE7sTHENGTa

and FINISH, and EASY REPAIR.

Each instrument is supplied with our
endless Band Tune adaptor, by which
Dances Songs, or Hymns may be
repeated without break.

ENDLESS MUSIC BANDSfrom Sd. each.
SPOOL MUSIC from !s. per SpooL

Price £5 15s.
WITH lu BAND TUNES AXD 1 SPOOL FKEE.

t®° PULL TRADE DISCOUNT.

SPECIAL PRICES FOR QUANTITIES OP
TWELVE OR OYER.

_ .̂_ --'— ' —- -^ J xwiiLYE OR OYER.

Try the PEERLESS OHGAMSOUR OWN MANUFACTiiRC'. ^ "^

y^

OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.
OUR three lines, as below, are

emmently suited to the Sewing
Machine Trade. They are well made
Organs, handsome in appearance,
and extremely moderate in price.

GEM MODEL
Wn'innT''

Manufacturo. Solid AmericanWalnut. American Bu.shed Keys bV<,^

PRICE 10 GUINEAS.

EXCELSiosTMODEL.
FIVE STOPS, VOX HUMANA, FAN, etc.

PRICE 12 GUINEAS.

ECLIPSE IMODEL.
Seven Stons. Bass & Treble Couplers. &c

PRIC E 14 GUINEAS.

FULL DISCOUNT to the TRADE-THJU UI'IM MODKL.

JOHN G. MURDOCH & CO., LTD.
91 <S. 93, FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E-C.
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HERMANN LOOG,
85, FiNSBURY Pavement, LONDON.

SOLl', WlIOr.HSAI.K AflKNT for

cc

cc
Lil

C/5

SEIDEL& NAUMANN'S SINGER MACHINES
MOT EQUALLED BY ANY OTHER MACHINE FOR

S9h QUALITY, COMPLETENESS, & APPEARANCE.

^ QZ ai SHIPPERS AND THE TRADE Supplied on Terms to defy Competition.

UJ

" T/ie Lion in the Donkeij-skin " is a pamphlet by Mr. LOOG, dealing comprehensively with the

' peculiar" construction attempted to be put by the Singer Manufacturing Company on the New
Merchandise Marks Act. Free on Application.

M
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o
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ALSO AGENT FOR VARIOUS KINDS OF
BOOT MACHINES.

. "0^

APPLY FOE PULL PAETICULAES TO

HERMANN LOOG,
85, FINSBURY PAVEMENT,

LONDON.

&c.

Elastic Machines,

&c
,

OF THE

NEWEST

CONSTEUCTION.

LONG ARM.

SMALL SHUTTLE.

•\A/\/\A/\/\/\yN./\./\./v\/V\'WWW^i^

M^WVAVMWVV\AMWMWlWA^^

Jin. xie*
WILL PLAT

in. X 13 in.
AXYTIJNE.

Also Sole Wholesale Agent for

THE VICTORIA. The only Automatic Musical Instrument which
does not disclose by its appearance the stereotype hand organ.

A Fancy Cabinet tastefully executed in black and gold ; it is a

beautiful piece of furniture, fit to go anywhere.

Its music, soft and pleasant, is equalled by none, and can by means
of a swell be made loud enoitgh to fill the largest

Mission Hall, Drawing Room, or Ball Room.

Its Price is lower than any 48 reed instrument in the market.

The great success the "VICTORIA" has met with since its

appeai-ance has induced the manufacturers to bring it out in two
more sizes—one smaller, 24 reeds ; one larger, 72 reeds.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LIST TO
85, FINSBURY PAVEMENT, LONDON.
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GENUINE AMERICAN
LAMB KNITTING MACHINE.

The most reliable and moet eaey runDin^ Stocking and
Q love Knitter In the Market.

SWISS KNITTER.
EUROPEAN KNITTER.
CHEMNITZ KNITTER.

For all kinds of Garments, with special

automatic attachments.

BIERNATZKI &. CO.,
44, MANSFIELD ROAD, NOTTINGHAM.

Principles and Practice of the Law
of Hire and Conditional Sale.*

By H. E. Tudor, Esq., Solicitor,

Author of " A Dejence of the Hire System.'"

CHAPTER XLIL

The Married Women's Property Act, \\.

Hire System—continued.

52, AND THE

Notes.

Now let us go back for a moment to sub-section 4,

which we have given in full at the beginning of this

chapter, and we shall there find that, when once a married

woman has entered into a valid contract, not only such

property as she had at the date of such contract will be

rendered liable to the obligation of such contract, but

also all subsequent property which she may have become
possessed of at any time ajtt'r the date of the contract; so

that now a tradesman has a much better chance of getting

his money back, since his judgment will not be confined

merely to such property as the married woman had when
she purchased the goods from him, but it will bind any
property which she may have subsequently acquired.

Let us look at section i, sub-section 2, from a different

aspect. It will be remembered that in chapter 38 we
stated that the words of this sub-section, viz., a " married
woman shall be capable of entering into and rendering
herself liable in respect of," &c.,were not to be taken as

implying a personal liability on the woman to pay a debt.

We further stated that, as a general rule, a married
woman could not be committed tor contempt of Court,
because the judgment was not against her, but against

her property.

We will now show how the Courts of Law justify and
show the truth of our statements. In the case of Scott
V. .\forlcy (20 Q. B. D 120), decided on inh November,
1887, in the Court of Aj^peal, an order on a judgment
summons committing a married woman to prison for

non-payment of a debt due under an order of Court
was rescinded by the Lords Justices. AN'ithout stating
all the facts (and omitting the history of this point of
law), well worth perusing at length in the law reports,

we will extract from the judgment such sentences as

throw light on the terms of this sub-section. Lord
Esher, in the course of his judgment, saj's i|>age 125) :

—

" What is now the position of a married woman in

respect of a liability to which she was not subject at

common law, but which has been imposed on her solelv

by the Married Women's Property Act, 18S2 ? The
liability is imposed by sub-section 2 of section i of that
Act, which provides, "... render herself liable on anv
contract." "That must mean that a woman shall, after

she is, and whilst she is, married, be capable of entering
into and rendering herself liable upon any contract.
She could enter into a contract before the Act ; and,
therefore, the Act must mean that she shall be capable oi

entering into a contract so as to render her,>elf liable

upon it. A liability is thus imposed on her which did
not e.xist either at law or in equity before the Act. If
sub-section 2 had stopped there, I should have thought
that the same consequences would follow as in the case
of a contract entered intobya/<rw^ W^ (/<•., unmarried

• AU Rigkis Ktsirvd.

person). If no remedy were given by the Act for a

breach of the contract, the remedy must be that common
law remedy which is applicable to the case ; but if a

remedy is given by the statute which imposes the new
liability, that must be the only remedy. Sub-section 2

goes on to provide that the woman shall be capable of

rendering herself liable in respect of, and to the extent of,

her separate property, and of suing and being sued either

in contract, in tort, or otherwise, in all respects as if

she were a.Jeme sole
;
and that her husband need not bfi

joined as a party to any action brought b}' or against her
(that, again, alters the law)

;
and any damage or costs

recovered against her in any such action to be payable
out of her separate property, and not otherwise. " That
is, the damages recovered are not to be payable by the

married woman, they are to be payable out of her separate
property?''

"It seems to me that the judgment in such an action

ought to follow the words of the Act. The damages to

be recovered are to be payable out of the woman's separate

property, or they are to be recovered against her, but are

to be payable only out of her separate property. This
section really imposes a new liability on a married woman
at law, which will produce the same result as was before

the Act produced in equit)-. In equity the decree was
that the sum found due should be charged on the married
woman's separate estate, and the same effect is, so it seems
to me, given by the Act to an action at law as was before

the Act produced in equity by a different process."

Having shown that the liability of a married woman is

not personal but proprietory, the learned lord applies this

principle in connection with the Debtors' Act, under
which it will be remembered that a person, might be

sent to prison for not paying a judgment debt because

such omission was regarded as a contempt of Court, inas-

much as the order " hit " him in the first place, and his

property in the second place. He adds :
—

" If this be so

{i.e.. a married woman not personally liable), does
section 5 of the Debtors' Act, i86q, apply to a judgment
of this nature ? Section 5 says that the Court may
commit to prison any person who makes default in pay-
ment of ' any debt due from him ' in pursuance of any
order or judgment of the Court. What is the real

meaning of those words ' due from him ' ? It appears to

me that they point to a debt which the defendant is

PERSONALLY liable to pay. If you treat the Debtors' Act
as an Act which authorises the Court to commit people

to prison, then 30U must construe it strictly. It is a

highly penal Act, affecting the liberty of the subject, and
you must not say that a sum which is pavable only out of

a person's /;'(?/^r;r is a sum 'due from ' that person.
" If, on the other hand, you treat the Act as a remedial

Act, then it only enables the Court to moditV the im-

prisonment which could have been inflicted at common
law, so as to pre\ent it from being so large as it was at

law before the Act ; and, treating the Act in that way,
section 5 cannot apply to such a case, because there was
nothing to modifv, there being no power to arrest a

married woman befofe the Act. If it is treated as a

penal Act it must not be stretched. In either view of the
Act it appears to me that section 5 of the Debtors' Act
does nut apply to the judgment which can be reco\-ered

against a marrieil woman only by virtue of the Married
Women's Properlv Act, 18S2 ... I desire to repeat

that our present decision applies merely to judgments
which can be recovered against a married woman only
by virtue of the -Vet of 1882, and that it does not apply
to judgments which could have been recovered against a

married woman at common law before that Act." Order
of committal was discharged.

(To be contiiuKd.)

A DEFENCE of the HIRE SYSTEM, based
on Legal and Commercial Considerations,"

by H. L. Tudor, Solicitor. One Snir.LiS(;. The autiior

fully discusses and criticises— i Registration. 2 Plate or

Stamp on hired goods. 3 Should hired goods become the

absolute property of the hirer on payment of h.i!fthe

money. 4 Should the hire systtui be declared illegal.

"Sewing Machine Gazette' Office, 28, Paternosttr

Row, London, B.C.
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The Development of the Sewing
Machine.

By E. Ward.

(Con tiiinsd frout our November Number.)
;rR. \l. A. BROOMAX obuincd provisional protcc-

HjI-J-j lion (ialctl .March 20II1, 1854, for iiiiiirovcmcnls

in scwinfj machines, w herein the friction braise is so con-

structetl and applied upon the thread, that when operating

on harsh materials at a high speed, the breaking of tlie

threail at the ])eriod of great strain is obviated. Another
leaturc in this invention consists in enlarging that portion

(if the needle which ha\-ing entered the material is to

retire from it before the pull upon the last loop has com-
nu'nced ; by this means, in sewing leather and similar

materials, the hole is so made that the process of finishing

the stitch is greatly facilitated. Another point in this

invention is a peculiar formation of the bedplate upon
which the work rests, whereby, when turning the work
in order to sew a curve seam, each stitch may be as per-

fectly formed as Avhen sewing in a right line. (The boot

closer of the ])resent day will be glad to see the latter part

of this invention perfecte 1.)

Elmer Townsend applied for a patent on the 30th of

March, 1854., for certain improvements communicated to

him by Alfred Twingle. These improvements have

reference to a machine for performing the operation of

sewing with two threads. One thread is passed through

an eye near the point of an upright needle, which carries

it upwards through the cloth, so as to form a loop in the

same manner as in machines in which a needle and shuttle

are used, but on the upper surface of the cloth. The
second or binding thread is used in short lengths, and is

combined with the first thread by the use of a vibrating

hook and a vertical forked thread carrier to which an

intermittent rotary motion is communicated. When the

loop has been formed by the ascent of the needle, the

hook passes through, and seizing the binding thread

(which extends upwards from the cloth and is held between

the rearmost leg of the thread carrier and spring attached

thereto), draws it through tl-.e loop and through the space

between the lorciiio.!>t leg of the carrier and its spring.

When tile thread is drawn through the carrier, it is left

su])porled by the said leg and its spring, and whilst thus

supported, and during part of the descent of the needle,

a semi-rotary movement of tiie thread carrier takes place,

so as again to present the thread in a perfect position to

be seized by the hook when it advances through the loop

formed by the next ascent of the needle. By the inter-

mittent rotatory motion of the forked thread carrier, the

upper thread is wound round the lower thread during the

operation of sewing, and in this respect tlic sewing dillers

from that produced by ether machine^.

{To be conliuued.)

The Star Hammock Carriage.

fc^^-^E recently inspected at tlie Star Manufacturing

'V^/^Tkt' Company's perambulator factory, Goodinge
Road, N., a new patent carriage which will be ready for

the trade in the course of a few days.

The Star Hammock differs vilely from all other
carriages of the hammock type. The body is suspended
on spiral springs inserted in a slot cut in a back-bone of

bent steel tube. The tube is extended at each end, so that

a leverage of about a foot is obtainsd, which makes it a

much easier carriage to wheel than otlier hammocks in

the market.

\\''e observed that the bjdy rose and fell very readily,

and with practically no side sway, that being prevented
by means of a small hinged steel fork, or catch. This
fork, when raised, allows of the body being used as a

veiitable swinging cot. The change is made instantly,

and with no trouble whatever.
There can be no doubt but that this new carriage is

constructed on a capital principle, and we predict for it

great success during the coming season. It certainly

shows T great advance on the hammocks in which the

bodies are suspended from the handles, and in which side

motion is so objectionable.

We hope to give further particulars of this important
invention, together with illustration of same, in our
next issue.

"NOVELTY " WRINGE
SIMPLE AND CHEAP.

((

COTTAGE" i^.ANGLE,

WOOD ROLLERS, 20x4.

Largest Makers of

WriDging Machines in the World.

PRIZE MEDAL, PARIS, 1889

The leading feature of our Machines
is DURABILITY combined with
LIGHTNESS. Considering the
quality of the materials used they
are also the Cheapest Machines in

the Market.

((

((

HOUSEHOLD " WRINGER.

SUPERIOR" WRINGER.

Entirely Self-adjusting.
No Thumbscrews required.

MADE EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE
INSTALMENT TBADE.

30 YEARS' ESTABLISHED BEPDTATION

FOR QUALITY.

^^
"STAR" KNIFE CLEANER.

A Cheap Cash Line.

^yiniolesa^le only* Px>ices oxx iVpplica.tioxi,

BAILEY WRIMIM MACHINE CO., 26, SODTHWARK ST., LONDON, S.E.
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Jottings.

Owing to causes beyond our control 7C'c arc unable to

give our usual portrait this month. In our next issue

however we shall make amends by supplying two portraits.

ik

Mr. Hermann Loog is sending out letters calling atten-

tion to the fact that a certain firm arecircularising dealers

to the effect that the Victoria Musical Cabinet sold by

him is an infringement of their patent. These circulars,

he says, emanate from Berlin, and therefore he cannot

stop them. The firm have not taken the usual step in

such matters—namely, notified the makers, as, it is said,

they know full well that their contention as to infringe-

ment cannot be sustained. If such is the case, their action

is contemptible, and it is very hard that they should
" throw mud '' from a " safe distance."

* * *
A new " flossing " machine for the corset trade will

make its appearance during next month.
* '.'

*
. . • 1.We hear rumours of a patent action m connection with

perambulator wheels.

•

We are pleased to find that the Leather Trades' School

in Bethnal Green Road, E., the opening of which we
announced a few months ago, is a great success. Here is to

be seen a fine installation of machinery, including sewing

machines, and the head master, Mr. C. W. Burdett. is

deserving of high praise for the admirable manner in

which the concern is conducted.
* ...

"'

Mr. A. Batty, of High Street, Chiswick, has opened a

branch at Church Road, Acton, W. By the way, he has

been selling boots and shoes of late on easy terms, in

addition to serving machines, and has met with extra-

ordinary success. He finds that this class of trade pays
handsomely.

The Vertical Feed Sewing Machine Company were
delighted last month by the receipt of a telegram from
Paris notifying that their machine had received the Grand
Diploma of Honour at the Exposition International of

Paris, 1890.

We much regret to have to record the death of Mr. H.
Robinson, an old and respected sewing machine dealer,

residing at 77, Parkgate, Darlington.

In our last issue, when recording the awards at the

Edinburgh Exhibition, we stated that the Hitchcock
mechanical lamp was represented in this country by the

Vertical Feed Sewing Machine Company. We should

have said by Mr. G. W. Phillips, who is the general

manager of that company for Europe.

Messrs. Isted, of Southampton, have made extensive

alterations to their sewing machine depot, rendering it

quite handsome. They are now thinking of adopting the

electric light. This would make them, we believe, the

first firm in the trade to so illuminate their showrooms.
*

The sewing machine exhibited at the Edinburgh
Exhibition by Mr. Peter Scott, which obtained a bronze

medal, was the Konig, for which Mr. T. Potter, of 47,
Dunlace Road, Clapton, London, N.E., is wholesale

agent.

* *
Mr. E. W. Redwood will occupy from to-day new

premises in Castle Street, Bristol. They are described to

us by a traveller as the largest sewing machine depot in the
trade.located in Castle Street, opposite Mr. Redwood's old

establishment. They consist of no less than twenty
rooms, on four floors. The shop has a double frontage

22 ft. wide and 130 ft. deep. There is a back entrance
to same 44 ft. Avide for the receipt or despatch of goods,

and a gas engine supplies power for several purposes,

including that of working the Reece button-hole machine.
This extensive building will be devoted solely to sewing
and knitting machines. Mr. Redwood is agent for

several excellent sewing machines, including those of the

INTEMATMAL EXHIBITION, PARIS, 1890,
GRAND DIPLOMA OF HONOUR AWARDED TO

THE VERTICAL FEED
SEWING MACHINE,

LIGHT-RUNNING, SPEEDY, SIMPLE, AND DURABLE.

SnjainS Sewing Machine contains an arrangement wliich involves a new departure from the ordinary style of
«3» working. The Machine is fed from the toji, and has a smooth plate for the work to travel on The needle
descends into the material, pinning the se\cral plies together, and the feed carries the needle and material along
with it. When the needle is withdrawn the pressure foot is put down and the work held fast. There is no
necessity whatever for ?s^i-titig the work on unc\-en surfaces or seams. It will do the most wonderful variety of

work, and will sew ALL MATERIALS, from MUSLIN to LEATHER, without change of stitch or tension
;

as no matter what mav l)e the difference in thickness, the stitch MUST BE REGULAR. Having the
FEWEST PARTS of anv .Machine made, it is the ACME OF SIMPLICITY, and the heretofore

difficult operations of HEMMING, QUILTING, BRAIDING, RUFFLING, FRILLING, &c., can
be Iianit by an\' lady as casils' as plain sewing, ami in the .--anie time.

NOTE.—All tho above operations are done without tacking. The Machine has no COGS, SPBINGS, or

TEETH 111 C.1U-C fricliiin or get out of order.

READ ONE OF THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS.
44, RoYAi. Crescfnt, Nothnc. Hill, Nov. igrH, 1890,

Mrs. Grieshach li,is much plc.isure in rccommcndinK the Vertical Feed .M.-ichine, she has had one in constant use for the last six years, and
it is still cf|ual to a new one, ,Shc has only used iiikKi-. needles during that time and the third one has juat lately been put in. It works
easily and never gets out of order, doing all kinds of work with the same tension ar.d adjustment.

We shall be happy to show the Machine to anyone who will favour us with a visit.

S.AMPl.ES OF WORK, PRICE LISTS, A.VD ALL PARTICUL.VRS OX APPLICATION TO

THE VERTICAL FEED SEWING^ MACHINEJ)^4, ALDERSGATE STREET, LONDON, E.G.

AGENTS WANTEDWHERE NOT^EPRESENTED, LIBERAL TERMS.
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W'lluclci- tS: WiUoli Coiii|);uiy, the ]-lislio])'s L'luslur

( 'oinp;iny's liif;li arm, and Shcplicrd, RolliwcU, iS; I lough's

kniltin^ niacluiics. Wc liopc ihal tliis removal will be

lully justified by an increase of trade.

Some rogue of a fellow is bent on victimising the

customers of the While vSewing Machine Company. He

has succeeded in two instances in obtaining accounts

Irom dealers, stating that he was told to call for same, and

has given receipts— in one case in the name of Jones, and

in the other calling himself Johnson,

a young man with a dark moustache.

on their guard against pa)^ing accounts to strangers

without they can produce satisfactory credentials.

He is described as

Dealers should be

We have to congratulate Mr .H. W. Twiggs, the well-

known Bristol perambulator manufacturer, upon having

been elected on the Bristol Town Council. Our Liberal

readers will be pleased to know that he has won a seat

held by Tories for nearly twenty years. His success is

therefore very popular among the opposition supporters.

A traveller of Boer nationality is the latest addition to

the ranks of the trade. He travels with a small hand

machine, and is reported to be so entertaining in manner

as to obtain orders where his wares handled by another

would utterly fail to find a customer.

The sewing machine business formerly carried on by

T. Potter, of Winchester, is now being conducted

by Mrs. Stickland.

Mr. G. W. Ash, the energetic and successful machine

dealer, of Portsmouth, is about opening the Victoria Hall,

Portsmouth, as a roller skating rink on the Olympia

pattern.

*
Carter, Son, & Fabian, of Winchester, are well known

as amongst the earliest dealers of sewing machines. Mr.

Carter has long since gone to when; hu-iiic^s troubles him
no longer. Mr. Fabian is now dead, and Mr. Kingdon,
an ironmonger, of Basingstoke, has taken over the

concern.
* *

*
" Made in Germany " does not appear to condemn

sewing machines in the eyes of the Bristol people. Since

the case of .Singer V. Reid was deciiled Mr. Reid has made
a special point of marking all his machines as above, and,

instead of losing custom, his trade has almost doubled.

*
There have been many changes in the Singer Company s

Bristol district lately. The Bath office is now managed
by the district manager's niece, Mrs. W. Tawyer, her

predecessor having gone to his company's Shields office.

Mr. Wear, late superintendent at Swindon, has also gone
to Shields, being succeeded by Mr. C. Vincent, late at the

Bristol office, Mr. Hargreaves, late Singer superintendent

at Bristol, has been transferred to the Taunton branch.
*

*

Messrs. Lloyd & Co., the well-known mail cart and
perambulator makers, of the Borough, London, have
called our attention to the fact that the go-cart is of

greater antiquity than is generally supposed. Mr. Lloyd,

on perusing " The Lives of Famous Beggars," found on
page 21 conclusive evidence that in 1783 a man was
dragged about town and known as " Go-cart Billy.''

* *
*

ZcELEO.—We have received a sample of Zoeleo from the

Leather Waterproofing Company, 32, Cowper Street,

London, E.C. It is a concern managed by a well-known
sewing machine merchant. We have tested the com-
pound. It is an oil for waterproofing all articles made
from leather, including sole leather, footballs, belting,

boots and shoes, cycle saddles, &c. We find that it makes
these articles absolutely waterproof without interfering in

the least with their polishing properties. It is put up in

small bottles to retail at 6d. and is., and should be used

by every person who values his health, being thoroughly

THE "SPECIAL" SAFETIES.
PRICES

From £8 lo^
Best MateriaL Good Finish. Prices Mode-
rate. Cushion Tyres fitted to any of the
" Special " Safeties. Prompt Delivery.

AGENTS IWANTED.
Agents wishing to do a Hire Purchase Trade should write

for Terms. No risk. I take all risk as to Payments.

HARRY S. ROBERTS,
CYCLE WORKS,

DEANSHANGER, STONY STRATFORD, Bucks.

W. FOSTER & CO.,
4i^ B^KM mTMMMT ji

Biptnx/i 3 nsTGi- H-A^iwo:,
Manufacturers

of every De"

scription of

Perambulator

Fittings,

Hood Joints,

Handles in

Brass, China,
and Wood,
Brass Handle
Rods, Toy Fit-

; tings, &c.
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SMALL OUTLAY—LAR6E PROFITS
»***««««4

DUNKLEY'S PATENT
Fast Cushion Tyre

PERAMBULATOR AND MAIL CART WHEELS

WILL Fir ANY AXLE.

RUBBER TYRES CANNOT COME OFF OR BREAK.

Every Ironmonger and Sewing Machine Dealer

IN THE VI^ORUO

SHOULD KEEP A SAMPLE SET IN STOCK.
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reliable. The makers are open to appoint agents in all

parts of the country, and supply prinlcd matter and

artistic show-cards to their customers.

Duriu'T the ]iast monlli, .u will be i^ccr. in another

column, there was made in Court certain disclosures in

coi-.ncction with the mysterious winding-up proceedings

in Hermann Loog, Limited. Tliese disclosures, however,

are not likely to give tlie poor long-sulTering creditors

much hope of a dividend. The official liquidator has

managed to spend the sum of ^^2,647 6s. in collecting

_^5,8i8 53. 4d ! We knew that he had gone to work in

the most costly way possible to collect instalment

accounts, but did not expect that his extravagances were

nearly so bad. There really must bean inquiry into this

matter.

In their new circular, just to hand, we observe that

Messrs. W. Rothwell & Co., Limited, of Bolton, claim to

be the largest makers of knitting machines in the United

Kingdom. They ask that home productions should be

supported, and state that they are prepared to appoint

ageiits in every district in the country.

Mr. Justin Herbert has taken the place of Mr. S.

Owens in the Cork agency for the Wheeler & Wilson
machines.

;;-
''' ^

The East London Machine Company have opened a

new branch at 127, Goswell Road, E.G., dealing in sewing

machines, perambulators, mangles, mail carts, musical

instruments, toys, &c.

Mr. E. H. Walbrook has resigned his position with the

Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing Company, having

accepted a position in the management of Hutchins'

Sewing Machine and Domestic MachineSupply Company,
Limited, 19, Duke Street, Cardiff, -which concern is

meeting u-ith considerable success. Mr. Walbrook has

had some ten years' experience of the trade in the service

of the Wheeler & Wilson Company, as follows :

—

Cashier at their Bristol and Cardiff depots, manager at

Hull and Leeds, and, finally, he was given charge of a

department at his company's London head office.
•

The X'ictoria Cycle Company, of James Street,

Bridgeton, Glasgow, which Mr, W. C. Wark, late cashier

for the Howe Company, started sometime since, is going
on so satisfactorily that several branches will shortly be

opened. The company deal in all kinds of domestic
machinery, sewing machines, bedsteads, and musical

instTuments, in addition to cycles.

On another page will be found a report of the annual
meeting of the Association of Perambulator Manufac-
turers. It now includes among its members most of the

leading firms in the country, and will, no doubt, do some
useful work in the future. Mr. Richard W. Allen, of

Rowley Regis, near Dudley, is secretary, and will, we
hear, be pleased to supply full details to any manufacturer
desirous of joining.

Many mangle dealers will hear with regret that Mr, Tom
Houldsworth, who formerly represented Watson &
Whalley in London, died at his home in Morton, Yorks,
last month.

*
The mangl e makers are now unusually bus}^ and have

met together to consider the question of resuscitating

their union, which became moribund during the great

depression in the trade a few months since.

:;: ^" *
During the past month the Singer Company have

altered the addresses of several of their branch offices as

follows:—Chepstow, to 47, Bridge Street; Nancwich,
to 8, Pillory Street ; Ramsgate, to 57, High Street

;

South Wigston, to Blaby Road ; Warminster, to 13,

George Street-

The Singer Company have recently closed their branch
at Centre Aisle, Market Hall, Burnley, but still retain

their depot at no, St. James Street.

ILSON BROS. & CO.,
STANDARD BEDSTEAD WORKS,

"WOVEN WIRE MATTRESSES.
Patterns and Prices on Applioatioa.

ER.4.SS AND IRON BEDSTEADS, COTS, FOLDERS, &c.

ANN'S
"IMPROVED ROYAU'd "EMPIRE " WRINGERS

a;]:i.<i UEFY aBra^r Competitioii..

G. LOHMAEN, 22, MM ST., LONDON, E.C

SMITH & SON,
19, ALCESTER STREET, BIRMINGHAM,

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS OF TIIK

NE^i^ MAIL OiLRT-
Fancy Dealers and others will

find this a

General Favourite.

The tody is ot cak in the

:V ' thape of a boat, swinging
ackwards and forwards,

^^'SStpW thus causing a delight-

%;/^ \l ful sensation.
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ghest Possible

Award,

EDINBURGH

EXHIBITION,

1890.

Wheeler&WilsonNo.9(D.A.A.)
C£tl>inet 'Work in Oa,k: a^xrcl Walnvit.

These Machines are high class in every respect, are warranted for five
years by the Company, and can be fully recommended.

We solicit correspondence from all first-class dealers desiring to take up the sale
of this Machine, and to whom Liberal Terms will be given.

WHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO,
21, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.
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A Visit to Jones' Factory.

m TiKVOli'l'KR of thu Js/i/oii-iiiu/rr-Ly/ir Ilffahl

^./^ recently visiteil the factory of Jones' Sewiiifr

Machine Cnnijiany, at riuiilc Rridf^e near Manchester, and

supplies a lor;^ ilescriplion of same to his paper from

which we extract the rdlowing :—
Passing llirough a larj^c i^alcway, liifih and wide enough to admit the

retinue of the Shall of Persia, one enters a large courtyard, ohlonp in

shape. It is the beyinnin;.; and the end in the history of every sewinj^

machine, manufactured liy llie lirni,inasmuch as from one corner ascends

the raw "pii;," and alter travellinij over the oblong fifjure out comes

the siiisajje— bcj; pardon- the sewin;; machine. Tliis arrangement

shows at a j;lani'e tliat in the process of ninnufacture there is no runnint;

fron\ Dan to lieeisheba. In a corner of this yard i:; yiiled a grert

tpi.antity of "]iig" iron. The floor of the yard is remarkably clear,

and its general appearance neat and orderly. "Come this way," says

Mr. Jones, and we step into the foundry, a large room 20ort. by 6ofi.,

and proportionately high- .V huge furnace is placed in the centre of

the front wall, so that it is erpially accessible from both sides of the

foundry. Immediately behind Ihc furn.ace is a large steam hoist for

lifting metals and feeding the furnace. "In this depaitment," said

Mr. Jones, "all the plate and machine moulding is done. The ' machine
process' saves the employment of skilled labour, and turns out better

castings, and in greater numbers, than is possible under the ordinary

.system in the ordinary foundry. The patterns are, as you see, not of

the ordinary wooden type, but are projecting from iron |)lates, and these

being put into the earth moulds, all skilled labour in preparing the

mould is done away with, and we are enabled to give constant employ-

ment to a large number of ordinary labourers." In a remote corner of

this department we found a sand grinding machine for pulverising snnd

to a uniform consistency ; side by side with it is a riddle for producing

line casting sand. The next stage in the process of manufacture is the

dressing up of the perfected castings. We pass through a door and
enter the " fettling " shop. Here the rough castings are cleared in

rattlers or scouring barrels, and dressed by large emery wheels. There
is also in this room, which is well ventilated and lighted, a large oven,

hermetically sealed, for the purpose of annealing the castings. Adjoin-

ing this is the general casting stores. Here are compartments for every

casting that is used for every description ot sewing machine. From
this section onwards is apparent that systematic order and coherency

which are some of the leading characteristics of this firm. A large

steam hoist in the store-room is the means by which all the castings

are distributed for the subsequent processes. Opening out of this

store-room is the place where the electro-plating is carried on. The
articles requiring to be so treated are the plates and the extra attach-

ments to the machine for tucking, hemming, braiding, &c. The bath

in which the process is carried on proved a very interesting item to us.

The mention of this department is somewhat out of place here, as it is

really one of the finishing strokes, but we allude to it as it is on this

floor, placed here probably on account of the somewhat unpleasant

odour common to the process. Ascending a flight of broad iron stairs,

we find oursalves in the drilling department, replete with unique and
complete machinery of every kind. All the holes in the castings are

bored in this department. Several beautiful and rapid-working drilling

machines are at work ; one, two, three four, and even six drills are

being actuated at the same time. This section of the factory is fitted

up with overhead gearing, and a complex system of lathes—all worked
by steam power. An elaborate tool-shop is also connected with this

department, and in it all the special fools required for every kind of

sewing machine is manufactured. The firm have made quite an im-
portant feature of this section. We next visit the milling department,

which is well stocked with the test specimens of drilling, cutting,

shaping, and other automatic machinery. With the aid of these

wonderfully contrived pieces of mechanism, every part of the sewing

machine is made in duplicate form or on the inter-changeable principle,

.is carried out in the large Government gun factories. Thus, no
matter whether ten articles or ten thousand articles are operated

upon, each one is an exact/af siinilc of the other, so that in case of an
accident, whenever any part of one of the firm's machines get damaged
or broken, even in Hong Kong, \ Shanghai, or the far antipodes, the

customer has no difficulty in procuring a similar part by mail or other-

wise, and it is certain to fit the damaged machine with very little trouble

or expense. It has taken Messrs. Jones & Co. many yearc of experience

in the trade to get such a valuable collection of appliances to enable

them to produce work of so accurate a description. The gear-cutting

department, which adjoins this, is well stocked with American tools,

especially made for the firm. To give a mere enumeration of these,

let alone stating their usefulness, would require the hundred hands of a

Bri.areus, We luirry on, therefore, to the profile cutting branch of this

enormous industry, which is devoted to cutting off the irregular surfaces

of the plates. Here is made, also, the new hooks for the firm's latest

machines. This hook is made from a piece of solid steel, and before

it is completed g-ioths of the material is cut aw.iy in the process, so

that in the end we have a fragile-looking piece of mechanism only

l-ioth its original body, A pair of diagonal engines, 70 h p., supply

the motor power for this department.

The cam cutting section is also well supplied with the usual

automatic labour-saving machinery for smoothing the irregular cams.

The planing and shaping departments rapidly plane and reduce the

irregular surfaces of the beds of the machine. In passing through the

turning department we stop for a moment to notice a splendid American
grinding machine, which was specially made for the firm. The stud

and screwing divisions of the factory is a veritable hive of industry.

Here all the big and little screws of the sewing machine are manu-
factured, some of the screws being so small that one has to exercise

some ingenuity in picking them up. The smithy is fitted with a patent

American friction hammer, other ordinary large heavy hammers, and

fly pressers. It is interesting to stand for a moment and watch the

brawny sons of Vulcan skilfully manipulating the heavier portions of

the piachine. We are next conducted up another flight of stairs

ami shown into the general storeroom, where all the parts actuated
upon by the vnrinus [jrocesses arc brought and stored up, and gradually
drafted for further operations in the more advanced departments.
The fitting room is of large dimensions, being 240 ft. by 42 ft,, and

18 ft. high. It is a'lmirably lighted by side windows and at the top,

and is specially reserved for finishing the machines. The fitting-up

benches are so arranged that as each sewing machine is handed along
the room the various jiarts arc fitted into it, .so by the time it reaches
the end man it is complete, excepting the stand. This arrangement
has the one great advantage that it prevents any inferior work being
passed. For instance, No. I may turn 250 perfect machines .and then
one imperfect ; he passes them on to No. 2, who goes through the 250
without a murmur, but when he comes to that solitary imperfect

machine he immeilialcly perceives its ilefecis, and hands it back to

No. I. Here we see the building-u|> process—from the crudest form
the machine gradually advances in symmetry and size until it is com-
])lcted. Afterwards each machine is tested by steam power for a short

time, to sie that every part is in good working order. ,So far, the

machines have been made entirely by piecework, b'Jt it is the duly of

the last ^talTof workmen to see that the whole is in good working con-

dition, and jierfectlv fitted in every pait. For this test the machine is

taken to the tester's room, whe'e each m.achine is subjected to a clo.se

and careful scrutiny, and should the slightest ll.aw or rough motion be
discovered it is sent back to be remedied. In another room the process

of rough-fitting the machine previous to japanning is carried on. Those
parts which require to be glazed or polished are here operated upon
with emery wheels of all sizes and constructions, and the arms and
plates receive their burnished appearance. .Vdjoining this room is the

japanning department, into which the machine is now taken. Here
there are large vats into which the pieces requiring to be japanned are

dipped, as this gives them a thicker and more uniform coat than when
the brush is used. The articles are afterwards put into a stove, of which
there are seven in number, for about 24 hours, at a temperature, rai.sed

by steam, ranging from 212 to 250 degrees. When they come out of

here they pass into the hands of the artists for decoration, and some of

the ornamentation is really beautiful in design and artistically worked
out. Some of the plates are inlaid with mother-of-pearl, and highly

ornamented with gold and colours. When this is finished they are

coated with varnish and put into another stove, heated with steam up

to 150 or iSodegrecs, and are thoroughly dried and hardened.
" Now then," said Mr. Jones, " we will walk through the other

factory." " What !
" we exclaimed, somewhat astonished, " another

factory?" " Yes," he replied, smi'ing, "and quite as large as this

one." We paused to take a deep breath. " Come on," said he.
" All right" we added, " if you will go like our American cousins."
" What do you mean ? " " Why a run through the place. We feel the
' vast void ' in the inner man eloquently appealing to us to hurry on."

Mr. Jones smiled and moved onwards. We followed. In the turning

and drilling department of this factory we noticed a remarkable

American niiichine for drilling the stands. It performed eleven

different operations at the same time without necessitating the lifting

up of the article. The cabinetmaking department of the firm is stocked

with a large quantity of beautifully seasoned woods from the forests of

Indiana," U.S.A., and fitted up with circular saws, wood planing,

moulding, grooving, sandpapering, and other kinds of machinery.

Manual labour in this department is reduced to a minimum. The
tables, covers, and cabinets for the machines are made almost wholly

by machinery. The wood being cut up, dovetailed, moulded, cSrc, by
machinery, an immense amount of work is accomplished in this

division. A fan and cyclone are established in this department ; the

fan drives all the dust and shaving into one place, and the cyclone

carries it off. The room is therefore always clean, well ventilated, and
in perfect working order. The stands or tables, covers, &c., ha\-ing

passed the cabinet makers' hands, go to the French polishers, .and,

after having undergone that process, they are taken to the table or

st.and-ntting department, where all the woodwork is put up. It is in

this department that the metal portion of <he sewing machine
ultimately meets its stand or table. They are quickly fixed up and
sent to an extensive adjoining warehouse, where the sewing machines

are again tried, and specimens of the work done by each, whether fancy

work or leather, are carefully examined by the foreman. When they

finally pass a satislactory examination they are removed to another

room, where they are wrapped up, and, if necessary, packed up in

boxes by the packers, lowered down the hoist into the lurries,

and taken away to different parts of the civilised globe.

The genera! offices, of which we have a glimpse in passing through to

Mr. Jones' private room, are well appointed with all the paraphernaUa

of a modern commercial house, and half a score or so of quill drivers

bend over their tables, filling up the various entries in their books, and

in their epistolary spheres

—

Speed the soft intercourse from soul to soul.

And waft a sigh from Indus to the Pole,

Others, still more entei-pnsing collar the telegraph form and "put
a girdle round about the earth in forty minutes," Leaving them to

their soul-absorbiug occupations we proceed to the sancliiiii sanc/onim

of Mr, Jones. " Now, Mr. Jones, we want a word or two about the

history of the house." "That is very soon given," he replied, and
paused for a moment to take a retrospective glartce, as it were,
" Well," he continued, " we first started business thirty years ago

last January, in a room only 20 ft. by 30 ft, in the late Nathaniel

Howard's old factory. We had one fitter and- one turner, and sub-

sequently an apprentice, and these three men we have with us to-day.

The fitter that I drew your attention to in the fitting-room is one of

the three ; he occupies a leading and respected position. In the tool-

making department is still our old turner. These were the first two
journeymen that came to Jones' and they are with Jones still." " But
what about the apprentice ? " we eagerly inquired, " ^^Tiy, the

apprentice is now general manager," " Good gracious .'
" we exclaimed.

" Yes, he has worked himself up step by step, and is now the general

manager of the whole concern. This sort of thing does not happen
in every factory, and we are rather proud of it. But there is scarcely

a foreman or leading hand with us who has not been made in the

place. " Surely that is rather a big order even for Jones ? " " It is ; but
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it's a fact. All our leading hands have been with us from fifteen to

twenty-five years. But to proceed with our story. We started busi-

ness as engineers' tool and sewing machine manufacturers in a very

small way. Eighteen months later we were compelled to take over

another room ; still we prospered, and after another vear had to take

in the third room. We stuck to our business systematically and ener-

getically, and it prospered. Each year found us further advanced than

we were beforCt until the exigencies of our growing trade demanded
even a larger place than all the availaljle portion of Nathaniel Howard's
old factory, so in 1S65 we first built u|)a part of this factory, which has

gone on increasing ever since ; atidiiiun after addition has been made
to its structure and its fittings until you find it itie extensive and com-

plete factory that it is to-day" Mr. Jones paused, and we ventured

to inquire as to the number of machines jiroduced. " Well," said he,

"at fiist we used to jiroduce as many as three machines in a

fortnight." " Dear me 1
" we internally ejaculated, " what Herculean

labour !
" Mr. Jones allowed us to digest this information, then

quickly supplemented it by ^saying, " Hut now we can turn out

460 machines in a week." That being a somewhnt more reasonable

figure as to the firm's proliablc output, we passed on to the ijuery as

Id the number of hands employed. " As you know," said Mr. Jones,
" we started with two men and a boy, but now, all told, we give em-
ployment to— to— what is the number, Mr. Mellor, I forget?" "Soo
hands, all told," replied Mr. Mellor. What a record ! What an
achievement ! The firm of Messrs. Jones & Co. are to be congratu-

lated upon their success.

One of the strong points in the manufacture of sewing machines at

Guide Bridge is this : From the very beginning Messrs. Jones cS: Co.

have only made one quality of sewintr machines, and that is the very

best quality possible to produce ; they have never had an inferior

machine at a less price, and a better finished machine, with extras, at

a higher price, but all machines are made uf the very best quality and
offered to the jniblic at a;-, reasonable a |irlce as possible. It is, in a

very great measure, owing to this fact that there is no unncertainty

abont the quality of their m.'ichines All tbe world over it is known
that Jones' sewing machines are made on sound mechanical principles

and of the very best material.

Can you give us any information on tliis point. Where do they all go
to, Mr. Jones? "Well, you may broadly put that down as all over

the civilised world. We have agents in every large town and city in

the United Kingdom, in Paiis, Berlin, Brussels,Vienna, Kome, Naples,
Athens, Constantinople, in short, everywhere on the Continent. We
regularly ship our sewing machines to India, China, Japan, and other
places in the eastern world. With Australia and the Colonies we
do a large business, and every year we find our machines are getting

more and more popular." But what about the United States? " Ah I

that is a sore point. The beggars over there try to kill our trade
with their abominable tariff,'' and here Mr. Jones felt disposed to

wax eloquent over the Free Trade controversy. " Isn't it unfair,"

he asked, " that they should come over here and compete with us

in our own markets, unhindered in any way, but if we make an
attempt 10 compete with them across the water, a heavy tariff

stares us in the face ? " We parried the question by asking what
the t.iriff actually came to, and were a little astonished to hear that
it was no less than 45 per cent , not including the cost of transit.
" But notwithstaniling," said Mr. Jones triumphantly, " we can lick

them into fits in the price and quality of our machines."

1

Invention Jottings.

One of the latest inventions is an air-purifying apparatus, for use
specially in sick rooms.
Mr. J. S. Irvine, of Charlotte, U.,S.A., has patented a ''Baby

\yalker " of a new type. The child is robed in a special j.acket pro-
vided with armholes, and this jacket is attached to a cone-shaped base
by means of straps. Thus the infant is kept erect, and very soon
learns how to walk.

One of the latest .\merican patents is for a scrubbing machine on
wheels. This is so constructed that on being propelled a series of
brushes arc set in motion and water caused to flow from a small
reservoir, thus thoroughly scrubbing the fiuor and rendering hand-
work quite unnecessary. The inventor of this ingenious m.achine is
curiously enough named Prud'hommc.

Musical skipping-rope hanlles have recenlly been invented by a
Can.idian, Mr. John X. I'ringle, of Belleville. The best wav to
describe the invention ii to liken it unto a p'lhceman's rattle the rope
being secured at the end at ri-ht angles to ihe h.andle. As' the rope
IS turned, a intlal tongue piece engages with a toothed wheel, and
produces a sound which Ihe inventor calls music.
The lime in feed-water, as all steam users know only too well, causes

incrustation in boilers, and a greater expenditure for fuel is rendered
necessary owing to the incrustation being a very bad condition of heat
Hundreds of powders and liquids of fancy name are in the market
whose object is to prevent the formation of scale, and several water
purifying machines are in use for removing the lime from the water
Many of these so-called remedies, however, are worse thtm useless'We shall, therefore, watch with interest the success of Messrs F.aunce
& Cabell's p.->tem. These gentlemen have suggested nothing less
than the use of electricity to prevent incrustation.
One of the latest American patents is a scrubbing-brush provided

with a water-reser>oir. Between the tufts of bristles are perforations
to allow of the waicr passing, and the stream can be slopped orallowed to Mow by simply operating a small lever.
As is generally known, the leaving of clothes lines exposed to the

elements causes them to rot, become dirty, and stretch. Vn Vmtrican
proposes to remove this objection by pmvi.ling a sm.al'l clothes-line
reel. I his consists of a small b.,x containing a roller, to whi.h one
end of the line is fastened, and from which the other end u.asses
through a slot. By revolving a small wheel outside the line ran be
slackened or lightened, or rolled up allogclher if desired.

The Piano Keyboard.
'E hear much nowadays about the historical development of the

piano, its tone, its mechanism, its literature, but about the
origin of its keyboard very little is known. This part of the piano,
says the Al;.' Haven Res^hler, with all its defects and shortcoming;,
has from the lieginning practically resisted both change and improve-
ment. But when we learn that it was patched together with no
thought of i'.s present use, and that it w.as not even intended to be
played upon by the fingers, it does not seem strange that it is st
irregular and ill-adapted to the natural form of the hands, although
one may wonder that in these times of boasted progress no satisfactory

correclion has been found and adopted.
In the beginning of our present musical system only the seven tones

of the C major scale were used. The first instrument was a very
primitive organ, intended only to sustain the pitch of the chorus by
playing the bnss. The compass of these instruments wcs naturally
very small. As there w.as no necessity for striking more than one tone
at once, the keys were made very broad, and were played upon by the
fists or elbows, doubtless on account of the clumsy mechanism and
resulting heavy touch The first halftone foreign to the regular scale
that was adopted, owing to the need felt for greater scope and variety,

was B flat. Probably, in order n )t to change the instruments nor the
habits of the players, the new note was placed between K and B,

with its upper surface standing above the other keys, that it might be
struck in spite of the small place left for it. This was the first

" black key." Later the remaining half tones were added in the same
manner.
With the complete scale came the need of harmony, and therefore

of the playing of several tones at once. To accomplish this it became
necessary to use the fingers, and therefore to make the keys narrower
and of lighter touch. This gave the keyboard as we have it to-d,ay,

really only intended for the scale of C major. As late as the eigh-
teenth century the expression was still used," He plays with a delicate

fist." At this time the twelve tones of the scale were not equal
iatervals. The seven regular tones were tuned to a perfect scale,

leaving the other keys more imperfect in proportion to the number of
Idack keys used. The terms white and black keys are employed here
for the sake of simplicity. The keys were formerly made of dilTerent

colours at different periods.

As the desire grew to modulate into more distant keys, it w.as
found better to distribute equally the faults of the scale, making
each one slightly imperfect, but thereby all exactly alike ; to " temper
them. By this all the scales are alike to the ear, except as they are
higher or deeper. Few ears can distinguish any difierence whatever.
John S. Bach was one of the first masters to make full use of this

change. His "well-tempered clavichord" is familiar to everyone.
The comparatively short and weak tone of the piano and its precursors
has at all times tended toward very rapid passages and full chords, and
yet its keyboard was originally intended for the playing of single notes
slowly with the fist or elbow and in only one key. The extreme
inconvenience of many keys, and the almost endless variety of com-
plicated fingering to be learned, taking yeirs of hard work to acquire,
and scarcely less time to practise to retain, would seem in them-
selves sufficient reason to have condemned this, at present meaning-
less, system long ago.

The wide stretches, difl'icult or impossible for small hands, the
narrow space between the black keys, often impossible for large hands,
the iri r disregard for the natural form of the hand, all cause ditficul-

ties, mat great talent can, it is true, eith"" overcome or conceal, but
that might better be avoided. The smal' compass that a single hand
can play often leaves two bunches of notes with long, empty, badly-
sounding spaces between them. Or the notes for a chord must be
played one after the other or connected with the pedal, giving rise to
faults and bad habits of playing that justly give the average pianist a
low standing as a musician of taste and culture. Certainly poor
results for the hours and years wasted in practising exercises and ruin-
ing other people's nerves.

Attempts have long been made to overcome these faults of the key-
board, but until recently no apparently satisfactory solution h.as been
found. A few years .ago a man in X'lenna named I'aul von fanko
brought a new keyboard system before the public, and to-d.i) it is

manufactured by the leading piano firms of Germany and .Vuslria,
although almost unknown in Ihis country. In this instrument ihe
keyboard corresponds to the musical demands and to the form.ition of
the hand. The scales and their fingering are all alike. When one i.i

learned they are all learned. A piece learned in one key can be played
wiih equal ease in any other. Transposition is as easy and natural ns
for a singer. Each hand of medium size stretches over nearly two
octaves, giving almost the fulness and scope of the orchestra, or of four
hand arrangements. The keys are arr.angcd in six rows, one above the
other, like stairs, and having no black keys to pl.ay between, they are
made so narrow that the eiuire length of the keyboard is about like Ihe
manu.al of an organ, thus avoiding many awkward motions and posilioni
now so often seen. Having only one scale to learn, almost the entire
time of study can be devoted to the wonderful literature in which the
piano is so endlessly rich.

The present piano demands that the hand be placed in an awkward
and forced posilion, and yet demands moat imperatively that it be used
with the greatest naturalness, ease, and grace, a problem seldom
solved. This dilliculty literally disappears of itself with the new
keyboard. The six rows of keys allow three dilTerent places to strike
the same note, and look to the tyc like three difl'erent keys, further
avoid the annoying confiict of the hands, often so trying and hamper-
ing. To give a clear idea of Ihis keyboard it is nece.;sary to have
copious cuts and illustralions, or, better, a piano to which ii is applied.
.\s to its merits, and the probability of its eventually taking the | lace 0/
the old system, much has been said. The almost insurmountable
dilliculty is well known ofchanging a universally adopted system of any
kind, no matter how I ad and fiiully. Every one acknowledges Ihe
logic and beauty of the Janko invention, but many prefer to cling to
that which the old masters used. Others justly say the piano has
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nlready greater cai'acily for tcclinical display than ir, dcsiralilc. Then
why increase this pussiliilily, and hring its insipid runs and arpeggios

wiiliin the reach of a larger number? Hut might not the commonness
and cheapness (jf the display of dexterity that now astonishes rather

tend towards banishing it, and leave greater opportunity for the

mflucnce of true art ?

The real difliculty and only true aim of art is not mechanical skill,

hut intellect, soul, sense of the beautiful. The mcrlianisin is only the

means to that end. There is certainly no rcasiin in torturing the

student with meaningless technical difficulties, wasting thereon his

best energies. The dilhculties and irregularities of the present plans

arc so endless that the average instruction means nothing more than

learning like a parrot, one step after another, one jiieee alter another,

and, like a parrot, sayirg them over and over until every cne is tireil

of hearing them. Evrn if Janko's system should never become
universal, it is not improbable that it may influence changes of a still

more perfect nature.

The following list has been compiled expressly for this Journal by

Messrs. G. F. Redfern & Co., Patent Agents, 4, South Street,

Finsbury, B.C.

APPLICATIONS FOR LKTTERS PATENT.
1633S. F. Bretz, for improvements in sewing machines.

16661. r. E. Wilson, for improvements in portable and collapsible

bassinettes, perambulators, mail carts, and the like.

16711. R. Tomlin and J- Hope, for improvements in reversible

seats and back rests for children's mail carls and for other purposes.

16918. E. McBride, 72, Southgate Road, London, for improvements

in stitching

16922. J. Walker, W. S. McLennan, and J. W. Lindsay, for

improvements in and relating to infants' chairs.

17027. R. A. Edwards an-'i the Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing

Company, for animproved braiding attachment for sewing machines

17050. E. A. Aurich and E. T. Lassig, for producing ornamental

stitches.

17147. W. P. Thompson, a communication from M. 11. Rumpf, of

France, for improvements in or relating to embroidering devices

applicable for attachment to or for use in connection with sewing
machines, partly applicable for other purposes.

171S7. A. Anderson, a communication from The Singer Manu-
facturing Company, of United States, for improvements in button-hole

sewing machines.

17212. H. Birch, for improvements in lock-stitch fewing machines.

17227. R. McMakin and J. Parsons, for improvements in baby
carriages.

17240. H. H. Lake, a communication from E. B. Moore, of United

States, for improvements in button-hole sewing machines.

17278. W. H. Inslee, for improvements in sewin^^ machines.

17305. A. Frew, 20, Rosefield Street, Leamington, for an appliance

for guiding perambulators, bassinettes, and similar vehicles,

17316. J. M. White and J. R. Hancock, for improvements in cots

for children.

17383. G. G. Meyer, for improvements in the construction ofbutton-

holes.

17403. D. R. Dawson, for improvements in sewing machines.

17S45. R. Ramsbottom and J. Smethurst, for improvements in

children's velocipede horses and go-carts.

17969. R. Bird, Clanna, near Lydney, Gloucester, for improvements
in sewing machines.

18020. T. B. Sloper, for improvements in supporting devices

applicable to perambulators and for other purposes.

ABSTRACTS OF SPKCIFICATIONS PUBLISHED .

Postage id. each extra.

14544. Embroidering and Se-uing Machines. E. Doughty, of
Foxhall Road, Nottingham.—Dated September 16th, 1889. Price 6d.

Consists (l) in the employment of a hollow needle holder as an axis

on which a bobbin carrier is made to rotate. (2) Of a novel kind of

bobbin carrier, with a guide thereon, for the extra thread. (3) Of an
arrangement of two spur wheels and an endless chain or perforated

band to communicate a rotary motion to the bobbin carriers and guides

of the extra threads.

15998. Sole Sewing Machines. H. A. Oldershaw, of 38, High
Cross Street, Leicester^—Dated October nth, 1889. Price t!d.

The principal part of this invention consists of certain contrivances

for maintaining the foot and needle point at a convenient height, to suit

the varying thicknesses of sole, so that all thicknesses of sole can be
.sewn without altering or interfering with the gear of the machines.

19175. Sole Saving Machines. H. A. Oldershaw, of 38 and 40,
High Cross Street, Leicester.—Dated November 29th, 1S89.

Consists in the employment of an improved lifting clutch arrange-

ment for the presser foot bar, for lifting it while the work is being fed
along.

20564. Wheels for Perambulators, ^e. W. H. Dunkley, of Jamaica
Row, Birmingham.—Dated December 21st, 1S89. Price 8d.

Consists in certain improvements in connecting the hubs and spokes
of met.illic spoked wheels, for the purpose of expanding and tightening

the metallic spokes and securing them to the hubs.

2743. Sc-cing' Machines. H. A. Oldershaw, of 38, High Cross
St'eet, Leicester.—Dated February 20th, 1S90. Price Sd.

An automatic contrivance is provided for lifting or vibrating the foot

bar vertically, so that whatever thickness, or uneven thickness oi work
is being sewn, the foot bar is properly regulated.

7504. Embroidering Machines. A. J. Boult, a communication from
L. Legrand, of Brussels.—Dated May 14th, 1S90. Price is. 3d.
The object of this invention is to obtain mechanically, certain of the

operations which hitherto have hail to be performed by hand, or by
means of foot boards. According to this invention the workman has
only to operate the pantograph by hand, and consequently can devote
both hands to the work, the result being that the working capacity of
ihc embroidering frame is materially increased, while the hand labour
is reduced tf* a minimum.

10738. JJiitton-lwle .Sewing Machines. A. Heburg, 123, Lcighton
Ko.nd, Kentish Town.—Dated July lolh, 1890. Price 8d.
The improved machine comprises a needle, means for imparting to it

a recipr.'.caling and swinging movement, a looper with oppositely
arranged hooks and mechanism for operating the looper.

11015. Sole Sewing Machines. A. J. Boult, a communication from

J. F,. Bertrand, of Boston, Mass., and Mellin Bray, of Newton, Mass.,
U.S.A.— Dated July I5lh, 1890. Price Is. id.

T his invention consists in certain novel features of construction,
arrangement and combination of parts forming the subject of thirteen
claims, and which can only be intelligibly described by reference to
drawings.

,

11387. Button-setting Machines. H. H. Lake, a communication
from J. H. Clark, of Chelsea, Mass., U.S.A.—Dated July zist, i8go.
Price I id.

Relates to certain improvements in machines for attaching buttons to
leather, cloth, or any other material by means of what are called
metallic tack fasteners, the buttons and the fasteners being both fed
automatically from hoppers, and delivered at the proper point for
clinching together through the leather or other material.

11946. Sewing Machine:. IL H. Lake, a communication from W.
J\. Perce, of Providence, R.I., U.S.A.—Dated July 30th, 1890.
Price 8d.

Relates to means of iinparting reciprocating motion to the needle arm
and feed carrier, and shuttle carrier of a sewing machine without the
use of a driving belt.

13138. Se-ving Machines. W. F. Eeardslee, of Abingdon Square,
New York.—Dated August 21st, i<S9o. Price 8d.
The improved machine has been devised for the purpose of forming

a strong, safe, and smooth seam by straight ahead stitching. The stitch

made is a peculiar one, it being compcsed of two threads carried by
two eye-pointed needles, one or both needles penetrating the material.

13729. Button-holders for Button Sewing Machines. H. J.
Haddan, a communication from F. Engel, of H.amburg.—Dated Sep-
tember 1st, 1890. Price 6d.
As the metal button case has to guide the button in an exact way, it

is necessary that the button should exactly fit ihe case, and it has been
therefore necessary to provide the machine with cases suitable in size

for each size of button. The object of this invention is to so shape
the case for the reception of the button that without removing it from
the machine it may be adjusted to suit all usual sizes of buttons whereby
the troublesome exchange of the case is obviated.

UNITED STATES PATENTS.
Issued and Dated October 14TH, 1890.

438138. A. Beck, Chicago, 111., quilting machine.
438212. G. Wissler, Cincinnati, Ohio, binding attachment for

sewing machines.
43S346. A. T. L. Davis, Lake Village, N.H., circular knitting

machine.

438448. A. Saurer and V. Kobler, Arbon, Switzerland, machine for

threading needles of embroidering machines.

Issued and D.\ted October 2ist, 1890.

43S623, L. A. Harrison, Boston, Mass., presser foot for sewing
machines.

438655. A. C. Tebbetts, Boston, Mass., mechanism for automati-
cally cutting button.holes on sewin.; machines.

438662. J. Urban and W. W. King, Belton, Texas, quilting frame
for sewing machines.

438685. A. T. Gifford and C. H. French, Hopedale, circular knit-

ting machine.

438686. J. F. Gordon, Lowell, Mass., circular kniiling machine.

438690. M. Lachman, San Francisco, Cab, sewing machine.

438794. W. F. Beardslee, New York, N.\'., sewing machine.

438795- W. F. Beardslee, New York, N.Y., method of sewing
parallel seams.

43S796. W. F. Beardslee, New York, N.Y., trimming mechanism
for sewing machines.

438S11. W. T. Hose, New York, N.Y''., sewing machine and
plaiting attachment therefor.

43S812. J. Q. A. Houghton, Baltimore, Md., button-hole sewing
machine.

43S854. L. A. Miller, Portage, spool holder for sewing m.achines.

438855. B- B. Morgan, Ypsilanli, Mich., machine for making
garment stays.

438910. C. F. Bradford, Plymouth, Mass., machine for winding
cotton, &c., upon cores.

439050. A. C. Bugbee, Lake Village, circular knitting machine.
Issued and Dated Octoher 2Sth, 1890.

439087. E. B.Allen, Portland, Me., clamp for button-hole sewing
machines.

439109. C. Chabot and G. Rehfuss, Philadelphia, and E. Blackfan
Moore, West Chester, Pa., button-hole sewing machine.

439168. E. B. Moore, West Chester, and G. Rehfuss, Philadelphia,

Pa., sewing machine.

439205. E. N, Stephenson, Waco, Tex., mattress sewing machine.

439234. J. Boppel, Newark, N.J., sewing machine.
43937S. J. Boppel, Newark, N.J., tension device for sewing

machines.

439379. !• Boppel, Newark. N.J., sewing machine.

439571- ^^- H- -^ppleton. New Y'ork, N.Y., work transferring

mechanism for knitting machines.

4395S5. W. H. Appleton, New York, N.Y., work transferring

mechanism for knitting machine.^.
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439599. W. Mills, Philadelphia, and E. B. Moore, West Chester,

Pa., button-hole sewing machine.
Issued and Dated November 4TH, 1890.

439679- F. \V. Ostrom, Bridgeport, Conn., cutting mechanism for

button-hole sewing machines.

439680. F. W. Ostrom, Bridgeport, Conn., sewing machine.

Gebruder Nothmann.

MIHE factory of GebruderNothmann (Nothmann Brothers) h situate 1

jj at 20, Neue Hochstrasse, Berlin, and from here is carritd on a

very large export trade, particularly to the South American Republics.

They make a variety of machines, both hand and treadle, for family

purposes. As a cheap hand machine Nothmann's Corona can be

recommended. It runs light and makes a capital stitch. Nothmann's
patent hand machine is somewhat more expensive, and is) provided

with a hand appliance forming part of the machine. This is so con-

structed that the machine can be worked by treadle if required.

There are several other family hand machines made by this firm,

differing solely in the style of decoration and woodwork, all being

constructed on the Singer principle, and all provided with the latest

improvements.
All these hand machines can be mounted on tables and stands so as

to form hand and treadle machines.

The treadle machines, made by this factory in three sizes for indus-

trial purposes, are of the same type as the family machines.

Messrs. Nothmann, whilst adopting the Singer principle, have intro-

duced numerous improvements into their machines, improvements of

which they claim the following :

—

a. Iiiipiovciiunis aus^iiiciiting tin ihirabilily aiiJ securiiii; a light and
silent Tintniiii; of the machine

:

—
1. Automatic noiseless take-up.

2. Adjustable shuttle-carrier.

3. Adjusiable elastic shuttle-box.

4. Adjustable feeder swinging between hardened points.

5. Simplified stitch-regulator witliout support working
exactitude.

l>, Improvetnents facilitatiir;^ the iiianagenicnt of the machine :
—

1. Simplified and easy method of setting the needle.

2. Never-failing relief-tension.

3. An efficient thread-cutter.

4. The most simple shuttle-lifter.

5. Loose-wheel -action of latest construction.

6. The self-acting winder, spooling surely and exactly and
self-stopping.

7. Upper thread instead of being threaded is simply put in.

8. Shuttle of latest construction with precisely adjustable

tension.

We found the factory at which these machines are made thoroughly

well appointed an<l everywhere signs of intelligent v/orkmanship and
good material. The factory consists of five floors, the lower one
devoted to heavy machine work, and the upper floors to fitting the

machines together. On the second floor is a large testing room, where
each machine is thoroughly examined before being handed over to the

packing-room below.
The woodwork of the Nothmann machines leaves nothing to be

desired, being solidly constructed and well polished.

The stands are richly decorated, light running, and provided, if

required, with a very handsome foot-rest.

th

GOAT SKIN RUGS FOR BASSINETTES, &c.,
From 18s. per dozen.

Send 2I3. for assorted dozen, three ditTereut sizes.

WHOLKSALE ONLY.

HANDEL WHEATLEY, EYESHAJYI

lARPye BROS, k
MANUFACTURERS OP

CYCLE FITTINGS
ACCESSORIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

SPECIALITIES:

CUSHION RIMS

CHAIN WHEELS

CHAIN

BRACKETS

HUBS

PEDALS

CUSHION TYRES

STEEL TUBES

STEEL STAMPINGS

LUBRICATORS

LAMPS

SUNDRIES

ADDRESS-

72 & 74, LOZELLS ROAD,

BIRMINGHAM.

I
D

THE

en en M uima|eijO.,Li
HALESOWEN, near BIRMINGHAM.

Best Hloiis©

\A I

FuK

BASSINETTES,

MAIL CARTS,
TOYS,

INVALID CARRIAGES,
&.C, &.C.

All the Latest Designs and
Novelties.

COMIST" J-i.ii.,i.ii
i he •• PLA NET " 1 audau.
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THE

The Eclipse Hand Machine is the BEST and CHEAPEST in the Trade.

It pays AGENTS and SHIPPERS much better to handie this machine in

preference to any other, and no dealer's stoci( is complete without it

Once tried always bought.

SHIPPERS specially invited to write for sample Machine and terms.

Manufacturers and patentees of the ''ECLIPSE" MEDIUM FAMILY
OSCILLATOR AND FAMILY HAND SEWING MACHINES.

THE ''ECLIPSE" KNITTING MACHINE. The QUICKEST and BEST
Machine in existence for MANUFACTURING AND DOMESTIC USE.
SIMPLE IN CONSTRUCTION. EASY TO LEARN and LIGHT RUNNING.

Send for Illustrated Lists and Wholesale Terms to tlie

Sole IVXa,xi.ix£a<c±u]?e]::>s:

The "ECLIPSE MACHINE CO.. OLDHAM
(LATE SHEPHERD, ROTHWELL, & HOUGH).
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VARLEY & WOLFENDEN
KEIGHLEY, ENGLAND,

SOLE

MANUPACTUUEKS
OF THE

CYCLOPS

Lockstitch

SewingMachines

and

Domestic

Manujadtwing

Purposes

Also Manufacturers
of Wringing and
Mangling Maohinee.

T'li'S^ Mac/lines are

jitade from tJie Besl

Materials^ atid cajiriot

le surpassed tor excel-

lency of finish and
durability.

SHIPI'INW OUDUns
EXECUTED ON TJLE
SHORTEST NOTICE.

N900a35 N^Eozae

Itie*llTLllS*6EDSTEflD*Co.

BILSTON.
EVERY SEWING MACHINE DEALER

SHOULD SELL BEDSTEADS.
Many DO NOT because of the R0( )il thev

lake up. BEDSTEADS can non- be sold bV
Sewing Machine Dealers from DRAWINGS
and delivered to TUETR (.'USTOMERS'
ADDRESS the NEXT DAY.
Write or wire TO-DAY for Book of STOCK

PATTERNS. ALL patterns in (his book arc
ACTUALLY IN STOCK, papered reatly to
leave SAJMB DAY as wired for. Finish and
value guaranteed.
N.B.—EVERY Bedstead FITTED UPWHEN FINISHED before leaving the WAJRE-

HOUSE.
A Large Slock of these Patterns is kept at

120, 122, CURTAIN RD, E C.
For London Trade only.

Vlret Orders aliouM be iicconipaiiled by licfiTtnres or
JteniiLtfince.

"VICTOR" WRINGER is a Machine we can con-
lidcntly rcrunmicnd. It lixcs with ease on to a round or
square tub, and the clamp is so arranged that no matter at
what angle the .side of the tub may be the Wringer, when
fixed, stands straight up.

TBADE PRIGS.

^"a',o' '*'"• 'S in.
/

All with Best White Solid
13/3 14/6 16/- \ Rubber Rollers.

Cog Wheels, 8d. extra each Machine

The A.M.Co. arc the largest manufacturers of Rubber Roller Wringeii
in hurope.^ Makers of the " Acme." " rresi.lent," " Nonpareil," ami

\ictor Wringers
: also Knife Cleaners and Ice Cream Freezer'.

THE ACME MACHINE CO.,
Henrietta Street, GLASGOW
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HENRY VORLEY'S
Pure White "Scentless d Stainless" Lubricating Oil.

For Sewing and Knitting Machines, Physical and Surgical Instruments, Guns, Clocks, Lathes, &c., &c.

BEWAKE OF IMITATIONS.

fHIS very beautiful oil is incapable of tliiekeiiiiig in use or of gumming the bearings, being an " absolutely

neutral "substance, unafTected by the weather or age. It may now be obtained in bottles at all respectable

Sewing M.-ichine and Bicycle Depots, and Wholesale at

23, SHAFTESBURY ROAD, HORNSEY RISE, LONDON, N.

Lower Qualities of the White Oil may now be had. Also Fine Lamp for

Bicycles, and American Golden, in Casks direct from the Docks, or
packed in Cans, Drums, or Bottles Suitable to the Trade.

^1

TO CYCLE & BASSINET FE MAHUFACTORERS k REPAIRERS,
USE ONLY

JOHNSON & CO.'S
SUPERIOR

GUTTA-PERCHA "HOLDFAST " TYRE CEMENT,
Acknowledged by many users to be tbe

BEST AND CHEAPEST IN THE MARKET.
Sold in Bulk, Blocks, or 6d., M., and 2d. Tablets Boxed.

SBECIAL CEMENT FOE BASSINETTES.

ALSO

JOHNSON & CO.'S
t=:t black: "haed drying" enamel.

"owl" brand.
Trade Price List and Samples on receipt of Business Card.

Note the Address

—

j^. lar. JOHNSON «§5 CO.,
TYRE CEMENT MANUFACTURERS, OLDH&M.

cc DD
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE,

PRICE id., or sent C'lrriige Paid at 8d. Dozen.

Commission Agents would find no difficulty in selling a few dozan
every month.

" HOPE " is an interesting paper for Young Folks.

Prizes for Children monthly. No entrance fee.

HOPE " is published by J. N. Masters, the maker of the Veracity
Watch.

Many Agents who sell " HOPE" seoute ordara for J. N. Mastars's
watches and jewellery. A liberal commission ejlowed.

CATALOGUE OF WATCHES, &c., ON APPLICATION TO

J. N. EViASTERS, JEWELLER, HOPE HOUSE, RYE.

TO INVENTORS.

leneral Patent Office. Established 1830.

G. F« REDFERN & CO.
4, SOUTH STREET, FINSBURY,

LONDON
PROVISIONAL PROTECTION for 9 months under the

i_ new Act, £3 3s. ; to complete the Patent for 4 years,

^7 7s. French Patent, including first year's tax, £S

;

JJelgian Patent, £4 ; Imperial German Patent, ^10 10s.
;

United States Patent, including all expenses for the whole

term, <fi7 los. Circular of information as to the mode of

proceeding in applying for Letters Patent, cost of European

Patents generally, and also of Colonial Patents, forwarded

upon application. Trade Marks and Designs registered in

England and Abroad. [Telephone No. 169.

Registered Telegraphic Address:—" INVENTION, London."

HIRE AGREEMENT FORMS.

The bsst form compiled, used by most of the trade.

Price 6d. per dozen, 3/9 per 100.

HIRE INSTALMENT CARDS.
strongly bound instalment cards with the hire

terms at the back. Price 1, - per dozen, 7 6 per 100,

Dealer's name and address printed if required

Sewell & Co., 28, Paternoster Row^London, E.C.

FBOM 20/- SUBJECT.

PATENTEE AHD MANUPAOTUREK OF

PERAIVIBULATORS,
Bassmeltes,InvaIidCarri3ges,<Sc,

187 & 188, GOOCH ST.,

BIRMINGHAM.
G. B. P. has had over 20 years'

practical experience in the manu-
tore of Perambulators.

If you do not obtain the

"Gazette" regularly and punc-

tually through the Newsagent,

kindly write to the Publishers,

who will inquire into the matter.






